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Abstract—This paper describes circuit simulation of analogue phase shifter based on distributed CPW transmission lines loaded by Varactor diodes. The expression of phase shifting is obtained using the global \((S_{ij})\) matrix of 9 units of proposed phase shifter. The simulations are carried out on ADS simulator. Comparison between our simulated results and published measurements of the studied phase shifter is made and a good agreement is obtained.

1. INTRODUCTION

Over the last decades, several advances have been made in analogue and digital. These devices are used to change the insertion phase of transmitted signal. The main and interesting phase shifters are those providing low insertion and return loss, and equal amplitude in all phase states. These criteria are becoming very important for several wireless communications. Most of phase shifters are reciprocal networks, meaning that they work effectively on signals passing in either direction. Phase shifters can be controlled electrically, magnetically or mechanically \([1]\). The main important application is within a phased array antenna system in which the phase of a large number of radiating elements can be controlled to force the electromagnetic signal to add up at a particular angle to the array.

In this paper, distributed phase shifter consists of a high impedance line (180Ω) capacitively loaded by the periodic placement of varactors. By applying a single bias voltage on the line, the distributed capacitance can be changed, which in turn changes the velocity of the line and creates a phase shift \([2]\). The phase shift can be varied in a large variation range depending on the bias voltage and the length of the distributed line.

2. LOADED LINE THEORY

The first step in understanding loaded phase shifter is the basic “electrically NonLinear Transmission Line” (NLTL). NLTL is consisting of coplanar waveguide (CPW) periodically loaded with reverse biased varactor diodes. Nonlinearity is created by the voltage controlled capacitance. The Figure 1 presents two models of our phase shifter unit: the circuit model (Figure 1(a)) and the equivalent model (Figure 1(b)).

Basically, the transmission line model using series \(L\) (H·m\(^{-1}\)) and shunt \(C\) (F·m\(^{-1}\)) lumped elements \([4]\), has a phase velocity defined by (1).

\[
v_p = \frac{1}{\sqrt{LC}}
\]  

(1)

With a line of constant physical length, a phase shift can then be introduced by varying the phase velocity. A variable \(L\) or \(C\) is needed to vary \(v_p\). In a transmission line shunt loaded with diodes shown in Figure 1 the total capacitance, and hence the phase velocity become a function of DC bias voltage defined and shown in Equation (2) where \(l_{sec}\) is the physical length of a transmission

![Figure 1: Circuit model of NLTL unit \([3]\).](image-url)
line section in meters [2]. The parameters \( C_d \) and \( L_d \) are the inductance and capacitance of each unit cell. \( L_d, C_d \) and \( C_{\text{var}} \) have the same units as \( L \) and \( C \) respectively.

\[
\nu_p = \frac{1}{\sqrt{L_d \left( C_d + \frac{C_{\text{var}}}{t_{\text{sec}}} \right)}}
\]

The model of periodic sections transmission line has a Bragg frequency defined and shown in Equation (3), it is similar to optical Bragg diffraction.

\[
f_{\text{Bragg}} = \frac{1}{\pi \sqrt{L_d \left( C_d + C_{\text{var}} \right)}}
\]

The first decision is, which transmission line topology have we to use. Coplanar wave guide (CPW) was chosen for our phase shifter structure. CPW has some immediate advantages. First, both ground and signal lines are on the same plane affording easy access for shunt mounting of elements without drilling. Second, CPW has a canonical closed form model from [7] that can be used to obtain design equations.

To maintain a balanced CPW line, a balanced shunt loading topology was chosen with two shunt diodes per transmission line cell unit, one to each of the ground planes.

The variable capacitance parameters are set by the choice of diodes. From (3), a larger \( C_{\text{var}} \) will cause a reduction in the maximum operating frequency. Also, the range from \( C_{\text{var},\text{max}} \) to \( C_{\text{var},\text{min}} \) will affect the variability of the phase velocity of Equation (2) and hence the phase shift. This affects some of variations in the characteristic impedance \( Z_0 \) of the line versus \( C_{\text{var}} \) [5] as shown in Equation (4), which is desired to be 50 Ω or impedance matching.

\[
Z_0 = \sqrt{\frac{L_d[H]}{C_d[F] + C_{\text{var}}[F]}}
\]

3. DIODE VARACTOR MODEL

After studying several diodes models, and matching schemes in simulation, the given model by Equation (5) was chosen. With specified \( C_{\text{var},\text{max}} \) to \( C_{\text{var},\text{min}} \) ratio this diode affords reasonable phase shift while allowing the transmission line to be well matched to 50ohms without additional circuitry.

Diodes have two origins of nonlinearity: conductive and reactive [3]. The conductive nonlinearity is shown in the \( I(v) \) curves and the reactive nonlinearity is shown in the \( C(v) \) curves.

This model of diode varactor has a series resistance \( R_s \), parasitic series inductance \( L_s \), and parasitic parallel capacitance \( C_p \). Equation (5) gives the mathematical model of simulated varactor diode [8].

\[
C_j(V_j) = \frac{C_{j0}}{\left( 1 - \frac{V_j}{\phi} \right)^M}
\]

where \( C_j \) is the fitted junction capacitance, \( C_{j0} \) is the zero-bias junction capacitance, \( V \) is the junction potential, \( \phi \) is the fitted potential barrier and \( M \) is the grading coefficient.

4. LOADED LINE PHASE SHIFTER

After choosing an appropriate diode model the remaining degrees of freedom are substrate choice and loading factor as defined by [5] and shown in the Equation (6). For our simulation RG4003 substrate was chosen to apply the ideal closed form CPW equations.

\[
x = \frac{C_{\text{max}}/t_{\text{sec}}}{C_d}
\]

From that choice, the required CPW line parameters can be computed to give a 50 Ω matched line. From [5], the relation between loading factor and the characteristic impedance of the CPW line is shown in (7). From \( C_{\text{var,\text{max}}} \) and \( x \) from (8), the desired \( C_d \) is obtained. The open CPW closed form expressions given by [7] can be used to compute the \( C \) [F/m] of the CPW line shown
in Equation (11), given \( Z_i \) from CPW Equations (9) and (10). The length of each T-line section cell, \( l_{\text{sec}} \), is given by (12). \( Z_i \) is the characteristic impedance of each section.

\[
Z_i[\Omega] = 50\sqrt{1 + x}
\]

(7)

\[
C_d = \frac{C_{\text{max}}}{x}
\]

(8)

\[
\varepsilon_e = \frac{\varepsilon_r + 1}{2}
\]

(9)

\[
KK = \frac{Z_i}{120\pi} \sqrt{\varepsilon_e}
\]

(10)

\[
C = \frac{4\varepsilon_0\varepsilon_e}{KK}
\]

(11)

\[
l_{\text{sec}} = \frac{C_d [F]}{C [\frac{F}{m}]}
\]

(12)

For \( x = 5 \), the simulation parameters are: \( Z_i = 122 \Omega \), \( C_d = 0.4 \text{pF} \), and \( l_{\text{sec}} = 8.9 \text{mm} \). These parameters are then introduced into ADS simulator, and the diode model given by the Figure 2 with a grading coefficient \( M = 0.5 \), for simulating this phase shifter. The corresponding dimensions of \( Z_i = 122 \Omega \) (CPW) are \( W = 2.5 \text{mm} \) for a conductor width, and \( G = 3 \text{mm} \) for a gap. The input line CPW (\( Z_i = 50 \Omega \)) for the biasing sections was computed to have the dimensions \( W = 2.5 \text{mm} \) and \( G = 0.25 \text{mm} \). The Figure 3 gives the circuit model of our studied phase shifter.

![Figure 2: Circuit model of diode Varactor [8].](image)

![Figure 3: Circuit model of phase shifter.](image)

![Figure 4: Insertion and return losses of our phase shifter.](image)

The number of segments is chosen for the desired phase shift at operating frequency, and we have in our case nine sections.
5. SIMULATION RESULTS

ADS simulator of Agilent was chosen as circuit simulator. All of the components can be modeled in a circuit simulator. As shown in Figure 4, the return loss $S_{11}$ (Figure 4(b)) of our studied phase shifter is no less than 10 dB up to 2 GHz and the insertion loss $S_{21}$ (Figure 4(a)) is no more than 1 dB.

Figure 5 shows the phase shift versus bias voltage. In our simulation, we can see 1dB of insertion loss at $V_{bias} = -10$ V, the phase shift can reach approximately $800^\circ$ at 2 GHz.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have developed a circuit modeling for analogue distributed phase shifter, the measurements of which were published. We used varactors diodes controlled by bias voltages. We have also shown that significant phase shift can be generated using a loaded line phase shifter. The phase shift obtained was linear from 100 MHz up to 1.5 GHz. Then the phase shift has a quadratic variation from 1.5 GHz up to 2.5 GHz. The values obtained by authors of [6] extend up to 800 rad/s according to varactors polarisation voltage. The obtained results are good, but the main drawback is the non linear variation of phase shift as function of frequency due to varactors.
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Abstract—We have developed a numerical simulator to design actively Q-switched Yb-doped Double Clad fiber lasers. Based on our simulator, we can design specific fiber laser cavities for various applications: a cavity able to emit a pair of sub-nanosecond pulses separated by more than 500 ns for Particle Imagery Velocimetry applications; a second cavity that can emit long 150 ns pulses exceeding a few millijoules per pulse; a third system composed of coupled-cavities to increase the pulse-energy.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the last years, double-clad (DC) fibers have shown their potentiality for the development of low cost, compact, high power fiber lasers \cite{1}. Many operating regimes have been demonstrated experimentally from Continuous Wave operation to Q-switched, or mode-locked regimes \cite{2}. In parallel, numerical simulators have been developed to describe quantitatively the behaviors observed experimentally \cite{3–5}. It is now possible to simulate precisely DC fiber laser cavities and to design cavities for specific applications. We are particularly interested in the development of Q-switched DC fiber lasers that can emit a pair of nanosecond pulses separated by more than 500 ns. The application of such lasers is the Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) technique. PIV is commonly involved in flow measurements. A second domain of application concerns the emission of long nanosecond pulses. The peak power of such pulses remains relatively low while their energy is important. Industrial and scientific applications are coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy, emission spectroscopy of laser ablation, texturing and coloring surface in the domain of metal surface treatments.

We have developed a numerical simulator to design actively Q-switched Yb-doped Double Clad fiber lasers \cite{6, 7}. Based on our simulator, we can design specific fiber laser cavities for various applications: the first example that will be presented is a cavity able to emit a pair of sub-nanosecond pulses separated by more than 500 ns for Particle Imagery Velocimetry applications. The second cavity designed allows to emit long 150 ns pulses exceeding a few millijoules per pulse. Applications concern in this case materials science and combustion. In both cases, the rise time of the Q-switch modulator is an essential parameter.

In a second part, we show that our simulator can be used to describe laser combining. High efficiency coherent combining of CW fiber lasers has been demonstrated in the last years \cite{8}. The combining method can be based on the use of a multi-arm resonator in an interferometric configuration. Michelson and Mach-Zehnder type resonators have been successfully used to reach nearly 100\% combining efficiency with two fiber lasers. This concept, which is adapted to the use of double clad doped fibers, has brought some novel perspectives for scaling the output power of the CW monomode fiber lasers. In a similar way, the power rising of an actively Q-switched erbium-doped fiber laser by using two coupled cavities with amplifying fibers could be demonstrated. The pulse peak power obtained could be 1.7 higher than in the case of a unique laser. This concept brings some novel perspectives for scaling the output peak power of single mode Q-switched fiber lasers, where the number of industrial applications is particularly important. In the last section, we present the development of a numerical simulator that can predict precisely the output pulses emitted by a laser system composed of two coupled Q-switched fiber laser cavities.

2. THEORETICAL MODEL

The fiber laser that will be considered is described schematically in Figure 1. The laser medium is an Yb-doped Double-Clad fiber, noted YDCF. The YDCF is pumped with a laser diode. Other elements are an electro-optic modulator (EOM), an optical isolator, a 90/10 output coupler and a wavelength division multiplexer (WDM). The laser diode pump light is injected into the cavity through the WDM. Q-switching is ensured by the EOM. Unidirectional oscillation is obtained with
the optical isolator. This configuration eliminates backward Stimulated Brillouin Scattering that could modify dramatically the pulse emission [2]. An un-doped optical fiber is inserted to adjust the ISL of the cavity. The output pulses are extracted with the 90/10 coupler.

The modeling of Q-switched lasers can be done using the traveling-wave model [4]. It has been applied to different pulsed solid-state lasers and amplifiers, and led to great success in explanations of experimental observations, and optimization of systems. The amplifying medium and the pump and signal powers are described versus time, along the fiber, using the rate equations. The Yb ions are described by two level-atoms. The total ytterbium density is assumed to be uniform in the doped fiber. We resolve numerically the equations governing the evolution of the level populations and of the intensities of the pump and signal lights along the fiber. We neglect the chromatic dispersion effect. The doped and undoped fibers are further characterized by attenuation constants for the pump and signal lights. At time $t < 0$, the pump power is applied to the laser but the EOM is off. The EOM is then turned on and Q-switching can occur. When the EOM is switched on, its transmission passes linearly from 0 to 95%. The EOM opening time is called $\tau_0$. In a next step, the EOM is switched off. This procedure is then repeated at a given repetition rate to obtain the final form of the pulse emitted [4, 6, 7].

3. EMISSION OF A PAIR OF SUB-NANOSECOND PULSES FOR PIV APPLICATIONS

Our first application concerns the emission of a pair of subnanosecond pulses for Particle Image Velocimetry applications. The emission of pulses composed of multiple peaks has been studied in detail in recent works (see for example [5]). Our work consists in the optimization of the different parameters of the cavity, to favour the emission of a pair of peaks. After several optimization steps, we consider the following configuration: the undoped fiber length is 80 m. This fiber allows to increase the temporal interval between the multiple peaks without increasing the pulse duration of each peak. The total cavity length is 110 m. The EOM has a short rise time of 10 ns to generate short pulses, and an opening time of 1.7 $\mu$s. Figure 2 shows the output pulses emitted by our fiber ring cavity at a 30 kHz-repetition frequency. Figure 2 shows clearly the emission of a pair of pulses separated by approximately 530 ns (i.e., the round trip time of our 110 m-ring cavity) [6]. The FWHM and the energy of each pulse are 190 ps and 0.15 mJ for the first pulse, 120 ps and 0.14 mJ for the second pulse. The two pulses are not rigorously identical. Note however that the energy difference between them is only 6%. This results show the possibility to design a Q-switched DC fiber laser for PIV applications. The main advantage of this system is that there is only one cavity (and not 2 as in Nd:YAG PIV systems). The two pulses are thus systematically spatially aligned. Combined to the low-cost of our device, it offers an important range of applications to DC fiber lasers.

4. EMISSION OF LONG ENERGETIC PULSES

In this section, we consider another case, i.e., the emission of long energetic pulses for applications in spectroscopy and materials science. We consider the ring cavity of Figure 1. The length of the Yb-doped fiber is 3.5 m, and there is no undoped fiber in this case. The Yb-dopant concentration is $2 \cdot 10^{25} \text{ m}^{-3}$. The fiber is pumped by a 14 W laser diode at 940 nm. The EOM parameters are: a rise time of 380 ns, and an opening time of 5 $\mu$s. 10% of the signal that propagates in the cavity is extracted through a 90/10 coupler. Figure 3 shows the pulse predicted in this case. We obtain a long smoothed envelope. The pulse length is 150 ns at full width half time, and the pulse energy is 4.8 mJ. It is thus possible to develop Q-switched DC fiber lasers that can emit 150 ns pulses.
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5. Modeling of coupled cavities

In this last section we show that it is now possible to use our simulator to develop a modeling of combined cavities. High efficiency coherent combining of CW fiber lasers has been demonstrated in the last years [8]. The laser configuration that will be considered is presented in Figure 4. It is composed of two elementary cavities numbered 1 and 2. Each cavity consists of a laser medium (an YDCF), an acousto-optic modulator (noted AOM), and two mirrors of reflectivities \( R_1 \) on the left-hand side and \( R_2 \) on the right-hand side. The Yb-concentration into the fiber-core is \( 4 \times 10^{25} \text{ m}^{-3} \). The core diameter of the YDF is 16 µm, while the inner-cladding diameter is 400 µm. Other parameters describing the YDCF correspond to those of classical double-clad fibers. The pump power is injected on the left-hand side of the cavity through dichroic mirror. Both cavities are mutually injected through two identical unbalanced fiber couplers with a 70:30 splitting ratio (resp. 60/40) The 70% (resp. 60) ports are spliced to the two branches of the elementary lasers, whereas the 30% (resp. 40) ports of both couplers are connected to ensure the radiation transfer between lasers 1 and 2. The unused coupler ports are angle cleaved to avoid any parasitic feedback. Pump powers for both cavities are \( P_{p1} = P_{p2} = 10.5 \text{ W} \). The length of the amplifying fibers are \( L_{f1} = L_{f2} = 5 \text{ m} \). The lengths of the intermediate fibers between the different couplers are \( L_1 = 3 \text{ m}, L_2 = 1 \text{ m}, L_3 = 3 \text{ m}, L_4 = 1 \text{ m} \) and \( L_5 = 1 \text{ m} \). We adjust the rise time of the modulators to the value \( \tau_r = 1 \mu s \). This slow opening time of the AOMs allows to generate long smoothed pulses.

Figure 5 shows the pulses predicted using a sole cavity (solid line), or the bi-cavity system using 70/30 couplers (dotted line) or 60/40 couplers (dashed line). The different pulse shapes are very similar. The FWHM pulse duration is approximately 120 ns is all three cases. However the pulse energies are different. It is only 0.16 mJ using only one cavity wile it equals 0.22 mJ using the 60/40 couplers and reaches 0.24 mJ using 70/30 couplers.
6. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have developed a numerical simulator to design actively Q-switched Yb-doped Double Clad fiber lasers. Based on our simulator, we can design specific fiber laser cavities for various applications: a cavity able to emit a pair of sub-nanosecond pulses separated by more than 500 ns for Particle Imagery Velocimetry applications; a second cavity that can emit long 150 ns pulses exceeding a few millijoules per pulse; a third system is based on coupled-cavities to increase the pulse-energy.
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Abstract — Crop yield mapping is an important endeavor for agricultural policy making in Mexico where it is a main staple crop. In central Mexico, maize is cultivated under different technological regimes ranging from traditional rain water dependency and using native seeds up to irrigation and improved seeds regimes. Yield variation is in the range of 1.0 ton/ha to over 12.0 ton/ha under the different regimes. It is necessary to explain the increase in average state yield for this crop in the past 10 years in view of a notorious decline tendency in cultivated and harvested area. Precision farming is a system of advanced technologies and procedures which merge spatial mapping variables of the terrain and surrounding conditions with specific management actions for crops. PF requires the integration of several basic component systems such as global positioning system (GPS), data collection and processing devices based on remote sensing and geographical information management systems. Measurements provided by these systems are oriented towards assessing terrain characteristics and spatial variability and can help to locate the better areas to orient management actions to best practices.

1. INTRODUCTION

During the last decade an increase in maize production has been observed in Mexico. Maize is the main staple crop in this country. The production increased from 26.2 millions ton in 2007 to 28.7 millions ton in 2008. So, the maize production does not meet the internal demand and annual imports are required, around 5 million tons are imported from the USA. In central Mexico, specifically in the State of Mexico maize is cultivated under different technological regimes ranging from traditional rain water dependency and native seeds producing yields of under 1.0 ton/ha, up to irrigation and improved seeds regimes with yields above 12.0 ton/ha. The average state yield harvested area for this crop in the past 10 years has been 549,000 ha with an average yield of 3.22 tons/ha and an overall average of 1.8 million tons of grain [1]. On the other hand there is a notorious decline tendency in cultivated area.

Precision farming (PF) is a system of advanced technologies and procedures which merge spatial mapping variables of the terrain and surrounding conditions with specific management actions for crops. PF requires the integration of several basic component systems such as global positioning system (GPS), data collection and processing devices based on remote sensing and geographical information management systems. Measurements provided by these systems are oriented towards assessing the terrain characteristics and spatial variability and orienting the management actions to the best practice in manner, time and place.

Crop monitoring involves estimating crop yield within a geographic area and over a certain time and producing final maps depicting with varied colors and tones the expected yield ranges of different areas for the crop. These results can then be subjected to post-harvest accuracy assessment to produce the maps that are distributed to government agencies, producer associations and research institutions. Crop monitoring and evaluation towards PF objectives include acquisition, analysis and synthesis of crop yield data and their precise location within the areas of interest using satellite images and specialized software. In developing countries the official agricultural statistics such as cultivated areas, yield and production volumes lack credibility due to the shortcomings of traditional on the field sampling and producer survey methods which are employed. The objective of this study was to produce yield maps with geo-statistics and geographic information systems techniques with data from a yield database, which was obtained by continued sampling of real producers’ plots over 6 agricultural cycles.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

2.1. Crops Monitoring

To this end this six year study aimed at generating a methodology to obtain yield maps of maize crops (Zea mays) from SPOT satellite images and geo-referencing of pilot plots with PDA-GPS
and other equipments for crop monitoring and yield assessment on the field. The study was carried out over the period 2004–2009.

2.2. Satellite Images

To obtain the cultivated area, SPOT panchromatic and multispectral satellite images were processed over the growth and development stages of the plants. In the cultivated areas sample yield data were collected, geo-referencing the collection sites with geographic information management products [2].

Figure 1: Cultivated surface of maize in the State of Mexico.

Figure 2: Cultivated surface of maize at municipality level.
2.3. Interpolation

These data were spatially represented via interpolation using the inverse weighted distance method [3]. The mathematical expression of the inverse distance weighting (IDW) interpolation method is expressed as follows [4]:

\[
\hat{\beta} \ast \partial x_{0}f = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{1}{d_{i}^{p}} \beta(x_{i})}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{1}{d_{i}^{p}}}
\]

where \( \hat{\beta} \ast \partial x_{0}f \) is the estimated value for a non-sampled site at location \( X_0 \), and \( \beta(x_i) \) is the observed value at location \( X_i \); \( d_i \) is the distances of each of the observed sites to the non-sampled point; \( p \) is the value of the exponent of the distance; \( n \) is the number of sampled sites.

The final products were yield maps at different cartographic scales. A summary of the methodology is graphically shown in Figure 1 [5].

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Cultivated Areas of Maize Crops

A yield map graphically represents the collected data resulting from the direct field monitoring for which we used in first instance information layers of the spatial distribution of the crop derived from the remote sensing data analysis, the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) and terrain slope information, as well as 2400 geo-referenced sampling points providing yield data from 2004 through 2009. The cultivated surfaces of maize at state and municipality level are shown in Figures 1 and 2.

3.2. Yields Maps

125 yield maps were obtained at the municipal level, eight regional maps at rural development district (DDR) level and a state yield map. The 14 yield ranges are separated into three levels: less than 3.0 ton/ha, which are considered low yield; from 4.0 to 6.0 ton/ha, which are considered as medium yield; and over 7.0 ton/ha, which are labeled as high yield.

The yields maps of maize at state and municipality level, shown in Figures 3 and 4.

Yield maps are useful as quick references with a 91\% degree of accuracy since the information source is backed by a data base of historic yields collected over six full agricultural cycles. This information source supports decision making for three levels of government in Mexico (federal,
Figure 4: Yield maps of maize at municipal level.

state and municipal) mainly for the aid programs to the rural sector and more specifically for maize producers [6].

4. CONCLUSIONS

The inverse distance weighting (IDW) interpolation method permits the analyses of yield from geo-referenced data from on the field sampling. Yield analysis is related to the number and quality of the field samples taken.

With yield maps obtained from spatial modeling and the overlay of other thematic layers related to climate, soil and terrain topography the simulation of dynamic processes is feasible. At the same time homogeneous response areas where maize exhibits its maximum production and productivity can be delimited.

The yield maps obtained by this study and shown here exhibit an accuracy of over 90% due to the information source: a database of geo-referenced yield data which have been collected continuously over six agricultural cycles.
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Abstract — Recent advancements in wireless communication systems necessitate improvements in system functionality and performance with reduced cost and size. Present communication systems use fixed band width amplifiers, antennas and filters which increases the need for large RF components. The development of tunable capacitors using ferroelectrics gives us the opportunity to develop tunable RF blocks. This paper presents the design and characterization of an adaptive matching network which is made of thin-film barium-strontium-titanate (Ba$_{0.7}$Sr$_{0.3}$TiO$_3$ (BST)) for a class A RF amplifier. A 14.479 dB gain has been achieved with both input and output matching networks. Maximum output power load performance is improved compared to a fixed-impedance amplifier. Control bias variation of 4 V results in about 5.8 dB gain difference at 900 MHz. It provides the adaptation for frequency bands of 600, 700, 800 and 900 MHz and different power levels.

1. INTRODUCTION

Currently, RF front-end applications support various standards and frequency bands. The replacement of fixed frequency band circuits with reconfigurable circuits will save space and cost. BST thin films as higher-capacitance density varactors can be used in a variety of adaptive RF building blocks such as tunable matching networks, duplexers, voltage-controlled oscillators and baluns [1–6]. BST thin films have the advantages of high permittivity, tunability, and relatively lower loss than other materials. In order to transfer maximum power to a load, RF amplifiers need matching networks. Ferroelectric capacitors based on materials like Barium Strontium Titanate (BST) offer the required flexibility. By changing the applied voltage, the band width of the BST capacitors can be changed significantly and thus the capacitance changed too.

Ferroelectric capacitors in RF applications have been studied and investigated [7–9]. Although power amplifiers with tunable matching network have been designed with ferroelectric capacitors, these analyses have not been investigated in detail. Also, they only consider output matching networks without discussing input matching networks [1–6]. In this paper, we will discuss the impact of input and output matching networks on improving output power and efficiency has been discussed. The simulated power amplifier characteristics have been compared with the fabricated amplifier on RF PCB board.

2. ANALYSIS

The currently available BST capacitor in Figure 1(a) has tuning range of 6.95 pF to 12.4 pF when applied voltage is from $-4$ V to 4 V with fairly symmetric characteristics with respect to the bias voltage of 0 V.

These device characteristics place the following design constraints on the adaptive matching network: the effective capacitance tuning range is $C_{\text{max}}/C_{\text{min}} < 12.4/6.95$ and control voltage is within ±4 V. This is used in the input matching network circuits. In the output matching network circuit, the currently available BST device has a tuning range of 4.28 pF to 7.64 pF when applied voltage is from $-4$ V to 4 V and fairly symmetric through the 0 V crossing. These device characteristics place the following design constraints on the adaptive matching network: the effective capacitance tuning range is $C_{\text{max}}/C_{\text{min}} < 7.64/4.28$. The C-V characteristic shown in Figure 1(a) was measured using HP 4275 LCR meter at frequency 1 MHz at a signal level of 100 mV. An L matching network is used for its simplicity. It has a low cost and a small size compared to other topologies [10]. Figure 1(b) shows the L matching network for input matching connecting the input port and the amplifier input. $R_l$ is 50 ohms and $C$ is the tunable ferroelectric capacitor. When this resistance is viewed across the capacitor $C$, it is transformed to an equivalent $R_p$.

$$\text{If } Q^2 \gg 1, \quad R_p \approx \frac{L}{C \cdot R_l}$$ (1)
The scattering parameter, $S_{11}$ can be given by the equations below:

$$S_{11} = \frac{R_p - R_l}{R_p + R_l}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

As bias voltage increases, the ferroelectric capacitance decreases. According to Equations (1) and (2), $R_p$ increases and $S_{11}$ (dB) decreases. More power has been transferred into the input of amplifier.

For a class A amplifier, the output power is linear to input power before saturated. $C'$ is the capacitance after tuned. So the change of output power can be expressed as:

$$\Delta P_{out} = \Delta P_{in} = \frac{C}{C'}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Similarly, with a tunable output matching network more power can be transferred to the output load.

3. SIMULATIONS, IMPLEMENTATION AND MEASUREMENTS

ADL5320 RF Amplifier has been used in the design. The device can be used in a wide variety of wired and wireless applications, including ISM, WLL, PCS, GSM, CDMA and WCDMA. The ADL5320 operates with 5 V supply voltage with a supply current of 104 mA.

S2P file for this amplifier can be obtained from measurement in network analyzer. The $S$-parameters of the matching network were measured at different power levels and frequencies at 600, 700, 800 and 900 MHz. Figure 2 shows the matching network and amplifier prototype board. The measured $S$-parameter with control bias voltage of 0 to 4 V is shown in Figure 3. $S_{21}$ peak shifts from 562.1 MHz of 13.788 dB to 643 MHz of 14.695 dB. Control bias variation of 4 V of input and output matching networks results in about 5.8 dB gain difference at 900 MHz. The unity bandwidth also expands when larger control voltage is applied.

$S_{22}$ have the best performance at $V_{bias} = 3$ V as shown in Figure 4. This reflects that more power has been transferred to the load at the frequency of interest than under other bias conditions.
$S_{11}$ improves when $V_{bias}$ increases while the ferroelectric capacitance value increases as shown in Figure 5. It provides more power into the input of the amplifier at the frequency of interest.

Figure 6(a) shows the improvement on linearity with adaptive load when bias voltage is varied from 0 to 2V. This results in the shift of maximum output power point as shown in the Figure 6(b). The input capacitance and output capacitance both drop as bias voltage increases as reflected in improved power gain ($S_{21}$) of the amplifier shown in Figure 6(b). If the adaptive load is applied, the gain of the circuit can be maintained at about 13.44 dB until output power reaches 21 dBm which is significantly higher than without bias voltage. An adaptive load can increase the power gain over a wider range of output power.
Figure 7 shows the gain versus output power at 600, 700, 800 and 900 MHz. The results are measured when the amplifier matching network is fixed to its maximum output power settings for each band which shows adaptation for different desired frequencies. This could be used for further applications to provide tunability for different communication systems operating at various frequency bands.

Figure 8 shows the $S_{21}$ improvement of the optimum performance when compared to static tuning conditions. At 900 MHz, 5.7 dB improvement is achieved at output power of 17 dBm; 3.5 dB improvement is achieved at output power of 28 dBm. The maximum efficiency reflects improvement of 5% of 600 MHz, 5% of 600 MHz, 7% of 800 MHz and 8% of 800 MHz, which matches the $S_{21}$ improvements.

4. CONCLUSION

It is demonstrated that the RF power amplifier with BST capacitor based matching network can be tuned for bands at 600, 700, 800 and 900 MHz and at different power levels. The measurements show the band-switching and impedance transformation capabilities for input and output matching networks. Ferroelectric capacitance brought in the advantage of control voltage of 4 V limit which requires little DC power. The gain at maximum output power is linear to capacitance change.
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Practical Use of the Kramers-Kronig Relation at Microwave Frequencies. Application to Photonic Like Lines and Left Handed Materials
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\textbf{Abstract}— As early as 1914 Arnold Sommerfeld published two papers in \textit{Annalen der Physik} discussing the question of signal velocity in dispersive media. This work was at this time of pure academic interest. Nowadays photonic crystals, and left handed materials are common objects at microwave frequencies, and the questions raised by Arnold Sommerfeld, and addressed by Léon Brillouin in his famous book of 1960\textsuperscript{1} are practically encountered in everyday physics at the laboratory. The famous well known second order differential equation known as the wave equation is indeed not satisfied in dispersive medium such as photonic crystals and left handed materials. Group velocities greater than the speed of light in vacuum and negative phase velocities are encountered respectively in photonic crystals and left handed materials. These phenomena arise many questions especially insofar the theory of relativity is concerned and promise many applications. A. Sommerfeld stated the problem considering the propagation of a signal terminated on one side, and L. Brillouin carried out the calculus trying to find out a general signal velocity. The results that can be obtained using this methodology which is equivalent to considering the causality of a signal is more widely known particularly in optics through the Kramers-Kronig relation. This relation has many applications and allows to link for instance the imaginary part to the real part of the dielectrical constant of materials for instance. It is also often used to explain the so-called anomalous dispersion phenomenon of light encountered in some materials.

In this work, after a brief presentation of the implication of attenuation on the interpretation of the group velocity, we demonstrate the use of the Kramers-Kronig relation for instance to obtain the dispersion from an attenuation measurement at microwave frequencies in microstrip lines. The measurements obtained using a Vector Network Analyser are compared to those calculated from a single spectrum analyzer measurement on a photonic microwave crystal. We discuss at this point the different nature of the attenuation required by causality, and the one due to the losses in the media and how they interfere with each other. The method is also successfully applied to periodical structures presenting evanescent waves as well as to left handed materials.

1. \textbf{INTRODUCTION}

It is commonly accepted that the group velocity is the speed of energy and information. It is true most of the time. Nevertheless there are numerous reported situations where it appears not to be the case. Though Brillouin and Sommerfeld [1] early stated the conditions required for the group velocity to be the velocity of the energy, there are still numerous papers presenting and discussing superluminal group velocities [2–4]. Exotic propagation phenomena called anomalous dispersion at optics frequencies have been reported long ago. Those phenomenon often imply superluminal group velocity such as in photonic crystals. It is seldom stated though probably because it is not easy to perform speed measurements of wave envelopes at optical frequencies and is consequently rarely noticed. Kramers Kronigs relations are commonly used at optics [5, 6] or TeraHertz [7] frequencies to verify the consistency of performed measurements or to extrapolate for instance transmission coefficient measurement at frequencies where they are difficult to perform. This tool which stems from causality considerations should consequently also apply to address superluminal group velocity considerations efficiently. More recently the left handed material lines or structures introduced by Velesago [8] and Pendry [9] came into focus. They are typically media where some anomalous dispersion occurs. The thread binding those phenomenon is the relation which links the phase shift to the amplitude of the signal. When the phase shift is due to propagation one has to consider the dispersion relation along with the amplitude. At lower frequencies when no propagation is involved it is referred to as the frequency response.

\textsuperscript{1}Wave Propagation and Group Velocity, Academic Press Inc.
In this work we propose a method to apply the Kramers-Kronig relations even when they cannot be straightforwardly applied. Its applications to S parameter measurements as a causality criterion or for data extrapolation are then theoretically discussed. The method is then practically applied to some interesting typical cases such as photonic crystals, right and left handed media, and media where the waves can be evanescent.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2.1. Kramers-Kronig Relations

Whatever the introductory phenomenon presented (photonic crystal, left handed material and so on) they occur in linear and time invariant media. In that case, the media response \( r(t) \) to an excitation \( e(t) \) is:

\[
r(t) = e(t) * h(t)
\]

where \( * \) denotes the convolution product, and \( h(t) \) the response to an impulse. Taking the Fourier transform denoted \( \mathcal{F} \) of Equation (1), one obtains:

\[
\mathcal{F}(r) = R(\omega) = \mathcal{F}(e) \times \mathcal{F}(h) = E(\omega) \times H(\omega)
\]

where \( \omega \) is the circular frequency. Upper case letters are used to denote Fourier transform of signals.

In a real thus causal media, when an impulse occurs at \( t = 0 \), the response of the system must occur at \( t \geq 0 \). Consequently one has \( h(t) = u(t) \times h(t) \) where \( u(t) \) denotes the unity step function.

With the Fourier transform, one obtains:

\[
H(\omega) = -\frac{2j}{\omega} \times H(\omega) = j \times \mathcal{H}(H(\omega))
\]

In this equation, \( j = \sqrt{-1} \) and \( \mathcal{H} \) is the Hilbert transform.

The relation (3) is known as the Kramers-Kronig (K-K) relation. It is often referred to as the K-K relation pair by presenting separately the imaginary part \( H_i(\omega) \) and the real part \( H_r(\omega) \) of \( H(\omega) \):

\[
\begin{align*}
H_i(\omega) &= \mathcal{H}(H_r(\omega)) \\
H_r(\omega) &= -\mathcal{H}(H_i(\omega))
\end{align*}
\]

Since Hilbert transform is the convolution product with \( -\frac{2j}{\omega} \), the numerical Hilbert transform \( \text{HT} \) can be calculated on a given sampled signal:

\[
\text{HT}(S) = \text{IFFT} \left( j \times \text{SGN}(S) \times \text{FFT}(S) \right)
\]

In this equation FFT is the Fast Fourier Transform algorithm, IFFT the inverse FFT and \( \text{SGN}(S) \) the sign function.

One must keep in mind the limitations of both the FFT algorithm and its application to sampled signals. Firstly, the signal which transform is calculated is periodized by the algorithm. Secondly, the resolution of the method depends on number of samples.

2.2. Usages

The K-K relations are of great theoretical importance because it proves that the imaginary part of a frequency response is not independent from its real part. One of the general consequence is that imaginary and real parts of the complex dielectric constant \( (\varepsilon = \varepsilon' + j\varepsilon'') \) are not independent [10].

Equation (3) can be used as a causality criterion to verify the consistency of a measurement for instance. Considering Equation (3) one can compute:

\[
C = H(\omega) - (j \times \mathcal{H}(H(\omega)))
\]

This criterion must equal to zero over all frequencies to satisfy causality.

Computing a phase shift from an amplitude measurement and vice-versa is the main practical application of the K-K relations. Nevertheless it cannot be applied straightforwardly. Indeed \( H(\omega) = G(\omega) e^{j\theta(\omega)} \) is often determined by measuring its amplitude \( G(\omega) \) and its argument \( \theta(\omega) \). The K-K relation relates \( G(\omega) \cos(\theta(\omega)) \) to \( G(\omega) \sin(\theta(\omega)) \). Notice that consequently the causality
criterion can be easily computed from those two measurements. But it would be interesting from an experimental point of view to obtain \( G(\omega) \) from the measurement of \( \theta(\omega) \) or vice-versa especially when one of the measurements is difficult or impossible to perform such as \( \theta(\omega) \) when using a spectrum analyzer.

In order to separate \( G(\omega) \) and \( \theta(\omega) \), it is usual to consider the logarithm of \( H(\omega) \). If the K-K relation could be applied, one would obtain the pair of relation:

\[
\ln(G(\omega)) = -\mathcal{H}(\theta(\omega)) \quad \theta(\omega) = \mathcal{H}(\ln(G(\omega)))
\]  

(7)

To apply the K-K relation to \( \ln(H(\omega)) = \ln(G(\omega)) + j\theta(\omega) \), the system whose frequency response is \( \ln(H(\omega)) \) must be causal.

This is unfortunately not the general case. Let us consider a system consisting in a piece of ideal coaxial cable of length \( L \). For the TEM mode, the group and phase velocities are equal and constant: \( V_\phi = V_g = \text{cste} \). Therefore one has: \( H(\omega) = \exp(-j \frac{\omega}{V_\phi} L) \). \( H(\omega) \) corresponds to a causal system since the transit time in such a system is \( \frac{L}{V_\phi} \geq 0 \). One can also check that the causality criterion of Equation (6) is verified by \( H(\omega) \). Indeed as \( \theta = \frac{\omega}{V_\phi} L \), it comes:

\[
C = e^{-j\theta} - j \times \mathcal{H}(e^{-j\theta}) = 0
\]

(8)

Considering \( \ln(H(\omega)) \), one obtains:

\[
\ln(G(\omega)) = 0 \quad \theta(\omega) = -\frac{\omega}{V_\phi} L
\]

(9)

Consequently \( \mathcal{H}(\ln(G(\omega))) = 0 \) which is obviously different from \( \theta(\omega) \). The K-K relations are not respected. In this case \( H(\omega) \) corresponds to a causal system when \( \ln(H(\omega)) \) does not.

One can find in the literature methods inspired from the direct integration to demonstrate K-K pairs of relations between \( \ln(G(\omega)) \) and \( \theta(\omega) \). For instance Wooten [10] assuming that:

\[
|H(z)| < |b \times z^{-s}|
\]

(10)

where \( b \) and \( s \) are real strictly positive constants, and \( z \) the analytical extension to the complex plane of \( \omega \) with \( \Re(z) = \omega \) and \( \Im(z) \leq 0 \), proves that:

\[
\theta(\omega) = \frac{2}{\pi} \int \frac{\ln(G(\omega))}{u^2 - \omega^2} \mathrm{d}u
\]

(11)

Considering that \( G(\omega) \) is a even function, it can be rewritten as \( \theta(\omega) = \mathcal{H}(\ln(G(\omega))) \). Finally by taking the Hilbert transform of this equation one has:

\[
\theta(\omega) = \mathcal{H}(\ln(G(\omega))) \quad \ln(G(\omega)) = -\mathcal{H}(\theta(\omega))
\]

(12)

In the case of plain propagation, such as the propagation of TEM waves in the piece of cable previously presented, the condition (10) does not apply. Consequently, the pair of relations (12) does not apply neither. Nevertheless, as propagation cannot be neglected when the frequency gets sufficiently high, it is necessary to consider the case.

It is interesting at this point to shift from an ideal coaxial wire model to a more realistic model where the wire presents dielectric losses. These losses result from the time response of the dielectric used in the wire to the electric field. When the losses are sufficiently small the frequency response is modified as follows:

\[
H(\omega) = G(\omega) \times \exp(-j \frac{\omega}{V_\phi} L) = \exp\left(-\frac{i}{2C} \sqrt{\epsilon_\tau} \tan(\delta) L\right) \times \exp\left(-j \frac{\omega}{V_\phi} L\right)
\]

(13)

In this equation \( c \) is the speed of light in vacuum, \( \epsilon_\tau \) the relative dielectric constant and \( \delta \) the loss angle. It yields:

\[
\ln(H(\omega)) = j \times \omega - \frac{\omega}{\Omega}
\]

(14)
where $\frac{1}{\Omega} = \frac{1}{Z_0} \sqrt{\epsilon_r} \tan(\delta)L$ and $\Theta = \frac{L}{V_c}$. These considerations allow to obtain the aspect of the plots presented in Figure 1 for a plain propagation.

In this figure dispersion curves with and without anomalous dispersion are presented. That kind of phenomenon is often reported at optical frequencies. It is the kind of curves that are obtained in photonic crystals for instance.

Finally it is physically interesting and realistic to consider media where the two following limits exist:

$$\begin{align*}
\lim_{\omega \to \pm \infty} -\frac{\theta(\omega)}{\omega} &= \Theta \\
\lim_{\omega \to \pm \infty} \frac{\ln(G(\omega))}{|\omega|} &= -\frac{1}{\Omega}
\end{align*}$$

In plain words, it means that both $G(\omega)$ and $\theta(\omega)$ are asymptotic to straight lines whose slopes are respectively $-\frac{1}{\Omega}$ and $\Theta$. Using those two limits, One can obtain by integrating in the complex plane using Cauchy’s theorem the following new relations:

$$\begin{align*}
\ln(G(\omega)) + \frac{|\omega|}{\Omega} &= -\mathcal{H}(-\theta(\omega) - \omega\Theta) \\
-\theta(\omega) - \omega\Theta &= \mathcal{H}\left(\ln(G(\omega)) + \frac{|\omega|}{\Omega}\right)
\end{align*}$$

In order to used these two equations one must have some knowledge of the system studied. $\Theta$ or $\frac{1}{\Omega}$ must be known. Note that $\Theta = \lim_{\omega \to +\infty} (-\frac{\theta(\omega)}{\omega})$, is sometime called the front velocity.

Notice the use of $|\omega|$ in Equation (15) in order to turn $\ln(G(\omega))/\omega$ into an even function. It is required to correctly compute the Hilbert transform using the FFT algorithm.

Practically, to compute a phase shift from an amplitude measurement, the measured amplitude must be symmetrized over the negative frequencies as an even function before calculating the first FFT. In the same way, a phase measurement has to be symmetrized as an odd function.

### 3. APPLICATIONS

The results presented in the precedent section are applied to various cases chosen to cover some of the most typical situations that can be encountered when working at microwave frequencies.

#### 3.1. Photonic Crystal at Microwave Frequencies

A photonic crystal as the one presented in the Figure 2 has been realized. This structure is made of microstrip lines whose characteristic impedance is alternately $Z_0 = 50\Omega$ and $Z_1 = 100\Omega$. The substrate used is standard FR4 substrate 0.8 mm thick. The length of each segment has been chosen to be equal to a quarter of the wave length for each characteritc impedance at 2 GHz. This way at 2 GHz the wave reflected at the end of each $Z_0$ line segment interferes destructively with the wave entering the segment thus creating the photonic effect. This is often referred to as the Bragg condition. It can be written for this line $\omega = \omega_0 + 2n\omega_0$. Where $\omega_0$ is the frequency for which the length of each segment is $\frac{\lambda}{4}$ (2 GHz) and $n$ is a positive integer. At these frequencies, the amplitude of the waves is greatly diminished which leads to frequency bands where the transmission coefficient is very low.
3.1.1. Practical Application for Media Where Log(G) and $\theta$ Are Asymptotic

The relation linking $\theta$ to $\ln(G)$ can be efficiently applied to obtain the argument of $S_{21}$ from its modulus. This is particularly interesting because $|S_{21}|$ can be measured using a spectrum analyzer (SPA) and a generator when a vectorial analyzer (VNA) is required to measure both $\theta$ and $\ln(G)$. In order to demonstrate the efficiency of the method we have performed the measurement of $\ln(G) = \ln(|S_{21}|)$ with both instruments. The results are presented Figure 3(a). The results match up to 12 GHz. Beyond this frequency a difference is visible. This difference can probably be accounted for the calibration procedure (simple two ports SOLT) used for the VNA which is certainly not the most adapted for such a large bandwidth. The measurement from the SPA were compensated using a THRU measurement from the generator.

One can verify in Figure 3(a) that $\log(|S_{21}|)$ behaves asymptotically. By measuring this asymptote a “rectified” gain as defined by the left member of Equation (16) can be obtained. This gain has been filled in with zeros for frequencies below the first effectively measured frequency by the analyzer in order to extrapolate the signal down to zero. It has also been symmetrized over the negative frequencies to take into account the considerations presented in Section 2.2. Finally the argument of $S_{21}$ has been calculated using Equation (17). Figure 3(b) presents both the calculated and the measured argument of $S_{21}$. Of course to compare both results one needs to know the asymptotic behavior of $\theta$ as well. To obtain a figure with an interesting zoom factor the arguments are presented without the asymptotic behavior.

The results are identical as long as the amplitudes measured by the VNA and the SPA are indentical which validates the method.

3.2. Left/right Handed Hybrid Media Presenting Evanescent Waves

A left handed media is a media where the phase velocity $V_\phi = \frac{\omega}{k}$ is negative over a frequency band [8]. A simple model of left handed line is presented in Figure 4. In this model the capacitors and the inductors yield the left handed properties of the line, and the transmission lines take into account the propagation that cannot be neglected at high frequencies, that is to say when the physical length of the line is not small compared to the wavelength. The results of the simulation of such a line are presented in Figure 5.

![Figure 2: Photonic crystal built up from microstrip lines.](image)

![Figure 3: (a) $|S_{21}|$ measured using a Vectorial Network Analyzer(VNA) and a Spectrum Analyzer (SPA). (b) Phase measured using a VNA compared to the phase calculated from a spectrum analyzer measurement using K-K.](image)
At low frequencies, when the effect of line segments are negligible, the capacitor and the inductor induce a phase shift that can be calculated using the Kirchhoff’s Laws: $\cos(\theta) = 1 - \frac{1}{LC\omega^2}$. At low frequencies when $\frac{1}{LC\omega^2} \gg 2$, i.e., $f < f_1$ in Figure 5, the waves in the structure are evanescent and no phase shift occurs as long as $\frac{1}{LC\omega^2} > 2$. Consequently the phase shift remains fixed at $-\pi$.

When the frequency gets higher, the capacitance and inductance per unit length of the line can, if chosen correctly, introduce a second frequency band (centered on $f_3$ in Figure 5) where the waves are evanescent. After this band which occurs for $\arg(S_{21}) = 0$, the line turns back to a standard right handed behavior. At even higher frequencies the propagation occurring in the line segments can no longer be neglected, and a classical propagation phenomenon occurs yielding an asymptotic behavior of the dispersion curve. In addition the line presents regularly spaced forbidden frequency band gaps where the waves are again evanescent. The usage of such lines to build up couplers is presented in [11]. This line also is interesting regarding the application of K-K relations, indeed, the waves are successively evanescent, left-handed, evanescent and right handed.

As $\arg(S_{21})$ is asymptotical, one must apply the K-K relations of Equation (16).

At high frequencies one can see that some discrepancy occurs between the results obtained for the simulated value of $\ln(|S_{21}|)$ and its value calculated using K-K. This can be improved if required by computing the Hilbert transform over a larger frequency span filling in the missing data using the asymptotical behavior.

4. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have firstly reminded the underlying theory that yields the Kramers-Kronig relation. We have proposed a simple way to compute the Hilbert transform that sub tend the Kramers-Kronig relation. This method has been successfully applied to all presented examples. We have proposed a criterion that can be used to verify the consistency of measurements or to help analyzing causality considerations.

Though the causality criterion is an interesting tool, its interest is limited to consistency check. It is often required to be able to extrapolate the phase shift from the attenuation or vice versa. In a general way, it is not possible to apply the Kramers-Kronig relation to perform such calculation.
Nevertheless, by means of some hypothesis on the modulus of the frequency response, it is possible to apply the Kramers-Kronig relation on many physical systems. Furthermore we have shown that the case of plain propagation has to be dealt with in a particular way.

We have applied successfully the method to various special cases chosen because of their representatives behaviors. we have verified that method can be applied whether there is propagation or not. In the case of propagation the waves can be evanescent, right or left handed, or be the steady state resulting from interferences as in the case of photonic crystals.

The precision reached for data extrapolation is very good. It greatly depends nevertheless on the knowledge of the asymptotical behavior of the media at high frequencies.
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Abstract— In this paper a four pole quasi-elliptic filter at X-band is presented. The filter is composed of two vertically stacked rectangular coaxial lines, where one pair of resonators is placed on the lower coaxial line and another pair is located on the upper line. Coupling between coaxial lines is achieved through an iris in the common coaxial ground plane. The filter has been designed at 9.1 GHz with a 4% fractional bandwidth. Two transmission zeros located at the sides of the passband have been successfully achieved with the proposed filter topology. A measured insertion loss of 1.7 dB has been obtained.

1. INTRODUCTION

The rapid advance in wireless communications has led to the development of high performance filters, with high selectivity and good out of band rejection, including device miniaturization. Introducing transmission zeros on a bandpass filter response can achieve high selectivity with good out of band rejections. Commonly coaxial-combline cavity filters with transmission zeros have been designed by means of coupling probes embedded in the filter fixture [1], also the use of extra cavities or small metal plates among the resonators [2, 3] have been used. The structure presented in this paper uses a suspended resonator in different coupling arrangements to produce electric, magnetic and mixed couplings, enabling quasi-elliptic function approximation or flat group delay responses, instead of using extra coupling probes, extra cavities or folded structures.

The use of narrowband filters between amplifier stages with insertion loss (< 2 dB) can be tolerated, because compact size and low fabrication costs are more important to keep the filter competitive [4]. The proposed structure was designed at 9.1 GHz where only few works can be found, since most of combline and interdigital filters are designed between 1 and 2 GHz. The introduction of cross-couplings has been used to obtain a pair of transmission zeros on the sides of the passband. The unloaded quality factor of a single resonator was measured and has been found to fall in-between the high Q obtained through optimized conventional coaxial-combline designs and interdigital or microstrip-combline filters. The planar implementation of the filter (made by 9 stacked planar metal layers) allows scaling the designs to the millimeter wave frequencies range, using micromachined structures [5].

2. SUSPENDED COAXIAL RESONATOR

This section presents a quarter wavelength resonator suspended by short circuits inside an air filled rectangular coaxial cable, shown in Fig. 1(a). The resonator has the maximum magnetic field density next to the short circuited stubs, and the maximum electric field at the opposite side, the surface current distribution at the resonant frequency of 9.1 GHz is plotted in Fig. 1(b). Electric, magnetic and mixed couplings can be obtained by choosing adequate coupled resonator configurations. By placing the two short circuited sides of the resonator facing each other, a magnetic coupling can be obtained. Electric coupling can be attained by placing the open end of the resonators facing each other. The responses of the electric and magnetic coupling arrangements are out of phase and have been used to produce the quasi-elliptic filter presented in this paper. Mixed couplings have been obtained by placing resonators on different coaxial lines, coupled by an iris on the common coaxial ground plane between them.
3. NARROWBAND QUASI-ELLIPTIC COAXIAL FILTER USING VERTICALLY STACKED COAXIAL LINES

This filter was designed using two vertically stacked coaxial cables, as illustrated in Fig. 2, where two resonators are placed on the upper coaxial line, and two others on the lower line, along with the feed lines that provide the input/output to the device. The entire topology is formed by nine conductive layers stacked and compressed together to obtain the two coaxial transmission lines. An iris in the common coaxial ground plane allows the cross coupling arrangement between resonators.

The design procedure for this filter follows the methodology provided in [6], which consists in calculating the coupling coefficients between resonators ($K_{ij}$) and the external quality factor ($Q_e$), achieved by full wave simulations using HFSS. The equations to obtain the theoretical couplings between resonators and the external quality factor can be found in [6]. The design data and parameters used for this filter are summarized in Table 1, which contains the lowpass quasi-elliptic element $g$ values, the required $K_{ij}$ and $Q_e$ for the design. The filter was designed at 9.1 GHz with a 0.01 dB passband ripple and a 4% fractional bandwidth, having a quasi-elliptic response.

After obtaining the optimum spacing between resonators and feed lines, the filter can be realized. Overall dimensions of the filter are $29.8 \times 48.7 \times 20$ mm$^3$. Simulation and measurements of the filter are shown in Fig. 3. This simulation assumes the effect of layer misalignment, where 12 simulations

![Figure 2: Quasi-elliptic filter topology using vertically adjacent coaxial lines.](image)

| Lowpass filter element $g$ values for $\Omega_d = 2.00$ |  |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| $g_1 = 0.95449$ | $g_2 = 1.38235$ | $J_1 = -0.16271$ | $J_2 = 1.06062$ |

| $Q_e$ and $K_{ij}$ |  |
|-------------------|-------------------|-------------------|-------------------|
| $Q_e = 23.862$    | $K_{12} = K_{34} = 0.0348$ | $K_{23} = 0.0307$ | $K_{14} = -6.8 \times 10^{-3}$ |
have been done displacing the layers that compose the filter arbitrarily using values ranging from 100 to 500 μm, and one of them was arbitrarily selected to be included in Fig. 3. The 12 simulations showed a reduction in filter bandwidth due to the change in coupling coefficients caused by the overlapping of air spacing layers with the main central coaxial conductor. This causes a reduction in coupling coefficients and results in narrower bandwidths. The variations between simulation and measurement results can be attributed to the misalignment of the stacked coaxial layers, fabrication tolerances and the effect of using eight brass tuning screws to obtain the measured filter response. The measured bandwidth decreased from 4% considered for the design to 2.88% experimentally, the simulation with misaligned layers showed a bandwidth of 3.13%. The transmission zero on each side of the passband was successfully achieved using the proposed vertically integrated coaxial filter.

4. CONCLUSIONS
A new type of narrowband quasi-elliptic filter using vertically stacked coaxial lines has been presented. The filter uses cross-couplings to produce a quasi-elliptic response with a pair of transmission zeros, using an inline suspended resonator. The filter implementation using planar machined metal layers allows scaling the design to millimeter wave frequencies using micromachined techniques.
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Abstract—This work presents a microstrip coupler with a variable coupling ratio taking advantage of structures presenting both LH and RH behaviour. After some considerations on the LH line theory, the asymmetric RH/LH coupler is presented focusing on the parameters yielding the coupling ratio and the frequency range. This type of couplers exhibits a high coupling ratio though the gap between the two coupled lines is relatively large compared to the one of the classical RH couplers. Furthermore, the frequency range of these couplers does not depend on their length. Both simulations and measurements of the coupling ratio versus the number of cells constituting the coupler are presented. From these results, we explain why such a structure is a good way to realize a coupler presenting a variable ratio. Finally, the feasibility of electronically controlled ratio couplers presenting a large bandwidth is discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Since the nineties, the feasibility of materials presenting simultaneously a negative permeability and permittivity are demonstrated in built up macro-structures named metamaterials. A negative phase velocity for the electromagnetic waves is observed in such structures. Consequently, the wave vector $\vec{k}$, the electrical field vector $\vec{E}$ and the magnetic field vector $\vec{H}$ constitute an indirect trihedron. Thus, such metamaterials are called Left Handed materials (LH) in opposition to the standard Right Handed propagation (RH) \cite{8}. The singularity of this negative phase velocity has triggered a great interest and a lot of works have been carried out lately to develop these metamaterials in 1D, 2D and 3D structures.

As 2D and 3D structures are interesting optical and radiofrequency radiated applications \cite{4, 5}, 1D structures such as hybrid transmission lines are potentiality relevant for microwave circuit applications \cite{6, 12}. Symmetrical coupling structures using two LH coupled lines \cite{3} or asymmetrical structures using one LH line and one RH line coupled together \cite{2} are excellent candidates to develop new circuits for telecommunications.

In a great number of applications both a large coupling bandwidth and a high coupling ratio are required. At high frequencies these electromagnetic couplers are often designed by closing up two RH lines. The frequency range of such couplers is limited since it is directly dependent on the length of the two lines in regard. In this case, the ratio between the coupled output and the transmit output can only be adjusted by the gap between the two lines \cite{7}. In some applications, a variable coupling ratio is necessary.

This work presents a microstrip coupler with a variable coupling ratio. After some considerations on the LH line theory, the asymmetric RH/LH coupler is presented focusing on the parameters yielding the coupling ratio and the frequency range. We will present results on the coupling factor function of the number of cells constituting the coupler. From these results, we explain why such a structure is a good way to realize a coupler presenting a variable coupling ratio. Finally, the feasibility of electronically controlled ratio couplers presenting a large bandwidth is discussed.

2. THEORETICAL APPROACH OF THE LH/RH COUPLER

A LH line is a 1D structure in which the roles of the capacitor and of the inductor have been swapped compared to the elementary model of a conventional transmission line. As these RH lines do not exist naturally, a LH line must be artificially realized using capacitors $C_L$ connected in series and inductors $L_L$ connected to the ground. Such a line is in fact unrealisable because short RH lines are necessary to connect the lumped components. The transmission line used in our prototype is therefore an hybrid RH/LH line \cite{1}. This line exhibits a typical transmission response (Figure 2)
with the three following characteristic frequencies.

\[ f_{c_1} = \frac{1}{4\pi \sqrt{L_L C_L}} \]
\[ f_{c_2} = \frac{1}{2\pi \sqrt{C_R L_L d_R}} \]
\[ f_{c_3} = \frac{1}{2\pi \sqrt{L_R C_L d_R}} \]

In these equations, \( C_L \) and \( L_L \) are lumped components inducing the LH behaviour. \( C_R \) and \( L_R \) are the inductance and capacitance per unit length of the Right Handed lines model. The distance \( d_R \) is the length of RH line used to connect \( C_L \) and \( L_L \).

The targeted applications are telecommunications systems in the 2.4 GHz ISM band. Thus, the central frequency of the coupling range is chosen equal to \( f_{\text{coupling}} = 2.45 \) GHz. The circuit board is realized with an ordinary FR4 substrate \( (\epsilon_r = 4.3, h = 0.8 \text{ mm}, \text{ copper}35 \mu \text{m}, \tan(\delta) = 0.02) \) where the wavelength of a RH microstrip line at the central frequency is \( \lambda_{\text{line}} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{\epsilon_r C_R}} / f = 70.34 \) mm.

The hybrid line consists in a sequence of the elementary cells presented Figure 1 connected in series. Each cell is composed of two capacitors \( 2C_L = 2.4 \text{ pF} \) serially connected, separated by a self \( L_L = 5.1 \text{ nH} \) connected in parallel to the ground. The two RH line sections used to connect these components are \( d_R = 2.35 \text{ mm} \) length and their characteristic impedance is \( Z_0 = \sqrt{L_R/C_R} = 71 \Omega \). The parameters of the RH lines are \( C_R = 82 \text{ pF} \cdot \text{m}^{-1} \) and \( L_R = 410 \text{ nH} \cdot \text{m}^{-1} \). Using these parameters the 3 characteristic frequencies are \( f_{c_1} = 1 \text{ GHz}, f_{c_2} = 3.34 \text{ GHz}, f_{c_3} = 3.63 \text{ GHz} \). This structure is equivalent to a line assuming that the cell length \( d_r \) is small compared to the wave length in the microstrip wave guide. The RH/LH material can be considered as homogeneous for a dimension \( d_r \) lower than \( \lambda_{\text{10}} \). The full elementary length of a cell is \( d_r = 5 \text{ mm} \). As the wave length of microstrip line at this frequency on such substrate is \( \lambda_{\text{line}} = 70.34 \text{ mm} \), we have \( d_r \approx \lambda_{\text{14}} \) and the condition \( d \leq \frac{\lambda_{\text{10}}}{10} \) is respected.

The hybrid line presents two typical bandpass filter behaviours. Between \( f_{c_1} \) and \( f_{c_3} \), it has been demonstrated that the phase velocity is negative while it is positive beyond \( f_{c_2} \).

The coupler is composed of a succession of cells containing lumped components to induce left behaviour as explained above and two small classical RH couplers as illustrated in Figure 3.

In such a coupler, measurements and simulations of the Poynting vector show a backward propagation of the power in the hybrid line (port 2 to 3) when it is classically forward in the standard RH line (port 1 to 4). This forward/backward propagation yields a greater power transfer between the two lines \([10]\) even if the gap between the two lines of the coupler is large. 3D electromagnetic simulations show that the coupling effect is the result of a vortex-like interface mode between the hybrid RH/LH and the classical RH line.

As explained in \([9, 10]\), the coupling effect between the RH line and the hybrid line is noticeable when the hybrid line exhibits its LH characteristic. According to simulations \([11]\), the coupling
The coupling effect occurs as expected between the RH line sections of the hybrid line that are close to the RH line. The coupling ratio is enhanced by the combination of the right and left handed behaviours of the hybrid line allowing to achieve a high ratio for the power coupling with a small number of cells. In [3], the authors have studied the coupling ratio as a function of the gap between the two lines showing a strong coupling effect compared to that of a classical RH/RH coupler even for a large gap. This characteristic is very interesting in this coupler design because it reduces one of the constraint. As the coupling effect is clearly due to the LH behaviour of the hybrid RH/LH line, its frequency bandwidth is defined by the characteristic frequencies controlled by the lumped capacitors and the inductor of the elementary cell of the line. Finally the bandwidth does not depend on the number of elementary cells of the structure but only on their length. Consequently, this work is focused on the relation between the number of cells and the coupling ratio. Indeed, we intend to introduce some electronic switches in the structure to modify the number of coupled cells thus driving the coupling ratio.

3. THE COUPLING RATIO AS A FUNCTION OF THE NUMBER OF CELLS

For an application in the frequency range of telecommunications systems in the 2.4 GHz ISM band, the central frequency of the coupling range defined at $f_{\text{coupling}} = 2.45$ GHz is pertinent. As explained before, the LH line can be assimilated to an homogeneous LH material.

In order to study coupling ratio as a function of the number of cells, a simple hybrid RH/LH microstrip line coupler composed of 10 cells (Figure 4) was realized. In [11], the input port is located on the LH line. In the coupler studied in this work, the input and the transmit ports (port 1 and 4) have been chosen on the RH microstrip line while the coupled port (#2) and the isolated port (#3) are on the LH/RH line. With such a choice it is possible to leave some of the last cells disconnected while maintaining the transmit power way. It is important to note that each cell is symmetric (Figure 3). As specified for the hybrid RH/LH line, the 2 capacitors of each cell are equal to 2.4 pF which leads to an equivalent capacitor $C_L = 1.2 \text{ pF}$, the inductor is equal to $L = 5.1 \text{ nF}$ and the two RH section lines used for the coupling effect of the hybrid line are 2.3 mm long. The coupling gap is set to $s = 300 \mu\text{m}$.

In order to validate the control of the coupling ratio by varying the number $N$ of cells connected, simulations and measurements were performed for various values of $N$.

Simulations were performed with the structure of the coupler presented Figure 4. Assuming that the coupling effect which depends on LH behaviour is localized in the small RH couplers, it is relevant to use microwave circuits simulator like ADS from Agilent Technologies instead of a 3D electromagnetic simulator. The results are as accurate but obtained with a shorter computational time. A good agreement between measurements and simulations validates this choice. Simulation results are presented in Figure 5.

In a complementary way, measurements were performed with 1 up to 10 cells by populating them with the lumped components one by one on the prototype presented in Figure 4. The 5 cells measurement, for instance, was performed with all the capacitors and inductors of the 5 first cells soldered leaving the remaining component footprints empty. Figure 6 presents the coupling ratio and the transmit ratio of the coupler versus the frequency. Measurements were performed using an HP8722ES network analyser. The bandwidth of the coupler is nearly as large as 500 MHz centered at 2.45 GHz. This bandwidth is adequate for Ultra Wide Band Telecommunication applications.

Figure 7 presents on the same graph, at the central frequency, the growth of the coupling ratio with the number of populated cells and its counterpart decrease of the transmit ratio. The graph
Figure 5: Coupling and transmission ratio simulated for 1 to 10 cells connected.

Figure 6: Coupling and transmission ratio for 1 to 10 cells populated.

Figure 7: Coupling and transmit ratio at 2.45 GHz as a function of the number of component populated cells.

presents an asymptotic behaviour for more than 9 cells populated. It shows that the maximal coupling that can be obtained is limited. The obtained coupling ratio goes from $-15\,\text{dB}$ (1 cell) up to $-3\,\text{dB}$ (10 cells).

On can deduce from these measurements that the hybrid coupler presents some power losses resulting of propagation along the 10 cells. This power losses are due to the FR4 substrate which presents dielectric losses at the frequency used for the measurements.

4. FEASIBILITY OF AN ELECTRONIC CONTROLLED COUPLER

As shown by simulations and verified with measurements, it is clearly possible to modify the coupling ratio by modifying the number of cells involved in the coupling process. The problem consists of implementing one or more electronic switches on the hybrid RH/LH line at high frequency while changing as little as possible its characteristics. The LH behaviour of the line is very dependent on the RH section line necessary to integrate the switch, ie a PIN diode, its polarization and control circuit for instance. Inserting some RH additional section lines will modify the $f_{c_2}$ and $f_{c_3}$
characteristic frequencies. New simulations must then be performed to validate such structure.

Various switches can be used, preferentially MEMS switches or PIN diode switches. The isolation provided by the electronic switch must be high enough to well control the coupling ratio. The necessary minimum isolation has to be evaluated on the prototype with different active elements. Standard RF PIN diodes exhibit a 10 dB isolation at 2 GHz which is enough to realize RF front-end TX/RX switches. In the case of the coupler, such isolation seems to be just enough. A prototype is being realized to test all these essential points for the validation of the coupler with an electronically controlled coupling ratio.

The great overall length of such couplers can be invoked as a limiting factor for their industrial use. Nevertheless, for typical industrial application where the maximal coupling ratio can be less than $-3$ dB, a smaller number of cells is necessary which reduces drastically the length of the coupler. The length of such couplers is therefore not the blocking factor to their industrial use.

5. CONCLUSION

The hybrid LH/RH line is a very efficient component to realize specific telecommunications circuits using its Left Handed behaviour. When well dimensioned, the coupling ratio of such structure can be modified by driving the number of cells of the coupler serially connected which has been demonstrated by the performed simulations and measurements. We have discussed the feasibility of electronically controlling the number of cells: It essentially depends on the ability to maintain the hybrid behaviour of the LH/RH line once the electronic switches have been introduced. To definitively validate the feasibility of a driven power ratio coupler, a prototype with an electronic switch is being investigated.
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A Dual-band Wilkinson Power Divider Utilizing EBG Structure
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Abstract—This paper presented a novel dual-band Wilkinson power divider. This dual-band Wilkinson power divider loaded with a mushroom-like electromagnetic band-gap (EBG) structure. By carefully designed EBG structure, the required phase constants $\beta$ at the operated dual frequencies could be acquired, and a dual-band Wilkinson power divider was then achieved. A dual-band power divider operated at 1 GHz and 2 GHz was implemented and measured for verification.

1. INTRODUCTION

With the progress of technology, wireless communication systems developed at radio and microwave frequency are increasingly significant. A Wilkinson power divider is one of the key components in microwave circuits, and is widely used in balanced amplifiers, the feeding networks of an antenna array, etc [1]. A dual-band or multi-band power divider is required for seamless communications. A dual-band power divider was realized by two-section transmission line with an additional lumped inductor and capacitor [2]. The additional surface-mounted devices, however, increase the cost and decrease the reliability of the power divider. By attaching two transmission line stubs to the conventional Wilkinson power divider, a dual-band operation was obtained [3]. In addition, the quarter wavelength transformer in the conventional Wilkinson power divider has been replaced by two-section cascaded couple lines for the dual-band operation [4]. A tri-band Wilkinson power divider has also been presented [5].

EBG structures have been widely used in antenna engineering, such as the suppression of surface wave in substrate-loaded antennas, efficiency enhancement of low profile antennas [6]. Its applications in dual-band operation have attracted people’s eyes in recent years [7, 8]. Diodes were suggested to switch on and off the EBG structure to have different dispersion diagram and make a microstrip antenna dual-band [7]. This paper employed the nonlinear dispersion relation to the design of a dual-band Wilkinson power divider loaded with a mushroom-like EBG structure. For verification, a power divider operated at 1.0 GHz and 2.0 GHz was designed and implemented on an FR4 substrate. The measured data was presented and showed a good consistency with the simulation results.

![Figure 1: Geometry of the proposed dual-band power divider over the EBG structure. (a) Top view. (b) Side view.](image-url)
2. ANALYSIS AND DESIGN

Figure 1 shows the proposed dual-band Wilkinson power divider. This power divider consists of a conventional Wilkinson power divider and an EBG structure. The conventional Wilkinson power divider is composed of two transmission lines, each having a characteristic impedance 70.7 Ω. A lump resistor of resistance 100 Ω is connected between the output ports for good isolation. The conventional Wilkinson power divider can be operated at frequency $f_n$ where the electrical length of the transmission line is $\theta = n\pi/2$, $n = 1, 3, 5, \ldots$. The Wilkinson power divider therefore inherently possesses the multiband characteristics [1].

A mushroom-like periodic metallic pattern was implemented for EBG structure in this paper, as shown in Figure 1(a). Each unit cell comprises two elements: (1) a patch and (2) a via. The EBG structure generates a band-gap in the specific frequency range. Thus, no signal will be received at output ports. The via is connected between the patch and ground plane. The size of patch, gap between patches and the radius of via affect the band-gap frequency [6]. In this paper, the width of metal patch is $w = 10$ mm, gap between patches is $g = 0.2$ mm and the diameter of via $r = 0.5$ mm, as shown in Figure 1(b). Figure 2 shows the dispersion relations for a microstrip line with and without the EBG structure. For the microstrip line with the EBG structure, a band-gap is presented and the phase constant $\beta$ increases nonlinearly with frequency. Besides, the phase constant $\beta$ is almost not influenced by the band-gap at low frequency. Based on the above reasons, at a lower frequency $f_1$, the electrical length of the transmission line of Wilkinson power divider with the EBG structure is designed to be $\theta = \pi/2$. By adjusting the size of the EBG structure, the electrical length of the transmission line of Wilkinson power divider would be $\theta = 3\pi/2$ at the desired second frequency $f_2$ which is less than $3f_1$ due to the rapid change of $\beta$ near the band-gap. The required dual-band operation is achieved.

3. RESULTS

A dual-band Wilkinson power divider was designed and fabricated on an FR4 printed circuit board (PCB). The parameters of FR4 substrate are thickness $h = 1.6$ mm, relative permittivity $\varepsilon_r = 4.33$ and loss tangent $\tan\delta = 0.022$. Two FR4 substrates were stacked for the implementation of the EBG structure. Figure 3 shows the photograph of the proposed power divider. The power divider is of size 60 mm × 65 mm and measured by Agilent E5071C network analyzer. Figure 4 shows the simulation and measured results. The simulation results were obtained by using the full-wave simulator Agilent Momentum, and showed good consistency with the measured data. A dual band operation is observed by return loss $S_{11}$ shown in Figure 4(a), and the $|S_{11}|$ is less than $-15$ dB at the two designed frequencies, 1 GHz and 2 GHz. Figure 4(b) shows the measured insertion loss, $S_{21}$ are $-3.56$ dB and $-4.57$ dB, $S_{31}$ are $-3.46$ dB and $-4.77$ dB at 1 GHz and 2 GHz respectively. The band-gap occurs at 2.3 GHz where $|S_{21}|$ is less than $-15$ dB. From Figures. 4(c) and (d), the output ports are well matched and have good isolation between each other at the designed frequencies.
4. CONCLUSION

A dual-band Wilkinson power divider loaded with a mushroom-like EBG structure has been proposed. By carefully designing the size of the EBG structure, the required dispersion relation can be obtained to make the power divider operated at two arbitrary frequencies. Both the simulated and measured data show that the proposed circuit has good matching and isolation properties at the designed 1 GHz and 2 GHz.
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Large Scale Measurement of Microwave Electric Field Using Infrared Thermography and Electromagnetic Simulation
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Abstract—We present an original method for measuring the microwave electric field and achieving large scale field cartography. This is based on the use of a conductive and thermoemissive thin film of large dimensions, where induced currents due to incident field are responsible for ohmic losses and therefore create thermal heating. This heating is recorded by an infrared camera. The obtained thermal frame is obviously directly linked to the electromagnetic energy dissipated inside the film. This frame can be used qualitatively, for example to detect field leakage near electromagnetic junctions or to get antenna near field patterns, as it has been used for many years at French Aerospace Lab ONERA. To get a quantitative field evaluation, a thermal computation is necessary.

Moreover, with the help of simulation tools, more quantitative information, like field amplitude or even component values of the field, can be obtained, making the film become an electric field sensor. The simulation work addresses electromagnetism and thermal physics. We present such approach in the particular case of the near field of a ZOR (zero order) antenna. The measured field frame is compared to the computed one and good matching of the two cartographies is obtained.

1. INTRODUCTION

The electromagnetic infrared (EMIR™) method was developed and has been used at ONERA [1] in order to visualize and/or measure microwave electric fields. It consists in putting conductive films of eventually large dimension (up to more than one square meter) in the electromagnetic field. Induced currents in the films create ohmic losses and consequently an heating that can be filmed using an infrared camera. This method provides thermal frames that can be linked to the square of the electric field amplitude (absorbed electric power); it gives a qualitative information (for example the electric field profile near an antenna) but to get an estimation of the electric field amplitude, a calibration, using a field sensor, is necessary. However, in the cases where the field source is known, a coupled electromagnetic and thermal computation is another way to get that quantitative information (without calibration). We first present the measurement set-up and results in Paragraph 2. The thermal computation and the electromagnetic simulation are presented in Paragraph 3.

2. MEASUREMENTS SET-UP

The EMIR™ film is a very thin conductor sheet (almost 50-µm thick), with resistivity of the order of 50 mΩ·m. Therefore the skin depth is much larger than the thickness d at our (microwave) frequencies. This suggests that the characteristic value for the film is its surface impedance, \( Z_s \) (equivalent to impedance per square), given by:

\[
Z_s = \frac{\rho}{d}
\]  

Typical values for EMIR™ films, made of carbon loaded polymers or metallic deposit, are in the range 500 to 3000 Ω. Regarding the absorbed power, this corresponds (in the plane wave approximation, with the wave vector perpendicular to the film) to a proportion between 40% (highly intrusive film) to 10% (low interaction with the field), as illustrated by the Figure 1 [2].

The film used in the present case has a (measured) impedance \( Z_s = 1600 \) Ω, leading to a 20% absorption rate.

This film is located in the near field region of the antenna. As the microwaves induce currents heating the film in a continuous waves (CW) mode, a low frequency modulation is applied to avoid convection process that would hide the field image. The antenna is thus supplied with a 0.5 Hz modulation, the camera being demodulated at the same frequency. The measurement set-up is represented below on Figure 2.
Using that test bench we can visualize the induced currents due to the antenna near electric field, through induced heating. We noticed an influence (capacitive coupling) of the film on the resonance frequencies of the antenna, which are slightly shifted. The Figure 3 shows the thermal frame obtained for a frequency corresponding to the “zero order mode” of a metamaterial-based micro strip antenna.

3. THERMAL TRANSFER AND ELECTROMAGNETIC SIMULATION

The electromagnetic power is thermally dissipated by convection process. In first approximation, we would have $P_{abs} = 2h \cdot \Delta T$, where $h$ is the heat transfer coefficient (a factor 2 is occurring

---

**Figure 1:** Absorbed, transmitted and reflected power as a function of thin film surface impedance.

**Figure 2:** Thermography measurement setup.

**Figure 3:** (a) View of the antenna, (b) thermal heating on the EMIR film, in °C.
Figure 4: Electric field cartography obtained by EMIR measurement (V/m).

Figure 5: Electric field cartography obtained by finite elements computation (V/m).

to take onto account the two sides of the film) and $\Delta T$ the measured heating. However, because of the modulation at low frequency, the heating is modulated itself and further computations are necessary. This has been done using complete thermal film characteristic (using the thermal conductivity $C$, the thickness $d$ and the density $\rho$). A thermal steady state is reached after a few second, corresponding to the time constant of the film $\tau = \rho C e / 2 h$. The heating amplitude is then more precisely linked to the absorbed power by:

$$P_{\text{abs}} = \Delta T \sqrt{4h^2 + (\rho C d \omega)^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

This equation allows us to obtain the absorbed power and therefore the electric field since we have:

$$P_{\text{abs}} = \frac{1}{2} \frac{E^2}{Z_s}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

The “measured” electric field map is therefore obtained (see Figure 4); this corresponds however to the near field antenna frame in presence of the conductive film.

This frame is proportional to the square root of the values of the Figure 3, and is therefore less contrasted.

The electromagnetic simulation of the antenna has been achieved using the HFSS Finite Element Analysis tool [4]. The meshing is adapted to the resonant frequency (slightly below 5 GHz), the antenna is supplied with a nominal power on his input port. The film is represented as an ohmic surface with the surface impedance $Z_s = 1600 \Omega$. This allows us to get the electric field frame on the film, as given on the Figure 5; a coefficient factor is applied on the input power to make the measured and computed maximum field match.

The computed and measured field frames are in good accordance. The finite element model is validated and can now be used for further analysis. Moreover, the field map when the film is not present can be computed.

4. CONCLUSION

We exhibit an original way to measure electric field on plane surface using a special thermoemissive conductive film. This allows direct measurement of the field cartography, without moving any probe.
Moreover, sub-wavelength details are visible, and the measurement is relatively low intrusive (the perturbation due to the film itself can be evaluated, and corrected). Finite elements simulation has been also achieved, that give good concordance with experiments results. In this particular case of the ZOR antenna near field, computation is usually the only available way to get electric field maps; thus the present measurement experimentally confirms the validity of the simulation approach. Moreover, this measurement method can be used on larger system whose finite elements modeling would require huge computational resource and would therefore be problematic.
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Numerical Study of a Coplanar Zeroth-order Resonator on YIG Thin Film
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Abstract — The objective of this work is to study numerically the behaviour of a coplanar composite right-left handed zeroth order resonator (CRLH ZOR) realized on a YIG (Yttrium Iron Garnet) thin film. We are focusing on the effects on the resonant frequency when changing the magnetic bias and the thickness of the YIG. This study presents for the first time a tunable CRLH ZOR with a coplanar structure on YIG thin film. The length of the proposed design (device) is 5.2 mm, which is very small compared to a traditional half wave resonator. The proposed resonator is designed to be tuned over the 5–6 GHz frequency band; insertion loss is lower than 1 dB and return loss is better than 10 dB.

1. INTRODUCTION

The concept of the Composite Right-Handed Transmission Line (line with traditional propagation) and Left-Handed Transmission Line (line having a negative phase velocity) was proposed by UCLA group [1]. An equivalent circuit approach was also developed by Eleftheriades and al [2]. This approach takes into account the parasitic Right-Handed (RH) effects naturally occurring in a practical Left-Handed (LH) structure. So the CRLH notation is more general than the LH notation. The CRLH approach describes in a simple manner the fundamentally right-handed and left-handed nature of metamaterials [1, 3].

The first zeroth-order resonator (ZOR) is proposed by Sanada and al [4]; it is realized in microstrip configuration. Based on this unit cell, a practical application is realized for antennas [5]. A coplanar waveguide (CPW) presents the advantage that line and ground are located in the same plane, and it can be easily fabricated at low cost by using a lithography process. Many researchers studied and realized the zeroth-order resonators in a coplanar waveguide technology [6–8].

Recently, ferrite materials have been used in metamaterials and in meta-line too. Tsutsumi and Abdalla proposed a nonreciprocal left-handed transmission line in microstrip and in coplanar waveguide configurations with a ferrite substrate [9, 10]. All of them employed a bulk ferrite. Our objective is to prove that it is possible to make a tunable CRLH ZOR with a 15 µm ferrite film only. As the manufacturing process developed in DIOM laboratory allows making YIG thin films, then it will be possible for us to prospect for collective fabrication in order to reduce the production costs.

2. THEORY

Zeroth order resonator (ZOR) is one of the novel applications of LHMs (Left-handed materials). The interest lies in the fact that the resonant frequency is independent from the physical length of the resonator. Due to metamaterials properties, negative and zero resonances are possible. The zeroth-order CRLH resonance ($\ell/\lambda_g = 0$, $m = 0$) is particularly unique and interesting [4], since it has infinite guided wave-length at a specific frequency. The proposed resonator is realized in coplanar waveguide configuration constructed using an interdigital capacitor (IDC) and a short-circuited stub inductor (SSI). Figure 1(a) illustrates the complete layout of the CRLH CPW ZOR which is coupled by air gaps. It can be divided into three parts: 50 Ω access lines (one for each side), the CRLH CPW cell and two CPW series gaps as coupling structures. In this work, specific physical parameters have been used: The YIG film has been modeled with a relative dielectric permittivity close to 15, a saturation magnetization equal to $M_s = 1780$ Gauss and a ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) line width $\Delta H = 20$ Oe. For conductor lines made of copper, the conductivity is 0.610$^8$ S. The YIG layer is magnetized in a direction perpendicular to the propagation direction (Figure 1(b)) and we suppose that the ferrite is saturated and that the internal bias field is uniform.
The physical parameters of our resonator and the theoretical developments used for modeling were presented in reference [6]. According to the direction of the DC magnetic bias presented in the previous figure, the permeability tensor has the form of:

\[
\mu_f = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & \mu_f + jk & 0 \\
0 & -jk & \mu_f
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(1)

The elements of the permeability tensor depend on the frequency:

\[
\mu_f = 1 + \frac{\omega_0\omega_M}{\omega_0^2 - \omega^2}
\]  

(2)

\[
k = \frac{\omega\omega_M}{\omega_0^2 - \omega^2}
\]  

(3)

where \(\omega_M = \gamma\mu_0M_S\), \(\omega_0 = \gamma\mu_0H_0\) and \(\gamma = 176 \times 10^9 \text{ rad s}^{-1} \text{ T}^{-1} \leftrightarrow 28 \text{ GHz/T}\).

As the material is supposed to be saturated, the ferrite is modeled using Polder’s tensor as in Equation (1).

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The results which enabled us to launch manufacture thereafter were obtained starting from 3D electromagnetic simulations. First, to show the tunable property of the proposed CRLH CPW ZOR, we present the results obtained from a structure using 20\(\mu\)m YIG layer thickness. Our resonator has been analyzed numerically for different values of DC magnetic bias. For example in the case of the applied field of 150KA/m, the resonant frequency is equal to 5.6 GHz, at this frequency the insertion loss is about 0.81 dB and the return loss is better than 21 dB. We observe that the phase of transmission coefficient is close to zero near the resonant frequency (Figure 2(a)). The transmission characteristics are shown in Figure 2(b) for three values of the DC magnetic field.

Second, to prove that it is possible to make a tunable CRLH CPW ZOR with a 15\(\mu\)m ferrite film only, a numerical study was then performed using HFSS for different values of the magnetic field. Figure 3(a) shows the modelled transmission characteristics of this device.
Figure 2: Numerical results for CRLH CPW ZOR on 20 µm ferrite film. (a) Transmission characteristics and the phase of $S_{21}$ of the resonator under $H_0 = 150$ KA/m. (b) Transmission characteristics of resonator at $H_0 = 100$ KA/m, $H_0 = 150$ KA/m and $H_0 = 350$ KA/m.

Figure 3: Numerical results for CRLH CPW ZOR on 15 µm ferrite film only. (a) Transmission characteristics of the resonator for different values of the applied field. (b) Variation of the resonant frequency and insertion loss of the resonator with the applied magnetic field.

The variation of the resonant frequency and the insertion losses according to the applied magnetic field in the case of the CRLH CPW ZOR with a 15 µm ferrite film is shown in Figure 3(b). We observe that the resonant frequency varies with applied field. Insertion loss seems also to depend on the external applied field; nevertheless for values above 250 KA/m losses remain constant.

4. CONCLUSIONS
A CRLH CPW ZOR on the YIG thin film has been studied numerically using a three dimensional electromagnetic simulation. The tunable propriety has been validated numerically for the air gap coupled line CRLH CPW ZOR with a 15 µm ferrite film only. This result shows the possibility of modifying the agreement of the device by an external intervention (magnetic field). The proposed device can be applied in many filters, for example when multiband devices are necessary.
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Metallic Absorptivity at Normal Incidence above Far-infrared
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Abstract — The absorptivity of monochromatic radiation at normal incidence on metals is described by the Hagen-Rubens (H-R) relation, provided the wave energy is not higher than \( \sim 100 \text{ meV} \) (wavelength not shorter than \( \sim 10 \mu \text{m} \)), that is, it is restricted to the far-infrared and downwards. The H-R relation is a consequence of Maxwell’s equations together with Ohm’s law. This work proposes an extension of the H-R relation above the far-infrared by taking into account inertial effects due to charge carriers. The influence of inertia is described by introducing a relaxation time for the current density in the framework of a generalized Ohm’s law. In the extended approach, it is found that the unique characteristic length scale of the problem, the penetration depth of the wave into the conductor, splits in two such that two distinct regimes for the skin effect can be identified: at low frequencies, the fields exhibit the usual attenuated oscillations; at high frequencies, they become purely attenuated in space. A transition frequency between the regimes is also identified. It is shown as well that the relaxation time can be fully determined from the metallic permittivity and angular frequency. The extended formulation is applied to aluminum and it is found that its relaxation time \( \sim 6.91 \text{ fs} \) at room temperature. It is also shown that the absorptivity by aluminum is in excellent agreement with the extended theory up to the near-infrared (\( \sim 200 \text{ meV} \)).

1. INTRODUCTION

Investigations pursued by Hagen and Rubens more than a century ago \[1\] established that the absorptivity \( A \) of monochromatic radiation (angular frequency \( \omega \)) by many metals (static electric conductivity \( \sigma \)), as calculated from classical electrodynamics,

\[
A = 2 \sqrt{\frac{2\epsilon_0 \omega}{\sigma}},
\]

where \( \epsilon_0 \) denotes the vacuum electric permittivity, is in good agreement with experimental results, provided the wave energy is not higher than about 100 meV. This means that the domain of validity of Eq. (1), commonly referred to as the Hagen-Rubens (H-R) relation, is restricted to the far-infrared region and downwards, that is, to a wavelength not shorter than about 10 µm. Since Eq. (1) describes the observed high reflectivity by most metals at small frequencies, the limit \( \sigma \gg \epsilon_0 \omega \) holds, that is, the metallic refractive index \( n \) and extinction coefficient \( k \) satisfy the so-called Hagen-Rubens (H-R) condition \[2\], \( k = n \gg 1 \), where the unit denotes the vacuum refractive index. Therefore, precise measurements of metallic optical constants are required to determine the limits for consistency of the H-R condition with Eq. (1), and even to attempt extensions of the classical approach for the optics of metals.

This work proposes an extension of the classical H-R relation beyond the far-infrared region in the framework of a generalized Ohm’s law. Within the extended approach, it is found that the penetration depth of the wave into the conductor splits in two such that two distinct regimes for the skin effect are identified as well as a transition frequency between them. The theory is then applied to aluminum and it is shown that the behavior of its observed absorptivity at normal incidence is in excellent agreement with the extended formulation up to the near-infrared region.

2. DOUBLE SCALE FOR SKIN EFFECT

Let us start by considering the generalized Ohm’s law

\[
\left( 1 + \tau \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \right) \vec{J} = \sigma \vec{E},
\]

where \( \tau \) is the characteristic time scale describing the relaxation of the induced current density \( \vec{J} \) due to the inertia of charge carriers as a response to the applied electric field \( \vec{E} \). By assuming that the fields vary in time as \( \sim e^{-i\omega t} \), the curl Maxwell’s equations can be written as

\[
\nabla \times \vec{E} = i \mu_0 \omega \vec{H}, \quad \nabla \times \vec{H} = [\sigma \cos \varphi (\cos \varphi + i \sin \varphi) - i \epsilon \omega] \vec{E},
\]

where \( \varphi \) is the angle between the electric and magnetic fields.
where $\epsilon$ is the material electric permittivity, $\mu_0$ is the vacuum magnetic permeability, $\vec{H}$ is the magnetic field and $\vec{J}$ lags $\vec{E}$ in time by the dephasing angle $\varphi = \tan^{-1}(\omega\tau)$. From Eq. (3), we see that, when the inertia of charge carriers is taken into account, the standard good conductor limit $\sigma \gg \epsilon \omega$ must be extended to $\sigma \cos \varphi \gg \epsilon \omega$.

A widely known experimental result states that the variations of both magnetic and electric fields perpendicular to the surface of the conductor are much more rapid than those parallel to it. Therefore, if $\hat{n}$ is the unit normal exterior to the metallic surface and $x$ is a coordinate in the opposite direction of $\hat{n}$, with origin at the surface, the gradient operator can be identified with $\nabla \equiv -\hat{n} \partial / \partial x$. Then, when the extended good conductor limit holds true, Eq. (3) approach
\[ \hat{n} \times \frac{\partial \vec{E}}{\partial x} = -i\mu_0 \omega \vec{H}, \quad \hat{n} \times \frac{\partial \vec{H}}{\partial x} = -\sigma \cos \varphi (\cos \varphi + i \sin \varphi) \vec{E}. \] (4)

The electric field may be eliminated from Eq. (4), leading to
\[ \frac{\partial^2 \vec{H}}{\partial x^2} = -i\mu_0 \omega \sigma \cos \varphi (\cos \varphi + i \sin \varphi) \vec{H}, \] (5)
whose solution can be written as $\vec{H} = H_0 e^{-x/\delta} e^{ix/\xi} e^{-i\omega t}$, where the ascribed length scales are
\[ \delta, \xi \] = \sqrt{\frac{\tau}{\mu_0 \sigma \sin \varphi}}, \sqrt{\frac{2}{\sin \varphi (1 \pm \sin \varphi)}}. \] (6)

From Eq. (6), we see that, due to the introduction of the inertial relaxation time for the current density into the problem, the most basic correction to the classical approach for the skin effect is the split of its formerly unique characteristic length scale in two.

Figure 1 shows the behavior of the length scales $\delta$ and $\xi$ (normalized to $\sqrt{\tau/\mu_0 \sigma}$) as functions of the time dephasing angle $\varphi$.

3. EXTENDED HAGEN-RUBENS RELATION

Equation (5) can be interpreted as a diffusion type equation for the magnetic field, $\partial^2 \vec{H} / \partial x^2 = -\kappa^2 \vec{H}$, where the complex wave number is
\[ \kappa = \sqrt{\frac{\mu_0 \sigma}{\tau}} \left[ \sqrt{\frac{\sin \varphi (1 - \sin \varphi)}{2}} + i \sqrt{\frac{\sin \varphi (1 + \sin \varphi)}{2}} \right]. \] (7)

Figure 1: Normalized length scales $\delta$ and $\xi$ as functions of the time dephasing angle $\varphi$. In the limit $\varphi \to \pi/2$, the penetration depth $\delta \to \sqrt{\tau/\mu_0 \sigma}$. The oscillation scale $\xi$ exhibits its minimum value at $\varphi = \pi/6$, for which the angular frequency of the monochromatic wave attains $\omega_\lambda = 1/\tau \sqrt{3}$. Such a quantity is the transition frequency between two distinct regimes for the skin effect: at low frequencies, the fields exhibit the usual attenuated oscillations; at high frequencies, they become purely attenuation in space (see [4]).
Such an interpretation enables one to ascribe to the system the usual transverse dispersion relation \( \kappa^2 = \frac{\omega^2 \mu_0 \epsilon_0 (\epsilon_r + i \epsilon_i)}{\epsilon_r + i \epsilon_i} \), where \( \epsilon_r + i \epsilon_i \) denotes the metallic relative permittivity. Therefore, Eq. (7) leads to

\[
\epsilon_r + i \epsilon_i = \frac{i \sigma \tau}{\epsilon_0} \left( \frac{\cos^2 \varphi}{\tan \varphi} + i \cos^2 \varphi \right).
\] (8)

A much interesting result of the present theory is that it provides a simple closed formula for the inertial relaxation time. As one may easily check, Eq. (8) leads to

\[
\tau = -\frac{\epsilon_r \hbar}{\epsilon_i \varepsilon},
\] (9)

where, to comply with experimental practice, use has been made of Einstein’s relation \( \varepsilon = \hbar \omega \) for the photon energy \( \varepsilon \), with \( \hbar \) denoting the normalized Planck’s constant. This means that the inertial relaxation time is fully determined from the metallic permittivity and photon energy. We emphasize that our macroscopic formulation is totally independent from other microscopic approaches, such as Drude’s theory of metallic conduction. Within the latter scheme, the relaxation time of the current density is the averaged interval between two successive collisions of free electrons with (essentially) stationary ions (classical collisional regime). On the other hand, our relaxation time is due to inertial effects of charge carriers, and that can be rigorously justified in the realm of extended irreversible thermodynamics (see [3, 4], and references therein).

Now, we calculate the complex refractive index. It can be determined from the complex relative permittivity \( \kappa = \omega \sqrt{\mu_0 \epsilon_0 (n + ik)} \). Eq. (7) leads to

\[
1 + ik = \sqrt{\frac{\sigma \tau}{\epsilon_0}} \left[ \cos \varphi \sqrt{\frac{1 - \sin \varphi}{2 \sin \varphi}} + i \cos \varphi \sqrt{\frac{1 + \sin \varphi}{2 \sin \varphi}} \right].
\] (10)

From Eq. (10), we see that, when the inertia of charge carriers is taken into account, the standard H-R condition must be extended to \( k \geq n \gg 1 \).

Figure 2: Absolute value for the ratio of the real (negative) to imaginary (positive) parts of the complex relative permittivity for aluminum as a function of the angular frequency. The squared points are plotted according to tabulated values for that metal extracted from [6]. The straight line is drew from linear regression (least squares) of the plotted points. The slope of the straight line gives the inertial relaxation time for aluminum at room temperature, \( \tau \sim 6.91 \text{ fs} \) (see Eq. (9)).

Figure 3: Absorptivity, \( A \), by aluminum as a function of the time dephasing angle, \( \varphi \). The squared points are plotted according to tabulated values for that metal extracted from [6]. The dashed line gives the prediction for \( A \) due to the classical H-R relation, Eq. (1), and the continuous line, the same prediction due to the extended H-R relation, Eq. (12). As it appears, the behavior of the observed absorptivity at normal incidence by aluminum is in excellent agreement with our theory up to the near-infrared region.
Finally, we derive an extended formula for the H-R relation. The absorptivity of monochromatic radiation at normal incidence can be determined from the metallic optical constants [2]:

$$A = \frac{4n}{(n + 1)^2 + k^2},$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

where the unit denotes the vacuum refractive index. Then, when the extended H-R condition holds true, Eq. (10) leads to

$$A = 2 \sqrt{\frac{\varepsilon_0}{\sigma \tau}} \sqrt{\frac{2 \sin \varphi}{1 + \sin \varphi}}. \hspace{1cm} (12)$$

That is the sought extended H-R relation.

Figure 2 shows the absolute value for the ratio of the real (negative) to imaginary (positive) parts of the complex relative permittivity for aluminum [6] as a function of the angular frequency. Figure 3 shows the absorptivity $A$ by aluminum [6] as a function of the time dephasing angle $\varphi$.

4. CONCLUSION

Applications of our theory to other systems can lead to advances in extending the classical theory for the optics of metals. An interesting possibility is the analysis of electronic correlations in metallic transport. Indeed, within Landau’s theory of Fermi liquid, those processes are described by assuming an effective mass, as well as an effective scattering time, for charge carriers.
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Enhanced SBS Instability Growth Rate of Extraordinary Electromagnetic Waves in Strongly Coupled, Magnetized Plasma
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Abstract—Stimulated Brillouin Backscattering (SBBS) of a large amplitude, extraordinary electromagnetic wave travelling across an ambient dc-magnetic field in a strongly coupled plasma is investigated. Using a magnetohydrodynamic model, a system of coupled equations that describes the problem is derived and then solved for a strongly coupled regime. The SBBS maximum growth rate in a magnetized plasma is obtained numerically and compared to that for non-magnetized plasma known in literature. Result shows an enhancement in the instability growth rate in the presence of the magnetic field.

1. INTRODUCTION

Parametric instabilities occur when the incident electromagnetic wave resonantly decays into a scattered electromagnetic wave and an electrostatic plasma mode, which, in laser-produced plasma, could lead to possible absorption, as well as scattering of the wave [1–7]. Stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) of electromagnetic waves in plasma is the parametric instability, where an incident light wave with frequency $\omega_0$ and wavenumber $\vec{k}_0$ decays resonantly into a scattered light wave with frequency $\omega_1$ and wavenumber $\vec{k}_1$ and an ion acoustic wave with $(\omega, \vec{k})$. The matching conditions for the frequencies and wave numbers are given by the following equations;

$$\omega_0 = \omega_1 + \omega \quad \text{and} \quad \vec{k}_0 = \vec{k}_1 + \vec{k},$$

where the equation of the wave number matching condition for stimulated Brillouin backscattering (SBBS) reads $k_1 = k_0 + k$.

In inertial confinement fusion (ICF), since the driving energy for the implosion is provided by the incident light wave, the occurrence of backscattered light could greatly reduce the laser energy absorption efficiency. The full understanding and control of SBBS instability growth is still of a fundamental concern in more understanding of ICF. This makes SBBS receive a great deal of attention both theoretically [8–11] and experimentally [12–14]. Megagauss magnetic fields, that have been known to exist for a long time in laser-produced plasmas [15–19], have significant effects on the dynamics of the plasma: The dispersion relations of electromagnetic waves inside the plasma are greatly modified by the presence of such fields, hence magnetized plasma. In previous studies [7, 9], Bawa’aneh et al. have dealt analytically with the SBBS and filamentation problem considering weak field coupling in magnetized plasma. In the present work, SBBS instability in strongly coupled, magnetized plasma is considered. The problem is formulated in Section 2 and a system of coupled equations that describes SBBS in magnetized plasma is derived. The dispersion relation of SBBS in strongly coupled, magnetized plasma is obtained, compared with previous result in the literature for the non-magnetized case and solved for SBBS growth rate in Section 3, where the effect of the dc-magnetic field is obtained numerically. Finally, the results are discussed in Section 4.

2. THE MODEL

To study the coupling of a large amplitude laser beam, propagating in a plasma across a magnetic field, into a scattered electromagnetic wave and an ion acoustic wave we begin with Ampere’s and Faraday’s laws, given respectively by $\nabla \times \vec{B} = \mu_0 \vec{J} + \frac{1}{c} \frac{\partial \vec{E}}{\partial t}$ and $\frac{\partial \vec{E}}{\partial t} = -\nabla \times \vec{E}$, and the definition of the electric current density in plasma, given by $\vec{J} = q_j n_j \vec{v}_j$, where $j$ stands for electrons and ions, $q_j$, $n_j$ and $\vec{v}_j$ are the charge, density and velocity for the $j$th species of the plasma, respectively. This yields the following equation governing the electric field in the plasma;

$$\frac{\partial^2 \vec{E}}{\partial t^2} + c^2 \nabla \times \left( \nabla \times \vec{E} \right) = -\frac{q_j}{\epsilon_0} \frac{\partial (n_j \vec{v}_j)}{\partial t}$$

(2)
In this equation, the electric field is coupled with the charge, density and velocity as seen on the right hand side, which follow from the force equation and the continuity equation, given for the $j$th specieis, respectively, by

$$\frac{\partial n_i}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (n_i \vec{v}_j) = 0$$

and

$$m_j \left( \frac{\partial \vec{v}_j}{\partial t} + (\vec{v}_j \cdot \nabla) \vec{v}_j \right) = q_j \vec{E} + q_j n_j \vec{v}_j \times \vec{B} - \frac{\nabla p_j}{n_j} + m_j \nu \vec{v}_j,$$

where $\nu$ is the effective electron-ion collisional frequency. The closed system of equations, namely Equations (2)–(4), can be linearized following the standard procedure known in literature [see for example Refs. [6,7]] considering immobile, neutralizing background ions in the fast time scale of the electron motion and the coupling of the incident laser beam with the plasma to come through the electrons [6]. Considering magnetized plasma (with a static dc-magnetic field be given along the $z$-axis), both longitudinal and transverse components of the electron perturbation velocity take high and low frequency components $[\vec{v}_{1e} = (v_{1ex}^h + v_{1ex}^l) \hat{x} + (v_{1ey}^h + v_{1ey}^l) \hat{y}]$, where the number 1 in the subscript denotes a perturbed quantity and the superscripts $l$ and $h$ denote low and high frequency, respectively. The ion perturbation velocity is $v_{ix} \hat{x} + v_{iy} \hat{y}$, where $v_{ix}, v_{iy}$ are the low frequency ion velocity components in the $x$ and $y$-directions, respectively. Also, the electric field is given by $\vec{E}_1 = E_x \hat{x} + E_y \hat{y}$, where both $E_x$ and $E_y$ have low and high frequency components. The presence of such high and low components for the electron and ion perturbation velocities and the electric field are well explained in Ref. [7].

We consider now the geometry where electrostatic fluctuations are along the $x$-axis, the incident laser beam is polarized along the $y$-direction, where both the pump field and the direction of propagation are perpendicular to the static $z$-magnetic field. At modest pump power, the nonlinear behaviour would be negligible and linear theory would be good enough to describe the system. The linearized form of Equations (2) and (4) give the $x$ and $y$-components for the low and high frequency electric field, and for the electron low and high frequency velocity components, respectively, and the linearized form of the force equation, namely Equation (4), gives the $x$ and $y$-components for the ion low frequency velocity [see Ref. [7]]. A very lengthy process of vector algebra done by simplifying the electron and ion velocities to the first order that leads to first order iterative solution of the equations describing the low and high frequency perturbation in the electric field and the low frequency density perturbation that is used in literature [4–7], ignoring collisions, considering $Z n_{0i} = n_{0e} \rightarrow n_0$, where the number 0 in the subscript denotes an equilibrium quantity, the plasma approximation $Z n_{1i} \approx n_{1e} \rightarrow n_1$, a linearly polarized pump of the form $\vec{E}_0(x,t) = \hat{j} E_0 \cos(k_0 x - \omega_0 t) = \frac{1}{2} \left( E_0 e^{i(k_0 x - \omega_0 t)} + c.c. \right)$ $\hat{j}$, where $c.c.$ denotes complex conjugate, also considered the dispersion relations of the $X$-waves and ion cyclotron waves that occur in magnetized plasma, and finally considering resonant terms only, the equation that governs the high frequency electric field perturbations of the backscattered wave yields

$$\left[ \frac{\partial^2}{\partial t^2} - c_s^2 \frac{\partial^2}{\partial x^2} + \omega_{\text{pe}}^2 \frac{\omega_1^2 - \omega_{\text{pe}}^2}{\omega_1^2 - \omega_{\text{UH}}^2} \right] E_1 = \frac{-i e n_0 \omega_1}{e_0} n_1^*, \tag{5}$$

and that governing the low frequency ion density perturbation yields

$$\left[ \frac{\partial^2}{\partial t^2} - c_s^2 \frac{\partial^2}{\partial x^2} - \Omega_i^2 \right] n_1 = \frac{i Z e n_0 k_0^2 v_{0e} E_1^*}{m_i} \frac{\omega_1^2 - \omega_{\text{pe}}^2}{\omega_1^2 - \omega_{\text{UH}}^2} \left( 1 + \frac{\Omega_i^2}{c_s^2 k_0^2} \right), \tag{6}$$

where $c_s = \sqrt{(\gamma_e k_B T_e + \gamma_i k_B T_i)/m_i}$ is the ion acoustic speed, $\omega_{\text{UH}}^2 = \omega_{\text{pe}}^2 + \Omega_i^2$ the upper hybrid frequency and $\gamma_j$ the specific heat ratio for the $j$th species. Equations (5) and (6) form a closed system of equations. As seen in the system of equations, eliminating the magnetic field, the equations will reduce to the well known system of coupled equations for SBS in nonmagnetized plasmas known in literature [6].

**3. SBS GROWTH RATE IN STRONGLY COUPLED PLASMA**

In Section 2, we have derived the system of equations that describes SBBS instability growth rate in weakly magnetized plasma, namely Equations (5) and (6). Upon using the fourier transformation in
space and time, making use of the frequency and wave number matching conditions of Equation (1), and solving the resulting two linear equations for the electric field and density simultaneously, our system of equations yields the following dispersion relation

\[
\left( \omega_1^2 - c^2 k_1^2 - \omega_{pe}^2 \omega_1^2 \right) \left( \omega_2^2 - c^2 k_2^2 - \Omega_s^2 \right) = \frac{1}{4} \omega_{pe}^2 k^2 \Omega_s^2 \left( \frac{\omega_1^2 - \omega_{pe}^2}{\omega_i^2 - \omega_{UH}^2} \right) \left( 1 + \frac{\Omega_s^2}{c^2 k_s^2} \right) \]

(7)

This dispersion relation reduces, when the magnetic field is ignored, to that formula well known in literature for nonmagnetized plasma [see Refs. [5, 6] for example], which has been analyzed analytically for weak and strong plasma coupling. Equation (7) has been analyzed for weakly coupled plasma [9], where the instability growth rate is much smaller than the ion acoustic frequency. However, in this work we analyze Equation (7) analytically for strongly coupled plasma.

Following [6], we consider the strong coupling condition \(|\omega| \gg kc_s\). The first term on the left hand side of Equation (7) reduces to \(-2\omega_i\omega - (4\omega_i^2 c_s^2/c^2)(1 + (\Omega_s^2/\omega_{pe}^2)/(\omega_0^2 - \Omega_s^2))\), and the second term on the left hand side reduces to \(\omega^2 + \Omega_s^2\). Also, the maximum growth rate occurs when the electromagnetic wave is resonant, with \(k\) taking the following values; \(k \approx 2k_0 - (2\omega_0 c_s/c^2)(1 + \alpha)\), where \(\alpha = (\Omega_s \omega_{pe}/(\omega_0^2 - \Omega_s^2))^2\). Back substitution in Equation (7), considering \(\beta = (\omega_i^2 - \omega_{pe}^2)/(\omega_1^2 - \omega_{UH}^2)\), yields the following cubic equation;

\[
\omega^3 - D_2 \omega^2 - D_1 \omega + D_0 = 0 ,
\]

(8)

where

\[
D_2 = k_0 c_s \frac{\Omega_s}{\omega_0} (1 + \alpha) \left( 1 + \frac{\omega_0}{k_0 c} (1 + \alpha) \right) ,
\]

(9)

\[
D_1 = \Omega_s^2 ,
\]

(10)

\[
D_0 = D_2 D_1 + \frac{k_0^2 \nu_i^2}{2} \frac{\omega_{ps}^2}{\omega_0} \beta \left( 1 + \frac{\Omega_s^2}{c_s^2 k_s^2} \right) + \frac{1}{2} \omega_{pe}^2 \beta \left( \frac{c_s \nu_{os}}{c^2} \right)^2 (1 + \alpha) (\omega_0 - 4ck_0) \left( 1 + \frac{\Omega_s^2}{c_s^2 k_s^2} \right) ,
\]

(11)

and \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) are given by the expressions in the paragraph just above Equation (8). In Equation (8), ignoring the magnetic field will yield the frequency for the strongly coupled, nonmagnetized plasma that is well known in the literature [6] with one difference that we use \(k \approx 2k_0 - (2\omega_0 c_s/c^2)(1 + \alpha)\), while Ref. [6] uses \(k \approx 2k_0\).

The numerical solution of the cubic Equation (8) shows one real root and two complex conjugates, as expected. Figure 1 shows the imaginary part of the unstable root of Equation (8). It represents the growth rate (normalized to \(\gamma_0\), the imaginary part of \(\omega\) for non magnetized plasma [see Ref. [6]]) versus the magnetic field given in terms of the electron cyclotron frequency \(\Omega_e\) normalized to incident laser frequency \(\omega_0\). For the different plasma densities \(n/n_{cr} = 0.1, 0.4, 0.8\), respectively,

![Figure 1: Normalized maximum growth rate versus normalized electron cyclotron frequency for different densities. \(I_0 = 10^{15} W/cm^2, \lambda_0 = 1.06 \mu m, T_e = 3 keV\) and \(T_i = 0.3T_e\).](image)
where the solid line corresponds to $n = 0.1n_{cr}$. In obtaining the figure, the following parameters, typical for ICF, are used for the incident laser intensity and wavelength; $I_0 = 10^{15}$ W/cm$^2$, $\lambda_0 = 1.06$ microns, and the following for the electron and ion temperatures; $T_e = 3$ keV and $T_i/T_e = 0.3$, respectively. The figure shows enhancement of the instability by the magnetic field. This effect is stronger for plasma with higher density.

4. CONCLUSION

Stimulated Brillouin Backscattering (SBBS) of a large amplitude, extraordinary electromagnetic wave travelling across an ambient dc-magnetic field in a strongly coupled plasma is investigated. In this study, we consider a static magnetic field perpendicular to the direction of the electrostatic density fluctuation and to the direction of polarization of the incident laser field. Using a magneto-hydrodynamic model, a system of coupled equations that describes the problem is derived [7]. This system of equations is then solved for a strongly coupled regime to obtain a modified expression for the maximum growth rate in magnetized plasmas, where it is found to be the solution of a cubic equation. In the absence of the magnetic field, both the system of coupled equations and the cubic equation for the maximum growth rate, reduce to the corresponding expressions known in the literature for SBBS in non-magnetized plasmas [6].

The numerical solution of the cubic equation shows a real solution and two complex conjugates. For the unstable mode, the static magnetic field is found to enhance the instability growth rate. The growth rate doubles at a value of $\Omega_e/\omega_0$ just below 0.5 for $n = 0.8n_{cr}$.
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On the Electrodinamics of Counter Propagating Transverse-electric and Transverse-magnetic Waves in the Absorbing Plate in a Waveguide
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Abstract— Propagation of two coherent counter propagating transverse-electric (TE) and transverse-magnetic (TM) electromagnetic waves in the absorbing plate placed in a waveguide of arbitrary cross section is considered. It is supposed that the electromagnetic waves of various initial phases incident on the plate from two sides. Fresnel formulas and analytical expressions for the power reflection, transmission and transmission interference coefficients are obtained. Some physical features of tunnel interference effect in the absorbing plate are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the articles [1, 2] various aspects of interaction of two coherent counter propagating electromagnetic waves with different initial phases in a plane-parallel plate in unlimited space are studied. In this article the similar problem for two transverse-magnetic (TM) and transverse-electric (TE) waves, incident on absorbing plate in a waveguide from two sides, is solved.

Suppose the generatrix of regular waveguide of arbitrary cross section coincides with OZ axis of some rectangular system of coordinates and the absorbing plate with thickness d occupies the region \(-d/2 \leq Z \leq d/2\). We shall assume that the nonmagnetic (\(\mu = 1\)) plate has the constant permittivity \(\varepsilon\), while outside of the plate in a waveguide \(\varepsilon = 1\), \(\mu = 1\). Let’s consider propagation of two counter synchronous transverse-magnetic (TM) and transverse-electric (TE) waves \(a\) and \(b\) with frequency \(\omega\) and initial phases \(\varphi\) and \(\psi\) in an absorbing plate in a waveguide, when the wave \(a\) incident on the plate from the side \(z \leq -d/2\) and the wave \(b\) — from the side \(z \geq d/2\) (Fig. 1).

Note, that if, as in our earlier articles (see, e.g., [8, 9]) the transverse-electric (TE) and transverse-magnetic (TM) electromagnetic waves in the absorbing plate placed in a waveguide are described through the longitudinal components of the magnetic and electric vectors \((H_z(x, y, z)\) and \(E_z(x, y, z))\), then from Maxwell’s equations it is possible to receive the following wave equations for \(H_z\) and \(E_z\) [3, 4]

\[
\Delta_\perp H_z + \frac{\partial^2 H_z}{\partial z^2} - \frac{\varepsilon}{c^2} \frac{\partial^2 H_z}{\partial t^2} = \frac{4\pi\sigma}{c^2} \frac{\partial H_z}{\partial t}, \quad \Delta_\perp E_z + \frac{\partial^2 E_z}{\partial z^2} - \frac{\varepsilon}{c^2} \frac{\partial^2 E_z}{\partial t^2} = \frac{4\pi\sigma}{c^2} \frac{\partial E_z}{\partial t},
\]

(1)

where \(\Delta_\perp = \partial^2/\partial x^2 + \partial^2/\partial y^2\) is the two-dimensional Laplace operator, \(c\) is the velocity of light in vacuum, \(\sigma\) is the electrical conductivity of the absorbing plate. The solutions of the Equation (1) we shall look for in the form

\[
H_z(x, y, z, t) = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} H_n(z, t) \tilde{\psi}_n(x, y) = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} H_n(z) e^{-i\omega t} \tilde{\psi}_n(x, y),
\]

(2)

\[
E_z(x, y, z, t) = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} E_n(z, t) \psi_n(x, y) = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} E_n(z) e^{-i\omega t} \psi_n(x, y),
\]

(3)

where the orthonormal eigenfunctions \(\tilde{\psi}_n(x, y)\) and \(\psi_n(x, y)\) of the second and first boundary-value problems for the cross section of a waveguide satisfy the Helmholtz equations (see formula (10) and (11) in [3]). Substitution (2) and (3) in (1) leads us to the following equations

\[
\frac{d^2 H_n(z)}{dz^2} + \hat{P}_n^2 H_n(z) = 0, \quad \frac{d^2 E_n(z)}{dz^2} + P_n^2 E_n(z) = 0,
\]

(4)

where

\[
\hat{P}_n^2 = \frac{\omega^2}{c^2} \varepsilon - \lambda_n^2 + i \frac{4\pi\sigma\omega}{c^2}, \quad P_n^2 = \frac{\omega^2}{c^2} \varepsilon - \lambda_n^2 + i \frac{4\pi\sigma\omega}{c^2},
\]

(5)
\[ \tilde{\lambda}_n \text{ and } \lambda_n \text{ are the eigenvalues of the second and first boundary-value problems for the cross section of the waveguide, corresponding eigenfunctions } \tilde{\psi}_n(x,y) \text{ and } \psi_n(x,y). \text{ Note that the transverse components of the TE and TM fields in this case are expressed by formulas (6), (7), (8) and (9) of [3], if in them to substitute } \mu = 1. \text{ The Equation (4) have the solutions in the form} \]

\[ H_n(z) = \tilde{A}_n e^{i\tilde{p}_nz}, \quad E_n(z) = A_n e^{ip_nz}, \quad (6) \]

where \( \tilde{A}_n \) and \( A_n \) are the known complex amplitudes. Let the complex wave numbers \( \tilde{P}_n \) and \( P_n \) present as \( \tilde{P}_n = \tilde{\alpha}_n + i\tilde{\beta}_n \) and \( P_n = \alpha_n + i\beta_n \). Then, taking into account (5) we have

\[ \tilde{\alpha}_n = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \left[ \sqrt{\frac{\omega^2}{c^2} - \lambda_n^2} \right] \frac{1}{2}, \quad \tilde{\beta}_n = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \left[ \sqrt{\frac{\omega^2}{c^2} - \lambda_n^2} \right] \frac{1}{2}, \quad (7) \]

\[ \alpha_n = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \left[ \sqrt{\frac{\omega^2}{c^2} - \lambda_n^2} \right] \frac{1}{2}, \quad \beta_n = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \left[ \sqrt{\frac{\omega^2}{c^2} - \lambda_n^2} \right] \frac{1}{2}. \quad (8) \]

The electromagnetic field of TE and TM waves in different regions of a waveguide can be represented as (see Fig. 1).

I region, \( z \leq d/2, \quad \varepsilon = 1, \quad \mu = 1 \)

\[ H_n^I(z) = \tilde{A}_n e^{i\tilde{\Gamma}_nz} + \tilde{D}_n^{ab} e^{-i\tilde{p}_nz}, \quad E_n^I(z) = A_n e^{i\Gamma_nz} + D_n^{ab} e^{-i\Gamma_nz}, \quad (9) \]

where

\[ \tilde{D}_n^{ab} = D_n^a + C_n^b, \quad \tilde{\Gamma}_n = \sqrt{\left(\omega/c\right)^2 - \tilde{\lambda}_n^2}, \quad D_n^{ab} = B_n^a + C_n^b, \quad \Gamma_n = \sqrt{\left(\omega/c\right)^2 - \lambda_n^2}, \quad (10) \]

\( \tilde{A}_n^a = |\hat{A}_n^a|^e^{i\varphi} \) and \( A_n^a = |\hat{A}_n^a|^e^{i\varphi} \) are the known complex amplitudes of the wave \( a \) incident on the plate, \( \hat{B}_n^a \) and \( B_n^a \) are yet unknown complex amplitudes of the wave \( a \), reflected from the plate in region I, \( \hat{C}_n^b \) and \( C_n^b \) are yet unknown complex amplitudes of the wave \( b \), transmitted in region I.

II region, \( -d/2 \leq z \leq d/2, \quad \varepsilon = \text{const}, \quad \mu = 1 \)

\[ H_n^{II}(z) = \tilde{F}_n^{ab} e^{i\tilde{p}_nz} + \tilde{F}_n^{ba} e^{-i\tilde{p}_nz}, \quad E_n^{II}(z) = F_n^{ab} e^{ip_nz} + F_n^{ba} e^{-ip_nz}, \quad (11) \]

where

\[ \tilde{F}_n^{ab} = \hat{M}_n^a + \hat{N}_n^b, \quad \tilde{F}_n^{ba} = \hat{M}_n^b + \hat{N}_n^a, \quad F_n^{ab} = M_n^a + N_n^b, \quad F_n^{ba} = M_n^b + N_n^a, \quad (12) \]
\[ H_n^{II}(z) = F_n^{ab} e^{i\hat{\varphi}_n z} + F_n^{ba} e^{-i\hat{\varphi}_n z}, \quad E_n^{III}(z) = A_n^{a} e^{-i\Gamma_n z} + D_n^{ba} e^{i\Gamma_n z}, \]  

(13)

where \( F_n^{ba} = \hat{B}_n + \hat{C}_n \), \( D_n^{ba} = B_n^b + C_n^a \), \( \hat{A}_n = |A_n| e^{i\psi} \) and \( A_n^b = |A_n| e^{i\psi} \) are the known complex amplitudes of the wave b, \( \hat{B}_n \) and \( B_n^b \) are yet unknown complex amplitudes of the wave b, reflected from the plate in a region III, \( \hat{C}_n^a, C_n^a \) are yet unknown complex amplitudes of the wave a, transmitted in region III.

Now requiring that (9), (11) and (13) satisfied to following boundary conditions at \( z = \pm d/2 \)

\[ H_n^I(z) = H_n^{II}(z), \quad \frac{dH_n^I(z)}{dz} = \frac{dH_n^{II}(z)}{dz}, \quad H_n^I(z) = H_n^{III}(z), \quad \frac{dH_n^I(z)}{dz} = \frac{dH_n^{III}(z)}{dz}, \]  

(14)

\[ E_n^I(z) = \varepsilon E_n^{II}(z), \quad \frac{dE_n^I(z)}{dz} = \frac{dE_n^{II}(z)}{dz}, \quad E_n^I(z) = \varepsilon E_n^{III}(z), \quad \frac{dE_n^I(z)}{dz} = \frac{dE_n^{III}(z)}{dz}, \]  

(15)

we shall receive the system of algebraic equations for determining the unknown amplitudes. Solving this system and having received analytical expressions for unknown amplitudes, we shall find the power reflection and transmission coefficients for the wave a in the form of

\[
\begin{align*}
\hat{R}_n^a &= S_{ref}^{a} a^{2} S_{inc}^{a} \frac{B_n^a}{A_n^a} = \frac{\text{ch}2\hat{\beta}_n d - \cos 2\hat{\alpha}_n d}{\text{ch} (\hat{\psi}_n + 2\hat{\beta}_n d - \cos (\hat{\phi}_n - 2\hat{\alpha}_n d)}, \\
R_n^a &= S_{ref}^{a} a^{2} S_{inc}^{a} \frac{B_n^a}{A_n^a} = \frac{\text{ch}2\hat{\beta}_n d - \cos 2\alpha_n d}{\text{ch} (\psi_n + 2\beta_n d - \cos (\phi_n - 2\alpha_n d)),} \\
T_n^a &= S_{ref}^{a} a^{2} S_{inc}^{a} \frac{C_n^a}{A_n^a} = \frac{8\Gamma_n^2 (\hat{\alpha}_n^2 + \hat{\beta}_n^2)}{\left( \hat{\alpha}_n^2 + \hat{\beta}_n^2 + \Gamma_n^2 \right)^2}, \\
T_n^a &= S_{ref}^{a} a^{2} S_{inc}^{a} \frac{C_n^a}{A_n^a} = \frac{8\Gamma_n^2 (\alpha_n^2 + \beta_n^2)}{\left( \alpha_n^2 + \beta_n^2 + \varepsilon^2 \Gamma_n^2 \right)^2 - 4\alpha_n^2 \varepsilon^2 \Gamma_n^2},
\end{align*}
\]

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

where

\[
\begin{align*}
tg\hat{\varphi}_n &= \frac{4\hat{\beta}_n \Gamma_n (\hat{\gamma}_n^2 - \hat{\alpha}_n^2 - \hat{\beta}_n^2)}{(\hat{\Gamma}_n^2 - \hat{\alpha}_n^2 - \hat{\beta}_n^2)^2 - 4\hat{\beta}_n^2 \Gamma_n^2}, \quad tg\hat{\psi}_n = \frac{4\alpha_n \Gamma_n (\hat{\alpha}_n^2 + \hat{\alpha}_n^2 + \hat{\beta}_n^2)}{(\hat{\Gamma}_n^2 - \hat{\alpha}_n^2 - \hat{\beta}_n^2)^2 + 4\hat{\alpha}_n^2 \Gamma_n^2}, \\
tg\varphi_n &= \frac{4\beta_n \varepsilon \Gamma_n (\varepsilon^2 \Gamma_n^2 - \alpha_n^2 - \beta_n^2)}{(\varepsilon^2 \Gamma_n^2 - \alpha_n^2 - \beta_n^2)^2 - 4\beta_n^2 \varepsilon^2 \Gamma_n^2}, \quad tg\psi_n = \frac{4\alpha_n \varepsilon \Gamma_n (\varepsilon^2 \Gamma_n^2 + \alpha_n^2 + \beta_n^2)}{(\varepsilon^2 \Gamma_n^2 + \alpha_n^2 \beta_n^2)^2 + 4\alpha_n^2 \varepsilon^2 \Gamma_n^2}.
\end{align*}
\]

(20)

(21)

Now by means of Umov-Poynting vector and in view of (13) we can find streams of electromagnetic energy in the region III. Calculations result in the following

\[
\begin{align*}
S_n^{III} &= \frac{1}{8\pi} \cdot \frac{\omega \Gamma_n}{\lambda_n} |C_n|^2 + \frac{1}{8\pi} \cdot \frac{\omega \Gamma_n}{\lambda_n} |B_n|^2 + \frac{1}{4\pi} \cdot \frac{\omega \Gamma_n}{\lambda_n} \text{Re} \left( \hat{C}_n B_n^* \right), \\
S_n^{III} &= \frac{1}{8\pi} \cdot \frac{\omega \Gamma_n}{\lambda_n} |C_n|^2 + \frac{1}{8\pi} \cdot \frac{\omega \Gamma_n}{\lambda_n} |B_n|^2 + \frac{1}{4\pi} \cdot \frac{\omega \Gamma_n}{\lambda_n} \text{Re} \left( C_n B_n^* \right).
\end{align*}
\]

(22)

(23)
where the last terms are the interference streams, resulting from the interaction of waves $a$ and $b$ in the absorbing plate in the waveguide and the quantities $\hat{B}_n$ and $\bar{B}_n$ are the complex-conjugate expressions of $B_n$ and $B_n^b$. So we have

\begin{align}
S_{n}^{\text{inter.}} &= \frac{1}{4\pi} \frac{\widehat{\Gamma}_n}{\alpha_n^2} \Re \left( C_n^{a} B_n^{b} \right), \quad S_{n}^{\text{inc-a}} = \frac{1}{8\pi} \frac{\widehat{\Gamma}_n}{\alpha_n^2} |A_n^a|^2, \quad S_{n}^{\text{in-b}} = \frac{1}{8\pi} \frac{\widehat{\Gamma}_n}{\alpha_n^2} |A_n^b|^2,
S_{n}^{\text{inter.}} &= \frac{1}{4\pi} \frac{\widehat{\Gamma}_n}{\alpha_n^2} \Re \left( C_n^{a} \bar{B}_n^{b} \right), \quad S_{n}^{\text{inc-a}} = \frac{1}{8\pi} \frac{\widehat{\Gamma}_n}{\alpha_n^2} |A_n^a|^2, \quad S_{n}^{\text{in-b}} = \frac{1}{8\pi} \frac{\widehat{\Gamma}_n}{\alpha_n^2} |A_n^b|^2.
\end{align}

Let’s define the power interference transmission coefficients $T_{n}^{\text{inter.}}$ and $T_{n}^{\text{inter.}}$ under the formulas

\begin{align}
\frac{\tilde{S}_{n}^{\text{inter.}}}{\sqrt{S_{n}^{\text{inc-a}} \cdot S_{n}^{\text{inc-b}}}} &= T_{n}^{\text{inter.}} \sin (\varphi - \psi + \delta), \quad \tilde{T}_{n}^{\text{inter.}} = \sqrt{T_{n}^{\text{1} \text{in}} + T_{n}^{\text{2} \text{in}}}, \quad tg\delta = \frac{T_{n}^{\text{2} \text{in}}}{T_{n}^{\text{1} \text{in}}},
\end{align}

where

\begin{align}
\tilde{T}_{n}^{\text{1} \text{in}} &= - \left( 16\widehat{\Delta}_n / |\tilde{\Delta}_n|^2 \right) \left[ \beta_n^2 \left( \hat{\Gamma}_n^2 + |\hat{P}_n|^2 \right) \sin\beta_n^d \cdot \cos\tilde{\alpha}_n^d + \tilde{\alpha}_n^d \left( \hat{\Gamma}_n - |\hat{P}_n|^2 \right) \right] \left[ \beta_n^2 \cdot \cos\tilde{\alpha}_n^d \cdot \sin\alpha_n^d \right],
\tilde{T}_{n}^{\text{2} \text{in}} &= \left( 16\varepsilon \hat{\Gamma}_n / |\tilde{\Delta}_n|^2 \right) \left[ \varepsilon^2 \left( \hat{\Delta}_n^2 + |\hat{P}_n|^2 \right) \sin\beta_n^d \cdot \cos\tilde{\alpha}_n^d - \tilde{\alpha}_n^d \left( \varepsilon^2 \hat{P}_n^2 + |\hat{P}_n|^2 \right) \right] \left[ \beta_n^2 \cdot \cos\tilde{\alpha}_n^d \cdot \sin\alpha_n^d \right],
\Delta_n &= \hat{\Gamma}_n - |\hat{P}_n|^2 e^{i\phi_n^d} - \left( \hat{\Gamma}_n + |\hat{P}_n|^2 \right) e^{-i\phi_n^d}, \quad \tilde{\Delta}_n = \left( \varepsilon \hat{\Gamma}_n - |\hat{P}_n|^2 \right) e^{i\phi_n^d} - \left( \varepsilon \hat{\Gamma}_n + |\hat{P}_n|^2 \right) e^{-i\phi_n^d}.
\end{align}

Calculating $T_{n}^{\text{inter.}}$ and $T_{n}^{\text{inter.}}$ under the formulas (26) and (27) in view of (28)–(32), we shall receive

\begin{align}
\tilde{T}_{n}^{\text{inter.}} &= \frac{8\hat{\Gamma}_n \left( \alpha_n^2 + \beta_n^2 \right) \left( \hat{\psi}_n^2 + \hat{\beta}_n^2 \right) \left( \alpha_n^2 + \beta_n^2 \right)}{\sqrt{2} \sqrt{\left( \alpha_n^2 + \beta_n^2 + \hat{\Gamma}_n \right)^2 - 4\alpha_n^2 \hat{\Gamma}_n^2} \left( \alpha_n^2 + \beta_n^2 + \hat{\Gamma}_n \right) \left( \hat{\psi}_n^2 + \hat{\beta}_n^2 \right) \left( \alpha_n^2 + \beta_n^2 \right) - \cos (\psi_n + 2\beta_n^d) \cos (\superscript{\text{in}}{\psi}_n - 2\alpha_n^d) \right)},
\tilde{T}_{n}^{\text{inter.}} &= \frac{8\varepsilon \hat{\Gamma}_n \left( \alpha_n^2 + \beta_n^2 \right) \left( \hat{\psi}_n^2 + \hat{\beta}_n^2 \right) \left( \alpha_n^2 + \beta_n^2 \right)}{\sqrt{2} \sqrt{\left( \alpha_n^2 + \beta_n^2 + \hat{\Gamma}_n \right)^2 - 4\alpha_n^2 \hat{\Gamma}_n^2} \left( \alpha_n^2 + \beta_n^2 + \hat{\Gamma}_n \right) \left( \hat{\psi}_n^2 + \hat{\beta}_n^2 \right) \left( \alpha_n^2 + \beta_n^2 \right) - \cos (\psi_n + 2\beta_n^d) \cos (\superscript{\text{in}}{\psi}_n - 2\alpha_n^d) \right)}.
\end{align}

Apparently, according to (33), (34) and (16)–(19) it are true the ratios

\begin{align}
\tilde{T}_{n}^{\text{inter.}} &= 2\sqrt{R_n^{\alpha} \cdot R_n^{\beta}}, \quad \tilde{T}_{n}^{\text{inter.}} = 2\sqrt{T_n^{\alpha} \cdot T_n^{\beta}}.
\end{align}

Now, considering that $\tilde{R}_n^{\alpha} = \tilde{R}_n^{\beta} = \tilde{R}_n$, $\tilde{T}_n^{\alpha} = \tilde{T}_n^{\beta} = \tilde{T}_n$, $R_n^{\alpha} = R_n^{\beta} = R_n$ and $T_n^{\alpha} = T_n^{\beta} = T_n$, the streams of electromagnetic energy in the regions I and III in the waveguide can be presented in the
form of

\[
\tilde{S}_{2n}^I = (1/8\pi) \text{Re} \left( \omega \tilde{T}/\lambda_n^2 \right) \left[ \tilde{T} A_n^a |A_n^b|^2 + \tilde{R} A_n^a |A_n^b|^2 \right] + 2 |A_n^a| |A_n^b| \sqrt{\tilde{T} \tilde{R}} \sin (\psi - \varphi + \delta) \right), \tag{36}
\]

\[
\tilde{S}_{2n}^{III} = (1/8\pi) \text{Re} \left( \omega \tilde{T}/\lambda_n^2 \right) \left[ \tilde{T} A_n^a |A_n^b|^2 + \tilde{R} A_n^a |A_n^b|^2 \right] + 2 |A_n^a| |A_n^b| \sqrt{\tilde{T} \tilde{R}} \sin (\varphi - \psi + \delta) \right), \tag{37}
\]

\[
S_{2n}^I = (1/8\pi) \text{Re} \left( \omega \Gamma_n/\lambda_n^2 \right) \left[ R_n |A_n^a|^2 + T_n |A_n^b|^2 \right] + 2 |A_n^a| |A_n^b| \sqrt{T_n R_n} \sin (\psi - \varphi + \delta) \right), \tag{38}
\]

\[
S_{2n}^{III} = (1/8\pi) \text{Re} \left( \omega \Gamma_n/\lambda_n^2 \right) \left[ T_n |A_n^a|^2 + R_n |A_n^b|^2 \right] + 2 |A_n^a| |A_n^b| \sqrt{T_n R_n} \sin (\varphi - \psi + \delta) \right). \tag{39}
\]

Analyzing expressions 1-2 we come to conclusions:

1. When \( \varphi - \psi + \delta = -\pi/2 \) and \( |A_n^b|^2 / |A_n^a|^2 = \tilde{T}/\tilde{R} \), then \( \tilde{S}_{2n}^{III} = 0 \) and \( \tilde{S}_{2n}^I \neq 0 \), \( \tag{40} \)

2. When \( \psi - \varphi + \delta = -\pi/2 \) and \( |A_n^b|^2 / |A_n^a|^2 = \tilde{R}/\tilde{T} \), then \( \tilde{S}_{2n}^I = 0 \) and \( \tilde{S}_{2n}^{III} \neq 0 \), \( \tag{41} \)

3. When \( \varphi - \psi + \delta = -\pi/2 \) and \( |A_n^b|^2 / |A_n^a|^2 = \tilde{T}/\tilde{R} \), then \( S_{2n}^{III} = 0 \) and \( S_{2n}^I \neq 0 \), \( \tag{42} \)

4. When \( \psi - \varphi + \delta = -\pi/2 \) and \( |A_n^b|^2 / |A_n^a|^2 = R_n/T_n \), then \( S_{2n}^I = 0 \) and \( S_{2n}^{III} \neq 0 \). \( \tag{43} \)

The results received above, show, that choosing in appropriate way initial phases \( \varphi \) and \( \psi \), phase shift \( \delta \) and amplitudes of counter propagating waves, passing through absorbing plate in the waveguide, we can control the streams of electromagnetic energy in the regions I and III in the waveguide.
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Abstract—We experimentally demonstrate a microwave far-field imaging modality with the transverse resolution exceeding the diffraction limit through the use of a single layer of highly nonlinear metamaterial. The harmonic fields of the nonlinear metamaterial surface allow the far-field propagation of wavefronts with spatial frequencies several times higher than that of the fundamental field. Near-field images can therefore be mathematically recovered from the far-field patterns of the harmonic fields.

1. INTRODUCTION

In linear media, the spatial resolution of an EM imaging system has long been considered to be limited by the Rayleigh limit, approximately at one half of the wavelength [1]. Recent studies in left-handed metamaterials and nonlinear microscopy have resulted in several super-resolution schemes that promise sub-wavelength imaging. Using only linear media, artificial left-handed metamaterials have been proposed [2] and experimentally verified [3, 4] to restore the evanescent waves that carry sub-wavelength spatial information in near-field and far-field configurations. Nevertheless linear metamaterials are intrinsically lossy and higher spatial resolution often comes at the price of much reduced signal-to-noise ratio.

To apply such subwavelength imaging schemes by nonlinear media, one can conceivably extend the concept of metamaterials to synthesize artificial nonlinearities from active circuit elements. Indeed, enhanced electromagnetic nonlinearities from microwave metamaterials have been proposed by Pendry et al. [5] and have been realized in [6, 7]. In this paper, we propose and demonstrate experimentally that a diode-based nonlinear metamaterial surface, when placed in the near-field of the object, generates harmonic fields that allow for far-field imaging of details at a resolution double the diffraction limit of the fundamental frequency.

2. PRINCIPLES

To demonstrate the principle of harmonic imaging with a nonlinear surface, we start by considering a highly nonlinear surface is placed adjacent to the object plane, like the one shown in Figure 1. In the absence of the nonlinear surface, the system is diffraction limited: the maximum diffraction limit can be simply estimated by $d_{\text{max}} = \lambda/2$, where $\lambda$ denotes the wavelength corresponding to the frequency $f_0$ of the incident EM wave. In Figure 1(a), the contour map of the emitted electric intensity by two dipole antennas in free space with an interval $D = \lambda/2$ along the $x$ direction is shown. We see that in the region immediately surrounding the dipoles, known as “reactive zone” generally estimated by $\lambda/2\pi$ (or about 0.2$\lambda$), the two dipoles can still be distinguished if the total intensity is measured by a detector scanning along the $x$ direction. However, in a distance beyond the reactive zone, the evanescent waves (or reactive waves) that carry sub-wavelength information about the sources have been rapidly vanished, and the detector can only find one peak and lose the distinguishability, which clearly obeys the diffraction limit.

When a nonlinear surface is put inside the reactive zone, for instance at $y = 0.05\lambda$, the schematic contour map of electric intensity is shown in Figure 1(b). Since the nonlinear surface is in the reactive zone and senses the reactive fields carrying the sub-wavelength information, the second and higher order harmonics generated from the surface carry the sub-wavelength information either. If a detector working at these harmonic frequencies are used to scanning the corresponding harmonics in the region to the right of the surface, the dipoles can be distinguished even in a place beyond the former reactive zone. Figure 1(b) illustrates the schematic intensity distribution of the field of the second harmonic ($2f_0$), showing that the diffraction limit no longer holds.
3. NONLINEAR MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this paper, we will use the metamaterial sample reported in [8]. The right inset of Figure 2 shows the photograph of the nonlinear sample. The sample is made of a pair of two-dimensional arrays of I-shaped metallic traces printed and aligned on both sides of a 1-mm-thin FR4 substrate with a relative permittivity of 4.6. A small gap exists in the center of the I-pattern in each unit cell in order for each half to establish an electrical contact with a microwave diode (Infineon’s BAT15-03W), as shown in the top-right inset of Figure 2. A direct current (DC) source is used to bias the diodes, choosing a strongly nonlinear region of the volt-ampere characteristic curve of the diodes to obtain a strong nonlinearity.

The detailed dimensions for each unit cell are \( l = h = 6 \) mm, \( g = 1.6 \) mm, \( w_1 = 0.3 \) mm, \( w_2 = 1 \) mm, and there are 40 and 48 unit cells along the \( x \) and \( z \) directions, respectively, yielding a 288-mm-long, 240-mm-wide, 1-mm-thick flat sample. For an incident electric field polarized along the \( z \) direction, electric resonance can be induced by the metallic resonant patterns and, due to the existence of the diodes, enhanced nonlinear electric response can be obtained [8].

The experimental setup for the observation of resolution improvement is shown in Figure 2. Two standard dipole antennas polarized along the \( z \) direction driven by equal-amplitude and in-phase monochromatic waves serve as sources, and a third identical dipole antenna serves as a detector. The interval \( D \) between the sources is set to be \( \lambda/2 \) within the diffraction limit. The sample is put between the sources and the detector, with a distance very close to the sources. The input monochromatic wave is generated by a Vector Signal Generator (Agilent E8267C) and the output spectrum is detected by a Spectrum Analyzer (Advantest R3271A).

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experiments are conducted in a microwave anechoic chamber in both near- and far-field ranges. The frequency and power of the input monochromatic wave is selected to be 3 GHz and 20 dBm, respectively. In the near-field measurement, we move the third dipole antenna along \( x \) axis at four different distances, i.e., \( y = 10 \) mm, 20 mm, 30 mm and 40 mm, respectively. In the far-field measurement, the sources as well as the sample are placed in the quiet zone of the chamber and rotated, meanwhile a broadband horn antenna 6\( \lambda \) (600 mm) away from the sources is served as a receiver to measure the far-field radiation pattern.

For comparison, we firstly perform a control experiment without the insertion of the sample. When the incidence is at 3 GHz and the interval \( D = \lambda/2 \), i.e., 50 mm, the measured electric fields are shown in Figures 3(a)–(c). As expected, we find from the near-field distribution in Figure 3(a) and 3(b) that when the detector is leaving from the sources, the distinguishability to the two sources drastically degrades, and after \( y > 20 \) mm, or about 0.2\( \lambda \), which is just around the boundary of
Figure 3: Measured near-field and far-field intensity patterns before and after the insertion of the nonlinear surface.

Figure 4: IFT of near- and far-field data with 50 mm interval between two sources. (a) IFT of far-field data at 3 GHz without sample. (b) IFT of far-field data at 6 GHz with sample.

the reactive zone, the distinguishability completely loses. Similarly, from the far-field pattern in Figure 3(c), we can only find one lobe, implying that we cannot recover the position information of the two sources from the far-field data either.

Then we insert the sample at the place where \( y = 0.05 \lambda \), or 5 mm away from the sources, and perform the same measurement but at the second-harmonic frequency, i.e., 6 GHz. The data are shown in Figures 3(d)–(f). Compared with the control experiment, we see clearly from Figures 3(d) and 3(e) that the near-field distribution changes obviously, and even when \( y = 40 \text{ mm} \), we may still observe the variation of the near-field. For far-field, the pattern shown in Figure 3(f) now has three lobes, which is also completely different from that in Figure 3(c). These clearly indicate that in this case the diffraction limit no longer holds. We will show later that the position information, or image, of the sources can be retrieved from the far-field data by appropriate algorithm.

5. IMAGE RETRIEVAL

According to antenna theory, the source field distribution in an aperture can be calculated by performing an inverse Fourier transformation (IFT) to its far-field pattern [9]. In our case, we can calculate the electric field distribution \( E(x) \) at \( y = 0 \) using a normalized approximate equation

\[
E(x) = \int_0^\pi E(\varphi) e^{-j2\pi x \cos \varphi/\lambda_m} d\varphi,
\]

where \( E(\varphi) \) is the far-field pattern, \( \varphi \) is the azimuth angle and \( \lambda_m \) is the wavelength corresponding to the frequency at which the pattern is measured. Applying Equation (1) to the patterns in Figures 3(c) and 3(f), we obtain the field distribution, or virtual image, of the source antennas shown in Figures 4(a) and 4(b), respectively.

The phase information is not measured, so in the calculation, the side lobe level (SLL) is treated to be negative, knowing that the pattern is caused by two linear antennas [9]. We see that
without the sample (Figure 4(a)), the image only implies a single source, whereas with the sample (Figure 4(b)), the image clearly illustrates two discrete sources with $D = 61.5$ mm. Here, the IFT actually acts a role as a virtual “digital” lens.

6. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we show by experiments that metamaterial included with active elements can easily behave strong nonlinearity under weak incident EM powers, and by covering a thin flat nonlinear metamaterial on the sources, the enhanced resolution can be achieved by measuring the far-field radiation of the sources at the harmonic frequencies and calculating the corresponding IFT. The application of the nonlinear sample proposed in this paper would have important potential in improving the sub-wavelength resolution in the near future.
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Abstract—In the present paper we model the electromagnetic process in a plasma placed in an external magnetic field. This plasma is an anisotropic medium with strongly expressed electromagnetic properties. For the modeling of the electromagnetic quantum properties, we use the Schrödinger equation. Based on a Hamiltonian of a charged particle system with an intrinsic magnetic moment in an external electromagnetic field quantum, hydrodynamic equations are derived. The Coulomb, spin-spin, spin-current and spin-orbit in the Hamiltonian are included. The equations for number of particles, momentum and magnetic moment are obtained. The self-consistent field approximations of these equations are considered. Based on the quantum hydrodynamic equations the process of generation of waves by a neutron beam in a dense quantum plasma of nonzero spin is considered. Existence of new wave solutions of the quantum hydrodynamic equations is shown (with respect to our previous works as described in \([1, 2]\)). One type of such waves propagates perpendicularly to the direction of the external magnetic field. Another type is the spin waves which propagate at arbitrary angle with respect to the direction of the external magnetic field. Dispersion relations for waves in a medium traversed by a beam of neutrons whose velocity has a nonzero constant component are derived. Extreme cases of waves propagation parallel or transverse to the direction of the external magnetic field are considered. Generation of plasma, electromagnetic and self-consistent spin waves is investigated. Extreme cases of generation of waves are investigated. The spin-spin, spin-current and spin-orbit interactions are the physical mechanism of instabilities in two-component quantum plasma traversed by a beam of neutrons. The collective dynamic of the magnetic moment of particles and methods of generation of this process can influence the properties of spintronic devices.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this work we theoretically consider the generation of waves in plasma contained in external magnetic field. For generation of waves we use the neutron beam. We take attention to the own magnetic moment of particles. For modeling of the electromagnetic process in this anisotropic media we use the method of quantum hydrodynamic for the many particle systems. The physical mechanism of arising of the instabilities is the spin-spin, spin-current and spin-orbit interaction.

We consider the eigenwaves problem in electron-ion plasma and influence of dynamic of own magnetic moments of particles to the dispersion properties of well-known branches of dispersion and the problems of arising new branches of dispersion. Moreover we interest the problem of existence of a spin waves in that systems. A spin waves in the plasma we mention the waves which propagate without of excitation of collective electric field in the wave. That waves propagate by means of magnetic field. The dynamic of magnetic moments of particles where is influence on dispersion relations for well-known waves in plasma \([1, 3]\) (see also references on \([3]\)). Dispersion properties of the system electron beam–plasma in whole k-space is considered in \([4]\).

In 1999 a new method of first-principle derivation of equations of many-particles dynamic, directly from Schrodinger equation was presented \([5, 6]\). This equations arise in the form of hydrodynamic-like equations.

2. MODEL; SYSTEM OF QUANTUM HYDRODYNAMIC EQUATIONS

In this paper we consider generation of waves by neutron beam for the case when velocity of beam is parallel to the direction of external magnetic field. For solving of this problem we use the system of quantum hydrodynamic equation in the self-consistent field approximation. That system of equation consist of the continuity equation:

\[
\frac{\partial n(r, t)}{\partial t} + \text{div}(n(r, t)v(r, t)) = 0;
\]
the momentum balance equations (an analog of the Euler equation):

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{mn(r,t)}{\partial t} + v^\beta(r,t)\nabla^\beta v^\alpha(r,t) - \frac{e}{c}\tilde{\varepsilon}^\alpha\beta\gamma n(r,t)v^\beta(r,t)B^\gamma(r,t) + n(r,t) = \frac{e}{c}\tilde{\varepsilon}^\alpha\beta\gamma n(r,t)v^\beta(r,t)B^\gamma(r,t) + F_{s-o}^\alpha(r,t); \\
\end{align*}
\]

where the force field for spin-orbit interaction has form:

\[
F_{s-o}^\alpha(r,t) = \frac{1}{2}\gamma\frac{1}{c}\frac{e}{\hbar}\varepsilon^\alpha\beta\gamma B^\gamma(r,t)M^\beta(r,t)E^\mu(r,t) - \frac{1}{c}\varepsilon^\alpha\beta\gamma M^\beta(r,t)\partial_\mu E^\gamma(r,t) + \frac{1}{c}\varepsilon^\beta\mu\nu J_M^\beta(r,t)\partial^\nu E^\mu(r,t); \\
\]

the equation of evolution of the magnetic moment is:

\[
\begin{align*}
\partial_t M^\alpha(r,t) + \nabla^\beta J_M^{\alpha\beta}(r,t) &= \frac{2\gamma}{\hbar}\frac{1}{c}\frac{e}{\hbar}\varepsilon^\alpha\beta\gamma \left( M^\beta(r,t)B^\gamma(r,t) + \frac{1}{c}\varepsilon^\beta\mu\nu J_M^\beta(r,t)E^\mu(r,t) \right). \\
\end{align*}
\]

That equations take place for each sorts of particles. They connected by means the Maxwell equations:

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathrm{div}B(r,t) &= 0, \quad \mathrm{div}E(r,t) = 4\pi e \sum a e_a n_a(r,t), \\
\mathrm{rot}E(r,t) &= -\partial_t B(r,t), \quad \mathrm{rot}B(r,t) = \partial_t E(r,t) + \frac{4\pi}{c} \sum a j_a(r,t) + 4\pi \sum a \mathrm{rot}M_a(r,t). \\
\end{align*}
\]

The tensor of the magnetic moments flow \( J_M^{\alpha\beta} \) may be approximately present in the form \( J_M^{\alpha\beta} = M^{\alpha\beta} \).

Starting from this system of equation we consider an eigenwaves and a problem of they generation in linear approximation. The non-perturbed state is described by equilibrium concentration \( n_{0a} \), magnetic field \( B_0 = B_0 e_z \), magnetic moment of the media \( M_{0a} = \chi_a B_0 \). The electric field \( E \) and velocity field of the electrons and the ions \( v \) in equilibrium state is equal to zero. The velocity field of neutron beam is \( v_{ab} = U^\alpha = U_z \delta^\alpha_b \). Where using parameter \( \chi_a = \kappa_a / \mu_a \) is the ratio between equilibrium magnetic susceptibility \( \kappa_a \) and magnetic permeability \( \mu_a \). We suppose that for the perturbation of the pressure \( p^{\alpha\beta} = p\delta^{\alpha\beta} \) to take place formula \( \delta p_a = m v_{sa}^2 \).

3. PARALLEL PROPAGATION

The dynamic of magnetic moment of particles is the cause of arising a new wave solution in both cases the propagation of waves parallel and perpendicular to the direction of the external magnetic field. In [1], the existence of two new solutions, in the case of propagation transverse to external magnetic field was obtained. Frequencies of that solutions located around ion and electron cyclotron frequencies. Moreover in [1] the existence of the spin-waves in plasma was shown for the case of parallel propagation.

For the case parallel propagation the dispersion equation is the sampling of three independent equation. Two equation has new solutions with respect to absence of magnetic moments of particles. This equations has form:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\omega^2}{c^2} - k_z^2 - \sum_c \left( \frac{\omega^2}{c^2} - \frac{\omega}{\omega + \Omega_c} + 4\pi\lambda \frac{\omega^2}{c^2} + \frac{W_{\gamma_c}}{\omega + \Omega_c} + 4\pi k_z^2 \frac{W_{\gamma_c}}{\omega + \Omega_c} \right) \\
\pm 4\pi\lambda \frac{\omega \omega_{WB}}{c^2} \left( \frac{\omega - k_z U_z}{\omega - k_z U_z - \Omega_{WB}}^2 \right) + 4\pi \frac{\omega}{c} \frac{W_{\gamma_b}}{\omega - k_z U_z + \Omega_{WB}} \left( k_z \gamma_c - \frac{\lambda U_z}{c} \right) = 0 \\
\end{align*}
\]

In this equation a follows notation is used \( \omega_{LA} = 4\pi e_n^2 n_{0a} / m_a \) — is the Langmuir frequency, \( \Omega_c = e_c B_0 / (m_e c) \), \( \Omega_{\gamma_a} = 2\gamma_a B_0 / \hbar \) that two parameters it is the cyclotron frequency which arise from the motion of the charge \( e_c \) and the magnetic moment in external magnetic field \( B_0 \) correspondingly, \( \gamma_a \) is the gyromagnetic ratio, for example, for neutrons \( \gamma_b = -1.91 \mu_{nuc} \), where \( \mu_{nuc} \) is the nuclear...
magneton, $W_{\gamma a} = \chi_a \Omega_{\gamma a}$. $\lambda = 1$ — this parameter indicate the terms which arise from spin-orbit interaction.

In the absence of neutron beam Equation (1) has two new solutions:

$$\omega = |\Omega_c| \left( 1 + \frac{8\pi k_z^2 c^2 \chi_e}{\omega_{\gamma e}^2 + 2\omega_{L_i}^2 \Omega_{\gamma e} + 2k_z^2 c^2 - 2\Omega_{\gamma e}^2 + 4\pi \lambda |\Omega_e| W_{\gamma e} + 4\pi k_z^2 c^2 W_{\gamma b} |\Omega_{\gamma e}|} \right),$$  

from the second equation in (1), and

$$\omega = \Omega_i \left( 1 - \frac{4\pi k_z^2 c^2 \chi_i}{0.5 \omega_{L_i}^2 - k_z^2 c^2 + \Omega_i^2 + 2\pi \lambda \Omega_i^2 (\chi_i + 2\chi_e) - 4\pi k_z^2 c^2 \chi_e} \right),$$

from the first equation.

In the absence of media we can obtain dispersion relations for the eigenwaves in neutron beam. Where is three solutions of each equations in (1).

$$\omega^2 = k_z^2 c^2 = 4\pi \lambda k_z c W_{\gamma b} \frac{k_z^2 (c - U_z)^2}{k_z^2 (c - U_z)^2 - \Omega_{\gamma b}^2} + 4\pi k_z^2 c^2 \frac{W_{\gamma b}}{k_z^2 (c - U_z)^2 - \Omega_{\gamma b}} \left( 1 - \frac{U_z}{c} \right),$$  

$$\omega = k_z U_z \pm \Omega_{\gamma b} - \frac{2\pi \lambda W_{\gamma b} \Omega_{\gamma b} (k_z U_z \pm \Omega_{\gamma b}) - 4\pi (k_z c)^2 W_{\gamma b} + 4\pi \lambda k_z U_z W_{\gamma b} (k_z U_z \pm \Omega_{\gamma b})}{(k_z U_z \pm \Omega_{\gamma b})^2 - (k_z c)^2},$$  

$$\omega = k_z U_z \pm \Omega_{\gamma b} + \frac{2\pi \lambda (k_z U_z \pm \Omega_{\gamma b}) W_{\gamma b} \Omega_{\gamma b} (k_z U_z \pm \Omega_{\gamma b})}{(k_z U_z \pm \Omega_{\gamma b})^2 - k_z^2 c^2 (1 - 2\pi \chi_b) - 2\pi k_z U_z \chi_b (k_z U_z \pm \Omega_{\gamma b})}. $$

Formulas (4) it is dispersion relation for the light which propagate through neutron beam. Further we consider the process of generation of the waves by means the neutron beam.

Here we take up the first equation in (1). One of the solution of the first equation in (1) is the fast magneto-sound wave. The condition of the resonance interaction of the fast magneto-sound wave and beam mode with dispersion dependence approximately equal $k_z U_z + \Omega_{\gamma b}$ (5) is $\omega_0 = k_z U_z + \Omega_{\gamma b}$. Under that condition arise instabilities, increment of instabilities is obtained with formula

$$\delta \omega^2 = -2\pi \omega_0 |W_{\gamma b}| \frac{\lambda |\Omega_{\gamma b}| - 2\lambda k_z U_z + 2(k_z c)^2 / \omega_0}{2 \omega_0 - \sum_c \omega_{L_c}^2 \Omega_c / (\omega_0 + \Omega_c)^2} < 0, \quad (7)$$

where $\omega_0 = \omega_0(k_z)$ — dispersion dependence of fast magneto-sound wave in the absence of beam. For the fast magneto-sound wave where is $\omega_0 \subset (0, |\Omega_{\gamma e}|)$ and $2 \omega_0 - \sum_c \omega_{L_c}^2 \Omega_c / (\omega_0 + \Omega_c)^2 > 0$.

Resonance interaction of the wave (3) with beam mode (5) on condition $\Omega_i (1 + \delta \Omega / \Omega_i) = k_z U_z + \Omega_{\gamma b}$ lead to the instability with

$$\delta \omega^2 = -\pi |W_{\gamma b}| \frac{\lambda |\Omega_{\gamma b}| + 2 k_z c (k_z c / \Omega_i - \lambda U_z / c)) + 2\chi_i (k_z c)^2}{1 + 3 \frac{\omega_0 W_{\gamma b}^2}{\Omega_{\gamma b} \Omega_i}} < 0. \quad (8)$$

Further, we investigate the second equation in (1). On condition $\omega_A = k_z U_z - \Omega_{\gamma b}$ ($\omega_A$ dispersion dependence of Alfven wave in absence of beam) where is the generation of Alfven waves

$$\delta \omega^2 = -2\pi \frac{\lambda \omega_A W_{\gamma b} \Omega_{\gamma b} + 2(k_z c)^2 W_{\gamma b} - 2 \omega_A \lambda k_z U_z W_{\gamma b}}{2 \omega_A - \sum_c \omega_{L_c}^2 \Omega_c / (\omega_A + \Omega_c)^2} < 0. \quad (9)$$

by means resonance with beam mode (5).

In the case $|\Omega_e | (1 + \delta \Omega / |\Omega_e|) = k_z U_z + \Omega_{\gamma b}$ where is resonance interaction of wave (2) with beam mode (6) arise the frequency shift:

$$\delta \omega = \pm \sqrt{\frac{32\pi |\Omega_e| (\lambda |\Omega_{\gamma b} \Omega_{\gamma b} W_{\gamma b} - 2 k_z^2 c^2 W_{\gamma e}|)}{\omega_{L_e}^2 - 8 \Omega_{\gamma e}^2}}. \quad (10)$$

For the dense plasma and conditions $k_z^2 c^2 > |\chi_b / \chi_e| \Omega_{\gamma b}^2$, $|\Omega_{\gamma e}| + |\Omega_{\gamma b}| = k_z U_z$ the solution (10) become imaginary, since arise condition for instabilities.
4. TRANSVERSE PROPAGATION

Under the condition of transverse propagation of waves to the direction of the external magnetic field from dynamics of magnetic moments arise four wave solutions. Two of them was obtained in our previous article [1], and dispersion dependence of that wave has form:

$$\omega = |\Omega_a| \left( 1 - \frac{2\pi k^2 \epsilon c^2 \chi_a}{\omega^2 + k^2 c^2 - \Omega_a^2} \right).$$

In this paper we report about another two solutions. In approximation motionless ions one of that waves has follows dispersion relation

$$\omega = \sqrt{\frac{\Omega^2_e + v^2_{se} k^2_{\perp} + 8\pi^2 \chi^2_e \Omega^2_e k^4 e^4}{\Omega^2_a + (v^2_{sa} + h^2 k^2/(4m^2_a)) k^2_{\perp}}} \times \frac{1}{\left(\frac{\Omega^2_e + v^2_{se} k^2_{\perp} + 8\pi^2 \chi^2_e \Omega^2_e k^4 e^4}{\Omega^2_a + (v^2_{sa} + h^2 k^2/(4m^2_a)) k^2_{\perp}}\right) - \frac{2\Omega^2_a - 8\pi \Omega^2_a k^2 e^4}{\Omega^2_a + (v^2_{sa} + h^2 k^2/(4m^2_a)) k^2_{\perp}}} \times \frac{1}{1 - 8\pi \Omega^2_a k^2 e^4 - k^2 - \frac{2\Omega^2_a - 8\pi \Omega^2_a k^2 e^4}{\Omega^2_a + (v^2_{sa} + h^2 k^2/(4m^2_a)) k^2_{\perp}}}.$$ (12)

where $v^2_{qsa} = v^2_{sa} + \frac{3k^2}{4m^2_a}$. If take attention to the motion of ions we obtain two solutions (for one solution to each sorts of particles):

$$\omega = \sqrt{\frac{\Omega^2_e + (v^2_{sa} + h^2 k^2/(4m^2_a)) k^2_{\perp}}{\Omega^2_a + (v^2_{sa} + h^2 k^2/(4m^2_a)) k^2_{\perp}}} \times \frac{1}{\left(\frac{\Omega^2_e + (v^2_{sa} + h^2 k^2/(4m^2_a)) k^2_{\perp}}{\Omega^2_a + (v^2_{sa} + h^2 k^2/(4m^2_a)) k^2_{\perp}}\right) - \frac{2\Omega^2_a - 8\pi \Omega^2_a k^2 e^4}{\Omega^2_a + (v^2_{sa} + h^2 k^2/(4m^2_a)) k^2_{\perp}}} \times \frac{1}{1 - 8\pi \Omega^2_a k^2 e^4 - k^2 - \frac{2\Omega^2_a - 8\pi \Omega^2_a k^2 e^4}{\Omega^2_a + (v^2_{sa} + h^2 k^2/(4m^2_a)) k^2_{\perp}}}.$$ (12)

Solutions (11), (12), (13) exist only on conditions $\chi_a \neq 0$. They arise from equation the form of which is analogous to Equation (1), and new solutions due to new terms which proportional to the $\chi_a$.

5. SPIN WAVES

In the case of parallel propagation of spin waves to the direction of external magnetic field three solution is exist. Two solution is the oscillations with constant frequencies:

$$\omega = |\Omega_a|(1 - 4\pi \chi_a).$$ (14)

The dispersion relation of the third waves arise like solution of follows equation:

$$\omega^2 - \frac{\chi_e|\Omega_e|}{(v^2_{se} + \frac{\hbar^2}{4m^2_e} k^2) k^2} \omega^2 - \frac{\chi_i|\Omega_i|}{(v^2_{si} + \frac{\hbar^2}{4m^2_i} k^2) k^2} = 0.$$ (15)

This equation has no solutions at $\chi_i = \chi_e$. At $\chi_i \neq \chi_e$ the solution is

$$\omega^2 = k^2 \frac{(v^2_{si} + \frac{\hbar^2}{4m^2_i} k^2) \chi_e|\Omega_e| - (v^2_{se} + \frac{\hbar^2}{4m^2_e} k^2) \chi_i|\Omega_i|}{\chi_e|\Omega_e| - \chi_i|\Omega_i|}.$$ (16)

This formula represents the dispersion of self-consistent spin waves in the system of electrons and ions with nonzero intrinsic magnetic moments.

In the case of spin wave propagation on arbitrary angle to the external magnetic field where is five solution, for two of them we analytically obtain dispersion dependence. For both waves the dispersion relation may be present in the form:

$$\omega = |\Omega_a| + \delta \omega,$$

with $a = e, i$. For wave with frequency around electron cyclotron frequency we have

$$\delta \omega = \frac{\pi \chi_e \Omega_e \left(2\chi_e \Omega_e (\Omega^2_e - v^2_{se} k^2) - \chi_i \Omega_i (v^2_{se} + \frac{\hbar^2}{4m^2_e} k^2) (2k^2_z + k^2_{\perp})\right)}{\chi_e \Omega_e (\Omega^2_e - v^2_{se} k^2) - \chi_i \Omega_i (v^2_{se} + \frac{\hbar^2}{4m^2_e} k^2) k^2},$$ (17)
and around ion cyclotron frequency
\[
\delta \omega = 2\pi \chi_i \Omega_i \left( \frac{(\Omega_i^2 k_z^2 - \Omega_i^2 k_\perp^2)}{4m_e^2 k^2} - \Omega_i^2 \Omega_e^2 \right) + \chi_e \Omega_e^2 (\Omega_i k_z^2 - 2\Omega_e k_\perp^2) v_i^2
\]
\[
\times \Omega_i \left( \frac{(\Omega_e^2 k_z^2 - \Omega_i^2 k_\perp^2)}{4m_e^2 k^2} - \Omega_i^2 \Omega_e^2 \right) + \chi_e \Omega_e^2 (\Omega_e^2 k_z^2 - \Omega_i^2 k_\perp^2) v_i^2.
\]
(18)

Under condition \(k_\perp = 0\) solutions (17) and (18) pass to (14).

Spin-orbit interaction has no influence on dynamic of spin waves in plasma. We investigate the spin waves like waves in propagation of which the electric field take no part. But force of spin-orbit interaction is proportional to electric field. Problem of the generation of the spin-waves which propagate parallel to the direction of external magnetic field was presented in [2].

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper we obtained contribution of spin-orbit interaction in many-particle quantum-hydrodynamic equation. Using the development theoretical apparat we investigated the opportunity of existence of new waves in plasma. We shown the possibility of existence of two waves in the case propagation of wave parallel to direction of the external magnetic field. Moreover, we revealed existence of four waves solution in the case propagation perpendicular to the external magnetic field. Apart from we consider spin-waves in whole k-space, and obtain analytical solution for two waves, which degenerate to oscillations on cyclotron frequencies under condition of propagation along external magnetic field.

Also we investigated the problem of generation of waves with neutron beams, by means spin-spin, spin-current and spin-orbit interactions. We considered neutron beam with the velocities direction parallel to external magnetic field. In this case where is resonance interaction of beam with waves which propagate along direction of external magnetic field. Where is no resonance interaction with waves which propagate transverse external magnetic field. The neutron beam interact with waves which propagate in transverse direction if where is component of beam velocity which perpendicular to the direction of magnetic field [2].
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Abstract—In this paper, a conical horn antenna has been designed for Ultra-Wideband applications by loading its section with a metamaterial. The work aims first to compare results obtained by the wavelet-moment method to a simulation performed using HFSS. Secondly the conical horn is loaded with a very thin layer of metamaterial to enhance the radiation pattern and the bandwidth performance of the conical horn antenna and reduce the size of the antenna. The operating bandwidth of the proposed antenna is in the range of 10–13 GHz. The results obtained from HFSS and moment method are in good agreement.

1. INTRODUCTION

Artificial materials such as metamaterials and chiral media have recently been of great interest, both theoretically [1, 2], and experimentally [3, 4]. Metamaterials, for instance, exhibit either negative permittivity or negative permeability. If both of them are negative at a given frequency, the material is characterised by an effective negative index of refraction, so it is often referred to as a left handed metamaterial (LHMs). This type has interested many researchers, e.g., [5, 6]. The main objective of research on LHMs is improvement of the radiation pattern, directivity and bandwidth, and antenna size reduction. However, in this paper a low index of permittivity is used to characterize the metamaterial as introduced by [7].

Horn antennas loaded with dielectrics or ferrite materials [8], have desirable properties such as increased directivity, reduced side lobe level, wide bandwidth, low loss, and ease of fabrication [9, 12]. These properties are particularly attractive for applications such as ultra-wideband (UWB) ground penetrating radars (GPR) [13, 14]. However, the characterization of such antennas with increasingly complex designs using analytical techniques is often not possible. On the other hand, a numerical model can provide a virtual test bench to explore different design possibilities before any costly prototyping. Although many numerical techniques can be used to model and study the characteristics of such antennas, the moment method is well known to provide good accuracy [15, 16]. In this paper, an improvement has been made by the introduction of wavelets.

This paper deals firstly with a comparison between an improved moment method and Ansoft’s HFSS, then an observation is made of the effect of loading the horn antenna.

2. FORMULATION

2.1. Moment Method Formulation

2.1.1. Integral Equation

The Conical Horn is studied in 3D as shown in Figure 1, the construction of this horn is considered to be from any type of material. Using the boundary conditions, the scattered field may be written as an integral magnetic equation in two dimensions for a PEC structure as:

\[
K(J(r)) = \frac{1}{2} J(r) - \hat{n} \times \int_S J(r') \times \nabla' G(r, r') \cdot ds' = \hat{n} \times H^s(r)
\]

(1)

Here \(G(r, r')\) is Green’s function and \(J(r)\) is the current density, this can be expressed in terms of the tangential components. Because the antenna is a body of revolution, the current may be expanded as follow:

\[
\tilde{J}(t, \varphi) = \sum_{\nu=-\infty}^{+\infty} [J_t(t, \varphi) \cdot \hat{t} + J_\varphi(t, \varphi) \cdot \hat{\varphi}] \cdot e^{j\nu \varphi}
\]

(2)

where \((J_t, J_\varphi)\) are the tangential components of the current on the surface of the antenna.
2.1. Moment Method

The Moment method is applied on the integral Equation (1), this is discretised by using sets of basis and testing functions [13].

Let $W$ and $J$ denote testing and basis functions, respectively. The integral equation is projected over the two tangential components using the expansion (2). This is done by applying the inner product, denoted by the bracket in (3), to yield:

$$\langle \vec{W}, K(J(r)) \rangle = \langle \vec{W}, \hat{n} \times H^i(r) \rangle$$

2.2. Wavelets Expansion

2.2.1. Basis Functions

The basis and testing functions are presented as a superposition of wavelets at several scales and include a scaling function. A Galerkin’s method is then applied to transform the integral equation into algebraic equations in the expansion coefficients.

2.2.2. Wavelets Application

The wavelets are applied directly to the integral equation. The current density is expanded as follows

$$J_t(t, \varphi) = \sum_{n=0}^{2^0-1} a^t_n \cdot \phi^t_{j,n}(t, \varphi) + \sum_{m=0}^{2^1-1} \sum_{n=0}^{2^1-1} c^t_{m,n} \psi^t_{m,n}(t, \varphi)$$

$$J_\varphi(t, \varphi) = \sum_{n=0}^{2^0-1} a^\varphi_n \cdot \phi^\varphi_{j,n}(t, \varphi) + \sum_{m=0}^{2^1-1} \sum_{n=0}^{2^1-1} c^\varphi_{m,n} \psi^\varphi_{m,n}(t, \varphi)$$

Here ($\psi^t_{m,n}$, $\psi^\varphi_{m,n}$) and ($\phi^t_{j,n}$, $\phi^\varphi_{j,n}$) are the mother and the scaling wavelets, respectively. The corresponding expansion coefficients are $a^t_n$, $c^t_{m,n}$ and $a^\varphi_n$, $c^\varphi_{m,n}$. Using equations (4) and (5) in (3), the following matrix equation is obtained:

$$\begin{bmatrix} Z^t_{m,n} & Z^\varphi_{m,n} \\ Z^t_{m,n} & Z^\varphi_{m,n} \end{bmatrix} \cdot \begin{bmatrix} c^t_{m,n} \\ c^\varphi_{m,n} \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} H_1 \\ H_2 \end{bmatrix}$$

The terms $a^t_n$, $a^\varphi_n$ are considered very small, thereby they are neglected. The matrix elements are expressed as follow:

$$Z_{pq}^{tt} = \int_0^{2\pi} \frac{1}{2} W^t_q J^t_p \rho \cdot dt - \int_t^t \int W^t_q J^t_p \cdot \hat{t}' \cdot I_G \cdot \rho \rho' dt' dt'$$

Here, $I_G = \int_0^{2\pi} \nabla G(r, r') \cdot e^{jw \cdot \varphi'} d\varphi'$. 
In more detail, this is given as an integral over the interval $[0, 1]$:

$$Z_{tt}^{pq} = \left\langle \psi_p, \left( \psi_q, \frac{1}{2} - T(t, t) \cdot \Omega(t, \xi) \right) \right\rangle \quad (7)$$

where $T(t, t)$ is the term under the double integral of the second part of Equation (6a). In the same manner the other components are given.

$$Z_{\varphi \varphi}^{pq} = \left\langle \psi_p, \left( \psi_q, \frac{1}{2} + T(\varphi, \varphi) \cdot \Omega(t, \xi) \right) \right\rangle \quad (8)$$

$$Z_{\varphi t}^{pq} = \left\langle \psi_q, \left( \psi_p, T(\varphi, t) \cdot \Omega(t, \xi) \right) \right\rangle \quad (9)$$

$$Z_{t \varphi}^{pq} = -\left\langle \psi_q, \left( \psi_p, T(t, \varphi) \cdot \Omega(t, \xi) \right) \right\rangle \quad (10)$$

where $\Omega(t, \varphi, \xi)$ is the calibration of the changing variables, and $D(\xi) = |dt/d\xi|$. The other elements can be written in the same manner. Similarly for the excitation the matrix elements are also expressed as an inner product by:

$$H_1 = \left\langle \psi_q, H^I G_2 \cdot \Omega(t, \xi) \right\rangle \quad (11)$$

$$H_2 = -\left\langle \psi_q, H^\varphi G_2 \cdot \Omega(t, \xi) \right\rangle \quad (12)$$

where $I_G = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_0^{2\pi} e^{-jv \cdot \varphi} d\varphi$.

The unknowns $\left[ c_{m,n}^t, c_{m,n}^\varphi \right]$ should be calculated from Equation (6). The current density and the radiation pattern may then be obtained.

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In the moment method, the wavelet employed is constructed from the Haar orthogonal wavelet with vanishing moment $N = 7$, the lowest resolution level is chosen since 128 wavelets are involved, a system of matrices (of $128 \times 128$ elements) is generated.

The surface of the taper of the horn is a metamaterial, considered to be an isotropic low index type, in a very thin layer of 1 mm thickness. The permittivity and permeability are respectively $\varepsilon_r = 0.5$, $\mu = 1$. The horn loaded with metamaterial as designed by HFSS is shown in Figure 2. The results obtained by the wavelet-based moment method are in good agreement with the results obtained by HFSS in all the figures of the radiation pattern except the reflection coefficient figure. The radiation pattern in $H$-Plane given in Figure 3 and $E$-Plane in Figure 4 show a slight reduction of the side lobe in the $H$-plane, and almost no change in the $E$-plane. A very remarkable reduction in the cross polarization in Figure 5, this is more than 20% of reduction in the side lobes. The directivity and the gain are presented in Figure 6 and Figure 7, the antenna is more directive and better gain when loaded with metamaterial than without.

Figure 3: Radiation pattern $H$-Plane with and without metamaterial at frequency $F = 10$ GHz.

Figure 4: Radiation pattern $E$-Plane with and without metamaterial at frequency $F = 10$ GHz.
Figure 5: Cross polarisation radiation pattern, effect of the metamaterial, $\varepsilon_r = 0.5$, thickness $d = 1$ mm, $F = 10$ GHz.

Figure 6: Radiation pattern without metamaterial at frequency $F = 10$ GHz.

Figure 7: Radiation pattern with metamaterial at frequency $F = 10$ GHz.

Figure 8: Reflection coefficient with and without metamaterial.

The reflection coefficient in Figure 8 shows a slight displacement of the bandwidth to the lower frequencies, from 9.6 GHz to 10 GHz, i.e., about 10%. This means that one can produce small antenna designs with a reduction in size of about 10%, or simply the bandwidth is enhanced of 10%.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A horn antenna for ultra-wide band (10–13 GHz) has been designed and tested using HFSS and compared to the moment method. The results obtained are in good agreement. The horn loaded with the metamaterial has shown a slight change in the radiation pattern and bandwidth of about 10%, but there is a remarkable effect on the directivity of the antenna. Some antenna miniaturisation is observed but the choice of metamaterial parameters could be further optimized in this respect.
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Use of the Neural Net for Road Extraction from Satellite Images, Application in the City of Laghouat (Algeria)
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Abstract—Road extraction in urban areas has been an important task for generating Geographic Information Systems (GIS). In recent years, mainly, the rapid development of urban areas makes it urgent to provide up-to-date road maps. The timely road information is very useful for decision-makers in urban planning, traffic management and car navigation fields, etc. The satellite image is characterized by its big quantity of rich and varied information and constitutes a source of data for generating roads maps by automatic overseeing techniques according to their importance. The interpretation of this one requires mostly, a treatment based on a set of techniques: shaping information, filtering, segmentation and classification, etc. We present in this paper a method based on neuronal net strategy for extracting road networks based on the spectral characteristics of the pixel in satellite image. Normalized spectral information in a window $(3 \times 3)$ around each pixel are used, as 9 red, 9 green and 9 blue (corresponding respectively to red, green and near infra red channels) constitute the input vector of 27 neurons. The origin of the motivation is the homogeneity of roads in high-resolution satellite images, since homogeneity is a characteristic that can be recognized with respect to neighbor pixels, and their spectral information. The system output is represented by one normalized neuron representing the road or not-road characteristics. As the neuronal network requires a large coded data bases in their training stage, we have used a set of road net manually drown using special software. The image used in this application concerns an HVR SPOT image acquired on March 26, 2007 (10 m of resolution) over Laghouat (Algeria), an oasis city located 400 km south of Algiers (Algeria). We have obtained very accurate results with less than 0.022 for the MSE. A set of various applications are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

The satellite image is characterized by its big quantity of rich and varied information; it constitutes a source of data for generating the road maps by automatic techniques according to their importance. Road extraction in urban areas has been an important task for generating geographic information systems (GIS). Nowadays, we are experiencing an explosion in the amount of satellite image data, which provides us with abundant data and also brings challenges to the road extraction task at the same time. The conventional road extraction methods by manual processes are time consuming and tedious, and cannot meet the increasing requirement for such tremendous data. However, automatic extraction of urban roads from high resolution remote sensing imagery is still a challenging problem in digital Photogrammetry and computer vision, the main reason is that the diverse road surfaces and the complex surrounding environments such as trees, vehicles and shadows induced by high buildings make the urban roads take on different textures and gray levels in images. Many researchers have been conducted for this purpose. Using specific operators such as Duda operator for finding linear structures are based on a score function which takes into account the homogeneity and contrast [1]; several road detectors have been applied, the blind operators such as Top to Hat Form (THF), derived from mathematical morphology and designed to extract peak intensity in the image spot [2]; the THF is not very selective and gives noisy results. Followed by several other works in [3, 4]. However, most of them focus on extracting roads in rural or open areas. By contrast, the efforts made for urban road extraction are relatively few [5, 6]. Some works focus on automatic road extraction in urban area from high resolution satellite images using based machine learning approach [7, 8]. The other semi-automatic methods such as active contour (or snake) [9, 10] and dynamic programming [11] have been the subject of several studies. One can find an excellent survey paper in [12] on road network extraction using the organizing maps applied to classified images. Multilayer neural networks applied in particular for IKONOS images based on the RGB spectral characteristics is presented in [13], those involving texture analysis, fuzzy clustering and genetic algorithms has been treated in [14, 15]. In the present research, road extraction is performed on Spot XS images, using artificial neuronal network algorithms; with a new input
and architecture (RGB). The format of a window as input is related to that road can be shown as elongated homogenous region with different contrast from the background. We present a different application of the proposed model, and the correspondent MSE error and Kappa coefficient. We use at the end mathematic morphology operations to extract road sides.

2. METHODOLOGY

Road detection can be considered as the first step in road extraction, it is the process of assigning a value to each pixel that can be used as criteria of road and not-road pixels. The problem of road detection from high-resolution satellite images is performed using: 1) artificial neuronal network and 2) pixel spectral characteristics specially the red, green and near infra red channels. The origin of the motivation is the homogeneity of roads in high-resolution satellite images, since homogeneity is a characteristic that can be recognized with respect to neighbor pixels, and their spectral information. In our work, the following hypothesis and input requirements have been considered:

A. Spectral characteristics: The RGB bands of satellite image are calqued on our visual perception, it uses three basic colors: the Red ($\lambda = 700$ nm), the green ($\lambda = 546$ nm) and the blue ($\lambda = 435.8$ nm). In our work we have used the so called Standard Colour Composite (SCC), Table 1.

B. Road appearance: In the RGB standard color composite roads appears in blue. In some cases building appear in blue colour too, this problem appears in classification methods when roads are classified as a building.

C. Road homogeneity: Road networks in high resolution satellite images are presented as elongated homogenous areas having a distinctive brightness pattern compared to their surroundings.

3. PRINCIPLE OF THE ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK

Artificial Neuronal networks are made up of simple processing units called neurons which are usually organized into layers with full or partial connections. The principal task associated with a neuron is to receive the activation values from its neighbors, compute an output based on its weighted input parameters and send that output to its neighbors. ANNs have already been used in few instances in photogrametry and satellite image processing. In our method they are applied as sophisticated pattern classifiers. We have chosen a feed-forward backpropagation neural network, which is one of the most frequently implemented network types.

Learning (training) neural networks is a time-consuming task. For its efficiency, the Back Propagation learning algorithm which is an iterative gradient decent algorithm, was used. It is designed to minimize error function expressed in Equation (1):

$$E = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j=1}^{N} (D_j - O_j^M)^2$$ (1)

where $D_j$ and $O_j$ are the desired input and the current response of the neurons $j$ in the input layer, respectively and $N$ the number of neurons in the output layer. The iterative method, corrections to weight parameters are computed and added to the previous values as illustrated below:

$$\begin{align*}
\Delta w_{i,j} &= -\eta \frac{\partial E}{\partial w_{i,j}} \\
\Delta w_{i,j}(t+1) &= \Delta w_{i,j} + \alpha \Delta w_{i,j}(t)
\end{align*}$$ (2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Wave length</th>
<th>Storage level in the standard composite colour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XS3 (Spot 1 to 3) – B3 (Spot 4 to 5)</td>
<td>0.78 to 0.89 micrometers</td>
<td>Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XS2 (Spot 1 à 3) – B2 (Spot4 to 5)</td>
<td>0.61 to 0.68 micrometers</td>
<td>Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XS1 (Spot 1 à 3) – B1 (Spot 4 to 5)</td>
<td>0.50 to 0.59 micrometers</td>
<td>Blue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In this equation, \( w_{i,j} \) is weight parameter between neurons \( i \) and \( j \), \( \eta \) a positive constant that controls the amount of adjustment and is called learning rate, \( \alpha \) a momentum factor that can take on values between 0 and 1 and “\( t \)” denotes the iteration number. The parameter \( \alpha \) can be called smoothing or stabilizing factor as it smoothes the rapid changes between the weights.

4. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS FOR ROAD EXTRACTION

Road detection from satellite images can be considered as a classification process in which pixels are divided into road and background classes. A backpropagation neural network (BNN) with one hidden layer is used. Normalized spectral information in a window of \((3 \times 3)\) around each pixel of RGB images are used, as 9 red neighbours pixels, 9 green neighbours pixels and 9 blue neighbours pixels to constitute the input vector of 27 neurons. The output layer consists of one neuron that represents the networks output by a number between 0 and 1 as not road and road pixel, respectively, Figure 1.

As the neuronal network requires a large coded data bases in the training stage, a set of 100 road net manually drown using special software are chosen as training set in learning stage. It is recommended to have representative pixels of all present objects in the training set.

5. RESULT AND INTERPRETATION

The combination of both 27 input parameters made the network powerful in the detection of road and background, reducing also the request hidden layer and size iteration time. We used as a first step a set of, 10, 15 and 20 neurons in the hidden layer to test the performance of the neural network and we found that a layer of 20 neurons in the hidden layer is sufficient to improve the network’s ability in both road and background detection. Figure 2 (a\(_1\)), (a\(_2\)) shows sections of a satellite image SPOT XS (2007) from the city of Laghouat (Algeria). They were considered as original image and are applied to the input of the neural network. (b\(_1\)), (b\(_2\)) are their respective produced road map used in accuracy assessment. The results of the neural network for road detection are shown by image (c\(_1\)), (c\(_3\)).

For accuracy assessment, we consider two parameters: the mean square error (MSE) and the Kappa coefficient, Table 2.

The MSE, proved to be the most reliable parameter to be used as termination condition, improve the accuracy of the results.

The Kappa coefficient, the overall accuracy parameter, is calculated by the same way as classification methods.

The proposed ANN has presented no over-trained problem.

To improve extracted roads, we propose the application of two morphological operations to the ANN extracted roads:

A. Morphological erosion is applied to the gray scale image extracted by the road ANN model.

Figure 1: Proposed neural net for road extraction.
Figure 2: Result of Proposed ANN for Road detection: (a_1), (a_2) Sections of Spot Image (XS, 2007) of the city of Laghouat (Algeria). (b_1), (b_2) Manually produced maps. (c_1), (c_2) Extracted road by ANN model. (d_1) and (d_2) Road after gray scale erosion. (e_1) and (e_2) binarization by threshod.

Table 2: Accuracy assignment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>MSE</th>
<th>Kappa Coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a_1)</td>
<td>0.0206</td>
<td>86.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b_1)</td>
<td>0.0211</td>
<td>84.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

with a chosen structuring element in order to smooth roads without modifying its wideness. Erosion generally decreases the size of objects and removes small anomalies by subtracting objects with a radius smaller than the structuring element. The result of this algorithm applied to images (c_1) and (c_2) are respectively shown in (d_1) and (d_2) of Figure 2.

B. The obtained images are then transformed to binary image by threshold; the result is shown in images (e_1) and (e_2).

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a method based on neuronal net strategy for detecting road net in the city of Laghouat (Algeria) is presented. This method is based on spectral characteristics of the pixel from satellite image. As the neuronal net require a large coded data bases in their training stage, we have used a set of road net manually drown using special software. We have obtained very accurate results with less than 0.022 for the MSE. A set of applications are presented. This approach is distinguished from previous works by the choice and the structure of the multilayer neural network input, which is mainly based on the spectral characteristics of the pixel intensity level in the three channels (red, green and blue) and the neighbors of the considered pixel, that influence greatly the quality of output (extracted road network image). These results are very accurate since the method can extract the road despite the resolution of the image (10m). It is important to notice that, automatic extraction of urban roads from remote sensing imagery is still a challenging problem in digital Photogrammetry and computer vision. The main reason is that the diverse road surfaces and the complex surrounding environments such as trees, vehicles and shadows induced by high buildings make the urban roads take on different textures and gray levels in images. We propose some morphological operations in order to obtain the road cartography: grayscale erosion is applied to the extracted road by the proposed ANN system, followed by a binarization process. For further work we propose using recalled images and geometric characteristics of road for network’s training in order to improve network’s ability in road detection.
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Novel Compact RFID Chipless Tag
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Abstract—In this communication a new RFID chipless tag is presented. The density of coding per surface of this novel tag is important and reaches 3.3 bits/cm². For a surface of 1.5 × 2 cm², it is possible to encode 10 bits. The design presented in this paper, based on multiband coplanar strip, brings enhancement in term of miniaturization, configurability and cost of fabrication. Unlike previous solution only one layer of metal is necessary. So, such a tag could be easily printed with conductive inks. Both frequency domain measurement using a VNA and Time domain measurement based on radar approach are compared.

1. INTRODUCTION

RFID is a technology that allows identification and/or authentication of a remote tag by use of radio frequency waves Fig. 1(a). Today RFID system is largely used in fare collection, road toll system and stock managing. But a bigger market for item tracking representing every year 10 trillion items sold [1] is still addressed today by optical barcode. To enter this market, RFID brings some good arguments like increasing reading range and making possible the reading outer of its line of sight. But very low cost per unit has to be achieved before this technology can be largely used. One way for cost reduction is to develop chipless tag solution directly printable on products during fabrication process, as shown in Fig. 1(b).

Since few years several papers can be found on this topic. The temporal approach is based on controlling the presence and position of multiple reflection of a tag in response to an incident field. This technique is used by the SAW chipless tag [2], which operates in ISM band of 2.45 GHz. But tag cost still high due to its piezoelectric substrate. Others solutions have been proposed using a structure with delay line [3] to have a lower coding capacity for a much higher size. The frequency approach, is based on controlling amplitude and phase of multiple resonances in function of a specific code [4, 5], and today the structure that codes the most of data is that used by S. Preradovic et al. [4] with 35 resonators corresponding to 35 bits of data having a size more important than credit card format. The design presented in this paper brings enhancement in term of miniaturization, configurability and fabrication cost. Indeed unit cost can decrease dramatically since this tag is potentially fully printable on only one layer of conductive ink because there is no ground plane.

Measurement was done in frequency domain and in time domain. Frequency domain is used as a first step to get response of the tag with accuracy, in the entire bandwidth. Preradovic et al. is going in this way and made a first prototype of reader working in the frequency domain [6]. Time domain measurement is used as a second step because it brings several advantages. Indeed with a short pulse generator, a very large frequency band can be read in one shot, and very high level of energy can be concentrated on this short time keeping respect of average power of ISM band as UWB reader does. Moreover short pulse can also serves to localize target.

In Section 2, it will be presented the design of the tag based on multiband coplanar strip antenna. Then, in the Section 3, measurement set-up and results in frequency domain and time domain are presented and compared. Discussion on coding capacity and further evolutions are presented in the last section.

Figure 1: (a) Automatic reading system using RF waves. (b) The chipless tag is directly printed on product in production phase.
2. TAG DESIGN

2.1. Description

The tag designed in this study, Fig. 2, is based on a multiple band coplanar strips resonator with open ended extremity. It uses 4 resonators, denoted 1, 2, 3 and 4 on Fig. 2, having a resonant frequency that can be controlled independently only for resonator 1, 2 and 4. Indeed it was observed in simulation, that resonator 3 is largely influenced by changes in surface current of other modes. As a result it can not be used. It is to be noted that opening the coplanar strip line on one extremity and setting a short circuit on the other side produces a quarter wavelength resonance. Combination of quarter wavelength resonator and path bending, denoted by “C path”, makes an improvement in term of size reduction.

2.2. The Encoding

Here, the choice that is used to code information is varying the resonant frequency of each resonator around a reference. This coding technique allows a significant decrease of tag size compared to previous technique [5].

There are two ways to make a frequency shift for a resonant mode. The first one is simply, modifying the length of coplanar strip line. The second way, used in this paper, is to add some short-circuit inside slot as shown in Fig. 3(a). In Fig. 3(b), it can be seen that varying the length of short circuit makes a frequency shift relative to one reference. In this example when there is no short circuit, the resonance frequency of the first mode is equal to 2 GHz while its value is equal to 2.05 GHz and 2.2 GHz for respectively a short circuit length of 1 mm and 3 mm.

3. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

3.1. Frequency Domain Measurement

Measurement was done in frequency domain using a VNA Agilent 8720D in anechoic chamber using the bi-static configuration shown in Fig. 4(a). The two horn antennas used are identical and their gain is between 10 dBi and 12 dBi in the frequency band 1.5 GHz to 6 GHz. The power delivered by VNA approaches 0 dBm in the entire frequency band. To eliminate direct path effect between two antennas, a reference measure has been taken without any tag. Then, systematically, further measurements with presence of tags are subtracted from the reference measurement directly on the VNA.

As it can be seen in Figs. 5(a), (b), (c), level of signal backscattered is very low and approaches −70 dBm, but large dynamic range of VNA produces a reliable result. In Table 1, it is presented the resonant frequency of each mode in function of tag configuration.

Table 1: Resonance frequency measured in function of tag coding.

| Tag 1: $L_1 = 0$ mm, $L_2 = 1$ mm, $L_3 = 0$ mm | Mode 1 (GHz) | Mode 2 (GHz) | Mode 4 (GHz) |
| Tag 2: $L_1 = 3.5$ mm, $L_2 = 0$ mm, $L_3 = 0$ mm | 1.98 | 2.49 | 4.09 |
| Tag 3: $L_1 = 0$ mm, $L_2 = 0$ mm, $L_3 = 3.5$ mm | 2.22 | 2.44 | 4.09 |
| Tag 3: $L_1 = 0$ mm, $L_2 = 0$ mm, $L_3 = 3.5$ mm | 2 | 2.42 | 5.53 |

From Tag 1 to Tag 2, change on short circuit length denoted $L_1$ and $L_2$ produces a frequency shift of 280 MHz on mode 1 and 50 MHz on mode 2. From Tag 1 to Tag 3 changes on $L_2$ and $L_3$ make a shift of 80 MHz on mode 2 and 1440 MHz on mode 4. To set limit to the frequency

![Figure 2: (a) Geometry of the chipless RFID tag. (b) Photography of designed tag 1 (15 mm × 20 mm). Substrate is FR4, and thickness is 0.8 mm.](image-url)
resolution it can be observed that, from Tag 1 to Tag 3, even if $L_1$ and $L_2$ are left unchanged it can be noticed a frequency shift of 20 MHz on the mode 1. The same effect can be observed on the mode 2 between Tag 2 and Tag 3. This phenomenon appears because the resonators are not fully isolated, and to make this coding technique reliable, it is necessary to limit the frequency resolution at 5 MHz.

3.2. Time Domain Measurement

In a second time, to compare, a time domain measurement was done. In the Fig. 4(b), it is presented the measurement set-up that was used. DSO used is an Agilent DSO91304A having a bandwidth of 13 GHz and a sampling rate of 40 Gs/s in real time. The pulse generator Picosecond 10060 A that was used is able to send a Gaussian pulse of 110 ps of width, with maximum amplitude of 2 V into a 50 Ω load as shown in Fig. 6(a), that gives a maximum instantaneous power of 19 dBm. The corresponding Power spectral density (PSD) relative to its maximum is given in Fig. 6(b). The curve shows a quasi monotonic decrease from $-1$ dB at 1.5 GHz to $-5$ dB at 6 GHz that could be compensated in the receiver module. In the Fig. 6(c) it can be seen the backscattered transient response of the chipless Tag 1, due to the incident Gaussian pulse of Fig. 6(a). This measurement was obtained with repetitive pulse and applying an averaging factor of 64 in order to increase the signal to noise ratio (SNR). Transient response is hard to analyze and to get the frequency response, a FFT has been applied with the window shown in Fig. 6(c).

In Figs. 7(a), (b), (c), it is shown, the frequency response of the three tags used after applying a FFT on each transient response. It can be seen that both results are very close together for the 3 first modes in the band starting from 1.5 GHz to 4 GHz. For higher frequency it is more difficult in case of time domain to see presence of resonance like for the 5.5 GHz resonance of Tag 3 shown in Fig. 7(c). This is mainly due to the decreasing value of PSD of Gaussian pulse as explained previously.
Figure 5: Measurement results in frequency domain (solid curve) and simulation results (dotted curve) for the tags. (a) Tag 1. (b) Tag 2. (c) Tag 3. For each, configuration used is described in Table 1.

Figure 6: (a) Measured transmitting pulse shape. (b) Measured frequency response of transmitting pulse. (c) Measured transient response of Tag 1.

Figure 7: Measurement results in time domain (solid curve) and simulation results (dotted curve) for (a) Tag 1. (b) Tag 2. (c) Tag 3. For each, configuration used is described in Table 1.

4. CAPACITY OF CODING

In the present design, it has been used three short-circuit to configure frequency shift of 3 modes of resonances. For mode 1, the frequency value can vary between 2 GHz and 2.4 GHz, making a bandwidth of 400 MHz. For mode 2, a frequency span between 2.4 GHz and 2.7 GHz, makes a bandwidth of 300 MHz. And Mode 3 can vary between 4 GHz and 5.5 GHz, making a bandwidth of 1500 MHz. Frequency resolution is set to 50 MHz.

\[ N = \prod_{i=1}^{k} \frac{BW_i}{\Delta f_i} \]  

Using Equation (1) with \( BW_i \) the bandwidth of mode \( k \) and \( \Delta f_i \) its frequency resolution, it
can be found that 8 different frequency values can be encoded for the first mode, 6 frequency values for the second mode and 30 for mode 4, giving a global capacity of $8 \times 6 \times 30 = 1440$ levels, i.e., 10 bits within a reduced surface of $15\,\text{mm} \times 20\,\text{mm}$. A density of coding per surface of $3.3\,\text{bits/cm}^2$ is reached, which is a good result compared to previous designs which are $0.61\,\text{bits/cm}^2$ for Preradovic et al. [4] and $0.81\,\text{bits/cm}^2$ for Jalaly et al. [5].

5. CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown in this paper that a much reduced size chipless tag can embed a large data capacity that is currently 10 bits. With improvements, a much higher capacity can be obtained. In top of its reduced size, cost of fabrication for this tag is very low mainly because there is no ground plane. Indeed, the chipless tag can be potentially printed with conductive ink, with only one layer. Time domain measurement using a radar approach gives good results even if sensitivity is much lower than for VNA measurement, indeed results obtained are very similar for both techniques. However it has been observed that highest mode frequency is more difficult to read because pulse used has a decreasing power spectral density when frequency rises. In a further work, time domain measurement technique will be improved and transmitting pulse shape will be adjusted in order to limit this effect.
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RFID Tag Antenna Design on Metallic Surface by Using Rectangular Micro-strip Feed
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Abstract—A novel UHF RFID antenna structure that can stick on metallic surface is presented. A printed rectangular antenna by using micro-strip feed structure on system ground which has the same size as antenna. By using the inductive property of the micro-strip line with short end to match the capacitive reactance of tag chip, and the performance in free space on metallic surface was measured. The half-power matching bandwidth (VSWR < 3) of the antenna in free space was measured to be in the frequency range 914–934 MHz. The measured reading range in free-space is 5–6 m.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, radio-frequency identification (RFID) technology has become a popular application since it provides a convenient identification information, small size, long reading range and fast reading speed. Numerous papers have been written describing how to construct an antenna for RFID. A good survey can be found in [1], and a more detailed account is given in [2]. The operating band of RFID in UHF is mainly from 860 to 960 MHz. When the operating frequency of RFID rises to microwave region, the antenna design including the impedance matching becomes more important to enhance the system performance. To provide a better impedance matching network between an antenna and a tag chip is the way to improve the chip power and maximize the reading range. As the cost and fabrication requirements, the antenna must directly match to large capacitive reactance and small resistance of tag chip that different from 50 ohm. Because of chip impedance with high Q, the design of a matched antenna is difficult. T-matching networks or inductively coupled [3, 4] feed are commonly used for the efficient matching of UHF tags. Most RFID antennas are currently used to stick on nonmetal material or easy card, but not on metallic material [5–7]. Numerous papers have been written describing how to design a RFID tag antenna on metallic material [8–10].

In this paper, we propose a novel broadband UHF RFID tag antenna. With the structure of patch, the input impedance of the proposed antenna is easy to be tuned. On the other hand, with the structure micro-strip shorted to the ground plane through corresponding shorting strips, the proposed antenna shows an acceptable performance when the tag antenna is attached to a metallic surface. The measured half-power bandwidth of the proposed antenna is 121 MHz (13.5%, 830–951 MHz).

2. RFID TAG DESIGN

The proposed antenna structure is shown in Fig. 1. The antenna discussed in this paper uses both rectangular patch and micro-strip to achieve conjugation match. In this study, a 1.6-mm thick FR4 substrate with relative permittivity ($\varepsilon_r$) 4.4 and area $66 \times 13 \text{mm}^2$ is considered. On its back side, a system ground plane with the same size is also printed. The micro-strip line is electrically shorted to the ground plane through the shorting strips at the end terminal. Optimized design parameters were found with the following dimensions: $L = 66 \text{mm}$, $W = 13 \text{mm}$, $L_1 = 14.5 \text{mm}$, $L_2 = 32.5 \text{mm}$, $W_1 = 0.9 \text{mm}$, $W_2 = 3 \text{mm}$, $W_3 = 1 \text{mm}$, $W_4 = 2 \text{mm}$. The chip conforms to the EPC global Class-1 Gen-2 specification and provides state-of-the-art performance for a broad range of UHF RFID tagging applications, whose input impedance was $11 - j131 \text{Ohms}$ equal to that of an RC parallel circuit with $R = 1.5\text{k}$ and $C = 1.58\text{pF}$ at the frequency of 925 MHz. The conjugate matching between the antenna and the micro-strip can be tuned by adjusting the perimeter and the position of the RFID Tag chip. In such a way, a good broadband characteristic can be attained for the antenna.
Figure 1: (a) Geometry of the printed UHF RFID antenna stick on metallic surface operation in the 925 MHz. (b) Dimensions of the metal pattern of the UHF RFID antenna.

Figure 2: (a) Resistance of the proposed antenna for variation in $L_2$. (b) Reactance of the proposed antenna for variation in $L_2$.

Figure 3: (a) Resistance of the proposed antenna for variation in $W_4$. (b) Reactance of the proposed antenna for variation in $W_4$. 
3. SIMULATION AND COMPARISON

Ansoft HFSS software [11], FEKO EM Software [12] and Advantest E8362B Network Analyzer were utilized for simulations and measurements. Figs. 2(a), (b) shows the input impedance characteristics of the proposed antenna and the position of the micro-strip $L_2$ is decided to be 32.5 mm for achieving the resistance and reactance of about $13 + j131$ ohms as shown. Furthermore, Figs. 3(a), (b) show that the required resistance of the tag antenna can be obtained by adjusting $W_4$. Fig. 4 shows the return loss of the antenna. The half-power bandwidth (return loss, $-20.3\,\text{dB}$) of the proposed antenna in measurement is 121 MHz (13.5%), from 830 to 951 MHz.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A novel RFID tag antenna is proposed for the UHF RFID band. The structures of the rectangular patch and micro-strip shorted to ground plane are employed to help getting broadband characteristics and acceptable performance on metallic objects. The return loss performance and the maximum readable distances of the proposed antenna both show that the proposed antenna can work not only in air but also on metallic objects within the UHF RFID band and the maximum readable distances are over 6.2 m.
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Abstract — In this paper, we present a method to simplify the calculation of spiral antennas for RFID tag settings without resorting to numerical analysis methods. It saves up to 99% of the time required by the simulation based on the method of moments. Thus we present a theoretical and experimental study for the design of the spiral antennas for RFID label in the UHF band. We present in this study the $S_{11}$ parameter that enables us to evaluate the evolution of current distribution and therefore the resonance frequency of the spiral antennas. This parameter is calculated theoretically by applying the method of moments to wired antenna formed by the rectangular copper spiral printed on a dielectric substrate. The experimental validation of our theoretical models is performed using a network analyzer. The confrontation theory-experience allows us to draw some interesting conclusions concerning the number of loops of the spiral and the choice of dielectric substrate.

1. INTRODUCTION

During these last decades, the technologies of information and communications (ICT) have known unprecedented development. The identification technologies are part of these information technologies. Due to the recent development of microelectronics and wireless systems, new contactless identification technologies have emerged: The radio identification technology (or RFID for Radio-Frequency IDentification). These new technologies, by their greater flexibility, make the exchange of information much faster and efficient.

RFID is a technology to recognize or identify with greater or lesser distance (contact tens of meters) in a minimum of time, an object, an animal or a person with an electronic tag. We can cite, for example, contactless smartcard systems, highway tolls without stopping, parking or building access control, etc.

It falls into the category of automatic identification technologies (AIDC, Automatic Identification and Data Capture), as the bar code character recognition, pattern recognition, or magnetic cards.

RFID systems use mainly four frequency bands [1–3]: 125 kHz (LF band, Low Frequency), 13.56 MHz (HF, High Frequency), 860–960 MHz (UHF, Ultra High frequencies), 2.45 GHz (microwave). In recent years a growing interest in the field of industry and research focused on passive UHF RFID technology. It presents a low cost solution. It also helps to have a data rate higher (around 20 kbit/s) and achieve a reading range greater than other technologies called passive RFID. This interest has helped put in place in most parts of the world regulations and industry standards for market development of this technology.

In the first part of this document, a brief presentation of passive RFID technology is exposed. Then the modeling of a rectangular spiral RFID antenna using the moment method and the results of simulations and measurements are discussed and presented in a second part. Then we develop a method for estimating the peak current and thus the resonant frequency of spiral antennas.

2. THE PRINCIPLE OF PASSIVE RFID TECHNOLOGY

An automatic identification application RFID, as shown in Fig. 1, consists of a base station that transmits a signal at a frequency determined to one or more RFID tags within its field of inquiry. When the tags are “awakened” by the base station, a dialogue is established according to a predefined communication protocol, and data are exchanged.
The tags are also called a transponder or tag, and consist of a microchip associated with an antenna. It is an equipment for receiving an interrogator radio signal and immediately return via radio and the information stored in the chip, such as the unique identification of a product.

Depending on the operating frequency of the coupling between the antenna of the base station and the tag may be an inductive coupling (transformer principle) or radiative (far-field operation). In both cases of coupling, the chip will be powered by a portion of the energy radiated by the base station.

To transmit the information it contains, it will create an amplitude modulation or phase modulation on the carrier frequency. The player receives this information and converts them into binary (0 or 1). In the sense reader to tag, the operation is symmetric, the reader transmits information by modulating the carrier. The modulations are analyzed by the chip and digitized.

3. MODELING OF A SPIRAL ANTENNA IN UHF BAND

To predict the resonant frequencies of the currents induced in the antenna structures forming tags, such as spiral antennas rectangular ICs, we have used initially the model based on the theory of diffraction by thin wires [4]. We arrive at an integro-differential equation, and whose resolution is based on the method of moments [5]. Although a very good result is obtained, the computation time required is a major drawback. It is quite high. In a second step, the study is to find a method to simplify the estimation of the resonance frequency of rectangular spiral antennas in various frequency ranges.

3.1. Method of Moments

It is an integral analysis method used to reduce a functional relationship in a matrix relationship which can be solved by conventional techniques. It allows a systematic study and can adapt to very complex geometric shapes.

This method is more rigorous and involves a more complicated formalism leading to heavy digital development. It applies in cases where the antenna can be decomposed into one or several environments: The electromagnetic field can then be expressed as an integral surface. It implicitly takes into account all modes of radiation.

Moreover, the decomposition of surface current to basis functions, greatly simplifies the solution of integral equations which makes the method simple to implement.

This procedure is based on the following four steps:

- Derivation of integral equation.
- Conversion of the integral equation into a matrix equation.
- Evaluation of the matrix system.
- And solving the matrix equation.

3.2. Formulation of the Method of Moments [5, 6]

We have chosen the configuration shown in Fig. 2, a rectangular metal track, printed on an isolating substrate. It consists of length $A$, width $B$ and thickness $e$. 
The theory of antennas for connecting the induced current in the metal track to the incident electromagnetic field \((E_i, H_i)\) using integro-differential equation as follows:

\[
\tilde{t}(l)E_i(l) = j\omega\mu \int_0^L I(l')\tilde{t}(l')G(R)dl + j\varepsilon\omega \tilde{t}(l) \nabla G(R)dl + j\varepsilon\omega \tilde{t}(l) \nabla I(l')G(R)dl' \tag{1}
\]

The method used to solve such equations is the method of moments \([4]\).

The problem thus is reduced to solving a linear system of the form:

\[
[V] = [Zmn][I] \tag{2}
\]

with:

- \([I]\) representing the currents on each element of the structure.
- \([V]\) representing the basic tension across each element \(m\) in length \(\Delta\) given by:

\[
V_m = E_i(m)\Delta \tag{3}
\]

- \([Zmn]\) represents the generalized impedance matrix, reflecting the EM coupling between the different elements of the antenna.

The rectangular loop will be discretized into \(N\) identical segments of length \(\Delta\):

\[
\Delta = \frac{2(A + B)}{N} \tag{4}
\]

The discretization step is chosen so as to ensure the convergence of the method of moments.

\[
\Delta = \frac{\lambda}{20} \tag{5}
\]

We conclude from this relationship that the number of segments required for convergence of numerical results is:

\[
N = 40\frac{(A + B)}{\lambda} \tag{6}
\]

\(\lambda\): Represents the smallest wavelength of EM field incident.

The simulations will focus on frequencies between:

\[
100\text{MHz} < f < 1.8\text{GHz} \quad \text{whether} \quad 17\text{cm} < \lambda < 3\text{m}
\]

The number of segments will be: \(N = 76\). The illumination of the loop is done by an plane EM wave, arriving in tangential impact such that the incident electric field \(E_{zi}\) is parallel to the longest track.

The amplitude of the incident field is normalized 1 V/m. we are interested in a loop short-circuited to highlight the resonance phenomena relating to the geometric characteristics of the loop.

We note on the Fig. 3 the presence of two very distinct zones. A first area in which the induced current remains virtually constant. It corresponds to frequencies whose wavelength is greater than about twice the perimeter of the loop.

Beyond these frequencies we observe the appearance of current peaks, showing that the rectangular loop resonates.

To locate the resonance frequencies of the loop, we use the theory of transmission lines (TTL), moderately few adjustments. The induced current \(I(z)\) on the track IC has illuminated by a plane wave can be expressed by \([4]\):

\[
I(z) = A_c \sin \left[ k \left( \frac{A + B}{2} - |z| \right) \right] + A_d \cos \left[ k \left( \frac{A + B}{2} - |z| \right) \right] \tag{7}
\]

with:
$A_c$: The amplitude of common mode current.

$A_d$: The amplitude of the differential mode current.

$k = \omega \sqrt{\varepsilon \mu}$: wave Vector.

Indeed, $A_c$ and $A_d$ can be written as:

$$A_c = j \frac{e_c(0)}{Z_0 \cos \left( k\frac{A+B}{2} \right)} \quad (8)$$

$$A_d = -j \frac{e_d(0)}{Z_0 \sin \left( k\frac{A+B}{2} \right)} \quad (9)$$

with $Z_0$ is the characteristic impedance of a transmission line.

e_c(0)$ and $e_d(0)$: respectively represent the equivalent electromotive forces at the center of the tracks of common and differential modes.

The coefficients $A_c$ and $A_d$ take an infinite value only if:

$$Z_0 \cos \left( k\frac{A+B}{2} \right) = 0 \quad (10)$$

and

$$Z_0 \sin \left( k\frac{A+B}{2} \right) = 0 \quad (11)$$

$$\rightarrow Z_0 \cos \left( k\frac{A+B}{2} \right) = 0$$

$$\cos \left( k\frac{A+B}{2} \right) = 0 \quad (12)$$

$$\Rightarrow k\frac{A+B}{2} = (2N+1)\frac{\pi}{2} \quad (13)$$

with $N = 0, 1, 2, \ldots \, k = \omega \sqrt{\varepsilon \mu}$. We have considered the isolated loop, surrounded by air, so $\varepsilon_r = 1$ and $k = \omega \sqrt{\varepsilon_0 \mu_0}$

$$k = \frac{\omega}{c} = \frac{2\pi f}{c} \quad (14)$$

(13) becomes: $2\pi f \frac{A+B}{c} = (2N+1)\frac{\pi}{2}$.

Hence the resonant frequency common mode:

$$F_{Re} = (2N+1)\frac{c}{2(A+B)} \quad (15)$$

Figure 3: Current induced on the loop $24 \times 8$ cm simulation by MOM.

Figure 4: Antenna loops made.
for \( Z_0 \sin \left( k \frac{A + B}{2} \right) = 0 \)
\[
\sin \left( k \frac{A + B}{2} \right) = 0 \tag{16}
\]
\[
\Rightarrow k \frac{A + B}{2} = N \cdot \pi \tag{17}
\]
with \( N = 1, 2, 3, \ldots \).

(17) becomes:
\[
\frac{2\pi f (A + B)}{c} = N \cdot \pi \tag{18}
\]

Therefore, the resonant frequency of the differential mode is:
\[
F_{Rd} = N \frac{c}{(A + B)} = 2N \frac{c}{2(A + B)} \tag{19}
\]

We therefore find the result observed in Fig. 3, which was obtained by the method of moments. The resonance frequency of the loop can be easily linked to the length \( A \) and width \( B \) of the loop by the following approximate relation:
\[
F_R = N \frac{c}{2(A + B)} \tag{20}
\]

with \( c = 3108\) m/s, speed of EM waves in vacuum and \( N = 1, 2, 3, \ldots \).

4. SIMULATIONS AND MEASUREMENTS

The simulations were done under the MATLAB environment. The experimental validation was performed at the Laboratory LTPi/RUCI\footnote{Laboratory of Transmission and Processing of Information/Regional University Center interface.} in Fez.

4.1. Achievement

We have made various prototypes of antennas as shown in Fig. 4, using as the substrate, glass epoxy, type FR4 with relative permittivity \( \varepsilon_r = 4.32 \) and 1.53 mm thick.

4.2. Measures and Results

The coefficient of reflection of antennas made, were measured with a vector network analyzer HP-type operating in the 100 Hz–6000 MHz band (Fig. 5).

5. EVALUATION OF PEAKS AND FREQUENCY OF RESONANCE OF INDUCED CURRENTS IN FUNCTION OF GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF PRINTED LOOP

The assessment of the size and position of resonance peaks of currents distributed on the printed tracks is crucial for designers of antennas tags. Indeed the action of these peaks can completely change the normal operation of the transponder.

In this part the evolution of the amplitude of these peaks and their resonance frequency will be studied in function of geometric characteristics of loops.

5.1. Evaluation of the Peaks as a Function of the Perimeter of the Printed Loop and the Report \((B/A)\)

In Fig. 6, we found the current to peak resonances for loops with different perimeters (from 40 cm to 120 cm) and reports Width/Length \((B/A = 1/4, 1/3 \text{ and } 2/5)\). We find in this figure a linear variation of these peaks as a function of the perimeter of these loops to the same ratio \((B/A)\) thereof. Note that we have made loops whose resonant frequencies are between 400 MHz and 3 GHz.

The peak current amplitude at resonance can be easily connected to the perimeter of the loop by the following equation:
\[
I_{pic} = \alpha \cdot P \tag{21}
\]

with:

\( I_{pic} \): The amplitude of peak current at resonance.
From the above, we can write $\alpha$ as follows:

$$\frac{\alpha}{\pi} = \frac{B}{A} \times K_t$$

(25)

with: $K_t = 6.94 \cdot 10^{-3}$.

The equation can be written as follows:

$$I_{pic} = \frac{B}{A} \times K_t \times P$$

(26)

5.2. Evolution of the Resonance Frequencies of the Induced Currents in Function of Numbers of Loops of Rectangular Spiral Antennas (Fixed Perimeter).

The evaluation of the resonance peaks of currents on printed circuit tracks is crucial for designers of printed antennas. Indeed the action of these peaks can completely change the normal operation of the circuit.

We calculated the resonance frequency of the induced currents for four rectangular spiral antennas, respectively having a loop, two loops, three loops and four loops and the same perimeter 64 cm, shown in Fig. 7.

In Fig. 8, we observe that for the same scope the resonance frequencies of induced currents remain almost unchanged in function of the number of loops.
However, we notice a slight difference between the frequencies of resonance peaks of these antennas evaluated theoretically and those measured experimentally. This difference is surely due to the fact that in our theoretical model we do not take account of the dielectric permittivity of the substrate. Indeed, for the simulation we considered a spiral surrounded by air.

To account for the influence of the dielectric permittivity of the substrate on the positions of resonance frequencies, consider the case of a single loop. On Fig. 9, we have plotted the $S_{11}$ parameter for different values of $\varepsilon_r$ substrate. We effectively note that this setting actually influences the position of the resonance frequency.

We can take advantage of this finding to try to design antennas that resonate at particular frequencies by playing on the nature of the dielectric substrates. This will allow the miniaturization of spiral antennas for RFID applications.

![Graphs showing $S_{11}$ parameter for different values of $\varepsilon_r$.](image)

**Figure 8:** Reflection coefficient $S_{11}$ on the tracks of the ICs in Fig. 7 — simulation by MOM and measurement. (a) 1 loop, (b) 2 loops, (c) 3 loops, (d) 4 loops.

**Figure 9:** Influence of $\varepsilon_r$ on peak resonances of spiral antennas.
5.3. Evolution of the Resonance Frequencies of the Induced Currents in Function of Numbers of Loops of Rectangular Spiral Antennas (A and B Fixed).

We have calculated the resonance frequencies of the induced currents for three rectangular spiral antennas, respectively having a loop, 2 loops and 3 loops and the same lengths ($A = 24$ cm) and widths ($B = 8$ cm): Fig. 10.

On Fig. 11, we see that for the same lengths ($A = 24$ cm) and width ($B = 8$ cm) resonance frequencies of the induced currents can be easily represented by the following approximate relation:

$$F_{R(N \text{ boucles})} = \frac{F_{R(1 \text{ boucles})}}{N}$$  \hspace{1cm} (27)

with: $N = 2, 3, 4, \ldots$

6. CONCLUSION

This paper presents the design of antennas for passive RFID tags. The first part concerned the quick introduction of this technology. It was followed by modeling of a spiral RFID UHF antenna using the theory of the antennas.

Finally we have presented a method of estimating the peak current and resonance frequency of rectangular spiral RFID antennas.

This study showed that the amplitudes of the resonance peaks of rectangular spiral antennas printed vary linearly as a function of geometrical characteristics thereof. This linearity can be used by designers of printed antennas to assess the amplitude of current peaks at resonance with simple graphs that can be drawn as a function of geometrical characteristics of loops. As well as frequencies of resonance of the induced currents are virtually unchanged in function of numbers of loops for the same perimeter.

Currently we are trying to establish a relationship between the resonance frequency of such antennas and the nature of the dielectric substrate on which it is printed. This will surely improve the performance of printed antennas and also to contribute to their miniaturization.
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Abstract— In 1621, Willebrord Snellius observed that light in the visible spectrum, incident at angle, \(\theta_i\), on a boundary between an isotropic material and Air was refracted by an angle, \(\theta_r\), according to the relationship, \(n \sin \theta_i = \sin \theta_r\) (called Snell’s Law) where \(n\) was a dimensionless constant \((n > 1)\) he called the index of refraction. With the publication of Maxwell’s equations in 1865, it was found that light was a special case of electromagnetic propagation at optical frequencies and that the more general relationship for the angle of refraction could be more generally expressed as \(n \sin \theta_i = n_{Air} \sin \theta_r\); where \(n\) and \(n_{Air}\) were the indices of refraction of the homogeneous material and Air respectively and were related to their relative electric permittivity, \(\varepsilon_r\), and permeability, \(\mu_r\), by \(n = c/u_p = \sqrt{\varepsilon_r\mu_r}\) where \(c = 1/\sqrt{\varepsilon_0\mu_0}\) is the speed of light in a vacuum (or in Air) and \(u_p\) is the speed of light in the isotropic material. For non-magnetic materials \((\mu_r = 1)\), Snell’s Law can be written \(\sqrt{\varepsilon_r(f)} \sin \theta_i = \sin \theta_r\) and is assumed to be valid for electromagnetic applications at all frequencies, \(f\). But has it been experimentally shown that Snell’s Law holds at non-optical frequencies? We have used a near field scanner with propagating electromagnetic fields operating at \(f = 300\) MHz and \(f = 3\) GHz incident on a non-magnetic liquid FC-40 \((n = \sqrt{\varepsilon_r(f)} \approx \text{constant} 1.89)/\text{Air interface}\) to verify that the critical angle, \(\theta_i = \theta_c = 31.9^\circ\), predicted by Snell’s Law for \(\theta_r = 90^\circ\) applies at sub-optical frequencies.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper discusses direct laboratory experiments that attempt to show that Snell’s Law applies to sub-optical frequencies as Maxwell’s Equations predict by recording the behavior of GHz electromagnetic waves traveling from one medium to another. Since Snell’s Law is not frequency dependant (except insofar as the permittivity of materials is frequency dependent), the general law should apply to lower frequencies of electro-magnetic waves in the same manner as has been shown over the past two centuries for the visible light frequencies in the range of \(10^{15}\) Hz. When an electro-magnetic wave travels between air and a different medium, the wave reflects and refracts at the interface boundary. Refraction occurs when the incident ray (direction of propagation) penetrates the boundary and is bent (refracted) at the boundary. Refraction happens if the index of refraction of medium 1 is greater than that of medium 2. When the angle of incidence equals the critical angle, the angle of refraction is 90 degrees from a normal to the interface; in which case propagation occurs along the boundary between the mediums. Total reflection occurs when the angle of incidence is greater than the critical angle.

The critical angle is found using the following equation: \(\theta_{\text{critical}} = \theta_c = \sin^{-1}\left(\frac{n_2}{n_1}\right)\)

\(n_1\) = index of refraction of FC-40 between 300 MHz and 3 GHz = 1.89
\(n_2\) = index of refraction of free air = 1.00

Therefore \(\theta_c = \sin^{-1}(1.00/1.89) = 31.9^\circ\) degrees between 300 MHz and 3 GHz. This critical angle is what has to be shown via experiment using 300 MHz to 3 GHz EM waves.

2. EXPLANATION OF EXPERIMENTS

Near field measurements in a laboratory environment at Intel’s Jones Farm facility were used to confirm this hypothesis. The near field measurements show the field intensity of the waves as they travel further and further from the source to the new medium. A picture of the near field scanner used is shown in Figure 1.

A signal generator creates a 300 MHz to 3 GHz RF sine wave at the point source. The signal generator used in this experiment was an Agilent E8257D, shown in Figure 2.

A monopole point source was used at the RF source because it is more straightforward to analyze the data than from a dipole source; a monopole point source is, for practical purposes, a half dipole. The monopole point source is mounted on a circuit board as show in the Figure 3 below.
The circuit board was mounted on a level plane and the equipment used to measure electric or magnetic field intensity was shock mounted to the same support as the circuit board. Shock mounts allow for a receiver pickup probe to travel in the $X$, $Y$ and $Z$ directions without losing bearing on the starting position of the point source that radiates RF fields. The medium [1] surrounding the point source was FC-40, a dielectric liquid that has an index of refraction of approximately 1.89 at 1 GHz. When $H_2O$ is used as the medium surrounding the signal source, the critical angle is too small for high resolution [2] of refracted propagation as is shown in Figure 4.

A clear plastic container was sealed onto the surface of the circuit board prior to commencing with any of the experiments. A circular container was chosen in order to support consistent data gathering from any angle or position. The height of the FC-40 was determined by trial and error. As shown throughout the trials, the depth of FC-40 determined the ability of the RF radiation to interact with the surface of the FC-40. At 2 mm and 1 mm, the scan showed an intense field

![Near field scanner](image1)

Figure 1: Near field scanner.

![Agilent E8257D](image2)

Figure 2: Agilent E8257D.

![Circuit board setup diagram](image3)

Figure 3: Circuit board setup diagram.

![Refraction of propagating EM waves at the interface between (a) water and air, and (b) FC-40 and air](image4)

Figure 4: Refraction of propagating EM waves at the interface between (a) water and air, and (b) FC-40 and air.
all the way from the point source to the surface; this result was neither ideal, nor easily analyzed since the diagram showed a maximum relative field strength all the way up to the surface. By comparison, 5 mm and 6 mm fluid depths showed the full range of the RF signal leaving the source. An electric or magnetic probe was attached to a near field scanner to measure field intensity as a function of distance from the source. Scanning consisted of using a probe to capture the RF signal by moving the probe back and forth relative to the point source while moving up in height on each pass. The pickup probe was connected to an oscilloscope for instant feedback during testing. The probe was also connected to motorized equipment that moved based on input parameters. The minimum size of the step that the probe took during its scans determined the resolution. The higher the resolution, the more detail that could be taken of the radiating signals. Nanometer resolution equipment was used in the research, design and manufacturing of circuit boards and microchips. Two probe options were available for these experiments: an E-probe for measuring electronic field intensity, and an H-probe for measuring magnetic field intensity. A diagram of the E-probe is shown in Figure 5 below.

16 trial sets (also referred to as scans) were measured, but only one data set will be presented here as shown in Figure 6. This scan reveals the signal propagating through the medium interface boundary with a color coded signal strength. Red signifies a strong signal strength and other colors represent a signal in various strengths from orange through yellow, green and blue. The four non-red colors represent high signal strength loss. As shown in Figure 6, the signal strength propagating in air above the FC-40 exhibits symmetrical RF signal penetration through the air/FC-40 interface relative to the point source consistent with Snell’s law.

A wider scan above the liquid surface is shown in Figure 7.

The electromagnetic energy radiating from the point source inside the FC-40 is shown in Figure 8. The E-field intensity lines also showed a symmetric pattern above the point source and there is some influence along the sides due to the cylindrical containment glass. This is due to the combination of the clean 3 GHz signal and 25 dBm of signal strength, as well as a balanced circuit board. The 2-D graph for the signals inside the liquid and in the air above the liquid are utilized in combination to form a complete picture of the signal as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9 shows the combination of the scans inside and above the liquid. Note there is a change in the amplification of the signal strength between the air and liquid regions due to the sensitivity of the pickup probe in the two media. Figure 9 shows that a 3 GHz wave propagates through the air/FC-40 interface into the less dense air medium up to a critical angle of ±31 degrees from the normal. This is approximately consistent with a Snell’s Law calculation for the critical angle of
3.8 degrees; i.e., Snell’s Law predicts that electro-magnetic waves will refract up to the critical angle and beyond that angle it will exhibit only internal reflection into the FC-40 liquid medium from which it came. The absence of strong intensity field lines along the entire surface serves as verification of this law.

3. CONCLUSION

We conclude EM signals propagate from a point source in a FC-40 liquid through the air interface while experiencing refraction up to a critical angle. In this manner, Snell’s Law has been experimentally verified for frequencies between 300 MHz to 3 GHz.
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Abstract — When two waves traveling in the same or opposite direction are interfered, they can attenuate or increase each other. The backward wave oscillators work with the same principal that interference between two waves traveling in opposite directions increases the amplitude along propagation direction. There are backward wave oscillators which use interaction of plasma-electron beam, in the literature. The Method of Moment (MoM) is a widely used technique for numerical simulation of propagation and scattering problems. In this study, backward wave modes of the plasma column loaded cylindrical waveguide have been investigated by using Method of Moment (MoM). In previous studies, the authors presented the validation of the method for gyro-resonance region. For the structure, the backward waves appear in the plasma resonance region. Unlike gyro-resonance region modes (called plasma modes), to obtain the plasma resonance region modes (called cyclotron modes), it is necessary to use very large dimensions for the linear algebraic equations system used in the MoM. Indeed in the implementation of the MoM in the plasma resonance region for the cyclotron modes, we have found that the method exhibits discrepancies with the exact solution which do not disappear unless very large numbers of expansion functions are used. The objective of this work is to report these discrepancies and suggest a possible numerical technique to overcome them. Also presented are the dispersion curves of the backward wave modes. This technique consists in using additional computer time and memory space. In particular it is demonstrated that the mean relative error is confined to less than 0.001 over the whole frequency band of interest which would be impossible if insufficient computing power was used.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this study, backward wave modes of the plasma column loaded cylindrical waveguide have been investigated by using Method of Moment (MoM). A wave is considered a backward (forward) wave if its group velocity, as indicated by slope of dispersion curve, is opposite (the same) in direction to the phase velocity. The phase velocity \( v_{ph} \) and group velocity \( v_{gr} \) are described in (1).

\[
v_{ph} = \frac{\omega}{k}, \quad v_{gr} = \frac{d\omega}{dk}
\]  

where, \( \omega \) is the operating frequency and \( jk \) is the wave propagation constant.

In this study, this definition, which is based on the dispersion properties of the wave propagation constant with respect to frequency, has been used for backward wave because the method used in the study directly gives the relation between the propagation constant and frequency. The variation of the electromagnetic fields is given below.

\[
F (r, \phi, z) = F (r) e^{j(kz+n\phi-\omega t)}
\]  

where, \( n \) is the azimuthal variation number and \( r, \phi, z \) are the cylindrical coordinates. The tensor permittivity of the plasma column is equal to below matrix.

\[
\hat{\varepsilon} = \varepsilon_0 \begin{bmatrix}
\varepsilon_1 & j\varepsilon_2 & 0 \\
-j\varepsilon_2 & \varepsilon_1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & \varepsilon_3
\end{bmatrix}
\]

where, \( \varepsilon_0 \) is the permittivity of free space and the expressions of \( \varepsilon_1, \varepsilon_2, \varepsilon_3 \) in Equation (3) are given in (4). Their values change depending on the plasma frequency, the cyclotron frequency (so the material from which the plasma is produced) and the operating frequency.

\[
\varepsilon_1 = 1 + \frac{1}{R^2 - \Omega^2}, \quad \varepsilon_2 = \frac{-R}{\Omega(R^2 - \Omega^2)}, \quad \varepsilon_3 = 1 - \frac{1}{\Omega^2}
\]  

where, \( R \) is the normalized cyclotron frequency \( (\omega_c/\omega_p) \) and \( \Omega \) is the normalized operating frequency \( (\omega/\omega_p) \). Besides, \( \omega_c \) is the cyclotron frequency and \( \omega_p \) is the plasma frequency. The backward waves in plasma column loaded cylindrical waveguide are called the cyclotron modes and appear in the
plasma resonance region [1] where the normalized operating frequency is between max(1, R) and Ω_u. Here, Ω_u is normalized upper hybrid frequency and described as below.

\[ \Omega_u = \sqrt{1 + R^2} \]  

The exact solution for the plasma column loaded cylindrical waveguide has been presented in different forms in the previous studies [1–5]. The exact solution of the structure has been used to check the accuracy of the solutions obtained from the MoM. The MoM is based on converting Maxwell’s partial differential equations into linear algebraic equations that are written in matrix form. In the presented study, “Generalized Telegraphist’s Equations” [6] or the transmission line equations have been utilized to generate linear algebraic equations system of the plasma column cylindrical waveguide and the validation of the method has been presented for the backward waves of the structure. Actually, the technique is a Fourier-Bessel series expansion technique and the number of expansion functions determines the dimension of the linear algebraic equations system.

In the previous studies, the authors presented the validation of the method for gyro-resonance region [7, 8]. Besides, they compared the method with two semi analytical methods, the quasi-static approximation and the asymptotic approximation, and they showed that the MoM is a better method than the other two methods for all frequencies of the gyro-resonance region [9]. Unlike gyro-resonance region modes (called plasma modes), to obtain the cyclotron modes, it is necessary to use very large dimensions for the linear algebraic equations system. Indeed in the implementation of the MoM in the plasma resonance region for the cyclotron modes, it has been observed that the method exhibits discrepancies with the exact solution which do not disappear unless very large numbers of expansion functions are used. In particular it is demonstrated that the mean relative error which equals to average of the relative error for whole frequency interval is confined to less than 0.001 over the whole frequency band of interest which would be impossible if insufficient computing power was used. Hence a numerical approach to solve this problem has been observed to be increasing the number of expansion functions.

In the study, the second section explains the MoM. In the third section, obtained results have been given. The last section constitutes the conclusion.

2. THE METHOD OF MOMENT

Maxwell’s equations do not have an exact solution in the closed form for every physical structure. When the exact solution does not exist for any physical structure, a numerical solution, as the finite difference method or the finite element method, or a semi analytical method, as the transmission line method or the MoM, is investigated in order to obtain the solution. One of the best known semi-analytical methods for closed and sourceless waveguides was given by Schelkunoff in 1952 [6]. In his classical study, Schelkunoff derived the transverse field component from the potential and the stream functions for general structure of closed waveguides. The method transforms Maxwell’s equations, consisting of partial differential equations, into an ordinary differential equations system containing differentiation with respect to propagation direction (z). The obtained system is also called the transmission line model of the structure. If Equation (2) is considered, the differentiation with respect to propagation direction is equivalent to multiplication with \( jk \). Thus, the ordinary differential equations system is transformed into a linear algebraic equations system. The linear algebraic equations system for fully/partially gyro-electric or gyro-magnetic medium loaded waveguide is in the form of Equation (6).

\[ jk(p) \begin{bmatrix} v(p) \\ i(p) \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & Z(p) \\ Y(p) & 0 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} v(p) \\ i(p) \end{bmatrix} \]  

In this way, the problem of electromagnetic propagation in the gyro-electric medium loaded cylindrical waveguide is converted into an eigenvalue problem. In expression (6), \( p \) is the complex frequency, \( jk(p) \) shows complex propagation constant, \( v(p) \) and \( i(p) \) are the unknown voltage and the current vectors, respectively. Besides, \( Z(p) \) and \( Y(p) \) are the complex impedance and admittance coefficient matrices per unit length, respectively.

The eigenvalues of the impedance-admittance coefficient matrix in (6) gives the propagation constants of the problem. The dimension of the system is determined from the number of known solutions of the empty waveguide used in the Fourier-Bessel expansion. The method is called as a semi-analytical method because of necessity of truncating an infinite summation of series at a point, while it uses known analytic solutions of the empty waveguide. This method is also called Galerkin version of the MoM [10].


3. THE BACKWARD WAVE MODES

The modes existing in the plasma resonance region are the backward wave modes. These modes have been presented as cyclotron modes [1], dynamic modes [2] and HE modes [3]. In the study, the plasma-resonance region’s modes are called cyclotron modes as in [1] and symbolized with $R\delta C_{n,m}$. Here, $\delta$ is the normalized waveguide radius ($\omega_p a/c$) and $m$ is the mode number. Also, $a$ and $c$ are the radius of the waveguide and the velocity of light in vacuum, respectively.

In the previous studies, the authors presented the plasma modes existing in gyro-resonance region by using the MoM. Unlike plasma modes, to obtain the cyclotron modes, it is necessary to use very large dimensions for the linear algebraic equations system used in the MoM. As a consequence of numerical computations for cyclotron modes, it is observed that the method exhibits discrepancies with the exact solution which do not disappear unless very large numbers of expansion functions ($N$) are used. These discrepancies occur at different frequency points for different number of expansion functions and disappear while the term number of expansion functions enlarges as shown Figure 1. At frequency points other than the discrepancy points, shown within ellipses in

![Figure 1: The dispersion curves obtained from the MoM for different number of expansion functions.](image1)

![Figure 2: The dispersion curves obtained from the exact solution and the MoM for $R = 0.5$ and $s_0 = 0.9$.](image2)
the figure, the values obtained from the method conform with the exact solutions. In the figures, \( \gamma \) stands for \( k/k_0 \) where \( k_0 \) is the wave number in free space.

The dimension of the coefficients matrix is taken as \( 2N \times 2N \). In order to overcome the discrepancies, it is necessary to enlarge number of expansion functions (or augment dimension of the coefficient matrix), which means using additional computer time and memory space.

In numeral computations, first the number of expansion functions, which confines the mean relative error to less than 0.001 over the whole frequency band, has been determined for each structure. The numerical computations have been performed by using MATLAB R2009b on a computer which has Intel® Core™ i7 CPU 960 @ 3.20 GHz, 12 GB RAM and 64 bit operating system. As a consequence of computations, it is found that it is necessary to use bigger number of expansion functions in order to eliminate the discrepancies while the plasma column radius decreases in waveguide. The plasma to waveguide ratio is described as \( s_0 = b/a \). Here \( b \) denotes the radius of the plasma column.

In this study, the first three degrees of the cyclotron modes \( (m = 1, 2, 3) \) have been investigated.

**Figure 3:** The dispersion curves obtained from the exact solution and the MoM for \( R = 1.5 \) and \( s_0 = 0.5 \).

**Figure 4:** The dispersion curves obtained from the exact solution and the MoM for \( R = 0.5 \) and \( s_0 = 0.1 \).
using the MoM and compared with the exact solution given in [1]. For numerical computation, the waveguide radius, the normalized waveguide radius, the azimuthal variation and the plasma frequency have been taken fixed as \( a = 3 \text{ cm}, \delta = 1, n = 1 \) and \( \omega_p = 10^{10} \text{ rad/s} \), respectively. The numerical computations have been performed for two groups of the normalized cyclotron frequency. The first is for relatively weak magnetic field \( (R = 0.5) \) and the second is for the relatively strong magnetic field \( (R = 1.5) \) as described in [1]. The investigated structures have three different ratios of radii \( (s_0 = 0.1, 0.5, 0.9) \). As the result, the numbers of expansion functions which confine mean relative error to less than 0.001 have been determined as \( N = 3000 \) for \( s_0 = 0.9 \), \( N = 4000 \) for \( s_0 = 0.5 \) and \( N = 5000 \) for \( s_0 = 0.1 \) for both groups of the normalized cyclotron frequencies. Dispersion curves are given for all three ratios of radii while \( R = 0.5 \) or \( R = 1.5 \). The \( R = 0.5 \) and \( s_0 = 0.9 \) case, \( R = 1.5 \) and \( s_0 = 0.5 \) case, \( R = 0.5 \) and \( s_0 = 0.1 \) case are depicted respectively in Figures 2, 3, 4. The results obtained from the MoM conform with the exact solutions pretty well. In order to show differences of the results, the dispersion curves have been plotted by zooming at some frequency regions in the figures.

4. CONCLUSION

It is to be noted that for smaller dimensions of the coefficients matrix in the MoM the spike like formations observed in Figure 1 do not disappear. Hence one needs as long CPU times as several hours for each run for each frequency in the band \( 1 < \Omega < 1.12 \) for \( R = 0.5 \) and the band \( 1.5 < \Omega < 1.8 \) for \( R = 1.5 \). This problem has been encountered only for the frequency intervals above the gyro-resonance frequency region. Increasing the dimension of the coefficient matrix has eliminated these discrepancies in the structures reported above and the necessary minimum dimensions have been listed for each structure. Lastly dispersion curves of the backward wave modes have been presented comparatively with the exact solutions.
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Scattering Analysis of a Submerged Conducting Object in Lossy Media via Low Frequency EM

Amna Ajaz, Jia-Dong Xu, and Wei Yan
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Abstract—This paper is an effort to study further the EM scattering from a conducting object submerged in a lossy media as has been investigated previously by King and later Marius. The applied simulation tool is Feko based on moment method. Models for the scattering in half-space and in layered media are defined in Feko. Also, analytic expression for scattering in half-space is computed with Matlab. Simulated scattered fields are in good agreement with the previous published results. Considering lateral wave propagation phenomenon in the presence of bounded media is observed to be useful in obtaining enhanced scattered field response from the submerged object.

1. INTRODUCTION

The emerging concerns to sensibly detect the presence of objects in hide outs of sea waters and to follow the activities of identified objects (civilian & military), asks for enhanced surveillance over the related offshore environments. The properties of the marine environment tend to privilege the use of acoustic waves in various underwater applications [1]. However, due inherent geometrical and back-ground noise limitations for acoustics in shallow sea, pushes the technological shift to non-acoustic means as well. One of the recent trends in monitoring the strategic littoral sites closely has started with the investment in the EM based wireless sensor network (WSN) technologies. Additionally, there is a need for analyzing the scattering scenarios from silent objects. As indicated in [2] such objects, in present times, are made quiet to an extent that their presence against the background could not be detected by only using conventional means of acoustics in strategic offshore zones. Also, due advancement in technology to control the fall out of the related EM fields from the objects, will further make them, unnoticed unless radiated by active emitters.

In present publication by using the EM simulation software, we will study the scattering scenario from a perfectly conducting cylindrical body submerged in a lossy environment. Many objects deployed for underwater operations employ the cylindrical shaped bodies, further justifies exploration and validation of its scattering response. Previously, Marius [3] has computed the example of remotely sensing a 3D PEC object, submerged fully in a lossy layered medium. He validated his simulation findings against the analytical results produced earlier by King in [4] for half-space case. Considering the 3D geometry of [3], the comparative scattering analysis was carried out by using the MoM based EM simulation software package Feko. It is learned that the propagation of lateral wave could not be ignored when considering bounded media with differing dielectric properties. Therefore, how this wave contributes to the scattering response from submerged body in sea medium is studied for its understanding in relation to finding silent objects.

The paper is constructed as follows: in Section 2, the geometrical and simulation models along-with a brief outlook on the EM lateral waves is given. In Section 3, the comparative analysis of the simulation results is discussed followed by conclusions in Section 4.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODELS

Previous outcome [(Fig. 1), 3] validated with analytical results of [4] and [(Fig. 2), 3] provides for comparison of the simulation results obtained from MoM based code Feko. Also, related analytical results in [4] are computed in Matlab and compared with the Feko result for half-space case. Here we attempted to study the simulation models with similar parameters as tested in [3] and based on integral equation method of moment technique. The geometry and numerical modeling of the problem under study are described as below:

2.1. Geometrical Illustrations

The geometry of the models as described in [3] for the cases of half-space and three-layered media are shown in Figs. 1 & 2 respectively. The observing point is placed far from the source in order to neglect the contributions of the direct and reflected fields; the electromagnetic phenomena observed
in this portion of space are composed of lateral waves propagating on the sea surface [1] for the case of half-space and for the combined case of three layered environment.

In the conducting sea water, the corresponding wavelength of the selected excitation frequency of 25 Hz is found from,

\[ \lambda_{\text{seawater}} = \frac{2\pi}{\sqrt{\pi\mu_0\sigma_f}} = 316 \text{ m} \]  

(1)

where \( \sigma = 4 \text{ S/m}; \mu_0 = 4\pi \times 10^{-7} \text{ H/m} \) (same as that of free space).

The skin depth \( \delta_{\text{seawater}} \) at a given frequency of 25 Hz, is

\[ \delta_{\text{seawater}} = \sqrt{\frac{2}{\omega\mu_0\sigma}} = 50 \text{ m} \]  

(2)

with this skin depth the propagation of direct wave will be completely attenuated [3] and the signal approaching the sensor line will consist significantly of lateral wave travelled along the boundary of air-water media. It was learnt that all components of the lateral-wave field propagate along the surface of the sea without exponential attenuation until directly over the object and then travel vertically downward [5].

A three layered geometry in Fig. 2 is suggested to enhance the scattering response of the object by including lateral wave propagation along bounded media surrounding the submerged body.
2.1.1. Electromagnetic Lateral Waves

In literature, EM lateral waves have been discussed from time to time for over a century. To our understanding the defining characteristic of lateral waves is its appearance in dielectrically different bounded media. Presence of lateral waves is characterized by conical wavefronts below the surface [6]. The total field on or near the interface of air-dielectric is mainly expressed by lateral wave, where the amplitude of the field along the boundary is $1/\rho^2$ [7]. This wave is much less susceptible to the lossy nature of the earth, however its decay in lossless media is proportional to $r^{-3/2}$ rather than $r^{-1}$ for the traditional space wave [8]. Also, from [6], we found that the excitation of lateral waves is related to the incident angle and magnitude of the incident fields on the surface. Lately Kai Li, has published comprehensive review on propagation of electromagnetic waves in stratified media [7]. His analytical derivations extended the expressions for lateral waves from already known two and three-layered environments to four-layered regions. Further, as the tangible systems based on lateral wave phenomenon are not developed therefore there is lack of physical interpretation about the underlying wave mechanism [6]. Recently, from applications standpoint two references appeared in open literature incorporating use of lateral waves viz., in the domains of ground-based subsurface detection and shallow water wireless communication respectively [6, 9].

A concise description of lateral wave propagation can be found in [9], in addition, its utility was thought to be included while designing for wireless network prototype system for shallow water deployment. With the added effect of lateral wave propagation, a low data rate prototype system was proposed aiming at monitoring biological applications in shallow waters [9].

2.2. Simulation Models in Feko

For the simulation modeling of the problem, we utilized CADFEKO component [10] of the Feko software. Two different models as per the respective geometries (Figs. 1 & 2) of the problems are defined along with the meshing. Also electromagnetic parameters and solution configurations are specified on the CADFEKO model. The core of Feko suite is implemented with MoM, however other frequency domain CEM methods and hybrid methods have also been incorporated for efficiently addressing variety of application areas [10]. Due presence of the single PEC scatterer we get the solutions using MoM option only [11]. The surface of the scatterer in our Feko models is meshed with 1524 patches. To include the planar boundaries, use is made of infinite planar layers by specifying following parameters:

i. **Case-1 Half space numerical model**: In rectangular coordinates, infinite homogeneous free space is selected for $z > 0$ while $z < 0$, an infinite homogeneous dielectric sea layer is specified. Sea water conductivity and relative permittivity, are selected as with $\sigma = 45$ S/m, $\varepsilon_r = 81$ respectively.

ii. **Case-2 Three-layered numerical model**: Infinite homogeneous free space for $z > 0$ while dielectric sea water with $\sigma = 45$ S/m, $\varepsilon_r = 81$ and finite depth of 110 m bounded by infinitely thick lower sea bed with $\sigma = 0.01$ S/m as shown in Fig. 2.

The multilayered option in Feko is governed by special Green’s function. The simplest form of a Green’s function is the free-space Green’s function, which is used in the default MoM implementation. It is possible to use special Green’s functions to incorporate features of the propagation space into the model. This means that properties of the structure are modeled implicitly [12]. The excitation frequency is set to 25 Hz as was used in previous works [3, 4]. The infinitesimal dipole in a homogeneous medium is set with electric moment of 1 A·m. For taking into account the same geometrical area as in [3], the set extent in the Feko models is selected as 5E+03.

3. SIMULATION RESULTS

Simulation results obtained from Feko are compared with the already published computed and analytic outcomes in the literature (Refs. [3] & [4]). The simulated results from two model configurations are discussed in the following text:

3.1. Case-1 Half Space Computations

For the two-layered case of Fig. 1, the corresponding graph obtained from Feko is illustrated in Fig. 3(a). It is seen to be in good fit with the secondary field profile as shown in Fig. 3(b). Also, the scattered field from Feko model is observed to follow the same range of amplitude $\times 10^{-15}$ as in Fig. 3(b).

Additionally, the result from Feko simulation is compared with the graph obtained from analytic expression computations in Matlab as shown in Fig. 3(c). It is found that all three graphs falls nearly into the same range of maximum and minimum when the scatterer is a perfectly conducting
Figure 3: (a) Scattered electric field in Feko from PEC cylinder in half space. (b) Secondary electric field from the conducting cylinder in half space [3]. (c) Comparison of Feko and analytic scattered electric field.

Figure 4: (a) Scattered electric field in Feko from PEC cylinder in layered media. (b) Secondary electric field from the conducting cylinder in layered structure [3].

body. However, since Feko simulations also included full 3D geometry of the scatterer therefore the outcome is closer to $6.05 \times 10^{-15}$ V/m of Fig. 3(b) above. (See Appendix A for Matlab editor command).

3.2. Case-2 Layered Medium Computations

For the three layered case of Fig. 2, which was suggested by Marius (2007) for considering the effect of lateral wave propagation from the water/sea-bed boundary as well. This effect can also be seen on the scattering amplitude of Feko graph as shown in Fig. 4(a). The amplitude has increased to $10 \times 10^{-15}$ V/m above the centre of the 3D cylinder compared to half-space case of Feko simulations. Again there is a good fit between the secondary field profile (Fig. 4(b)) and Feko graph of Fig. 4(a).
4. CONCLUSION
This document serves the purpose to apply commercial EM analysis tool Feko for studying the scattering problem of PEC object surrounded by lossy medium of sea-water. On the basis of simulation results, it is learned to consider effect of lateral wave propagation for unconcealing the conducting body when submerged in layered structure. From literature review it was revealed that phenomenon of lateral wave propagation has yet to be matured with its incorporation in commercial embodiments. In future the effect of lateral wave for sea environment and in conjunction with the scattering objects will be investigated in more detail.

APPENDIX A: COMPUTATION IN MATLAB FOR ANALYTIC EXPRESSION
In addition to simulation model for half-space case in Feko, related analytic result of [4] is implemented with Matlab for comparison. Following commands are run from Matlab editor, for graphical presentation of King’s expression for scattered field from the object:

\[
x = -100 : 1 : 100;
\]

\[
z = 99;
\]

\[
d = \text{sqrt}(x \wedge 2 + z \wedge 2);
\]

\[
\text{omega} = 2 \times \pi \times 25;
\]

\[
\text{miu} = \pi \times 4 \times e^{-7};
\]

\[
E = i \times \text{omega} \times \text{miu} \times 33.3 \times 2.73 \times 1e-9 \times (\exp(i \times 2.58)) \times (1 + (i \times \exp(-i \times \pi / 4)) / (0.028 \times d))
\]

\[
+ (i / ((0.028 \times d) \wedge 2)) \times \exp(-0.02 \times d) \times \exp(i \times 0.02 \times d) / (2 \times pi \times d); x1 = 2900:1:3100;
\]

\[
\text{plot}(x1, \text{abs}(E));
\]
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The Feature Selective Validation (FSV) as a Means of Formal Validation of Electromagnetic Data
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Abstract — The extensive use of computational electromagnetics is becoming a fundamental aspect of the design of many electronic and electrical systems, with the result that more reliance is being placed on those simulations, and the cost of getting it wrong in both time and money is becoming more significant. Clearly, a process for validating the codes and implementations is vital to expanding the use of computational electromagnetics and, at the heart of that validation, must be a robust method to quantify the quality of any comparisons used as part of the validation process. The Feature Selective Validation (FSV) method is the method of choice for providing that quantification in the first standard to set out the process of validation (IEEE Standard 1597.1). This paper provides an outline of the method, setting it in the context of the competing approaches to providing that data, and reviews some of the FSV developments in recent years and concludes with some of the key challenges to extending the reach of FSV.

1. INTRODUCTION

Custom-and-practice is not always the best way to achieve any goal. However, the evolution of the ‘computational’ branch of electromagnetics relied on the modellers looking at the results their solvers or model implementations had produced, comparing these against measurements or expected results and asking “is this good enough?” Clearly, a means of providing a quantified version of this comparison is desirable. This paper will review the state-of-the-art in quantitative validation for computational electromagnetics as a timely and much needed assessment of current practice. The customary base technology for undertaking those comparisons has been visual inspection informed by experience and expectation. While this is acceptable and does allow the experience of the user to dominate, it does not take into account subjective differences between users. Statistical approaches to quantifying comparison using non-parametric tests such as the Kolmogarov-Smirnov test have found application in some areas, but statistical approaches generally fail for various reasons, such as failing to account for a likely group response of a number of users and failing to show whether that “good enough” is governed by broad agreement across much of the data or detailed agreement over all the data. This led to the development of the Feature Selective Validation (FSV) method in the late 1990s which has since been augmented and recently adopted into the IEEE standard 1597.1 [1]. This paper describes the origin of FSV based on studies in correlation and reliability functions as well as the set of guiding principles in its design, the introduction of categorisation and the use of the Visual Rating Scale to verify FSV and provide a set of natural language descriptors. It then reviews a range of FSV developments such as the use of FSV with complex valued signals, the introduction of the offset difference measure, studies into the impact of data density and research to account for the allowances normally made by users when visually assessing the comparisons. It concludes with a discussion on a number of the key challenges facing further FSV developments.

2. OUTLINE OF THE PROBLEM

While data of visually simple structure is straightforward to analyze using simple distance measures, it is common for data arising from computational electromagnetics, particularly when coming out of electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) studies, to be visually quite complex involving many changes of level and numerous resonant structures. Figure 1 presents typical data.

Historically, data such as that in Figure 1 would have been visually compared by the engineers involved in the comparison and a decision made as to whether such data is acceptable or whether the differences are such that the comparison is unacceptable. A number of individuals would view the data differently and a range of opinions would be obtained and from that a consensus would be formed. Any approach to quantifying such comparisons, with a view to formal validation, must account for this or the comparison method would be unlikely to find any adopters. A set of rules for quantification of validation comparisons was proposed at the outset of the research that gave rise to FSV [2]. These are:
1. **Implementation of the validation technique should be simple.** i.e., no pre-requisites for special programming or mathematical knowledge.

2. **The technique should be computationally straightforward.** i.e., the computing power required should be relatively low.

3. **The technique should mirror human perceptions and should be largely intuitive.** This accounts for the previous discussion in this section.

4. **The method should not be limited to data from a single application area.**

5. **The technique should provide tiered diagnostic information.** Part of the purpose of this is to help improve the simulations and, therefore, feedback is vital.

6. **The comparison should be commutative.** i.e., the results should be the same irrespective of which data set is used as a ‘reference’.

A number of approaches were initially considered and these provided a valuable foundation for the development of FSV. These are briefly discussed in the next section.

### 3. EARLY OPTIONS

Correlation is a process familiar to all engineers and this was first investigated as a means of quantifying data comparisons for validation purposes. It is computationally straightforward and does provide a ‘global’ goodness of fit. Extension to allow more detailed assessments to be made have been proposed [3] but not widely adopted, largely due to the difficulty in providing easily interpretable point-by-point analyses.

Reliability Factors were originally developed for surface crystallographers to assess discrepancies between experimental and modeled results and generally place a high weighting on regions of high rate of change of signals. Several have been proposed over the years [4, 5] and all have been heuristic, looking to generate a quantifiable signal out of the data. The method outlined in [5] is particularly interesting in that it is an R-factor composed of five individual components. Components A and E are given here and note that C is the fraction of energy range with slopes of different signs (B and D are omitted for the sake of space). It is particularly instructive to note the use of normalized differences and the signal derivatives in deriving this data.

\[
A = \frac{\sum_{x_{\text{min}}}^{x_{\text{max}}} |I_{\text{set1}}(x) - cI_{\text{set2}}(x)|}{\sum_{x_{\text{min}}}^{x_{\text{max}}} |I_{\text{set1}}(x)|} \quad E = \frac{\sum_{x_{\text{min}}}^{x_{\text{max}}} (I'_{\text{set1}}(x) - cI'_{\text{set2}}(x))^2}{\sum_{x_{\text{min}}}^{x_{\text{max}}} (I'_{\text{set1}}(x))^2}
\]  

None of the R-factors already in use satisfied the criteria for validation laid out above. However, their existence was a fundamental element of the research that led to FSV.

### 4. THE FEATURE SELECTIVE VALIDATION (FSV) METHOD AND NATURAL LANGUAGE DESCRIPTORS

One further element that helped drive the development of FSV, as it became, was the assertion that engineers in assessing data of this sort will consider the general amplitude/trend comparison and the areas of rapid rate-of-change more-or-less separately and decide whether one is more important or whether they are both equally weighted. This assertion received more support in [6] by the use of eye-tracking experiments. This gave rise to a heuristic that builds a global difference measure.
(GDM) from an amplitude difference measure (ADM) and a feature difference measure (FDM) the latter two representing the comparison in general shape and in the rapidly changing features. The ADM was subsequently changed to include the absolute difference (offset) between the data levels [7] and this formulation was adopted in the development of the associated IEEE standard [1].

The data is filtered into three regions to help aid the analysis. The regions are:

- A ‘DC’ region which is low pass filtered to contain the DC-term in the FT and the first four data points. This data set is transformed back into the original domain of interest.
- A band-pass region that contains 40% of the remaining energy in the transform. This is transformed back to give ‘Lo’ data sets.
- A high-pass region that contains the remaining data points. Again, this is transformed back into the original domain to give ‘Hi’ data sets.

These data sets are then used to generate the two component difference measures, the Amplitude Difference Measure (ADM) and the Feature Difference Measure (FDM).

The resulting mathematics is given by ($n$ is the $n$th data point and $N$ is the total number of data points.)

\[
ADM(n) = \left| \frac{\alpha}{\beta} \right| + \left| \frac{\chi}{\delta} \right| \exp \left\{ \left| \frac{\chi}{\delta} \right| \right\} 
\] (2)

where

\[
\alpha = (|Lo_1(n)| - |Lo_2(n)|),
\beta = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (|Lo_1(i)| + |Lo_2(i)|),
\chi = (|DC_1(n)| - |DC_2(n)|),
\delta = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (|DC_1(i)| + |DC_2(i)|).
\]

The FDM is obtained from Equation (3)

\[
FDM(f) = 2 (|FDM_1(f) + FDM_2(f) + FDM_3(f)|) 
\] (3)

where

\[
FDM_1(f) = \frac{|Lo_1'(f)| - |Lo_2'(f)|}{2N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (|Lo_1'(i)| + |Lo_2'(i)|) 
\]

\[
FDM_2(f) = \frac{|Hi_1'(f)| - |Hi_2'(f)|}{6N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (|Hi_1'(i)| + |Hi_2'(i)|) 
\]

\[
FDM_3(f) = \frac{|Hi_1''(f)| - |Hi_2''(f)|}{7.2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (|Hi_1''(i)| + |Hi_2''(i)|) 
\]

And the primes (‘) and double primes (’’’) indicate first and second derivatives obtained from a simple central difference scheme. The overall quality measure, the Global Difference Measure (GDM) is obtained from the ADM and GDM by Equation (4).

\[
GDM(f) = \sqrt{ADM(f)^2 + FDM(f)^2} 
\] (4)

The performance of the FSV routine was determined by comparison to group visual assessment involving 50 engineers with an EMC background assessing eight graphical comparisons [8] and using a visual ratings scale to improve intra-group offset effects and to provide a direct comparison to FSV [9]. This approach used probability density functions (confidence histograms) to do this. The GDM confidence histogram comparison for the data of Figure 1 is shown in Figure 2.
5. ASSESSMENT OF FSV PERFORMANCE

There have been a number of additional studies to extend the reach of FSV or to assess its performance. For example:

- The effect of data density was studied [10] and it was concluded that there is no appreciable effect on the FSV output providing that any reduction in data density does not appreciably (visually) affect the appearance of the data.
- One mental process that appears to be underway when engineers assess the data is to visually ‘shift’ closely spaced features that may look to be the same or at least similar structures that have been translated or stretched between the two data sets (which could happen with different sized cavities between the measurements and the models due to discretization in the model). Studies have been undertaken to address this [11, 12].
- Various approaches have been proposed to use FSV with multiple signals, including real and imaginary [2] and many against a mean value [13].

6. CONCLUSIONS AND KEY CHALLENGES

FSV is still a technique in development and quantified validation for CEM is still a very young subject. It provides information that is essential for the formal validation of numerical modeling data in a way that appears to provide a good approximation to the group response of visual assessment. However, there are a number of pressing challenges to be overcome in order to extend the reach of FSV. These include a better mathematical representation and implementation of FSV, developing a better understanding of how humans approach the comparison of multiple dimension data, the effects of zero crossing data and an appreciation of the cumulative effects of numerical noise on the comparison [14].
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Abstract — Electromagnetic interference radiated by a consumer product is measured on a sample of similar devices under test. The EMC-signature of these devices can drift due to aging or deviations in manufacturing. It is proposed to use the Feature Selective Validation method to compare the emission from devices with a reference device in order to have a quality assessment tool.

1. INTRODUCTION
Electromagnetic interference radiated by a consumer product is measured on a sample of similar devices under test. This EMC-signature (Electromagnetic Compatibility signature) can drift due to several reasons, which can be grouped in changes during product lifetime and changes due to deviations at production. In the present paper the basic idea is to use the Feature Selective Validation (FSV) method to compare the EMC-signature of supposed identical devices. The result of FSV can give an idea of the equality or in other words quality of the devices. Obvious differences can give an alert to the quality controller. In this way FSV can be used as a quality check tool. The next section discusses the sources of the changing EMC-signature. The third section briefly summarizes FSV. Finally, the pitfalls and some examples are given.

2. SOURCES OF A CHANGING SIGNATURE

2.1. Changes During Product Life Time
The EMC-signature can change due to thermal stress. Thermal stress or an environmental temperature differing from the temperature at measurement time will influence the emitted spectrum. Measurements show drifts of both amplitude and frequency [1]. Drifts in frequency are due to a changing clock frequency and harmonics. Due to the temperature coefficient of passive components the initial spectrum can change up to 10 dB or more [2]. Changing passive components can also shift specific peaks and dips in the spectrum because of changing resonance frequencies. A second reason is aging. Aging has its influence on passive components and connections. During years, thermal cycles can degrade the used materials, changing the values of the components. During time the permittivity $\varepsilon$ of capacitors will decrease and leakage currents will increase. As capacitors are a main component of filters it will influence both conducted and radiated emissions. Mechanical stress and vibrations are a third cause of degraded EMC performance. Mechanical stress and vibrations can influence connections. Especially capacitors are susceptible to mechanical resonances, where the connection (solder point) to the PCB can suffer. Hard environments for electronics are automotive and agricultural applications.

A way to have an idea of the influence of these parameters (temperature, mechanical stress and aging) on electronics is by using highly accelerated life time testing (HALT). In a HALT machine a stressful environment for electronics is created to indicate the weak points in the design. HALT test chambers force thermal conditions in the test environment from $-100^\circ$C to $180^\circ$C in several minutes. Besides this mechanical stress can be applied to the PCB up to 40 G.

2.2. Differences at Production Time
The EMC-signature of two supposed identical devices can be different. First reason is an anomaly at production time or assembly. Examples are a bad grounding connection or a slightly different length of used wires by the assembler. Different lengths results in different self- and mutual inductances, which change the electromagnetic emission of the device. Also, a different cable length will shift the frequency of the spectrum, depending on series and parallel resonances of the cable [3]. Second reason is the use of a different component. Components can become obsolete, while the replacing component can cause another EMC-signature. A third reason is tolerances on the components. This is again the case for passive components.
3. FSV

FSV is a method for validation of computational electromagnetics [4, 5], with applications in EMC and Signal Integrity. This method has shown its usefulness in the validation of EMC-models [6].

When comparing two datasets, normally measurements and simulations, FSV decomposes both datasets into two parts, trend and feature data. The trend data can be seen as the low frequency part, while the feature data or fast variations can be seen as the high-frequency part. Analysing the low-frequency part gives a measure of similarity of the trend (ADM or Amplitude Difference Measure). Analysing the high-frequency part of both datasets gives a measure of the similarity of the feature (FDM or Feature Difference Measure). These figures combine to a global goodness-of-fit value (GDM or Global Difference Measure). The strength of the FSV-method is the point-by-point comparison showing at which data points the comparison fails.

From previous parts, it is obvious that the EMC-signature can be used as a quality check tool. In this paper, it is proposed to use FSV (Feature Selective Validation Method) to compare two signatures. FSV is developed to compare two datasets, normally a measurement with a simulation result. Nevertheless, it was proven that FSV can also be used to compare two EMC-measurements [7]. Using FSV as a quality assessment is a proposed new application. FSV will be used to compare the EMC-signature of a reference device, with the signature of the device under test. The result of the comparison gives an idea if both devices are really similar. Besides this, FSV can be used to see if older devices are still as electromagnetic compatible as intended or if they have suffered from stress and aging.

4. PITFALLS

Before FSV can be used as a quality check tool, some problems have to be encountered. First problem is the noise on EMC-measurements. It is possible to compare two EMC-measurements, but the comparison suffers from the noise on the data which is typical for EMC peak measurements. Several solutions have been proposed [7]. Performing multiple peak measurements to be comparable with quasi peak measurements and performing quasi peak measurements are valuable solutions, but are time consuming. The only possible solution is performing peak measurements. The benefit is that not the full frequency range has to be measured. If particular resonance frequencies or clock frequencies are known, only a measurement at that frequency interval is necessary. This can decrease the measuring time drastically. Second problem is what validation will be used. Is the GDM (global difference measure) sufficient for evaluation or is a point by point comparison more appropriate? Measurements show that ADM, FDM and GDM give sufficient information to notice a problem. Third problem is choosing the boundary value to decide when quality is insufficient. Figure 1 shows two identical measurements, but the frequency is shifted. The FSV result is given in Figure 2. It shows that a shift in frequency is well noticed by FSV. Typical ADM and FDM values are 0.3 to 0.4, where 0.1 to 0.3 is normal for equal devices. A shift in amplitude gives similar results.

![Frequency shift](image-url)
5. EXAMPLES

Figure 3 shows a conducted emission measurement of laptop, before and after a HALT test. During this test, the system was stressed with temperature cycles from $-10^\circ$C up to $60^\circ$C during several hours. The measurement is performed between 150 kHz and 30 MHz, but for the evaluation only the first 150 kHz to 2 MHz. As it is known from the reference device, the conducted emission is mainly determined by the switching power supply. This proves it is sufficient to focus only on the first harmonics. The measurements were performed in quasi-peak with a LISN and EMI-receiver. The result shows an obvious shift in frequency. The FSV-results are given in Figure 4. Comparing this with the result of two peak-measurements on the same device show that the frequency shift increases especially the ADM-value (from 0.10 to 0.37). The increase of the FDM-value is small (0.33 to 0.34).

The next two measurements (Figure 5) were performed on a frequency inverter, connected to
the mains through an EMI filter. The filter was connected to the reference plate by a 30 cm 2.5 mm² conductor. In the first measurement, the conductor was massive, in the second measurement the conductor was stranded. The result is a combined shift in amplitude and shift in frequency. As the grounding or the capacitors will be the problem in this setup, it is sufficient to look at the border frequency of the filter. An EMI filter for frequency inverters attenuates up to several MHz. A filter with bad grounding will show an increase at these frequencies. This means only a measurement up to 2 MHz will be sufficient.

6. CONCLUSION

Quality control can be done by measuring several parameters. One of the proposed parameters the EMC-signature. This device specific signature can be measured and compared to a reference device. A deviation of the signature can reveal a problem. It is proposed to use FSV as a tool to support the quality controller on making correct decisions. Some problems and examples were given. Further research will focus on how to choose an appropriate border value and on the practical implementation. Performing EMC measurements is time consuming, but the examples show that measurements in a limited well chosen frequency interval can make the method valuable.
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Abstract— Feature selective validation (FSV) is an international standard for comparing visually complex 1D data. Initial verification of FSV was performed by presenting a visual rating chart accompanying comparative data. Eye-scanning data was analysed from observers as they compared graphically presented data. However, little is understood about how observers interpret displays of multidimensional datasets. We have been applying psychological principles of judgment and decision making to investigate the processes involved in this task. The goal has been to establish the main factors that influence observers when they make decisions when viewing displays. The interpretation of complex scenes by human observers to recognise or detect particular features is limited by the structure and performance of the visual system. Therefore to devise displays for observers to detect features from n-dimensional data sets one needs to appreciate the functional limitations of our perceptual system. First, observers must be screened for any visual dysfunction. Factors which can limit or affect processing include: attention; cognitive load; and differences between expert and novice observers data visualisation, interpretation and mental models. The psychological validation of multi-dimensional FSV models demands a range of experimental methods to collect data from human observers. This includes a) users responses (reaction times and errors) to a range of n-dimensional data with systematic manipulations of observer attributes, perceptual features and cognitive elements, b) real-time observational data collection using a talk-aloud protocol and c) eye-fixation data collection of observers. Outcomes of the psychological studies could then be fed into the development of formal validation models.

1. INTRODUCTION

Psychophysics is the study of the relationship between the physical attribute of a stimulus and its perceptual correlate. The term psychophysics was introduced by Fechner in 1860 [1] and there has been a long history of psychologists devising experimental techniques whereby the performance of human observers can be measured quantitatively whilst these observers are making perceptual judgements. Furthermore, psychologists have long investigated the more general processes involved in judgement and decision making [2]. This paper describes the input that psychologists can make using psychophysical techniques to help validate a technique used by engineers to investigate visually presented electromagnetic data. The goal is to provide principles that can aid in the human interpretation of multidimensional displays [3].

2. THE DEVELOPMENT OF FSV

IEEE Std. 1597.1 [4] describes the Feature Selective Validation (FSV) method as a “technique that combines an amplitude-based comparison with a feature-based comparison to give an overall better indication of the agreement between two data sets” [compared with simple difference-distance measures and correlation] it notes that it “has been calibrated to match human ‘expert’ comparison for decisions that are somewhat subjective”. IEEE Std 1597.1 requires the use of FSV in order to comply with the standard. It specifies that a “minimum expectation is that the single value of Global Difference Measure (GDM) along with the Grade and Spread of the GDM will be reported”. The GDM is a single value goodness-of-fit measure that describes the (dis)agreement between the two data-sets being considered based on the mathematical heuristics that give an overall measure of the difference in the envelopes for the two data sets and differences in the specific features of the two data sets. While simple difference based distance measures were found to be inaccurate for quantifying differences in the data being used for electromagnetic compatibility studies, the envelope measure, the Amplitude Difference Measure (ADM) and the Feature Difference Measure (FDM) were based on normalised difference measures of filtered portions of the data and of derivatives of filtered portions of the data [5]. The calibration, mentioned in the standard was carried out in a study involving 50 engineers [6]. The ADM and FDM were assumed to be sufficiently independent to be combined into the GDM by

\[ GDM = \sqrt{ADM^2 + FDM^2} \]
The assumption on which this was based was supported in the basic eye-tracking research [7]. This study noted that “any technique that does not specifically take into account what the engineers are actually comparing will never exactly emulate their visual comparisons” and went on to propose that engineers consider general shapes and fine detail as separate components in the analysis. While the study was only conducted with a handful of engineers, differences in approaches was noted. For example, one engineer took particular notice of peaks and another took equal notice of the peaks and the troughs in the data; in a further experiment, where the data became visually more complicated, one of the engineers initially concentrated on one trace, presumably to identify the overall shape. Another engineer, when faced with a different plot where there was a large offset between the two data sets, adopted a similar approach where one trace was considered first. A further engineer methodically compared each peak, in sequence, but ignored troughs and gradients.

This was a far from comprehensive study but it did add weight to the supposition that experience would determine how each engineer would approach the comparison as a visual exercise and this would dominate the (potentially broad) spread of opinions. It also leant weight to the assumption that envelopes and features were complementary aspects of the comparisons. This study, supporting the experiential feedback about the quality of FSV was necessary and sufficient to allow FSV to be used in IEEE Std 1597.1. However, further improvements to the method and, in particular, extensions to surface, volume or higher dimensionality data, require more robust and accurate assessment of how engineers do approach the task of visual data comparison, which, itself, requires knowledge and research methods specific to experimental psychology.

3. PSYCHOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES AND THE STRUCTURE AND PERFORMANCE OF THE VISUAL SYSTEM

The human visual system is able to extract the various attributes of the retinal image and process them via anatomically and functionally separate brain areas [8]. This modularity underpins modern cognitive neuropsychology [9]. Selective cognitive loss following head injury gives insight into the modular processing of sensory systems [10] and the mechanisms and limitations of how our visual system can interpret complex scenes.

Computational theoretical approaches to the study of visual processing arguably stem from the work of Marr [11] who devised algorithms based on physiological data to explain the stages in the process of seeing. Attentional mechanisms were incorporated into visual processing with the feature integration theory of vision [12] which built on earlier work [13] concerning cognitive bottleneck and the distribution of attentional processes [14–16].

The interpretation of complex scenes by human observers to recognise or detect particular features is limited by the structure and performance of the visual system. Therefore to devise displays for observers to detect features from n-dimensional data sets one needs to appreciate the functional limitations of our perceptual system.

There have been many attempts to produce visualisation of displays of complex data sets but almost all have come from a computer science or engineering viewpoint [17–26]. Some computer science approaches have drawn evidence from medical data [27] but have not gone as far as to link with psychological theory. Others have used multisensory approaches to combine signals stimuli from vision and audition [28] but it is not clear how our brains can equate signals from different modalities.

4. VISUAL SCREENING

Before presenting complex data to human observers for interpretation it is essential that observers be screened for visual dysfunction. For example if data presentation involves the use of colour then observers should have normal colour vision this can be tested with the Farnsworth-Munsell 100-hue test [29]. About 4% of the Caucasian male population are dichromats and require only two variables in a colour matching experiment and for whom there is a band of wavelengths in the spectrum that matches white [30]. Dichromacy is usually inherited, as a recessive, sex-linked characteristic, and occurs in less than 0.5% of women. This dichromacy is more commonly referred to as red-green colour blindness and individuals confuse reds, browns and greens. It is not only colour that needs to be screened. If presentation involves 3D displays then observers must have normal stereopsis. 3D vision can be assessed with the TNO test for stereoscopic vision [31]. Stereo vision sometimes does not develop normally because of reduced vision in one eye during childhood (amblyopia).
As well as congenital deficiencies it is important to realise that visual losses can be associated with disease (acquired deficiencies) [32]. Different diseases can produce changes at all stages of the visual pathway, from retina through optic nerve to the visual cortex. Examples of diseases that can result in visual losses include diabetes and multiple sclerosis as well as diseases more directly associated with visual disturbance such as glaucoma, retinitis pigmentosa and various optic neuropathies.

It should be appreciated that subtle visual changes (particularly with colour vision) are associated with drugs (cardiac agents, antimalarial, antituberculosis drugs and steroid ovulation inhibitors) [33] and chemicals (alcohol, tobacco, quinine) [34] so for precise visual discrimination tasks full medical details of participants should be noted.

5. LIMITING FACTORS

Techniques involving the combination of a number of visual attributes can be used to display data beyond 2D. A third dimension can come from the use of stereopsis. A fourth dimension can be added with motion and perhaps a fifth with colour. With added dimensions, particularly with multimodal displays, there are several factors that can confound experimental results. It might be difficult to equate one dimension with another. For example, to what extent is a displacement in 2D space equivalent to one in depth (3rd dimension) or motion (4th dimension)? As soon as colour is involved there are even more complicating factors. Displays with colour must be equiluminant or observers might be making decisions based on brightness differences rather than colour differences. Most display devices produce fairly low luminance short wavelength (blue) colours but much brighter medium wavelength (green) colours. Therefore a display involving greens and blues would have much brighter greens than blues unless the display is calibrated for equiluminance. Furthermore, with ever increasingly complex scenes there are issues of what has been called cognitive load and the brain being unable to process effectively all the information. To develop a model applicable to a range of data sets from varied contexts, issues related to observers skills and cognitive loads must also be examined. Cognitive load stems from the work of Miller [35] but the actual term was coined by Sweller [36]. It refers to the load on working memory and has been applied to conditions when human learning happens best. As tasks become more complex so the ability of participants to learn or perform the tasks decreases.

The study of data visualisation comes from a long history of information presentation beginning with work in the 19th century on 2D and 3D maps and sculptures [37–40] to computer simulation, information visualisation and surface and volume rendering [41]. Such techniques can give insight into the different methods that can be used for the visual presentation of multi-dimensional data.

6. EXPERT/NOVICE DIFFERENCES

It has been known since the mid-1960s that there are a cognitive processing differences between experts and novices [42]. Experts tend to remember meaningful combinations from their field of expertise [43, 44]. It has been found that for tasks involving visualisation and interpretation, the spatial transformation of external representation of the visually complex data set into internal representation is more global for expert observers [45]. The experts tend to develop goal-directed qualitative mental models of complex visualisation for interpretation and decision making [46].

7. VALIDATION METHODS

A range of psychological experimental methods could be used to help in the validation of multi-dimensional FSV models. Mental chronometry [47] or the study of reaction times can give an indication of the speed of processing. Error rates should be measures alongside reaction times to monitor any speed-accuracy tradeoff [48]. Reaction time tasks to a range of n-dimensional data with systematic manipulations of observer attributes, perceptual features and cognitive elements can give insight to the variety of processes involved in decision making.

Talk-aloud protocols [49] involve participants describing how they go about completing a task and this real-time observational data collection [50] can give objective feedback from participants.

Eye movement monitoring can give data on what parts in a display that observers look at, the duration and order of fixations and whether any features are re-examined or compared with other features before a decision is made. Outcomes of the various psychological studies could then be fed into the development of formal validation models.
8. CONCLUSION

Established psychological principles can be used to help understand how participants make judgements on multidimensional displays. With appropriate screening for visual deficiencies coupled with careful experimental design the results of psychophysical tasks can give quantitative and qualitative data on the processes involved in decision making and help extend FSV validation to multi-dimensional datasets.
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Abstract — Abstract Feature Selective Validation (FSV) was developed as a means of making the subjective judgements about the quality of a comparison (a) repeatable, (b) consistent with the experience of a group of engineers and (c) amenable to automation. Over the past decade it has gained acceptance and is now the core technique in an IEEE standard. However, there is still scope for further research and refinements to the technique and its implementation are still possible. FSV, as defined in IEEE Std 1597.1, is built around the Fourier Transform, and the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is assumed to be the implementation of choice. When testing an implementation of the FFT it was found that the inverse of the transform differed from the original real signal by a small amount, and this was revealed by small imaginary components of the order of $10^{-15}$. This was inferred to be numerical noise. The Standard does not discuss numerical noise, and for most signals such noise is irrelevant. However, when dealing with small signals or transients this becomes important, because there will be significant proportions of the data where the signal will be at or near zero. When the FSV components are calculated in dBs the constituent ratios will depend on two small and potentially pseudo-random numbers which then may lead to a false and potentially large component of FSV. Using the linearity property of the Fourier Transform, an approximation to this numerical error is obtained and this noise is then subtracted to provide a closer approximation to the ideal transform. This paper discusses the use of this approach for various classes of signal and the paper discusses implications for the reliability of the FSV results.

1. INTRODUCTION

It has been custom and practice in electromagnetic compatibility to perform comparisons between experiments, and between experiments and simulation, by eye. Given the noise floors involved on the one hand, and the experience of engineers on the other, this has been good enough, and much progress has been made under these conditions. However, there has been a desire to make this process more repeatable, and more rigorous. Disagreement which can only be settled by reference to one’s experience is difficult to resolve satisfactorily, and with human decision makers one would expect some variability in performance. To this end, Feature Selective Validation (FSV) was developed as a means of providing a method which could be implemented easily, which would produce results which engineers could generally agree with, and, being automatic, was repeatable. It has now gained acceptance as a standard [1].

In terms of improvements to the method, it is now being applied to signals with significant regions of zeroes, such as transients, which is different from the original domains of application where there was significant signal strength. Recent experiments applying the method to two dimensional signals have revealed a noise floor of the order of $10^{-15}$ where zeroes were expected. This is after the inverse Fourier transform step. This paper analyzes and discusses this phenomenon.

2. NUMERICAL NOISE REDUCTION IN A LINEAR PROCESS.

The Fourier Transform is a linear process, by virtue of its being based on integrals [2]. The problems of error propagation in linear equations are well known, and a case commonly encountered in engineering is the solution of a system of linear equations. This may be expressed in matrix form as:

$$AX = B$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

When solving for $X$ a given $A$ and $B$, rounding errors or truncation errors will occur in the computer arithmetic. One way to solve this problem is by computing an error term, as is done in [3]. Let $X_0$ be the first calculated value of $X$. Let $B_0$ be the result of multiplying $A$ by $X_0$. If $B$ and $B_0$ differ, as one would expect due to numerical errors, then one may solve the modified set of equations to obtain a better approximation to $X$. First, determine the error vector

$$\Gamma = B - B_0$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)
Then we can compute an error term, $\epsilon$, for $X$:

$$A\epsilon = \Gamma$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

A new $X_1$ can be obtained using

$$X_1 = X_0 - \epsilon$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

This can then be used to generate $B_1$, a better approximation of $B$, and these steps are repeated until the $\epsilon$ terms are small enough.

This process relies purely on the linearity property of the matrix operations. In this case, the linear operation is the Fourier transform.

### 2.1. Numerical Noise Reduction in the Fourier Transform

The causes and characteristics of noise must be understood in order to be able to remove it. In an experimental setup there will be measurement noise, as well as numerical noise in the signal processing of the results. Understanding the different characteristics will aid in attributing the errors to the correct cause. Because of the linearity property of the Fourier transform, we know that

$$\mathcal{F}(a + b) = \mathcal{F}(a) + \mathcal{F}(b)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

If noise is added at each stage of the transform, it is desirable to separate this noise out and remove it. The FSV method performs a transform, some filtering, and then the inverse transform. Just considering the operation without filtering on a single signal, performing a transform then an inverse, will introduce noise at each stage, this may be considered to be:

$$f_1(x) = \mathcal{F}^{-1}(\mathcal{F}(f(x) + \epsilon_f) + \epsilon_i)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

As a result of this, the total noise added, $\epsilon$, is

$$\epsilon \approx f_1(x) - f(x)$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

Unfortunately, this contains components from the inverse transform of the noise introduced by the forward transform. Whilst this makes the elimination of the noise difficult, it points to its impact on FSV. In the case of a transient signal, or one with a significant run of zeroes, then any noise picked up in the forward transform will be distributed by the inverse transform in a recognisable way. So, we can say that if the noise appears to be proportional to the signal, then there will be a component proportional to the Fourier transform of the signal on returning to the original domain of the signal. The consequence of this is that for a large transient, there will be a noise signal spread across the domain, possibly dominating any local signal.

An estimate of may be obtained by:

$$\epsilon_i \approx -\mathcal{F}(f_1(x)) - \mathcal{F}(f(x) + \epsilon_f)$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

The problem is that if $\epsilon_f$ is to be considered negligible in order to compute $\epsilon_i$, then all the noise will be attributed to the inverse transform process. However, this may be sufficient to reduce the noise. Then

$$\epsilon_i \approx -\mathcal{F}(f_1(x) - f(x))$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

This may then be removed from the intermediate signal.

### 3. METHOD

A fast fourier transform was implemented in Ruby, and its inverse was implemented using the swapping of real and imaginary parts applied to the input and results of the forward transform. This relationship is described in [4], and elsewhere.

The signal used initially is shown in Figure 1, which was subsequently zero padded to a length of 256 (next power of 2) for the Fast Fourier transform, and the resulting overall noise signal is shown in Figure 2.

The magnitude of the overall error signal $\epsilon$ is shown in Figure 3. The sizes are difficult to see so that statistics have been shown in Table 1. The numerical estimate of $\epsilon_i$, obtained as described earlier, is shown in Figure 4, and its magnitude is shown in Figure 5. Once again the statistics for this information are shown, see Table 2.
4. DISCUSSION

The overall numerical noise is clearly small. In any given situation it may be dominated by measurement errors and this will be the topic of a further study. \( \epsilon_i \), the computed inverse transform noise, does look rather like the transform of a time reversed signal, much as one would expect, given the Fourier transform identities. Furthermore, the prediction that regions of zeroes in the input would be affected by the noise has been demonstrated in the zero-padded region of the input. At a very crude approximation, the noise does seem to track the magnitude of the input. Inputs with a large dynamic range may benefit from the extra inverse transform to deduce the numerical noise.

Table 1: Statistical values for \( \epsilon \) magnitude.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>min</td>
<td>6.36e-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max</td>
<td>1.38e-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS</td>
<td>5.70e-15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Statistical values for \( \epsilon_i \) magnitude.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>3.10e-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>9.97e-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS</td>
<td>9.11e-14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
so that it can be subtracted prior to filtering into DC, LO, and HI parts of the input. It may be desirable for some data to have FSV applied differently across different portions of the data, particularly where the data varies substantially across the range of the data, for example in transient simulations. The implication of this study is that a ‘short period’ FSV, where the denominator of the Difference Measures only spans a portion of the data, will take very careful thought.
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Abstract—In recent years, computational electromagnetism has had a great development thanks to the computational systems speed increase and their cost reduction. With those improvements the mathematical algorithms are able to work properly with more practical EMC issues. The problem that arises many times is to become confident with the results, in other words, to be able to quantitatively validate the results of the numerical simulation. In this paper we present a method to evaluate the difference between results obtained by visual expert opinion and those obtained from the FSV method.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, computational electromagnetism has had a great development thanks to the computational systems speed increase and their cost reduction. These improvements have allowed us to analyze more complex systems and their EMC behavior.

One of the most interesting signals from the viewpoint of electromagnetic compatibility is impulsive noise, also known as transient phenomenon. Transient interference could be described as a signal that varies between two consecutive steady states during a short period of time compared to the time scale of interest. In other words, there must be a “momentary” change of the magnitude seen for a very short time in the sense that this short interval of time should be much less than one cycle of the signal affected [1].

The particular feature of them makes it difficult to analyze the effect of it in the different systems. For this reason, the numerical methods are a useful tool to analyze the effect of the transient signals in other systems [2, 3]. However, this new tool requires to ensure the quality of the results, in other words, to make a correct validation of the results.

The validation method most widely used today because of its versatility and simplicity in the field of EMC, is the Feature Select Validation method (FSV) [4, 5]. FSV, which is now an IEEE standard [6], has the advantage of analyzing the two major aspects that are considered in any validation, the magnitude levels and the shape of the graphs.

Despite all the benefits offered by the FSV in the validation processes, it has been observed in previous studies that there are some problems when trying to use this method in transient signals [7, 8]. To overcome these drawbacks, and to make a correct validation of transient signals, an original solution was proposed [8]: to mimic what an expert does when he analyzes a transient, dividing the signal in three different regions (pre-event, event, post-event) and assigning a specific weight to each of them. But not all transients are equal, so the main problem that arises in this new technique is the assignment of weights and the assessment of the size of each event for different types of transients.

This paper presents the analysis of three types of FSV methods to analyze some of the most representative transients in the EMC area. Specifically, eight transients were evaluated using the traditional FSV, the Weighted-FSV and the Manual-Weighted-FSV. All these methods were compared with expert opinion to help us make a more objective evaluation of each method.

2. FSV AND TRANSIENT PHENOMENA

The FSV method is based on the decomposition of the results into two groups; the first one discusses the difference in amplitude (Amplitude Difference Measure, ADM) and the second one the difference between the characteristics of the signal (Feature Difference Measure, FDM). The combination of these two indicators (ADM and FDM) is a measurement of the overall difference (Global Difference Measure, GDM).

All indicators ADM, FDM and GDM have the ability to be configured to perform a point-to-point analysis. The advantage of relying on point-to-point data is to know which areas of the data sets have the major differences. A subscript “\(i\)” is added to consider this point-by-point
All of the indicators are calculated accordingly to the following equations ([6]):

\[ ADM(n) = \frac{\alpha}{\beta} + ODM \cdot e^{ODM} \]  

where:

\[ ODM = \frac{x}{\delta}, \]

\[ x = (|DC_1(n)| + |DC_2(n)|). \]

\[ \delta = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (|DC_1(i)| + |DC_2(n)|). \]

DC-data is the “very low” component of the original data.

Lo-data is the low-frequency component of the original data.

Hi-data is the hi-frequency component of the original data.

\[ FDM(n) = 2(|FDM_1 + FDM_2 + FDM_3|) \]  

where

\[ FDM_1(n) = \frac{(|Lo'_1(n)| - |Lo'_2(n)|)}{\frac{2}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (|Lo'_1(i)| + |Lo'_2(n)|)} \]

\[ FDM_2(n) = \frac{(|Hi'_1(n)| - |Hi'_2(n)|)}{\frac{6}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (|Hi'_1(i)| + |Hi'_2(n)|)} \]

\[ FDM_3(n) = \frac{(|Hi''_1(n)| - H_i''_2(n)|)}{\frac{2}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (|Hi''_1(i)| + |Hi''_2(i)|)} \]

\[ GDMi(n) = \sqrt{ADM(n^2) + FDM(n)^2} \]  

Another way to qualitatively analyse the FSV indicators is represented by a probability density function. This indicator is useful for a rapid and comprehensive analysis of the results. Histograms are sorted according to the quality of the results in excellent, very good, good, fair, poor and very poor.

This efficient and rapid method of analysis is ideal for most signals, but as mentioned above, some studies showed that the use of FSV for transient analysis is inadequate. For this reason, a variation of the method was created, Weighted-FSV [8]. This method divides the signal in three different sectors or regions and assigns a fixed weight to each of them. The first region (pre-event) is defined from \( t = 0 \) to the time the signal amplitude reached 5% of peak value. The pre-event represents 5% of the total weight on the transient analysis.

The second region (the event) is defined as the transition itself, ranging from the end of the pre-event up to a point that contains 65% of the signal energy (the largest region is chosen when the two sets of data match each other). Since this region is the most important of the entire disturbance, it is assigned a weight of 70% of the total.

Finally, the third region, the post-event, is defined from the end of the event to the end of the signal. Usually, this is the region of longer duration, but it is not the most important, for this reason a weight of 25% is assigned. However, despite this method has proven to be a good alternative for transient analysis, it has not been tested against a wide variety of them.

3. ANALYSIS OF THE TRANSIENTS

In this section we have analyzed eight typical EMC transients (Table 1). Figure 1 shows two short and very similar transients. In Figure 2, the transients analyzed have a longer settlement time and a larger ripple in each area of the event. The transients in Figures 3, 4 and 5 are more complex, with settlement times longer and with more ripples throughout the signal. Figure 6 shows two transients (Modulated Gaussian pulse) with equal amplitude but different modulation frequencies. Figure 7 shows two transient phenomena without pre-event and lengthy settlement times. In the last figure (Figure 8), shows two completely different transient signals.
The transients were carefully chosen and have a unique feature that will help us better understand the interpretation of the FSV, the “Weight-FSV” (W-FSV) and the “Dynamic-Region-FSV” (D-FSV). In the D-FSV method the weights are assigned in each zone manually, depending on the length and breadth that has the transient in that area in particular.

Finally, the results are compared with those obtained from a survey based on Likert scale questions [9], carried out with a sample of 18 experts in the area, who evaluated the transient based on previous studies [5]. To ease the comparison between the different methods and expert opinion, the mean square difference (see equation 4) is calculated for each indicator and each expert D-FSV method.

\[
\text{Diff}(GDM_{\text{expert}}, GDM_{i\text{FSV}}) = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(GDM_{\text{expert}}(i) - GDM_{i\text{FSV}}(i))^2}{n}}
\]

where: “\(i\)” is an element in the set of subjective values of the GDM indicator (from excellent to very poor).

4. DISCUSSION

Table 1 shows, as expected, that the worst results compared with the expert opinion are found in the FSV method. In the specific case of the transient signals, the FSV method has two problems. The first one is found in the ODM indicator (see Equation (1)), as it is severely affected by the offset levels. The reason can be found in the smaller offset in the signals when the value of “\(\delta\)” decreases and the ODM grows. This error directly affects to the ADM indicator and, through it, to the GDM indicator. This is an important drawback for transients because most of them have offset

| Table 1: Different type of transients analyzed. |

Figure 1: Weights used in D-FSV: pre=2%; event=95%; Post=3%.

Figure 2: Weights used in D-FSV: pre=5%; event=70%; Post=25%.

Figure 3: Weights used in D-FSV: pre=5%; event=85%; Post=10%.

Figure 4: Weights used in D-FSV: pre=5%; event=80%; Post=15%. 
levels close to zero. The second problem with FSV is, as stated above, that it gives equal weight to the three regions of the transient. This produces a grossly overestimating in the pre-event and the post event, skewing the final assessment away from the expert opinion.

The previous problems related with the FSV method were corrected with the W-FSV method. The ODM indicator deviations are solved by applying a large enough offset level to both signals to ensure an objective interpretation. On the other hand, the division of the transitional phenomenon into regions makes the results closer to the expert opinion in most of the cases. However, this method still has some drawbacks. The main problem in W-FSV is that the weight remains fixed in all the proposed regions, regardless of the type of transient. Some good examples of this problem could be seen in the previous figures, where the importance of each event varies depending on the extent and duration of the event. An additional problem with this technique is that the possibility that the pre-event could be zero (Figure 7) or that the post-event could be extremely long (Figure 1) are not taken into account, making the results drift away from the assessments made by experts.

Finally, the results obtained by the method D-FSV presented in this paper, show an improvement over the W-FSV. The main reason for this improvement is that the weight assigned to each region of the event is selected manually in terms of magnitude and duration (Figures 1, 4, 6 and 7).

An important feature of this method is the procedure used to select the regions in the transient event. It was noted that if the power method (70% of total energy) is used to divide the event and post-event regions in the transient with very long or very short time of settlements (Figures 1, 4 and 6), some errors still appears in the interpretation of the transient. This division creates very short event and very long post-event regions in the transient, having a direct effect on the results of FSV. To solve this problem we use an approach based in the classical control theory [10] to divide the transient in the regions of interest. The theory defines the post-event region when the signal level decreases to 5% of the maximum. Conducting a study with the experts, the best value
obtained for most of the transients was when the signal reached 10% of maximum.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has addressed some problems related to validation of transient signals using different variants of the FSV method. The principal conclusion of this work is that, to use the FSV as a validation method for transient signals, it is not only necessary to divide each region of the transient carefully, but that a specific weighting for each region must also be carried out. The results obtained in this test show that it is necessary to assign weights to each region depending on both, its duration and amplitude.

Our results suggest that it is necessary to continue investigating ways of improving the analysis of transients in time domain through the FSV.
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Abstract — As the Feature Selective Validation (FSV) technique is becoming a dominant quantitative validation method of computational electromagnetic simulation results, some studies have been undertaken, and subsequent enhancements proposed, to improve its performance. This paper illustrates a situation in which the FSV results do not agree with visual expectation: data sets consist of a high transient event and relative low pre-transient and post-transient regions. The reasons for this discrepancy are discussed in detail in this paper and shown to be related to the Offset Difference Measure (ODM) which is then modified in order to avoid this apparent error without any pre-processing to original data sets. It is finally shown that the modified FSV method could avoid the error and has no influence on the comparing of other data sets.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Feature Selective Validation (FSV) method [1] has been shown to be an effective tool in quantifying the agreement between measurements and simulations, especially within the field of Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC). Therefore, it has been incorporated as the central technique of IEEE STD 1597.1 [2]. At present, research in the validation of computational electromagnetic is primarily focused on two issues: The first of these is the use of the FSV method, in particular, exploring its strengths and weaknesses [3]. And the other is the extension of FSV into the multidimensional FSV method for example.

There is a special situation that produces results that generally differ from user expectation: data sets consist of high transient event and relative low pre-transient and post-transient regions. The situation has been discussed in [4]. It was demonstrated that the performance of FSV could be effectively improved by offsetting the original data to one half plane and changing the weight of the transient event in the FSV results. However, this solution will increase computational cost, especially in the comparing of multidimensional data sets. Furthermore, this situation has the potential to arise more frequently in multidimensional data and may not be as obvious when it does occur. Therefore, further studies are still necessary to reveal the root of the issue and solve it thoroughly.

The paper first describes the FSV method in Section 2. After that, Section 3 illustrates the special situation mentioned above, and then Section 4 presents the modification to ODM, which successfully overcomes the apparent error and has no influence on the comparing of other data sets. Section 6 draws the conclusion.

2. THE FSV METHOD

The FSV method was established to mirror the decision-making process of a group of engineers when comparing data typical to EMC applications. Details of the FSV method can be found in [2]. To summarize the method, the original data sets are Fourier transformed first, and then the first 4 points can be grouped as DC component, the remainder are separated at the 40% of energy mark to give the low-frequency component and high-frequency component. These components can be used to compute the values of Amplitude Difference Measure (ADM) and Feature Difference Measure (FDM). The ADM is a measure of the agreement of the ‘trend’ information between the data sets. As part of ADM, the Offset Difference Measure (ODM) is introduced to reflect the level of DC difference between two sets of results [5]. The FDM is a measure of the agreement of the ‘feature’ information between the data sets. And the overall ‘goodness of fit’, which is called Global Difference Measure (GDM), is made up of the ADM and FDM.

The FSV can provide information in a number of different layers. The ADMi, FDMi, GDMI are calculated on a point-by-point basis for the data sets. Moreover, these values can be arranged into three probability density histograms in various agreement categories using the interpretation scale shown in Table 1. These histograms are denoted ADMc, FDMc, GDMc. Furthermore, the single value of ADM, FDM and GDM can be obtained by taking the means of ADMi, FDMi and GDMi, respectively.
Table 1: FSV interpretation scale [2].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FSV value (quantitative)</th>
<th>FSV interpretation (qualitative)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less than 0.1</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between 0.1 and 0.2</td>
<td>Very Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between 0.2 and 0.4</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between 0.4 and 0.8</td>
<td>Fair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between 0.8 and 1.6</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater than 1.6</td>
<td>Very Poor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. THE SPECIAL SITUATION

This section illustrates the special situation mentioned in Section 1 by means of a group of synthetic data sets. One of the parameters of the synthetic data sets is set to variable for the convenience of sensitivity analysis of the FSV method.

The situation could be demonstrated through the following data sets:

\[ a(n) = 10 \exp \left\{ -\frac{(n - 500)^2}{2\sigma^2} \right\} \sin(20\pi n \Delta t) + 0.01 \sin(2\pi fn \Delta t) \]

\[ b(n) = 10 \exp \left\{ -\frac{(n - 500)^2}{2\sigma^2} \right\} \sin(20\pi n \Delta t) + 0.01 \sin\left(2\pi fn \Delta t + \frac{\pi}{2}\right) \]

where \( \sigma = 40 \), \( \Delta t = 0.001 \text{s} \), \( f \) varies between 0.5 Hz and 20 Hz, and the length of time is set to 2 s. It can be seen that both of the data sets comprise two parts: transient part (Gaussian pulse) and non-transient part (sine). The discrepancy between the data sets solely exists in the latter part and its amplitude can be ignored compared with that of the former part.

It is well known that the FSV approach is to decompose the original pair of data sets into DC component, low-frequency component and high-frequency component. In this case study, these three components are the frequency below 2 Hz (DC), 2–12 Hz (low-frequency) and frequency above 12 Hz (high-frequency), respectively. With the increase in frequency, \( f \), the non-transient part of the data sets \( a \) and \( b \) is identified as one of the three components above in order.

The values of ODM, ADM, FDM and GDM of the data sets \( a \) and \( b \) in different \( f \) are shown in Figure 1. It can be seen that there is disagreement between the values of GDM as may be reasonably expected from visual assessment in the DC frequency domain (0–2 Hz). For instance, the discrepancy between data sets \( a \) and \( b \) when \( f \) is 1 Hz can hardly be distinguished by engineers, as shown in Figure 2. So the FSV result should be ‘Excellent’, or at least ‘Good’. However, the overall GDM of Figure 2 is 0.52 (Fair).

It can be found from Figure 1 that this discrepancy is caused by the abnormality of the ODM.
According to the FSV method, the ODM is given in Equation (1).

\[
\text{ODM}(n) = \frac{\chi}{\delta} \exp \left\{ \frac{\chi}{\delta} \right\}
\]

where

\[
\chi = \left( |\text{DC}_1(n)| - |\text{DC}_2(n)| \right)
\]

\[
\delta = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (|\text{DC}_1(i)| + |\text{DC}_2(i)|)
\]

where \(n\) is the \(n\)th data point, \(\text{DC}_{\{1,2\}}\) are the DC components of datasets \(a\) and \(b\). It is clear that the ODM is only related to the DC components. In this case study, the ODM solely reflect the discrepancy of non-transient part when \(f\) varies in the DC frequency domain (0–2 Hz), because there is little DC component in the transient part. While the FDM and the rest part of ADM only reflect the agreement of the transient part, so their values are close to zero. Consequently, both the ADM and GDM are dominated by the discrepancy of non-transient part, even though the agreement of the transient part is the uppermost feature of the data sets.

It can also be found that the GDM is not affected when the non-transient part is distinguished as low and high frequency component. Generally, low and high frequency component may represent the mainstream of the data sets, as they are extracted in the point view of energy. Therefore, the non-transient part with smaller energy may be negligible in this situation. In this frequency range, the calculation of FSV mirrors the process of visual assessment exactly.

However, the energy of DC component does not account for a definite proportion of the overall energy of data sets, because it is transformed back from the first 4 points of the spectrum. Therefore, the disagreement between the FSV results and visual assessment in this case study will reoccur when the relative discrepancy of DC components is significant and the energy of that is negligible compared with other components.

4. MODIFICATION TO THE FSV METHOD

The results and discussion above indicate that the visual assessment of DC discrepancy of data sets is vulnerable to the energy of other components, while ODM's algorithm does not take this into account and solely focuses on the discrepancy itself. That is the reason for the disagreement between the FSV results and visual assessment in the special situation. Taking into account the criteria given in [5], a modification is introduced to ODM to improve the performance of the FSV method, which is given in Equation (2). The low-frequency component is incorporated with DC component as the reference \((\delta_m)\) of DC discrepancy.

\[
\delta_m = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (|\text{DC}_1(i) + \text{Lo}_1(i)| + |\text{DC}_2(i) + \text{Lo}_2(i)|)
\]

Figure 3: FSV results in different \(f\).
It has been shown that the modified FSV method could improve the FSV results in the situation illustrated in the last section. The abnormality of ODM is eliminated in the region below 2 Hz as shown in Figure 3. Moreover, the range of the fluctuation of GDM is also limited to ‘Excellent’. All of these changes make the FSV results become reasonable and in line with the visual assessment.

In order to evaluate the performance of the modification, the modified FSV method is also used to re-compare a set of pairs of data mentioned in [6]. The comparison of GDM confidence histograms obtained by the modified FSV method, original FSV method and visual assessment given by a number of engineers who had a strong background in EMC are shown in Figure 4. It appears that the modification in Equation (2) has slight influence on the FSV result when comparing other data sets.

Figure 4: Comparison of the modified and original FSV method, referenced to visual assessment [6].
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a special situation has been discussed in which the algorithm of ODM is not in line with the process of visual assessment. A modification to ODM has been presented, which incorporates the low-frequency component as part of the reference of DC discrepancy. The study reported here suggests that this modification can eliminated the disagreement between FSV results and visual assessment in the special situation without any pre-processing to original data sets. It is also demonstrated that the change to the method has little effect on the assessment of other data sets.

The research undertaken for this paper is meaningful for the development of multidimensional FSV. Further research and discussion is still necessary, as the evidence of the good performance of the modification presented here is based on this preliminary study.
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Abstract—The objective of the paper is to make rigorous a development that was presented in a previous article. In particular we want to justify the steps of that development that led to negation of Special Relativity Theory. In that article, a simple medium with loss (medium (I), to which is attached a frame $K$) was considered interfaced by a perfect electric conductor filling a half space (medium (II), to which is attached a frame $K'$) that is in uniform rectilinear motion with respect to medium (I). It is noted that the result obtained by taking the difference of dispersion relations for incident and reflected waves is actually a simultaneous solution of the two dispersion relations for frequency $\omega'$ and wave number $k'_1$. It is indicated that because of the loss in the medium, the solution set $(\omega', k'_1)$ is non-zero and a relation exists to falsify the Special Relativity Theory. When the loss is nullified, the only simultaneous solution of the two dispersion relations becomes the trivial solution $\omega' = k'_1 = 0$ and no relation exists to negate the Special Relativity Theory. The relation used to argue against the Special Relativity Theory involves frequency $\omega'$ measured from $K'$, $v$ the speed of $K'$ with respect to $K$, speed of light in vacuum $c$ and the constitutive parameters of medium (I); $\varepsilon_1, \mu_1, \sigma_1$. It is thus shown that $c$ depends on frequency and by rewriting the said relation employing an expression for $\omega'$ in terms of $v$, $c$ and the incident wave parameters, it is shown that $c$ depends on $v$ too. Alternatively the solution for $k'_1$ is used in a similar manner and it is demonstrated that this expression can also be used to falsify the Special Relativity Theory.

1. INTRODUCTION

It has been established as the result of a series of articles by the author that when the most general homogeneous time invariant medium has loss, Special Relativity Theory [1] fails to account for this loss and inevitably one encounters a relationship which points to a dependence of the speed of light in vacuum $c$ for a Galilean reference system on frequency or the speed $v$ of Galilean reference system $K'$ with respect to $K$, and hence on the Galilean reference systems [2–6]. Such relations are derivable using the Lorentz transformation, phase invariance principle, the particular boundary conditions of the problem and the dispersion relation for medium (I) attached to inertial frame $K$. As mentioned the key element here is the dissipative nature of medium (I). If medium (I) is lossless yet bianisotropic, homogeneous and time-invariant, no such relation emerges and the Special Relativity Theory cannot be contradicted [6].

The objective of this paper is to prove that for the medium (I) of [2], when it has loss, the step of division of the equation obtained through subtracting the dispersion relations for incident and reflected waves observed from $K$, by $\omega_i - \omega_r$, is justified (see Section 2.1). It was by this division that the relation that indicated a dependence of the speed of light in vacuum for $K$ on the frequency was obtained. It will also be remarked that this relation can be interpreted to conclude that $c$ depends directly on $v$, the relative speed of $K'$ with respect to $K$ and hence on the Galilean reference systems. This part of the work is contained in Section 2.2.

2. NOTES ON ARTICLE [2]

2.1. Justification of the Result of [2]

In article [2] the electromagnetic system considered was constituted of a medium (I) simple and lossy when observed from frame $K$ attached to it, and a perfectly conducting medium (II) to which is attached frame $K'$, where $K'$ is in uniform rectilinear motion with speed $v$ with respect to $K$ along the $Ox$ axis. The interface of the two media is an infinite plane perpendicular to the $Ox$ axis. To obtain a common solution for the two dispersion equations for incident and reflected waves observed from $K$, first we transform the two equations into two equations in terms of frequency and wave numbers that are the measured from $K'$ counterparts of the same quantities measured from $K$. To this end we observe from [2] that due to the phase invariance principle the boundary
condition of vanishing tangential electric field component on the interface and under the Lorentz transformation

\begin{align*}
k_i \cos \theta &= \alpha (k'_i \cos \theta' - \omega' r/c) \quad (1a) \\
k_r \cos \theta_1 &= \alpha (k'_1 \cos \theta'_1 + \omega' r/c) \quad (1b)
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\omega_i &= \alpha (\omega' - k'_1 r c \cos \theta') \quad (2a) \\
\omega_r &= \alpha (\omega' + k'_1 r c \cos \theta'_1) \quad (2b)
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
k_i \sin \theta &= k'_i \sin \theta' \quad (3a) \\
k_r \sin \theta_1 &= k'_1 \sin \theta'_1 \quad (3b)
\end{align*}

hold, where \( k \) and \( \omega \) are the wave number and frequency \( \theta \) and \( \theta_1 \) are the angles of the incident and reflected waves with the \( OX \) axis, \( r = -v/c, \alpha = 1/\sqrt{1 - r^2} \) with \( c \) equal to the speed of light in vacuum, primed and unprimed quantities refer to those measured from \( K' \) and \( K \) and subscripts \( i \) and \( r \) stand for incident and reflected waves.

From Snell’s law \( \theta' = \theta'_1 \) follows.

When the dispersion relations for incident and reflected waves when observed from \( K \) are expressed in the way described above, i.e., in terms of quantities measured from \( K' \) or to put it in another way, if (1), (2) and (3) are utilized in the dispersion relations for incident and reflected waves when observed from \( K \) one gets,

\begin{align*}
\alpha^2 (k'_i \cos \theta' - \omega' r/c)^2 + (k'_i \sin \theta')^2 &= \mu_1 \varepsilon_1 \alpha^2 (\omega' - k'_1 r c \cos \theta')^2 + j \sigma_1 \mu_1 \alpha (\omega' - k'_1 r c \cos \theta'), \quad (4a) \\
\alpha^2 (k'_i \cos \theta' + \omega' r/c)^2 + (k'_i \sin \theta')^2 &= \mu_1 \varepsilon_1 \alpha^2 (\omega' + k'_1 r c \cos \theta')^2 + j \sigma_1 \mu_1 \alpha (\omega' + k'_1 r c \cos \theta'). \quad (4b)
\end{align*}

For these two equations other than the trivial solution \( \omega' = k'_i = 0 \) we have another solution with \( \omega' \neq 0 \) and \( k'_i \neq 0 \) where

\begin{equation}
\omega' = \frac{j \sigma_1 \mu_1 c^2}{2 \alpha (1 - c^2 \varepsilon_1 \mu_1)}, \quad (5)
\end{equation}

and

\begin{equation}
k'_i = \frac{j \sigma_1 \mu_1 c}{2 \alpha (1 - c^2 \varepsilon_1 \mu_1)} \sqrt{\frac{\alpha^2 (1 - c^2 \varepsilon_1 \mu_1) + 1}{(\alpha^2 - 1) \cos^2 \theta' + 1 - r^2 c^2 \varepsilon_1 \mu_1 \cos^2 \theta'}. \quad (6)
\end{equation}

It is easy to verify that the values in (5) and (6) satisfy both equations in (4).

It is now clear that above value for \( \omega' \) in (5) and the \( k'_i \) value in (6) constitute the simultaneous solution set for the dispersion equations of incident and reflected waves. Furthermore since \( \omega_i - \omega_r = -2 \alpha k'_1 r c \cos \theta' \) by virtue of (2), this nonzero solution for \( k'_i \) justifies the division of the subtracted dispersion equations by \( \omega_i - \omega_r \) in [2] to obtain (5) above.

If we now consider a lossless simple medium as medium (I), and modify (4), (5) and (6) by setting \( \sigma_1 = 0 \) we get the trivial solution \( \omega' = k'_i = 0 \) as the only set satisfying simultaneously the two dispersion relations for incident and reflected waves. Now neither of these equations incorporate loss and we cannot get a relationship as (5) (or as (40) of [2]) or as (6). Because now we have two identities in place of the two dispersion relations like the ones in (4), both of which have the form \( 0 = 0 \) due to imposition of the condition \( \omega' = k'_i = 0 \). Thus with this electromagnetic system at hand we cannot argue the falsity of the Special Relativity Theory.

2.2. Another Interpretation of the Result of [2]

In [2] it is noted that because (5) has an infinite number of values \( \omega' \) and the right hand side of (5) does not involve \( \omega' \), \( c \) must necessarily vary with frequency, and the principle of the constancy of speed of light in vacuum must be put aside. Indeed if we use the inverse of (2a) written for \( \omega' \) and in it substitute for \( k_i \) the value from the corresponding dispersion relation observed from \( K \) for medium (I), we obtain an expression for \( \omega' \) in terms of \( \omega_i \). It is clear then that for an infinite number of values of \( \omega_i \), which is possible, we shall have an infinite number of \( \omega' \) values as per this relation.

A similar procedure using (3a) and inverse of (1a) written for \( k'_i \cos \theta' \) and the substitution for \( k_i \) the value from the corresponding dispersion relation observed from \( K \) for medium (I), we obtain...
another expression, this time for \( k'_i \) in terms of \( \omega_i \). It is clear then that for an infinite number of values of \( \omega_i \), which is possible, we shall have an infinite number of \( k'_i \) values as per this relation.

It can then be observed that these infinite numbers of \( (\omega', k'_i) \) value pairs obtained, satisfy also (4a) and (4b) simultaneously which are the dispersion relations for incident and reflected waves for medium (I) as observed from \( K \). This statement follows from the fact that for incident and reflected waves, we have separate \( (\omega_i, k_i) \) and \( (\omega_r, k_r) \) pairs but a single \( (\omega', k'_i) \) pair. However this requirement entails satisfaction of (5) and (6) by these infinite numbers of \( (\omega', k'_i) \) value pairs which is a property contradicting the Special Relativity Theory, according to which for instance the right hand side of (5) must be a constant changing only with \( v \) due to the \( 1/\alpha \) factor. In other words \( c \) must change with changing \( \omega' \).

We now also point out that because of the inverse expression for \( \omega' \), based on (2a) which reads

\[
\omega' = \alpha(\omega_i + rck_i \cos \theta) = \alpha(\omega_i - k_i v \cos \theta),
\]

(5) can be written also as

\[
\frac{j\sigma_1 \mu_1 c^2}{2\alpha(1 - c^2 \varepsilon_1 \mu_1)} = \alpha(\omega_i - k_i v \cos \theta).
\]

Now if we change \( v \), by their definitions \( r \), \( \alpha \) will change assuming \( c \) is independent of \( v \). Assume that \( \omega_i \) which must be independent of \( v \) because it is a parameter of the incident wave, is also changed to preserve the right hand side of (8a) as a constant. But because \( \varepsilon_1, \mu_1, \sigma_1 \) are independent of \( v \) on the left hand side of (8a), \( c \) must change as a function of \( v \) while \( \alpha \) keeps on changing again on the left hand side. Hence we conclude \( c \) must be a function of \( v \) in addition to being a function of \( \omega' \) as stated in [2]. Therefore with this angle of view also we state \( c \) depends on the Galilean reference frames and the Special Relativity Theory is false in general. It is worthy of note that just like Equation (5), (6) can also be used in a way similar to (5) to argue the falsity of Special Relativity Theory. Indeed, (6) can be written as

\[
2\alpha(1 - c^2 \varepsilon_1 \mu_1) \sqrt{r^2(\omega^2 - c^2 \varepsilon_1 \mu_1) + 1} + \tan^2 \theta \alpha(k_i \cos \theta + \omega_i r/c) = j\sigma_1 \mu_1 c \sqrt{\alpha^2(1 - c^2 \varepsilon_1 \mu_1) + 1}
\]

(8b)

if one also notes that \( k'_i \cos \theta' = \alpha(k_i \cos \theta + \omega_i r/c) \). Observing that as given in Appendix B of [2], \( \tan \theta' \) can be expressed in terms of incident wave parameters, then the right hand side of (8b) will be independent of the incident wave parameters whereas the left hand side will be a function of these parameters and a function of \( \omega_i \) and \( \theta \) in particular. Therefore if \( \omega_i \) is varied and if \( v \) is changed so that the effect of the variation of \( \omega_i \) is nullified and the left hand side remains a constant, the right hand side can also remain constant only if \( c \) becomes a function of \( v \). For otherwise because of the term \( \alpha^2 \) on the right hand side, the right hand side cannot remain constant. Hence \( c \) has to be a function of \( v \), and thus it has to depend on the Galilean reference systems.

3. CONCLUSION

The steps leading to a relationship (namely Equation (5)) which involves frequency \( \omega' \), the relative speed of Galilean reference systems \( v \) and the speed of light in vacuum \( c \) but which does not involve the wave number, are made rigorous. These steps were originally reported in [2]. The fact that this relation has no wave number dependence makes it distinct from a dispersion relation, points out to an interdependence of frequency, \( c \) and \( v \) and hence negates the Special Relativity Theory.
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Abstract — Having determined in a series of articles that the principle of constancy of speed of light in vacuum of the Special Relativity Theory is false and has to be put aside because it cannot account for the loss in one of the two media which are in uniform rectilinear motion with respect to each other, it has become necessary to use different speeds of light in vacuum for different Galilean reference systems. In this paper this is demonstrated again by obtaining of a relation that relates the speed of light in vacuum \( c \), constitutive parameters of the medium, frequency and the speeds of two media in uniform rectilinear motion with respect to each other. This in turn necessitates the revision of the concept of the permittivity of vacuum for different Galilean reference systems. Therefore first we determine the speed of light in vacuum for one of the two moving media, and define the permittivity of vacuum for that medium using the speed of light in vacuum found for that medium. We assume the permeability of vacuum is an invariant quantity given as \( \mu_0 = 4\pi \times 10^{-7} \text{[H/m]} \). The same procedure is repeated also for the second medium. The two media which are in relative motion with respect to each other and which are taken up in this paper, are a simple medium with loss and a perfectly conducting medium filling a half space. Their interface is an infinite plane perpendicular to the direction of the uniform rectilinear motion of the second medium which is constituted of the perfectly conducting half space. For simplicity we have assumed the incident wave that impinges on the interface has a wave vector that makes an angle of \( \theta = \pi/2 \) with the direction of the velocity of the moving medium and hence we can make use of the time dilation formula to transform the frequencies between the Galilean reference systems. The permittivity of vacuum and speed of light in vacuum results obtained are particular to this electromagnetic system.

1. INTRODUCTION

In a series of articles it has been established by the author that when there are two media in uniform rectilinear motion with respect to each other and one of which has dissipation the speeds of light in vacuum for the two media become dependent on the speeds of the media with respect to each other. This fact which negates the Special Relativity Theory has been proved and reported for the dissipative medium as general as a homogeneous and timeinvariant bianisotropic medium [1]. Therefore it has become necessary to redefine the concept of speed of light in vacuum for moving media. The objective of this paper is to achieve this and also redefine the concept of permittivity of vacuum as a parameter that depends on the reference frames in rectilinear and uniform motion while considering permeability of vacuum on the other hand as a universal constant equal to \( \mu_0 = 4\pi \times 10^{-7} \text{[H/m]} \). A simple dissipative medium at rest and a perfectly conducting medium in uniform and rectilinear motion constitute the electromagnetic system of this paper. Their interface is an infinite plane perpendicular to the velocity of the second medium [2]. For the two media the mentioned speeds of light in vacuum, and permittivities of vacuum are found in terms of the conductance, frequency, and permeability of the first medium and the relative speeds of the two media.

In this paper we assume that the incident wave vector makes an angle of \( \theta = \pi/2 \) with the direction of velocity of the rest medium (Ox axis). In this case the Doppler shift formula reduces to the time dilation formula between the two media and the Doppler shift is solely attributable to the factor of \( \frac{c'}{c} \sqrt{1 - v^2/c^2} \) that appears in the said formula [3]. In this case speed of light in vacuum and permittivity of vacuum results for medium (I) depend solely on measurements made from the laboratory frame. The same results for medium (II) however require measurement of frequency in the rest frame in addition to the above quantities measured from the laboratory frame.

It is generally desired to make the measurements from the laboratory frame rather than the rest frame. To arrive at results that involve only such quantities, the frequency as it appears from the rest frame must be transformed. This involves the angle the incident wave vector makes with the
velocity of the rest frame [2]. I.e., there is implicit dependence of \( c \) on \( \theta \). By setting \( \theta = \pi/2 \) we decrease the number of the independent parameters by one. Furthermore if \( \theta = \pi/2 \) assumption was not made, instead of the linear equation in \( c^2 \) that we have in (3) below, we would have a cubic equation in \( c \) which would make the problem less amenable to analysis.

2. SPEED OF LIGHT IN VACUUM DEPENDENT ON GALILEAN REFERENCE FRAME

Taking \( \varepsilon_c(\omega) = \varepsilon'(\omega) + j\varepsilon''(\omega) \) as the complex permittivity, we must have the condition that \( \varepsilon''(\omega) > 0 \) holds when \( \omega > 0 \). This is a physically necessary condition for the passivity of the medium. For reasons of causality \( \varepsilon_c(\omega) \), where \( \omega = \omega' + j\omega'' \) is true, must be analytic in the upper half plane. Indeed for metals at the lower frequencies up to infrared, one has \( \varepsilon_c(\omega) = \varepsilon + j\sigma/\omega \) which is analytic in the whole complex \( \omega \) plane except at \( \omega = 0 \) [4]. And it is this form of complex permittivity that we shall assume is true in this article. We shall use the nomenclature ‘real part of permittivity’ for the real part and ‘conductivity’ for \( \sigma \).

Using Equations (21a) through (22b) of [2], and taking the difference of squares of the wave numbers for incident and reflected waves after setting \( \theta = \pi/2 \) one obtains: 

\[
k_1^2 - k_2^2 = (k_r \sin \theta)^2 - (k_r \cos \theta)^2 = -\alpha^2(\omega' r/c' + \omega'' r/c')^2 = 4\alpha^2\omega^2(r/c')^2 \quad \text{where} \quad \omega' = j\omega''.
\]

Now using time dilation relation \( \omega' / \omega_i = \alpha(c'/c) \) in terms of the frequency [3], since we have transverse Doppler effect due to only the factor \( \frac{\varepsilon'}{\varepsilon} \frac{1}{\sqrt{1-v^2}} \) [5, 6] because we have set \( \theta = \pi/2 \), one obtains when the difference of dispersion relations for incident and reflected waves is taken, namely when Equations (26a) and (26b) of [2] are subtracted,

\[
4\alpha^2\omega^2\left(\frac{r}{c'}\right)^2 = \left\{ \left( j\frac{\omega'}{\alpha c'}/c \right)^2 \left[ 1 - \alpha^4(1 + r^2)^2 \right] \right\} \varepsilon_1\mu_1 + j\sigma_1\mu_1 \left\{ \left( j\frac{\omega'}{\alpha c'}/c \right) \left[ 1 - \alpha^2(1 + r^2) \right] \right\} = \varepsilon_1\mu_1 + j\sigma_1\mu_1.
\]

From (1)

\[
2\frac{\omega'\alpha}{cc'}(1 - c^2\varepsilon_1\mu_1) = \sigma_1\mu_1 \quad \text{(2)}
\]

follows which is now only in terms of real quantities as opposed to Equation (40) of [2] which includes imaginary quantities \( j \) and \( \omega' = j\omega'' \). This is in fact the equation used in [2] to negate the Special Relativity Theory. If \( \omega_i \) is the pure imaginary incident wave frequency observed from \( K \), with \( \omega_i = j\omega' \) and again using the time dilation relation for the frequency under the \( \theta = \pi/2 \) constraint, from (2) one gets for the speed of light in vacuum for \( K \)

\[
c^2 = \frac{2\omega}{(\sigma_1 + 2\omega\varepsilon_1)\mu_1} + \frac{\sigma_1\mu_1^2}{\sigma_1 + 2\omega\varepsilon_1}. \quad \text{(3)}
\]

3. \( \varepsilon_0 \), PERMITTIVITY OF VACUUM FOR \( K \) THAT CHANGES WITH RELATIVE SPEEDS OF \( K \) AND \( K' \) AND SPEEDS OF LIGHT IN VACUUM FOR \( K \) AND \( K' \)

The relative real part of permittivity \( \varepsilon_{1r} \), the relative magnetic permeability \( \mu_{1r} \) and the conductivity of medium (I), are the quantities that can be obtained as the results of measurements made from \( K \) through comparisons with corresponding values for vacuum [7, 8]. Since medium (I) where these three quantities are measured is at rest with respect to \( K \), they must not change with changing \( v_1 \) even though the real part of permittivity, \( \varepsilon_1 \) may change because of the change in \( c \) due to (3). Therefore since \( \varepsilon_{1r}\mu_{1r} \), is a constant quantity, by definition

\[
c^2\varepsilon_1\mu_1 = \varepsilon_{1r}\mu_{1r}, \quad \text{(4)}
\]

must also not change with changing \( v_1 \). If in (3) we note that \( \varepsilon_1 = \varepsilon_{1r}\varepsilon_0, \mu_1 = \mu_{1r}\mu_0 \) where \( \varepsilon_0\mu_0 = 1/c^2 \), one can write down

\[
\frac{2\omega}{\sigma_1\mu_1\mu_0 + 2\omega\varepsilon_{1r}\varepsilon_0\mu_1\mu_0} = \frac{v_1^2\sigma_1}{\sigma_1 + 2\omega\varepsilon_{1r}\varepsilon_0} = \frac{1}{\varepsilon_0\mu_0}. \quad \text{(5)}
\]

One should observe that in (5), \( \mu_0 = 4\pi \times 10^{-7} \) [H/m] is an invariant quantity and all other quantities in (5) excluding \( \varepsilon_0 \) are determinable by measurements made from \( K \). Hence we are in the position to compute \( \varepsilon_0 \) from (5). Indeed (5) will yield:

\[
\varepsilon_0 = \frac{\mu_{1r}\sigma_1}{2\omega(1 - \varepsilon_{1r}\mu_1) + v_1^2\sigma_1\mu_{1r}\mu_0}. \quad \text{(6)}
\]
\( \varepsilon_0 \) will be dependent on \( \tilde{c}, \tilde{\omega} \) and \( v_1 \). Now we can formulate the expression for \( c^2 \) in terms of parameters that can all be determined as explained above:

\[
c^2 = \frac{1}{\varepsilon_0 \mu_0} = \frac{2\tilde{\omega}(1 - \varepsilon_{1r} \mu_{1r}) + v_1^2 \sigma_{1r} \mu_{1r} \mu_0}{\sigma_{1r} \mu_{1r} \mu_0}.
\]

(7)

For the particular choice of frequency and medium (I) and hence of \( \tilde{c}, \varepsilon_{1r}, \mu_{1r} \) and \( \varepsilon_{1r}, \mu_{1r} \), (7) gives a hyperbola in terms of variables \( c \) and \( v_1 \).

Notice that the time dilation relation in terms of the frequency is \( \frac{\tilde{\omega}}{\tilde{\omega}} = \alpha(\frac{c'}{c}) \). Here when medium (I) is simple but lossy, \( c \neq c' \) has been proved in the previous series of articles and measurements that will yield \( \tilde{c} \) versus \( \tilde{\omega} \) must necessarily accommodate a \( c'/c \) ratio that is different from unity. Using this formula for time dilation in terms of the frequency, one can establish the expression for \( c'^2 \) also utilizing (7).

Indeed one then has:

\[
c'^2 = \left( \frac{\tilde{\omega}'}{\tilde{\omega}} \right)^2 (c^2 - v_1^2) = \left( \frac{\tilde{\omega}'}{\tilde{\omega}} \right)^2 \left[ \frac{2\tilde{\omega}(1 - \varepsilon_{1r} \mu_{1r})}{\sigma_{1r} \mu_{1r} \mu_0} \right].
\]

(8)

In this expression all the quantities on the far right hand side are obtained by measurements. Except for \( \tilde{\omega}' \) which is measured from \( K' \), all quantities are measured from \( K \). Equation (8) can also be used to obtain \( v_2 \), which is the relative speed of \( K \) with respect to \( K' \), as follows:

\[
v_2^2 = v_1^2 \left( \frac{\tilde{\omega}'}{\tilde{\omega}} \right)^2 \left[ \frac{2\tilde{\omega}(1 - \varepsilon_{1r} \mu_{1r})}{2\tilde{\omega}(1 - \varepsilon_{1r} \mu_{1r}) + v_1^2 \sigma_{1r} \mu_{1r} \mu_0} \right].
\]

(9)

We can also find the expression for \( \varepsilon_0' \) permittivity of vacuum in frame \( K' \) using (8). Indeed if permeability of vacuum is again taken as \( \mu_0' = 4\pi \times 10^{-7} \) [H/m] for frame \( K' \),

\[
\varepsilon_0' = \left( \frac{\tilde{\omega}}{\tilde{\omega}'} \right)^2 \frac{\mu_{1r} \sigma_1}{2\tilde{\omega}(1 - \varepsilon_{1r} \mu_{1r})}
\]

(10)

will be found.

4. CONCLUSION

It has become evident that since the principle of constancy of speed of light for all Galilean reference systems has to be put aside, the concept of permittivity of vacuum and hence the concept of speed of light in vacuum have to be structured as per Equations (6) and (7). Thus we have to define a new permittivity of vacuum and hence a new speed of light in vacuum in order to make Maxwell’s equations compatible with the principle of relativity. This problem has been attempted to be solved. For the case of an incident wave vector with an angle \( \theta = \pi/2 \) with the velocity direction of the uniform rectilinear motion of one of the moving media, the results have been obtained for both Galilean reference systems.
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Abstract — This article deals with three-dimensional reconstruction and visualization of segmented images of human liver with tumors. The source images were observed by standard hospital MR tomography equipment. There were acquired many slices of the liver area in all three planes. There were found the segmentation methods based on level set approach with many advantages. The resultant boundaries found by these methods are closed curves and bounds the whole tumor. The segmentation consists of automated processing of each slice. The found boundaries are consequently used for 3D image creation and the liver tumor is visualized in Matlab environment. The volume of the tumor is calculated and compared with the results of volume evaluation after manual boundary tracing. The algorithms are prepared for implementation to C++ application for medical usage.

1. INTRODUCTION

The aim of this work is 3D model creation of tumors in the human liver (Fig. 1). It is useful for diagnosis and decision about the treatment success. In traditional way it consists of many steps of MR image processing—preprocessing the images (noise suppression, contrast and edge enhancement), edge analysis and segmentation, segmented images processing. The goal of the proposed processing method is elimination of needful steps of processing and its simplification. The modern segmentation method was found and tested. The MR slices with visible tumors in human livers were segmented by edge-based level set segmentation method [1, 2]. This level set approach gives very good results in segmentation of noised MR images with low contrast and smooth edges so that it is not necessary to preprocess the image before the segmentation of image. The second step is calculation of the tumor volume from known pixel dimensions. The number of pixels in each bounded tumor will be numbered and multiplied by the slice thickness. We get the resultant volume of tumor by normalizing the number of all tumor subarea pixels with the one pixel dimensions. The calculated volume of tumor is compared with manual volume measurement.

This article follows the research of human liver segmentation described in [3], where the similar segmentation method was used but the whole boundaries of tumors havent been found. In this article such a method which can solve this problem is proposed and described.

The mentioned level set methods known as active contours are based on partial differential equation solution. The deformable model of active contour with initial shape and location in the image and by iterative solution of equation(s) the contour can change own shape, topology and location is defined. In the steady state the active contour bounds the found objects in their real boundaries. The problem of searching the tumor boundaries in the image is in unclosed area of the tumor. The tumors are sited in many cases on the edge of liver, so the boundary of tumor

Figure 1: Example of one slice of the human liver (left), detail of the liver tumor (right).
disappears in the image background. The solution is just in use the edge-based level set approach, which can complete the real boundary of tumor, as well.

2. DEFORMABLE MODEL

The edge-based segmentation is described by this energy functional [1]:

\[
F(\phi) = \lambda \int_{\Omega} g(\phi) |\nabla \phi| \, dx \, dy + v \int_{\Omega} g(-\phi) \, dx \, dy,
\]

where the first term means the length of the zero level curve of \(\Phi\) (level set distance function) and the second term is called weighted area of \(\Omega_{-\Phi}\). \(\lambda\) and \(v\) are the weighted coefficients of the mentioned terms, \(\delta(\phi)\) is the Dirac function and \(H\) is the Heaviside function. The \(g\) function is the edge indicator defined by

\[
g = \frac{1}{1 + |G_{\sigma} * I|^2},
\]

where \(I\) is the original image and \(G_{\sigma}\) is the Gaussian kernel with standard deviation \(\sigma\). By calculus of variation, the first variation of the functional in (2) can be written as

\[
\frac{d\phi}{dt} = \mu \left[ \Delta \phi - \text{div} \left( \frac{\nabla \phi}{|\nabla \phi|} \right) \right] + \lambda \delta(\phi) \text{div} \left( g \frac{\nabla \phi}{|\nabla \phi|} \right) + v g \delta(\phi).
\]

This gradient flow is the evolution equation of the level set function \(\Phi\). The second and third term in the Equation (3) correspond to the length and area energy functional. The first term penalizes the deviation of the level set function from a signed distance function during its evolution.

3. SEGMENTATION RESULTS

The results of direct segmentation of images without any kind of the preprocessing are shown in Fig. 2. The slices of the liver were segmented by the edge-based level set method with polygonal initial contour inside the tumor slices. The segmentation process was done in about 5 seconds (AMD 1600XP, 768MB RAM).

4. VOLUMETRY RESULTS

All the images were segmented and the area of each tumor slices have been calculated. The comparison of volume assessment by manual tracing and automated segmentation is shown in the Table 1.

![Segmentation results of the edge-based level set method — the red contours bound the liver tumor. From the top: sagittal plane, coronal plane, transverse plane.](image)
Table 1: Segmentation results of the edge-based level set method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Plane</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sagittal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coronal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transverse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of pixels [-]</td>
<td>3147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pixel dimension [mm]</td>
<td>0.811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total area [mm²]</td>
<td>2069.848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1588.411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2085.633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slice thickness [mm]</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumor volume [cm³]</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>segmentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manual tracing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximate time of</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>processing [s]</td>
<td>segmentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manual tracing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The summary table is shown in Table 1 of the processing procedure. In the first step the sum of pixel in the tumor was calculated. The number of pixels was multiplied by pixel dimensions to obtain the total area of tumor. With known slice thickness we can calculate the volume of tumor. As we can see by the manual tracing the results of volume calculation are very similar in each body plane. The differences between volumes calculated in different body plane occur in automatic tumor segmentation but the time of automatic processing of tumor extraction is much faster.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The paper presents segmentation of human liver slices in three body planes. There were overall 15 MR slices with visible human liver and all the images were automatically successfully segmented by edge-based level set active contour method. The volume of tumor was calculated and it was compared with the manual tracing. The future work will be aimed at improving of the boundary of human liver tumors determination to get more precise results of volume. The algorithm will be implemented to open-source ImageJ software as a Java PlugIn for monitoring the development of tumor growth and three-dimensional reconstruction and visualization.
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C-ring Metamaterial in Close Field

R. Kubásek, P. Drexler, P. Fiala, and K. Bartušek
Department of Theoretical and Experimental Electrical Engineering
Brno University of Technology, Kolejná 2906/4, Brno 612 00, Czech Republic

Abstract—The article brings comparison of typical harmonic analysis with noise spectroscopy approach in metamaterials study. The measurement was performed in close electromagnetic field, where difficulty of harmonic analysis must be eliminated by shielding techniques. In other hand, analysis by noise spectroscopy is not deformed by stationary wave.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the complex investigation of material structures for the micro-wave application (tensor and composite character), the properties of materials are studied by means of the typical single-frequency methods, which bring certain difficulties in the process [1]. In boundary changes with a size close to the wave-length wrong information concerning the examined objects occur [2, 3]. One of the possible ways of suppressing the negative sources of signals consists in the use of wide-band signals like white noise, and in the research into the problem of absorption in the examined material [4]. These methods require a source of noise, a receiving and a transmitting antenna, and A/D conversion featuring a large bandwidth; for our purposes, the bandwidth ranged between 0 Hz and 10 GHz.

2. METHOD OF MEASUREMENT
Two methods for frequency domain analysis are present, as shown in Fig. 1. The first is typical harmonic radiation consequently followed by heterodyne spectral analysis. The second approach consists of noise radiation of examined material performed continuously. Spectral analysis is performed any time. The stochastic parameters of noise signal must be satisfied.

The purpose of the transmitting antenna connected to the noise generator output is to form an electromagnetic wave. As a matter of fact, in the field of noise we indeed have to consider a whole spectrum of electromagnetic waves, and it is not possible to define the antenna proximity area. In addition to this, most principles or rules related to the configuration of antennas have to be regarded as void here. The electromagnetic wave is let to impinge on the investigated material and the reflected or partially absorbed wave is then received through the receiving antenna, to the output of which an oscilloscope has been connected. This type of measurement configuration can be seen in Fig. 2(a).

Both antennas ought to feature a large bandwidth with, if possible, constant amplitude and defined radiation pattern. In this respect, let us mention the fact that there exist approaches to the design of antennas that come close to the broadband requirements of noise spectroscopy. Suitable solutions include, for example, the spiral fractal antenna or the planar log-periodic antenna. The designed planar log-periodic antenna is applicable for transmission within the frequency range of

![Figure 1](image-url)
between 100 MHz and 10 GHz; its real characteristics or qualities depend heavily on the quality of the design practical implementation. Fig. 2(b) shows the realization of a planar log-periodic antenna. The numerical design was performed for currently available materials and its evaluation exhibited the undulating module frequency characteristics. The antenna realization experiments using the PCB showed, above all, troubled transmission at higher frequencies from 2 GHz and problematic modification of the feeder. Other antenna designs are directed towards applying the fractal spiral version in Fig. 2(c).

Figure 2: (a) The experiment configuration, (b) planar log-periodic antenna, (c) spiral fractal antenna, (d) Faraday cage.

Figure 3: (a) Spiral antenna, (b) noise generator, (c) Vivaldi antenna surrounded by shielding material, (d) Vivaldi antenna in shield box, (e) noise measurement outside the faraday cage, (f) metamaterial sample.
The experiments and spectroscopy tests were performed in an anechoic laboratory. We have selected a system of complementing the Faraday cage shielding with absorbers of electromagnetic waves. The absorbers were designed for the range of 100 MHz $- 10$ GHz with damping below 35 dB. Thanks to the shielded and separated chamber, the external environment should not affect the internal part of measurement, and the complemented absorbers enable us to lower foreign signals to a level below $-60$ dB/mW. Thus, the measurement were not be affected by the outside environment of external electromagnetic sources like mobile phone and Wifi network signals or stationary waves and reflection within the Faraday cage.

Figure 3(a) shows spiral antennas, whose frequency characteristics is shown in Fig. 4(a). Spiral antenna works approximately from 2 GHz above. Fig. 3(b) shows noise generator NOISECOM NC1128A (10 MHz to 10 GHz, $P_{out} = 0$ dBm). Vivaldi antenna with shielding material can be seen in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). The measurement using noise signal is static wave free and can be perform without shielding, Fig. 3(e). This statement was proofed in experimental part. Fig. 3(f) shows C-ring metamaterial sample resonating on 3.70 GHz, also other sample resonating on 3.59 GHz was used.

3. EXPERIMENTS RESULTS

Figure 3(a) shows spiral antennas, whose frequency characteristics is shown in Fig. 4(a). Spiral antenna works approximately from 2 GHz above. Fig. 3(b) shows noise generator NOISECOM NC1128A (10 MHz to 10 GHz, $P_{out} = 0$ dBm). Vivaldi antenna with shielding material can be seen in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). The measurement using noise signal is static wave free and can be perform without shielding, Fig. 3(e). This statement was proofed in experimental part. Fig. 3(f) shows C-ring metamaterial sample resonating on 3.70 GHz, also other sample resonating on 3.59 GHz was used.

First experiment results for harmonic radiation, see Fig. 1(a), are shown in Fig. 4. Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) show spectral characteristic of spiral and Vivaldi antennas. Vivaldi antennas has wider bandwidth and higher gain, but also higher ripple in useful frequency band. Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) show spectra with metamaterial in direct way of radiation between antennas. The higher attenuation of examined metamaterial is reached at its resonating frequency in 10 MHz accuracy. The bandwidth of stopband corresponds to quality of manufactured metamaterial.

Second measurement was performed with noise radiation of metamaterial, see Fig. 1(a). The spectral characteristic of spiral and Vivaldi antennas are shown in Fig. 5(a) and 5(b). Spectral characteristic are equivalent with the previous one. The noise source has $P_{out} = 0$ dBm, that corresponds to approximately $-30$ dbm/Hz in power spectral density. Therefore spectral characteristic
by noise source has 30 dB lower gain. The spectra with metamaterial in direct way of radiation between antennas are shown in Figs. 5(c) and 5(d). The noise background of spectral analyzer is too close to be seen the same attenuation at resonance frequency. This is the disadvantage of using noise source radiation against the harmonic analysis. This disadvantage can be suppressed by using additional amplifiers at receiver point. Theoretically, in noise analysis, the static wave can be made. All reflections are adding to original signal in stochastic way. The result is again stochastic noise with higher power. Paradoxically, any reflection can increase quality of measurement. We tested several measurement setups, with and without shielding. The spectral characteristic was very similar. That proofed our hypothesis.

4. CONCLUSION

Article presents and compares measurements with harmonic and noise source for radiation of c-ring metamaterial. Spectral characteristic can be considered as comparable. The higher advantage of noise approach is absence of stationary waves. Lower dynamic of the measurement is disadvantage, mainly for time characteristic measurement. The dynamic of oscilloscopes is too small for wide band noise measurement.
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Sensors and Experimental Model Development for PD Localization in HV Transformers

P. Drexler, P. Fiala, M. Friedl, P. Marcon, M. Steinbauer, and Z. Szabo
Department of Theoretical and Experimental Electrical Engineering
Brno University of Technology, Kolejni 2906/4, Brno 612 00, Czech Republic

Abstract — For experimental verification of partial discharge localization method a measurement model setup has been built. The model setup is equipped with antenna sensors, RF signal processing circuitry and data acquisition unit. The model setup is described in the paper as a following step of the research. The result of simulated discharge measurement which has been performed up to the present are presented. The comparison to partial discharge time-domain and spectral characteristic is given also.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the problematic phenomena in the field of high-voltage technology, is the occurrence of partial discharge (PD). Several other effects have combined with this notion over time [1]. In consequence of these effects there emerge short electromagnetic pulses with a defined and measurable spectrum in the characteristic frequency band [2]. The group of end products attributable to the emergence of interfering signals involves, for example, displacement current in a dielectric, pulse current on the interface between dielectrics, or the dielectric/metal interface owing to high electric field intensity and structure of the dielectric.

In HV and VHV transformers the dielectric is mineral or synthetic oil. Due to the increase in PD activity in transformer oil free atoms of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen develop from hydrocarbons, and there also generates a certain percentage of water and other organic compounds. All of these elements decrease the quality of the dielectric. In addition to that, rapid increase in pulse activity may cause the formation of a hazardous explosive compound of oxygen and hydrogen. Then, this situation may result in explosion and damage to the device.

In order to prevent the transformer failure the observation of pulse activity is necessary. The occurrence of discharge with substantial charge transport level can be localized in critical areas of the transformers. Having a possibility to localize the increased discharge activity in some of the critical areas allows us to undertake precautions in order to avoid the critical transformer failure. The discharge activity localization can be determined on the basis of processing of signals from suitable installed sensors. The evaluation of the discharge location utilizes the model of wave propagation inside the transformer, which has been presented in early work [3].

2. MEASUREMENT MODEL SETUP

For the evaluation of PD detection and localization the measurement model has been designed and built. The model is based on the oil filled metal tank which is box-shaped. The tank contains 2301 of transformer oil. Four inserts are assembled on the wall of the tank. The inserts are in the form of cylinder cavity and they allows to put the antennas inside in order to be able to collect PD radiated RF energy. The oil tank is shown in the left of the Figure 1. In the right of the Figure 1 the antennas positions in the tank with their labels are shown also. The tank is equipped with the metal cover which can be removed to insert additional objects with specified material properties $\varepsilon_{r,n}$, $\mu_{r,n}$ and $\gamma_{r,n}$ inside the tank. The insertion of additional objects allows to observe changes in signal time relations which are caused by the additional reflections on the walls and different propagation velocities in the objects and at their boundaries.

The presence of objects with properties different to the oil environment (middle of the Figure 1) causes the propagation of waves with different wave numbers $\bar{k}_n$ in compare to the primary wave number $\bar{k}_1$.

$$\bar{k}_1 = \sqrt{-j\omega_1\mu_1(\gamma + j\omega_1\varepsilon_1)}; \quad \bar{k}_n = \sqrt{-j\omega_n\mu_n(\gamma + j\omega_n\varepsilon_n)}. \quad (1)$$

Considering the known configuration of the model (or the HV transformer) there is a possibility to determine the probability areas of PD occurrence by means of the numerical model evaluation. The example of probabilities $P_1, \ldots, P_n$ areas are shown in the right part of Figure 1 for $P_1$ and $P_2$. 
The basic properties of proposed antenna sensor have been presented in [3]. From these sensors the cone-type antenna and the Vivaldi-type antenna has been chosen for further experiments in oil tank. In order to get an idea about the wave propagation inside the oil filled tank with regard to spectral characteristic of this model the measurement of insertion loss has been performed. The measurement has been performed for various position of transmitting (TX) antenna and the receiving (RX) antenna in the inserts. For example, the TX antenna was placed in insert A1 and the insertion loss has been measured for the position of RX antenna in insert A2, A3 and A4. In the next step the TX antenna has been moved into the insert A2 etc.. Special attention was given to the Vivaldi antenna. The Vivaldi-type antenna belongs to linear polarization antennas. Hence a various mutual positions of antennas polarization planes were examined. The polarization planes have been placing to horizontal and to vertical positions during the experiment. The results of this measurement show that there is no distinctive effect of the TX and RX antennas position, eventually the mutual polarizations orientation, on spectral characteristic of the tank oil environment insertion loss. The character of the results is probably caused by the presence of multiple wave reflections on the tank walls. The example of the insertion loss frequency characteristic for the TX cone-type antenna in position A1 and the RX cone-type antenna in position A4 is shown in Figure 2. It should be noted that the insertion loss characteristic contains the frequency characteristics of both antennas also.

3. TIME DOMAIN MEASUREMENT

We can localize the area of the PD activity by evaluating the time relation of the signal received on antennas. The verification of the time-of-arrival difference in different receiving channels has been made by means of short testing pulse. The testing pulse was applied on the TX antenna and the signals on the remaining RX antennas were captured. The positions of the antennas in the measurement model have been designed in the way that the distances of three RX antennas to the TX antenna are mutually different. TX antenna has been placed in the position A1. RX antennas have occupied positions A2, A3 and A4 in Figure 1.

A negative going short pulse of electrical voltage with the peak level of approx. −6 V was fed in TX antenna in position A1. The pulse was supplied by the pulse generator based on the avalanche effect in the RF transistor in the transition from saturation into the off-state. The pulse fall time is \( t_f = 370 \text{ ps} \), rise time is \( t_r = 880 \text{ ps} \) and the pulse width is \( t_w = 650 \text{ ps} \). The pulse waveform is shown in the left part of the Figure 3.

In order to preserve the time-of-arrival differences the cables between the RX antennas and the acquiring device were of the same length. The signals on the receiving antennas were captured by the digital storage oscilloscope with the sampling rate 2 GSa/s and with the analog bandwidth of 1 GHz. The captured waveforms are shown in the right part of the Figure 4.

**Figure 1.** (a) Tank with inserts for antennas assmb, (b) position of antennas with labels, (c) PD occurrence areas.

**Figure 2.** The example of insertion loss frequency characteristic of the measurement model.
In the channel 1 (the top waveform) a waveform of excitation pulse is shown. The signals on the RX antennas are shown in the rest of the channels. Due to the propagation in cavity with conducting walls a considerable amount of multiple reflections can be observed in the RX channels. However, for the signals time relations evaluation the occurrence of the first remarkable transient has to be watched. The details of the front-end transients in the RX channels are shown in Figure 5. The received pulse signal is represented by the negative going transients, whose time of occurrence difference is in order of nanoseconds. The time difference is a function of the propagation velocity which can be calculated for the oil environment with defined dielectric constant. The sequence of the front-end transients is in agreement with the distances between the TX antenna and RX antennas.

It should be noted the even in the case of a small dimensions of the measurement model the time differences between the signals are measurable. In the target application the dimensions of the transformer to be watched are much greater which results in greater time differences also. A substantial is the fact the in the real application the direct visibility between the area of PD occurrence and the receiving point is not guaranteed. This fundamental issue causes that remarkable transient can be received after a number of reflections. This can introduce a several delay even if the PD occurrence area is close to the receiving antenna. The solution of the PD occurrence location can be evaluated by means of the numerical model which has been presented in previous work [3]. This effect can be modeled by inserting of additional walls into the oil tank which is the goal of further research.
4. MEASUREMENT OF SIMULATED PARTIAL DISCHARGE

In order to test the designed detection system in the measurement model a need for suitable discharge source occurs. A spark-gap with low breakdown voltage has been proposed. Due to the low level of charge transport during the PD activity in order of $10^{-10}$ C the low breakdown voltage is required in order to get the similar charge transport level. The spark-gap consists in two tungsten electrodes of sharp-tip shape to maximize the field intensity in the gap. The gap distance has been set to 0.1 mm. The spark-gap has been placed in the oil tank and the electromagnetic radiation of the discharge has been captured by means of four antenna sensors. The waveform and the spectrum of the spark-gap discharge should approximate the characteristic of the partial discharge. The waveform and the spectrum of the PD radiation is shown in Figure 6. The signal has been obtained by measurement on real high voltage transformer during the PD.

The characteristic obtained by measurement of the spark-gap discharge in the oil tank are shown in Figure 7. The differences of the characteristics in Figure 6 and Figure 7 are obvious. The PD waveform has longer time duration in compare to spark-gap discharge waveform. The next difference is the content of harmonic components. The most of the power is carried by the harmonic components on frequencies in range 10–200 MHz. While the waveform of the spark-gap discharge has shorter time duration and the frequency content is also different. The most of the signal power is carried by frequencies of hundreds of MHz. There components with frequencies up to 2 GHz are present also.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The description of the measurement model for PD detection and localization method evaluation is presented in the paper. The spectral transmission characteristic of the model equipped with antenna sensor is shown further. In order to demonstrate the ability of transients time-of-arrival resolving the time domain measurement has been performed. Simulated discharge is compared to the real PD acquisition. Regarding to differences another discharge source should be intended which is a part of further research. The designed circuitry for RF signal processing is a point of subsequent publication.
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Comparison of Different Methods for Measurement of Shielding Fabrics Properties

Z. Szabó
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Abstract—Shielding is a very popular method of ensuring of electromagnetic compatibility and for protecting of electronic and electrical equipment and humans against radiated electromagnetic energy. The suitable alternative to the classical shielding materials can be special shielding-fabrics. The main advantages of these fabrics are their low weight, flexibility and their easy processability. The knowledge of shielding effects of different types of material represents a basic prerequisite for further development and implementation of shielding devices. Measuring of shielding and absorption properties of fabric materials is relatively difficult. There were developed many measurement methods that are used in various laboratories to solve these problems. A lot of producers who develop this type of fabrics are searching for relatively simple, not time-consuming and reliable measurement methods for shielding and absorption properties measurement which operate in a wide frequency range. This paper presents a comparison results from two different methods for measurement of shielding and absorption properties of shielding fabrics.

1. INTRODUCTION

Shielding is a very popular method to ensure the electromagnetic compatibility, protection of electronic equipments and human beings against radiated electromagnetic energy. Decrease of radiation disturbances and increase of immunity to electromagnetic fields is obtained with grounded shielding eventually in combination with other suppression components. The shielding is also used to isolate some places from the external source of electromagnetic interference or to prevent radiation electromagnetic disturbance from the internal shielded source. There were used metallic materials with well known electromagnetic qualities for the shielding.

There are more and more used plastic materials for shielding with a conductive coating or with embedded conductors which ensure the shielding flexibility. Recently the researchers attention is focused on even lighter and more flexible materials which are fabrics coated with absorptive film. These materials due to their flexibility and low cost price are promising candidates for instruments and human protection against unwanted electromagnetic radiation effect.

Measuring shielding and absorption qualities of fabrics and plastic materials is relatively difficult. There were developed many measuring methods that are used in various laboratories to solve these problems. A lot of producers who develop this type of fabrics are searching for relatively simple, not time-consuming and reliable measuring methods to measure shielding and absorption properties which operate in a wide frequency range.

2. ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE ABSORPTION

Attenuation of the electromagnetic energy may be characterised by the shielding effectiveness, $SE$ and the insertion loss $IL$. The ability of a shield to screen out electromagnetic fields has been quantitatively defined in MIL-STD-285 (June 25, 1956) [1] as an attenuation or the ratio (expressed in dB) of electromagnetic field strengths $E_0/E_1$ measured without and with the tested material when it separates field source and receptor respectively:

$$SE_{dB} = 20 \cdot \log \frac{E_0}{E_1} [dB]$$

(1)

where $E_0$ and $E_1$ are the electric field strength without and with the shield in position, respectively. Also it can be explained as the ratio of transmitted power ($p_t$) to incident power ($p_i$) measured in decibels (dB) as follows:

$$SE_{dB} = 10 \cdot \log \frac{p_t}{p_i} [dB]$$

(2)

Alternatively magnetic field strength can be used. It is also known that electric and magnetic field measurements give different results because they depend not only on material performance but also on the wave impedance.
The known methods of measuring the shielding effectiveness of materials are all based on the definition above, no matter which technique is used to generate incident fields or to measure transmitted fields.

Shielding effectiveness measurement results of a practical enclosure are largely influenced by the shape of the enclosure, incidence of the fields and by the functional apertures. Nevertheless, the knowledge of the enclosure material performance is the point of departure for the shielding design.

More recently, other methods have been introduced that use coaxial transmission lines supporting TEM mode propagation: the sample is placed as a shunt across the line and in this way it is exposed to a guided plane wave. For this reason they are also called plane wave measurement methods. Also, using transmission lines instead of antennas makes the simulation of near field, electric and magnetic possible. This method makes the use of two TEM cells coupled with an aperture and will be discussed in the rest of this paper [2, 4].

2.1. Coaxial Holder Method
The $SE$ of the composites was analyzed by the method using coaxial cable which is designed according to ASTM D4935 Standard [3]. This coaxial method is applicable to near-field measurement. The measuring instrument was composed of two parts: spectral analyser (Agilent CSA Spectrum Analyzer N1996A-506 network analyzer) and sample holder (Figure 1). This technique involves determining the shielding effectiveness of a base material (flat panel or coupon) using an insertion-loss method. The flat, thin sample is irradiated with an electromagnetic wave over the frequency range of interest. The method uses a coaxial transmission line with an interrupted inner conductor and a flanged outer conductor. The sample is placed between the flanges in the middle of the cell. A schematic of this instrumental set-up is shown Figure 1 [4, 6].

2.2. Dual Transverse Electromagnetic Cell
The DTEM test consists of interposing a $100 \times 100$ mm sheet of the sample-under-test (SUT) in the aperture between two TEM cells, configured so that one cell acts as the transmitter while the other serves as the receiver as shown in Figure 2. Through proper calibration and by alternating the transmit/receive function of both cells, in theory this test allows for separation of “electric” and “magnetic” field insertion loss of the sample between the cells. Small aperture theory is used to explain the coupling between the two cells constituting the DTEM cell. If the aperture is electrically small, then the scattering effect is essentially equivalent to that produced by an appropriate set of dipole moments. These dipole moments may be used to predict the scattered fields, which in the case of the dual TEM cell give a description of the expected aperture coupling. The dipole moments depend on the incident (exciting) fields and the shape, size, and orientation of the aperture. These latter effects are summarized in a quantity termed the aperture polarizability [2, 6].

3. PROJECT AND REALIZATION
The main measurement method in the controlled medium was the coaxial holder method. This method uses a holder transmission line and a vector network analyzer, as is shown in Figure 1. The sample material is placed and fixed in the flanged circular coaxial transmission line holder. Generally, the maximum operating frequency is around 2 GHz. The increasing of the maximum operating frequency determines the decreasing of the flanged coaxial line dimensions and, of course, the sample dimensions. This measuring system is compact and allows automation and data proceeding by computer control. The difficulty of this measurement method arises from the sample preparation. Thus, the dimensions of the sample must be small, especially for higher frequency measurements and the influence of the contact resistance between the sample and the coaxial holder is necessary.

![Figure 1: $SE$ measurement device.](image-url)
to be considered. In this method we used the above mentioned theoretical descriptions. A device for coaxial holder method was made in the laboratory at DTEEE. This device consists of two cylindrical electrodes which are matched to 50 Ω transmission line. To generate and measure the SE the spectral analyzer N1996A-506 from Agilent was used. Before the measurement the device was calibrated to eliminate the device insertion loss and unwanted signals. The calibration sets the device insertion loss to zero. After the sample was inserted between the measuring electrodes on spectral analyzer, the level of insertion loss has changed. Signals were transmitted by coaxial cable. The frequency was scanned within the range of 10 MHz~1 GHz with 400 data points in both reflection and transmission. The samples SE was calculated from the measurement results [6].

Measurements of SE can be also based on the use of a dual-TEM cell (see Figure 3). A typical TEM (transverse electromagnetic) cell consists of a section of rectangular coaxial transmission line tapered down at each end to match ordinary 50 Ω coaxial line. The TEM cell is well established as a device that creates a known broad-band isolated test field. A dual-TEM cell is then simply a pair of TEM cells with the added feature of an aperture in a shared wall. The aperture transfers power from the driving cell fed at the Port 1 to the receiving cell. The insertion loss provided by putting a sample on the aperture gives an evaluation of the shielding effectiveness of the material (tested at Port 2 or 4) Figure 2.

The measuring place consists of an Agilent spectral analyzer and a DTEM cell. This cell has been designed for measurement with a 50Ω line and for measurement of thin samples with maximum dimensions of 100×100 mm. For electromagnetic field generation and analysis of the resulting signal a spectral analyser Agilent CSA Spectrum Analyzer N1996A-506 (from 100 kHz to 6 GHz) has been used. The apparatus incorporates both the signal generator and the spectrum analyzer. Signals

Figure 2: Block diagram of dual-TEM cell. Samples are placed between the two cells.

Figure 3: Dual-TEM cell for SE measurement.

Figure 4: Shielding effectiveness for FlecTron fabric.
were transmitted by coaxial cable. The frequency was scanned within the range of 10 MHz~1 GHz with 260 data points in both reflection and transmission. The samples $SE$ was calculated from the measurement results.

4. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

The following figures (Figures 5–8) show the measurement results of the shielding effectiveness of various shielding fabrics which were measured by the above described methods. The Figure 4 illustrates $SE$ measured with the coaxial holder method and the Figure 5 illustrates $SE$ measured with the DTEM cell. On both figures we can see that the results from the $SE$ measurement are approximately the same. There are shown few results from the tested materials, e.g., EMC plus3 thin woven shielding fabric with the surface resistance 0.01 Ω/m². The highest attenuation level of this fabric is at 0.5 GHz which is 35 dB in average. If we compare these measurement results with a non-woven fabric made from carbon fibers with a surface conductance of 10 Ω/m² then the EMC plus3 type fabric has slightly better shielding qualities. The shielding effectiveness of fabric made from carbon fibers is in average 15 dB in range from 0.2 to 1 GHz.

![Figure 5: Insertion loss for FlecTron fabric type.](image)

5. CONCLUSION

This research work preformed various measurement methods to compare the difference of shielding effectiveness between chamber structure and construction. The various chambers have different types of electromagnetic field and propagation of EM wave. There were proposed two different methods to describe and measure the fabric absorption quality. To verify the functionality of these methods an experimental measurement on few different types of samples has been made. The results of these experiments were demonstrated on graphic diagrams and they were described.
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Propagating Electromagnetic Wave in Layered Heterogeneous Medium
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Abstract—The paper presents the problem of numerical modelling of high frequency electromagnetic (EM) waves propagation in inhomogeneous materials. For this method, a numerical model was prepared. For a layered heterogeneous medium, an algorithm for the reflection on several layers was prepared in MatLab program environment. Reflection and refraction in many directions on heterogenous material are solved by means of the numerical method. Central in this respect are the refractions and reflections on the boundary of materials with different properties. This method is suitable for the design application of metamaterials. The deduced algorithm was projected for the wide spectrum of EM waves.

1. INTRODUCTION

Generally, inhomogeneities and regions with different parameters appear even in the cleanest materials. During the electromagnetic wave passage through a material there occur an amplitude decrease and a wave phase shift, owing to the material characteristics such as conductivity, permittivity, or permeability. If a wave impinges on an inhomogeneity, a change of its propagation there occurs. This change materializes in two forms, namely in reflection and refraction. In addition to this process, polarization and interference may appear in the waves.

2. ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES IN ISOTROPIC DIELECTRICS MATERIALS

Algorithms were generated in the Matlab program environment that simulates reflection and refraction in a lossy environment on the interface between two dielectrics. This section of the paper is linked to the previous modelling of light applying the related geometrical laws. The reflection and refraction is in accordance with Snell’s law for electromagnetic waves as shown in Fig. 1. The form of Snell’s law is

\[
\frac{\sin \theta_0}{\sin \theta_2} = \frac{k_2}{k_1} = \frac{\sqrt{j \omega \mu_2 \cdot (\gamma_2 + j \omega \varepsilon_2)}}{\sqrt{j \omega \mu_1 \cdot (\gamma_1 + j \omega \varepsilon_1)}}.
\]

where \( k \) is the wave number, \( \gamma \) is the conductivity, \( \varepsilon \) the permittivity and \( \mu \) the permeability. Relation (1) is defining for the boundary line between the dielectrics medium. Generally, \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \) are complex; then angle \( \theta_2 \) is also complex. An electromagnetic wave is understood as the electric field strength and the magnetic field strength. The electric component incident wave according to Fig. 1 follows the formula

\[
E_i = E_0 e^{-j k_1 u_{n0} \times r},
\]

where \( E_0 \) is the amplitude electric field strength on the boundary line, \( r \) is the positional vector, and \( u_{n0} \) is the unit vector of propagation direction.

The intensity of reflection beams and the intensity of refraction beams are expressed according to the formula

\[
E_r = E_i e^{-j k_1 u_{n1} \times r}, \quad E_t = E_2 e^{-j k_2 u_{n2} \times r},
\]

where \( E_1 \) is calculated from the intensity on boundary line \( E_0 \) and reflection coefficient \( \rho_E \) ,and \( E_2 \) is calculated from the intensity on boundary line \( E_0 \) and transmission factor \( \tau_E \):

\[
E_1 = \rho_E \cdot E_0, \quad E_2 = \tau_E \cdot E_0.
\]

The calculation of reflection coefficient \( \rho_E \) and transmission factor \( \tau_E \) with utilization of wave impedance \( Z_v \) is according to these relations:

\[
\rho_E = \frac{E_1}{E_0} = \frac{Z_{v2} \cos \theta_1 - Z_{v1} \cos \theta_2}{Z_{v2} \cos \theta_1 + Z_{v1} \cos \theta_2}, \quad \tau_E = \frac{E_2}{E_0} = \frac{2 Z_{v2} \cos \theta_1}{Z_{v2} \cos \theta_1 + Z_{v1} \cos \theta_2}.
\]
For numerical modelling, there is a suitable relation in the form of

\[
E_r = \frac{\mu_2 k_1 \cos \theta_0 - \mu_1 \sqrt{k_2^2 - k_1^2 \sin^2 \theta_0}}{\mu_2 k_1 \cos \theta_0 + \mu_1 \sqrt{k_2^2 - k_1^2 \sin^2 \theta_0}} E_0 \cdot e^{-j k_1 u_{n1} \cdot r},
\]

\[
E_t = \frac{2\mu_2 k_1 \cos \theta_0}{\mu_2 k_1 \cos \theta_0 + \mu_1 \sqrt{k_2^2 - k_1^2 \sin^2 \theta_0}} E_0 \cdot e^{-j k_2 u_{n2} \cdot r}.
\]

(6)

These relations are calculated from the basic variable and they facilitate an acceleration of the calculation process.

Interpretation of the Fresnel equations and Snell’s laws is simple in the case of the refraction on boundary line between the dielectrics medium. In case of refraction in a lossy medium, angle \( \theta_2 \) is complex. According to relation (1), angle \( \theta_2 \) depends on wave numbers \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \), which are generally complex; then, in medium 2 an inhomogeneous wave is propagated.

Example of reflection and refraction on a planar boundary line in COMSOL program is shown in Fig. 2 (at perpendicular incidence of the wave on the interface) and Fig. 3 (at the incidence of the wave on the interface at an angle of 45°).

For a layered heterogeneous medium, an algorithm is deduced for the reflection on several layers. The reflection and refraction on a heterogeneous material is solved by the help of the numerical method. The reflection on a layered material on \( n \) layers generates \( n \) primary electromagnetic waves, according to Fig. 4. The interpretation of propagation of electromagnetic waves on a
layered heterogeneous medium is according to relation
\[ E_{rl} = E_{il} \rho \frac{e^{-jk_{l+1} u_{nrl} \times r_l}}{E_{il}}, \quad E_{tl} = E_{il} \tau \frac{e^{-jk_{l+2} u_{ntl} \times r_l}}{E_{il}}, \] (7)

where \( E_{rl} \) and \( E_{tl} \) are the reflection and refraction electromagnetic waves on the boundary line \( l = 0, \ldots, \text{max} \) according to Fig. 2, \( E_{il} \) is the amplitude electric field strength on boundary line \( l \), \( \rho \) and \( \tau \) are the reflection coefficient and transmission factor on boundary line \( l \), \( k_l \) is the wave number of layer, \( r_l \) is the electromagnetic wave positional vector on boundary line \( l \), \( u_{ntl} \) and \( u_{nrl} \) are the unit vectors of propagation direction.

Special case is perpendicular incidence of the electromagnetic wave on the interface according to Fig. 5. The interpretation of perpendicular incidence for incident wave \( \tilde{E}_A \) and reflection wave \( \tilde{E}_A \) is according to relation
\[ \tilde{E}_A = \frac{e^{jk_2 u_{nA} \cdot r} + \rho_{12} \rho_{23} e^{-jk_2 u_{nA} \cdot r}}{\tau_{12} \tau_{23}} \tilde{E}_D, \quad \tilde{E}_A = \frac{\rho_{12} e^{jk_2 u_{nA} \cdot r} + \rho_{23} e^{-jk_2 u_{nA} \cdot r}}{\tau_{12} \tau_{23}} \tilde{E}_D, \] (8)

where \( \rho_{12} \) is reflection coefficient of wave in external medium which is reflective on boundary line 1, \( \rho_{21} \) is reflection coefficient of wave in internal medium which is reflective on boundary line 1. Transmission factors \( \tau \) are indexed analogically. \( k_2 \) is the wave number internal medium and \( u_{nA} \times r \) is distance between boundary lines.

The general case of arbitrary number of dielectric layers is shown in Fig. 6 [3]. There are \( M \) layers and \( M + 1 \) interface and \( M + 2 \) dielectric media, including the external media. The incident and reflected waves are considered on the top of each interface. The overall reflection response \( \rho_1 = \tilde{E}_1/\tilde{E}_1 \), can be obtained recursively in a variety of ways, such as by the propagation matrices, the propagation of the impedances at the interfaces, or the propagation of the reflection responses. The forward and backward waves on the top of interface \( i \) are related to those on the top of interface \( i + 1 \) by
\[ \begin{bmatrix} \tilde{E}_i \\ \tilde{E}_i \end{bmatrix} = \frac{1}{\tau_i} \begin{bmatrix} e^{jk_i u_{ni} \cdot r} & \rho_i e^{-jk_i u_{ni} \cdot r} \\ \rho_i e^{jk_i u_{ni} \cdot r} & e^{-jk_i u_{ni} \cdot r} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \tilde{E}_i + 1 \\ \tilde{E}_i + 1 \end{bmatrix}, \quad i = M, M - 1, \ldots, 1, \] (9)

where \( \tau_i = 1 + \rho_i \) and \( k_i u_{ni} r \) is the phase thickness of the \( i \) layer. Assuming no backward waves in the most bottom medium, these recursions are initialized at the \( (M + 1) \) interface as follows
\[ \begin{bmatrix} \tilde{E}_{M+1} \\ \tilde{E}_{M+1} \end{bmatrix} = \frac{1}{\tau_{M+1}} \begin{bmatrix} 1 & \rho_{M+1} \\ \rho_{M+1} & 1 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \tilde{E}_M' + 1 \\ 0 \end{bmatrix} = \frac{1}{\tau_{M+1}} \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 1 \\ \rho_{M+1} & 1 \end{bmatrix} \tilde{E}_{M+1}', \] (10)
Similarly the recursions for the total electric and magnetic fields, which are continuous across each interface, are given by

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
E_i \\
H_i
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
\cos(k_i \cdot u_{ni} \times r) & j \cdot Z_{vi} \sin(k_i \cdot u_{ni} \times r) \\
-j \cdot Z_{v}^{-1} \sin(k_i \cdot u_{ni} \times r) & \cos(k_i \cdot u_{ni} \times r)
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
E_{i+1} \\
H_{i+1}
\end{bmatrix}, \quad i = M, M - 1, \ldots, 1,
\]

(11)

3. CONCLUSION

Numerical modelling of wideband electromagnetic signals on field of multilayer and periodic structure optical materials in Matlab program is very time demanding. This method is suitable for specific purposes of detail analysis.

For simple cases (such as a planar interface), the behaviour of an impinging wave can be calculated analytically by the help of Snell’s refraction/reflection law and the Fresnel equations. However, it is difficult (and often infeasible) in more complex structures to perform an analytical calculation. Therefore, numerical methods are applied to facilitate the calculation process, and a wide range of programs like ANSYS, Comsol, or Matlab can be utilized in the realization of numerical modelling.

Algorithms created in the Matlab environment are verified by the help of programs based on the finite element method, namely programs such as Comsol and ANSYS. The paper includes a theoretical analysis and references to the generated algorithms, which are verified using numerical models.
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Measurement of Concentration and Water Flow
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Abstract—This article deals with the non-destructive measuring of water concentration and movement in the tissues of tree structures. The related measurement method is based upon monitoring impedance changes of the sensor or, alternatively, upon observing changes of the sensor resonance frequency in a porous material. Water flow and concentration affect the sensor permittivity and, thus, change its impedance. The final selection of the sensor was based on the corresponding experimental measurement in the DTEE anechoic chamber. The following analyses aimed at measuring water flow in the applied tube. The sensor was placed on the outside of the tube and connected with a vector analyzer. Then, we measured the impedance of the sensor in the range of 100 Hz to 40 MHz. The actual measurement process was realized at the DTEE outdoor facilities. For the measurement, we fixed the tube to one location and, subsequently, recorded the sensor impedance value during the through-flow of water. Another instance of experimental water flow measurement was performed in relation to the added magnetic field. We had created the magnetic field by the help of two super magnets. Magnetic fields both vertical and horizontal in relation to the sensor plane were tested. The last measurement task consisted in determining the dependence of the sensor impedance on the concentration of water in porous materials.

1. INTRODUCTION
The measurement of fluid concentration and its flow through tree structure tissues constitutes a rather difficult task that cannot be realized in a simple manner if the planned measurement process is conceived as non-destructive. In this respect, the presented report contains the analysis of an experimental method designed to support the basic evaluation of measurement utilizing electromagnetic sensors [1] to determine the characteristics of fluid flow through different strata of plants. The measurement method is based upon the monitoring of impedance changes that occur within the sensor environment, namely in the sensor resonance area above the porous material [2–4].

2. SENSORS
Four basic concepts have been theoretically designed and practically produced to facilitate the relevant research activities. Sensor No. 1 shown in Fig. 1 was realized during the preparations as a simple coil and operated in resonance mode; sensor No. 2, though operated similarly in resonance mode, consisted in a modified coil with capacitive coupling of the conducting plane (Fig. 1, No. 2). Sensor No. 3 was created in the form of an equivalent capacitor and operated in resonance mode, Fig. 1, No. 3. The last of these sensors was designed as a parallel configuration of capacity and induction of a magnetic field whose components are invariably out-of-parallel in relation to the fluid movement vector, Fig. 1, No. 4. During the actual process of measurement, we applied a vector analyzer in order to sample the fluid movement change at a low speed as well as to scan the fluid volume. Within this context, we also evaluated the resonance phase change of the sensor — measured sample system depending upon the fluid velocity and volume flow.

3. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENT OF WATER FLOW
The measurement method is based upon monitoring impedance changes of the sensor or, alternatively, upon observing changes of the sensor resonant frequency depending on the through-flowing water. The sensor was located in the immediate vicinity of the water through-flow and the subsequent processing of the measured values materialized through the OMICRON LAB BODE 100 vector analyzer. The actual experimental measurement took place in the DTEE anechoic chamber. The sensors were fixed on the outside of a hollow cylinder (tube) and interconnected with the vector analyzer; then, in the course of the water through-flowing, measurement was performed of the sensor impedance within the range of 100 Hz to 40 MHz.

The resulting instances of impedance behaviour for sensor No. 1 are provided in Fig. 2. The red curve corresponds to the module of the measured impedance, while the blue curve represents the impedance phase. Further, the dashed line shows the initial condition during which there is no flow of water through the cylinder and the continuous line indicates the period of water through-flow. It
follows from the measured values that, in general terms, the volume of through-flowing water can be measured by means of the sensor impedance change. A suitable method for the evaluation of water through-flow consists in measuring the change of the sensor impedance phase at the selected frequency; the feasibility of this procedure generally rests upon the fact that the phase characteristic of the sensor impedance is sufficiently steep. The resulting impedance behaviour related to the other sensors is not mentioned in this report owing to space limitations.

4. MEASUREMENT WITH MAGNETIC FIELD

The experimental measurement using $B$-field was realized at the outdoor facilities of the Department of Theoretical and Experimental Electrical Engineering. For the measurement, both vertical and horizontal applications of $B$-field were used; in this respect, the primary obtained results implied that the vertical $B$-field has a positive influence upon the sensitivity of the given system. However, it is necessary to perform other measurements in order to prove more reliably the effectiveness of the applied $B$-field for any higher-sensitivity analysis of the sensor impedance.

5. MEASUREMENT IN A FOREST

Utilizing the knowledge and observation obtained within the experimental stage of our work, we performed further measurements materialized in a forest through the medium of a tree and four sensors which, for the purposes of this research activity, were based upon a different (destructive) principle. Sensors numbered 1, 2, 3 and 4 were fixed to the tree (Fig. 4), with the measuring conductors connected to the analyzer.

Then, we calibrated the measuring system and started the actual procedure. The experimental measurement proceeded through the resonance frequency and phase reading for the period of three hours. In order to attain results capturing changes of through-flow in the tree, it is necessary
to repeat the daylong measurement procedure within the given season of the year. Our activities, however, aimed at verifying the measurement method based on laboratory experiments. When fully processed, the obtained results demonstrated the functionality of the sensors from the theoretical electro-magneto-hydrodynamic point of view.

The forest measurement took place at the grounds of Mendel University in Brno (the Mendel university of agriculture and forestry) and utilized a coniferous tree, the Scots Pine, as the test object (Fig. 3). The same tree has been used in the process of measuring fluid motion within a tree structure by the help of a different (destructive) method. The results obtained from both measuring approaches introduced herein have been subject to analysis.

Figures 5 and 6 show the results obtained from sensors numbered 1 and 4. These results correspond to impedance values of the individual sensors following their fixation to the structure.
of the tree. The red curves represent the module of the measured impedance, while the blue curves correspond to the impedance phase. It is obvious from the measured results that sensor 4, which combines the inductive and the capacitive principles, attains the highest quality \(Q\) of all the sensors.

6. CONCLUSION

The current trend in the process of given quantities measurement is markedly directed towards applying non-destructive methods. This report presents the description of a non-destructive method utilizable for measuring water through-flow and concentration. The measurement method is based on the monitoring of impedance changes of a sensor or, alternatively, on the observation of changes of the sensor resonant frequency in a porous material.

Four sensors have been experimentally designed and practically analyzed in order to perform the necessary measurements within this task. The primarily realized instances of measurement confirmed the applicability of the basic idea that the constructed sensors could be utilized for non-destructive measurement of fluid movement in porous materials. Another task consisted in measuring the given characteristics depending on the use of \(B\)-field; in this respect, the results imply that the \(B\)-field perpendicular to the fluid movement has a positive influence upon the sensitivity of the entire measurement system. However, it is necessary to perform further research in order to prove more reliably the effectiveness of the applied \(B\)-field. Here, an increase in the system sensitivity is most likely to provide significant support for the given measurement as well as a means to obtain more relevant results.

The last of the tasks realized was a practical forest measurement. While it is true that the measurement time period would have to be substantially longer in order to provide results with a higher degree of accuracy, we also have to point out that our activities were aimed mainly at verifying the measurement method based on laboratory experiments. The obtained results have been duly analyzed to sustain further development of the described method. It is obvious from these results that sensor 4, which combines the inductive and the capacitive principles, attains the highest quality \(Q\) of all the sensors applied. Therefore, the sensor is most likely to be prioritized within the planned non-destructive measurements. The reading of the sensor resonant frequency by an automatic reading system will be made more accurate. By means of long-term measurement of a given quantity, more relevant results will be secured for further comparison with the effects of the destructive method.
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Using Metamaterials as Electromagnetic Lens for MR Tomograph
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Abstract—It is possible to manipulate electromagnetic field by means of dielectric materials. Electromagnetic field will be affected due to values of dielectric constant \( \varepsilon_r \) and permeability \( \mu_r \). Viktor Veselago has defined theoretically the usage of material with negative parameters (metamaterial) as an electromagnetic lens. If we put metamaterial between transceiver and receiver, we can see an increase in detected energy. It appears that the metamaterial behaves like an electromagnetic lens. The subject of this work is construction and optimization of electromagnetic lens for mid-field MR tomograph. Principles of lens construction are in [1–3]. Paper contains analytic calculations of basic design of the lens and numerical calculations of the optimized lens.

1. INTRODUCTION

Metamaterials are composite structures which have electrical and magnetic parameters (permittivity and permeability) which don’t exist in the nature. Metamaterials are composed of small segments. For example, they compose of long parallel conductors or planar coils. In fact, metamaterials aren’t homogenous. But if we use an electromagnetic wave with wavelength much larger than the size of metamaterial segment, we can consider the metamaterial as homogenous. Generally, metamaterials with negative parameters represent the media which has negative value effective permittivity \( \varepsilon_{ef} \) or permeability \( \mu_{ef} \) [1]. These materials are known since 1960s [5, 6] but only theoretically.

Negative permeability can increase magnetic coil range. It means that metamaterial with negative permeability behave as an electromagnetic lens [3]. Negative effective permeability can be created by Split Ring Resonators (SRR) [1]. The resonator is constructed as a concentric metal ring with interspaces. These rings are deposited as regular matrix on dielectric substrate. Figure 1(a) shows one Double Split Ring resonator. Figure 1(b) shows matrix of Double Split Ring resonators. On these periodic structure will be created negative permeability.

2. ELECTROMAGNETIC LENS CONSTRUCTION

For construction of electromagnetic lens a Single Split Ring Resonators (SSRR) is used. Resonators have outer diameter 5 mm and inner diameter 3.5 mm. These resonators are putted as regular matrix on the dielectric substrate FR4 as shows Figure 2(a). The substrate thickness is 2 mm and relative permittivity is 4.5. On the substrate are five resonators in a row and five in a column. Numeric analysis of this structure was performed with Comsol software. If planar electromagnetic wave with varying frequency is fed on the structure it resonates on frequency over 6 GHz. The frequency characteristic of \( S_{21} \) parameter is shown in Figure 3(a). The frequency of the MR system is 198.75 MHz. But single split resonators for that frequency would be too big. That is why the constructed resonators with resonant frequency about 6 GHz has been modified by means of chip
Figures 2: (a) Lens structure design, (b) lens realization.

Figure 3: Results of numerical analysis of $S_{21}$ for: (a) basic resonators, (b) resonators with chip capacitors.

Capacitors. There ceramic chip capacitors has been assembled over the interspaces [1, 4, 7]. Capacity calculation was made analytically and then numerically with Comsol software. Parameter $S_{21}$ of numeric solution is shown in Figure 3(b). Capacity value is 112 pF. This capacity was approximated as parallel combination three chip capacitors: $C_1 = 100$ pF, $C_2 = 10$ pF, $C_3 = 1.2$ pF. Lens realization is shown Figure 2(b). The measured resonance frequency of the lens is 199 MHz.

3. LENS OPTIMALIZATION

The solution described above is inconvenient in many aspects. The main inconvenience is the inaccuracy of capacitors and soldered pads. Next inconvenience is the need of the surface mount. That’s why we have designed the spiral resonator. This design was created with Comsol software. Spiral resonators are possible to manufacture as a planar types without the external component assembly. That is the main advantage of these resonators. Diameter of this resonator is 7 mm, width of ring strip is 0.1 mm and number of the turns is eight. The rings are etched on the substrate CER10. Relative permittivity of this substrate is 10 and substrate thickness is 1 mm. Spiral resonator is shown in Figure 4(a). The calculated $S_{21}$ parameter of the spiral resonator is shown in Figure 5(a).

There are many technology problems of manufacturing. Therefore the resonators are manufactured with resonant frequency lower than desired and then the resonators have to be trimmed. Trimmed spiral resonator is shown in Figure 4(b). Parameter $S_{21}$ of the trimmed spiral resonator is shown in Figure 5(b).

The main requirement for metamaterials application is that the wavelength of electromagnetic wave is much higher than the segments of the metamaterial. Therefore the next design is double-sided spiral resonator. A resonator has square shape and in the middle is via. Via connected both sides of the resonator. For the double sided resonator the CER10 substrate is used again. Size of the resonator is 5 mm. Width of the one ring strip is 0.1 mm and number of turns is five. Double-sided resonator is shown in Figure 6. Parameter $S_{21}$ in shown in Figure 7.
Figure 4: (a) spiral resonator design, (b) trimmed spiral resonator design.

Figure 5: (a) $S_{21}$ of the spiral resonator, (b) parameter $S_{21}$ of trimmed spiral resonator.

Figure 6: $S_{21}$ of the spiral double-sided resonator.

Figure 7: $S_{21}$ of the spiral double-sided resonator.

4. CONCLUSION

The properties of the first prototype of the designed lens have been examined. The chip capacitors assembly brings a lot of issues, which has to be solved to obtain a correct behaving device. Hence, the new resonator structure has been proposed as a planar resonator with distributed capacitance.
in the form of spiral layout. Two designs have been described — the single sided spiral resonator and the double sided spiral resonator. In this configuration the resonant frequency can be trimmed in order to achieve the desired value.

The results of applied research of metamaterial structures for low frequencies ($f \sim 200$ MHz) are discussed in the paper. In order to achieve the possibility of real application in MR systems a lot of theoretical issues has to be solved. The other area to research is the technology of these structures fabrication and its properties measurement.
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The Design of High-impedance and High-voltage Input Amplifier for Measurement of Electropotentials on Solid-liquid Phase Boundary
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Abstract—On the interface of solid-liquid phases of water solutions, certain electric potential occurs during the freezing process. This is caused unequal distribution of ions between the solid and liquid phases. As freezing is often used for the preservation of biological samples, the influence of the electric field induced by this process upon biological samples is the subject of investigation. For this purpose, we constructed specialized measuring devices to facilitate the measurement of this potential.

In this paper, a design will be analyzed of an electrometric amplifier for the measurement of voltage in the order of hundreds volts. Because the measured source shows a very high inner resistance and low capacity, the amplifier input resistance must be greater than $10^{14} \, \Omega$ with a negligible parallel capacity. For the same reason, using an input voltage divider is a problematic step. Such a high input impedance can be achieved only when applying a special input amplifier. A standard operational amplifier shows a measurement range of about $\pm 10 \, \text{V}$, for the expansion of this range excluding the input voltage divider, it is necessary to use voltage shifting for the operational amplifier power supply. A circuit with floating supplies is susceptible to oscillation unless supported by the right frequency corrections. The proposed electrometric amplifier with a high voltage input range will be simulated using Pspice.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the field of research into biochemical substances there has emerged the need to measure the electric potential of phase changes upon solidification of aqueous solutions. This potential is referred to as freezing potential or Workam-Reynolds phenomenon \cite{1–5}. At this point, it is necessary to note that the results obtained by the related researchers differed in respect to the applied measuring method, measurement system configuration, and methodology. When performing a comparison of these results, readers of the herein mentioned reports can identify within the measured potentials a scatter that ranges between 100 mV and hundreds of volts for a chemically identical sample. The principle of freezing potential consists in the generation of an electric charge on the interface of fluid and solid \cite{2}; the described process is typical of water or liquid solutions! A separation of charge occurs between ice and a solution. This separation results from differences in the partition coefficients of anions and cations and it generates an electric potential, which is known as freezing potential. The mobility of ions is changed upon freezing. A model of freezing potential was first created by Lefebre \cite{2}; the proposed approach includes charge generation, redistribution and neutralization. This model was later perfected by Bronshteyn and Chernov, who included a charge redistribution in ice due to ionic diffusion and H\textsuperscript{+} ion flow driven by the electrical field in the crystal.

2. THE MEASURING APPARATUS

The basic research was materialized in laboratory conditions showing a lower degree of repeatability. For this reason, we designed and built a measuring apparatus (Fig. 1); the illustration of its primary internal structure is provided in Fig. 2. In the described measurement device concept, cooling has been preset in the direction from the bottom to the upper sections of the apparatus. Thus, we can attain repeated generation and measurement of an electric potential on the interface of the sample solid phase. At the moment when ice reaches the inner electrode, discharge occurs and the measured electric voltage will drop to zero.

The entire measuring device is positioned in a thermally insulated vessel where liquid nitrogen will be produced (nitrogen boiling temperature equals to $-195,80^\circ \text{C}$). The lower section of the vessel shows a shape and configuration enabling high-quality accumulation and transfer of heat (with cooling realized by means of liquid nitrogen); simultaneously, however, the vessel facilitates
the elimination of problems resulting from the change in linear expansion. In the shielded vessel having a hot and a cold section there exists free, gas-filled space that prevents the occurrence of air humidity freezing. At the very initial stage of measurement, the head housing a capillary as well as the sample to be tested is inserted in an overcooled duralumin monobloc; thus, a repeatable refrigeration process starts. At the moment of the sample insertion in the overcooled space, the tested sample phase begins to change and the fluid-solid phase interface progressively moves upwards; now, freezing potential is measured. Following the phase change reach of the other electrode, freezing potential will discharge itself.

3. THE PROPOSED MEASURING STRING
An electric potential on the interface between two phases of the sample behaves as a source of potential with a high differential resistance. The measurement must be realized using a system with an electrometric amplifier at the input. The duralumin monobloc temperature is measured by the help of a PT100-type metal resistive sensor.

The supply of the sensor materializes through the source of constant current 1mA; in addition, voltage scanning is realized on the sensing device (element). The digitization of the related two voltages takes place through an Agilent U2352A data acquisition measurement module. Further, the data measured are processed by a PC using the Agilent VEE environment. The temperature provided by the PT100-type platinum sensor is evaluated by means of solving the quadratic equation. The measurement result consists in the time behaviour of freezing potential in the time domain.

4. THE ELECTROMETRIC AMPLIFIER
In the process of designing an electrometric amplifier there may occur a certain technical problem concerning high input voltage. As a consequence, the measured voltage value can range within several hundreds of volts. A standard solution consists in applying a resistor divider at the input, Fig. 4. In electrobiole, however, we can not use this type of solution as the signal source contains capacity in orders of pF; even when special high-ohm 100 GΩ resistors are used, the discharge time constant of the circuit ranges within orders of tenths of seconds. It is therefore obvious from the description that the discussed solution does not help us to meet the desired target.
One of the proposed methods of solution to the problem lies in the application of an electrometric amplifier not equipped with any input divider; in this type of amplifier, then, we assume floating power supply in relation to the input voltage. Fig. 8 shows the diagram of such an amplifier. Here, the input voltage is amplified by an electrometric amplifier supplied from a floating source. The related output is connected to a high-voltage amplifier supplied by a raising voltage changer. This output manages a high-voltage straight line source, which shifts voltage levels of the electrometric amplifier. The input voltage is read at the high-voltage source output. The internal resistance of this configuration is defined only by the electrometric amplifier volume resistivity and may reach up to $10^{14}$ Ω. The discharge time constant is, with inner capacity of the signal source, approximately 1000 s, which will not affect the measured values of freezing potential.

![Resistor divider at the input.](image1)

![The block diagram of an electrometric amplifier with floating power supply.](image2)

![A floating supply electrometric amplifier: an instance of oscillation.](image3)

![A frequency compensated amplifier.](image4)

A diagram of this type of electrometric amplifier has been designed and simulated using Spice. In the design, an OZ LMC6041 was utilized as an electrometric amplifier; typically, its input current is 2 fA. Fig. 6 presents the overall diagram. Operational amplifiers having the input voltage of 300 V are generally not available, therefore we built a high-voltage amplifier based on discrete hv transistors. Owing to the connection sensitivity to oscillation, it is necessary to use correct values of capacitor $C_1$. With respect to the maximum input resistance, the amplifier does not have input protection. This problem is solved through the application of $RC$ filter(s) $R_{10}$ and $C_2$. The filter restrains voltage spikes at the input and the amplifier is capable of monitoring the changes occurring at its own input.

Figure 7 provides an example of possible oscillations: the input voltage is shown as the violet course, while the output voltage pertains to the dark green course. Fig. 8 illustrates the situation following compensation. At the beginning of the measurement, the amplifier input must be short-circuited in order to facilitate stabilization of the initial conditions. Simulation in the Pspice environment indicates input resistance at $10^{14}$ ohm. The amplifier input current is markedly represented by the charging of capacitor $C_2$ during the input voltage changes.
5. THE MEASURED DATA

Using a special electrometric amplifier as well as measurement apparatuses, we measured the potentials of chemical solutions. At the initial stage of the experiments, the measurement was degraded by an electric charge in certain parts of the measuring apparatus. The effects on the concerned parts manifested themselves adversely during the experiment evaluation. Voltage surge caused by the freezing of the solution occurred non-repeatedly and its amplitude showed different character-
istics. The situation is described in Fig. 9, which shows the charging of spurious capacities. Fig. 10 shows the freezing potential added to an erroneous signal from the electric charge of structural parts of the apparatus.

6. CONCLUSION

A special electrometric amplifier has been designed and frequency-compensated. The amplifier is capable of performing measurement in the order of hundreds of volts with a large input resistivity. By the help of the measuring apparatus, we measured potential at the interface of the sample phase change. The measured data show that this potential can be repeatedly measured using a structurally modified apparatus.
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Abstract—We establish approached analytical expressions that show that the beam produced after diffraction of a gaussian beam by an opaque disk and collimation by a lens can be described by a diffraction-free \(J_0\) Bessel function. We further show that a similar analytical expression can be established in the case of femtosecond pulses.

1. INTRODUCTION

Diffraction-free beams have attracted much attention since pioneer work of Durnin and co-workers [1]. Different beam-shaping techniques exist, based on the use of an annular aperture, a computer generated-hologram or an axicon [2]. Although an annular aperture induces many losses, the technique based on this element has recovered much interest in view of recent studies involving sub-wavelength apertures [3]. They could indeed allow the design of systems in sub-wavelength optics.

We have recently proposed another method based on the occultation of an incident beam. We could indeed demonstrate that diffraction of a Gaussian beam by an opaque disk leads to the generation of a diverging Bessel-like beam, that can then be collimated with a lens into a diffraction-compensated beam [4, 5]. Numerical developments could corroborate experimental results. They showed that the beam diffracted by the opaque disk can be expressed as a sum of approximately 20 Bessel functions of odd orders. Unfortunately, these expressions are so complex that they do not allow to establish any simple expression of the diffraction-compensated beam after the collimating lens. Numerical integration is required to obtain correct simulations. We present in this communication a simplest formulation. After some simplifications that are detailed expressly, the beam is shown to be correctly described by a zeroth-order Bessel diffraction-free beam. We further show that this expression can be generalized to the case of 100 fs incident pulses.

2. DIFFRACTION BY AN OPAQUE DISK

We consider the diffraction of a Gaussian beam by an opaque disk, as described in Figure 1. A CW laser beam is first filtered through a pinhole. The filtered beam, which is a quasi-gaussian beam, is then focused with a lens \(L_1\). An opaque disk whose diameter D is 300 \(\mu m\) is positioned just before the focus point. It is well centered on the optical axis, but behind the focus point. A lens \(L_2\) collimates the beam diffracted by the opaque disk. The opaque disk is exactly positioned at the focus point of the lens \(L_2\). The diffracted pattern is observed with a CCD camera.

According to the paraxial approximation, the expression of the scalar electric field diffracted by the opaque disk is given at distance \(z\) after the disk by:

\[
\begin{equation}
  u(x, y, z) = -\int_{disk} \int_{screen} \frac{2 i k}{4\pi(z-z_q)} e^{-\frac{x^2+y^2}{w(z_q)^2}} e^{-ik\frac{x^2+y^2}{2R(z_q)}} e^{ik(z-z_q)+i\left(\frac{(z-z_q)^2+2(z-z_q)x+2(z-z_q)y}{2(z-z_q)}\right)} dx_q dy_q
\end{equation}
\]

\(w(z_q)\) and \(R(z_q)\) represent the waist and the beam radius of the incident Gaussian beam, in the plane of the opaque disk. After some developments, this integral can be written

\[
  u(x, y, z) = -\frac{2ikD^2e^{ik(z-z_q)}e^{-a(z)}}{8(z-z_q)} \sum_{m=0}^{+\infty} (-1)^m \left(\frac{1}{2a(z)}\right)^{m+1} \left(\frac{k\rho D}{2(z-z_q)}\right)^m J_m\left(\frac{k\rho D}{2(z-z_q)}\right) (1)
\]

where: \(a(z) = \frac{D^2}{4}(\frac{1}{w(z_q)^2} - ik(\frac{1}{2(z-z_q)} - \frac{1}{2R(z_q)})\)).

Figure 2 shows the comparison between an experimental profile, the theoretical development of reference [4] and the present expansion considering only the coefficient \(m = 0\) (first-order approximation). For these experimental results, the laser source is a CW He-Ne laser emitting at...
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Figure 1: Experimental set-up.

Figure 2: Comparison between the experimental profile, the new development limited to the sole $J_0$ Bessel function, and the old development of reference [4] which required the sum of 20 Bessel functions of odd orders.

632.8 nm. The focal length of $L_1$ is 10 cm. Focus point is 15 cm after the lens $L_1$. The diameter of the focus point is 70 µm at $1/e$. The opaque disk is 3.5 mm behind the focus point. The diffracted pattern is observed with a CCD camera positioned 10.5 cm after the opaque disk (Lens $L_2$ is not present in this first experiment). We can see that the first-order approximation using only a $J_0$ Bessel function allows a good fit of experimental results. Expression (1) can thus be reasonably simplified by the zeroth-order Bessel function in paraxial approximation. So, we get

$$u(x, y, z) = -\frac{2ikD^2e^{ik(z-z_q)}}{8(z-z_q)}e^{i\frac{k\rho^2}{2(z-z_q)}}e^{-a(z)}J_0\left(\frac{k\rho D}{2(z-z_q)}\right)$$

with $\rho = \sqrt{x^2 + y^2}$.

Note that the expansion limited to the sole $J_0$ Bessel function does never diverge. For comparison, expansions of higher orders would be more precise in their domain of convergence, but they would be limited to a domain of convergence given by $\rho < 4|a|(z-z_q)/(kD)$. In this case, the limit is $\rho < 2.5$ mm.

3. DIFFRACTION FREE BEAMS AFTER COLLIMATION BY A LENS

let us now consider collimation by the lens as detailed in Figure 1. On the plane $z = z_c$ where the collimating lens is located, the scalar field is reduced to the zeroth-order Bessel function in paraxial approximation. Propagation through the lens is then described by a transmitting phase factor, while propagation in free space after the lens can be expressed with a Fresnel transform. Assuming that the radius $R$ of the lens $L_2$ is very large, these operations lead to a very simple result. If the opaque disk is located just on the focus point of the lens $L_2$, that is $f_{L_2} = z_c - z_q$, The amplitude of the scalar field on the plane $z'$ after the collimating lens $L_2$ can indeed be written:
where theorem, we obtain the diffraction intensity:

$$I(\rho, z) = \frac{C}{16(z - z_q)^2} e^{-\frac{\rho^2}{2\omega(z - z_q)^2}} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \left| \tilde{U}(\vec{r}, \omega) \right|^2 \left| \tilde{G}(\omega) \right|^2 d\omega$$

where $C$ is a normalization constant. It gives:

$$I(\rho, z) = \frac{C w(z_q)^4}{16(z - z_q)^2} e^{-\frac{\rho^2}{2\omega(z - z_q)^2}} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \frac{1}{1 + \tau^2} e^{-\left(\frac{\omega - \omega_0}{\Delta \omega}\right)^2} J_0^2(\alpha \omega) d\omega$$

with $\alpha = \rho D/(2c(z - z_q))$ and $\tau = w(z_q)^2/(2c)((z - z_q)^{-1} - R(z_q)^{-1})$. Typical values of the parameters are $\alpha \approx 10^{-14}$ s, $\tau \approx 10^{-16}$ s, $\omega_0 \approx 3000$ THz, $\Delta \omega \approx 30$ THz. Introducing the new variable $x = (\omega - \omega_0)/\Delta \omega$, it is thus possible to expand the integral of previous relation in a series of powers of $\Delta \omega$. Simulations are presented in Figure 4. They show simulations using first-order, third-order and fifth-order Taylor-type expressions and the old integration of reference [6] in the case of 100 fs pulses. All simulations deliver very similar results in our case, because the spectrum width is relatively small. It appears that the first-order expansion is sufficient. Assuming then that the lens radius is very large, the expression of the intensity after the collimating lens can be evaluated and after some steps, it can be approached by:

$$u(x', y', z') = -\frac{2ikD^2e^{ik(z' - z_q)}e^{-a(z_c)}}{16a(z_c)(z_c - z_q)} e^{-\frac{ik}{4(z_c - z_q)^2} \frac{\rho^2}{\omega(z_c - z_q)^2}} J_0 \left( \frac{kpD}{2(z_c - z_q)} \right)$$

with $\rho' = (x'^2 + y'^2)^{1/2}$. (3)

To illustrate this, Figure 3 shows a comparison between the beam patterns predicted 30 cm after the collimating lens using the old expansion of reference [4] over 20 Bessel functions of odd orders (Figure (a)), and the pattern predicted using the first-order $J_0$ Bessel function approximation (Figure (b)). Other parameters are the opaque disk diameter $D = 300 \mu$m, $z_q = 3.5 \mu$m, and $f_{(L2)} = 25 \mu$m. Although they are not reported here, transverse profiles show a good quantitative accordance between experimental profiles and both theoretical developments. The $J_0$ Bessel approximation (3) is thus a good approached expression of the nondiffracting beam and is theoretically justified.

4. FEMTOSECOND DIFFRACTION FREE PULSES

Femtosecond pulses exhibit a large spectrum and the previous model cannot be used anymore. We consider ultrashort pulses with constant waist width under the paraxial approximation. Their propagation can be described by a combination of Fresnel diffraction for each spectral component, and a temporal filter for proper superposition of the components [6]. In the temporal Fourier domain, we can write $\tilde{E}(\vec{r}, \omega) = \tilde{U}(\vec{r}, \omega) \tilde{G}(\omega)$ where $\tilde{E}(\vec{r}, \omega)$ is the Fourier transform of the diffracted field $E(\vec{r}, t)$, and $\tilde{G}(\omega) = \exp(-\omega^2/\Delta \omega^2)$ is the spectrum of the pulses. By using the Parseval theorem, we obtain the diffraction intensity:

$$I(\rho, z) = \frac{C}{16(z - z_q)^2} e^{-\frac{\rho^2}{2\omega(z - z_q)^2}} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \left| \tilde{U}(\vec{r}, \omega) \right|^2 \left| \tilde{G}(\omega) \right|^2 d\omega$$

Figure 3: Comparison between (a) the old development of reference [4] which required the sum of 20 Bessel functions of odd orders and (b) the new development limited to the sole $J_0$ Bessel function.
Figure 4: Comparison between first-order, third-order and fifth-order Taylor-type expressions and old numerical treatment of reference [6]. All curves are superposed.

\[ I(\rho', z') = \frac{Cw(z_q)^4}{16(z_c - z_q)^2} e^{-\frac{\rho'^2}{2w(z_q)^2}} \frac{\Delta \omega \sqrt{\pi} J_0^2(\beta \omega)}{1 + \tau^2 \omega_0^2} \quad \text{with} \quad \beta = \frac{\rho'D}{2c(z_c - z_q)}. \]

This relation shows the diffraction free nature of the beam. This expression represents a very important simplification of previous procedures which required long numerical developments as detailed in reference [6].

5. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have established approached analytical expressions that show that the beam produced after diffraction of a gaussian beam by an opaque disk and collimation by a lens can be described by a diffraction-free \( J_0 \) Bessel function. We have further showed that a similar analytical expression can be established in the case of femtosecond pulses. Those simple analytical relations allow the design of systems in different wavelength regions, particularly in the microwave regime, while very long computing times were necessary using previous numerical developments.
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Abstract—We present the results of a statistical rescaled range \((R/S)\) analysis of natural electromagnetic noise in the extremely low frequency (ELF) band. The Hurst exponent was derived from the records of two horizontal magnetic antennas taken in Antarctica with a sample frequency of 512 Hz, to guarantee enough resolution with the small number of samples in the analysis. The study shows that ELF radio noise is a persistent random process, maintaining its value between 0.75 and 0.85 for the different series analyzed. A numerical simulation was performed, in which each discharge was modeled by the radiated field of a wire antenna excited by a Gaussian pulse, demonstrating a way of inferring lightning rates from \(R/S\) analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION

Fractals are uncommon mathematical objects defined in an imprecise way that shows auto-resemblance, i.e., one part is similar to the whole. The auto-resemblance concept is equivalent to scale invariance. Fractals are interesting because many natural phenomena have auto-resemblance. Traditional geometry does not account for the properties of these shapes. The mathematician Benoît Mandelbrot, known for his work with fractals, defines a fractal set as a collection having a fractal dimension higher than its topological dimension. The Hurst exponent, which is involved in \(R/S\) calculations, relates to the fractal dimension \([1]\).

Natural electromagnetic noise in the ELF band produced by electrical storms on Earth can be studied in terms of the Hurst exponent by employing \(R/S\) analysis. This technique was developed by the engineer Harold Edwin Hurst in order to study the Nile floods, with the aim of optimizing water retention. The method is fully described in \([2, 3]\).

In this work we present the \(R/S\) analysis of three records of both (North-South and East-West) horizontal components of the magnetic field, taken between January and February 2008 in Antarctica (where the anthropogenic noise should be low), employing the magnetotelluric method \([4]\).

2. \(R/S\) ANALYSIS

\(R/S\) analysis starts from a digital series of \(2^N\) samples, which in our case is a magnetic field time series. For each value of the index \(i\) (\(1 \leq i \leq N\)) we can define a partition of the series, which consists of splitting it into data blocks of \(M = 2^i\) length. The average is then calculated from each partition \(i\) for each data block \(j\):

\[
\langle x \rangle_{i,j} = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{l=1}^{M} x_{(j-1) \cdot M + l},
\]

(1)

to obtain the sum (integral) of the time series with the average value taken

\[
y_{j}(k) = \sum_{l=1}^{k} (x_{j}(l) - \langle x \rangle_{i,j}).
\]

(2)

The range and standard deviation is also calculated from each partition \(i\) for each data block \(j\):

\[
R_{i,j} = \max_{l \leq k \leq M} (y_{j}(k)) - \min_{l \leq k \leq M} (y_{j}(k))
\]

(3)
\[ S_{i,j} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{M} \sum_{l=1}^{M} (x_j(l) - \langle x \rangle_{i,j})^2}. \] (4)

The average value of \( R_{i,j} \) and \( S_{i,j} \) can be calculated for each partition \( i \), and \( Z[M] \) is defined as the quotient between them:

\[ Z[M] \equiv \frac{R_M}{S_M} = \frac{\langle R_{i,j} \rangle}{\langle S_{i,j} \rangle}. \] (5)

The Hurst exponent is defined from the empiric relation between the coefficient \( Z \) and the number of samples in the data block by following a power relation which indicates scale invariance:

\[ Z = \left( \frac{M}{2} \right)^{Hu} \] (6)

\( Hu \) being the Hurst exponent (also called \( K \) by H. E. Hurst and later \( H \) by B. Mandelbrot). \( R/S \) analysis tries to find a power relation between \( Z \) and the number of samples, as illustrated in Equation (6). By representing \( \log_2(Z(M)) \) against \( I = \log_2(M) \) we obtain a straight line whose slope determines the Hurst exponent. The Hurst exponent takes values in the interval (0.7, 0.8) for many geophysical processes [5, 6]. Due to the complexity of natural electromagnetic phenomena and of those involving different scales in general [7], it is convenient to define different Hurst exponents for different time windows, i.e., for different numbers of samples.

We can think of a time series as the sum of discontinuities, tendencies, periodic components and a stochastic component. The last of these would account for all the effects not included in those listed previously. One important fact to ascertain about a time series is whether its behavior is persistent, random or anti-persistent. If neighboring samples are not correlated then the stochastic component is random and the Hurst exponent takes values of \( Hu = 0.5 \). If the correlation is positive then the local fluctuations are lower than the average fluctuations and the behavior is persistent. If the correlation is negative then the neighbor values tend to be far apart and the behavior is anti-persistent [3]. In summary, if \( 0.5 < Hu < 1 \) then the series is persistent and if \( 0 < Hu < 0.5 \) then the series is anti-persistent.

The time series employed in this study corresponds to a sample frequency of 512 Hz and the number of samples is \( 2^{18} = 262144 \), which corresponds to roughly 9 minutes of recording. The measurements were taken at three different sites, called \( S_{22}, S_{23}, \) and \( S_{24} \). We obtained the \( Z \) coefficient as a function of the number of samples in the data block, as can be seen in Figure 1.

The \( Z \) coefficient shows a common behavior for the six series at values of \( I \leq 6 \). At around \( I = 6 \) we can observe a change in the slope and a major difference in the \( Z \) values. In order to obtain the Hurst exponent in different time scales a linear adjustment has been made, by using earlier and later points for each adjustment. The results can be seen in Figure 2. For the interval \( I = 3–5 \), the Hurst exponent falls between 0.75–0.85, depending on the component and the site. For a time scale of \( I = 6–9 \), the exponents take values around 0.5, which correspond to random

![Figure 1](image1.png)  
**Figure 1:** \( \log(Z) \) against \( I = \log(M) \) representation for the horizontal components of the magnetic field at three different sites.

![Figure 2](image2.png)  
**Figure 2:** \( Hu \) against \( I = \log(M) \) representation for the horizontal components of the magnetic field at three different sites.
behavior. When the number of samples increases, i.e., for $I > 9$, the Hurst exponent goes beyond unity (not shown in the figure). This happens because as the number of samples increases we have fewer data blocks to average.

$R/S$ analysis is sensitive to the internal structure of the noise and could therefore be a tool for finding its different sources and the specific processes involved in its generation. The statistical treatment of the time series is not hard to implement; the difficulty here is in establishing the connection between the results and the underlying physical processes. In [5], a possible relation between global lightning activity (i.e., the global lightning rate) and the number of samples in which $Hu$ abandons its persistent behavior (see Figure 2) is indicated. This relation can be expressed as:

$$r = \frac{f_s}{m_k}$$

where $r$ is the average number of lightning strokes per second, $f_s$ is the sample frequency and $m_k$ is the number of samples in which $Hu$ starts to decrease towards 0.5 (knee of the curve). From the results depicted in Figure 2 we can establish a global lightning rate of 16–32 strokes per second, because the sample frequency is 512 Hz. This result is in agreement with other observations [8].

In order to corroborate the empirical law expressed in Equation (7), a numerical simulation has been performed. The field generated by a stroke has been substituted by the response of a wire dipole antenna to a Gaussian pulse excitation. Hallén’s equation has been solved for the spectral content by using the Method of Moments (MoM) to obtain the distribution of charge and current in the antenna. From these distributions we can obtain the temporal fields by using the Inverse Fourier Transform, and by applying Jefimenko’s expressions we can obtain the electric and magnetic fields at any point in the space [9]. We have taken the electric field measured in the equatorial plane at a distance of five times the length of the antenna. This is a resonant structure and the radiated field presents resonances (see Figure 3), like the electromagnetic noise in the Earth-ionosphere cavity in the ELF band.

Each “stroke” of our numerical simulation is composed of 774 samples and the “natural electromagnetic noise” is obtained by superposing strokes with a fixed time interval in between, giving a final signal composed of $2^{16}$ samples. The lightning rate is selected according to the number of samples inserted between two discharges. For this study, three different signals were created, with a distance between discharges of 16, 64 and 128 samples, which correspond to $1/16$, $1/64$ and $1/128$ strokes per second respectively (we are taking $f_s = 1$ Hz).

$R/S$ analysis has been applied to these signals. In Figure 4, we can observe the behavior of $\log_2 Z$ as a function of $I = \log_2 N$. The legend of the figure indicates the number of samples inserted between strokes and represents, as previously stated, the inverse of the lightning rate. So the curve labeled as 16 presents a constant value for $Hu$ until $I = 4$, where the knee appears and its value changes abruptly to 0. As stated in Equation (7), the lightning rate must be $1/16$, which coincides with its theoretical value. The same happens for the other two synthetic signals, where the knee appears at $I = 6$ and $I = 7$, which means rates of $1/64$ and $1/128$ lightning per second respectively.

The signals recorded in Antarctica present similar lightning rates and we cannot differentiate between them regarding the location of the knee. It would be necessary to record signals at maximum and minimum times of lightning activity in order to see the differences with the method presented.

![Figure 3: Electric field spectrum radiated by a wire antenna, measured at its equatorial plane.](image)

![Figure 4: $R/S$ analysis applied to the numerical simulation.](image)
3. CONCLUSION

In this study, the $R/S$ method has been applied to ELF-band (512 Hz sample frequency) electromagnetic noise, measured in Antarctica during January and February 2008. The Hurst exponent obtained shows the persistent behavior of the process for the scale between $2^2$ and $2^5$, and random behavior between $2^6$ and $2^9$. The number of samples where the transition occurs seems to be related to the lightning rate in the atmosphere, as shown in a numerical simulation.
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Abstract—In this paper we present a simple method to solve the Biot-Savart formula by calculation the magnetic field created at each point (M) in the three dimension (3D) mesh of the study area by a hybrid method.

1. INTRODUCTION

Radiofrequency (RF) coils are key components in a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) system. They serve two proposes. The first is to generated RF pulse at the Larmor frequency to excite the nuclei in the object to be imaged. The second is to pick RF signals emitted by the nuclei at the same frequency. To obtained high quality MRI images, RF coils must able to produce a homogenous field in the volume of the interest at the Larmor frequency, so that the nuclei can be excited uniformly [1].

Over two decade, ago, birdcages resonators are most popular, because they generate a very homogenous field over a large volume within the coils.

There are many computational methods which have been published for calculating the magnetic field of the birdcage resonator [2, 3]. These cases have been treated by evaluating the magnetic field analytically in terms of functions such as complete or incomplete elliptic integrals of first and second types [4].

So in this work we purpose to compute the magnetic field which the sum of magnetic fields produced by the end rings and legs of RF resonator at each point in the 3D mesh study area.

2. FORMULATION

To compute the magnetic field produced by current $I$ passing through the surface bounded by $C$, we can apply Biot-Savart’s law specifically the magnetic field at $M(x, y, z)$ is given by:

\[
\mathbf{B}(M) = \int_{C} \frac{\mu_0 I}{4\pi} \frac{\mathbf{d}l \times \mathbf{R}}{||R||^3}
\]  

(1)

with:

\[
\mathbf{R} = \mathbf{r} - \mathbf{r}_0 = R_x \mathbf{i} + R_y \mathbf{j} + R_z \mathbf{k}
\]  

(2)

where $\mu_0$ is the free space permeability, $\mathbf{r}_0$ and $\mathbf{r}$ are position vectors of the source point $P(x_0, y_0, z_0)$ and field point $M(x, y, z)$, respectively, $\mathbf{d}l$ is a vector differential line element along the birdcage coils conductors and is given by:

\[
\mathbf{d}l = dx_0 \mathbf{i} + dy_0 \mathbf{j} + dz_0 \mathbf{k}
\]  

(3)

Figure 1: Illustration of Birdcage coil.
And \((\vec{i}, \vec{j}, \vec{k})\) are the unit vectors of the Cartesian coordinate.

After development we obtain the magnetic field components from (1), (2) and (3):

\[
\begin{align*}
B_x(x, y, z) &= \frac{\mu_0 I}{4\pi} \sum \left( \frac{R_x dl_y - R_y dl_z}{|\vec{R}|^3} \right) \\
B_y(x, y, z) &= \frac{\mu_0 I}{4\pi} \sum \left( \frac{R_x dl_z - R_z dl_x}{|\vec{R}|^3} \right) \\
B_z(x, y, z) &= \frac{\mu_0 I}{4\pi} \sum \left( \frac{R_y dl_x - R_x dl_y}{|\vec{R}|^3} \right) \\
\end{align*}
\] (4)

The current in legs was distributed according to Equation (5) which gives a highly homogeneous magnetic field pattern inside the coil [4, 5]:

\[I_j = I_0 \exp (ik\theta_j)\] (5)

Here \(I_0\) is the current amplitude, \(k = 1, \ldots, N - 1\), and \(\forall 1 \leq j \leq N, \theta_j = 2\pi(j - 1)/N\).

Using expression (4), (5) and geometry proprieties we can calculate:

\[
\begin{align*}
\vec{B}_{ah}(x, y, z) &= \vec{B}_{ahx} \vec{i} + \vec{B}_{ahy} \vec{j} + \vec{B}_{ahz} \vec{k} \\
\vec{B}_{ab}(x, y, z) &= \vec{B}_{abx} \vec{i} + \vec{B}_{aby} \vec{j} + \vec{B}_{abz} \vec{k} \\
\vec{B}_{br}(x, y, z) &= \vec{B}_{brx} \vec{i} + \vec{B}_{bry} \vec{j} + \vec{B}_{brz} \vec{k} \\
\end{align*}
\] (6)

where: \(B_{ah}, B_{ab}\) and \(B_{br}\) are the magnetic field produced by the high end ring, law end ring and \(N\) legs, respectively.

So the magnetic field generated by a birdcage resonator is the sum of all magnetic field produced by end rings and legs in 3D mesh study area:

\[
\vec{B}_T(x, y, z) = (B_{ahx} + B_{abx} + B_{brx}) \vec{i} + (B_{ahy} + B_{aby} + B_{bry}) \vec{j} + (B_{ahz} + B_{abz} + B_{brz}) \vec{k}
\] (7)
So:

\[
B_T(x, y, z) = \sqrt{B_{Tx}^2 + B_{Ty}^2 + B_{Tz}^2}
\]  

(8)

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The diagrams in Figs. 2, 3, and 4 refer to the magnetic field patterns relevant to the birdcage coil with \( N = 6 \) legs, length = 12.8 cm, diameter = 8.9 cm.

The diagrams in Figs. 2 and 3 refer to the magnetic field patterns in the plan perpendicular to the birdcage axis in its middle.

In order to verify the magnetic field homogeneity produced inside the coil, we plot the mode 1 field and the mode 3 along the \( y \) axis on Fig. 4 we observe that only the field associated to the mode 1 is not zero at the center of the birdcage coil. It is the only one with energy and homogeneity property in the center. That is why it is in particular the one used in MRI.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The present article describes a simple method to solve the analytical expression (Biot-Savart) using a Numerical simulation to compute the magnetic field produced by an infinitesimal element located on the high end ring, law end ring and legs in each point in the 3D mesh study area, so the magnetic field inside the birdcage coil is the sum of all this magnetic fields.

The method developed can be coupled with numerical methods (FEM, FDTD, and MVF) to compute the RF field inside a simpler phantom.
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Abstract—This paper deals with analytical models for computing the magnetic fields created by both kinds of magnetic sources: coils and permanent magnets. It shows that the same analytical model can be used for modeling a permanent magnet or a coil and highlights and explains the mathematical difficulties encountered in solving problems with cylindrical properties. As a remark, each type of source, coil or permanent magnet, can be modeled by both approaches too: the coulombian or the amperian one. The presented three-dimensional mathematical model is accurate whatever the magnetic source dimensions, so for the near field and the far field.

1. INTRODUCTION

Various electromagnetic applications are composed of two thick coils that form a loosely coupled transformer. Then, the first coil produces a magnetic field which is partly picked up by a secondary coil. A good criterion for evaluating the efficiency of such a device is the mutual inductance of the coupled transformer. The calculation of the mutual inductance between circular coils has been studied by many authors. On one hand, the approaches used are based on the application of Maxwell’s formula, Neumann’s formula and the Biot Savart law. These approaches lead to expressions based on elliptic integrals of the first, second and third kind, the Heunmann’s Lambda function or the Bessel functions. On the other hand, authors generally use the finite element method, the boundary element method or numerical algorithms which evaluate the Laplace’s equation in all points in space. Then, this paper presents a method for calculating the mutual inductance between two thick coils which leads to an interesting analytical formulation too. As said previously, both models of a source can be used. Thus, this paper presents general expressions that have been obtained with the coulombian and the amperian models of a permanent magnet. But the point is that some configurations may be modeled indifferently with the two previous models where others should be modeled either with the coulombian model or the amperian current model in order to obtain interesting formulations for the result. For instance, the use of the coulombian model for a thin coil will lead to useful formulations whereas the amperian current model only will give good results in the case of a thick coil. In this paper, a thick coil is replaced by a toroidal conductor carrying a uniform current volume density for calculating both the force exerted between two thick coils and their mutual inductance. The Lorentz Force is used for calculating the exact axial force exerted between two thick coils. Then, the potential vector and the Stokée’s theorem are used for calculating the mutual inductance of two thick coils in air. The obtained formulation is interesting as it is fully based on elliptic functions whose numerical calculation is fast and robust.

1.1. Radial Component

The magnetic field produced by a cylindrical permanent magnet can be determined with the same analytical formulation as the one used for a cylindrical thin coil. However, the magnetic field produced by a permanent magnet is not of the same order of magnitude as the one produced by a thin coil. Besides, two kinds of models are used: the coulombian approach and the amperian current one. We can say that the choice of the model used does not depend on the magnetic source nature. Indeed, in the coulombian approach, a cylindrical magnet axially magnetized can be replaced by two charged planes which are located on the lower and upper faces of this cylinder. In the same way, a thin coil carrying uniform current density can also be represented by two charged planes. However, in the case of permanent magnet whose polarization is \( J \) in Tesla, its equivalent current must satisfy the following equation:

\[
\vec{k} = \frac{\vec{J} \times \vec{n}}{\mu_0}
\]

(1)

where \( \vec{n} \) is the normal unit and \( \mu_0 \) is the permeability of the vacuum. This implies that a cylindrical permanent magnet can be replaced by a thin coil whose current surface density is \( \vec{k} = k \vec{u_0} \). In the
case of a thin coil of \( N \) loops carrying a current \( I \) and whose height is \( h \), its equivalent coulombian model satisfy the following equation:

\[
J = \mu_0 \frac{NI}{h}
\]  

(2)

Finally, these two previous equations lead to the following conclusion: the magnetic field produced by a permanent magnet or by a thin coil has the same topology. From this point of view, as shown in Fig. 1, we can say that a cylindrical permanent magnet and a cylindrical thin coil own the same fictitious charge distribution. The authors generally use the amperian current model [1] or the coulombian approach [2] for calculating the magnetic field produced by permanent magnets. However, from a calculation point of view, these approaches do not lead to the same analytical expressions [3]. We assume, for this configuration, the amperian current model is more interesting. Therefore, the calculation of the magnetic field created by its constitutive elements, magnets or coils, is generally the first step for studying the characteristics of magnetomechanical devices [4–6]. Eventually, it is to be noted that various electromagnetic applications are composed of two coils that form a loosely coupled transformer. Basically, in such configurations, the first coil generates a magnetic field in all points in space. Then, this magnetic field is partly picked up by the secondary coil. However, a decrease in power transfer efficiency can be caused by a lower mutual inductance between two coils [7]. In other words, it is very useful to know the accurate value of the mutual inductance between two coils [8]. The calculation of the mutual inductance for cylindrical coils was studied by many authors [9–11]. These papers are generally based on the application of the fundamental laws of magnetostatics (Biot Savart law, Lorentz Force, Maxwell’s equations). By using these approaches, the mutual inductance of circular coils can be expressed in terms of analytical and semi-analytical functions, as the elliptic integrals of the first, second and third kind or the Bessel functions [12].

2. NOTATION AND GEOMETRY

We present first the notation and the geometry which will be used throughout this paper. For this purpose, let us first consider Fig. 2 in which we have represented two cylinders axially decentred. As stated previously, these cylinders can represent either permanent magnets or thin coils. The lower cylinder (1) has the following characteristics: \( r_1 \) radius, \( h_1 = z_2 - z_1 \) height, and the upper cylinder (2): \( r_2 \) radius, \( h_2 = z_4 - z_3 \) height.

Furthermore, for the third and fourth parts of this paper, the axial distance between the two cylinders is denoted \( d \). Therefore, the parameters defined in this section will be used throughout this paper.

\( J_1(J_2) \) polarization in Tesla, the cylinder 1, respectively 2, considered as a permanent magnet. \( k_1(k_2) \) current surface density [A/m], \( N_1(N_2) \) number of loops, \( I_1(I_2) \) current [A], the cylinder 1, respectively 2, considered as a thin coil.

![Figure 1](image1.png)  
Figure 1: Representation of a cylindrical permanent magnet whose polarization is \( J \) [T] and a thin coil having \( N \) loops in which a current \( I \) circulates: these cylindrical topologies have the same radius \( r_1 \) and the same height \( h \).

![Figure 2](image2.png)  
Figure 2: Geometry considered for the rest of this paper: two coaxial cylinders radially centered: they can represent a thin coil or a cylindrical permanent magnet.
3. MAGNETIC FIELD PRODUCED BY PERMANENT MAGNETS AND THIN COILS

Let us consider the cylinder \( \textbf{1} \) in Fig. 2. This cylinder is supposed to be a thin coil having a current surface density \( k_1 \) that equals \( \frac{N_1 I_1}{h_1} \). By using the Biot-Savart Law, the magnetic induction field \( \vec{B}_1 \) created by this thin coil is expressed as follows:

\[
\vec{B}_1(\vec{r}, \vec{z}) = \frac{\mu_0}{4\pi} \int \int_S k_1 d\vec{s}_1 \times \left\{ -\nabla G(\vec{r}, \vec{r}) \right\}
\]

where \( G(\vec{r}, \vec{r}) \) is the Green’s function that is defined as follows:

\[
G(\vec{r}, \vec{r}) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{\vec{r}^2 + \vec{r}^2 - 2\vec{r} \vec{r} \cos(\theta) + (\vec{z} - \vec{z})^2}}
\]

Furthermore, the parameters defined with the \( \vec{r} \) notation correspond to the points located on the lower cylinder whereas the parameters defined with the \( \vec{z} \) notation correspond to the points located on the upper one. After having integrated with respect to \( \vec{r} \) and \( \vec{z} \), we obtain the two following magnetic induction field components \( B_r(r, z) \) and \( B_z(r, z) \):

\[
B_r(r, z) = \frac{\mu_0 k_1}{2\pi} C_a = \frac{\mu_0 N_1 I_1}{2\pi h_1} C_a \quad \text{and} \quad B_z(r, z) = \frac{\mu_0 k_1}{2\pi} C_b = \frac{\mu_0 N_1 I_1}{2\pi h_1} C_b
\]

where \( C_a \) and \( C_b \) are scalar coefficients that depend on the source topology:

\[
C_a = \sum_{i=1}^{2} (-1)^i \left\{ \frac{a_i}{r \sqrt{\alpha_i}} K \left[ \frac{-2b}{\alpha_i} \right] - \frac{\sqrt{\alpha_i}}{r} E \left[ \frac{-2b}{\alpha_i} \right] \right\}
\]

\[
C_b = \sum_{i=1}^{2} (-1)^i \epsilon_{4,i} \left\{ (cr - br_1) \left( \Pi [\epsilon_{1,i}, \epsilon_{3,i}, \epsilon_{2,i}] + \Pi [\epsilon_{1,i}, \epsilon_{2,i}] + (br_1 - a_i r) (F [\epsilon_{3,i}, \epsilon_{2,i}] + K [\epsilon_{2,i}]) \right) \right\}
\]

where the parameters \( a_i, \alpha_i, b, c, \epsilon_{1,i}, \epsilon_{2,i}, \epsilon_{3,i}, \epsilon_{4,i} \) are defined in Table 1. We illustrate our previous analytical expressions in Fig. 3 where we have represented the radial and axial components of the magnetic induction field created by a thin coil. The parameter values are \( h_1 = 25 \text{ mm}, r_1 = 25 \text{ mm} \) and \( k_1 = 32000 \text{ A/m} \), this values correspond to a current of \( I_1 = 4 \text{ A} \) and \( N_1 = 200 \). Let us still consider the cylinder \( \textbf{1} \) in Fig. 2. If this cylinder is a cylindrical permanent magnet having an axial polarization \( J_1 \). By using the equivalence between the coulombian approach and the amperian current model, the magnetic induction field created by a cylindrical permanent magnet can be expressed as follows:

\[
B_r(r, z) = \frac{J_1}{2\pi} C_a \quad \text{and} \quad B_z(r, z) = \frac{J_1}{2\pi} C_b
\]
Table 1: Definition of parameters used in this paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_i$</td>
<td>$(r - r_1)^2 + (z - z_i)^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon_{1,i}$</td>
<td>$\frac{(a-c)}{(a+b)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon_{2,i}$</td>
<td>$\frac{(a-b)}{(a+b)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon_{3,i}$</td>
<td>$-\arcsin\frac{a+b}{a-b}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon_{4,i}$</td>
<td>$\frac{2r_1(z-z_i)}{b(a-c)\sqrt{a-b}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_i$</td>
<td>$r^2 + r_1^2 + (z - z_i)^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b$</td>
<td>$2rr_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c$</td>
<td>$r^2 + r_1^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega$</td>
<td>$z_i - z_j$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi$</td>
<td>$\frac{r - \epsilon}{r + \epsilon}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>$\frac{r}{r - \epsilon}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>$\omega^2 - \tau + \epsilon$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta$</td>
<td>$\frac{\epsilon}{r + \epsilon - \omega^2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\kappa$</td>
<td>$\epsilon\sqrt{\tau - \epsilon}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu$</td>
<td>$-\omega^4 + 2\omega^2(\tau - \epsilon^2)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\iota$</td>
<td>$\frac{\epsilon}{r + \epsilon}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau$</td>
<td>$r_1^2 + r_2^2 + (z_i - z_j)^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon$</td>
<td>$-2r_1r_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>$(r_1 - r_2)^2 + (z_i - z_j)^2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. FORCE EXERTED BETWEEN TWO PERMANENT MAGNETS OR TWO THIN COILS

This section presents analytical models for calculating the axial force exerted between thin coils or cylindrical permanent magnets. The analytical expression of the axial force is expressed as follows:

$$ F_z = \frac{\mu_0k_1k_2}{4\pi} \int \int S_1 \int \int S_2 \frac{(\tilde{z} - \tilde{z}) \cos(\tilde{\theta})\tilde{r}\tilde{d}\tilde{d}\tilde{d}\tilde{d}}{(\tilde{r}^2 + \tilde{r}^2 - 2\tilde{r}\tilde{r}\cos(\tilde{\theta}) + (\tilde{z} - \tilde{z})^2)^2} $$

(9)

After integrating with respect to $\tilde{z}, \tilde{z}, \tilde{\theta}$ and $\tilde{\theta}$, the final analytical expression of the force $F_z$ exerted between two thin coils in air is expressed as follows:

$$ F_z = \frac{\mu_0k_1k_2}{2} C_d $$

(10)

where $A_z$ is the fully analytical part and $f_z$, the analytical part based on elliptic functions:

$$ C_d = \sum_{i=1}^{2} \sum_{j=3}^{4} (-1)^{i+j} (r_1r_2) (A_z + f_z) $$

(11)

with

$$ A_z = \frac{(\omega^2 - \tau)\pi - 2\sqrt{\nu}}{2\epsilon} \ln \left[ -\frac{4\epsilon^2}{\nu^2} \right] - \frac{(\tau - \omega^2)\pi - 2\sqrt{\nu}}{2\epsilon} \ln \left[ \frac{4\epsilon^2}{\nu^2} \right] $$

$$ f_z = \frac{2i\omega}{\epsilon\sqrt{\tau + \epsilon}} \left\{ (\tau + \epsilon)E \left[ \arcsin \sqrt{\frac{T}{\psi}}, \psi \right] - \epsilon F \left[ \arcsin \sqrt{\frac{T}{\psi}}, \psi \right] \right\} $$

$$ + \frac{2\omega}{\kappa\sqrt{\beta}} \left\{ -\frac{\epsilon}{\epsilon} E \left[ \psi \right] - \epsilon \sqrt{\kappa} K \left[ \psi \right] + \sqrt{\beta} \psi ((\tau - \omega^2)K [2i] + \gamma II [2\delta, 2\iota]) \right\} $$

(12)
**5. STIFFNESS EXERTED BETWEEN PERMANENT MAGNETS AND THIN COILS**

Let us consider the cylinders 1 and 2 in Fig. 2. These cylinders are supposed now to be cylindrical permanent magnets axially magnetized. The axial stiffness can be deducted from the following equation:

$$ K_z = -\frac{d}{dz} F_z $$

where $F_z$ is the axial force exerted between the two permanent magnets. The axial stiffness exerted between two cylindrical permanent magnets is expressed as follows:

$$ K_z = \frac{J_1 J_2}{\mu_0 C_f} $$

where $C_f$ is a scalar coefficient that depends on the source distributions.

$$ C_f = 2 \sum_{i=1}^{2} \sum_{j=3}^{4} (-1)^{i+j} \left\{ -\frac{\tau}{\sqrt{\mu}} K \left[ \frac{2\epsilon}{\mu} \right] + \sqrt{\mu E} \left[ \frac{2\epsilon}{\mu} \right] \right\} $$

It is emphasized here that it is simple to calculate the radial stiffness $K_r$ as it satisfies the following equation [14] for ironless structure:

$$ 2K_r + K_z = 0 $$

Let us still consider the cylinders 1 and 2 in Fig. 2. These cylinders are supposed now to be thin coils in air. The axial stiffness exerted between two thin coils in air can be deducted directly from the equivalence between the coulombian approach and the amperian current model:

$$ K_z = \mu_0 k_1 k_2 C_f $$

**6. MUTUAL INDUCTANCE BETWEEN TWO THIN COILS**

**6.1. Analytical Calculation**

The mutual inductance between two thin coils can be derived from the following equation:

$$ M = \frac{\Phi_{1-2}}{I_1} $$
where $\Phi_{1-2}$ is the flux created by the thin coil 1 in the thin coil 2. By using here previous integral formulations and after mathematical manipulations, the reduced form of the mutual inductance can be expressed as follows:

$$M = \frac{\mu_0 N_1 N_2}{(z_4 - z_3)(z_2 - z_1)} C_g,$$

where $C_g$ is a scalar depending on the two source distributions.

$$C_g = \frac{r_1 r_2}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{2} \sum_{j=3}^{4} (-1)^{i+j} \left( m_1(r_1^2 + r_2^2, 2r_1 r_2) + \frac{z_4 - z_3}{2r_1 r_2} m_2(r_1^2 + r_2^2, 2r_1 r_2, z_i - z_j) \right)$$

with

$$m_1(a, b) = \frac{2}{3\sqrt{\xi_1}} \left( -2bK \left[ \frac{-2b}{\xi_1} \right] - \frac{\xi_2}{b} \left( 2\xi_1E \left[ \frac{-2b}{\xi_1} \right] - 2\xi_2K \left[ \frac{-2b}{\xi_1} \right] \right) \right)$$

$$m_2(a, b, c) = a\pi + 2c \sqrt{\frac{1}{\xi_4}} \left( -\xi_4E \left[ \frac{\xi_3}{\xi_4} \right] - bK \left[ \frac{\xi_3}{\xi_4} \right] \right) - 2ci\xi_1E \left[ \arcsin \left( \frac{\xi_1}{\xi_3} \xi_1 \right) \right]$$

$$-\frac{2bc \sqrt{\xi_1}}{\sqrt{\xi_1}} \left[ \arcsin \left( \frac{\xi_1}{\xi_3} \xi_3 \right) - 2c \sqrt{\xi_3} \left( aK \left[ \frac{2b}{\xi_3} \right] + \frac{b-a}{b+a} \Pi \left[ \frac{2b}{a+b} \frac{2b}{\xi_3} \right] \right) \right]$$

$$+ 2c \sqrt{b^2 - a^2} \left( \ln \left[ \frac{4b^2}{(b^2 - a^2)^{\frac{3}{2}}} \right] - \ln \left[ \frac{-4b^2}{(b^2 - a^2)^{\frac{3}{2}}} \right] \right)$$

where $\xi_3 = a + b + c^2$. We have represented in Fig. 6 the mutual inductance of two coils versus the axial distance between them. The computational cost required for representing this curve is about 0.8 s.

7. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented a synthesis about analytical calculations of cylindrical magnetic sources. We have presented the analytical expressions of the magnetic induction field created by cylindrical permanent magnets axially magnetized and thin coils in air. These expressions have been confirmed with the finite element method. Then, we have presented analytical models allowing us to calculate the axial force exerted between two cylindrical permanent magnets axially magnetized and two thin coils in air. Moreover, we have presented the analytical calculation of the stiffness exerted between these magnetic source distributions. Eventually, we have presented an analytical calculation of the mutual inductance between two thin coils in air. More generally, we can say that the equivalence between the coulombian model of a magnet and the amperian current model is a previous element of information for the design of magnetomechanical devices composed of thin coils or cylindrical permanent magnets.
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Abstract—This paper deals with the study of the magnetic field created by ring permanent magnets whose polarization is radial. The influence of the magnetic pole volume density on the magnetic field is studied. For this purpose, the expressions of the magnetic field components created by the magnetic pole volume density of a ring permanent magnet whose polarization is radial are determined semi-analytically in a useful form. To do so, calculations are obtained by using the Coulombian model of a magnet. Different configurations of radially polarized magnets are studied in this paper. The ring permanent magnets dimensions are varied, especially their inner and outer radii, to consider radially thin or thick magnets as well as smoothly curved or not ones.

1. INTRODUCTION

Many electrical devices and engineering applications use ring permanent magnets. Indeed, the magnetic field they create can be used to design magnetic bearings, stepping motors, sensors. As a consequence, the precise determination of the magnetic field created by such configurations is required. Many authors are interested in the modeling of the magnetic field created by ring permanent magnets whose polarization is either radial or axial or coils [1–7]. Consequently, several interesting approaches are commonly used in order to obtain semi-analytical expressions which are valid for all points in space [8–10]. Moreover, authors also use numerical means or 2D analytical calculations for the determination of both the magnetic field and the magnetic forces created between arc-shaped permanent magnets [11]. The expressions of the contribution of the magnetic pole volume density are determined semi-analytically. The total computational time, though far shorter than finite element calculations, is increased when the volume pole density is taken into account. So, it is interesting to study the influence of this volume density on the result in order to discuss the necessity of its taking into account with regard to the result accuracy. Indeed, taking all the pole densities leads to the exact value of the magnetic field components, but what is the difference if the volume densities are neglected?

To give some answers, different configurations of radially polarized magnets are studied in this paper. The ring permanent magnets dimensions are varied, especially their inner and outer radii, to consider radially thin or thick magnets as well as smoothly curved or not ones.

This paper has two objectives. The expression of the radial component is presented in terms of elliptic integrals and one term must be solved numerically though the axial component expression is presented in a useful form based on one numerical integration. Then, we discuss the utility of taking into account the magnetic pole volume density on the evaluation of the magnetic field created by thin or massive disks. Moreover, the length influence of their radius of curvature is discussed in each case.

2. CALCULATION OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD COMPONENTS CREATED BY THE MAGNETIC POLE VOLUME DENSITY OF A RING PERMANENT MAGNET WHOSE POLARIZATION IS RADIAL

2.1. Notation and Geometry

The geometry considered is shown in Fig. 1. The ring inner radius is $r_1$ and the outer one is $r_2$. The lower altitude is $z_1$ and the upper one is $z_2$. Moreover, this ring permanent magnet has a radial polarization which is denoted $J$. It is noted that the coulombian model of a permanent magnet is used. For ring permanent magnets whose polarization is radial, the magnetic pole density can be modeled as both a magnetic pole volume density $\sigma_v$ and two magnetic pole surface densities $-\sigma_s$ and $+\sigma_s$ which are located on the inner and outer faces of the ring permanent magnet. The magnetic field created by the two magnetic pole surface densities has been determined in a previous paper. In this paper, we look at the contribution of the magnetic pole volume density on the magnetic...
field created by a ring permanent magnet whose polarization is radial. For ring permanent magnets whose polarization is radial, the magnetic pole volume density $\sigma_v$ in cylindrical coordinate system is given by (1).

$$\sigma_v = -\frac{J}{r_s}$$

where $r_s$ is the radial abscissa. We can say that the magnetic pole volume density allows us to have a magnetic charge equilibrium of the ring permanent magnet. Indeed, for a ring permanent magnet whose polarization is radial, the magnetic pole volume density $\sigma_v$ must verifies

$$-S_{ext}\sigma_s + S_{int}\sigma_s + V\sigma_v = 0$$

where $S_{ext}$ and $S_{int}$ are the outer and inner faces of the ring, $V$ is its volume. As $S_{ext}$ is higher than $S_{int}$, a magnetic pole volume density $\sigma_v$ appears in the ring magnet (Eq. (1)). The magnetic field components created by the magnetic pole volume density are denoted $H^{(v)}_r$ and $H^{(v)}_z$. The magnetic field components created by the magnetic pole surface densities are denoted $H^{(s)}_r$ and $H^{(s)}_z$. The exact magnetic field components creating by the ring permanent magnets are denoted $H^{(total)}_r$ and $H^{(total)}_z$. It can be noted that the last case corresponds to the total magnetic field created by a ring permanent magnet whose polarization is radial. As a result, the magnetic field created by the magnetic pole volume density is given by (3).

$$\vec{H}^{(v)} = \iiint_{(V)} \frac{\sigma_v}{4\pi\mu_0} \frac{P_1 M}{|P_1 M|^3} r_s dr_s d\theta dz_s$$

2.2. Radial Component

The radial component expression can be integrated analytically two times. The last integration can be decomposed in two parts so as to have only one term which must be determined numerically. As a consequence, we obtain an expression with an analytical part and a numerical part. Such an expression is given by (4).

$$H^{(v)}_r = \frac{J}{2\pi\mu_0} \left( h_r - \int_{u_1}^{u_2} (1 - u^2) \sum_{i=1}^{2} \sum_{j=1}^{2} \frac{(r_i - ru)(z - z_j)}{\sqrt{-r^2(-1 + u^2)} \sqrt{r^2 + r_i^2 - 2rr_i u + (z - z_j)^2}} du \right)$$
where

\[
  h_r = f(z - z_1, r^2 + r_1^2 + (z - z_1)^2, 2rr_1, u_2) - f(z - z_1, r^2 + r_1^2 + (z - z_1)^2, 2rr_1, u_1) \\
  + f(z - z_2, r^2 + r_2^2 + (z - z_2)^2, 2rr_2, u_2) - f(z - z_2, r^2 + r_2^2 + (z - z_2)^2, 2rr_2, u_1) \\
  + f(z - z_2, r^2 + r_2^2 + (z - z_2)^2, 2rr_1, u_2) - f(z - z_2, r^2 + r_2^2 + (z - z_2)^2, 2rr_1, u_1) \\
  + f(z - z_2, r^2 + r_2^2 + (z - z_2)^2, 2rr_2, u_1) - f(z - z_2, r^2 + r_2^2 + (z - z_2)^2, 2rr_2, u_1) \tag{4}
\]

and

\[
f(a_1, b_1, c_1, u) = -\eta a_1 \sqrt{\frac{b_1 - c_1 u}{b_1 + c_1}} \left(\sqrt{1 - u^2} + \frac{(a_1^2 + b_1)}{c_1} \arcsin \left[ \frac{u}{c_1} \right] - \frac{\sqrt{b_1 + c_1}}{c_1 \sqrt{b_1 - c_1 u \sqrt{1 - u^2}}} \right) \tag{5}
\]

and

\[
\eta = \left( b_1 - c_1 \right) \sqrt{\frac{c_1(-1 + u)}{b_1 - c_1}} (1 + u) E^* \left[ \arcsin \left( \frac{b_1 - c_1 u}{b_1 + c_1} \frac{b_1 + c_1}{b_1 - c_1} \right) \right] \\
- (a_1^2 + b_1) \sqrt{\frac{c_1(1 + u)}{b_1 + c_1}} \sqrt{1 - u^2} F^* \left[ \arcsin \left( \frac{1 + u}{2}, \frac{2c_1}{b_1 + c_1} \right) \right] \\
+ c_1(1 + u) \sqrt{\frac{c_1(-1 + u)}{b_1 - c_1}} F^* \left[ \arcsin \left( \frac{b_1 - c_1 u}{b_1 + c_1}, \frac{b_1 + c_1}{b_1 - c_1} \right) \right] \\
+ (b_1 - a_1^2 - c_1) \sqrt{\frac{c_1(1 + u)}{b_1 + c_1}} \sqrt{1 - u^2} \Pi^* \left[ \frac{2c_1}{-a_1^2 + b_1 + c_1}, \arcsin \left( \frac{1 + u}{2}, \frac{2c_1}{b_1 + c_1} \right) \right] \\
- 2\sqrt{1 - u^2} \log \left[ a_1 + \sqrt{b_1 - c_1 u} \right] \\
- \sqrt{\beta} \frac{4c_1^2}{c_1} \frac{c_1 + a_1^2 u - b_1 u + \sqrt{\beta(1 - u^2)}}{\beta^2(a_1^2 - b_1 + c_1 u)} \right] \tag{6}
\]

\[
\beta = -a_1^4 + 2a_1^2 b_1 - b_1^2 + c_1 \tag{7}
\]

\[F^*[\Phi, m]\] is the elliptic integral of the first kind given by (8).

\[F^*[\Phi, m] = \int_0^\Phi \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 - m \sin^2(\theta)}} d\theta \tag{8}\]

\[E^*[m]\] is the complete elliptic integral of the second kind given by (9).

\[E^*[m] = \int_0^{\frac{\pi}{2}} \sqrt{1 - m \sin^2(\theta)} d\theta \tag{9}\]

\[\Pi^*[n, \Phi, m]\] is the incomplete elliptic integral of the third kind given by (10).

\[\Pi^*[n, \Phi, m] = \int_0^\Phi \frac{1}{(1 - n \sin^2(\theta))^2} \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 - m \sin^2(\theta)^2}} d\theta \tag{10}\]

The radial component of the magnetic field created by the magnetic pole volume density is shown in Fig. 2. The values taken are \( r_1 = 0.025 \) m, \( r_2 = 0.028 \) m, \( z_1 = 0 \) m, \( z_2 = 0.003 \) m, \( z = 0.001 \) m and \( \sigma^* = 1 \) T. It can be noted that this semi-analytical expression has a low computational cost compared to a fully numerical integration of (3). With Mathematica, the time necessary to determine the radial component at a given observation point is 0.03 s with our semi-analytical calculation whereas this time is 1.21 s with the fully numerical integration of (3).
2.3. Axial Component

The expression of the axial component can be integrated analytically two times and can be presented in a very useful form (11).

\[
H_z^{(v)} = \frac{J}{4\pi\mu_0} \sum_{i=1}^{2} \sum_{j=1}^{2} \frac{(-1)^{i+j}}{2\pi} \int_0^{2\pi} \tan^{-1} \left[ \frac{\sqrt{r^2 + r_i^2 + (z - z_j)^2 - 2rr_i\cos(\theta)}}{r_i - r\cos(\theta)} \right] d\theta
\] (11)

The axial component of the magnetic field created by the magnetic pole volume density is shown in Fig. 3. The values taken are \(r_1 = 0.025\) m, \(r_2 = 0.028\) m, \(z_1 = 0\) m, \(z_2 = 0.003\) m, \(z = 0.001\) m and \(\sigma^* = 1\) T. It can be noted that this semi-analytical expression has a low computational cost compared to a fully numerical integration of (3). With Mathematica, the time necessary to determine the axial component at a given observation point is 0.05 s with our semi-analytical calculation whereas this time is 0.55 s with the fully numerical integration of (3).

3. INFLUENCE OF THE MAGNETIC POLE VOLUME DENSITY ON THE MAGNETIC FIELD CREATED BY THE RING PERMANENT MAGNETS WHOSE POLARIZATION IS RADIAL

The aim of this section is to determine when the magnetic pole volume density must be taken into account in the determination of the magnetic field created by a ring permanent magnet whose polarization is radial. The two components of the magnetic field are singly studied.

3.1. Study of the Magnetic Field Radial Component

The expression of the radial component of the magnetic field created by the magnetic pole volume contribution of a ring permanent magnet whose polarization is radial has been determined with (4). First, we compare the representation of the radial component by taking into account either only the surface magnetic pole density or both the surface and volume magnetic pole densities. Such a
comparison can be made with Fig. 4. Indeed, Fig. 4 shows that the magnetic field radial component is different when the magnetic pole volume density is taken into account. This figure is interesting because it also shows that this difference varies versus the radial distance $r$. Consequently, different configurations must be compared. First, we study the radial relative difference between the exact magnetic field created by the ring permanent magnet and the one created by the magnetic pole surface density located on the ring curved planes. The radial relative difference is given by (12).

$$\frac{\Delta H_r}{H_r} = \frac{H_r^{(s)} - H_r^{(total)}}{H_r^{(total)}}$$  (12)

This relative radial difference is determined for different inner radius and for different radial widths of the ring (Figs. 5, 6 and 7). The influence of the magnetic pole volume density is first studied in front of the ring magnets. In short, Figs. 5, 6 and 7 show several important things. First, if the magnetic pole volume density is omitted, the relative radial difference becomes more and more important when the magnetic field radial component is determined far from the ring magnets. When the inner radius is 0.025 m, we incur an error of at least 10% in calculating the magnetic field radial component either close to the ring magnets whereas we incur an error of at least 50% in calculating this one when the distance in length between the ring magnet and the observation point equals 0.01 m. Moreover, we see that this error is more important for the same observation point when the ring width is larger. For instance, for an observation point which equals 0.018 m,
there is a difference of about 10% in the determination of the magnetic field radial component between the thin ring and the massive ring. When the inner radius is 0.01 m, the error we incur is less important than the one made in the previous case. Indeed, we incur an error of at least 3% in calculating the magnetic field radial component either close to the ring magnets. Moreover, Fig. 7 clearly shows that this error becomes very small when the inner radius becomes important (here \( r_1 = 0.5 \) m). Therefore, we deduce that the magnetic pole volume density must be taken into account when the inner radius is small. In the three configurations, we see that the ring width has an important influence which becomes more and more visible when the magnetic field is determined far from the ring magnets. Let us consider now the magnetic field inside the ring permanent magnet which corresponds to the demagnetization field. For this purpose, the relative radial difference has been represented in Fig. 8 for different ring widths inside the ring magnet. Fig. 8 shows several important things. First, when the ring width is small (for instance \( r_2 - r_1 = 0.01 \) m), the relative radial difference is small compared to the one determined when the ring width becomes larger (for instance \( r_2 - r_1 = 0.09 \) m). Second, for each configuration, it always exists an observation point where the magnetic pole volume density has not any influence on the magnetic field created by the ring magnets. Third, we see that the relative radial difference is less important inside the ring magnet than in front of the ring magnet. Consequently, we deduce that the magnetic field radial component can be determined inside the ring magnet without taking into account the magnetic pole volume density. However, if the magnetic field radial component is determined near the outer curved planes, the relative radial difference becomes more important. In any case, we can conclude that the magnetic pole volume density must be taken into account when the magnetic field radial component is determined outside of the ring magnets if the distance in length between the ring magnet and the observation point becomes important. Inside the ring magnet, the relative radial difference is less important and we deduce that we can only use the analytical expressions of the magnetic pole surface density to determine the magnetic field radial component.

### 3.2. Study of the Axial Component

The expression of the axial component of the magnetic field created by the magnetic pole volume contribution of a ring permanent magnet whose polarization is radial has been determined with (11). First, we compare the representation of the axial component by taking into account either only the surface magnetic pole density or both the surface and volume magnetic pole densities. Such a comparison can be made with Fig. 9. Indeed, Fig. 9 shows that the magnetic field axial component is different when the magnetic pole volume density is taken into account. This figure is interesting because it also shows that this difference varies versus the radial distance \( r \). Consequently, different configurations must be compared. First, we study the axial relative difference between the exact magnetic field created by the ring permanent magnet and the one created by the magnetic pole.
surface density located on the ring curved planes. The axial relative difference is given by (13).

\[
\frac{\Delta H_z}{H_z} = \frac{H_z^{(s)} - H_z^{(\text{total})}}{H_z^{(\text{total})}}
\]  

This relative axial difference is determined for different inner radius and for different radial width of the ring (Figs. 10, 11 and 12). The influence of the magnetic pole volume density is first studied in front of the ring magnets. In short, Figs. 10, 11 and 12 show several important things. First, if the magnetic pole volume density is omitted, the relative axial difference becomes more and more important when the magnetic field axial component is determined far from the ring magnets. When the inner radius is 0.025 m, we incur an error of at least 8% in calculating the magnetic field axial component either close to the ring magnet whereas we incur an error of at least 30% in calculating the magnetic field radial component either close to the ring magnets for different ring widths \((r_2 - r_1 = 0.003 \text{ m}, r_2 - r_1 = 0.01 \text{ m}, r_2 - r_1 = 0.03 \text{ m})\), \(r_1 = 0.025 \text{ m}, z_1 = 0 \text{ m}, z_2 = 0.003 \text{ m}, z = 0.001 \text{ m} \) and \(\sigma^* = 1 \text{T}\).

Figure 10: Representation of the relative axial difference \(\frac{\Delta H_z}{H_z}\) versus the radial distance \(r [\text{m}]\); three radial widths are studied: \((r_2 - r_1 = 0.003 \text{ m}, r_2 - r_1 = 0.01 \text{ m}, r_2 - r_1 = 0.03 \text{ m})\), \(r_1 = 0.025 \text{ m}, z_1 = 0 \text{ m}, z_2 = 0.003 \text{ m}, z = 0.001 \text{ m} \) and \(\sigma^* = 1 \text{T}\).

Figure 11: Representation of the relative axial difference \(\frac{\Delta H_z}{H_z}\) versus the radial distance \(r [\text{m}]\); three radial widths are studied: \((r_2 - r_1 = 0.01 \text{ m}, r_2 - r_1 = 0.03 \text{ m})\), \(r_1 = 0.1 \text{ m}, z_1 = 0 \text{ m}, z_2 = 0.003 \text{ m}, z = 0.001 \text{ m} \) and \(\sigma^* = 1 \text{T}\).

Figure 12: Representation of the relative axial difference \(\frac{\Delta H_z}{H_z}\) versus the radial distance \(r [\text{m}]\) inside the ring magnet for different ring widths \((r_2 - r_1 = 0.01 \text{ m}, r_2 - r_1 = 0.05 \text{ m}, r_2 - r_1 = 0.1 \text{ m})\); \(r_1 = 0.5 \text{ m}, z_1 = 0 \text{ m}, z_2 = 0.003 \text{ m}, z = 0.001 \text{ m} \) and \(\sigma^* = 1 \text{T}\).

Figure 13: Representation of the relative axial difference \(\frac{\Delta H_z}{H_z}\) versus the radial distance \(r [\text{m}]\) inside the ring magnet for different ring widths \((r_2 - r_1 = 0.02 \text{ m}, r_2 - r_1 = 0.04 \text{ m}, r_2 - r_1 = 0.06 \text{ m} \) and \(r_2 - r_1 = 0.08 \text{ m})\); \(r_1 = 0.5 \text{ m}, z_1 = 0 \text{ m}, z_2 = 0.003 \text{ m}, z = 0.001 \text{ m} \) and \(\sigma^* = 1 \text{T}\).
ring magnets. Moreover, Fig. 12 clearly shows that this error becomes very small either close to the ring magnets (about 0.2%) when the inner radius becomes important (here \( r_1 = 0.5 \) m). Therefore, we deduce that the magnetic pole volume density must be taken into account when the inner radius is small. In the three configurations, we see that the ring width has an important influence which becomes more and more visible when the magnetic field axial components is determined far from the ring magnets. Let us consider now the magnetic field axial component inside the ring permanent magnet which corresponds to the demagnetization field. For this purpose, the relative axial difference has been represented in Fig. 13 for different ring widths inside the ring magnet. Figure 13 shows several important things. First, we see that for each configuration, we incur an important error if we determine the magnetic field axial component in the middle of the ring permanent magnet without taking into account the magnetic pole volume density. If we do not determine the magnetic field axial component in the middle of the ring magnet, the magnetic pole volume density can be omitted only for thin ring magnets (for instance, \( r_2 - r_1 = 0.02 \) m or \( r_2 - r_1 = 0.04 \) m). For ring magnets whose width becomes larger, the relative axial difference becomes important either close to the ring inner face. Consequently, we deduce that the magnetic pole volume density can be omitted only for thin ring magnets. However, we see that for each configuration, the relative axial difference is not very important either close to the ring outer face and consequently, the magnetic pole volume density can be omitted.

4. CONCLUSION
This paper has discussed the utility of taking into account the magnetic pole volume density in the calculation of the magnetic field components produced by ring permanent magnets. It has been shown that for small thin rings and for ring magnets whose inner radius is higher than 0.1 m, it is not necessary to take into account the magnetic pole volume density if the magnetic field components are determined either close to the ring inner face. Moreover, we have shown that for thin rings, the magnetic pole volume density can be omitted if the magnetic field radial component is determined inside the ring magnet.
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Abstract — Multicarrier Code Division Multiple Access (MC-CDMA) is one of the most promising techniques for high bit rate and high capacity transmission for future broadband mobile services. One major drawback associated with multicarrier systems that significantly degrades power efficiency and makes it less preferred by the industry is Peak to Average Power Ratio (PAPR). One method for reducing PAPR in multicarrier CDMA systems is to use Selective Mapping. We aim to analyze the system performance of multicarrier CDMA system and reduce PAPR using selective mapping that employs convolutional codes to avoid the need of side information. Simulation results show that the error control selective mapping is more effective than the selective mapping. Results also show that the increasing number of PAPR control bits results in much reduced PAPR value but also increases the system complexity.

1. INTRODUCTION
Multicarrier code division multiple access (MC-CDMA) is a promising technique for high-bit-rate and high capacity transmission in mobile communications. It can achieve high-bit-rate transmission with protection against both frequency selective fading and time dispersion channel while at the same time offers a spectrum efficient multiple access strategy [1, 2]. However, a major disadvantage is the high Peak-to-Average Power Ratio (PAPR) that results in nonlinear distortion at a high power amplifier (HPA) and the degradation of the bit error rate (BER). Among many solutions proposed to combat the PAPR issue in MC-CDMA systems, the distortion less methods are very attractive, since the information in transmitted signals is undistorted [3]. The Partial Transmit Sequences (PTS) [4] and the Selective Mapping (SLM) [1, 3, 4] are two of the typical distortion less methods. A modified SLM technique is proposed [5] by integrating selective mapping with error control in the OFDM systems to overcome the need for the transmission of explicit side information. However, the effects of error control SLM (EC-SLM) for MC-CDMA systems have not been clarified. In this paper we investigate, the effects of EC-SLM for MC-CDMA using convolutional codes. We explore the EC-SLM which is similar to SLM method [3], but includes robust EC ability and eliminates the need of explicit information to be transmitted and errors in the decoder.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 details the problem of PAPR in MC-CDMA system and proposes a technique to reduce it. Some simulation results are shown in Section 3. The paper is concluded in Section 4.

2. ERROR CONTROL SELECTIVE MAPPING
In selective mapping, parallel data symbols are multiplied by the phase sequences before inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) and then symbol sequence with the lowest PAPR is selected and transmitted. To recover the source data at the receiver, information is needed regarding which channel representation of the block of source data has been transmitted. In general, this information is transmitted separately and is called side information [1]. Figure 1 shows the functional block diagram of MC-CDMA system with error-control selective mapping. The complex-valued data symbol $d(k)$ is multiplied with the user specific spreading code $c^{(k)} = (c_0^{(k)}, c_1^{(k)}, \ldots, c_{L-1}^{(k)})^T$ of spreading factor $L$. The complex-valued sequence obtained after spreading is given in vector notations as, $s(k) = d(k)c(k) = (S_0^{(k)}, S_1^{(k)}, \ldots, S_{L-1}^{(k)})^T$. A multi-carrier spread spectrum signal is obtained after modulating the components $S_l^{(k)}$, $l = 0, \ldots, L - 1$ in parallel onto $L$ sub-carriers. Let us assume that $K$ users are actively transmitting data. The spread data symbols of $K$ users are summed, and then input to the IFFT of size $N = 1 \times L$. The resultant baseband transmission signal for one MC-CDMA symbol, $0 \leq t \leq T_s$, is expressed as

$$s(t) = \sum_{l=1}^{L} \sum_{k=1}^{K} d_1(k)q_l(k)e^{j2\pi((l-1))t/T_s} \tag{1}$$
The PAPR of the transmitted signal in (1) can be written as,

\[ \text{PAPR} = \max |s(t)|^2 \]

\[ \frac{E[|s(t)|^2]}{ } \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where \( \max |s(t)|^2 \) denotes the peak power and \( E[|s(t)|^2] \) denotes the average power. If the number of subcarriers becomes large, the PAPR of transmitted signal becomes large and thus the signal is distorted by the nonlinear amplifier. To reduce the nonlinear distortion of nonlinear amplifier, we must reduce the PAPR of transmit signal. The basic idea of SLM is to generate several OFDM symbols as candidates then select the one with the minimum PAPR for transmission. The information on phase sequences used for the transmitted signal must be conveyed to the receiver so that receiver can use the side information to tell which candidate was selected for transmission. In the conventional SLM scheme, this information is transmitted as explicit side information [1]. However, due to noise, error free decoding the signal may not be possible. Errors in the reverse mapping would result in the data of whole symbols being lost. In EC-SLM coding as shown in Figure 1(a), during each encoding interval \( r \) PAPR control bit(s) are appropriately inserted into the source symbol block \( s \) to generate a set of encoder input symbol blocks \( \{a_0, a_1, \ldots, a_{2r} - 1\} \), and each of these blocks is then encoded which is followed by an interleaver to increase the randomness of coded symbols. The coded symbol block with the lowest PAPR is selected to represent the source block. To decode the received words an optional de-interleaver may be used to perform de-interleaving and standard decoding is followed by removing the PAPR control bits. No side information is required by the EC-SLM decoder.

Now let the constraint length of a convolutional code is \( M \) and the number of states in the trellis of this code is \( 2^{(M-1)} \). Assume that for each encoding interval, PAPR control bits are inserted prior to the source block \( s \). In contrast to conventional convolutional encoding where there is only one initial state for the trellis, in a convolutional-SLM encoder (either recursive or non-recursive in form) the \( r \) PAPR control bits result in \( U = 2^r \) different initial states, and therefore result in \( U \) different paths through the trellis where all \( U \) different coded blocks are associated with \( s \). However, with non-recursive convolutional encoders, the \( U \) different paths starting from the \( U \) different states soon merge into the trellis, resulting in coded blocks in the selection set which are strongly correlated with each other. Therefore, non-recursive convolutional coding is unsuitable for use in EC-SLM coding. Instead we use recursive convolutional codes. These codes can be either recursive systematic convolutional (RSC) codes or recursive non-systematic convolutional (NSC) codes. RSC encoders with different initial states result in paths that do not merge in the trellis, and the \( U \) different coded blocks which represent the same source block \( s \) are relatively random to

![Figure 1: Error control selective mapping. (a) Encoder. (b) Decoder.](image-url)
one another. To further improve PAPR, we inserted an interleaver after encoding to improve the randomness of each coded block.

3. SIMULATION RESULTS

Figures 2 and 3 shows the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) plot of the PAPR using recursive systematic convolutional codes selective mapping for MC-CDMA system with $N = 128$ subcarriers. There are $r = 6$ PAPR control bits which results in $U = 64$. The

![Figure 2: Complementary cumulative distribution function of the PAPR of recursive systematic convolutional codes-selective mapping.](image1)

![Figure 3: Complementary cumulative distribution function of the PAPR of recursive systematic convolutional codes-selective mapping.](image2)
performance is evaluated in AWGN channels with BPSK modulation. The EC codes used conforms to the industry standard with code rate 1/2, constraint length $M = 7$, and RSC code with the generator polynomials $G(133,171)_8$ expressed in octal.

Figure 2 plots the cumulative probability of PAPR for MC-CDMA system against the value of PAPR in dB. As can be seen, the observed PAPR for un-coded MC-CDMA system is distributed from approximately 10 dB to 10.5 dB. Where the same distribution for coded MC-CDMA (with EC-SLM), is from 4.5 dB to 5 dB. It demonstrates that RSC-SLM is effective method to improve the statistical PAPR performance of MC-CDMA signals. With $r = 6$ and after encoding, the PAPR reduction is of 5.5 dB compared to un-coded MC-CDMA system as shown in Figure 2. Figure 3 shows the CCDF plot for several values of PAPR control bits. It demonstrates that as the number of PAPR control bits increases the PAPR reduction also increases. However this improvement is at the cost of system complexity and it further degrades the error rate performance. Since there are no errors after decoding, the coded BER performance of SLM is very close to the BER performance of Convolutional codes (not shown here). The degradation in the performance is merely due to the induction of redundant bits for PAPR control. This results in a tradeoff between choosing number of PAPR control bits and improving BER performance.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have extended the previously proposed selective mapping method for PAPR control in MC-CDMA to error-control selective mapping coding (EC-SLM) for both effective PAPR reduction and error control. Several well known EC codes such as convolutional codes, turbo codes and LDPC codes can be adopted in our new EC-SLM approach. Simulation results have shown that, the EC-SLM is more effective than the SLM in reducing the PAPR of MC-CDMA and avoid the need for the transmission of explicit side information. Simulation results also showed that the increasing number of PAPR control bits results in much reduced PAPR value but also increases the system complexity. By observation of our simulation results indicate that the optimum value of PAPR control bits, which results in significant PAPR reduction, is one less than the constraint length of convolutional codes.
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a new numerical method for leaky wave detection of an acoustic microwave signal during the propagation of acoustic microwaves in a piezoelectric substrate. Moreover, we know that the Fourier transform presents a global spectral study of signal, this is not interesting if we want to study a signal locally and know its features in a more precise manner. By the use of wavelet transform, we can reduce this drawback. The originality of the wavelet transform consists of the local analysis of signal singularities where abrupt events appear and hence access to hidden information by using the scale of this transform as up scaling parameters. These singularities (correspond to abrupt variations) inform us of presence of leaky waves in piezoelectric materials.

Furthermore, this transform proved its efficiency in many applications, such as signal processing and the analysis of waves in microstrip structures. Hence, it can play an important role in the modeling of singularities in acoustoelectronic.

1. INTRODUCTION

The investigation of bibliography in micro-acoustic area permits us to point the state of the art. Two major works can be mentioned, the first one is Greeb’s paper [1], which explore the interaction using effective permittivity concept, another work of Lakin [2] which elaborate a perturbation theory to explain the interaction phenomena. Following the work of Greeb, Milson [3] in 1977 elaborates a relation based of the charge density, and develops a formalism based on the Fourier Transform. In spite of it, this method doesn’t permit to distinguish easily the different modes of propagation by a numerical methods based on the inverse Fourier transform. These works were taken by Junjhuwalla [4] that granted a particular attention to the SSBW (Surface Skimming Bulk Waves). Yashiro and Goto [5] introduce the method of the stationary phase of Lightill [6] to calculate the singularities that inform us on the presence of the pseudo-waves, particularly the leaky waves.

In our case, we propose another approach for the modelling of the acoustic microwaves with a complementary vision to the literature mentioned above. In this approach we interested especially in the detection of singularities by the use of a wavelet transform as detection tool [7, 8] in order to mark the mode of a leaky waves [9, 10].

2. PHENOMENOLOGICAL TENSORIAL PIEZOELECTRIC EQUATIONS

The signal to be treated will be applied to the electrodes of the transducer that generate the compression and dilatation, so a piezoelectric wave is generated and propagated in the X direction (Figure 1).

We consider the space coordinates: \( X_1 = X, X_2 = Y, X_3 = Z \).

The mechanical state of the medium is defined by two magnitudes of tensorial type, the stress \( T_{ij} \) and the mechanical deformation (Strain) \( S_{ij} \) \( (i, j = 1, 2, 3) \). The electric state of the medium is defined by two vectors, the electric field \( E_k \) and the electric induction \( D_i \). The stress tensor and the electric induction are given by:

\[
T_{ij} = C_{ijkl} \cdot S_{kl} - e_{kij} \cdot E_k \tag{1}
\]

\[
D_i = e_{ikl} \cdot S_{kl} + \varepsilon_{ik} \cdot E_k \tag{2}
\]

with \( i, j, k, l = 1, 2, 3 \), where \( \varepsilon_{ik} \): permittivity tensor (F/m), \( e_{ikl} \): piezoelectric tensor (c/m), \( C_{ijkl} \): elastic tensor (N/m²).

The strain is bound to the relative displacements of the particles of the material environment is defined by:

\[
S_{ij} = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\partial U_i}{\partial X_j} + \frac{\partial U_j}{\partial X_i} \right) \tag{3}
\]
where $U_i$ represents the elastic displacement of the particle ($i = 1, 2, 3$).

Note that in the quasi-static approximation, we can define an electric field of components:

$$E_i = -\frac{\partial U_4}{\partial X_i}  \quad (4)$$

where $U_4$ is the electric potential (with $i = 1, 2, 3$).

In the quasi-static approximation, the Maxwell’s equation amount to the Poisson’s equation:

$$\text{div} \cdot \vec{D} = \frac{\partial D_i}{\partial X_i} = 0  \quad (5)$$

The movement of the particles under the action of stress (constraints), is described by the following:

$$\nabla T = \frac{\partial T_{ij}}{\partial X_i} = \rho \cdot \frac{\partial^2 U_j}{\partial t^2}  \quad (6)$$

where $\rho$ is the mass density of medium.

Replacing (3) and (4) in (1) and (2), we obtain:

$$T_{ij} = C_{ijkl} \cdot \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\partial U_k}{\partial X_l} + \frac{\partial U_l}{\partial X_k} \right) + e_{klj} \cdot \frac{\partial U_4}{\partial X_k}  \quad (7)$$

$$D_i = e_{ikl} \cdot \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\partial U_k}{\partial X_l} + \frac{\partial U_l}{\partial X_k} \right) - \varepsilon_{ik} \cdot \frac{\partial U_4}{\partial X_k}  \quad (8)$$

Replacing (7) and (8) in (5) and (6), we obtain the piezoelectric tensorial equations:

$$C_{ijkl} \frac{\partial^2 u_k}{\partial X_i \partial X_l} + e_{klj} \frac{\partial^2 \phi}{\partial X_k \partial X_l} = \rho \frac{\partial^2 u_j}{\partial t^2}  \quad (9)$$

$$e_{ikl} \frac{\partial^2 u_k}{\partial X_i \partial X_l} - \varepsilon_{ik} \frac{\partial^2 \phi}{\partial X_k \partial X_l} = 0  \quad (10)$$

### 3. THE FORM OF SOLUTION

Consider the following form of the surface wave (partial wave):

$$U_i = u_i \exp(jk \cdot \alpha_i Y) \exp -j \left[ \omega \cdot t - \beta (1 + j\gamma)X \right]  \quad (11)$$

where $u_i$ ($i = 1, 2, 3$) are the displacement amplitudes, $u_4$ ($i = 4$) is the amplitude of the electric potential, $k$ is the constant of propagation, the $\alpha_i$ are the penetration coefficients of the wave inside the piezoelectric substrate (Figure 1), $\gamma$ is the coefficient of longitudinal attenuation and $\omega$ is the angular pulsation.

Equations (9) and (10) can be written in a matrix form as:

$$[A][U] = \text{[0]}  \quad (12)$$

with $[U] = [u_1, u_2, u_3, u_4]^T$, $[A]$ is a matrix (4 × 4)
The determinant of the matrix \([A]\) must be zero to ensure a non trivial solution, it can be written as:

\[
\sum_{i=0}^{8} \beta_i \cdot \alpha^i = 0
\]

where \(B_i\) depends on the piezoelectric material features \((C_{ijkl}, \varepsilon_{ik}, \varepsilon_{ij})\) and of the acoustic velocity \(V_S\).

The determinant of the matrix \([A]\) must be zero, we have eight complex roots \((i = 1 \ldots 8)\):

\[
\alpha_i = a_i + j b_i
\]

where \(a_i\) is the real part and \(b_i\) is the imaginary part, with \(a_m = a_{m+1}\) and \(b_m = -b_{m+1}\) where \(m = 1, 3, 5, 7\).

In the surface mode (or Rayleigh wave) the \(\alpha_i (i = 1 \ldots 8)\) are conjugated by pairs and only the complex roots with negative imaginary part are taken into consideration (for convergence reasons).

Let us first neglect the longitudinal attenuation \((\gamma = 0)\) and insert (14) in (11) to obtain:

\[
U_i = u_i \exp(-j b_i \beta \cdot Y \exp(-j [\omega \cdot t - \beta (X + a_i Y)])
\]

If we go inside the crystal \((Y\) tends to \(-\infty)\), the wave \(U_i\) tends to zero. This corresponds to surface acoustic waves (S.A.W) (Figure 1). In the opposite case \((Y\) tends to \(+\infty)\), \(U_i\) tends \(+\infty\) (without physical signification).

4. LEAKY WAVES

The variation of the acoustic velocity \(V_S\) allows us to obtain \(b_i = 0\) (imaginary part) and (15) becomes:

\[
U_i = u_i \exp(-j [\omega \cdot t - \beta (X + a_i Y)])
\]

The wave nature leaky waves \((L.W)\) depend on the sign of the real part of \(\alpha_i(a_i)\).

If \(a_i\) is positive, we have leaky waves (radiation out of the crystal (Figures 1 and 2)).

5. GENERAL FORM OF THE ACOUSTIC WAVE SOLUTION

The general form of \(U_i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4)\) is expressed by:

\[
U_i (k, Y) = \sum_{n=1}^{4} C_n \cdot A_i^{(n)} \cdot \exp(-j [\omega t - k \cdot \alpha_n \cdot Y])
\]

where \(A_{i}^{(n)}\) are the components of eigen vectors associated to coefficients \(\alpha_n [3]\). \(C_n\) are the constants determined by the traction-free boundary conditions [3]. The product \(C_n \cdot A_{i}^{(n)}\) depends on \(C_{ijkl}, \varepsilon_{ik}, \varepsilon_{ij}\) and of the acoustic velocity \(V_S\).

For \(i = 4\), we have a potential electric given by:

\[
U_4 (k, Y) = \sum_{n=1}^{4} C_n \cdot A_4^{(n)} \cdot \exp(-j [\omega t - k \cdot \alpha_n \cdot Y])
\]

![Figure 2: Penetration coefficient \(\alpha_4\). (a) Real part. (b) Imaginary part.](image)
6. WAVELET TRANSFORM OF SIGNAL

The signal chosen for analysis by wavelet transform is given by Equation (18). It represents an electric potential \( U_4 \) coupled with an elastic wave of components \( U_1, U_2, U_3 \). This wave with the frequency \( f \) propagates along the \( X \) direction and guided on the free surface of the piezoelectric (Figure 1).

The space-scale type wavelet transform of \( U_4 \) (in the neighbourhood of the surface: \( Y \approx 0 \)) is given by this convolution product [8]:

\[
T_{U_4}(Y \approx 0, X, a) = U_4(Y \approx 0, X) \otimes \frac{1}{\sqrt{a}}\psi^\ast\left(\frac{X}{a}\right)
\]

where \( U_4(Y \approx 0, X) \) is a signal in the neighbourhood of the material surface (\( Y \approx 0 \)). \( \psi^\ast(X) \) is the complex conjugate of the wavelet (Mexican-hat): \( \psi(X) = d^2/dX^2(e^{-X^2/2}) \).

Replacing the expression of \( \psi^\ast(a \cdot f) \) in Equation (20), the wavelet transform of \( U_4 \) in this case becomes:

\[
T_{U_4}(Y \approx 0, f, a) = |U_4(k, 0)| \cdot \sqrt{2 \cdot a \cdot \pi} \cdot e^{-4 \cdot \pi^2 \cdot a^2 \cdot f^2} \cdot (2 \cdot \pi \cdot f \cdot a)^2
\]

with \( |U_4(k, 0)| = \sum_{n=1}^{4} C_n \cdot A_4^{(n)}, \ k = 2 \cdot \pi \cdot f/V_S \).

7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The detection of leaky waves appears at the level of the penetration coefficients when the acoustic velocity \( V_S \) change its value. This change results in an annulation of the imaginary parts of the penetration coefficients. We note that when the imaginary part becomes null, it appears at the level of signal wavelet transform an abrupt variations called singularities. These singularities are not always observable. The use of the scale of this transform permits to visualise them. Once these singularities are detected, the sign of the real part can inform us about the leaky wave (\( a_i > 0 \)).

The analysis of the signal by wavelet transform (Equation (21)) clearly shows these singularities at the level of the contour of three-dimensional figure (the above view). This figure englobes the Wavelet Transform of “\( U_4 \)”, the Acoustic Velocity “\( V_S \)” and the Scale “\( a \)” with the frequency “\( f \)” as parameter (Figures 3, 4 and 5). At the frequency \( f = 1 \) GHz, it is impossible to detect the singularities for a scale superior to \( 10^{-8} \). In this case we can’t detect the singularities (Figure 3). For a good detection, it is necessary to reduce the scale from \( 10^{-8} \) to \( 10^{-10} \) (Figures 4 and 5), these singularities appear more and more clearly.
Good detection of singularities

Figure 5: The above view of Figure 4 (Good detection of singularities).

8. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have developed a model for studying the behaviour of electroacoustic waves at the level of singularities which appear for some velocities giving the leaky waves. This model that insures the detection of singularities using the wavelet transform. This latter has the property of being locally maximal around the points where the signal is singular or singular. In this paper, we were interested in the influence of the scale “α” of this transform. The decrease of the scale allowed us to detect the singularities whatever the frequency so that we can obtain all the details about the propagation of acoustic waves in particular on the leaky waves. This information can be useful for many applications such us the antenna device.
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Electromagnetic Study of Planar Periodic Structures Using a Multi-scale Approach

S. Mili and T. Aguili
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Abstract—A Multi-Scale Approach combined to the generalized equivalent circuit modeling is used in this paper to alleviate the electromagnetic study of planar periodic structures. In fact, when the elementary cell contains fine details, the study of the whole large structure is very time consuming and leads to badly scaled matrices due to the critical dimensions ratio. To circumvent such difficulties, the multi-scale (MS) method dissociates fine details from the whole structure; the elementary cell is studied separately and then replaced by its surface impedance operator. The main advantage of the MS method is the significant reduction of the problem’s high aspect ratio since fine details are studied separately of the larger structure. Moreover, the manipulated matrices are well conditioned leading then to a better numerical convergence. When the structure complexity increases, the MS method requires less processing time and memory storage than the moment method (MoM). Values obtained with the MS method are in agreement with those obtained with the MoM when the elementary cell is well described.

1. INTRODUCTION

The electromagnetic behavior of planar structures with periodically arranged elements was widely investigated during this century. Such periodic structures play a key role in many antennas systems since they can offer multi-band and/or broadband characteristics [1] which can be tuned by integrating PIN Diodes into the elementary cell [2, 3]. Classical methods (MoM, FEM, and TLM) found their limits when applied to complex structures (i.e., containing many details) since they require very long solution time and important memory storage. Moreover, if these structures present critical dimensions ratio, the manipulated matrices become badly scaled and the numerical convergence is hard to establish. An alternative method adapted to the electromagnetic study of complex structures is presented in this paper. It is called the MS-GEC approach and consists of a Multi-Scale (MS) approach combined to the Generalized Equivalent Circuit (GEC) Modeling.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE MS-GEC APPROACH

The MS-GEC method can be used for the electromagnetic study of any complex structure. In this paper, it will be applied particularly to compute the input impedance of some periodic structures. Instead of treating the whole structure at once, the main idea of the MS-GEC method is to distinguish the elementary cell which will be studied separately in order to compute its surface impedance matrix. Next, the latter matrix is converted to an impedance operator. The last step consists of replacing the unit cell within the initial structure by its surface impedance operator. When the structure contains PIN diodes, these latter can be easily integrated in the MS-GEC approach thanks to their equivalent impedance model [2].

Since fine details are located in the unit cell, to study it separately solves the problem of badly scaled matrices because there is no critical dimensions ratio.

3. THE MS-GEC APPROACH APPLIED TO PERIODIC STRUCTURES

The MS-GEC method is applied to the two periodic structures (p: periodicity number) depicted in Fig. 1. These structures are located in the cross section of a parallel plates EMEM waveguide: two perfect electric walls to the top and the bottom, lateral walls are magnetic.

3.1. First Step of the MS-GEC Method: Study of the Unit Cell
When applied to periodic structures, the first step of the MS-GEC approach is to study the unit cell separately. The aim is to compute its surface impedance matrix. For that, the elementary cell is enclosed by convenient boundary conditions which can be chosen between the following: (a) Perfect Electric boundaries, (b) Perfect Magnetic boundaries, (c) periodic boundaries, or (c) a combination of these latter boundary conditions. In this work, we choose to enclose the unit cell by EMEM boundaries: two Perfect Electric boundaries to the top and the bottom, lateral boundaries are Perfect Magnetic. Next, N modal sources chosen among the modes of the local
Figure 1: Periodic structures: (a) structure without PIN diodes, (b) structure with PIN diodes.

Figure 2: (a) The unit cell of the structure Fig. 1(a), (b) its generalized equivalent circuit, (c) the unit cell of the structure Fig. 1(b), and (d) its generalized equivalent circuit.

Figure 3: The PIN Diode: (a) forward bias equivalent circuit, (b) reverse bias equivalent circuit, (c) reverse bias equivalent RLC circuit [2].

modal basis will artificially excite the unit cell in order to compute its surface impedance matrix. These modal sources are called also active modes. The GEC method [5, 6] on which relies the MS-GEC approach consists of representing the Maxwell equations and the continuity conditions with a generalized equivalent circuit model.

Let’s consider the unit pattern of the structures in Fig. 1. Their generalized equivalent circuits are shown Fig. 2.

Let \( \{f_i^u\} \) be the local modal basis of the EEMEM waveguide enclosing the unit pattern. The excitation modal sources \( E_i^u, \ i \in [0, N - 1] \) are expressed as follows: \( E_i^u = V_i^u f_i^u \) where the \( f_i^u \) are the active modes of the waveguide. The impedance operator \( \hat{Z}^u \) is expressed as a function of higher-order modes \( f_m^u \) and their modes’ impedances \( z_m^u \) [4–6]. The unknown of the problem \( J_e^u \) describes the electromagnetic state on the discontinuity interface. It is presented by a current virtual source expressed as a series of known test functions \( g_p^u \) weighted by unknown coefficients. The virtual source is defined on the metallic strips and on the PIN diode domain (if it exists), it is
null elsewhere.

\[
\begin{align*}
\hat{Z}^u &= \sum_{m \neq \text{actf}} |f^u_m| z^u_m \langle f^u_m \rangle \\
J^u_e &= \sum_p x^u_p g^u_p
\end{align*}
\] (1)

If PIN diodes are incorporated in the structure, they can be integrated within the GEC thanks to their equivalent impedance \(Z_D\) [2]. In fact, a PIN diode can be modeled using one of the following equivalent circuit models presented in Fig. 3.

In this paper, the values used for forward bias are \(R = 5\Omega\) and \(L = 0.4\) nH. For reverse bias, a capacitance \(C = 0.27\) pF is added. Let \(w\) be the width of the PIN diode and \(d\) its height. The equivalent impedance of the PIN diode is expressed in (2).

\[
ZD = \begin{cases} 
\frac{w}{\pi} (R + jL\omega) : & \text{forward bias} \\
\frac{w}{\pi} (R + jL\omega - \frac{1}{C\omega}) : & \text{reverse bias}
\end{cases}
\] (2)

Let consider the unit cell of Fig. 2(a). Based on its corresponding equivalent circuit model depicted Fig. 2(b), the generalized Ohm and Kirchhoff laws give the equations system (3).

\[
\begin{align*}
J^u &= -J^u_e \\
E^u_e &= E^u_0 + E^u_1 + \ldots + E^u_{N-1} + \hat{Z}^u J^u_e
\end{align*}
\] (3)

A formal relation between sources (real and virtual) and their duals is expressed in (4).

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
J^u \\
E^u_e
\end{bmatrix} = 
\begin{bmatrix}
0 & -1 & -1 & \ldots & -1 \\
1 & 1 & 1 & \ldots & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
E^u_0 \\
E^u_1 \\
\vdots \\
E^u_{N-1} \\
\hat{Z}^u J^u_e
\end{bmatrix}
\] (4)

Next, we apply the Galerkin method to Equation (4). Consequently, the impedance matrix \([Z_u]\) of the unit cell is given by (5).

\[
[Z_u] = \frac{1}{2} \left( [A] [Z]^{-1} [A]^T \right)^{-1}
\] where \(A(i,p) = \langle f^u_i | g^u_p \rangle\), \(Z(p,q) = \left\langle g^u_p \right| \hat{Z}^u g^u_q \right\rangle
\] (5)

The same development can be applied to the unit cell with PIN diode of Fig. 2(c) and its GEC depicted Fig. 2(d). In this case, the impedance matrix \([Z_u]\) is given by (6).

\[
[Z_u] = \frac{1}{2} \left( [A] [Z]^{-1} [A]^T \right)^{-1}
\] where \(A(i,p) = \langle f^u_i | g^u_p \rangle\), \(Z(p,q) = \left\langle g^u_p \right| \left( \hat{Z}^u + ZD \right) g^u_q \right\rangle
\] (6)

3.2. Second Step of the MS-GEC Method: Study of the Equivalent Total Structure

In the first step, the unit cell was studied separately in order to compute its surface impedance matrix. The main idea of the MS-GEC method is to convert the latter matrix into an impedance operator as expressed in (7) and then replace the unit cell with its impedance operator within the initial structure.

\[
\hat{Z}_u = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} |f^u_{i-1} \rangle \langle f^u_{j-1}| \ Z_u(i,j) \langle f^u_j | f^u_i \rangle
\] where \(\langle f^u_i \rangle\) are the excitation sources of the unit cell (7)

The Equivalent structure obtained by replacing the unit cell by its impedance operator is depicted Fig. 4(a). The corresponding GEC is shown in Fig. 4(b).

A similar development as done for the unit cell leads to the expression of the input impedance as stated in (8).

\[
Z_{IN,MS-GEC} = \frac{1}{2} \frac{1}{[A][Z]^{-1}[A]^T}
\] where \(A(1,p) = \langle f_0 | g_p \rangle\), \(Z(p,q) = \left\langle g_p \right| \left( \hat{Z} + \hat{Z}_u \right) g_q \right\rangle
\] (8)
Figure 4: (a) The equivalent structure with impedance operator, (b) the corresponding GEC.

Figure 5: Variation of the relative error on the input impedance with the number of active modes: (a) structure of Fig. 1(a), (b) structure of Fig. 1(b).

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The input impedance computed with the MS-GEC method applied to the two proposed structures is compared to those given by the Moment method. Let $\xi = 100 \frac{||Z_{IN,MoM}|| - ||Z_{IN,MS-GEC}||}{||Z_{IN,MoM}||}$ be the relative error between the MoM and the MS-GEC methods. The relative error variation with the number of active modes has been investigated. Fig. 5(a) shows that the relative error decreases to be less than 1% when the number of active modes is sufficiently enough to sharply describe the unit cell of the structure Fig. 1(a). In this case, we can say that the impedance operator of the unit cell is equivalent to the unit cell itself.

When the considered structure contains PIN diodes (Fig. 1(b)), the relative error is less than 2.3% when a sufficient number of active modes are used. We notice that when the structures’ complexity increases, more active modes are required.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a Multi-Scale approach combined to the generalized equivalent circuit has been applied to compute the input impedance of some periodic structures with various complexities. We have shown that when the unit cell is well described, then the MS-GEC and the MoM method are in agreement. A better description of the unit cell is ensured when this latter is excited by a sufficient number of active modes. In fact, increasing the number of active modes to excite the unit cell enables a better description of the coupling between the unit cell and the higher level.
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Abstract — Induction heating is a case hardening process used to improve the performance of machine components by generating a hard martensitic microstructure and high compressive residual stresses at the surface. A typical industrial application of induction hardening consists in heating specific regions of a part above the austenitizing temperature. The hardness profiles have to be controlled to improve wear resistance and enhance contact and bending fatigue life. This paper presents a study of electromagnetic edge effect on cylindrical steel specimen heated by induction heating process using high frequency generator. This research is performed by 2D finite element simulation and it conducts to develop a uniform hardness profile. The simulation is based on coupling of electromagnetic field and heat transfer. The axi-symmetric model is developed using Comsol software based on an adequate formulation and taking into account the material properties and process parameters such as the initial inductor current density (A/m²), the frequency (kHz) and the heating time (s). The obtained induced currents and temperatures distributions in the part are analyzed versus the inductor dimensions. Experimental results are also given for the hardness profile. The originality of this paper is that it introduces a new method to eliminate completely the electromagnetic edge effect in the high frequency heating case and therefore to have a uniform hardness profile. The proposed method consists principally to place two thin cylindrical discs (flux concentrators) such a way the part is taken in sandwich, taking care to leave a small gap that can be optimized by simulation. The obtained results demonstrate that the final hardness profile is quasi-uniform as the temperature and induced currents are almost identical across the part.

1. INTRODUCTION

The induction hardening process principle is based on the application of electric AC power into the coil which is coupled with the part to be treated. The resultant current in the inductor generates a variable electromagnetic field that induces eddy currents at the surface of the metallic component placed nearby. This induced heating process results from a unique coupling of distinct physical phenomena: electromagnetic, thermal and metallurgical. Figure 1 illustrates the overall process of induction hardening. For a given heating time, the case depth of the part depends on the frequency and the current intensity in the coil. The cooling rate affects directly the final hardness profile and the compressive residual stresses [1, 2]. A typical industrial application of induction hardening consists in heating specific regions of a part above the austenitizing temperature (Ac₃) to allow martensite to be formed after quenching. The hardness profile has to be controlled to improve wear resistance and enhance contact fatigue life. Induction hardening is also an environmental friendly technology since it does not use any plating, nor produce carbon monoxide [1–3].

The application of high frequency power (HF) is quite interesting than medium frequency power (MF) because the hardness profile can be better controlled during heating since the induced currents are concentrated at small layer close to the surface and the hardness profile is less sensitive to machine power [3, 4]. The mechanical components such as the cams, bearing surface, friction wheels could be treated by HF in order to have a thin hard layer and compressive residual stresses beneficent for contact fatigue. However, it is very difficult to realize uniform hardness profile using HF power even if the part has a simple geometry. In fact, the electromagnetic edge effect is present in this case because the magnetic field is concentrated on the edges of the heated part and it influences the eddy currents distribution. Consequently, the temperature and hence the case depth are more important in the edges than the middle plane of the part. It is then necessary to analyze the edge effect, to quantify the sensitivity of the hardness profile to coil thickness and to find specific methods to reduce this effect. In the literature, there is no reference that has studied the problem of edge effect in induction heating process and its effects on the hardness profile. Also, the reduction of the edge effect has never before been thoroughly covered and documented.

This paper presents a study of electromagnetic edge effect on cylindrical steel specimen heated by induction heating process. This research is based on an axi-symmetric model developed using Comsol multi-physics software. The developed model considers electromagnetic and thermal
properties of the material. The machine parameters, used in this work, are principally the initial inductor current density (A/m$^2$), the generator frequency (kHz) and the heating time (s). The resultant induced currents and temperatures distributions in the part are analyzed versus the inductor dimensions. An experimental validation is also realized for the hardness profile. The paper presents also an original method able to eliminate completely the electromagnetic edge effect of the part and ensure a uniform hardness profile. The proposed method consists mainly to add two discs acting as flux concentrators and placed very close to the part edges. The simulation permits then to optimize the gap between each disc and the part. The obtained results demonstrate that the final hardness profile is uniform as the temperature and induced currents are almost identical across the part. The developed method could greatly help mechanical designer to optimize the heating process and enhance the hardness quality of produced part.

2. FINITE ELEMENT METHOD FORMULATION

The global system of electromagnetic equations used to derive the magnetic field distribution is based on the Maxwell’s equations that are combined with the constitutive relations that introduce the material electromagnetic properties. Considering the magnetic potential vector ($A$) formulation and neglecting the hysteresis and magnetic saturation, the general equation governing the electromagnetic behavior can be expressed as [3, 5].

$$\frac{1}{\mu(T)} \nabla^2 A = -j\omega\sigma(T)A + J_0$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The resolution of the electromagnetic problem is used to calculate the thermal energy generated during induction heating. The heat ($Q_{\text{Ind}}$) is generated in the surface layer and transferred into the part core by conduction mode. The following equation shows the heat can be expressed in function with the magnetic potential vector [3, 5]

$$Q_{\text{Ind}} = \frac{\| (\nabla^2 A)^2 \|}{\mu(T) \cdot \sigma(T)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The thermal analysis is coupled with the electromagnetic problem. The mode of heat transfer by conduction is most important during induction heating [2, 3]. The heat transfer mechanism can be described by the following equation of Fourier-Kirchhoff. In addition, a small fraction of this energy is lost by convection and radiation modes. The convection is approximated to the conduction in the environment and the radiation is neglected during heating due to the short heating time [6].

$$k(T)\nabla^2 T = \gamma C_p(T) \frac{\partial T}{\partial z} + Q_{\text{Ind}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)
Figure 2: Finite element method mesh.

The simulation efforts are done using Comsol software (axi-symmetrical model). The simulation parameters considered for the modeling are the initial currents density in the coil \((A \cdot m^{-2})\), the heating time \((s)\), and the frequency \((kHz)\). The material properties behavior versus temperature is pondered in this study since New Finite Element Analysis (FEA) software can combine the required physical phenomena into a global model. The temperature dependence of the electrical conductivity, the relative magnetic permeability, the specific heat, the thermal conductivity and the coefficient of thermal expansion of the material are considered in this study. These physical properties are only known at thermodynamic equilibrium and transient phenomena taking place during fast heating or cooling are not taken into consideration. The selected reference data are used for thermodynamic equilibrium, which cannot exist in induction heating due to a high heating rate [7]. A disc specimen \((\phi 60 \text{ mm of diameter and } 10 \text{ mm of thickness})\) made of 4340 low-alloy steel has been used for the simulation. A square section coil has been used. The material is considered as homogeneous and isotropic. The FE analysis takes into account the following boundary limits: (1) the ambient temperature has been set to \(293^\circ\text{K}\), (2) the main components are surrounded by a local dielectric environment that is magnetically isolated along with vacuum permittivity and permeability. The convection is supposed equivalent to conduction in the air at interface due to the very short time of treatment. The loss of heat by radiation is neglected because of a very short time of heating. An initial current density \((J_0)\) is applied at the inductor and it is varied to assess the temperature profile. The preliminary mesh used for the FEA simulation is illustrated in Figure 2. The mesh is dense inside the part and the coil because of the high induced currents and temperature gradients between the surface and the core. A convergence study was conducted by refining step by step the mesh size in function of the temperature and current density in the part and in the coil to converge toward the optimized mesh model. The final mesh consists of 405304 elements and the optimal model needs to 1014969 degrees of freedom to be resolved.

3. SIMULATION RESULTS

During this study, the frequency is adjusted at \(200 \text{ kHz}\) and the heating time is fixed at 0.50 second. This time is generally very short since the heat treatment must be superficial and the part core should not be affected by the final temperature distribution. Moreover, the recent developments in terms of power electronics allow having very powerful induction machine that can transform part within 0.1 second. The initial current density \((J_0)\) in the coil is varied within a range permitting to have a desired surface temperature and consequently the appropriate hardness profile. The coil thickness is varied three times from 8 mm to 12 mm and the \((J_0)\) is adjusted to obtain \(1000^\circ\text{C}\) Kat the surface. This temperature is considered as the reference that permits to compare the three cases. Figures 3, 4 and 5 show the distributions of the total current density and temperature after a heating time of 0.5 s in the HF case \((200kHz)\). In each case, the \((J_0)\) in the coil are adjusted at \(46 \times 10^9 \text{ A} \cdot \text{m}^{-2}\), \(41.45 \times 10^9 \text{ A} \cdot \text{m}^{-2}\) and \(38.7 \times 10^9 \text{ A} \cdot \text{m}^{-2}\), respectively. When the coil thickness is the same than the part \((10 \text{ mm})\), the induced currents are concentrated at thin layer around the edges of both the inductor and the part. Since the temperatures are higher at the part edges than at the middle plane, the regions close the edges will be first transformed in hard martensite.
Increasing the thickness of the inductor grows up the edge effect. However, when the thickness decreases, the temperature profile becomes more uniform. In this case, the entire thickness of the part is transformed into hard martensite. These results show that the uniformity of the temperature distributions is a direct consequence of both the induced currents and frequency \[8, 9\].

The simulation results demonstrate that the edge effect is very sensitive to the coil thickness.
Figure 6 presents the difference in temperature ($\Delta T$) between the edges ($T_E$) and the middle plan ($T_M$) of the part during the heating process. The $\Delta T$ becomes two times greater when the thickness changes from 8 mm to 10 mm at the end of heating process (at 0.5 s). The difference is very small at heating start and becomes more important with time. The results demonstrate also that $\Delta T$ is very small when the thickness coil is 8 mm at the heating start and doesn’t exceed 75°C at the heating end. However, when the coil thickness becomes the same than the part, $\Delta T$ increases greatly with the heating time and reaches 150°C; while this difference is about 200°C when the coil thickness is 12 mm. It is also interesting to note that the temperature evolution is non linear in function with the heating time since the material properties have a major influence on the electromagnetic and thermal behavior.

The hardness profile can be obtained from the austenized region through the assumption stipulating that all region heated above 850°C will transformed to hard martensite upon cooling. Figure 7 presents the hardness profile is the three cases cited previously. The simulation results reveal that the hardness profile is quasi-uniform when the coil thickness is 8 mm. The increasing of coil thickness by only 2 mm changes completely the profile hardness that becomes deeper at the edges comparing with the middle plane. Finally, when the thickness is 12 mm, only a small region around the edges is hardened.

To validate the developed numerical models, it is necessary to perform experimental tests at HF with modulating the machine power. Figure 8 presents the validation tests results for two cases: low and medium machine power. It can be seen that a good concordance exist between the simulation and the experiment results. While a small power amount is applied, only the edges are transformed to hard martensite. This case corresponds to the simulation results presented in
Figure 8: Hardness profile obtained by experiments with 10 mm thickness coil, (a) low machine power and (b) medium machine power.

Figure 9: Distributions of induced currents ($A \cdot m^{-2}$) and temperature ($^\circ C$).

Figure 10: $\Delta T$ versus gap between part and discs.

Figure 7(b) (coil thickness of 8 mm) and obtained with a small initial current value. At medium machine power, the middle plane region starts to transform and that correspond to medium of $J_0$. One can conclude that the hardness profile remains still deeper at the edges than the middle plane.

4. REDUCTION OF EDGE EFFECT
The original solution to reduce the edge effect consists to add two thin discs (washers) on each edge of the part. These two discs are acting as flux concentrators. Figure 9 presents the simulation
results when the coil thickness is 12 mm and the discs thickness is 5 mm. The two washers are in permanent contact with the heated part (there is no gap between the part and washers). The obtained results are very interesting and show at first sight that it is possible to eliminate completely the edge effect.

The gap between the part and the discs used as flux concentrators is varied from 0 to 2 mm and the simulation is performed to analyze its effect on the hardness profile. Figure 10 presents $\Delta T$ versus the gap between the part and washers. It is important to note that the difference in temperature is minimal (4°C) when the gap is 0.3 mm. This value represents the optimal gap permitting to have a uniform hardness profile. Moreover, the complete contact between the part and the discs could disturb the heating process since the residual stresses distribution at the edges due to the permanent contact.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The paper has presented an original and comprehensive approach permitting to reduce the edge effect on the hardness profile using FE simulation. First, an axis-symmetric model has been developed using Comsol and used to study of the electromagnetic and thermal effects. Second, the sensitivity of hardness profile to the coil thickness has been analyzed by a comparison of three cases representing a thin coil, a medium thickness coil and thick coil. The simulation model has been also validated by a comparative analysis with experiments results. Finally, an optimization study has been performed to eliminate the edge effect using additional discs (flux concentrators) and to find the optimal gap between the part and discs that permits to obtain a perfect and uniform hardness profile. The obtained results show that the simulation represents a powerful tool to better understand how the current are distributed in the part and how they are affected by the material properties behavior. They are useful also to understand the effect of the coil thickness and how to optimize the edge effect. Consequently, they help certainly induction-heating engineers to choose the good parameters for the induction machine and achieve the desired hardness profile. The developed method could be used to optimize the surface treatment of spur and helical gears.
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Abstract — The mechanical components are always expected to be hardened in order to ameliorate their behavior in service. Various surface heat treatment processes are commonly used, such as thermo-chemical processes (carbonizing, nitruding) and induction heating process. In particular, the induction heating is very promising process since it exhibits several industrial advantages as heating is done into superficial layer and during a short time not exceeding 1 second. In addition, the process can be easily implemented in automated manufacturing cells and it makes use of any greenhouse gas emissions. However, the process is not completely under control since the electromagnetic effects influence greatly the final temperature profile in the part. Consequently, it is difficult to produce uniform hardness profiles which are design requirements. This paper presents an analysis of temperature and hardness profiles of a bearing shoulder made of 4340 steel and heated by induction process. The work is essentially done with Consol software and implies the coupling between Maxwell equations and heat transfer equations. The obtained results are very beneficial and permit to better control the hardness profile by proposing a method which consists to introduce some useful modifications of the part and the coil. In this method, two flux concentrators are added to the part and the coil geometry is optimized in order to have a uniform hardness profile. In summary, the study is carried out in few steps. First, an axis-symmetrical model representing the bearing shoulder is built using the adequate formulation and taking into account the material properties. This model allows to determinate the temperature and induced currents density in the part in function of the machine parameters. Second, the effect of added washers on the temperature profile is studied. Finally, the optimized solution leading to a uniform case depth is presented and discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION
The bearings are always used to allow constrained relative motion between shaft and housing and then this technique give good friction efforts resistance. During their operations, these components exhibit axial or radial cyclic loading depending of the excitations nature. A hard surface with compressive residual stresses could improve wear resistance and enhance contact fatigue life. Generally, a shoulder is machined with specific tolerance to mount bearing adequately on the rotating shaft [1, 2].

Induction heating process is usually used to treat bearing surface using the induced currents. The surface hardening is very beneficial since it gives a combination of hard surface layer and toughness in the part core. Even if it is a very simple geometry, the hardness profile obtained experimentally is not uniform and it is difficult to have a sufficient case depth in the inner corner of the shoulder (Fig. 1). The experimental efforts done on the induction machine using medium (MF) or high frequency (HF) are demonstrated that HF power is very suitable to perform the final hardness profile than MF power [3, 4]. This practical method could greatly help mechanical designer to optimize the heating process and enhance the hardness quality of produced part. However, some modifications on the induction system (part, coil) must be done in order to have a uniform hardness profile. The literature has demonstrated the complete absence of method conducting to optimize the hardness profile [5, 6].

The present paper presents an analysis of the induction heating results of a bearing shoulder made from 4340 steel and proposes a new method that allows having a uniform hardness profile. The work is essentially done with Consol software and implies the coupling between Maxwell equations and heat transfer equations. The obtained results show that the hardness profile can be controlled by making some modifications of the part and the coil. In fact, flux concentrators are added to the part and the coil geometry is optimized in order to have a uniform hardness profile. This study is carried out in few steps. First, an axis-symmetrical model representing the bearing shoulder was built using the adequate formulation and taking into account the material properties. This model allows to determinate the temperature and induced currents density in the part in function of the machine parameters. Second, the effect of added flux concentrators on the temperature profile is studied. Finally, the optimized solution leading to a uniform case depth is presented and discussed.
2. FINITE ELEMENT METHOD FORMULATION

The simulation efforts are done using Comsol software (axis-symmetrical model). This simulation is based on the coupling between the transient FE analysis of the electromagnetic field and the thermal problem. The simulation parameters considered for the modeling are the initial currents density in the coil \((A \cdot m^{-2})\), the heating time \((s)\), and the frequency \((kHz)\). The material properties behavior versus temperature is pondered in this study since New Finite Element Analysis (FEA) software can combine the required physical phenomena into a global model. The temperature dependence of the electrical conductivity, the relative magnetic permeability, the specific heat, the thermal conductivity and the coefficient of thermal expansion of the material are considered in this study. These physical properties are only known at thermodynamic equilibrium and transient phenomena taking place during fast heating or cooling are not taken into consideration. The selected reference data are for thermodynamic equilibrium, which cannot exist in induction heating due to a high heating rate \([7]\). A shoulder specimen \((\phi 40 \text{ mm minor diameter, } \phi 50 \text{ mm major diameter and } 8 \text{ mm thickness})\) made of 4340 low-alloy steel has been simulated. A rectangular section inductor with a section of \(100 \text{ mm}^2\) has been used as illustrated in Fig. 2. The material is regarded as homogeneous and isotropic.

The FEM analysis takes into account the following boundary limits: (1) the ambient temperature has been set to \(293\degree K\), (2) the main components are surrounded by a local dielectric environment that is magnetically isolated along with vacuum permittivity and permeability. The convection is supposed equivalent to conduction in the air at interface due to the very short time of treatment. The loss of heat by radiation is neglected because of a very short time of heating. An initial current density \((J_0)\) is applied at the inductor and it is varied to assess the temperature profile. The preliminary mesh used for the FEA simulation is illustrated in Fig. 2. The temperatures \(T_A\), \(T_B\) and \(T_C\) are measured in three locations as indicated in this figure. The mesh is dense inside the part and the coil because of the high induced currents and temperature gradients between the surface and the core. A convergence study was conducted by refining step by step the mesh size in function of the temperature and current density in the part and in the coil and that conducts toward an optimized mesh model.

3. SIMULATION RESULTS

Only high frequency is considered in this study \((200 kHz)\). The heating time is fixed at \(0.50s\). The heating time is very small since the heat treatment must be superficial and the part core should not be affected by the final temperature distribution. Moreover, the new induction machine is very powerful and can transform part within \(0.1\sec\). The \(J_0\) in the inductor is adjusted to \(2.15 \times 10^{10} A \cdot m^{-2}\) in order to have a maximal temperature of about \(1200\degree C\) at end of heating and that permits to have a case depth of about \(1 \text{ mm}\). Then, the simulated case depth is deducted at the edges and at the middle plan of the part for comparison and extract the effect of \(J_0\) and time. Fig. 3 shows the distributions of the total current density and temperature at the heating end. At first sight, the induced currents are more concentrated at the edges than the corner. Consequently, the temperatures are higher at the part edges and the transformation will be in these zones. The results show that the corner is not transformed as can be compared to experimental tests \((\text{Fig. 1})\). The temperature distributions are a direct consequence of the induced currents and the frequency.

The simulation efforts reveal that the corner of the shoulder doesn’t reach the austenitization
temperature ($Ac_3$) (Figs. 3 and 4). Consequently, the corner is not transformed to martensite because it is very difficult to concentrate induced currents in this region. It is then important to find a practical method to enhance the hardness profile without changing the experimental setup. These results can be compared to hardness profile obtained by experiments showed in Fig. 1.

4. OPTIMIZATION STUDY

In order to concentrate more induced currents in the corner region, it is interesting to add two flux concentrators made of 4340 steel with 2.5 mm of thickness and placed nearby the part and the coil (Fig. 5). The discs are mounted by keeping the same gap between the part and the coil (0.5 mm). The obtained results demonstrate that the hardness profile is quasi-uniform. However, the corner zone is hardly transformed into martensite and the flux concentrator’s solution appears to be interesting but not sufficient (Figs. 5 and 6). The temperatures $T_A$, $T_B$ and $T_C$ versus the heating time demonstrate that the edge regions are transformed to martensite while the corner region does not reach the transformation temperature. However, the temperatures $T_A$ and $T_B$ have less difference than the initial configuration (without flux concentrators).

The final solution that allows having a uniform hardness profile consist not only to add the two flux concentrator but also to modify the coil geometry as shown in Fig. 7. The coil geometry can be optimized by cutting the surface close to the part and ensure to keep a particular form close to the part corner. The results show that the induced currents are concentrated at the entire exposed surface of the bearing seating. The temperature profile is uniform and the hardness profile...
Figure 5: Distributions of induced currents ($A \cdot m^{-2}$) and temperature ($^\circ C$) (for a part with flux concentrators).

Figure 6: Temperatures $T_A$, $T_B$ and $T_C$ versus heating time (for a part with flux concentrators).

Figure 7: Distributions of induced currents ($A \cdot m^{-2}$) and temperature ($^\circ C$) (for a part with flux concentrators and modified coil geometry).
becomes then uniform even in the corner region. These results are confirmed by the temperatures curves presented in Fig. 8. The three temperatures are very close and they confirm that the flux concentrators use and the coil modification represent a good solution that ameliorate greatly the hardness profile.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The paper has presented an original approach permitting to enhance the hardness profile of bearing seating using the electromagnetic field and thermal simulation. The axis-symmetric model developed has taken into account the machine parameters and various configurations of coil and part. The obtained results have been analyzed and that conducted to emphasize the electromagnetic and thermal effects. The distributions of induced current and temperature are exposed and compared in order to converge step by step to optimal solution using the flux concentrator and the modified coil. The simulation represents a powerful tool to better understand how the current are distributed in the part and how they affected the heat energy generated during the heating process. This way could permit to save development time and reduce wastage due the trial and error method.
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Abstract— In term of application for large and complex systems, many hybridizations and multidomain approaches have been studied in different ways and have shown their capabilities to deal with electromagnetic problems. However, as far as we are interested in applications like lightning electromagnetic induced effects on buildings, interconnected by powerlines or communication networks, the usual multidomain methods needs to be improved. For those problems, the challenge is to reduce the computational problem size (for the area) between buildings. The problem is to take into account the interactions between soil, buildings and cables, without a 3D meshing of the global scene. The paper presents a multidomain strategy based on a hybrid approach in the time domain: by coupling 3D methods (FDTD, FVTD . . . ) with a transmission line method, first step of the general problem.

The idea is to define a 3D problem around each building and a 1D problem along the transmission line. Then, the hybridization strategy consists in making exchanges of some quantities at each interface between the two problems. In our way of coupling, the considered interfaces are reduced to a dipole on which we propose to exchange data of both domain by the introduction of a local Thevenin equivalent circuit. Through the impedance, the local condition of continuity at the virtual interface of the line is ensured. On the other hand, the generator send the signal relative to the other computational domain.

Considering the applied problem we are interested in, the next step to be investigated is the effect of the soil conductivity on the induced effects, between buildings, grounding and networks. The paper will also present the actual fields of investigation for these specific aspects.

1. INTRODUCTION

Except for a few special cases, the general analytic solution of the time dependant Maxwell’s equations is unknown. Among the many numerical methods that have been proposed to solve it, the Finite Difference Time Domain method (FDTD) is one of the most commonly used. Indeed, it has been demonstrated (showed) to be powerful, versatile and has the benefits of being used by the electromagnetism community since a long time now. However, some class of problems are still difficult to solve, and in particular the computation of electromagnetic induced effects of lightning on large and complex systems like buildings connected by cables.

The complexity of this problem is due to the addition of several specific points: the modeling of the lighting strike itself, the computation of the currents guided along overhead and buried cables, and the effect of the soil. This paper is focused on buildings interconnected structure, and in particular on the induced effects between buildings. It presents a numerical process to build a multi-method strategies that could be performed for this kind of electromagnetic problem.

By the fact that lightning problem is a Low Frequency (LF) problem (high frequency \( f_h \approx 10 \text{ kHz} \)), it induces specific issues when numerical methods are used. Indeed, this particularity has an influence on the stepsize used for the spatial discretization, with regards to the wavelength. Usually, the spatial discretization is given by the wave length \( \lambda_p = C_0/f_h \approx 30 \text{ km} \) but in the lightning context, the geometrical criterion (order of magnitude of object is meter) imposes that the spatial step (and consequently the time step) is quite lower. Added to the fact that the lightning signals are long in time, the use of methods like FDTD to solve lightning problems needs a huge computational time and memory.

It is possible to reduce very large problem by using a hybrid approach. This kind of approaches can use for example the Huygens-Fresnel principle [1], the Gaussian quadrature or reciprocity theorems. A hybrid approach is very interested in the way one can split the whole problem in several simpler problems. Each sub-problem is then solved by the most adapted numerical method. However, hybridization by Huygens-Fresnel approach or the ones listed above are well defined for unconnected problems, but limited to those applications. The hybridization in a context of interconnected objects is still a difficult point and is an actual topic of interest. As an example we
can notice their application in finite differences method (MR-FDTD) [2], or the use of MR with hybridization in a multiresolution [3].

For all these reasons, we have chosen to build a convenient hybrid approach to solve lightning electromagnetic induced effects on buildings interconnected by powerlines or communication networks. For those problems, the challenge is to reduce the computational problem size for the area between the buildings and use the most adapted numerical method to solve sub-parts. The problem is to take into account the interactions between soil, buildings and cables, without a 3D meshing of the global scene. This paper presents a multidomain strategy based on a hybrid approach in time domain, by coupling 3D methods (FDTD, FVTD . . . ) with a transmission line method, first step of the strategy for solving the general and complex problem.

A brief overview of interfaces used to take into account the interactions between cables and 3D mesh is presented in the first section. Then, in Section 2, the numerical discretization for some methods are proposed. The last section presents the results obtained by the hybrid approach and a comparison with global numerical results (using one main method).

2. ANALYSIS

In this section we present the way to reduce the initial problem, that is to solve two separate parts of a single transmission line by using two different numerical methods. Thus, to ensure the computation of a global solutions, we need to define an interface on which will be applied specific boundary conditions. For this purpose, we will focus first on the possible strategies for hybridizing two time domain methods for solving a transmission line problem. We will see here the strategy to do that.

Some simple approach have already proposed [4] to hybrid transmission line with FDTD method on Holland wire [5, 6] using as an antenna. This approach which consists in sharing the unknowns at the interfaces. This approach is attractive but is not very accurate in the transmission line case.

The power waves formalism is helpful to describe the energy exchanges between two transmission lines. This formalism, introduced by Kurokawa in [7], defines two waves: the incident wave and the reflected wave. In our case, the incident wave is the one transmitted to the other part of the line, the reflected wave for other way.

Usually those waves are defined as follows, where $Z$ is the wave impedance:

$$W^i = \frac{V + ZI}{2\sqrt{R |Z|}}$$  
$$W^s = \frac{V - Z^*I}{2\sqrt{R |Z|}}$$

It is not necessarily easy to properly define these waves in numerical methods and it is neither quite simple to implement. This is why we have tried to improve this approach, by implementing this formalism in the form of a Thevenin equivalent model. We can therefore simply hybridize a code if it can add discrete components on a wire as a voltage generator and a resistor. The following figure illustrates how to use equivalent Thevenin models to make hybridization. Note this hybridation is made in one way only. We will justify this point in hypothesis depict in next step.

The computation of the elements of the model is made by the denormalized power wave equation, where we impose the wave impedance $Z$ is the characteristic impedance of the transmission line, define as following.

$$Z_c = \sqrt{\frac{R + jL\omega}{G + jC\omega}}$$

![Figure 1: Equivalent models developed by hybridization of Thevenin equivalent model.](image-url)
Thus, imposes constraints on the impedances $Z = Z_c$ we limit the study to the case without reflected wave. We have several use cases, either the transmission line is adapted, or reflected wave has not come back yet (clear time).

Impose $Z = Z_c$ restrict denormalized power wave equations are:

$$w^i = v + Z_c i$$

(4)

$$w^r = v - Z_c i$$

(5)

Finally, if $v$ is voltage across the generator and $i$ is the current flowing through it, then, on the side of the Thevenin generator, the equation is:

$$v_p = e_{th} - z_{th} i_p$$

(6)

Applying those equations to point $p$ - we get the incident and reflected waves:

$$w^i_p = e_{th} + (Z_c - Z_{th}) \cdot i_p = \frac{Z_{th} - Z_c}{Z_{th}} v_p + \frac{Z_c}{Z_{th}} e_{th}$$

(7)

$$w^r_p = e_{th} - (Z_0 + Z_{th}) \cdot i_p = \frac{Z_{th} + Z_c}{Z_{th}} v_p - \frac{Z_c}{Z_{th}} e_{th}$$

(8)

We obtain, equations hybridization provide by scattering parameters of a matched networks. Those equations are equivalent to impose the continuity of current and voltage at the point of hybridization, moreover we have no reflected wave in the right part of the transmission line ($w^r_{p+} = 0$).

$$w^r_{p-} = w^i_{p-}$$

(9)

$$w^r_{p-} = w^i_{p+} = 0$$

(10)

So we have all the information needed to carry out the hybridization. The Equation (10) ($w^r_{p-} = 0$) is a matched boundary that is equivalent to $e_{th-} = 0$ and $z_{th-} = Z_c$ into Thevenin equivalent model. The Equation (9) in turn, is reduced to $e_{th+} = 2v_{p-}$ for $z_{th+} = Z_c$. The equation system of our hybridization is:

$$e_{th+} = 2v_{p+} = -2i_{p+}/z_{th+}$$

(11)

$$e_{th-} = 0$$

(12)

$$Z_{th-} = Z_{th+} = Z_c$$

(13)

3. NUMERICAL APPLICATION

In this section we will focus particularly on the methods that can be used for the discretization of the hybridization equations in different situations. We will see in particular the FDTD method in 1D (line code) and in 3D.

3.1. Numerical Application to FDTD 1D

FDTD code for a transmission line of the dipole is done directly by a boundary condition of Thevenin type. However, this model requires knowledge of the source voltage at half time step, property imposed by the FDTD scheme. Unfortunately, the transmission line code gives us the voltage at a full time step. Like it is shown below, we must do a half discretization, to evaluate this voltage.

$$-\partial i l = G v + C \partial v t$$

$$\Rightarrow V^{n+1/2}_{p-} \left( \frac{G \Delta t + 2C}{\Delta t} + \frac{2}{Z_{th} \Delta l} \right) = V^{n}_{p-} \frac{2C}{\Delta t} + \left( I^{n+1/2}_{p-} + \frac{E^{n+1/2}_{th-}}{Z_{th}} \right) \frac{2}{\Delta l}$$

3.2. Numerical Application to FDTD 3D

In contrast, for 3D FDTD codes, we have ‘just’ to mesh the geometry of the transmission line. The dipole is modeled by a wire-like Holland on which we will dispose lumped elements (generator voltage, resistance). One side of this dipole is connected to the conductor and the other side is connected to the reference of the transmission line.

To compute the Thevenin equivalent voltage at the extremity we just have to measure the current on the wire modeling hybridization dipole (Equation (11)).

A similar approach can be used in any other numerical method like FVTD.
4. NUMERICAL VALIDATION

In this section, we present the results of a numerical simulation on a problem studied in order to validate the Thevenin Equivalent Formalism for hybridization between FDTD and a transmission line code by comparisons with simulation using a single FDTD code on the whole domain.

4.1. Description of the Case Studied, Derived from Lightning Problems

We describe here the problem we are interested in for the test case. Some elements of the modeling still need to be improved to lead to a realistic problem, but we can find in the chosen test case the same main difficulties as in a real lightning problem on connected buildings. The interest here is also to limit the complexity of the results interpretation, and to concentrate the analysis of the results on the validation of the Thevenin equivalent formalism. The following figure depict the geometry of the scene. We find in this case, two metal boxes, connected at ground by a resistance equal to the impedance of the transmission line. These two boxes are connected together by a wire of radius 0.01m. The illumination is performed by a current generator like a lightning channel.

For this case the generator is a current generator of normalized Gaussian derivative type. The magnitude is provide by the equation $i(t) = -\alpha \sqrt{2(t - \tau)} e^{1/2 - \alpha^2 (t - \tau)^2}$ where the parameters are chosen to get maximum magnitude at the characteristic frequency ($f_0 = c_0/\lambda$) and insure zero start value.

The following Fig. 3(a) shows the current magnitude on link point between right box and transmission line. The red one is provided when we solve the problem come from the full FDTD method. The blue one come from the hybrid method.

We can do two remarks. First, we have a short time compression between the two magnitudes. This discrepancy is probably due to the difference in dispersion between the two digital patterns. Second, the current on hybrid approach taller that for the single FDTD approach. This point is

![Figure 2: Geometry of the case study.](image)

![Figure 3: Current observed on transmission line at right end. (a) Comparison between the FDTD and Hybrid approach. (b) Bring out boundary effect on line loss for tree cross section.](image)
fallout of absorption along the transmission line of the transverse wave into ML boundary. To ensure this point if we reduce cross section of the computational domain and we have more and more of line loss (Fig. 3(b)).

The last result is the run time and memory consumed during the computation. The following table gives this information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Run Time [min]</th>
<th>Memory [Mo]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FDTD</td>
<td>≈51</td>
<td>≈387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>≈12</td>
<td>≈125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

So we gain in using the hybrid approach. This gain stems directly from the fact that we use a more compact for model a large part of the problem. Moreover, the time performance is increased by implied parallelization between the different methods.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have applied a Hybrid approach to resolve problem where a large part of the problem can be reduced into a transmission line. The Hybridization are provided by an equivalent Thevenin model is easy to depict on wire by adding a voltage generator and a impedance derived by hybridization equations.

Finally, this paper shows that this approach is really useful for reducing the complexity of a computation of the electromagnetic induced effects of lightnings on connected buildings. However, this approach is penalized by the fact that it is unidirectional. Thus, the work must be made in this way.
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Abstract — In this work, a metamaterial cell patterning is applied to the septum of a GTEM chamber in order to obtain a better coupling between the EM field and the DUT. The basic cells consist of a ring resonator — RR (Ring Resonator) or CLL (Capacitively Loaded Loop) in SRR (Split Ring resonator) or CSRR (Complementary Split Ring Resonator) configuration topologies. They are oriented depending on the wave direction from the device to the measuring port or from the exciter side — APEX to the device under test. Actually, resonant type metamaterial transmission lines are very similar to CLL lines. However, the first one exhibit a transmission zero at a finite frequency (to the left of the left handed band) due to the coupling between the host line and the loading resonators (magnetic coupling in SRR-loaded lines and electric coupling in CSRR-loaded lines). The simulated results show the direction property of the patterned septum in comparison with the useful one. This new and promising technique appears to improve the GTEM chamber performance.

1. INTRODUCTION
In many cases, integrated circuits and electronic boards are the mainly causes of interference in others electronics equipments [1]. The EMC — Electromagnetic Compatibility of an electrical device is its capability to operate safely in an electromagnetic environment without interfering and be not susceptible by other interference sources [2]. In this context, the EMC work is on increase demand.

Different approaches support the pre-compliance tests (EMC/EMI/EMS) setups which have consolidated standards and regulations. These setups include TEM/GTEM cells, Magnetic Loop, Magnetic probe, Workbench Faraday Cage, OATS — Open Area Test Site and others. Based on the frequency range, from 500 MHz–18 GHz (this work), the GTEM — Gigahertz Transverse Electromagnetic chamber has advantages over the others test setups.

A GTEM chamber, used for testing EMI and EMS of electronic devices and systems has a thin metallic baffle, called septum to conduct the radiation over the device under test. Similar to a rectangular coaxial transmission line with outer conductors closed and joined together, the TEM cell has tapered ends acting as transition to adapt to the standard 50 Ω coaxial connectors. The central conductor of the cell provides the electromagnetic propagation in TEM mode. Therefore electromagnetic field is uniform only in a certain region of the chamber normally in the middle, place where the EUT — equipment under test, should be located. Figure 1 shows a GTEM cell.

In this work, a metamaterial patterning is applied to the septum (internal conductor) of a GTEM chamber in order to obtain a better tuning in a desire frequency. The basic cells consist of a ring resonator — RR (Ring Resonator) or CLL (Capacitively Loaded Loop) in SRR (Split Ring resonator) or CSRR (Complementary Split Ring Resonator) configuration topologies. They are oriented depending on the wave direction from the device to the measuring port or from the exciter side — APEX to the device under test. Actually, resonant type metamaterial transmission lines are very similar to CLL lines.

2. GTEM CHAMBER
The origin of the Gigahertz Transverse Electromagnetic chamber (GTEM) was based on the transverse electromagnetic chamber (TEM) which is basically a planar expanded transmission line operating in the TEM mode to simulate a free space planar wave. This expanded wave guide with a flat and wide center conductor and coated by electromagnetic waves absorbers, is commonly used in analyses of products that are physically small and compacts, especially electronic components.

At low frequencies only the TEM mode propagates on the chamber. However, with the increase of the operational frequency, TE and TM modes can be excited inside the chamber. The maximum frequency is calculated from the first lower resonant of the higher modes, which depends on the size and shape of the chamber. The main advantage of the TEM cell is the small size and low cost,
and further it is not necessary any additional external shielding. However, the TEM chamber is restricted in frequency, according to IEC 1000-4-3 [3], the upper frequency limit is below 1 GHz.

The need for EMC measurements on upper frequencies, Hansen et al. [4] proposed a new concept of TEM cells. The idea behind the new chamber was in avoiding the tapered corners which are the main reason for the TEM cell frequency limitations. So, it becomes a new chamber called GTEM (Gigahertz Transverse Electromagnetic) in which is possible to do measurements from some Hertz through 18 GHz.

The restriction on upper frequency limit is eliminated by tapering the transmission line continuously outward from the feed point to a termination system. The tapered point and the absorbers at the end of the chamber allow the chamber to operate in high frequency.

This cell consist basically in a tapered section of a rectangular transmission line, RF absorbers at the end of the cell, and a tapered Septum which is a metallic plate constructed by brass, cooper or aluminum. The larger extremity ends with a 50Ω resistive load, and has RF absorbers, while the narrow extremity has a 50Ω coaxial adapter.

The RF absorbers are basically polyurethane foams with low density in pyramidal shape, filled by a high losses material. The RF power is absorbed in a range starting from a frequency that depends mainly on the length of the pyramids. So, the lowest frequency attenuated by the absorbers, is defined by the following expression:

$$f_{\text{min}} = \frac{c}{2h}$$

Figure 1: GTEM chamber — internal arrangement.  
Figure 2: Material classification based on the macroscopic parameters — adapted from [8].

A crucial challenge on the design of the GTEM chamber is to establish the correct size of the Apex, which takes about 10% of the overall length of the cell, and works in the transition from the 50Ω coaxial cable (input power) to the body of the chamber through the septum. To improve the performance of the septum and the same time assure the APEX efficiency, the metamaterial technology, working as artificial magnetic and electric conductor is employed on the GTEM structure. In the next section, is shown the basic metamaterial concepts.

3. METAMATERIAL APPLICATION

The concept of artificial material, which defines the metamaterial technology, was synthesized by Rodger M. Walser, in 1999 on his work about macroscopic composites with synthetic and periodic cellular architecture. However, the first attempt to explore the concept of “artificial” materials was in 1898 with Jagadis Chunder Bose by his experiment about twisted structures [5]. Later, in 1914, the work about artificial chiral media was done by Lindman [6]. After these, in the past 20 years, the interest on metamaterial technology had strong increased, with researches on superlens and telecommunication environment, including transmission lines and antennas applications [7].

Actually, metamaterial is a macroscopic composite of periodic or non-periodic structure, whose function is due to both the cellular architecture and the chemical composition [8]. Therefore,
the behavior of a material, in the presence of an electric field, is determined by the macroscopic parameters, permittivity $\varepsilon$ and permeability $\mu$. In Figure 2 is shown the material classification based on its macroscopic parameters.

In this work, the authors used metamaterial cells, acting as an artificial magnetic conductor (AMC). This strategy improves even the electric or the magnetic field. The artificial magnetic conductor is obtained when the plane wave is incident upon the capacitive gaps, and act as an artificial electric conductor (AEC) when the plane wave is incident from the opposite direction. This structure was proposed by Erentok et al. in [9].

The main idea is to use the metamaterial patterning to improve the septum performance in a specific frequency range. Basically, the metamaterial patterning was printed on the septum in order to act as artificial magnetic conductor. The designed structure is shown in Figure 3.

The behavior of the metamaterial pattern stamped on the septum has been investigated. From the dimensions of the metamaterial cells ($3\text{ mm} \times 3\text{ mm}$), it was expected a best response in $10\text{ GHz}$. As a rule of thumb, the cells are arranged in such way that the period (distance between cells) is around three cells dimensions. The dimensions of the metamaterial cells are given by:

$$L = \frac{\lambda_0}{10}, \quad \delta = \frac{L}{6}, \quad l = \frac{\delta}{2}$$

A more realistic relationship between the frequency and the dimensions of the cell can be obtained by numerical simulations. Based on the boundary conditions, Equation (2) is satisfactory.

![Figure 3](image)

Figure 3: (a) RR or CLL metamaterial cell; (b) Metamaterial cell stamped on the septum.

![Figure 4](image)

Figure 4: $S_{11}$-parameter comparison between the proposed technique and the useful structure. (a) Full range; (b) Limited range.
Figure 5: $S_{11}$-parameter for the filled in and empty cells. (a) Full range; (b) Limited range.

Figure 4 shows the comparison between the proposed structure and the useful one. As expected, from Figure 4 is easy to observe the effect of the cells on the septum in 10 GHz. Other scenarios were designed in order to obtain a better performance. To investigate and proving the influence of the cells on the RF and microwave propagation, additional simulation were done to check out the real effect of the cells filled in with different materials of various resistivity. Basically three options to fill the metamaterial cells were analyzed — filled in with graphite, filled in with alumina and empty cells.

As can be shown in Figure 5 as the cell is filled in with different materials the behavior of $S_{11}$ parameter is modified but the solution follows the same tuning format near the designed frequency and converges to the empty (vacuum) solution. This demonstrates unambiguously the real influence of the cell on the signal propagation through the modified septum.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this work guidelines for the design of periodic structures on the septum of GTEM were proposed. Several approximations were done based on electromagnetic metamaterial cells and some rule of thumb design equations were proposed. The use of this methodology showed a good correlation between the approximately solution and the simulation results.

This new and promising technique can be taken into account to strengthen the electric field in a given frequency improving the GTEM chamber performance. In this work, the designed cells allowed a compatible response in 10 GHz. An investigation of the best material to fill in the cell was also done. Three types of cells were analyzed and based on the results, the empty configuration proved to be the most appropriate.
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The Integration of the Multihoming Concept in Ad Hoc MANET Mobile Networks
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Abstract—In the field of telecommunications, mobility represents new practical ways of communication that are known to be vaguely flexible in terms of use; for users expect to enjoy constant and good quality service. We will make an attempt; all along this file; to introduce the concept of Multihoming to mobile networks in order to increase their strength and resistance toward the effects of mobility, along with the optimization of network resources. For this purpose, we opted for the BGP protocol, the one which takes into charge the introduction of the Multihoming concept to Ad Hoc MANET networks; all this is achieved by its cohabitation with other Ad Hoc routing protocols.

At first, we will proceed by AODV for the reactive protocol category, afterwards we will move to the OLSR for the proactive ones. This; in turn, will allow us to determine the routing protocol category that fits the most the Multihoming integration as a new concept; in addition to the crucial mechanisms that ought to be taken into consideration.

1. INTRODUCTION

THE most prominent and remarkably embarrassing mobile network disadvantages are known to be the following: the constant instability (or change) of its topology, along with the varying characteristics and performances of the link relating two nodes. Consequently, mobile networks fall into two main categories:

Networks provided with fixed preexisting infrastructure, Networks without infrastructure

Regarding the first category, the centralized infrastructure takes in charge the control and the organization of all the communication processes that take place between various elements of the network. It is also important for the achievement of some extremely crucial tasks such as: security, and the control of intensity, and even the intercellular automatic transfer by having recourse to the help of Handover [1] mechanism. Practically speaking, for such an architecture the radio resources are extremely scarce; to optimize them; a mobile station would get solely connected at a one given moment in time and throughout only one interface. This leads us to move to the second category of Ad Hoc MANET networks. Regarding the latter, all the units change their position freely and with no centralized administration making it necessary to automatically organize. Every node may contribute in the routing process, and in order to again transmit the packets from one node whose destination is out of reach.

Ad Hoc MANET protocols use varying routing techniques in order to correctly transport the packets. However, no limitation has been imposed in terms of the number of the links relating two nodes. As a result, it will be possible to integrate the Multihoming concept without having to face any contradiction with the IEEE 802.11 standard norms [2].

The main concern of this article is to reveal the extent to which the integration of Multihoming with a new topology strengthens the network as it was previously intended, all this is to overcome the effects of mobility. Besides, it is to be recognized that mechanisms play a major part in improving the functioning that results from the constraints related to this type of networks: such as the optimization of the charge load and the network resources. In order to do so, the second section of this paper will be mainly devoted to tackle the concept of Multihoming, and its integration to mobile networks; focusing all along this part on the functioning of the BGP protocol. Regarding the third section, it will be devoted to both: the introduction of AD Hoc MANET networks of the IEEE 802.11 norm, and to the information routing. However, we will be particularly interested in studying the reactive protocols introduced by AODV, and the proactive ones illustrated by OLSR.

To display the statistics revealing the advantages expected from the integration of the Multihoming to mobile networks, we should simulate an Ad Hoc network on which we will ought to achieve multiple scenarios: some with the with the reactive protocols, and others to the proactive ones all included in the fourth section. Finally, the fifth section will allow us to make a conclusion, and to drag the attention to the perspectives and expectations of this modest research.
2. MULTIHOMING AND BGP ROUTING PROTOCOLS

The concept of Multihoming was previously used among the wired networks technology. It gives a node the opportunity to simultaneously use more than one network interface; moving this way from one interface to another without the interruption of the current data transmission [3]. When it comes to internet networks, such configuration allows the user to have access to a permanent and simultaneous Internet connection with various ISPs “Internet Service Provider” in order to improve its QoS, assure the availability of a support network, and to share the degree of load that provides in turn Higher-in-speed internet connection.

Finally, as another advantage we may list the achievement of “Smart Routing”. This may be realized by choosing different BGP routings for prefixed data in relation QoS, suggested by various ISP on the different ways.

2.1. Multihoming with Mobile Networks

A mobile network is said to be multi-homed when it has many Internet fixing points throughout different MRs; or when an MR has several extern interfaces, otherwise, several addresses on its extern interface [4].

The expected perspectives are the same as they are for a fixed network, but mobility is the element which gives more advantages to this configuration. In fact, such configuration allows us to make up for the break-downs, to share the intensity and the load, to add up some preferences, or to simply guarantee a better access to internet connection; along with the use of different technologies [5].

2.2. The BGP Protocol

Border Gateway Protocol is considered as being the core of internet networks. Its main objective is to exchange data on the availability of networks by maintaining an up-to-date list of autonomous “AS” [6] from which certain As or loops that are less interesting might be excluded. Connections between different neighbors communicate with one another via a TCP session, by exchanging dynamically routes announcements [RFC1771].

The BGP protocol is based on Bellman-ford algorithm [7], it supports unclassified routing. It is also provided with a path vector protocol [9]. As it is the case for any protocol, BGP maintains the routing tables, transmits the routes updates to their neighbors and bases its routing decisions on a metric system.

The main BGP disadvantage is the fact that it is not provided with a global vision that covers the whole routing topology. Thus, it solely sends the routes announcements to its neighbors. Still, it is not provided with a balancing system that handles the load born by different links which may result in a probable congestion in certain ones. The BGP might again be affected by the rapid and sudden oscillation of the routes, that may cause an over-load; or may disturb the routing stability [8].

3. AD HOC MANET NETWORKS

The concept of Ad Hoc mobile networks has been developed on the basis of extending the notions of mobility to all the components of the environment. It may contain mobile platforms called Nodes that can change their position freely and without constraints. Consequently, it constitutes an autonomous system capable of organizing itself without a previously defined infrastructure; through its nodes; which may directly communicate with one another when they are in reach of a radio. This can be by using a certain number of routing protocols [RFC 2501].

Different from wireless networks, an Ad Hoc MANET mobile network is featured with a set of particular characteristics among which we may list the following:

- A dynamic topology
- Multi-hop

This will cause a number of constraints: a limited bandwidth, an increased rate of errors; a varying capacity of links, a low-speed Internet connection, a limited duration of use... etc.

3.1. Routing among Ad Hoc MANET Networks

After having considered all of the previously stated constraints, being actually functional in an Ad Hoc mobile environment requires from the routing protocol to take into account three different stages [10]:

- Dynamic topology
- Multi-hop
- Limited bandwidth

In conclusion, Multihoming and BGP routing protocols provide a robust framework to ensure high-speed internet connection for both wired and mobile networks.
Dissemination of the Routing Data: In order to be vaguely acquainted with the elements constituting the network topology.

Selection of the Route: Among the some obtained in accordance with some criteria.

Routes Maintenance: Take into account the occurring changes of the topology, and up-to-date the routes that have just been cut.

There are three main categories of routing protocols which belong to the Ad Hoc MANET type:

This category of protocols attempts to maintain the best existing ways to reach all of the possible destinations. The routes are saved even when not used. The most efficient and successful of this category of protocols is OLSR (Optimized Link State Routing): the one which is based on the State Link algorithm. It uses a unique form for all its messages.

**HELLO** as a mechanism detecting the presence of neighbors TC (Topology Control). It helps the other nodes to build up their topology and routing tables.

In order to decrease the number of pointless control messages during a flooding (or inundation) in the network, OLSR uses the concept of Multipoint relays MPR; in which every node uses its minimal sub-part (MPR-SET) among its symmetric neighbors to one hop [12].

3.3. Reactive Routing Protocols
These ones, shortly after the demand, create and maintain the routes accordingly with the needs. The most widely-known of these protocols is the AODV type (Ad Hoc On Demand Distance Vector Routig). It uses a broadcast mechanism in order to find out the valid routes. It defines two types of operations [12, 13]:

*The Routes Discovery:* It uses two types of messages:

- **RREQ:** (Route Request)
- **RREP:** (Route Reply)

*The Routes Maintenance:* In order to fix (or repair) a route that is broken, it uses the message:

- **RERR** Route Error.

When this whole process is taking place, this type of protocol predicts a mechanism to locally repair a route, in order to limit the transmission of the routing messages [14].

4. AN AD HOC MANET NETWORK SIMULATION INTEGRATING THE MULTIHOMING CONCEPT
As a step toward a full consideration and study of the impact and effects of the integration of the Multihoming concept to a mobile network, we have used a software of simulation of OPNET networks. (Optimized Networks Engineering Tools), to follow the functioning of an Ad Hoc MANET network. They are of an average size expanding over a surface of 16 square KM, and constituted of 9 mobile stations of the type MANET_station_adv with the communication interfaces WLAN 1, 2, 5, 5 11 Mbps. Plus three wireless routers of the type Wlan_ethernet_router, with an IEEE 802.11 interface, configured to support the BGP and constitute an AS.

The BGP has as a function the integration of the Multihoming concept; thus it maintains an up-to-date list of Ass. However, it is not provided with a global vision of the whole topology. Then, AODV and OLSR intervene so as to discover and to predict the changes that may occur in the topology. Our study is supposed to cover the realization of two scenarios for every protocol:

- An Ad Hoc network with simple mobility integrating Multihoming.
- An Ad Hoc network with developed mobility integrating Multihoming.

4.1. Collected Statistics
This involves the collection of global statistics including the total number of network nodes: AODV/OLSR ROUTING TRAFIC SENT. Regarding the individual statistics: Source node/destination node: IP TRAFFIC SENT TRAFFIC SENT/ IP TRAFFIC RECEIVED. Finally, three mobile router nodes: IP TRAFFIC RECEIVED.

The transmission of the data packets starts up right after the 100th second by the source node, while the simulation lasts 500 seconds. The unit of measurement is the packet per second.
4.2. Discussions of Results

4.2.1. Part One Reactive Routing Protocols AODV

Comparing and contrasting the between the previously collected statistics on both scenarios, we have noticed the absence of the traffic right from the beginning of the simulation and on till the 100th second (protocol on demand). Then, it is to be noticed that the measures reveal that both scenarios are similar for the routing traffic AODV with a slight increase for the developed mobility. The latter might be due to the transmission of the extra messages of the route discovery and maintenance. This, in turn, is caused by the rapid and important changes occurring in the topology.

However, for both scenarios, we have noticed a full similarity for the traffic sent by the source; and that received by the destination. This; in turn; proves that despite the effects of the developed mobility, the traffic sent and received is always the same.

Coping with the changes of topology, and maintaining continuous communications involves the increase of the routing traffic load: this can be noticed in Figure 2. Which introduces a contrast between the traffic load received by the 3rd router (next to the node destination).

In the beginning of the packets transmission, there is a noticeable increase of the traffic received by the Router 3 attaining the value of 1.82 packets/Second. Comparing the scenario that involves a developed mobility with the one involving a simple one; the former exceeds the latter with a value of 1.51 packets/second.

4.2.2. Part Two OLSR Proactive Routing Protocols

This part will be devoted to the study of the impact of integrating Multihoming with the same topology, but this once the OLSR proactive protocol will be used for the data routing.

The first remark to be noted is the automatic and simultaneous transmission of a big number of OLSR routing packets ever since the beginning of the simulation (proactive protocol). However, the comparison between the measures taken from the OLSR routing traffic shows an important difference of the load born among the two scenarios. This difference is due to the changing topology involving the recalculation of the MPR_SET and the routes to all of the destinations. Besides, TC and HELLO messages overload the network as an effect to Multihoming.

As far as the traffic sent by the source is concerned, the measures taken from both scenarios are totally identical. Whereas for the destination, the traffic received in the case of developed mobility is more noticeable than that of the simple one. This is due to the OLSR routing traffic.

In order to define the impact of mobility on such topology, it will be necessary to spot the light of our study on the individual statistics of the router 3 as a sample in the Figure 3.

A brief look at the two curves shows the difference in load. For the simple mobility, the traffic is relatively little; while for the developed one, it is nearly double the traffic of the former. All in all, it is more crucial to note that despite the important load born by the AS of the router 3, the traffic of the received packets among the destination node is not the same for both scenarios.

The Multihoming allows a given node the opportunity of preserving multiple active connections, meanwhile, it permits the automatic switch from one deficient link to another. As for the OLSR
proactive protocol, the routes are to be saved by a continuous exchange of updating messages of the routes, even when they are not used. On the other hand, AODV uses the local repairing mechanism on the level of the node detecting the breakdown. It also limits the transmission of research and response messages of the routes in order to avoid the problem of congestion.

To define the type of routing protocol with which the integration of Multihoming fits the most, a comparison of the load received by the 3rd router and the two routing protocols was an option to reach this end.

OLSR entices an remarkable increase of the traffic load, still it might be affected by the effects of mobility. Whereas for half the AODV routing traffic the same traffic received by the destination node is preserved independently of the extension of the mobility.

5. CONCLUSION

In this humble research, we have provided evidence proving the fact that the integration of the concept of Multihoming to an Ad Hoc MANET network strengthens it, and gives more resistance to the effects of mobility. However, this can be more useful in terms of optimization of the load and network resources with the type of reactive routing protocols than with the proactive ones' type.

However, in this article, we have been offered the opportunity to unfold some of our humble suggestions that may serve in the optimization of the integration of the Multihoming concept to mobile networks. From the former we may list:

- The integration of a local maintenance mechanism of the routes in every node, comparable with that of AODV protocol.
- Use a balancing load among Ass set with routers of the type: Inter-Autonomous System.
- Decrease the time allocated for the reply to the demands of the route by creating automatic neighboring tables for every AS.
- Secure the network with the help of an identification procedure on ASs. Still, achieving a fully mobile network requires the absolute deletion of the ASs from our topology, and the attempt to adopt a new approach such as the SCTP routing protocol.
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Abstract—The continuous scaling of CMOS circuits has set the MOSFET transistor in the nanoelectronic era. In this context, the functionality and complexity of integrated circuits (ICs) are growing up. However, the operation voltage has been continuously reduced. The higher complexity of ICs has allowed including electronic systems in a lot of safety critical applications (i.e., automotive, aeronautics and/or medical applications). Therefore, the functionality of these electronic equipments must be assured and the risk of electromagnetic interference (EMI) must be reduced during their lifetime. Nowadays, circuits' robustness to electromagnetic interference is checked in a burn-in component, without taking into account the impact of the natural devices’ aging. However, shrunk dimensions imply the appearance of several wear out mechanisms, which can limit the functionality of the circuits and modify their electromagnetic performance. Therefore, the time dependence of electromagnetic behaviour, which is known as Electromagnetic Robustness or Electromagnetic Reliability (EMR), should be evaluated. The switching noise is probably one of the main EMC emission problems in CMOS circuits. It is know that wear out mechanism affects the switching behaviour of CMOS circuits. Therefore, some effects on EMC performance of these circuits should be expected. In this work, the switching noise behaviour or CMOS circuits under one of the most important reliability problems are analysed by means of electrical simulation. In order to do that, a characterization of wear out mechanism on single MOSFET is presented and modelled. The results show a reduction on the frequency switching noise emission in circuits subjected to wear out, due to the reduction of the drain current of MOSFET.

1. INTRODUCTION

The continuous scaling of CMOS circuits has set the MOSFET transistor in the nanoelectronic era. In this context, the functionality and complexity of integrated circuits (IC) are growing up. However, the operation voltage has been continuously reduced. The higher complexity of IC has allowed including electronic system in a lot of safety critical applications (i.e., automotive, aeronautics and/or medical application). Therefore, the functionality of these electronics equipment must be assured and the risk of electromagnetic interferences must be reduced during their lifetime.

Nowadays, circuits' robustness to electromagnetic interferences (EMI) is checked in a burn-in component [1], without taking into account the impact of the natural devices' aging. However, shrunk dimensions cause the appearance of several time dependent failure mechanisms, which can limit the functionality of the circuits and modify their electromagnetic behaviour [2]. Therefore, the time dependence of electromagnetic behaviour, which is known as Electromagnetic Robustness or Electromagnetic Reliability (EMR), should be evaluated. In this paper, for the first time, the impact of one of the most important reliability problem, the negative bias temperature instability (NBTI) on the switching noise emission has been analysed.

It is mainly accepted that NBTI is ascribed to the formation of Si/SiO₂ interface states and the oxide positive charge [3]. Regarding to this problem, the dominating work has been concentrated on discrete transistor parameter shift, rather than on circuit performance. At device level, it has been demonstrated that NBTI effect on pFET is manifested as a gradually increment of the threshold voltage (\(V_{th}\)). Therefore, the drive current is reduced [4]. The NBTI under static and dynamic conditions has also been reported. These investigations show that the voltage threshold shift (\(\Delta V_{th}\)) under dynamic stress is almost half of DC case, due to the recovery properties of NBTI [5]. At circuit level, the NBTI effects have not been deeply investigated. However, some works have pointed out that NBTI provoke a signal noise margin (SNM) reduction on SRAM cell [2]. According to the authors’ knowledge there is not any work focused on the effects of NBTI in the EMC behaviour. In this paper, the impact of NBTI on the overall behaviour and the switching noise emissions of CMOS ring oscillator have been evaluated.

This paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, the impact of NBTI on single pFET is obtained experimentally and the voltage threshold shift is experimentally quantified. In Section 3, the impact of NBTI on oscillation frequency and switching noise of a 41 stages ring oscillator has been
evaluated through simulation, using the data measured on Section 2. In Section 4, the conclusions are summarized.

2. MEASURING THE IMPACT OF NBTI

This investigation has started by measuring the voltage threshold shift ($\Delta V_{th}$) due to NBTI on a single pFET. In order to do that, a stress-measure-stress sequence has been followed in the experiment, with exponentially increasing periods of time. During the measurement phase, the ID-VG pFET characteristic has been measured. During the NBTI stress phase, a constant voltage of 0 V has been applied to the pFET gate and the rest of the terminals have been biased at 2 V. In order to accelerate the NBTI effects the experiments have been done at 125°C. In Fig. 1, the ID-VG pFET behaviours at different stress time are plotted. As it is shown, a voltage threshold shift is produced in the transistor due to NBTI, the $\Delta V_{th}$ time dependence shows a power law dependence, depicted in Fig. 2, which matches with the theoretical prediction [2].

3. EMC BEHAVIOUR UNDER NBTI

The switching noise is probably one of the main EMC emission problems in CMOS circuits. It is well known that switching noise is a common impedance coupling [6]. In order to reduce it, several strategies can be followed, such as reducing the common impedance and/or including intra or extra-chip decoupling capacitance. In the previous paragraph it has been shown that NBTI affects the ID-VG behaviour of the pFET. Therefore, some effect on switching noise behaviour should be expected. In order to analyse the impact of NBTI on switching noise, a CMOS ring oscillator has been simulated with commercial Agilent ADS software. The BSIM4 model extracted from PTM website [7] has been used and the voltage threshold shift of the pFET has been shifted following the time dependence response obtained experimentally in Fig. 2. In Fig. 3, the schematic of the internal oscillator under investigation is shown. The oscillator is based on 40 inverters plus 2 input NAND gate (the NAND gate is included as enable). The aspect ratios for the CMOS inverters are 1.0 µm/90 nm and 3 µm/90 nm for nFET and pFET, respectively.

In Fig. 4(a), the output voltage behaviour of CMOS ring oscillator has been plotted without
stress (black line) and after $10^8$ seconds, almost 3 years NBTI stress (red line). In both cases, the ring oscillator is working. However, a reduction of oscillation frequency from 1.5 GHz to 1.3 GHz after 3 years is observed, which is expected since the NBTI provokes the reduction of the pFET drain current (Fig. 1). In order to have an idea about the switching noise behaviour the current consumption it is shown for similar stress time (Fig. 4(b)). As it is observed, the current consumption is reduced after 3 years, due to the reduction of oscillation frequency. Moreover, some sharp transitions on ICC are observed during the output transition which provokes a shift on the supply voltage due to the common impedance coupling. In Fig. 4(c), the noise spectrum on ICC has been plotted, before and after $10^8$ s stress. Before stress (black line) a high power density about 1.5 GHz (and his respective harmonics) is observed due to the sharp point on ICC during the output transitions, and a high density power is also observed about 61 GHz, with correspond with the transitions of each CMOS inverter. After stress, the same behaviour is observed with a frequency oscillation shift; 1.3 GHz instead of 1.5 GHz and 53 GHz instead of 61 GHz, due to the frequency oscillation reduction, as expected.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the impact of aging on the electromagnetic behaviour of CMOS ring oscillator has been evaluated. Specifically, the NBTI effect on switching noise has been evaluated. After 3 years NBTI stress, the ring oscillator is still working, with a reduction about 13% of the oscillation frequency. Therefore, a current consumption reduction is observed. Regarding to the electromagnetic emission, the energy is mainly in 61 GHz before stress and 53 GHz after stress; which corresponds with the transition of each CMOS inverter.
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Abstract—In this work, the design procedure, modelling and implementation of reconfigurable filters based on RF microelectromechanical systems metamaterials is presented. Specifically, tunable stop-band and pass-band frequency responses are obtained by combining RF-MEMS with metamaterials based in complementary split rings resonators. These particles, allow for the design of negative effective permittivity transmission lines, providing forbidden propagation frequency bands. Moreover, CSRRs properly combined with metal vias in transmission lines, generate a simultaneously $\varepsilon < 0$ and $\mu > 0$ effective media which involves an allowed frequency band. These two phenomena have been used in order to implement stop-band and pass-band filters. Since CSRRs perform a LC-tank behaviour and are electrically coupled to the host line, the tunability is achieved by means of the RF-MEMS, which modify the electrical characteristics of the CSRRs and the electric coupling. A full electrical model for the description of the proposed structures is presented. The circuit model take into account the electrical characteristics of the RF-MEMS, CSRRs and transmission lines as well as the involved electromagnetic coupling and are used for accurate prediction of switchable filters response.

1. INTRODUCTION

RF microelectromechanical systems (RF-MEMS) tunable filters have been developed in recent years for military and commercial applications such as multiband communication systems or wide-band transceivers due to their low-power consumption, high quality factor and good linearity [1]. RF-MEMS are typically implemented by means of several lithographic steps which perform RF-MEMS in conventional distributed transmission lines. Alternatively, the combination of metamaterial structures together with transmission lines (i.e., artificial lines consisting of a host line loaded with reactive elements) have been revealed as good candidates in order to improve the performance of conventional distributed passive devices, and specifically those corresponding to microwave filters. In order to deepen the knowledge of designers concerning both RF-MEMS tunable filters and tunable metamaterial transmission lines in PCB, several works have been published including performance and accurate electrical models [2–5]. In this paper, the design procedure, modelling and implementation of reconfigurable filters based on RF-MEMS metamaterials is presented. Specifically, tunable stop-band and pass-band frequency responses are obtained by combining RF-MEMS with complementary split rings resonators (CSRRs) [6]. CSRRs, which are the dual image of split rings resonators (SRRs) [7], allow for the design of negative effective permittivity transmission lines, providing forbidden propagation frequency bands due to the effective behavior of $\varepsilon < 0$ and $\mu > 0$ in a certain frequency band. Moreover, CSRRs properly combined with metal vias in transmission lines, generate a simultaneously $\varepsilon < 0$ and $\mu < 0$ effective media which involves an allowed frequency band. These two phenomena have been used in order to implement stop-band and pass-band filters.

2. STOP-BAND CSRR/RF-MEMS FILTERS

Figure 1 shows the layout of the proposed stop-band filter prototype. It consists of a 50Ω coplanar waveguide structure (CPW) loaded with 4-stages of rectangular shaped CSRRs etched in the metal strip and RF-MEMS bridges over them. The actual RF-MEMS are based on electrostatic parallel-plate varactors which are constituted of a movable electrode mechanically anchored on the substrate and suspended above a second fixed electrode. In fact, RF-MEMS are implemented in the CSRRs by using an electrostatic floating bridge anchored on the substrate in holes of the CPW ground planes. Under DC-bias, the device tends to close, adjusting the capacitance defined by the two plates [8]. Due to the intrinsic instability of this actuation scheme, these devices are used in switch-mode. Only up- and down-states (i.e., small and large capacitance) are functional. A stripped-down RF-MEMS technology using only 3 lithographic steps [9] has been used to define the structures depicted in Fig. 1. First, a 1µm thick Al layer is sputter-deposited and patterned
on a 650 µm thick AF45 glass substrate ($\varepsilon_r = 5.9$) to define mainly the CPW structures. Then, a 3 µm thick sacrificial photoresist layer is spun and patterned to define the anchoring regions of the MEMS devices before a second Al layer is deposited and patterned in the same way as the first one. Therefore, the MEMS beams are defined. Finally, the sacrificial photoresist is ashed to release the devices. Due to the variable capacitance of the RF-MEMS and its coupling to the host transmission line, the effective capacitance of the CSRRs can be modified, and hence, their intrinsic resonance frequency. A full electrical model for the description of the proposed structures is presented in Fig. 2. The circuit models take into account the electrical characteristics of the RF-MEMS, CSRRs and transmission lines as well as the involved electromagnetic coupling and are used for accurate prediction of switchable filters response. The lienRF-MEMS bridges are modelled by means of a lumped $RLC$ series circuit, with a variable capacitance, $C_M$, (having an up-state and a down-state value), $L_M$ is the bridge inductance and the resistor $R_M$ involves the microelectromechanical system losses. The anchoring capacitance of the CPW holes is modelled by $C_H$. The CPW line is described by means of the per-section inductance, $L$, and capacitance, $C$. The etched CSRRs are modelled by means of a parallel $RLC$ tank, $L_C$ and $C_C$ being the reactive elements which constitute the intrinsic resonance frequency of the resonators and $RC$ takes into account the eventual losses associated with the resonator. CSRRs are directly connected to the host line and electrically coupled to the capacitance of the RF-MEMS. Therefore, the intrinsic resonance frequency of the subwavelength resonators, $f_o$, (1) is directly affected by the RF-MEMS actuation. As a result of this behaviour, a reconfigurable stop-band frequency response is achieved, which corresponds to the condition which nulls the impedance of the shunt equivalent branch, $Z_S$, constituted by the impedances of the RF-MEMS, CSRRs, anchoring capacitance and host line capacitance, according to (2):

$$f_o = \frac{1}{2\pi\sqrt{LC_C}}, \quad (1)$$

$$Z_S = 0 \Rightarrow \frac{j\omega L_C R_C}{R_C - \omega^2 R_C L_C C_C + j\omega L_C} + \frac{R_C - \omega^2 L_M [2C_HC_M/(2C_H + C_M)] + j\omega R_M [2C_HC_M/(2C_H + C_M)]}{j\omega [2C_HC_M/(2C_H + C_M)]} = 0. \quad (2)$$

The presented model has been electrically simulated by using the commercial Agilent ADS and validated by comparison with electromagnetic simulation (i.e., layout simulation with Agilent Momentum) and experimental test (a HP8510C vector network analyzer and G-S-G test probes having coaxial connectors type 2.4 mm, have been used). Fig. 3 shows the comparison between the measured data, electromagnetic simulations and the proposed lumped model insertion losses ($S_{21}$). Both, the up and down state have been electromagnetically simulated by considering a parallel
plate to the host line. Layout simulation has been carried out by considering planar plate heights of 0.5 µm (down-state) and 2 µm (up-state), respectively and no losses have been assumed. As expected, the structure exhibits stop-band behaviour with reconfigurable capability. The simulated frequency range corresponds to 39–48.8 GHz (Q-band), which implies to a switching range of roughly 20%. As can be seen, good matching level between the involved notch frequencies concerning the model prediction is achieved. However, the band edges, related with the quality factor, as well as the rejection level are not correctly reproduced due to the intrinsic lossless simplicity. Electromagnetic simulated rejection levels are $IL < -50$ dB whereas model predicts higher notch rejection levels. Regarding experimental results, the RF-MEMS have been subjected to actuation voltage, caused by an external polarization, from 17 V (down-state) to 0 V (up-state). A significant agreement with respect to the full equivalent circuit model including losses is achieved, not only concerning the tuning range (experimental values are 39–48.1 GHz, whereas model correspond to 38.9–47.5 GHz), but also in terms of rejection level (experimental $ILD = -43$ dB; $ILU = -40.9$ dB and model $ILD = -50.4$ dB; $ILU = -40.2$ dB) and quality factor (experimental $QD = 30.9$; $QU$ is not determined due to the limitation up to 50 GHz in the setup, and model $QD = 29.7$; $QU = 29.5$).
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Figure 3: Frequency response transmission (insertion losses) corresponding to the up and down-state of the stop-band CSRR/RF-MEMS filter. Experimental data, electromagnetic simulations and electrical model are shown.
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Figure 4: Frequency response transmission (insertion losses) corresponding to the up and down-state of the pass-band CSRR/RF-MEMS filter. Electromagnetic simulations are shown.
3. PASS-BAND CSRR/RF-MEMS FILTERS

In order to obtain a band-pass filter response, a similar unit cell topology than in Fig. 1 can be reused by adding two metal wires (per stage) connecting the central CPW strip and the ground planes in order to achieve an effective band pass frequency response. In fact, due to the equivalent $\mu < 0$ behaviour of the metal wires combined with the $\varepsilon < 0$ of the CSRRs, an allowed band in a certain frequency band is obtained. Fig. 4 shows the electromagnetic simulation of a 50Ω CPW structure loaded with 1-stages of rectangular shaped CSRR etched in the metal strip and RF-MEMS bridges over them including the extra metal wires connecting host line and ground. As expected, a pass-band CSRR/RF-MEMS filter is obtained. The frequency range is different with regard to Fig. 3, since other subwavelength resonators’ dimensions have been considered. This structure is now pending of fabrication and work is in progress in order to evaluate its experimental performance.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Several tunable stop-band and pass-band filter, based on the combination of complementary split ring resonators and RF-MEMS switchable capacitors have been presented and characterized as proof-of concept. The measured frequency responses of the device for different actuation voltages are good and significant tuning range has been achieved for stop-band responses. Results are promising for pass-band structures and work is currently in progress.
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Abstract — In this paper, we study the effects of the divergence of a Gaussian beam in coherence multiplexed coding technique. We use this optical system for high density signal parallel arithmetic operations. We illustrate the variation of the measurement coherence length as function of the angular divergence for different wavelength $\lambda$, beam-waist $W_0$, and $z_1$, the distance travelled by the first beam of the interferometer. We show that the divergence of a Gaussian beam introduces an additional crosstalk between light fields.

1. INTRODUCTION

Real time optical arithmetic operation of signals has found a wide range of applications in both temporal and spatial domain. The most commonly used method for this fundamental arithmetic uses interferometric configurations [1], a noninterferometric method [2] and also the basic joint transform correlator architecture [3].

In our research work, in a novel and original application of coherence multiplexed coding technique, we propose a high density signal processing [4]. Coherence multiplexed technique is an interesting alternative method among the existing different techniques for optical communication and signal processing. It has been used for sensing of high intensity and wideband electric fields [5], for transmitting simultaneously a several signals through a single light beam [6] and also for processing data such as faster matrix-vector, matrix-matrix products [7, 8]. Let’s recall briefly that the $N$-multiplexed coherence system is composed by a cascade of $N$ encoding modules ($EM$) and a decoding module ($DM$). Each $EM_i$ is formed by a birefringent electro-optic modulator ($EOM_i$) and a birefringent slab $Q_i$ set between two polarizers ($P$) and introducing a static optical path difference ($OPD_i$), $i = 1, \ldots, N$. The main condition to have coherence modulation is the choice of the static $OPD$, which must be larger than the coherence length of the source ($L_c$) [6].

In this paper, in the context of increased need of optimization and performance in optical coherence multiplexed technique, and in order to reduce noise and crosstalk, we study the effect of diffraction in coherence multiplexed systems. In the second section, by using a simple Gaussian model, we report the measurement of the coherence length of the source as function of the angular divergence $\theta$ for difference value of the distance traversed by the first beam $z_1$, wavelength $\lambda$ and beam-waist size $W_0$. Finally, we find out the value of the additional crosstalk introduced in the coherence multiplexed system as function of the divergence and suggest a solution based on the optical properties of the birefringent elements to reduce the crosstalk.

2. DIFFRACTION EFFECT ON COHERENCE LENGTH MEASUREMENT

To have coherence modulation of light, it is mandatory to introduce a static OPD greater than the coherence length of the source. In this context, we have performed a numerical study of the measurement of coherence length $L_{c,\text{meas}}$ of the source, which is usually measured, in laboratory, through the Michelson interferometer. The schematic diagram of this interferometer is illustrated in Fig. 1(a). As we can see, that the incident light is splitted into two equal parts via the beam splitter ($BS$). They traverse, respectively, the distance $z_1 = z_m + 2D_1$ and $z_2 = z_m + 2D_2$. As a result, the important parameter that characterizes the interference pattern, at the output of the Michelson interferometer, is the fringe visibility $V$. If we consider, a cylindrical coordinates system $(\rho, z)$, After some approximations the fringe visibility will take the form [9, 10],

$$V \approx \frac{2}{\frac{W_1}{W_2} + \frac{W_2}{W_1}}$$

(1)
where \( W_i = W(z_i) \), \( i = 1 \) or \( 2 \), is the Gaussian beam radius and it expressed as [9],

\[
W_i^2(z) = W_0^2 \left[ 1 + \left( \frac{z_i}{z_0} \right)^2 \right] \tag{2}
\]

where \( z_0 = \pi W_0^2 / \lambda \) is the Rayleigh range of the input beam, \( W_0 \) is its beam-waist size. If the incident beam diverges with an angular divergence \( \theta = \lambda / \pi W_0 \), the expression of the Rayleigh range of the input beam will become \( z_0 = W_0 / \theta \), as shown in Fig. 1(b). The FWHM width corresponding to visibility degradation to 0.5 is given by \( \delta \nu = c \ln 2 / \pi \Delta z_{0.5} \), where \( \Delta z_{0.5} = z_2 - z_1 \) is the OPD defined for \( V = 0.5 \). After some algebra calculation, the expression of \( \Delta z_{0.5} \) is expressed as,

\[
\Delta z_{0.5} \approx \sqrt{\left( \frac{4 \sqrt{3} - 6}{4} \right) W_0^2 \theta^2 + z_1^2 - z_2^2} \tag{3}
\]

The expression of the measurement coherence length \( L_{c,\text{meas}} \) is given by \( L_{c,\text{meas}}(\theta) = \pi \Delta z_{0.5}(\theta) / 2 \ln(2) \). According to (3), we obtain,

\[
L_{c,\text{meas}}(\theta) \approx \frac{\pi}{2 \ln(2)} \left( \sqrt{\frac{4 \sqrt{3} - 6}{4} W_0^2 \theta^2}{\theta^2} + z_1^2 - z_2^2 \right) \tag{4}
\]

The variation of the measurement coherence length as function of the angular divergence \( \theta \) is illustrated in Fig. 2 for \( z_1 = 3, 6, 9 \), and 12 cm. We observe that the \( L_{c,\text{meas}} \) is more affected for a \( z_1 = 6 \) cm. In Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b), similar results are obtained for \( z_1 = 6 \) cm, respectively, for \( W_0 = 1, 10, 20 \) and 30 \( \mu \)m and for different wavelength \( \lambda = 550, 630, 825 \) and 1300 nm.

3. CROSSTALK

Coherence modulation of light allows an original multiplexing technique of several signals through a single light beam. For simplicity, we limit the discussion to only two encoding module. It
Figure 3: Variation of the $L_{c,\text{meas}}$ as a function of $\theta$, (a) for $W_0 = 1, 10, 20$ and $30 \mu$m, (b) for $\lambda = 550, 630, 825$ and $1300$ nm.

Figure 4: Variation the additional Crosstalk as a function of $\theta$ for $L_{c,\text{real}} = 10, 50, 100$ and $150 \mu$m.

consists of two cascaded encoding module (EM) or coherence modulators (CM) powered by a CW superluminescent diode (SLD), one decoding module (DM), and a photodiode. To reduce crosstalk between channels the optical path difference ($OPD_1$) introduced by the first $EM$, $OPD_1$ must be equal to $3 \times OPD_2$ [5]. Furthermore, it was showed that the optical crosstalk between channels is closely dependent on the spectrum envelope of the source used. It has been shown that the best performance in terms of crosstalk is obtained using a source with a Gaussian emission spectrum. By using the reference [11] the expression of the crosstalk level at the first detector is expressed as,

$$CT_{1,L_{c,\text{real}}} \approx 10 \log_{10} \{ \exp \left( -\pi \times OPD_1 / L_{c,\text{real}} \right) \}$$  (5)

where $L_{c,\text{real}}$ is the real and the correct value of the coherence length. If we take into account that the Gaussian beam diverges, we obtain that the crosstalk can be expressed as,

$$CT_{1,L_{c,\text{meas}}} \approx 10 \log_{10} \{ \exp \left( -\pi \times OPD_1 / L_{c,\text{meas}} \right) \}$$  (6)

So the additional crosstalk is given by the difference between $CT_{1,L_{c,\text{real}}} - CT_{1,L_{c,\text{meas}}}$, so it can be expressed as,

$$CT_\theta \approx 10 \log_{10} \{ \exp \left( L_{c,\text{real}} / L_{c,\text{meas}} \right) \}$$  (7)

Or also,

$$CT_\theta \approx 10 \log_{10} \left\{ \exp \left( \frac{L_{c,\text{real}}}{2 \ln(2)} \sqrt{\frac{(4\sqrt{3} - 6) W_0^2}{\theta^2} + z_1^2 - z_1} \right) \right\}$$  (8)
This additional crosstalk might have an impact on the performance of the system. In Fig. 4, we plot the variation of the additional crosstalk as function of $\theta$ for $L_{c, real} = 10, 50, 100$ and $150 \mu m$. For example, when we use a white light $\lambda = 550$ nm and with a coherence length $L_{c, real} = 50 \mu m$ to illuminate a 2-D coherence coding and we want to have a maximum of crosstalk equal to $-40$ dB, if the Gaussian beam diverge with a $15 \text{ mrad}$, we would have an additional crosstalk $= 20$ dB. As a result, the given crosstalk will be equal to $-20$ dB. We observe that it is important to use a light with a very smaller coherence length to reduce the effect of the divergence in the system. We can compensate this additional crosstalk by using a birefringent slab in the encoding module which introduces an additional delay. The exact value of the additional delay is deduced from Fig. 4.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have carried out a numerical study of the effects of the diffraction of a Gaussian beam on optical crosstalk level in coherence multiplexed coding technique. We have demonstrated that the transverse effects can lead to significant variations in the optical crosstalk. So, the multiplexed configuration will suffer from an important additional crosstalk level.
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Abstract — We report on numerical and experimental studies of supercontinuum (SC) generation in a silica-based nonlinear polarization-maintaining photonic crystal fiber (PM-PCF). The optical properties of the fundamental mode of the PM-PCF were numerically determined in terms of birefringence, chromatic dispersion and nonlinear coefficient. The fiber has an air hole diameter of 0.6 µm and a pitch of 1.25 µm exhibiting a nonlinear coefficient of 90 km⁻¹W⁻¹ and a high value of birefringence which we found to be equal to 4 · 10⁻⁴ at λ = 820 nm. We also determined the positions of the slow and fast axes of the PM-PCF according to the laboratory frame, using two different techniques based on near and far fields. The SC was generated by coupling ultra-short pulses delivered by a mode-locked femtosecond Ti: Sapphire laser centered at 820 nm with a repetition rate of 202 MHz at the average power of 20 mW and having duration of 56 fs. The generation of over 800 nm bandwidth of visible and infrared light on both axes (slow and fast) was observed in the 2-m-long silica-based nonlinear PM-PCF. Finally, the coherence and noise structure of the supercontinua generated in the PM-PCF have been discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Supercontinuum (SC) generation has been observed and investigated since 2000 in photonic crystal fibers (PCF) [1]. In fact, many studies have experimentally demonstrated the generation of broadband supercontinuum in nonlinear photonic crystal fibers that broadly agree with the numerical simulations which widely used the generalized scalar nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE). The NLSE describes all the nonlinear effects and takes various inputs namely the pulse parameters, the high order dispersion coefficients of the fiber and the temporal Raman response [2]. However, the majority of these studies have demonstrated unpolarized SC spectra which are considered to be an important issue for many applications that require polarized SC spectra from birefringent fibers [3]. Thus, the modeling of the nonlinear propagation in birefringent fibers should take into account the coupling between polarizations so that a full vectorial approach has to be applied on the NLSE instead of the scalar one [3]. By this way, it is easy to see the effect of the input polarization orientation on the SC generation and the polarization properties of the output spectra.

In this paper, we characterize the optical properties of the PCF namely the birefringence, the chromatic dispersion and the nonlinear coefficient. We propose two experimental techniques for the determination of the far and near fields in order to recognize the position of the fast and slow axes. Based on the previous study, we launch the light separately through the two axes of the PCF and we generate the correspondent supercontinua. We discuss the interplay of the nonlinear effects and we analyze how the SC was constructed in the polarization maintaining PCF. Finally, we numerically study the effect of the input quantum noise on the coherence properties of the SC generated in the highly birefringent PCF.

2. OPTICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF THE PM-PCF

A full-vectorial finite element method (FEM), which assures high solution accuracy, was used to determine the propagation properties of the PCF. The silica photonic crystal fiber presents an internal stress in the first corona and particularly in two specific holes alongside the core enlarged during the fabrication process. The silica PCF has an average hole diameter $d_1 = 0.6\,\mu m$ and a distance $\Lambda$ between the hole centers about 1.25 µm. The two enlarged holes have an average diameter $d_2 = 0.66\,\mu m$ which makes the core area elliptical so that the two axes of the PCF match the axes of the mode propagation distribution field. Figure 1 depicts the cross section of the PCF and the field distribution of the two polarization fundamental modes.

The analysis of the optical fundamental mode shows that the fast axis of the fiber is the axis crossing the two large holes consequently, the slow axis is the perpendicular one. In fact, we simulated the propagation of the two polarization fundamental modes and we determined the effective
Figure 1: (a) SEM photos of the silica PCF. (b) Simulated field distribution of the two polarization modes.

Figure 2: (a) Birefringence of the silica PCF. (b) Chromatic dispersions of the PM-PCF axes as a function of the wavelength.

indices of both axes of the fiber. We recall that the birefringence is defined as the difference between the two effective indices of the x- and y-polarized modes and it is given by: 

\[ B = |n_{\text{eff}y} - n_{\text{eff}x}|. \]

Figure 2(a) shows the variation of the birefringence as a function of the wavelength. We found that the silica PCF is a highly birefringent fiber with birefringence ranging from \(2 \cdot 10^{-4}\) at \(\lambda = 600\text{ nm}\) to \(1.4 \cdot 10^{-3}\) at \(\lambda = 1600\text{ nm}\). The strong birefringence is due to the absence of rotational symmetry of \(\pi/3\) and the existence of geometric imperfections related to the two large holes that creates asymmetries and breaks the degeneracy of the propagation modes [4]. This perturbation, namely the two opposite holes in the first ring having a diameter greater than the average one \((d_2 > d_1)\), is responsible for increasing the birefringence and obtaining a PM (Polarization Maintaining) PCF. In fact, it is a technique for making such a highly birefringent PCF. At \(\lambda = 820\text{ nm}\), we calculated a birefringence equal to \(4 \cdot 10^{-4}\). We note that the manufacturer mentioned a measured birefringence \(>3 \cdot 10^{-4}\) at \(\lambda = 780\text{ nm}\) while our modeling gives a birefringence of \(3.7 \cdot 10^{-4}\) at the same wavelength.

To determine the chromatic dispersion, the effective indices \((n_{\text{eff}x} \text{ and } n_{\text{eff}y})\) of the fundamental modes of the PCF are computed as a function of wavelength. Figure 2(b) gives the spectral evolution of the chromatic dispersion of both fast and slow axes of the PM-PCF.

We clearly see that our PM-PCF exhibits two zero dispersion wavelengths (\(\lambda_{ZDW}\)). The short \(\lambda_{ZDW,f}\) is equal to 815 nm for the HE\(_{11x}\) mode and 831 nm for the HE\(_{11y}\) mode whereas the long zero dispersion wavelength is around 1100 nm for both modes.

3. DETERMINATION OF THE AXES ORIENTATION OF THE FIBER

Experimentally, using a CCD camera, the determination of the fast and slow axes can be recognized by viewing the profile of the electric field into the structure. The experimental determination of the axis of the PCF is based on the collection of the electric field distribution and the analysis of the elliptical profile from which we could deduce the direction of the minor axis. The minor axis corresponds to the fast axis and the major axis corresponds to the slow axis of the PM-PCF. We
performed the study on both near and far fields to ensure the axes recognition. Figure 3 shows the experimental setups.

The CCD camera was arranged to be able to directly collect the near field (as shown in Figure 3(a)). We choose the parameters $l_1$ and $l_2$ so that the image collected by the camera does not exceed the size of its screen $h_2$ which is equal to 4.8 mm and taking into account the magnification factor of the lens $M = -h_2/h_1 = -l_2/l_1$ for $h_1 \approx 2$ microns. The image collected by CCD camera is imported and analyzed to remove the added white noise in order to determine the accurate orientation of the elliptical distribution of the electric field intensity. Thus, the position of the major and minor axes will be determined. We verified our calculation by computing the second order moments along lines traversing the mass centers of the images in order to compensate for inaccuracies in imaging due to aberrations and diffraction limitations, as well as digital imaging noise.

To determine the far field, we put a projection plane in the focal point of the lens. This configuration is presented in Figure 3(b). It allows the collection of an image presenting the Fourier transform of the near-field. In fact, the most remarkable and useful properties of the used converging lens is its inherent ability to perform two-dimensional Fourier transforms. By applying the Fourier transforms on the elliptical distribution, the two axes will be changed so that the major axis will be the minor axis and vice versa. The computation of the second order moment confirms the elliptical distribution orientation. From this mode analysis, we numerically evaluated the effective area of the fundamental mode to be equal to $A_{\text{eff}} = 2.12 \mu m^2$ and by using $n_2 = 2.5 \cdot 10^{-20} m^2 \cdot W^{-1}$, we deduced a nonlinear coefficient $\gamma = 2\pi n_2/((\lambda A_{\text{eff}}))$ of 90 km$^{-1} \cdot W^{-1}$ at $\lambda = 820$ nm.

4. SUPERCONTINUUM GENERATION AND COHERENCE PROPERTIES

After determining the optical properties (birefringence, chromatic dispersion and nonlinear coefficient) of the PM-PCF, we will be able to simulate the nonlinear process and the pulse propagation along the fiber. In this section, we will apply the scalar NLSE to solve the nonlinear propagation on both axes of the fiber (slow and fast). The NLSE which takes into account the contribution of the linear and nonlinear effects describes the temporal and longitudinal dependence of the pulse envelope $A(z, t)$ [5].

We noticed that two pulses launched separately around an average power of 20 mW on each axis were decoupled in time after about 10-cm propagating distance (see Figure 4(a)). Thus, the scalar approach for the resolution of the nonlinear Schrödinger equation can be applied for the 2-m PM-PCF length. We considered a Gaussian input pulse shape $A(0, T) = \sqrt{P_0} \exp(-T^2/2T_0^2)$ centered at 820 nm with a fixed intensity full width at half-maximum of 56 fs duration measured with an autocorrelator and delivered at an average power $P = 20$ mW with a repetition rate of 202 MHz. Figure 4(b) shows the experimental supercontinua generated in both fast and slow axes for an average power $P = 20$ mW. As we can see from the laser spectrum, the laser bandwidth centered at the wavelength $\lambda = 820$ nm is set in the both anomalous and normal dispersion regimes. Thus, the over 800 nm bandwidth generated in the visible and the infrared region for both fiber axes are mainly ruled by the effects of self phase modulation, the Raman effects as a responsible for solitonic fissions and the dispersive wave radiation [6].

After studying the SC generation, we are also in the process of appraising coherence and noise as these are critical in applications like frequency measurement and coherent communications. We tried to evaluate the coherence degradation caused by severe fluctuations in the spectral phase.
Figure 4: (a) Temporal evolution of the SC as a function of the distance. (b) Supercontinua generated in 2-m fiber length at an average power of 20 mW. Solid red (dashed black) curve, along the fast (slow) axis.

Figure 5: Degree of coherence calculated from an ensemble average of 20 SC pairs.

The first order coherence at each wavelength in the generated SC is given by [7]:

$$|g_{12}(\lambda, t_1 - t_2)| = \frac{\left|\langle E_1^*(\lambda, t_1) E_2(\lambda, t_2) \rangle\right|}{\sqrt{\left\langle |E_1(\lambda, t_1)|^2 \right\rangle \left\langle |E_2(\lambda, t_2)|^2 \right\rangle}}$$

where $E_1$ and $E_2$ are two electric fields of two immediately successive SC spectra. The maximum value of 1 corresponds to no significant coherence degradation. In order to focus on the wavelength dependence of the coherence, the calculation of $g_{12}$ is considered at $t_1 - t_2 = 0$. The input pulse shot noise is modeled by adding one photon per mode with a random phase noise [7]. From an average ensemble of 20 independent simulations (Figure 5), we clearly see that the spectrum is highly coherent over the entire supercontinuum bandwidth.

5. CONCLUSION

We performed a numerical and experimental study of SC generation in a polarization PM-PCF. We applied two techniques in order to determine the fast and the slow axes of the fiber. We found more than 800 nm bandwidth generated at an average power of 20 mW on both axes of the PM-PCF at $\lambda = 820$ nm. The modeling of the noise structure with independent random phases shows a high degree of coherence over the generated bandwidth.
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Abstract — Response theory within the framework of molecular quantum electrodynamics is used to calculate the rate of resonant energy transfer between a pair of chromophores in vacuum as well as in a chiral dielectric medium that can undergo dispersion and absorption. Discriminatory transfer rates occurring between chiral molecules are also evaluated. The viewpoint adopted is one in which an unexcited acceptor moiety responds to the driving fields of an excited source donor molecule. The fields are expanded in a power series solution from the Heisenberg equations of motion for the fermion and boson creation and annihilation operators. The role of Maxwell fields in the migration of excitation energy is examined.

1. INTRODUCTION

The theory of molecular quantum electrodynamics (MQED) continues to have considerable success when applied to problems in theoretical chemistry, and atomic, molecular and optical physics. Broadly speaking, these cover a vast array of spectroscopic techniques and intermolecular interactions, both of which involve the coupling of electrons and photons. Particular examples of one or more electromagnetic fields interacting with matter include single- and multi-photon absorption and emission processes, coherent and incoherent elastic and inelastic scattering of light, four-, five- and six-wave mixing, Kerr effect and numerous other linear and nonlinear quantum optical phenomena. Meanwhile fundamental inter-particle couplings comprise the resonant transfer of excitation energy as well as electrostatic, induction and dispersion forces. Foundations of MQED and specific applications may be found in a number of well written and comprehensive textbooks and monographs [1–8], each of which contains extensive bibliographies of the primary literature.

The molecular version of QED is a non-relativistic approximation to covariant QED [9], and is applicable to bound electrons moving at speeds significantly less than that of light, and with energies below $mc^2$. Its characteristic feature, like that of QED itself, is that the radiation field along with matter is quantized, the kinematics varying according to whether a non-covariant or a relativistic formulation is employed. Hence the photon emerges naturally as a consequence of quantizing the electromagnetic field, with signals properly retarded due to their propagation at the speed of light. Compared to its semi-classical antecedent, in which only electrons are quantized, QED and MQED offer a rigorous description of the interaction of radiation with matter and between matter itself.

As the name QED implies, its basis lies in classical mechanics (Newtonian or relativistic) and electromagnetism, to which are applied the laws of quantum mechanics. Hence Maxwell’s equations lie at the heart of the theory, with the free radiation field readily quantized and expressed as a sum of simple harmonic oscillators. Along with the quantum mechanical description of charged particles, the quantum electrodynamical Hamiltonian operator for the total system comprised of matter, radiation field and mutual interaction may be straightforwardly constructed via the familiar canonical quantization procedure and applied to specific problems. The role of the electromagnetic field doesn’t end here as is largely the case in the usual formulation of MQED in terms of charged particles interacting with the radiation field. An alternative, often more powerful description is to choose a fully field theoretic picture of coupled electron and photon wavefields, with observables computed from knowledge of the Maxwell field operators in the neighbourhood of a charged source [8, 10, 11]. One obvious application is to intermolecular interactions [12], in which the response of one test body to the MQED fields of the other entity may be computed. Such an approach is adopted in the present work, where resonant migration of electronic excitation energy between two molecules, each of which may also be chiral — leading to discriminatory transfer, is studied. The influence of a chiral dielectric medium on the rate is also evaluated.

2. SECOND QUANTIZED RADIATION-MOLECULE HAMILTONIAN

In the field theoretic approach, the fully second quantized radiation-molecule Hamiltonian operator forms a convenient starting point for the calculation of a number of properties, including resonant
energy transfer using response theory. It takes the form [8, 10, 11]

\[ H = \sum_n b_n^\dagger b_n E_n + \sum_{k, \lambda} \left[ a^{(\lambda)}(\hat{k}) a^{(\lambda)}(\hat{k}) + \frac{1}{2} \right] \hbar c \delta_{\lambda} - \varepsilon_{0}^{-1} \sum_{m, n} b_m^\dagger b_n \mu^{mn} \cdot \hat{d}^\dagger(\hat{R}, t), \]  

(1)

where the self-energy term has been ignored, and \( b_n \) and \( b_n^\dagger \) are implicitly time-dependent fermion annihilation and creation operators for the state \(|n\rangle\) of the electron, of energy \( E_n \). Analogously, \( a^{(\lambda)}(\hat{k}) \) and \( a^{(\lambda)}(\hat{k}) \) are time-dependent boson lowering and raising operators, which respectively decrease and increase by one the number of photons of mode \((\hat{k}, \lambda)\), with \( \hat{k} \) the propagation wavevector, and \( \lambda \) the polarization index. The first two terms of (1) therefore represent the total electron energy and the energy of the radiation field, respectively. The last term of (1) describes the coupling of radiation with matter within the electric dipole approximation of the multipolar framework of MQED [1–3, 5, 8, 11], with \( \mu^{mn} \) the transition electric dipole moment matrix element between states \(|m\rangle \) and \(|n\rangle \). It goes without saying that the field theoretic method is entirely equivalent to an occupation number representation in many-body theory. Appearing in Eq. (1) is the time-dependent transverse electric displacement field, whose mode expansion is given by

\[ \hat{d}^\dagger(\vec{r}, t) = i \sum_{\vec{k}, \lambda} \left( \frac{\hbar c \varepsilon_{0}}{2V} \right)^{1/2} \left[ \hat{e}^{(\lambda)}(\vec{k}) a^{(\lambda)}(\vec{k}, t) e^{i\vec{k} \cdot \vec{r}} - \varepsilon^{(\lambda)}(\vec{k}) a^{(\lambda)}(\vec{k}, t) e^{-i\vec{k} \cdot \vec{r}} \right], \]

(2)

where \( \hat{e}^{(\lambda)}(\vec{k}) \) is a unit electric polarization vector and \( V \) is the box quantization volume. A similar expansion may be written for the microscopic magnetic field operator \( \vec{b}(\vec{r}, t) \) in terms of the unit magnetic polarization vector \( \hat{b}^{(\lambda)}(\vec{k}) = \vec{k} \times \hat{e}^{(\lambda)}(\vec{k}) \).

On employing the fundamental commutator between \( a^{(\lambda)}(\vec{k}) \) and \( a^{(\lambda)}(\vec{k}) \), and the anti-commutator relating \( b_n \) and \( b_n^\dagger \), and the Heisenberg operator equation of motion, coupled integro-differential equations are obtained for the photon and electron creation and destruction operators. These are typically solved by iteration, generating a power series solution in the electric dipole moment operator. Substituting into the Maxwell field operators yields an expansion of the electric displacement and magnetic field operators in powers of \( \vec{b} \). Illustrating for the \( \vec{d} \)-field, the first two terms are the vacuum field, which is independent of the source moment, and the electric displacement field linear in \( \vec{b} \). Their \( i \)th Cartesian components are

\[ d^0_i(\vec{r}, t) = i \sum_{\vec{k}, \lambda} \left( \frac{\hbar c \varepsilon_{0}}{2V} \right)^{1/2} \left[ e^{(\lambda)}(\vec{k}) \alpha(0) e^{i\vec{k} \cdot \vec{r} - i\omega t} - H.C. \right], \]

(3)

and

\[ d^{(1)}_i(\vec{b}; \vec{r}, t) = \begin{cases} \frac{1}{4\pi} \sum_{m, n} \beta^\dagger_m(0) \beta_n(0) \mu^{mn}_j (-\nabla^2 \delta_{ij} + \nabla_i \nabla_j) \frac{e^{iknm}(r-ct)}{r}, & r < ct \\ 0, & r > ct \end{cases}, \]

(4)

for a dipole situated at the origin, with \( \alpha(t) = \alpha(0)e^{-i\omega t} \), and \( b_n(t) = \beta_n(t)e^{-i\omega t} \), and similarly for the Hermitian-conjugates. Note the first-order field is strictly causal. Similar expressions may be derived for the magnetic field correct to first-order in \( \vec{b} \), as well as higher-order terms for both fields, in addition to higher multipole dependent contributions such as those involving magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole terms [10, 13–15]. This simply means accounting for higher multipole terms in the interaction Hamiltonian at the outset, as in

\[ H_{int} = -\varepsilon_{0}^{-1} \sum_{m, n} b_m^\dagger b_n \left[ \mu_i^{mn} + Q_{ij}^{mn} \nabla_j + \ldots \right] d^\dagger_i(\vec{R}, t) - \sum_{m, n} b_m^\dagger b_n \left[ m^{mn}_i + \ldots \right] b_i(\vec{R}, t), \]

(5)

where \( \vec{m} \) is the magnetic dipole moment operator and \( Q_{ij} \) is the electric quadrupole tensor.

3. ELECTRIC DIPOLE-DIPOLE RESONANCE ENERGY TRANSFER

Having now obtained the Maxwell fields correct up to first-order in the vicinity of an electric dipole source species, it is straightforward to evaluate the matrix element for electric dipole-dipole resonant
migration of energy between an excited donor moiety, $D$, in state $|p\rangle$, located at $\vec{R}_D$, and an initially unexcited acceptor entity, $A$, positioned at $\vec{R}_A$ which becomes excited on transfer to state $|p\rangle$ with $D$ decaying to the ground state $|0\rangle$. Body $A$ is viewed as a test dipole molecule responding at $\vec{R}_A$, to the electric dipole source driving field of donor $D$ which is undergoing a downward transition from $|p\rangle$ to $|0\rangle$ with energy $E_{p0} = E_p - E_0 = \hbar \omega_{p0}$, where $\omega_{p0}$ is the circular frequency. Taking the expectation value of the linear field (4) between states $|p\rangle$ and $|0\rangle$ and inserting into the coupling energy

$$-\varepsilon_0^{-1}\mu_i^p(A)e^{-i\omega_{p0}t}d_j^{(1)}(\vec{p} \cdot \vec{R}_A, t),$$

yields the matrix element [12, 15]

$$M = \mu_i^{0p}(D)\mu_j^{p0}(A)V_{ij}(\omega_{p0}, \vec{R}),$$

where the retarded resonance interaction tensor is

$$V_{ij}(\omega, \vec{R}) = -\frac{1}{4\pi\varepsilon_0}(-\nabla^2\delta_{ij} + \nabla_i \nabla_j)\frac{e^{i\omega R/c}}{R},$$

and $\vec{R} = \vec{R}_A - \vec{R}_D$. Substituting (7) into the Fermi Golden Rule and orientationally averaging over dipole moments results in the isotropic transfer rate

$$\Gamma = \frac{4\pi \rho}{9\hbar}(\frac{1}{(4\pi\varepsilon_0 R^3)^2})[\mu^{0p}(D)|^2|\mu^{p0}(A)|^2\left[k_{p0}^4 R_4 + k_{p0}^2 R_2^2 + 3\right],$$

where $\rho$ is the density of final states and $\omega_{p0} = ck_{p0}$. Easily obtainable are the near-zone $R^{-6}$ radiationless transfer rate due to Förster [16], and the inverse square long-range radiative transfer rate. MQED therefore provides a unified theory of resonant energy transfer, incorporating both mechanisms at the extremes of inter-chromophore separation distance, and clearly explicates the role of Maxwell fields in the process.

### 4. INFLUENCE OF A CHIRAL DIELECTRIC MEDIUM ON THE TRANSFER RATE

An interesting extension to the transfer rate calculated in the previous Section is to consider the effect of an homogeneous, dispersive chiral dielectric medium that is also absorptive, on the migration of energy. Such a medium is characterized by the electric permittivity, $\varepsilon(\omega)$, magnetic permeability, $\mu(\omega)$, and chirality admittance, $\beta(\omega)$ — each of which is complex, with the last quantity describing the magneto-electric response generated by the optically active molecules of the medium. The electromagnetic fields may be calculated from the time-harmonic Maxwell equations and the Drude-Born-Fedorov equations. Hence the $0p$-th matrix element of the electric displacement field in the medium is

$$\left\langle 0|d_j^{(1)}(\vec{p} \cdot \vec{r}, t)|p\right\rangle = -\frac{1}{4\pi} \sum_{L, R} |\gamma_{L/R}(\omega_{0p})|^2 |\varepsilon(\omega_{0p})|^{-3/2}|\mu(\omega_{0p})|^{-1/2} \frac{\mu_i^{0p} e^{i\omega_{0p}t}}{\omega_{0p}\gamma_{L/R}(\omega_{0p})} V_{ij}^{med}(\omega_{0p}, \vec{r}),$$

where the retarded coupling tensor in a chiral medium is

$$V_{ij}^{med}(\omega, \vec{r}) = (-\nabla^2\delta_{ij} + \nabla_i \nabla_j)\frac{e^{i\gamma_{L/R}(\omega) R}}{R},$$

\(\gamma_{L/R}(\omega) = k(\omega)/1 \mp k(\omega)\beta(\omega),\) is the wavevector length, $k^2(\omega)/\omega^2 = \varepsilon(\omega)\mu(\omega)$, and the sum in (10) is taken over the two circularly polarized modes. The energy transfer matrix element is obtained from (7), giving the rate [17]

$$\Gamma^{med} = \sum_{L, R} \frac{1}{72\pi \hbar |\varepsilon(\omega_{0p})|^3 |\mu(\omega_{0p})|^3} |\mu^{0p}(D)|^2 |\mu^{p0}(A)|^2 \text{Re} \left[ \frac{\tau_{L/R}(\omega_{0p})}{\omega_{0p}} V_{ij}^{med}(\omega_{0p}, \vec{R}) \right]^2.$$
5. DISCRIMINATORY ENERGY TRANSFER

Resonant exchange of energy between two chiral molecules is discriminatory, depending on the handedness of the respective enantiomer. Response theory may be applied to calculate the transfer rate in a manner similar to that outlined in Section 3 for the electric dipole-dipole case. To leading order magnetic dipole coupling must be accounted for, and the previously derived [13–15] magnetic dipole dependent electric displacement and magnetic fields need to be employed, as well as the electric dipole dependent first-order magnetic field. The resulting rate is

\[
\Gamma_{\text{disc}} = \frac{\rho}{18\pi \hbar^2 c_0^2 R^6} \left[ \vec{\mu}_0^\alpha(D) \cdot \vec{m}_0^\beta(D) \right] \left[ \vec{\mu}_0^\alpha(A) \cdot \vec{m}_0^\beta(A) \right] \left[ 2k^4 R^4 + 2k^2 R^2 + 3 \right],
\]

which changes sign when one optical isomer is replaced by its antipode.

6. CONCLUSION

MQED successfully treats long-range resonant energy transfer between molecules, both in free space and in the presence of a chiral dielectric medium that is absorptive and dispersive. Use of response theory allows the role of source dependent Maxwell field operators to clearly come to the fore when interpreting migration of electronic energy.
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Abstract—We characterize the nonlinear propagation of ultra-short femtosecond pulses in a highly nonlinear As$_2$Se$_3$-based chalcogenide photonic crystal fiber (PCF). We propose an accurate fit of the Raman response function of the As$_2$Se$_3$ chalcogenide glass in order to evaluate the effect of the stimulated Raman scattering on the supercontinuum (SC) generation in the PCF. We have investigated the interplay of the nonlinear effects leading to the SC generation as a function of the input power and the fiber length. The SC spanning from 1.9 $\mu$m to 4 $\mu$m was generated in 1-cm fiber length with 200 fs pulses at an input average power of 500 $\mu$W. The generation of the SC has mainly been attributed to the Raman effect which is responsible for the solitonic fission and the dispersive wave radiation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Supercontinuum (SC) generation is a spectral broadening obtained by propagating intense short pulses in a nonlinear medium such as small core photonic crystal fiber (PCF). Silica fibers are characterized by a low nonlinear refractive index $n_2$ around $2.6 \times 10^{-20}$ $m^2 W^{-1}$ and most of the investigations employing silica PCF require kilowatt peak powers to generate octave spanning SC from the visible to the longest wavelength which is not greater than 2 $\mu$m. For this purpose, SC generation above 2 $\mu$m wavelength requires fibers with longer infrared transmission window. Highly nonlinear glasses such as chalcogenide have been introduced to offer numerous applications in the infrared region. It has been shown that these materials exhibit many attractive optical properties and are characterized by a high refractive index, large nonlinearities and excellent transmission at the infrared wavelengths [1, 2]. Depending on their composition based on chalcogen elements, (Sulphur, Selenium, and Tellurium), the nonlinear coefficient $n_2$ has been measured between two to three orders of magnitude higher than for silica glass [3]. In this context, recent works have investigated the nonlinear propagation in the chalcogenide glasses and tried to determine the stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) which is known to be the major effect impacting ultra-short pulses and inducing broadband spectrum. For instance, Xiong et al. [4] have determined the temporal Raman response of the As$_2$S$_3$ material. Shaw et al. [5] have reported experimental work that demonstrates the SC generation from 2.1 $\mu$m to 3.2 $\mu$m in a 1 m section As$_2$Se$_3$-based chalcogenide PCF with one ring of air holes in a hexagonal structure.

In this work, we study the Raman response of the As$_2$Se$_3$ glass by presenting an accurate fit of the temporal Raman response based on the experimental data recently published by Hu et al. [6]. We also characterize the nonlinear propagation of ultra-short femtosecond pulses in a sub-cm length highly nonlinear As$_2$Se$_3$-based chalcogenide photonic crystal fiber and evaluate the effect of the stimulated Raman scattering on the supercontinuum generation in this PCF. The reminder of this paper is organized as follow. In Section 2, we present an optical characterization of a highly nonlinear As$_2$Se$_3$ chalcogenide PCF namely the effective mode area and the chromatic dispersion. Section 3 presents the numerical modeling of the temporal Raman response in order to solve the nonlinear propagation in the chalcogenide PCF. Therefore, SC spectra are generated in the mid infrared region in sub-centimeter length PCF. In Section 4, we discuss the interplay of the nonlinear effects and determine how the SC is constructed in the highly nonlinear As$_2$Se$_3$-based chalcogenide photonic crystal fiber.

2. CHALCOGENIDE PCF CHARACTERIZATION

In order to solve the nonlinear propagation, we determine the optical properties of an As$_2$Se$_3$-based chalcogenide PCF, having an average air hole diameter $d$ of 1.26 $\mu$m and a distance $\Lambda$ between the hole centers of 1.77 $\mu$m. We calculate the effective indices of both fundamental polarization modes using the finite element method (FEM) which is highly suited to the analysis of our periodic structure [7]. The chromatic dispersion, the effective area and the nonlinear coefficient are then
deduced from the determination of the effective indices. The effective mode area of a guided mode for a PCF is given by:

\[ A_{\text{eff}} = \frac{\left( \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} |\vec{E}(x, y)|^2 \, dx \, dy \right)^2}{\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} |\vec{E}(x, y)|^4 \, dx \, dy} \]  

(1)

The integrals involving field distribution, obtained from mode analysis, are numerically evaluated to calculate the above effective mode area of the fundamental mode. Consequently, the obtained small effective areas enhance the effective fiber nonlinearity and the nonlinear coefficient \( \gamma \) which is given by:

\[ \gamma = \frac{2\pi n_2}{\lambda A_{\text{eff}}} \]  

(2)

We found the nonlinear coefficient of the highly nonlinear As\(_2\)Se\(_3\)-based chalcogenide photonic crystal fiber equal to \( \gamma = 17.2 \, \text{m}^{-1}\text{W}^{-1} \) at \( \lambda = 2.8 \, \mu\text{m} \) by using \( n_2 = 2.3 \cdot 10^{-17} \, \text{m}^2\text{W}^{-1} \) [3]. We also focus on the second-order chromatic dispersion, also referred to as group velocity dispersion (GVD). Fig. 1 gives the spectral evolution of the group velocity dispersion parameter \( \beta_2 = -\frac{\lambda^2 D}{2\pi c} \) and the effective mode area of the chalcogenide PCF, where \( c \) is the velocity of light in vacuum and \( \lambda \) is the wavelength.

We note that the zero dispersion wavelength (\( \lambda_{ZDW} \)) of the PCF was found to be equal to \( \lambda_{ZDW} = 2.67 \, \mu\text{m} \) and we calculated \( \beta_2 = -4.058 \cdot 10^{-2} \, \text{ps}^2/\text{m} \) at \( \lambda = 2.8 \, \mu\text{m} \).

3. RAMAN RESPONSE MODELING OF THE AS\(_2\)SE\(_3\) CHALCOGENIDE GLASS

The simulation of the nonlinear propagation is based on the resolution of the generalized nonlinear Schrödinger equation (GNLSE):

\[ \frac{\partial U}{\partial z} = -\frac{\alpha}{2} U - \sum_{m \geq 2} \frac{j^{m-1} \beta_m}{m!} \frac{\partial^m U}{\partial t^m} + j \left( \gamma_0 + j\gamma_1 \frac{\partial}{\partial t} - \frac{\gamma_2}{2} \frac{\partial^2}{\partial t^2} \right) \left( 1 + \frac{j}{\omega_0} \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \right) \times \left( U(z,t) \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} R(t') |U(z,t-t')|^2 \, dt' \right) \]  

(3)

where \( U(z,t) \) is the slowly varying envelope, \( \alpha \) is the attenuation coefficient and \( \beta_m \) the higher order dispersion coefficients of the propagation constant \( \beta \). The total response function \( R(t) \) including the instantaneous electronic and the vibrational Raman contributions is given by:

\[ R(t) = \left( 1 - f_r \right) \delta(t) + f_r h R(t) \]  

(4)

Figure 1: Group velocity dispersion and effective mode area of the As\(_2\)Se\(_3\) PCF as a function of the wavelength.
Let us recall that the optical properties of the chalcogenide glasses are strongly affected by the photoinduced effects such as photodarkening and photoinduced anisotropy [8]. Thus, the response times and the third order susceptibility $\chi^{(3)}$ will change. It has been shown that, as a function of the irradiation time and when increasing the input power intensity, the Raman gain spectrum fluctuates and depicts oscillatory changes which disappear after reaching a final saturation state [9].

In our calculations, the temporal Raman response $h_R(t)$ was extracted from a measured Raman gain spectrum of an As$_2$Se$_3$ fiber [6] for which we consider that the input laser powers are sufficiently high to produce a stable Raman spectrum with a Stokes component centered around 230 cm$^{-1}$. The temporal Raman response $h_R(t)$ is related to the Raman gain spectrum by the expression [10]:

$$g_R(f) = \frac{2\omega_p c n_2 f_r}{c} \text{Im}[H_R(f)]$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $\omega_p$ is the pump frequency and $\text{Im}[H_R(f)]$ is the imaginary part of the Fourier transform of $h_R(t)$. In fact, by taking the inverse Fourier transformation of the Raman gain and fitting it with a lorentzian profile, we can simply deduce the delayed Raman response $h_R(t)$ which is expressed through the Green’s function of the damped harmonic oscillator [11]:

$$h_R(t) = \frac{\tau_1^2 + \tau_2^2}{\tau_1 \tau_2} \exp\left(-\frac{t}{\tau_2}\right) \sin\left(-\frac{t}{\tau_1}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where the calculated parameters $\tau_1 = 23$ fs and $\tau_2 = 164.5$ fs correspond respectively to the inverse of the phonon oscillation frequency and the bandwidth of the Raman gain spectrum. They have been chosen to provide a good fit with the lorentzian spectral profile (see Fig. 2(a)). The fraction $f_r$ can be calculated from the Kramers-Kroning relation [10] and has been found to be equal to 0.148.

$$f_r = \frac{\lambda}{2\pi^2 n_2} \int_0^\infty \frac{g_R(f)}{f} df$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

Figure 2 shows the temporal variation of the Raman response function $h_R(t)$ for the silica [11] and the As$_2$Se$_3$ chalcogenide materials and their corresponding Raman gains [6, 10]. We can observe from Fig. 2(a) that the temporal Raman response of the As$_2$Se$_3$ is longer than the response time of the silica material. Thus, the Raman response has to be considered for pulses having duration around one picosecond in opposition to the silica fibers where the time response can be neglected for pulses longer than 300 fs. The Raman gain spectra in Fig. 2(b) show that the Raman frequency shift for the silica material ($\approx 13.2$ THz) is larger than the chalcogenide one ($\approx 6.9$ THz). Good agreement with the temporal Raman response published in Refs. [6, 12] is found.

4. SUPERCORNTINUUM GENERATION

Equation (3) has been solved numerically using the symmetrized split-step Fourier method [13]. In our study, we consider the injection of the power laser pulses with secant hyperbolic field profile.
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Figure 2: (a) Temporal Raman response functions calculated for both As$_2$Se$_3$ chalcogenide (solid curve) and silica materials (dashed curve) and (b) the corresponding normalized Raman gains.
emerging from a femtosecond laser $U(0, T) = \sqrt{P_0 \sec h(T/T_0)}$ having an average power $P = 500 \mu W$, a pulse width of 200 fs and a repetition rate of 82 MHz [14]. In our calculations we set the pump wavelength equal to 2.8 $\mu m$, close to $\lambda_{ZDW}$, in the anomalous dispersion regime in order to get broadband spectrum generation. In order to study the construction of the SC, we determined the SC generated by increasing the average power in 1-cm length of PCF, which corresponds to the fiber length giving a maximum spectral broadening. In fact, we simulated the nonlinear propagation for different PCF lengths starting from 4 mm length and found that the optimal spectral broadening is obtained for 1-cm PCF length. Fig. 3 depicts the output spectra generated for different average powers at a pump wavelength equal to 2.8 $\mu m$. We notice that the total generated bandwidth increases as the average power increases.

For low input power, a symmetric broadening is observed mainly due to the effect of self phase modulation (as shown for $P = 50 \mu W$, $P = 100 \mu W$ and $P = 200 \mu W$). When increasing the input power at $P = 300 \mu W$, asymmetry induced by the SRS effect is depicted generating the first order soliton. After that, the first soliton formed is subsequently self-frequency shifted to longer wavelengths as the pumping power is increased, giving rise to the broadband spectrum in the mid-IR region. By increasing the pump power, we show that the SC can reach more than 2 microns bandwidth extending from 1.9 $\mu m$ to 4 $\mu m$. The obtained spectrum with 1-cm PCF length and with low average power reveals interesting features of the generated stable broadband covering mid-IR wavelengths.

5. CONCLUSION

We presented a numerical model of the temporal Raman response of the As$_2$Se$_3$ glass and demonstrated the SC generation in few millimeters highly nonlinear As$_2$Se$_3$-based chalcogenide PCF. We found that the stimulated Raman scattering is responsible for the extra-broadening of supercontinuum spectra. We showed that over two octaves-spanning SC from 1.9 $\mu m$ to 4 $\mu m$ can be easily generated by using only 1-cm fiber length and low average powers. The intrinsic properties of the As$_2$Se$_3$ glass and the microstructure provide enhanced nonlinearities that can offer numerous applications in the infrared field including ultrafast all optical switching, Raman fiber lasers and high resolution spectroscopy.
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Generation and Detection of Terahertz Radiation by Field Effect Transistors
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Abstract — This is an overview of the main physical ideas for application of field effect transistors for generation and detection of THz radiation. Resonant frequencies of the two-dimensional plasma oscillations in FETs increase with the reduction of the channel dimensions and reach the THz range for sub-micron gate lengths. When the mobility is high enough, the dynamics of a short channel FET is dominated by plasma waves. This may result, on the one hand, in a spontaneous generation of plasma waves by a dc current and on the other hand, in a resonant response to the incoming radiation. In the opposite case, when plasma oscillations are overdamped, the FET can operate as an efficient broadband THz detector.

1. INTRODUCTION
The channel of a field effect transistor (FET) can act as a resonator for plasma waves with a typical wave velocity of $10^8$ cm/s. The plasma frequency of this resonator depends on its dimensions and for gate lengths of a micron and sub-micron size can reach the Terahertz (THz) range. The interest in the THz applications of FETs was initiated at the beginning of ‘90s by the theoretical work of Dyakonov and Shur [1] who predicted that a steady current flow in an asymmetric FET channel can lead to instability against spontaneous generation of plasma waves. This will, in turn, produce the emission of electromagnetic radiation at the plasma wave frequency. Later, it was shown [2] that the nonlinear properties of the 2D plasma in the transistor channel can be used for detection and mixing of THz radiation. The resonant case of high electron mobility, when plasma oscillation modes are excited in the channel, and the non-resonant case of low mobility, where plasma oscillations are overdamped were analysed.

Both THz emission [3–6] and detection, resonant [7–9] and non-resonant [10, 11], were observed experimentally at cryogenic, as well as at room temperatures, clearly demonstrating effects related to the excitation of plasma waves. At the moment, the most promising application appears to be the broadband THz detection and imaging in the overdamped regime, where plasma waves are non-existent. However, THz emission and resonant detection by excitation of plasma waves are also quite interesting phenomena that deserve further exploration.

2. PLASMA WAVES IN A FET
Plasma waves are oscillations of the electron density. Generally, they can be obtained from the continuity equation:

$$\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} + \text{div} \mathbf{j} = 0,$$

(1)

where $\rho$ is the charge density and $\mathbf{j}$ is the current density, related to the local electric field $\mathbf{E}$ by Ohm’s law $\mathbf{j} = \sigma \mathbf{E}$ where $\sigma$ is the conductivity. These equations must be complemented by the relation between the electric field and the charge density. In three dimensions, this relation obviously is $\text{div} \mathbf{E} = 4\pi \rho/\varepsilon$, where $\varepsilon$ is the background dielectric constant (we use Gaussian units everywhere). In two and one dimensional structures, while this equation obviously remains true, it does not help because now the field $\mathbf{E}$ is not the total electric field, but rather its component that can drive the current, e.g., for a two-dimensional electrons it is the part of electric field that lies in the 2D plane.

It should be taken into account that plasma waves exist in the high-frequency limit $\omega \tau > 1$, where $\omega$ is the frequency, and $\tau$ is the momentum relaxation time, which is also the damping time for plasma waves. Accordingly, if damping is completely ignored, we should use the high frequency limit for the complex conductivity: $\sigma(\omega) = ine^2/m\omega$, where $n$ is the electron concentration, $e$ and $m$ are the electron charge and effective mass respectively. This formula can be derived by writing the Drude equation for the mean electron velocity as $\partial \mathbf{v}/\partial t = e\mathbf{E}/m$ and neglecting the “friction” term $\Box \mathbf{v}/\tau$. Equivalently, one can use the following equation for the current density $\mathbf{j} = en\mathbf{v}$:

$$\frac{\partial \mathbf{j}}{\partial t} = \frac{ne^2}{m} \mathbf{E}.$$
Combining Eqs. (1) and (2), we obtain
\[ \frac{\partial^2 \rho}{\partial t^2} + \frac{ne^2}{m} \text{div} \mathbf{E} = 0. \] (3)

The relation between the charge density and the electric field in the channel is readily obtained from the plane capacitor formula:
\[ \rho = en = CU, \] (4)
where \( C \) is the gate-to-channel capacitance per unit area, and \( U \) is the so called gate voltage swing: \( U = V_g - V_{th} \), \( V_g \) is the gate voltage, and \( V_{th} \) is the threshold voltage, at which the channel becomes completely depleted. From Eq. (4) we obtain:
\[ \mathbf{E} = -\nabla U = -\frac{1}{\varepsilon} \nabla \rho. \]

It is important to understand that Eq. (4) holds not only when \( U \) is a constant, but also when the scale of the spatial variation of \( U \) is large compared to the gate-to-channel separation (the graduate channel approximation). Eq. (3) now gives a linear dispersion relation for plasma waves with velocity \( s \):
\[ \omega(k) = sk, \quad s = \sqrt{\frac{ne^2}{mC}} = \sqrt{\frac{eU_0}{m}} \] (5)
where \( U_0 \) the dc part of the gate voltage swing related to the electron concentration \( n \) by Eq. (4).

The above considerations are based on Eq. (4), which is valid when the wavelength is much greater than the gate-to-channel separation \( d \), or \( kd \ll 1 \).

### 3. Instability of the Steady State with a DC Current in FET

This instability was predicted in Ref. [1]. The conditions for instability are:

A) The plasma wave damping is small, \( \omega \tau > 1 \), where \( \omega \) is the plasma oscillation frequency on the order of \( s/L \), \( L \) is the channel length, and \( \tau \) is the momentum relaxation time defining the electron mobility. B) The boundary conditions at the source and the drain are asymmetric. An extreme case of such asymmetry, considered in Ref. [1], consists in the open circuit condition at the source and the short circuit condition at the drain. C) The steady state electron drift velocity \( v \) must exceed a threshold value depending on the damping time \( \tau \). For \( \omega \tau 

The physical origin of this instability is related to the difference in velocities of plasma waves propagating upstream \((s-v)\) and downstream \((s+v)\). Because of this difference, the reflection coefficients at the boundaries may be \( \textit{greater than 1} \). It can be shown that for the boundary conditions mentioned above the net amplification due to plasma wave reflections during a round trip is equal to \((s+v)/(s-v)\). The time \( t_0 \) needed to make a round trip is obviously \( t_0 = L/(s+v)+L/(s-v) \). For \( t \gg t_0 \) the number of round trips can be estimated as \( t/t_0 \), and the total increase of the plasma wave amplitude during time \( t \) is \( [(s+v)/(s-v)]^{t/t_0} \). We can now rewrite this expression as \( \exp(\gamma t) \), where the instability increment \( \gamma \) is given by the formula:
\[ \gamma = \frac{s}{2L} \left(1 - \frac{v^2}{s^2}\right) \ln \left(\frac{s+v}{s-v}\right). \] (6)

This is the result obtained in Ref. [1] by the standard method of studying what happens to small perturbations of the steady state with a given drift velocity \( v \). For low drift velocities, \( v \ll s \), Eq. (4) reduces to \( \gamma = v/L \). In the absence of damping, the steady state is always, however if damping is taken into account, the instability occurs when \( \gamma > 1/\tau \) and this condition defines the threshold value of the drift velocity. If \( \tau \) is small enough the steady state is stable.

The instability of the current-carrying steady state results in generation of plasma waves at the resonator modes. Essentially, the device operates like a laser, with an interesting difference: contrary to what happens in a laser, the gain is due to amplification \textit{during reflections} from the “mirrors”, while the losses occur during the propagation of the plasma wave between the mirrors.

The experimental results on THz emission from FETs in Refs. [3–6] and other work cannot be directly compared with the one-dimensional theory [1]. In the standard experimental situation, the width \( W \) of the gate is much larger than the gate length \( L \), typically \( W/L \sim 100 \). Under such conditions the one-dimensional model, where the plasma density and velocity depend on the coordinate \( x \) only, is not appropriate, since obviously oblique plasma waves with a non-zero
component of the wave vector in the \( y \) direction can propagate. In such geometry, the gated region is not a resonator, but rather a waveguide with a continuous spectrum of plasma waves.

In Ref. [12], the analysis of stability was extended to the more realistic case when \( W \gg L \), and it was shown that, somewhat unexpectedly, in such a geometry an additional new mode of instability dominates, which is localized near the gate boundaries. Moreover, a similar instability should exist near a single boundary of current-carrying two-dimensional plasma.

Certainly, the linear theory cannot predict the outcome of this instability. However, since the spectrum of plasma waves is continuous, it seems likely that the instability will result in a turbulent motion of the electron fluid near the boundary of the gated region. The spectrum of the plasma oscillations should be broad, as it is observed in experiments. This is similar to what one can see in a river, when the water flows with sufficient velocity across an abrupt step in the waterbed: waves with wave vectors perpendicular to the flow are excited, while the wave vectors in the direction of the flow are purely imaginary, which accounts for the localization of the turbulent region near the step. It would be interesting to verify these predictions in specially designed experiments.

4. DETECTION OF THZ RADIATION BY FET

The idea of using a FET for detection of THz radiation was put forward in Ref. [2]. The possibility of the detection is due to nonlinear properties of the transistor, which lead to the rectification of an ac current induced by the incoming radiation. As a result, a photoresponse appears in the form of dc voltage between source and drain which is proportional to the radiation power (photovoltaic effect). Obviously, some asymmetry between the source and drain is needed to induce such a voltage. There may be various reasons of such an asymmetry. One of them is the difference in the source and drain boundary conditions due to some external (parasitic) capacitances. Another one is the asymmetry in feeding the incoming radiation, which can be achieved either by using a special antenna, or by an asymmetric design of the source and drain contact pads. Thus the radiation may predominantly create an ac voltage between the source and the gate (or between the drain and the gate) pair of contacts. Finally, the asymmetry can naturally arise if a dc current is passed between source and drain, creating a depletion of the electron density on the drain side of the channel.

In most of the experiments carried out so far, the THz radiation was applied to the transistor channel, together with contact pads and bonding wires. In such a case, it is obviously difficult to define how exactly the radiation is coupled to the transistor. Theoretically, we will consider the case of an extreme asymmetry, where the incoming radiation creates an ac voltage with amplitude \( U_a \) only between the source and the gate, see Fig. 1. We will also assume that there is no dc current between the source and drain. Generally, the FET may be described by an equivalent circuit presented in Fig. 1. The obvious elements are the distributed gate-to-channel capacitance and the channel resistance, which depends on the gate voltage through the electron concentration in the channel, according to Eq. (4).

As mentioned above, this equation is valid locally, so long as the scale of the spatial variation of \( U(x) \) is larger than the gate-to-channel separation \( d \) (the gradual channel approximation). Under
static conditions and in the absence of the drain current, \( U = U_0 = V_g - V_{th} \), where \( U_0 \) is the static voltage swing. The inductances in Fig. 1 represent the so-called kinetic inductances, which are due to the electron inertia and are proportional to \( m \), the electron effective mass. Depending on the frequency \( \omega \), one can distinguish two regimes of operation, and each of them can be further divided into two sub-regimes depending on the gate length \( L \).

1. **High frequency regime** occurs when \( \omega \tau > 1 \), where \( \tau \) is the electron momentum relaxation time, determining the conductivity in the channel \( \sigma = ne^2 \tau/m \). In this case, the kinetic inductances in Fig. 2 are of primordial importance, and the plasma waves analogous to the waves in an RLC transmission line, will be excited. The plasma waves have a velocity \( s = (eU_0/m)^{1/2} \) and a damping time \( \tau \). Thus their propagation distance is \( s\tau \).

   a. **Short gate**, \( L < s\tau \). The plasma wave reaches the drain side of the channel, gets reflected, and forms a standing wave with enhanced amplitude, so that the channel serves as a high-quality resonator for plasma oscillations. The fundamental mode has the frequency \( \sim s/L \), with a numerical coefficient depending on the boundary conditions.

   b. **Long gate**, \( L \gg s\tau \). The plasma waves excited at the source will decay before reaching the drain, so that the ac current will exist only in a small part of the channel adjacent to the source.

2. **Low frequency regime**, \( \omega \tau \ll 1 \). Now, the plasma waves cannot exist because of overdamping. At these low frequencies, the inductance in Fig. 1 become simply short-circuits which leads to an RC line. Its properties further depend the gate length, the relevant parameter being \( \omega \tau_{RC} \), where \( \tau_{RC} \) is the RC time constant of the whole transistor. Since the total channel resistance is \( L\rho/W \), and the total capacitance is \( CW_L \) (where \( W \) is the gate width and \( \rho = 1/\sigma \) is the channel resistivity), one finds \( \tau_{RC} = L^2/\rho C \).

   a. **Short gate**, \( L < (\rho C\omega)^{1/2} \). This means that \( \omega \tau_{RC} < 1 \), so that the ac current goes through the gate-to-channel capacitance practically uniformly on the whole length of the gate. This is the so-called “resistive mixer” regime \([20–22]\). For the THz frequencies this regime can apply only for transistors with extremely short gates smaller than 70 nm at 1 THz in silicon).

   b. **Long gate**, \( L \gg (\rho C\omega)^{1/2} \). Now \( \omega \tau_{RC} \gg 1 \), and the induced ac current will leak to the gate at a small distance \( l \) from the source, such that the resistance \( R(l) \) and the capacitance \( C(l) \) of this piece of the transistor channel satisfy the condition \( \omega \tau_{RC}(l) = 1 \), where \( \tau_{RC}(l) = R(l)C(l) = L^2/\rho C \). This condition gives the value of the “leakage length” \( l \) on the order of \( (\rho C\omega)^{1/2} \) (which can also be rewritten as \( s(\tau/\omega)^{1/2} \)). If \( l \ll L \), then neither ac voltage, nor ac current will exist in the channel at distances beyond \( l \) from the source.

Thus, the characteristic length where the ac current exists is \( s\tau \) for \( \omega \tau > 1 \), and \( s(\tau/\omega)^{1/2} \) for \( \omega \tau < 1 \) \([2]\). If the conditions of the case 1a are satisfied, the photoresponse will be resonant, corresponding to the excitation of discrete plasma oscillation modes in the channel. Otherwise, the FET will operate as a broad-band detector.

For a long gate, there is no qualitative difference between the low-frequency regime \( (\omega \tau \ll 1) \), when plasma waves do not exist (the case 2b) and the high frequency regime \( (\omega \tau \gg 1) \), where plasma oscillations are excited (the case 1b). However, and their excitation of plasma waves in the case 1b has been clearly confirmed by recent detection experiments in magnetic field \([13]\). Plasma waves cannot propagate below the cyclotron frequency. Therefore, in experiments with a fixed radiation frequency the photoresponse is strongly reduced when the magnetic field goes through the cyclotron resonance \([14]\). This is probably the most spectacular manifestation of the importance of plasma waves in THz detection by FETs.

The maximal photovoltage is achieved at \( U_0 \approx 0 \), where the relative ac modulation of the electron concentration in the channel is the strongest (note that Eq. (4) is not valid in the near vicinity of \( U_0 = 0 \)). A theoretical study of the photoresponse in this region is presented in Ref. \([15]\).
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Abstract— This paper reviews recent advances in emission, detection and modulation of terahertz (THz) radiation using two-dimensional plasmons in high-electron-mobility transistors (HEMMTs) featured by a dual-grating-gate (DGG) structure. The dual grating gates can alternately modulate the 2D electron densities to periodically distribute the plasmonic cavities along the channel, acting as a broadband antenna. The sample was fabricated with standard GaAs- or InP-based heterostructure material systems, succeeding in emission and detection of broadband (0.5–6.5 THz) radiation at room temperature with a maximum available THz output power and detection responsivity of $\sim \mu W$ and $\sim 10^{-10} W/Hz^{0.5}$ from a $30 \times 75 \mu m^2$ single die, respectively, with an excellent power conversion efficiency of $10^{-4}$. The device also can work for intensity modulation of incident THz radiation. We also demonstrate that the DGG-HEMT can work for a fast broadband THz intensity modulator.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the research of modern terahertz (THz) electronics, development of compact, tunable and coherent sources and detectors operating at THz frequencies is one of the hottest issues [1]. Two-dimensional plasmons (2DPs) in submicron transistors have attracted much attention due to their nature of promoting emission/detection of electromagnetic radiation in the THz range [2, 3]. Therefore different devices/structures of micron and submicron sizes supporting low-dimensional plasmons were intensively studied as possible candidates for solid-state far-infrared (FIR)/THz sources [4–9] and detectors [10–16]. Mechanisms of plasma wave excitation/emission can be divided (by convention) into two types: (i) incoherent and (ii) coherent type. The first is related to thermal excitation of broadband nonresonant plasmons by hot electrons [4–6]. The second is related to the plasma wave instability mechanisms like Dyakonov–Shur Doppler-shift model [2] and/or Ryzhii-Satou-Shur transit-time model [17, 18], where coherent plasmons can be excited either by hot electrons or by optical phonon emission under near ballistic electron motion [19]. It is known that hydrodynamic nonlinearities in 2DPs in the HEMT channel can be used for detection of THz radiation [3]. Resonant THz detection [12–14] is related to the excitation of high quality plasmons in 2D electron channel, whereas a broadband non-resonant THz detection [11] is related to over damped plasmons in depleted regions of the channel. The metal grating coupler is a conventional tool that can ensure strong coupling between the plasmons in 2D electron channel and THz radiation [4–6]. THz imaging utilizing 2DP detectors has been recently demonstrated [20–22], attracting great interest on safety/security applications and even more on future wireless communications. When the frequency of THz incoming radiation is resonant (off-resonant) to the 2DP, it will be well absorbed in (transmitted through) the HEMT channel. Thus one can control the transmissivity of THz radiation by the gate bias, leading to an intensity modulation function. Numerical simulations demonstrate a fast and broadband THz intensity modulation with a practically acceptable extinction ratio [23].

This paper reviews recent advances in emission, detection and modulation of terahertz (THz) radiation using two-dimensional plasmons in high-electron-mobility transistors (HEMMTs) featured by a dual-grating-gate (DGG) structure [23–31].

2. PLASMON-RESONANT THz EMITTER

The device was fabricated with InGaP/InGaAs/GaAs material systems in a double-deck HEMT with semiconducting 2D electron gas (2DEG) DGG [24–31]. The schematic device cross section and its SEM image are shown in Fig. 1. The device structure is based on a HEMT and incorporates (i) interdigitated DGGs (G1 and G2) that periodically localize the 2D plasmon in stripes on the order of 100 nm with a micron-to-submicron interval and (ii) a vertical cavity structure in between the top grating plane and a THz mirror at the backside. The structure (i) works as a THz antenna and (ii) works as an amplifier. When the DC drain-to-source bias VDS is applied,
2D electrons are accelerated to produce a constant drain-to-source current $I_{DS}$. Due to such a distributed plasmonic cavity system in periodic 2D electron-density modulation, the DC current flow may excite the plasma waves in each plasmonic cavity. Asymmetric cavity boundaries make plasma-wave reflections as well as abrupt change in the density and the drift velocity of electrons, which may cause the current-driven plasmon instability [2, 9, 17, 18] leading to excitation of coherent resonant plasmons. Thermally excited hot electrons also may excite incoherent plasmons [6]. The DGG act also as a THz antenna that converts non-radiative longitudinal plasmon modes to radiative transverse electromagnetic modes [4–6, 9, 24]. The 2D plasmon layer is formed with a lower-deck quantum well at the heterointerface between a 15-nm thick InGaAs channel layer and a 60-nm thick, InGaP carrier-supplying layer. The upper-deck InGaAs channel, serving as the dual grating-gate electrodes, periodically etched to form the uncapped region where the 2DEG concentration becomes lower than the capped region without any external gate bias. The intrinsic device area has geometry of 30 $\mu$m $\times$ 75 $\mu$m. The DGG consists of 150-nm lines and 1850-nm lines aligned alternately with a spacing of 100 nm. The number of fingers is 37 (38) for the 1500-nm (1850-nm) grating. The substrate thickness was 260 $\mu$m, corresponding to the fundamental vertical cavity resonance of 80 GHz and the odd harmonics with a 160-GHz spacing.

The field emission properties of the fabricated samples were measured by a Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (FTIR) at room temperature. The detector was a 4.2 K-cooled Si bolometer. Typical measured emission spectra for a sample having grating finger sizes $(L_{g1}, L_{g2})$ of $L_{g1}/L_{g2} = 150\,\text{nm}/1850\,\text{nm}$ for different drain-bias conditions are shown in Fig. 2(a). One can see relatively broad spectra starting from 0.5 THz with maxima around 3.0 THz. The emission dies off abruptly around 6.5 THz, which is thought to be due to the Reststrahlen band of optical phonon modes of the InGaAs channel [27]. The emission intensity is not linear function of the applied V$_{DS}$ bias, thus the drain current, but close to a quadratic function with a threshold property [29]. The maximum emission power at $V_{DS} = 12.0$ V is estimated to be on the order of $1\,\mu$W at 300 K. Taking account of the monitored power consumption of the order of 100 mW, the energy conversion efficiency (from DC to THz) is on the order of $10^{-5}$. Idealistic coherent plasmon modes...
originated from Dyakonov-Shur and/or transit-time-driven instabilities [2, 17, 18] should result in sharp emission peaks on the spectra. The realistic operating condition of the device electrically biased at room temperature, however, produces additional spectral broadening effects. Thermally excited incoherent plasmons [27] and dispersion of the plasmon-resonant frequency depending on the drain bias potential [28, 29] contribute to broaden the emission spectra. The fine spectral profile exhibits a Fabry-Perot longitudinal-mode with 160-GHz spaces.

The emission spectral profile of the fabricated device was compared to that of a standard water-cooled high-pressure mercury (HP-Hg) lamp used as a THz light source in FTIR systems [29, 30]. Fig. 2(b) plots the typical results [30]. It is clearly seen that the main lobe of the emission spectra of the fabricated device stays around 1 to 6 THz, which is far apart from and lower than that for the HP-Hg lamp. The emission spectrum of the HP-Hg lamp traces the black-body radiation due to its nature of thermally heated emission so that the emission at lower THz region is substantially weakened. The DGG-HEMT exhibits a superior (two orders higher) energy conversion efficiency of $10^{-4}$ to $10^{-5}$ although the output power is by one order lower than the HP-Hg lamp. We confirmed dual- and triple-chip operation of the DGG-HEMTs successfully doubles and triples the emission intensity as shown in Fig. 2(b). The results encourage us to propose the source that can exceed the output power of the HP-Hg lamp by integrating the DGG-HEMTs in an array of $10 \times 10$.

3. PLASMON-RESONANT THz DETECTOR

The device structure is equivalent to the emitter based on InGaP/InGaAs/GaAs single-deck DGG-HEMT (see Fig. 3(a)) [43]. The DGGs having $L_{G1}/L_{G2} = 100/300, 100/300, 100/1300, 100/1300$ in nm are prepared [31]. The spacing between the DGG fingers is 100 nm for all four structures. Each DGG structure was irradiated at normal incidence by THz beam at frequency 0.24 THz. We measured a photovoltaic DC response between the source and drain contacts (the source contact was grounded and no drain bias DC voltage was applied) at room temperature. The electron momentum relaxation time in 2D electron channel at $T = 300$ K is $\tau_m = \mu m^*/e = 0.17$ ps, which yields the quality factor smaller than unity, $\omega \tau = 0.25$, for the incident radiation frequency $\omega / 2 \pi = 0.24$ THz. Therefore, the non-resonant detection should be expected in our experiments at room temperature. Terahertz radiation was generated by a Backward Wave Oscillator (BWO) with maximum output power of 5 mW. The radiation was linearly polarized and chopped at 170 Hz. The radiation-induced photo voltage $\Delta U$ was measured as a function of the gate voltage $U_{G1}$ or/and $U_{G2}$ as 170 Hz ac voltage component of the source-to-drain voltage using the standard lock-in technique.

Figure 3(b) demonstrates the photo response measured as a function of the gate voltage $U_{G1}$ (for $U_{G2} = 0$) and that as a function of the gate voltage $U_{G2}$ (for $U_{G1} = 0$) for the structure with
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Figure 3: (a) Top view of the DGG-HEMT. The external THz radiation is incident normally from the top. (b) The photo response at 0.24 THz in the structure with $L_{G2} = 300$ nm as a function of the gate voltage $U_{G1}$ (for $U_{G2} = 0$) and as a function of the gate voltage $U_{G2}$ (for $U_{G1}=0$). The inset shows the transfer characteristics of the DGG-HEMT. (c) Photo response at 0.24 THz as a function of the azimuthal angle $\phi$ between the electric field vector of the incident THz wave and the source-to-drain direction (solid curve). It follows the $\cos 2(\phi)$ dependence (dashed curve) with the strongest photo response occurred for $\phi = 0$ (after Ref. [31]).
Figure 4: (a) Schematic of intensity modulator using a DGG-HEMT. (b)–(e) 2D electric field intensity distributions (x component) for different electron drift velocity $v_d$ conditions under a constant electron density $n_s$ of $3 \times 10^{12}$ cm$^{-2}$. (b) $v_d = 2 \times 10^2$ cm/s, off-resonant at 4.8 THz, (c) $v_d = 2 \times 10^2$ cm/s, resonant at 5.7 THz, (d) $v_d = 2 \times 10^7$ cm/s resonant at 4.8 THz, (e) $v_d = 2 \times 10^7$ cm/s off-resonant at 5.7 THz. (f) Transmittance vs. radiation frequency for various $v_d/n_s$ conditions. Area factor defined by the equation in the inset of (f) is fixed at 0.2 for all the results (after Ref. [23]).

$L_{G2} = 300$ nm when the THz electric field was directed across the grating-gate fingers (i.e., in the source-to-drain direction) [16, 31]. The photo response grows when one of the grating gates, either $G_1$ or $G_2$, is biased to the threshold voltage (see the inset in Fig. 3(b)). Fig. 3(c) shows the dependence of the photo response on the azimuthal angle $\varphi$ between the THz electric field and the source-to-drain direction for the structure with $L_{G2} = 1300$ nm [31]. A two-lobe-shape angle dependence that relatively well follows the $\cos^2 \varphi$ law, was obtained with the maximal photo response for $\varphi = 0$. This demonstrates that the coupling between THz radiation and 2D electron channel is ensured by the DGG structure.

4. PLASMON-RESONANT THz INTENSITY MODULATION

One can consider a different operation scheme of the DGG-HEMT for use in an intensity modulator where the device is subject to THz EM wave irradiation from one side and manages its transmissivity to the other side by controlling the gate/drain biases as shown in Fig. 4(a) [23]. Since the thickness of the DGG structure is much smaller than the THz wavelength, such structure can be modeled as a 2D resonant layer whose transmissivity, reflectivity and absorbance of THz radiation coupled with the $n$-th 2DP is formulated in Ref. [32]. If the frequency of incident THz EM waves matches to the 2DP resonant frequency, the incoming THz waves are well absorbed to excite the 2DPs. In such resonant conditions, the absorbance as well as the reflectivity becomes maximal whereas the transmissivity becomes minimal. If not, the THz waves are transmitted through the system. The 2DP resonant frequency is tunable by means of electrical control of the device parameters like the sheet electron densities and/or the electron drift velocity in 2DP cavities. This means the transmissivity could be alternately controllable for a narrow-band incoming THz wave whose bandwidth is well limited within the 2DP resonant bandwidth. Therefore the DGG-HEMT device can serve as an intensity modulator for THz waves.

We numerically analyzed the excitation of 2DPs by the THz radiation and resultant field distribution profiles as functions of the densities and the drift velocity of electrons in 2DPs. Typical results are shown in Figs. 4(b)–(f) [23]. It is revealed that the transmittance is deeply dominated by the coupling/excitation of the 2DPs and that the condition is controlled by the 2D plasmon density and the electron drift velocity. The effective area responsible for the electromagnetic coupling of the 2DPs and THz waves is defined by the area factor $F_A = L_{g1}/(L_{g1} + L_{g2})$. All the results shown in Fig. 4 are for the case of $F_A = 0.2$. With increasing $F_A$ value up to 0.7 the extinction ratio increases from $\sim 0.25$ to 0.8, which will be applicable to the data coding (on/off keying) for the THz wireless communications.
5. CONCLUSION

Recent advances in emission, detection and intensity modulation of THz radiation using 2DPs in HEMTs featured by a DGG structure were reviewed. These three distinctive functionalities will make the 2DP DGG-HEMTs to be possible transmitter/receiver front-end key devices for THz wireless communication systems.
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Abstract — We report on investigations of photovoltaic response of Si-MOSFETs subjected to Terahertz radiation in high magnetic fields. The MOSFETs develop a dc drain-to-source voltage that shows singularities in magnetic fields corresponding to paramagnetic resonance conditions. These singularities are investigated as a function of incident frequency, temperature and two-dimensional carrier density. We tentatively attribute these resonances to spin transitions of the electrons bounded to Si dopants and discuss the possible physical mechanism of the photovoltaic signal generation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Photoresponse to sub-Terahertz and Terahertz (THz) radiations in Silicon Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistors (Si-MOSFETs) has been studied previously \cite{1–3}. The obtained values of responsivity and Noise Equivalent Power have shown the potential of Si-MOSFETs as sensitive detectors at room temperature \cite{1}. The photovoltaic response dependences on the gate length and the gate bias were in good agreement with the Dyakonov-Shur plasma wave detection theory \cite{4}. The detection signal results from the rectification of high frequency currents induced by the incident radiation in the transistor channel. The rectification takes place due to a nonlinear response of the gated two dimensional electron gas and a source-drain asymmetry. The main source of nonlinearity is the superposition of two radiation-induced effects: i) the modulation of the carrier density in the channel by variations of the gate potential and ii) drift velocity modulation due to variations of the drain potential. Recently, monolithically integrated THz focal-plane arrays including antennas and amplifiers on a single silicon die has been designed to work at room temperature \cite{5}.

In this work, we have studied the effect of high magnetic field on the Si-MOSFETs photovoltaic response subjected to sub-Terahertz radiation.

2. RESULTS

The measurements were carried out on silicon-on-insulator (SOI) MOSFETs. Structures used in our study had gate length and width respectively, $L_g = 10 \ \mu m$ and $W_g = 5 \ \mu m$. The transistors were bonded to a commercially available multi pin support with a gold wire. The transistor were placed at the centre of a superconducting coil in the Faraday configuration and cooled by a helium exchange gas. Sub-Terahertz radiation in the range 185–300 GHz was brought from a Backward Wave Oscillator source or a Gunn diode to the transistor through a polished pipe. No special coupling antennas were used and the radiation was coupled to the device through metallization pads. The photovoltaic signal, $\Delta U$, was measured between source and drain contacts using a standard lock-in technique. The temperature range was from 4 K to 300 K.

The photoresponse depends on the gate bias in a typical way showing a maximum close to the threshold voltage \cite{1}. With temperature decrease the photoresponse maxima shifts to higher gate bias following the shift of the transistor threshold. Also the amplitude of the photoresponse grows by approximately one order of magnitude with lowering temperature from 300 K down to 10 K.

The magnetic field affected the photoresponse in two manners (Fig. 1). First, we observed a smooth decreasing of the signal with magnetic field. Second, we observed well pronounced structures that shift to higher magnetic fields with increasing light frequency.

The smooth decreasing behavior can be explained by plasma waves damping that takes place at magnetic fields $B$ higher than the cyclotron resonance one $B_c = \omega cm/e$, where $\omega c$ is the cyclotron frequency, $m$ is the effective mass. For silicon at 300 GHz, $B_c \approx 2 T$. One can see in Fig. 1 that the signal effectively begins to decrease around 2 T in a good agreement with above estimation. More
detailed description of the influence of magnetic field on the THz detection by field effect transistor can be found in Ref. [6].

The inset of Fig. 1 shows also the singularity and its evolution with temperature. One can see that at low temperature (12.5 K) the singularity has a complex structure, composed of several lines. With temperature increase side lines disappear, the structure as a whole narrows and its relative amplitude decreases (note the logarithmic scale of the photoresponse axe).

In Fig. 2, photovoltaic signal is presented at 10 K as a function of applied magnetic field for three different incident frequencies. A constant bias of 2.4 V was applied on the gate, corresponding to its threshold voltage value and hence to the transistor’s maximum of sensitivity. For the sake of clarity the curves are normalized to the signal value at zero field. A very well pronounced structure is visible on each curve with two main peaks shifting to higher fields by increasing incident light frequency. The position of these peaks is plotted in the inset of Fig. 2 where the straight line is a calculation of the frequency dependence on the magnetic field with the following equation $f = g\mu_B B/h$ and $g = 2$ corresponding to the g factor of typical Silicon dopants. One can see that the experimental points follow the calculated dependence indicating a possible link between the observed structures in the photovoltaic response and paramagnetic resonances (spin resonance transitions).

The exact physical mechanism leading to photovoltaic response related to spin resonance transitions is not clear up to now. In addition, from experimental point of view we have some unclear points, for example, the signal can change its shape dramatically with temperature, light frequency or between sample cooling cycles (compare Figs. 1 and 2). Further experimental and theoretical investigations are needed.

Looking for theoretical explanation of the observed phenomenon, here we can only speculate that the signal is related to the change of the free carrier mobility. The change of the mobility can take place at the spin resonance via one of the spin dependent scattering mechanisms. This change of the mobility can lead to the photovoltaic response in a similar way as the change in the carrier density. The effect of the photovoltaic signal amplification due to the modulation of the mobility was already observed in the Shubnikov de Hass related experiments in III-V HEMTS [6–8].

However, a full quantitative interpretation of our results requires more complete experimental and theoretical developments.

In conclusion we observed a new phenomenon in the Terahertz photovoltaic response of Silicon MOSFETs at low temperature and high magnetic field. The magneto-photovoltaic response exhibits a structure moving linearly with the incident radiation frequency. Preliminary studies show possible link between the observed structure in the photovoltaic response and a spin related phenomenon.
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Abstract—A compact dual U-shaped slot PIFA antenna with Electromagnetic Bandgap (EBG) material on a relatively low dielectric constant substrate is presented. Periodic structures have found to reduce mutual coupling and decrease the separation of antenna and ground plane. A design with EGB material suitable for a small terminal mobile handset operating at 2.4 GHz was studied. Simulated and measured scattering parameters are compared for U-shaped slot PIFA antenna with and without EBG structures. An evaluation of MIMO antennas is presented, with analysis of the mutual coupling, correlation coefficient, total active reflection coefficient (TARC), channel capacity and capacity loss. The proposed antenna meets the requirements for practical application within a mobile handset.

1. INTRODUCTION

The potential for MIMO antenna systems to improve reliability and enhance channel capacity in wireless mobile communications has generated great interest [1]. A major consideration in MIMO antenna design is to reduce correlation between the multiple elements, and in particular the mutual coupling, electromagnetic interactions that exist between multiple elements, is significant, because at the receiver end this could largely determine the performance of the system. Lower mutual coupling can result in higher antenna efficiencies and lower correlation coefficients. The effect of mutual coupling on capacity of MIMO wireless channels is studied in [2]. Spatial diversity is strongly affected by mutual coupling and correlation. For minimal coupling, it has been shown in [3], than the separation between multiple antenna elements should be at least $0.5\lambda$. A 2 x 2 MIMO meander planar inverted-F antenna (PIFA) at 2.6 GHz is reported in [4] to obtain a mutual coupling of $-15$ dB, with a separation between two antenna elements of $0.23\lambda$. Authors in [5], introduced a U-shaped slot patch antenna operating at 2.6 GHz for mobile handset applications, with isolation of $-20$ dB achieved by pattern diversity and a capacity loss of 0.2 bits/s/Hz.

EBG structures have the ability to act like perfect magnetic conductors (PMC), so that the distance between the antenna and ground plane can be smaller than $\lambda/4$. This can be compared to perfect electric conductors (PEC) where a distance of $\lambda/4$ is essential so that the reflected wave interferes constructively with the emitted one [6]. When the height of the antennas to the ground plane is reduced, mutual coupling can be expected to be decreased [7, 8]

This paper presents a compact dual U-shaped slot PIFA antenna with EBG material on a relatively low dielectric constant substrate, operating at 2.4 GHz and suitable for for compact mobile handsets $S$-parameters for U-shaped slot PIFA antennas with and without EBG materials are compared. In addition, the MIMO antennas are analysed in terms of their mutual coupling, correlation coefficient, total active reflection coefficient (TARC), channel capacity and capacity loss.

2. MIMO

2.1. Basic Theoretical Concepts

2.1.1. Total Active Reflection Coefficient (TARC)

TARC is defined as the ratio of the square root of total reflected power divided by the square root of total incident power. The TARC for a 2 x 2 antenna array can be directly calculated from the scattering matrix elements as follows [5]

\[
TARC = \sqrt{\frac{(|s_{11} + s_{12}e^{j\theta}|^2 + |s_{21} + s_{22}e^{j\theta}|^2)}{2}},
\]

where $\theta$ represents the phase from 0 to $2\pi$. 

\[
(1)
\]
2.1.2. Correlation Coefficient

Previous work shows that the correlation coefficient, $\rho$, of a $2 \times 2$ antenna system can also be determined using $S$-parameters \[9\]

$$\rho = \frac{S_{11}^* S_{12} + S_{21}^* S_{22}}{(1 - S_{11}^2 - S_{21}^2)(1 - |S_{22}|^2 - S_{12}^2)}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

2.1.3. Channel Capacity

Based on the channel transfer matrix, $H$, the Shannon capacity, $C$ for the MIMO system channel is \[1, 10\]

$$C = \log_2 \left( \det \left( 1 + \frac{SNR}{M} HH^\dagger \right) \right).$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $H^\dagger$ is the Hermitian of the matrix $H$, $M$ is the number of receivers and $SNR$ is the estimated channel signal-to-noise ratio.

2.1.4. Capacity Loss

In case of high $SNR$, the capacity loss is given by \[11\]

$$C(loss) = - \log_2 \det (\Psi^R).$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $\Psi^R$ is the receiving antenna correlation matrix.

3. DESIGN OF $2 \times 2$ U-SHAPED SLOT PIFA ANTENNA INTEGRATED WITH EBG MATERIAL

The basic geometrical configuration and dimensions of the PIFA with the U-shape slot structure is shown in Figure 1. The design frequency in this study is 2.4 GHz, and the antenna assembly is mounted on a $0.36\lambda \times 0.68\lambda$ ground plane. The antennas are constructed from 0.5 mm thick plate,
Table 1: Measured results for correlation coefficient, TARC and capacity loss at 2.4 GHz.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PIFAs</th>
<th>PIFAs with EBG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correlation Coefficient (dB)</td>
<td>-43.99</td>
<td>-49.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TARC (dB)</td>
<td>5.65</td>
<td>-7.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity Loss (bits/s/Hz)</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

with a maximum area of $0.12\lambda \times 0.12\lambda$. The antenna is shorted to the ground plane by a metallic strip and fed by a standard 50Ω SMA connector. The antennas are mounted on FR4 substrate with relative permittivity of 4.5, and loss tangent of 0.002 at 2.4 GHz. The substrate thickness is 1.6 mm, and the distance between two antenna elements is 0.24λ.

Surface waves play a dominant role in the mutual coupling between the antenna array elements. Since the EBG structure has the ability to suppress surface waves, an EBG structure [12] is implemented with the antennas as shown in Figure 1. The EBG unit cell is shown in detail in Figure 1(e), with the dimensions of $a = 9.7$ mm, $b = 0.2$ mm, $c = 4.0$ mm, $g = 0.2$ mm, and $w = 0.2$ mm. In [7], the reduction in height between the PIFAs and the EBG material is shown to mitigate the effects of mutual coupling, and thus improves the antenna efficiency. Therefore, the height of the antennas in this study has been reduced to 2 mm, with other dimensions of the antenna unchanged.

4. SIMULATED AND MEASURED PERFORMANCE

Figures 2 and 3 show the simulated and measured s-parameters output for PIFAs without and with EBG material respectively. Measurements show that the predictions for return loss and mutual coupling for both PIFAs are quite accurate with impedance bandwidth approximately
11.2% for both designs. Apparent discrepancies are believed to be due to minor inconsistencies in prototyping. It can be seen that an improved isolation of −6 dB is achievable against the PIFAs without EBG as shown in Figure 4. Next, to show the performance of the MIMO system, the correlation coefficient, TARC, capacity loss and capacity are presented in Table 1. This shows that the PIFAs with EBG material have lower loss of capacity and better performance for TARC and correlation coefficient compared to PIFAs without EBG. The channel capacity of PIFAs with and without EBG is 5.62 bits/s/Hz and 5.64 bits/s/Hz at 2.4 GHz, respectively, as depicted in Figure 5.

5. CONCLUSION
Isolation improvement using an EBG structure on 2 × 2 U-shape slot patch traditional PIFA antennas for 2.4 GHz WLAN operation in mobile application has been verified. The proposed antenna can be effectively implemented on a thinner profile FR4 substrate with a low cost and is thus particularly suitable for compact mobile handsets. The use of EBG material plays an important role in reducing the mutual coupling between dual antenna elements at 2.4 GHz. The proposed antenna design was mounted on a reasonable ground size of 0.36λ × 0.68λ in which 3 × 5 EBG unit cells are used, has achieved a good isolation of 6 dB at 2.4 GHz. Further, the correlation coefficient, TARC, capacity and capacity loss have been analysed for PIFA with and without EBG. It has been shown that the proposed antenna has met the requirements for practical application in mobile handsets.
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Abstract—In order to improve the accuracy in video-based object detection, the proposed multi-modal video surveillance system takes advantage of the different kinds of information represented by visual, thermal and/or depth imaging sensors. The multi-modal object detector of the system can be split up in two consecutive parts: the registration and the coverage analysis.

The multi-modal image registration is performed using a three step silhouette-mapping algorithm which detects the rotation, scale and translation between moving objects in the visual, (thermal) infrared and/or depth images. First, moving object silhouettes are extracted to separate the calibration objects, i.e., the foreground, from the static background. Key components are dynamic background subtraction, foreground enhancement and automatic thresholding. Then, 1D contour vectors are generated from the resulting multi-modal silhouettes using silhouette boundary extraction, cartesian to polar transform and radial vector analysis. Next, to retrieve the rotation angle and the scale factor between the multi-sensor image, these contours are mapped on each other using circular cross correlation and contour scaling. Finally, the translation between the images is calculated using maximization of binary correlation.

The silhouette coverage analysis also starts with moving object silhouette extraction. Then, it uses the registration information, i.e., rotation angle, scale factor and translation vector, to map the thermal, depth and visual silhouette images on each other. Finally, the coverage of the resulting multi-modal silhouette map is computed and is analyzed over time to reduce false alarms and to improve object detection.

Prior experiments on real-world multi-sensor video sequences indicate that automated multi-modal video surveillance is promising. This paper shows that merging information from multi-modal video further increases the detection results.

1. INTRODUCTION

The growing demand for security has given raise to the increased use of video surveillance systems in recent years. Surveillance cameras are rapidly appearing in all sort of places and a huge number of visual object detection algorithms, which automatically process these camera images, have been proposed in literature. However, due to the variability of shape, motion, colors, and patterns of moving objects, and also due to the dynamic character of the background, many of these visual object detectors are still vulnerable to false and missed detections. To avoid the disadvantages of using visual sensors alone, we believe the use of other types of imagery, e.g., thermal infrared (IR) and Time-of-Flight (ToF) depth images, can be of added value. The combination of this types of imagery yields information about the scene that is rich in color, motion, depth and/or thermal detail. Once such information is registered, i.e., aligned with each other, it can be used to improve detection performance and activity analysis in the scene. Since each type of sensor has its own type of detection limitations, misdetections in one sensor can be corrected by the other sensors. As such, the combination of multi-sensor information is considered to be a win-win.

In order to combine multi-modal images, it is required that the corresponding objects in the scene are aligned, or registered. The goal of registration is to establish geometric correspondence between the images so that they may be transformed, compared, and analyzed in a common reference frame. Usual features used for multi-sensor registration are edges, corners, and contours [1]. Since contours representing the region boundaries are preserved in most cases, object silhouettes form the most reliable correspondence between objects in color, thermal and/or depth image pairs [2]. For this reason, they are also used in our multi-modal video surveillance system.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a global description of the silhouette-based registration of multi-modal images, which is based on moving object silhouette extraction, contour vector generation, contour mapping and binary correlation. As an example, the registration of visual and long-wave infrared (LWIR) images is shown. Subsequently, Section 3 discusses the silhouette coverage analysis, i.e., the multi-modal merging of the detection results.
from the visual, thermal and/or depth image sensors. By two use cases, i.e., a shadow removal and a smoke detection experiment, we show how the coverage analysis of multi-modal images can be used to obtain better object detection results than either sensor alone. Next, in Section 4, we provide details of the experimental setup. Finally, Section 5 ends this paper with the conclusions.

2. SILHOUETTE-BASED REGISTRATION OF MULTI-MODAL IMAGES

The multi-modal image registration (Fig. 1) starts with a moving object silhouette extraction [2] to separate the calibration objects, i.e., the moving foreground, from the static background. Key components are the dynamic background subtraction, automatic thresholding and (iterative) morphological filtering. The dynamic background subtraction [3] extracts the moving foreground (FG) out of the visual and thermal video frames using a visual background estimation, which is updated dynamically. By subtracting the frames with everything in the scene that remains constant over time, i.e., the background, only the moving part of those images remains. After this background subtraction, the resulting foreground images are thresholded automatically using automatic gamma correction, (adaptive) k-means clustering and morphological filtering with growing structuring elements, which grow iteratively until the resulting silhouette is suitable for multi-modal silhouette matching. The combination of all these steps achieves favorable results, as is shown by the visual and the LWIR silhouette extraction in our experiments (Fig. 4). Similar results can be expected for ToF depth silhouette extraction.

After the silhouettes are extracted, registration of both images is performed using a three step registration algorithm. Like in [4], the registration algorithm assumes that the geometric transformation between the multi-sensor images is a rigid transformation, which can be decomposed into a 2D rotation, scaling and translation. To estimate each of these three geometric parameters, the contours and the correlation of the visual and thermal silhouettes are analyzed. First, the rotation is computed using silhouette contour extraction and circular cross correlation [5], which analyzes the translation of the 1-D contour centroid distance (CCD) of both silhouettes. As such, the 2D silhouette matching problem is converted to a one-dimensional signal matching problem. After rotating, the scale factor between both views is estimated by analyzing the ratio of the thermal

![Figure 1: Silhouette-based image registration of thermal and visual images.](image1)

![Figure 2: Experimental results of LWIR-visual registration.](image2)
and visual aligned CCDs. Since the thermal-visual CCD ratios are not constant and show some kind of disorder, the median ratio is chosen as an adequate scale factor. Finally, the translation vector is estimated using the binary correlation technique proposed by Chen et al. [2], which is based on template matching in the frequency domain. As the registration result in (Fig. 2) show, the proposed registration algorithm is able to coarsely map visual and thermal object silhouettes.

3. SILHOUETTE COVERAGE ANALYSIS

The silhouette coverage analysis (Fig. 3) also starts with the moving object silhouette extraction, which was already discussed in the previous section. Then, it uses the registration information, i.e., rotation angle, scale factor and translation vector, to map the thermal and visual silhouette images on each other. As soon as this mapping is finished, the combined LWIR-visual silhouette map is analyzed over time using a temporal coverage analysis algorithm. Depending the video surveillance application for which the multi-modal analysis is used, this silhouette coverage analysis (SCA) can be performed in different ways. In the following subsections, two exemplary use cases of how the SCA can be used are given. In the first use case, the SCA is used for shadow removal in visual images. In the second use case, the SCA is used as a first warning method for smoke detection.

3.1. Use Case 1: Shadow Removal

Shadows are a main drawback for all visual surveillance applications and affect the accuracy of the system performance. Since shadows do not occur in thermal or ToF depth images, both types of imagery can be used to discard them in visual images. This is also shown by the first experiment in (Fig. 4(a)). In this experiment, the multi-modal SCA is used to count the number of people in a room. Due to their shadows, the visual silhouettes of both persons overlap in the visual images. Without the LWIR-visual SCA, a visual people counter could miscount the number of people as 1. By using the LWIR-visual SCA we can correct this mistake. As can be seen in (Fig. 4(a)), the registered visual and thermal silhouettes do not overlap in the shadow regions, i.e., the gray

![Figure 3: Silhouette coverage analysis.](image)

![Figure 4: Experimental results of silhouette coverage analysis for (a) shadow removal and (b) smoke detection.](image)
regions. As such, by only counting the regions which occur in both thermal and visual images, i.e., the white regions, and by analyzing if this regions are stable over time, the SCA results in a more robust and efficient people counter. Similar results are expected with visual-ToF depth SCA analysis. The bounding boxes, shown in the figure, were created by calculating the smallest enclosing rectangle (whose sides are parallel to the $x$ and $y$ axes) around the common, i.e., white, visual-LWIR regions.

### 3.2. Use Case 2: Smoke Detection

Although smoke is almost transparent in LWIR images, we can make use of its absence to detect it. Since ordinary moving objects, such as people, cars, etc., produce similar silhouettes in background-subtracted visual and thermal IR images, the coverage between these images is quasi constant. This can also be seen in the coverage graph of experiment 1. The coverage for the moving people stays quasi constant over all the frames. Smoke, contrarily, will only be detected in the visual images, and as such the coverage will start to decrease (Fig. 4(b)). This decrease can be detected using a sequence/scene independent technique based on slope analysis of the linear fit, i.e., trend line, over the most recent silhouette coverage values. If the slope of this trend line is negative and decreases continuously, smoke warning is given. Due to its dynamic character, the visual silhouettes of a smoke region will also show a high degree of turbulence [6]. By focusing on both the visible-invisible character of smoke and its visual disorder, a multi-sensor detector can detect smoke very accurately.

Compared to the results of any individual detector in [7], the 2-phase multi-sensor smoke detector is able to detect the smoke more accurate, i.e., with less missdetections and false alarms. This is also illustrated by the test results of a car park fire [8] in (Fig. 5). Due to the low-cost of the silhouette coverage analysis and the visual disorder analysis, which is only performed if smoke warning is given, the algorithm is also less computationally expensive as many of the individual detectors.

### 4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The multi-modal sequences were acquired by a Xenics Gobi-384 LWIR camera and a CANON MD110 camera, which works in the 8–14 µm spectral range and the visible spectrum respectively. The Gobi thermal imager has a resolution of $384 \times 288$ pixels, and a frame rate of 28–30 fps. The CANON its resolution is $576 \times 720$ and its framerate is 25 fps. In order to cope with the different frame rates and resolutions, and also whith the differences in the the field of view of the cameras, the multi-modal frames are spatio-temporal registered using temporal frame alignment and the silhouette-based registration proposed in this paper.

### 5. CONCLUSIONS

Multi-modal video surveillance takes advantage of the different kinds of information represented by thermal, visual and/or depth images in order to accurately detect moving objects. By fusing the different modalities and using the strengths of each medium, object detection can be done more accurate and with less false detections, as is shown by two use cases in this paper. Merging information from multiple types of image sensors has, as such, proven to be a win-win.
To detect the presence of objects, the detector analyzes the silhouette coverage of moving objects in multi-modal registered images. In order to register the multi-sensor images, the proposed algorithm analyses the contours and the correlation of visual and thermal FG silhouettes. First, the rotation is computed using silhouette contour extraction and circular cross correlation. Next, contour scaling is used to estimate the thermal-visual scale factor. Finally, the translation vector is estimated by maximization of binary correlation.

The geometric parameters found during this registration phase are further used by the detector to coarsely map the silhouette images and coverage between them is calculated. Depending the video surveillance application for which the multi-modal analysis is used, this coverage can then be further used to improve the detection results, as is shown by the people counter and the smoke detection experiment.

Future work will mainly focus on the improvement of the registration results. Currently, only the binary silhouettes of the calibration objects are used to do the registration. We expect that a first improvement can be made by also incorporating their gray-scale information, especially in the translation estimation. As the contour mapping is based on the boundary correspondences it is not expected that grayscale information will lead to better results in the rotation and scale estimation. However, further testing is necessary to confirm this. Also the use other types of class clustering classifiers will be further investigated.
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Abstract — By defining the structural entropy the von Neumann entropy of a charge distribution on a finite grid is divided into two parts. The first one, the extension entropy, is simply the logarithm of the occupation number (i.e., the number of the average grid sites occupied by the charge distribution), while the second part is the structural entropy itself. On a structural entropy versus participation ratio map the different types of localizations follow different, well characterized curves, and every distribution is represented by a vector on the map.

By a structural entropy-filling factor map of any charge distributions on a finite grid (e.g., finite representation of an electron density, or a grayscale atomic force microscope (AFM) image) superstructures of different scale topologies with different decay types can be traced as well. However it is rather hard to distinguish elements of an additive superstructure, especially if the numerical parameters of the different scale patterns are necessary. In the AFM practice the background patterns are sometimes hard to compensate, and by simple structural entropy based calculations it is almost impossible to separate the superstructure of the atomic scale and the image-scale pattern. The reason is the following. Superstructures manifest on the structural entropy map as sum of the sub-structures vector, thus since none of the structures are known, only the sum of their vectors, the sub-vectors are not unique.

Multiresolution or wavelet analysis (MRA) uses a system of basis functions with various time and frequency (space and spatial frequency) parameters for expanding functions. This system makes the time-frequency localization possible. Using some selected MRA resolution levels of the AFM image and carrying out the structural entropy based localization study on each of these levels will determine the decay type of the image at the length scales corresponding to the selected frequencies. This approach is promising for determining the large-scale patterns on AFM pictures.

1. INTRODUCTION

As the manufacturing processes tend to the nanometer domain, atomic force microscope (AFM) is almost an everyday tool in the hand of the producers. AFM usually has built-in image processing facilities for correcting background slope or bendings, which work usually very well, but in some cases, the background pattern is not detected by them. In a previous article [3], we have studied the possibility of applying a structural entropy [1, 2] based topology analysis to detect the superstructure of such images. Structural entropy — filling factor plots are used primarily for detecting the localization type of probabilistic density distributions on a grid [4, 5], but it can be applied for topological characterization of nano-structures as well [6–10]. In case of multiplicative superstructures, when the image is a result of two (or more) structures at different length-scales, the superposition manifests at the structural entropy versus filling factor (log) map as the sum of the vectors corresponding to the separate structures. Since detecting additive superstructures by that method is not a straightforward task, and a lot of previous calculation is needed, we decided to see superstructures from another point of view. Since in the AFM practice the disturbing background patterns are usually much larger scaled than the image, separating the length-scales and detecting the structure of the separated, different length-scale images can be the key for background pattern elimination. In order to separate length-scales, multiresolution analysis (MRA) or wavelet analysis is a very effective tool. Wavelets are extensively used in image processing from fingerprint databases to the JPEG format’s advanced version [11–13].

2. MULTIRESOLUTION ANALYSIS

Multiresolution analysis [14] of the Hilbert space $L^2(\mathbb{R})$ (i.e., space of the square integrable functions) is a sequence of closed subspaces $\{V_m, m \in \mathbb{Z}\}$ that meets the properties...
• \( \forall m \in \mathbb{Z} \quad V_m \subset V_{m+1} \), i.e., the sequent subspaces are embedded in each other, \( V_m \) contains all the subspaces \( V_n \) with \( n < m \).

• \( \exists a > 1 \quad v(r) \in V_m \iff v(ar) \in V_{m+1} \), i.e., shrinking the functions of any subspace \( V_m \) by a constant \( a \), which is the same for all \( m \), leads into the next, finer subspace.

• \( \exists b > 0 \quad v(r) \in V_0 \iff v(r-b) \in V_0 \), i.e., translation of a function of the zero level subspace at a uniform grid of spacing \( b \) does not lead out of the subspace. (This statement together with the previous one gives similar conditions for any subspace \( V_m \), with the grid spacing \( 2^{-m} b \).

• \( \bigcap_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} V_m = \{0\} \) and \( \bigcup_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} V_m \) is dense in \( L^2(\mathbb{R}) \).

• there exists a \textit{scaling function} \( s_0 \in V_0 \) with a non-zero integral, such that the functions \( \{ s_0(r-b\ell) | \ell \in \mathbb{Z} \} \) form an orthonormal basis of \( V_0 \). (It is not necessary to demand orthogonality.)

The orthonormal basis of subspace \( V_m \) is the set of functions: \( \{ s_{m,\ell} | \ell \in \mathbb{Z} \} \), where \( s_{m,\ell}(r) = a^{m/2} s_0(a^m r - b \ell) \). For the dilation and translation constants, the values \( a = 2 \) and \( b = 1 \) are commonly used. The key of the applicability of MRA is the fact, that the basis functions of a rougher resolution level \( m \) are expandable by the scaling functions of the finer levels \( n > m \). For \( n = m + 1 \), this formula is called \textit{refinement equation}

\[
s_{m,\ell} = \sum_{k=0}^{N_s} p_k s_{m+1,k+2\ell}
\]

with \( p_k \) being the scaling function filter coefficients and \( \sum_{k=1}^{N_s} p_k = 2 \).

A function \( f \in L^2(\mathbb{R}) \) can be projected onto any \( V_m \) subspace of resolution level \( m \), thus an \( m \)th level approximation of the function is

\[
f^{[m]}(r) = \sum_{\ell} c_{m\ell} s_{m\ell}(r),
\]

where \( c_{m\ell} = \langle s_{m\ell} | f \rangle \) are the inner products of the function and the basis function. The dual \( \tilde{s}_{m\ell}(r) \) of the scaling function can be calculated, and have similar scaling properties to the original \( s_{m\ell} \), with different filter coefficients. (The filter coefficients of this dual scaling function are usually called analysis low-pass filter coefficient, whereas those of Eq. (1) are the synthesis low-pass filter coefficients). Self-dual scaling functions also exist, and we are going to use such \( \tilde{s}_{m\ell} = s_{m\ell} \) basis set. The 2 dimensions scaling functions functions are mostly direct products of 1D functions \( s_{mk} \).

In order to introduce wavelets, one has to consider the \textit{detail space} \( W_m \), which is the orthogonal complement of the rougher resolution subspace \( V_m \) in the finer \( V_{m+1} \)

\[
V_{m+1} = V_m \oplus W_m.
\]

The Hilbert space is thus the infinite system of subspaces \( W_m \). In these subspaces \( W_m \) a basis set can be defined similarly to those of the subspaces \( V_m \), i.e., as \( \{ w_{m\ell}(r) | \ell \in \mathbb{Z} \} \) with the basis functions \( w_{m\ell}(r) = 2^{m/2} w_0(2^{-m} r - \ell) \) generated from the \textit{mother wavelet} \( w_0 \). Wavelets can also be generated from the coefficients \( p_k \) and the scaling functions using the following equation

\[
w_{m,\ell} = \sum_{k=1-N_s}^{1} q_k s_{m+1,2\ell-k}
\]

with \( q_k = (-1)^k p_{-k+1}^* \) being the wavelet filter coefficients. (These coefficients are also called synthesis high-pass filter coefficients.) Wavelets in more dimensions can also be the direct products of 1D wavelets and scaling functions of various resolution levels.
The projection of a function \( f \in L^2(\mathbb{R}) \) onto the resolution level \( m_1 \) can be given either in the basis \( \{ s_{m,k} | k \in \mathbb{Z} \} \) or in \( \{ s_{m,k}, w_{mk} | k \in \mathbb{Z}, m = m_0, m_0 + 1, \ldots, m_1 - 1 \} \) as

\[
f^{[m_1]}(r) = \sum_k c_{m,k} s_{m,k}(r)
\]

\[
f^{[m_1]}(r) = \sum_k c_{m_0,k} s_{m_0,k}(r) + \sum_{m=m_0}^{m_1-1} \sum_k d_{mk} w_{mk}(r).
\]

Here \( d_{mf} = \langle \hat{w}_{mf}, f \rangle \) are also the inner product with the dual wavelet (that has the high-pass analysis filter coefficients in its refinement equation). The two approximations mean that we can have the function represented by purely its scaling function coefficients \( \{ c_{m,k} | k \in \mathbb{Z} \} \) or by a rough level scaling function coefficient set \( \{ c_{m_0,k} | k \in \mathbb{Z} \} \) and a series of wavelet coefficients \( \{ d_{mk} | m = m_0 \ldots m_1 - 1, k \in \mathbb{Z} \} \). If the function \( f \) is localized to an interval the number of the fine resolution level scaling function coefficients from expansion (5) equals to the total number of the necessary coefficients from the expansion (6), since every refinement of the resolution level doubles the number of scaling function coefficients. The second type (6) of approximation of the function \( f \) is, however more favorable, because the most of the information about the function is in the scaling function coefficients (that are of rather small number), and the large number of wavelet coefficients contain only the fine details about the function. Lots of these wavelet coefficients are almost zero. In image compression the almost-zero coefficients are set to zero, and by this step, a lot of storing capacity can be saved. In Image processing the image itself is the set of the finest resolution level scaling function coefficients, and by consecutive applications of wavelet transform steps, the rougher level wavelet and scaling function coefficients are calculated. At one transformation step the higher level scaling function coefficients are “filtered” into scaling function and wavelet coefficients of the rougher resolution level, using the high-pass and low-pass analysis filter coefficients.

3. Calculations

As a first step we analyzed images of several localization types with the Structural entropy based method, introduced by Pipek and Varga [1] and used in image processing first by us [6]. The description of the structural entropy \( S_{str} \) and the filling factor \( q \) can be found in these articles. We recall only, that if the (1D) color coordinate values \( I_n \) of the pixel \( n \) are normalized so, that they form a probability distribution (i.e., \( \sum_n I_n = 1 \)), the filling factor is

\[
I_i \geq 0, \quad \text{for } i = 1, \ldots, N \tag{7}
\]

\[
q = \frac{1}{N \sum_{i=1}^N I_i^2}, \tag{8}
\]

where \( N \) is the total number of pixels, whereas the structural entropy is

\[
S_{str} = S_1 - S_2 \tag{9}
\]

with \( S_i \) being the \( i \)th Rényi entropy

\[
S_i = \frac{1}{1 - N} \ln \sum_{j=1}^N I_i^j. \tag{10}
\]

The distributions of a given localization type (e.g., a Gaussian, or a power-law) form well characterized lines on the \( S_{str}(q) \) plots.

The localization type changing according to the MRA resolution levels of Gaussian, exponential and 2nd order power-law distributions are shown in Fig. 1. The resolution increases from left to right as \( m = 0, \ldots, 8 \). It is clearly visible, that as the resolution level decreases, the distributions tend to maps of slower decreasing functions, than the original one, and the smaller scale functions do it more rapidly.

As a second step, an additive superstructure of a large-scale Gaussian and several small-scale exponential functions is studied. The resulting images can be seen in Fig. 2. The differences of two scaling function levels are also plotted (the inverse transformed version of the rougher resolution level scaling function image with zero wavelet coefficients were applied). The fine resolution level
images are similar for a long $m$ range, the interesting thing happens in the low resolution part, where the support of the scaling functions are similar to the radius of the background pattern. The scaling function images lose the exponential peaks continuously, while the difference images keep these spots until the last image, where the tendencies of the background become dominant.

Figure 1: Structural entropy vs. filling factor maps of a Gaussian ($\diamond$), an exponential ($\times$) and a 2nd order power-law ($\circ$) distribution and their wavelet-transformed versions of resolution levels $m = 0, \ldots, 8$. The 2D Gaussian, exponential, 2nd order power-law and limiting curves are also plotted by lines.

Figure 2: Superstructure of a Gaussian background a several small-scale exponential distributions and the Daubechies-6 wavelet transforms of the image. The upper images are the scaling function coefficients, the lower images are the difference of a finer level scaling function image and the inverse transform of the next, rougher level scaling function image. The images are for resolution levels $m = 8, 5, 3, 2, 1$ ($m = 8$ is the image itself).

Figure 3: Structural entropy vs. filling factor maps of a superstructure of a large-scale Gaussian and more smaller scale exponential distributions ($\diamond$) and their wavelet-transformed versions of resolution levels $m = 0, \ldots, 8$. The 2D Gaussian, exponential, 2nd order power-law and limiting curves are also plotted by lines. The points at the lower right corner ($\times$) correspond to the difference images of Fig. 2.
Figure 3 shows the appearance of the Gaussian behavior as the observing resolution level increases. The difference images at high resolution level are almost uniform gray, that is why they are at the $(S_{str} = 0, q = 1)$ point. As the small-scale peaks start to dominate, the structural entropy moves from zero (the plot shows quicker decay, then the real exponential one) and when the background takes the lead, the tendency breaks down to below exponential. Together the two kinds of plots can detect the background pattern, but not accurately enough, thus further refinement of the method is needed. Similar, but not so expressed behavior can be seen on the opposite superstructure (small-scale Gaussians on large-scale exponential). The reason is probably the weakening effect of the tendency mentioned in the discussion of Fig. 1, namely, that all the structures tend to show a slower localization as the resolution level increases.

4. CONCLUSION

The different scale additive superstructures can be distinguished at the wavelet transformed series of images using structural entropy based localization analysis. However, identifying the superstructure’s parts are still not solved.
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Abstract — Independent component analysis (ICA) has been commonly applied to extract sources from hyperspectral images. The purpose of this paper is to study the ability of ICA in extracting spatio-temporal patterns from different hyperspectral sensors, or with different acquisition conditions and dates. Spatio-temporal ICA ($stICA$), which maximizes the degree of independence over space and time, is a suitable method for analyzing multi-temporal hyperspectral images and extracting local features.

1. INTRODUCTION

Multi-temporal hyperspectral images are fundamental appliances for the worldwide assessment and monitoring of natural resources. Such tools allow a better description of the seasonal dynamics of land cover types. Thus, the temporal variation can provide an insight in the remote sensing studies [1]. Several approaches have been developed to explore temporal information in order to magnify our knowledge about natural systems. The richness of multi-temporal hyperspectral data is only beginning to be understood. For instance, we have provided in [2] a new 3D model for images interpretation. It is now important to understand the properties of these signals when developing processing algorithms. ICA has recently demonstrated considerable promises in characterizing hyperspectral data, mostly due to its intuitive nature and potentiality for flexible characterization and extraction of endmembers. In this article, we first introduce ICA and its application to identify spatio-temporal patterns which are the endmembers in hyperspectral processing.

2. STATE OF THE ART

Following its first application, ICA has been successfully used in hyperspectral applications. Examples include the identification of endmembers (spectral unmixing), the analysis of multi-angular hyperspectral data, etc. A comprehensive review of ICAs approaches for hyperspectral data processing is given in [3]. To address this problem, many works have been done. Roberts et al. [4] proposed the multiple endmember spectral mixture analysis (MESMA) technique to extract materials in a hyperspectral image using endmembers and a spectral library. Fischer et al. present in [5] a new approach by using GIS and multi-temporal imaging data. In [6], Martnez et al. proposed a new algorithm based on mathematical morphology and spectral analysis of the hyperspectral spatial-temporal signature and endmembers identification. However, several weaknesses are percepted in the presented approaches. First, models are sensitive to data dimensionality, noise, and differences in illumination and atmospheric conditions. Second, usually temporal unmixing techniques address the change analysis problem by examining each pixel individually and to determine if it is an endmember. However, hyperspectral images reveal frequently the co-activation of spatially disparate endmembers, which cannot be rigorously investigated with the reviewed techniques since they ignore the spatial relationships between pixels. Then, most works focused on temporal dependence and ignored the fact that endmembers should be extracted by maximizing independency over both space and time. Moreover, the analysis of fractional abundances obtained by multi-temporal hyperspectral images unmixing allows a more refined and sophisticated interpretation [1].

3. PROPOSED APPROACH

The main objective of this paper is to propose a novel approach for multi-temporal hyperspectral data interpretation based on spatio-temporal ICA ($stICA$). It provides a robust framework for change analysis and multi-temporal endmembers extraction. Input dataset can be taken from images which are taken at different acquisition times and having different temporal/spectral resolutions. As we know, Independent component analysis (ICA) is a statistical technique which attempts to discover hidden sources or features from a set of observed data [7]. Typically, it represents a generative model where the sources are maximally independent, the observations are assumed to be
linear mixtures of independent sources. As a part of our research, we have adapted the linear static ICA model for multi-temporal case. To achieve this goal, we propose a new data organization. These contributions are illustrated in the following sections.

3.1. Data Organization
Regularly, in widely applications, real-world data sets possess a particular processing scheme in addition to the necessary instantaneous independence required by ICA. If we consider a set of multi-temporal hyperspectral images, collected measurements contain both temporal and spatial indices. So, a data entry \( x = x(x, y, \lambda, t) \) can depend on spatial position \((x, y)\), wavelength \( \lambda \) as well as time \( t \). Conventionally, we want to consider data sets \( x(r, t) \) depending on two indices \( r \) and \( t \), where \( r \in \mathbb{R}^n \) can be a multi-dimensional index and \( t \) indexes the time axis. For the case of hyperspectral images, we could assume \( t \in [1: T] := [1, 2, \ldots, T] \) and \( r \in [1:x] \times [1:y] \times [1:w] \), where \( T \) is the number of images, \( x \times y \) is the images size and \( w \) is the bands numbers. So the number of spatial observations is \( s_m := xyw \) and the number of temporal observations \( t_m = T \).

In the following, the multi-dimensional index \( r \) is contracted into an one-dimensional index by column or row concatenation. From that time, the data set \( x(r, t) := x_{rt} \) can be represented by a data matrix \( X \) of dimension \( t_m \times s_m \). The goal of the proposed spatio-temporal technique is to determine either a spatial sources matrix \( S \) (endmembers) or a temporal source matrix \( S_t \) (time courses). After mean removal we can without loss of generality assume that the mixtures are spatiotemporally centered.

3.2. Spatio-temporal ICA for Multi-temporal Endmembers and Change Analysis
Unlike principal component analysis (PCA) which uncorrelates with the data, ICA use higher-order statistics to achieve independence. Chang et al. [2] introduced ICA for hyperspectral images analysis, with the assumption that hyperspectral data is a mixture of spatially independent components. From which, ICA is becoming a very successful tool for endmembers identification and it gives very promising results. With the success of ICA in satellite images processing, there is a strong interest in this technique for the analysis of spatio-temporal data. Hyperspectral data sets contain mixtures of many different sources of variability. Endmembers may overlap spatially and temporally with errors due to atmospheric conditions, spectral distortions and other noise sources. In our research, we propose to extend individual ICA by analyzing time series hyperspectral images. Therefore, the proposed approach is performed by putting the sequence of hyperspectral images in one spatial-temporal multidimensional space as explained in previous section.

Properties such as non-Gaussianity and spatial/temporal independence of sources need to be addressed for the application of ICA to multi-temporal hyperspectral data. If the endmembers do not have a systematic overlap in time and/or space, then the distributions can be considered independent [5]. The signals of interest in hyperspectral data have typically a super-Gaussian spatial distribution. However, the noise will be more varied and potentially sub-Gaussian [2].

Given the input matrix: \( X = [X_{i,j}] \in \mathbb{R}^{r \times T} \) matrix containing a sequence of \( T \) images \( X_1, \ldots, X_T \), \( X_{ij} \) represents the reflectance of the \( i \)th pixel associated with the \( j \)th sample (time

![Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the data structure for spatiotemporal ICA. (a) The data matrix in its initial form can be considered a cube with pixels represented in a full data matrix. For stICA, the cube is “broken up” (b) and the wavelength axe for each pixel is rotated into the same dimension as space. (c) The two-dimensional matrix now have the pixel values stacked end to end such that space and wavelength values are represented in the rows of the data matrix.](image-url)
point, \((i = 1, \ldots, r; j = 1, \ldots, T)\) is modelled as:

\[
X = SA
\]  

(1)

where \(S \in \mathbb{R}^{r \times T}\) and \(A \in \mathbb{R}^{k \times T}\) are respectively source and mixing matrix, \(k\) is the sources number. Thus, separating multi-date hyperspectral data into spatio-temporal independent components involves determining \(r\)-dimensional maps which are multi-temporal endmembers and their associated time courses of activation (abundance fractions). Therefore, the signal at each pixel can be shown as a mixture of underlying sources signals (Eq. (2)).

\[
X_i = \begin{bmatrix}
a_{11} \\
\vdots \\
\end{bmatrix}
S_1 + \begin{bmatrix}
a_{21} \\
\vdots \\
\end{bmatrix} S_2 + \ldots + \begin{bmatrix}
a_{k1} \\
\vdots \\
\end{bmatrix} S_k
\]  

(2)

If the data is considered to be composed of \(T\) spatial patterns \(\vec{x}_i(\vec{r}) := x(\vec{r}, t)\), this case is known as spatial ICA (sICA). Spatial independent component analysis (sICA) aims to decompose the spatial observation vector \(\vec{S}\vec{x}(\vec{r}) := (x_{11}(\vec{r}), \ldots, x_{1T}(\vec{r}))^T\) into \(\vec{S}X(\vec{r}) := \vec{S}A\vec{S}(\vec{r})\), where \(\vec{S}A\) denotes the spatial mixing matrix and \(\vec{S}\vec{S}(\vec{r})\) the spatial sources. This is analogous to the following factorization: \(X := \vec{S}A\vec{S}S\).

In the case of temporal ICA \((tICA)\) the data is considered as a collection of time series \(X_{\vec{r}}(t) := x(\vec{r}, t)\) for each spatial location \(\vec{r}\). ICA is then applied to the temporal observation vector \(\vec{t}\vec{x}(t) := (x_{11}(t), \ldots, x_{1T}(t))^T\) that contains \(rn\) entries. The goal is to find a decomposition \(\vec{t}\vec{x}(t) := \vec{t}A\vec{S}(t)\) with a temporal mixing matrix \(\vec{t}A\) and temporal sources \(\vec{S}(t)\). This is analogous to the following factorization: \(X := \vec{t}A\vec{S}\).

The choice of spatial or temporal independency is controvertible. Nevertheless, spatio-temporal ICA seeks the following factorization \(X := \vec{S}\vec{S}S\) with a spatial source matrix \(\vec{S}S\) with column vectors \(\vec{S}_i\) and a temporal source matrix \(\vec{t}S\) with column vectors \(\vec{t}S_i\), which both have to fulfill the constraints imposed onto them.

For multi-temporal hyperspectral data processing, sources (endmembers) should be spatially independent and linearly mixed by time courses which are vectors of size \((1* N)\). The first step in the proposed approach consists to perform a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). Motivations for this choice are two-fold. In view of hyperspectral data dimensionality, SVD is used to provide a reduced rank data set as input to ICA. Moreover, SVD is adopted for ICA methods evaluation.

Then, we define: \(\tilde{X} = X\) by:

\[
\tilde{X} = X = UDVT = (UD^{1/2})(VD^{1/2})\tilde{U}\tilde{V}^T
\]  

(3)

Given \(X = \tilde{U}\tilde{V}^T\), spatio-temporal ICA was used to find the following decomposition:

\[
\tilde{X} = S_S\Lambda S_T^T
\]  

(4)

where \(S_S\) contains a set of \(k\) independent \(r\)-dimensional independent images, and \(S_T\) as a set of \(k\) independent temporal sequences of length \(T\), and \(\Lambda\) is a diagonal scaling matrix. There exist two \(k \times k\) mixing matrices, \(W_S\) and \(W_T\) such that \(S_S = \tilde{U}W_S\) and \(S_T = \tilde{V}W_T\).

As we can see, Spatio-temporal ICA enforces independence constraints over space as well as over time. In a linear decomposition of hyperspectral data, the data matrix can be transformed into a set of spatial independent components by taking linear combinations of multi-temporal endmembers.

Figure 2: Spatio-temporal unmixing of hyperspectral images.
4. RESULTS

To validate our approach, we have developed the model shown in Figure 3; it provides a framework containing various stages applied to the processing of multi-temporal hyperspectral data.

The data generation block consists of a set of statistically independent spatial endmembers (sources) which have been randomly mixed with some temporal sources. In order to assess the ability of stICA in multi-temporal endmembers recovering, we used the Matlab implementation of the stJADE algorithm proposed in [8]. The data processing block consists of a pre-processing step, including atmospheric correction, geometric correction, etc. It is also common to perform a data reduction. Finally, stICA was performed to generate multi-temporal sources which are the endmembers in our case. Figure 4(b) shows the detected endmembers (in pink) obtained by using stICA over the simulated temporal dataset. The associated time course is illustrated by Figure 4(c).

The obtained results correspond accurately with visual inspection of the simulated images. To validate this result, we have also compared the proposed approach with mono-temporal ICA performed for each image. Notably stICA across data performed slightly better than mono-temporal ICA. This suggests that the idea of imposing independence across times or images are not to be dismissed. Spatio-temporal ICA has made it possible to reveal multi-temporal endmembers that were not detected by purely spatial mono-temporal ICA. Therefore, the proposed framework provided very promising recognition performance even in noise presence and small sample size conditions.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The main purpose of this paper is the development and testing of new multi-temporal techniques for remote sensing data based on spatio-temporal ICA. Conclusively, understanding the data structure and analyzing a dimensional complex-valued data provides greater challenges for our study. Further work on the application of ICA to hyperspectral data includes improving the identification accuracy such that we can fully utilize the information contained in the data. This can be achieved by the incorporation of prior information about the sources and their nature without unnecessary constraining the ICA estimation result. Grateful selection and incorporation of prior information can prove to be even more beneficial for ICA of hyperspectral data.
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Abstract—Surveillance cameras are found almost everywhere today, including vehicles for public transport. A lot of research has already been done on video analysis in open spaces. However, the conditions in a vehicle for public transport differ from these in open spaces, as described in detail in this paper. A use case described in this paper is on counting the available seats in a vehicle using surveillance cameras. We propose an algorithm based on Laplace edge detection, combined with background subtraction.

1. INTRODUCTION

Video analysis has become a necessity because of the never ending growth of the amount of video surveillance cameras. Different intelligent video surveillance systems have already been developed for the detection of unwanted events [1–3]. In public transportation as well, video surveillance cameras have made their entrance, and thus video analysis is needed. However, because the conditions in vehicles for public transportation are different, a different approach is necessary.

The primary goal of video surveillance cameras is of course video surveillance, but if the cameras are installed, they can also be used for other video analysis tasks. One of these tasks is available seat counting, which makes it possible to refer passengers to cars with empty seats and to gather statistical information.

In this paper, we propose a system that combines an illumination change invariant edge detection technique with a background subtraction technique that can detect the blobs representing the moving objects.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss some of the related work in this area. We elaborate on the specific conditions in vehicles for public transportation in Section 3. In Section 4, an approach is presented to count the available seats in a vehicle. An evaluation of this implementation is given in Section 5. Finally, conclusions and future work are given in Section 6.

2. RELATED WORK

While a lot of recent research is done on the topic of video analysis, the number of publications in the area of analysis inside moving vehicles is quite limited.

In [4], Milcent et al. present a system to detect baggage in transit vehicles. They preprocess the video stream to correct the lighting. A light location mask, indicating reflecting metallic posts inside the vehicle, is used to gather the different parts of one object. To increase the speed of the segmentation algorithm, it is only applied on a region indicated by a probability location mask.

Several projects, such as PRISMATICA (pro-active integrated systems for security management by technological, institutional and communication assistance [5]) and BOSS (on board wireless secured video surveillance [6]) mention the transmission of video feeds upon the triggering of an alarm, but do not describe how the alarm is exactly triggered.

In [7], Vu et al. present an event recognition system based on face detection and tracking combined with audio analysis. 3D context such as zones of interest and static objects are recorded in a knowledge base and 3D positions are calculated for mobile objects using calibration matrices. Strong changes in lighting conditions occasionally prevent the system to detect people correctly.

Yayahiaoui et al. [8] and Liu et al. [9] report a high accuracy in passenger counting using a dedicated setup. Since the cameras used for this setup can not be used for other purposes, this solution is too expensive to be used in real life. Also, it is impossible to retrieve the location of the passengers.
3. CONDITIONS IN VEHICLES FOR PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION

In this section, we elaborate on the conditions that are specific for vehicles for public transportation.

One of the big challenges in video analysis is dealing with illumination variances and shadows. Inside moving and turning vehicles, this problem becomes even worse. The angle of the incoming sunlight changes, driving into a tunnel reduces the illumination drastically and static and moving objects almost always cast a dark shadow.

Another problem that is enlarged in vehicles is that of occlusion. Because of the limited space, moving objects easily occlude each other and the biggest part of seated passengers cannot be seen because of occlusion by the seats.

The windows pose other problems: during the day, a fast moving background can be observed through this windows. When it gets darker outside, objects are reflected.

Since all the equipment has to be installed on the train, it has some limitations: the bandwidth between different pieces of equipment is low, the available processing power is limited and the installed cameras provide low quality video streams containing a lot of noise.

4. AN APPROACH FOR AVAILABLE SEAT COUNTING

In this section, our approach to count the number of occupied seats, from which the number of available seats can be derived, is described. In a first subsection, we describe how we detect moving objects using different methods. In a second subsection, we introduce the event detection that leads to the number of occupied seats.

4.1. Object Detection

The classification of pixels in foreground and background pixels is done in the object detection phase. We use different techniques for the object detection, as it has already been proven in the past that the combination of multiple techniques can reduce the individual weaknesses of these techniques [10]. The object detection consists of three consecutive steps: first, an edge detector is applied to discover the contours of moving objects. Secondly, a background subtraction method is used to retrieve blobs of potential foreground objects. A last step consists of merging the results
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Figure 1: Object detection.
of both techniques to obtain the blobs of the actual foreground objects. In this subsection, these three steps are described in more detail and illustrated using the image depicted in Figure 1(a).

To detect the contours of moving objects, a Laplace edge detector with a $7 \times 7$ pixel mask is used to extract the edges in a frame. The size of the mask is not too big, in order to keep the computation time within limits. The resulting edge image is then compared to the edge image of the previous frame to obtain a difference image containing the contours of moving objects. An example of such a difference edge image is given in Figure 1(b). The edge detector is quite independent on changes in illumination, since it only considers 2 frames.

For the background subtraction method, in a training phase the median value is calculated for every RGB channel of each pixel, as well as the average deviation from this median value. During the object detection phase, a pixel is then assumed to be a foreground pixel if its value differs more than 11 times the average deviation from the median value in each RGB channel. In a post-processing phase, noise is eliminated by removing small connected areas. The areas that remain are interpreted as foreground areas and holes in these areas are filled up. The result of the background subtraction method is illustrated in Figure 1(c).

The results of both techniques are merged by taking the result of the background subtraction method and removing all the blobs that do not contain a significant amount of edges in the result of the edge detector method. By doing this, only the blobs corresponding to moving objects remain, as shown in Figure 1(d). It can be seen that only the moving, standing person is detected as a moving object, while the sitting persons in the upper, left-hand side of the image, are not detected as moving objects. This is not necessary, since they stay seated and thus no events need to be detected by the event detection mechanism.

4.2. Event Detection

The counting algorithm is based on the following principle: the number of seated passengers can only be increased or decreased when a passenger sits down or leaves a seat. The total number of seated passengers can thus be determined by counting the sit and leave actions.

In order to count these actions, multiple rectangular regions are identified on a camera view of the vehicle, as illustrated in Figure 2(a). These rectangular regions can be divided into three groups: the regions representing the left-hand side seats, the aisle and the right-hand side seats. The regions in the seats groups are split up in smaller rectangles, named tiles below, as illustrated in Figure 2(b), to improve the results.

The creation of the rectangles and tiles is done manually, but since it is a static environment and only a couple of seat configurations exist, this only has to be done a few times.

A tile is triggered when at least half of its pixels are detected as foreground pixels. When half of the tiles of a rectangle are triggered, the rectangle is triggered and sit action detection is started. The order in which the tiles were triggered is checked and is compared with previous presence of foreground pixels in either the aisle or an adjacent seat region, depending on the situation. If the combination of the order in which the tiles are triggered and previous presence in adjacent regions makes sense, then a sit activity is registered. E.g., If the tiles in the region from a seat near the aisle are triggered in an order from the the aisle to the window and previous presence was registered in

Figure 2: Identification of different regions in a camera view.
Group 1: One actor

Group 2: Multiple actors not acting in group

Group 3: Multiple actors acting in group

Figure 3: The different categories of test sequences.

Table 1: Performance for the different groups of video sequences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>57.14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>85.71%</td>
<td>85.71%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the aisle, then a sit action is registered for one of the seats near the aisle. If the comparison makes no sense, then no action is taken.

A rectangle can also become untriggered after being triggered before, when at least half of the tiles are untriggered, that is when at most half of its pixels are detected as foreground pixels, after being triggered before. Again, the order in which the tiles are untriggered is checked and compared to presence in adjacent regions. In this situation, a leave action is registered when the combination of the order and presence makes sense.

5. EVALUATION

The performance of our algorithm was tested on 78 acted sequences recorded in a passenger coach provided by the NMBS (national railway company of Belgium). The resolution of the sequences is $640 \times 480$ pixels and the framerate is 25 fps. The sequences are divided by difficulty into three groups: in the first group, only one actor is present. In the second group, multiple actors are present, but they do not perform group actions. In the third group, multiple actors are present and they do perform actions, such as entering the vehicle and sitting down, in group. An example of each of these categories can be seen in Figure 3.

The ground truth for these sequences is build up using the knowledge of the actual number of persons sitting down at a certain moment and can thus differ from the number of persons sitting down as observed at a certain moment because of occlusion.

The accuracy of the proposed algorithm is given in Table 1, by the values for precision and recall for the different groups of sequences. Unfortunately, currently no datasets and results are available to compare with.

The lower recall value for group 2 then for group 3 can be explained by the fact that, when people want to go sit together, they have to wait turns before moving into their seats. When people do not move in group, there is a bigger chance they perform a sit or leave action at the same time, which can lead to an occlusion.

The algorithm has not yet been optimized for speed, but manages to process one frame every 60 milliseconds on a 2.2 GHz processor. Some speed optimizations are thus required to meet real time constraints, for which a maximum processing time of 40 milliseconds is demanded for a single frame of the 25 fps sequences. Of course, more adaptations would be needed to be able to run this software on embedded hardware.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we described the conditions that are specific for vehicles in public rail transport and give an approach to count the number of seated passengers under these conditions. The proposed solution performs quite well in terms of precision and recall, but would need adaptations before being able to run on embedded hardware.
One thought that came into mind was that it might be useful not only to use the same hardware as the video surveillance system, but also a part of the software. For example the results of the object detection algorithm could be shared. This could lead to a minimal extra load for additional video analysis tasks.

Future work consists of trying other methods for a robust object detection, so that also other events, such as fights, could be detected. Also, other camera configurations, with cameras in the middle of the aisle can be investigated. The dataset we used for the evaluation will be published to make a comparison of our results with other results possible.
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Abstract—Infrared thermography is well known as one of the effective tools in monitoring the condition of electrical equipments. It has the capability to detect the thermal abnormality in electrical equipments. The recent research in this field has shown the interest on an automatic diagnosis system. This is due to fast analysis and robust compared to manual inspection. Various techniques have been used to identify and classify the thermal anomalies in the infrared thermographic image of electrical equipments. The common method that normally used in analyzing infrared thermogram can be divided into four steps: image preprocessing, segmentation, classification and decision making. The majority of the techniques were implemented in bottom-up order. Conversely, another approach that is more top-down oriented has been introduced recently. This paper presents the review of image processing methods for both approaches in classifying the level of faults in electrical equipments. Some advantages and disadvantages of both approaches are also discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

In 1800, William Hershel has discovered infrared radiation and it was the first experiment that showed there were forms of light not visible to the human eye [2, 3]. The infrared wavelength spectrum is ranged from about 1 mm down to 750 nm. All objects emit energy proportional to its surface temperature. As infrared energy functions outside the dynamic range of the human eye, special equipment is required to transform the infrared energy to another signal, which can be seen. For this purpose, infrared imagers were developed to see and measure this heat. Nowadays, various types of IR imager with more advanced and sophisticated features have been developed [4]. The basic concepts of IR imager, commonly known as the thermographic camera, is that it can capture an image of the thermal pattern and measures the emissive power of a surface in an area at various temperature ranges. The digital output image of IRT is called as thermogram. Each pixel of a thermogram has the specific temperature value, and the image’s contrast is derived from the differences in surface temperature.

2. TYPICAL FAULTS AND DIAGNOSIS METHODS

Faults in electrical power systems can be classified into a few categories such as poor connection, short circuit, overloading, load imbalance and improper component installation [4–7]. In most cases, poor connections are among the more common problems in transmission and distribution lines of electrical power systems [8]. According to a thermographic survey conducted during the period of 1999–2005 [9], it was found that 48% of the problems were found in conductor connection accessories and bolted connections. This is mainly due to loose connection, corrosion, rust, and non-adequate use of inhibitory grease. On the other hand, 45% of the thermal anomalies appear in disconnector contacts. Most of the anomalies are due to deformations, deficient pressure of contact, incorrect alignment of arms, and accumulation of dirt. Only 7% of the problems were found in electrical equipment. By utilizing IRT, the thermal image will clearly indicates the problematic area.

There are two methods that are commonly used in diagnosing the conditions of electrical power equipments which are qualitative and quantitative. The qualitative measurement is widely used method by employing the $\Delta T$ criteria [1, 12]. It is also known as comparative thermography [3]. When the comparative technique is used appropriately and correctly, the differences between the two (or more) samples will often be indicative of their condition. Fig. 1 shows the example of hotspot and the reference point. Hot area is the suspected component and the reference must be another similar component which has the same condition. It could be also a similar component in other phases.
The advantage of this method is that it is a practical method to establish “failure” or “no failure” and the emissivity has only a minor impact on the result [1]. A drawback is that the $\Delta T$ criterion does not say anything about whether the equipment’s temperature limits are actually exceeded. Furthermore, using the $\Delta T$ criteria will not expose systematic failures affecting all three phases [12]. In quantitative measurement, the observation is established by measuring the absolute temperature of electrical equipment under the same ambient conditions. As the reference temperature has to be measured, it is requires an even greater understanding of the variables influencing the radiometric measurement, as well as its limitations. It is vital to determine what margin of error is acceptable before beginning an inspection, and to work carefully to stay within those bounds [3]. This will include all the variables such as ambient condition, type of object to be inspected, thermal imager specification as well as thermographer itself. In this case, related data and information must be collected and adjustment should be made accordingly.

3. IMAGE PROCESSING METHODS

Research in image processing incorporated with an intelligent system for diagnosing the condition of electrical equipments by evaluating its IRT image is still at the early stages. Only few researches have been done with some different techniques. In evaluating the condition of electrical equipment, the image processing methods can be classified into bottom-up and top-down approaches. Generally, the common image processing method that is normally used in an infrared thermogram can be divided into few steps: image preprocessing, segmentation, feature extraction, classification and decision. The straightforward approach is by following the steps one by one in bottom-up order. Conversely, top-down oriented is more problem specific process of identifying the interesting image region. Both methods yield a region of interest (ROI). Decision will be made base on the information extracted and evaluated from these regions. This part will highlight some image processing methods that have been used for diagnosing the IRT image of electrical equipments based on the above-mentioned approaches.

3.1. Bottom-up Approach

To identify the hotspot within the IRT image, the simplest way is using the thresholding technique. Thresholding technique has been a common technique for image segmentation due to its intuitive and simple implementation. Based on the gray-level histogram of an image, the target object is separated from the background at a specific threshold, $T$. A thresholded image, $g(x,y)$ of an image, $f(x,y)$ is defined as

$$
g(x,y) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } f(x,y) \leq T \\
0 & \text{if } f(x,y) > T \end{cases}$$

(1)

The hotspot region can be segmented through selecting a suitable threshold value [13]. For an automatic thresholding technique, Otsu [10] method is widely used in various applications. Chou and Yao [1] have proposed an algorithm for segmenting the hotspot region which was inspired by Otsu method. Morphological image processing was used to extract the hotspot where the maximum gray pixel value determines the maximum temperature of the hotspot region. The reference

Figure 1: The hotspot and the reference point.

Figure 2: Flowchart.
temperature is derived from the average gray values of the object other than the hotspot region. The condition of the electrical equipment is calculated by comparing the hotspot temperature and the reference temperature. In another research, watershed transformation algorithm was successfully used for segmenting the thermogram of lightning arrester [13]. It is extremely noise and non-uniform illumination robust procedure. However, the most critical problem with this technique is over-segmentation due to local minima attainment. The morphological gradient was used to eliminate the over-segmentation and produce a smooth edge of the lightning arrester.

Instead of using a gray level image, the original image has also been used for image segmentation and feature extraction processes. In this regard, the relevant information around the faulty point area is selected and all the pixel values outside the faulty area are set to zero [14]. Only fault region of gray level image is extracted using Zernike moment as the input features of support vector machine (SVM). It is also possible to extract features of a thermogram directly from its RGB data. This method is quite straightforward without implementing any applying advance image processing method. Nevertheless, the problem with this technique is high processing time due to the large feature vector to be computed by neural network algorithm [15].

3.2. Top-down Approach

Since the method of IRT evaluation of electrical equipment is using a qualitative measurement, all the similar and identical structures within the thermogram should be grouped together. Detecting a regular structure will be the first step in segmentation by grouping the repetitive structure. The common steps used in evaluating the thermal anomaly of electrical equipments based on top-down oriented can be summarized by a flowchart as shown in Fig. 2. In detecting the electrical equipment’s structure, the region of interest (ROI) should be identified first. For finding the repeated objects or structures, the tasks can be broken down into two separate steps: (i) finding interesting features in the image and describing these using pre-specified descriptors, and (ii) comparing all the features and look for matches [16, 17]. In finding a repeated pattern in an image, one approach is to identify distinctive features in the image, describe the features, and compare them with each other to find similar regions within the image.

One of the most popular techniques to identify the features is using Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT), which was introduced by David Lowe [18]. This method was implemented by [16, 17] for finding interest region of electrical installation. It first locates points of interest in a linear scale-space, and then assigns a descriptor vector constructed as local histograms of image gradient orientations around the point. The advantages of SIFT descriptor are invariant to image rotation and scale. Using the concept of feature matching in SIFT algorithm, the repeated object in the thermogram can be detected. The detected objects then segmented before enter the classification process.

There are three approaches were used to determine the thermal severity of an electrical equipment. The first is direct interpretation by identifying the maximum temperature for each region and evaluate the condition based on $\Delta T$ criteria. The maximum temperature is determined by finding the highest pixel value within the selected region. Calculating the histogram or histogram distance can also be used for finding the similarity between two objects. In this case, the histogram for each region is computed and compared with other region in order to get the $\Delta T$. Another method is by analyzing the gradient of the segmented region. One of the advantages of utilizing the gradient analysis is that the source of the hotspot which was occurred in electrical equipment can be identified [16].

4. CONCLUSIONS

Both bottoms-up and top-down approaches were successfully implemented using various techniques in identifying fault in electrical equipment. Since the thermographic images of electrical equipment normally show a very high variation in appearance such as object distance from camera (scale change) and angle (view point change). The most suitable approach is describing the image using local features based on top-down approach, which are more robust to this kind of changes. Generally, local segmentation using top-down oriented has a great advantage over bottom-up approach. However, upgrading technique or introducing a new method could improve the diagnosing method of electrical equipments.
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Abstract—A field mill (FM) has been permanently operated at a distance of about 170 m from the Gaisberg Tower (GBT) in Austria since several years. The electric field measurements suffer from field enhancement due to its location on a 4-m tall metal platform near the tower which itself is located on a 1280 meter high mountain. A special measuring campaign was conducted to determine the fair-weather atmospheric electric field at the Gaisberg Mountain on June 24th, 2010. The main objectives of this campaign were to calibrate the field mill in order to infer the relation between the electric fields at the tower tip and the ground level measured by the field mill under thunderstorm conditions. Besides the permanent field mill near the tower, two Campbell Scientific CS100 electric field meters were used during this campaign, and distances between each other were determined by using the Global Positioning System (GPS). Overall we determined an enhancement factor of 2.75 due to the mountain itself with reference to the mountains surrounding terrain. A field enhancement factor of 7.81 was obtained for the permanently installed field mill at the measurement platform next to the GBT with reference to the undisturbed electric field at the mountain top close to the platform at ground level. The electric field near the tower (distances about the tower height of 100 m) was smaller than the field measured at larger distance from the Tower. This observation was possibly caused by a shadowing effect of the tower.

1. INTRODUCTION

The amplitude of fair-weather atmospheric electric field is usually of the order of one to two hundred Volts per meter [1, 2]. It can be measured by a field mill on flat ground. If the field mill is mounted above the ground or installed at elevated objects, it will suffer from field enhancement. On the other hand, if the field mill is located close to tall objects (i.e., buildings, big trees, towers), the field mill reading will be lower due to the shadowing effect of these objects. Electric field enhancement factors at the top of buildings with different heights for lightning radiated fields are reported in the range of 1.5 to 2.3 compared with the measurements at ground level [3–6]. Next to the Gaisberg Tower (GBT) in Austria, a field mill (FM) is permanently operated since several years. The main purpose of those electric field measurements is to determine the background electric field that exists right at the time when upward lightning is triggered by the 100 m high tower. This radio tower on the mountain triggers about 60 upward initiated lightning flashes per year and is instrumented in order to measure the lightning current waveforms [7]. Knowledge of the background electric field at the mountain top will allow the estimation of the local electric field at the tower top by using a finite element model of the tower structure.

The FM is mounted on a 4-m tall metal platform at a distance of about 170 m from the GBT and hence the electric field measurements suffer from field enhancement. In order to get an approximate correction factor, simultaneous measurements are necessary. Besides the permanent field mill, a reference field mill is needed.

In this paper, we report the results of measured atmospheric electric fields under fair weather conditions at the Gaisberg Mountain in Austria. The enhancement factors due to the mountain itself and the elevated metal platform are investigated. Also the shadowing effect of the 100-m radio tower on the fair-weather electric field is presented.

2. INSTRUMENTATION

Two CS100 electric field meters manufactured by Campbell Scientific Inc. are employed for the simultaneous measurements. Unlike the traditional continuously rotating field mills, this type of electric field meter uses a reciprocating shutter, which reduces significantly power consumption. This feature makes it possible to operate the field mills powered by batteries and move them
around easily. Each CS100 has been already calibrated in the factory when it is mounted at 2 m height tripod mast. An embedded CR1000M data-logger is used to record the data.

On the other hand, the permanently installed field mill was manufactured by Previstorm Inc. and is mounted on the 4-m tall metal platform at a distance of 170 m from the GBT. This field mill is in operation for several years. In order to synchronize the data measured by the mobile electric field meter, during the field campaign, the sampling rate of the permanent field mill was set to 1 Hz, the same sampling rate as used for the other two field mills.

3. MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS

On June 24th, 2010, a field campaign was conducted in order to measure the fair-weather atmospheric electric field at the Gaisberg Mountain. During this campaign two mobile Campbell Scientific CS100 electric field meters and one permanent field mill were employed at different locations and distances between each other were determined by using the Global Positioning System (GPS).

Firstly, one CS110 Electric Field Meter was deployed and operated at a site of the surrounding area of the Gaisberg Mountain (786 m above sea level). After an initial test to verify that both CS110 field meters provided the same result when they were placed at the same location, the second CS110 was taken to measure the electric field simultaneously at sites of different altitudes along the way up to the top of the Gaisberg Mountain. Due to the mountain itself increasing field enhancement with increasing altitudes of the measuring sites were found. In Figure 1, we present as an example the simultaneously measured field from the reference site at the surrounding terrain and field at the top of the Gaisberg Mountain (site was at a distance of 249 m from the GBT). An arithmetic mean of 66 V/m at the surrounding terrain and 181 V/m at the top of the Gaisberg Mountain is obtained, respectively, corresponding to an enhancement factor of 2.75 due to the mountain itself.

In order to determine the enhancement factor for the field mill mounted on the 4-m tall metal platform at a distance of 170 m from the GBT, we deployed a CS100 electric field meter at a distance of 185 m nearby to the metal platform but at ground level. Simultaneous measurement results are shown in Figure 2. An electric field arithmetic mean value of 181 V/m at the ground level and 1406 V/m at the 4-m tall metal platform is obtained, corresponding to an enhancement factor of 7.81 due to the 4-m tall metal platform.

Similar to the measurements along the way up to the mountain top, at the local area of the Gaisberg mountain top, one CS110 was deployed at a distance of 249 m, assuming this was far enough from the 100 m high GBT to have negligible effect of the metal tower on the fair weather electric field. The second CS110 was used to measure simultaneously the electric field at different distances from the tower and ranging up to about the height (100 m) of the tower. Figures 3, 4 and 5 show the simultaneously measured data obtained from the two identical CS110 electric field meters. The mean ratios of the field values measured at 111 m, 85 m and 50 m to the reference values measured at 249 m from the GBT are 0.65, 0.73 and 0.71, respectively. We can see that

![Figure 1: Simultaneously measured fields at the surrounding terrain and at the top of Gaisberg Mountain.](image-url)
Figure 2: Simultaneously measured fields at the 4-m tall metal platform and at ground level.

Figure 3: Simultaneously measured fields at distances of 249 m and 111 m from the GBT.

Figure 4: Simultaneously measured fields at distances of 249 m and 85 m from the GBT.
relatively smaller values were obtained at closer distance compared to the field measured at larger distance from the tower. This observation was possibly caused by a shadowing effect of the tower. The shadowing effect of the tower has also been observed in transient electric fields from lightning strikes to the GBT measured at very close distances [8].

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present results of fair-weather electric field measurements during a campaign conducted at the Gaisberg Mountain in Austria at the end of June of 2010. By comparing the simultaneously measured electric fields from a reference field mill placed at the top of the mountain and the permanently installed field mill at the metal platform at a distance of about 170 m from the GBT, a field enhancement factor of 7.81 for the permanently installed field mill was determined. We also determined an enhancement factor of 2.75 due to the mountain itself with reference to the mountains surrounding terrain. A shadowing effect of the tower was observed when the electric field was measured at distances of up to about the tower height of 100 m compared to the reference field mill measured at a distance of 249 m from the tower.
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Abstract—This publication addresses the topic of the effects of traveling waves on onshore wind parks caused by direct lightning strikes with main focus on predicting potential risk of damage due to overcurrents and overvoltages. The simulation program EMTP-ATP, programming language MODELS, pre-processing program ATPDraw and post-processing program PLOTXY were chosen for this study. This approach is an attempt to reflect an insight on this topic from the engineering point of view.

1. INTRODUCTION

With increasing nacelle heights and rotor blade lengths in modern wind turbines (WTs) the unexpected effects of lightning and electromagnetic traveling waves in form of overvoltages and overcurrents are brought to the attention of the scientific community, especially wind parks (WPs) with several WTs and rated power of several megawatts e.g., 100 MW and above. In some cases the earthing (grounding) systems of the WTs are galvanic connected to each other in order to ensure a common earth potential in the whole electric installation; however these techniques can lead to other effects such as overvoltages caused by direct lightning strikes.

2. APPROACH

The approach of modal components (surge impedance with a propagation velocity) was chosen for this work, this in order to model the fast electromagnetic transients and provide an acceptable frequency response of the models. The simulation is divided in the following components:

- Lightning source represented by a Heidler source.
- WT Rotor blades, which were modeled by surge impedances with a specific propagation velocity.
- Rotor blade and Nacelle Azimuth’s bearings, that were represented as concentrated elements calculated at an electric frequency of 500 kHz.
- Steel tower, which was modeled as a surge impedance per segment.
- Earthing (grounding) system, modeled as a variable footing resistance.
- Low voltage cables, represented as a PI-equivalent diagram.
- Low voltage panelboard, modeled as a surge capacitance.
- Linear distribution transformer, including LV and MV bushings and coil surge capacitors.
- Medium voltage cables, represented as a JMarti model calculated at an electric frequency of 1 MHz.

3. WIND PARK MODELS FOR FAST TRANSIENTS EFFECTS

Figure 1 shows the general assumptions and references for the simulation, where, \( i \) corresponds to the index of the conductor \( i \); \( h_i \) the height of the conductor above ground and, \( r_i \) the radius of the conductor \( i \). The surge impedances are assumed to have similar values in the rotor blades \( R, S \) and \( T \).

3.1. Rotor Blades

The rotor blade lightning protection system (LPS) chosen for model was the receptor-based lightning protection system, which consists in this case of two metal air termination systems (so-called lightning receptors) embedded within the aerodynamic glass fiber composite (GFC) structure or skin of the rotor blade and galvanically connected to an internal down-conductor and widely explained in [1] and [2].
The blades were modeled in two segments (representing each lightning receptor and its internal downconductor connection), each one with own characteristic surge impedance $Z_w$ and a propagation velocity $v$, as explained in [4]. The magnetic and capacitive coupling between the rotor blades were neglected; due to the reason that special interest and focus was made on the effects of direct lightning; however, these couplings may influence the traveling waves patterns (reflection and transmission). Table 1 shows the parameters used for the calculation.

Special consideration to this first modeling of the rotor blades should be made, due to the reason that it was adopted from the transmission line theory, indeed this is an attempt to model the complex electromagnetic nature of the rotor blades during lightning strikes.

### 3.2. Rotor Blade and Azimuth Bearings

The bearing’s parameters were calculated with a FEM-Program (Maxwell-3D Ver. 11.1.1) and imported as concentrated linear electric circuit elements to the main simulation program. The bearing’s metal parts (flanges and metal balls mainly) were modeled as a resistance $R_{bear}$ in series with an inductance $L_{bear}$ calculated at an electric frequency of 500kHz in order to consider the skin effect. The non-conductive parts such as the thin layer of lubricants between the bearing balls were modeled as a thin capacitor $C_{layer}$ and the surrounding lubrication layers with a shunt capacitor $C_{lub}$, which are short-circuited with a voltage-controlled switch after a certain flashover voltage threshold has been reached. Table 2 depicts the parameters used for the bearings, which are connected in series.

### 3.3. Tower

The tower is usually manufactured in steel or reinforced concrete. The surge impedance model proposed in [5] was chosen for a steel tower, where the tower height and base radius of the equivalent
Table 3: Parameter calculation for the tower.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tower Segment</th>
<th>$Z_{\text{Tower}}$ [Ohm]</th>
<th>Length [m]</th>
<th>$v$ [m/µs]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.98E2</td>
<td>2.90E1</td>
<td>2.50E2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Parameter input values for the calculation for LV and MV cables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cable Array</th>
<th>Radius [m]</th>
<th>Cross-Section [m]</th>
<th>Length [m]</th>
<th>$\varepsilon_r$</th>
<th>$\rho$ [Ωm]</th>
<th>Cable Array</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LV Cables</td>
<td>1.40E-2</td>
<td>6.16E-4</td>
<td>1.50E1</td>
<td>2.00E1</td>
<td>2.30E-8</td>
<td>3 Conductors/Phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LV Earthing Cable</td>
<td>7.00E-3</td>
<td>7.00E-3</td>
<td>1.50E1</td>
<td>1.00E1</td>
<td>2.30E-8</td>
<td>1 Conductor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MV Cables</td>
<td>2.00E-2</td>
<td>1.26E-2</td>
<td>3.00E2</td>
<td>2.70E1</td>
<td>2.30E-8</td>
<td>1 Conductor/Phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MV Earthing Cable</td>
<td>2.00E-2</td>
<td>1.26E-2</td>
<td>3.00E2</td>
<td>2.70E1</td>
<td>2.30E-8</td>
<td>1 Conductor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Parameter input values for the distribution transformer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transformer</th>
<th>MV [kV]</th>
<th>LV [kV]</th>
<th>$R_{\text{sec}}$ [Ω]</th>
<th>$L_{\text{sec}}$ [mH]</th>
<th>$R_m$ [Ω]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transformer</td>
<td>33.00E1</td>
<td>0.69E0</td>
<td>2.00E-3</td>
<td>5.20E-2</td>
<td>1.00E-6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The cone of the tower are used as input parameters to obtain the equivalent surge impedance $Z_{\text{tower}}$. For this calculation a tower of 3 segments is proposed, whereby every segment observes the same surge impedance value. Table 3 depicts the parameters.

In this publication the tower was assumed to be the only down-conductor for the lightning current; however some WT manufacturer install earthing down-conductors inside the tower, which are out of the scope of the study.

3.4. Earthing (Grounding) System and Earthing Rods

The earthing type B ring electrode system was chosen for this study and is usually installed in onshore WTs; it comprises a ring earth electrode external to the structure in contact with the soil or a foundation earth electrode [1]. The footing resistance $R_T$ can be modeled from the guidelines proposed in [5] and widely explained in [2].

The soil resistivity assumed in this work for the calculation of the parameters was 500 Ωm. The earthing rods were modeled as a resistance in parallel with a capacitor as proposed in [6].

3.5. Low and Medium Voltage Cables

The non-shielded LV-cables connecting the WT panelboard to the LV side of the WT distribution transformer were modeled with a PI-equivalent model, three conductors/phase (equivalent to a 1000 Kcmil in AWG- notation) and one additional copper conductor for earthing were modeled.

The MV-cables shielded cables (sheath) connecting the primary side of the WT transformers were simulated and calculated with the JMARTI model of EMTP-ATP at 1 MHz (10 decades, 9 Points/Dec). Table 4 depicts the dimensions and lengths of the cables.

3.6. Three-phase Distribution Transformer

Each WT is connected to a distribution transformer, which was also modeled in order to address the overvoltage effects on the primary and secondary sides. Table 5 depicts the input parameters of the transformer; the impedances are referred to the secondary side. The surge capacitances were modeled with the guidelines proposed in [6].

4. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A total of five WTs were modeled, which are connected to a medium voltage Thevenin-equivalent network with a short circuit three-phase impedance (75 MVA, 33 kV $Z_{\text{base}}$); this in order to simulate the medium voltage connection of the WTs distribution transformers. The earthing systems of the WTs were galvanic connected between each other on the distribution transformer’s LV-Side (star connection) and firmly earthed with earthing rods. Each MV cable sheath and earthing conductor were connected to the LV earthing system of the WT. The distance between the WTs is 300 m.
4.1. Case Study: 30 kA (1.2/50 µs) Lightning Impulse

A positive downward lightning stroke (30 kA, 1.2/50 µs) on the tip of the rotor blade $R$ and the WT1 was simulated in order to explore the effects of the traveling waves across the WP. A simulation time step of 5 ns for a total simulation time of 100 µs was chosen.

Figure 2 depicts the lightning current decay effects of the stroke. On the left figure a comparison of the stroke current injected at the tip of the blade (in red color) and the lightning current flowing across the earthing system of the WT1 is depicted; the effects of the lightning current traveling waves (reflection and transmission) across the earthing system with a high frequency over-imposed oscillation are showed. The segments of the rotor blades and tower, which may introduce additional transmission and reflection effects, may cause the superimposed high-frequency oscillations.

Figure 3 depicts the surge voltage on the transformer LV-side; WT1 and WT2 observe the highest overvoltage values, which could lead to flashover or similar effects on the LV coils and LV

![Figure 2: Lightning current plot: (a) stroke and WT1, (b) WT2 to WT5.](image1)

![Figure 3: Transformer LV-side voltage: (a) WT1 and WT2, (b) WT3 to WT5.](image2)

![Figure 4: Voltage in the earthing system: (a) stroke and WT1, (b) WT2 to WT5.](image3)
grid connection. On the right figure, the delay in the formation of the overvoltages is observed, mainly caused by the traveling time required to reach the other WTs.

Figure 4 depicts the effects of the traveling waves on the footing resistance models described in Section 3.4 and [2]; the propagation of the traveling waves across the earthing system of the WTs shows the expected delay and remarkable overvoltages in the WTs of the WP.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The effects of direct lightning strikes and traveling waves on WPs in form of overcurrent were addressed using approximations and models for fast transients applications. The suggested rotor blade models are an attempt to establish a model for these complex structures; indeed the decoupled transmission line model approximation is the first approximation that needs to be further developed.

The methodology presented in this publication suggests the consideration of several WTs in order to address the possible negatives effects and their mitigation e.g., with proper shielding/earthing or the implementation of surge protection devices.

During a direct lightning strike to a wind turbine, the electromagnetic effects on the earthing system with higher overvoltages and overcurrents amplitudes are registered in the wind turbine affected and in the nearby located wind turbines, taking into consideration the travel time necessary to overcome the complex low and medium voltage network in the wind park.

Further work is required in order to improve the modeling of the different components, especially the rotor blades and bearings.
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Abstract — This work focuses on the way in which the ANN should be designed considering the number of input layer neurons in the application for microwave filter tuning. Based on the Cauchy interpolation method we can decide, for a given filter topology, on the number of points at which we sample the reflection characteristic of the filter (obtained from the vector network analyzer). As a result, we can specify the number of ANN input neurons. Minimizing ANN topology, (the number of weights), results in better performance with regard to ANN learning time and ANN generalization errors. Experimental investigation performed on 6- and 11-cavity filters has verified correctness of the presented approach.

1. INTRODUCTION

Currently, after a filter is assembled on factory lines, it is necessary to tune each filter separately. Normally, this is a manual task performed by an operator, who checks appropriate parameters of a filter, e.g., the scattering parameters. In order to reach the specification goals, tunable elements have to be adjusted. Numerous tuning algorithms are published in literature. In recent years we introduced new methods based on heuristic optimization [2]. In this paper we prove that tuning methods based on optimization of well-defined cost function can be very effective. We have recently introduced a novel method of cavity filter tuning with the usage of Artificial Neural Network (ANN) [3]. We present the method for preparing learning and testing vectors containing sampled scattering characteristic and tuning screw errors corresponding to it. The ANN is trained on the basis of samples obtained from a properly tuned filter. It has been proved that the usage of multidimensional approximation ability of the ANN makes it possible to map characteristics of a detuned filter reflection in individual screw errors. The mechanism, based on using multiple golden filters in the process of preparing training vectors has been introduced in [4]. In our approach we have chosen the Feed-Forward ANN with one hidden layer (Figure 1).

We defined the number of output layer neurons as a number of tuning elements $N$, $\Delta Z \in \mathbb{R}^N$. (So far we have considered only the tuning of cavities. We assumed that tuning elements for couplings are pre-tuned and do not change during the tuning process.) The number of neurons in the hidden layer was chosen experimentally to be a minimal one, but still guaranteeing sufficient learning and generalization error of the ANN. The input layer consisted of $2L = 512$ neurons for filter reflection characteristic sampled at $L = 256$ complex points. This number was chosen as a proper value for algorithm customization, in the sense of ANN learning and generalization error, but this value was not optimized in any way. This paper suggests how the ANN should be designed optimally, considering the number of input layer neurons, in accordance with the given filter topology.

2. GENERAL CONCEPT

First we have to ask one question: What is the smallest number of frequency points at which filter reflection characteristic should be sampled to allow its reconstruction in an analytical form? Generally, transmission and reflection characteristics of a two-port filter network, composed of a

![Artificial neural network (ANN), proposed in [3]. $S_{11}$ represents reflection characteristic of a filter sampled at $L$ frequency points and $\Delta Z$ represents the error for $N$ tuning elements.](image)
series of $N$ inter-coupled resonators, can be defined as a ratio of two polynomials \[ S_{11}(\omega) = \frac{F_N(\omega)}{E_N(\omega)}, \] \[ S_{21}(\omega) = \frac{P_N(\omega)}{E_N(\omega)}, \] where $\omega$ represents angular frequency and $\varepsilon$ is a constant normalizing $S_{21}$ to the equiripple level. The degree of a common denominator $E(\omega)$ and $F(\omega)$ is $N$, and the degree of polynomial $P(\omega)$ corresponds to the number of non-infinite transmission zeros. Based on the Cauchy interpolation method, a filter characteristic can be represented as \[ S(\omega) = \frac{A(\omega)}{B(\omega)} = \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{M} a_i \omega^i}{\sum_{j=0}^{N} b_j \omega^j}; \] \[ (1) \]

Assuming that we have $S$ characteristic sampled at $L$ frequency points $\omega_l$, $l = 1 \ldots L$, Equation (1) can be transformed into \[ X_{L \times (M+1)} a_{(M+1)\times1} - Y_{L \times (N+1)} b_{(N+1)\times1} = 0 \] \[ (2) \]

where \[
X_{L \times (M+1)} = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & \omega_1 & \omega_1^2 & \cdots & \omega_1^M \\
1 & \omega_2 & \omega_2^2 & \cdots & \omega_2^M \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
1 & \omega_L & \omega_L^2 & \cdots & \omega_L^M \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]
\[
Y_{L \times (N+1)} = \begin{bmatrix}
S(\omega_1) & S(\omega_1)\omega_1 & S(\omega_1)\omega_1^2 & \cdots & S(\omega_1)\omega_1^N \\
S(\omega_2) & S(\omega_2)\omega_2 & S(\omega_2)\omega_2^2 & \cdots & S(\omega_2)\omega_2^N \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
S(\omega_L) & S(\omega_L)\omega_L & S(\omega_L)\omega_L^2 & \cdots & S(\omega_L)\omega_L^N \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Equation (2) can now be written as the following system of linear equations \[ Z_{L \times (M+N+2)} d_{(M+N+2)\times1} = 0 \] \[ (4) \]

where \[
Z_{L \times (M+N+2)} = \begin{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix} \square \end{bmatrix} & \begin{bmatrix} a_{(M+1)\times1} \end{bmatrix} \\
\end{bmatrix} \\
\begin{bmatrix} \square \end{bmatrix} & \begin{bmatrix} b_{(N+1)\times1} \end{bmatrix} \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]
\[ (5) \]

This system can be solved if $L \geq N + M + 2$. If we take into consideration reflection characteristic, we have $M = N$ \[ 7 \]. Taking this into account, we can conclude that $L = 2(N + 1)$ is the minimal number of complex points of sampled filter reflection characteristic $S$, which is necessary to reconstruct this characteristic in an analytical form. Therefore, we can conclude that, for $L \geq 2(N + 1)$, it is possible to have unambiguous mapping between filter characteristic $S \in C^L$ (sampled at $L$ complex points) and positions of tuning elements $\Delta Z \in R^N$. Based on the above we can decide, for a given filter topology, on the number of points at which we sample the reflection characteristic (obtained from the vector network analyser). In consequence, we can specify the number of ANN input neurons.
3. EXPERIMENT

In the experiment, performed on two filters of different topology, we have shown the influence of ANN topology on ANN generalization error. As presented in [3, 4] ANN generalization error describes the ability of ANN regarding filter tuning. The smaller the error, the higher the ANN tuning ability. Filters with their topology used in the experiment are presented in Figure 2 and Figure 3. The first filter is a TX filter of GSM duplexer (Figure 2) with self-locking screws. The second (Figure 3) is an RX filter of GSM duplexer with standard locking system (nuts). The ANN learning vectors were collected automatically using the IAFTT robot [5].

The first experiment was performed to examine the dependence between ANN generalization error in function of the number of neurons in the input layer. In order to check the ANN generalization ability during the ANN training process we used the following ANN generalization error definition previously introduced in [3]

\[
GE = 2K \sum_{a=1}^{t} \sum_{b=1}^{N} |\Delta Z_{0T}^a(b) - \Delta Z_{xT}^a(b)| / (t \cdot N)\]  

(6)

where \( t \) — number of testing vectors, \( \Delta Z_{0T}^a \) — screw position increment — known proper value, \( \Delta Z_{xT}^a \) — screw position increment generated by ANN, for a given reflection characteristic. One screw-adjustment increment \( 1u \) is defined as tuning element resolution and \( K \) is the maximum screw deviation as a multiple value of \( u \). During the ANN training process, for an 11-cavity filter (Figure 2), we had 1000 learning vectors in total, 500 for \( K = 5 \), 500 for \( K = 10 \), and 100 testing vectors, 50 for \( K = 5 \), 50 for \( K = 10 \). The tuning element change resolution was \( 1u = 9 \) (deg). For a 6-cavity filter (Figure 3), we had 2000 learning vectors in total, 1000 for \( K = 10 \), 1000 for \( K = 20 \), and 100 testing vectors, 50 for \( K = 10 \), 50 for \( K = 20 \). The tuning element change resolution was \( 1u = 18 \) (deg). Figure 4 presents the ANN generalization error in function of the number of input layer neurons \( W_I \) for both filters (6-cavity filter — solid line, 11-cavity filter — dashed line). Each sampled complex point of reflection characteristic requires two input neurons, one for real and the second for the imaginary part. According to our findings, for the \( N = 6 \)-cavity filter we need at least \( L = 14 \) complex samples of filter characteristic, which gives us \( W_I = 28 \) input neurons. For the \( N = 11 \)-cavity filter the minimal number of input layer neurons is \( W_I = 48 \). These values

![Figure 2](image2.png)  
(a) (b)  
Figure 2. (a) Layout and (b) topology of the TX filter used in the experiment. Small circles represent tunable coupling and cross-couplings. Bigger circles represent cavities. There are no tuning elements for coupling between cavities 15–17, 17–18. Fixed cross-coupling occurs between cavities 2–6.

![Figure 3](image3.png)  
(a) (b)  
Figure 3. (a) Layout and (b) topology of the RX filter used in the experiment. There is one coupling element between cavities 2–5.
Number of input layer neurons

Figure 4. ANN generalization error in function of the number of input layer neurons. Dashed line — 11-cavity filter (Figure 2), solid line — 6-cavity filter (Figure 3).

Figure 5. ANN training time necessary to achieve the generalization error level at the value of 0.035 \( [u] \) in function of the number of input layer neurons. Curves are calculated for a different number of hidden layer neurons \( WH \).

are marked in Figure 4. We can observe that for \( L \geq 2(N + 1) \) the ANN is able to generalize at the efficient level and, consequently, is able to tune the filter. In general, minimizing the ANN topology (the number of ANN weights), results in better performance in the sense of both ANN generalization error and ANN learning time.

Exact dependencies between the number of training vectors and the number of neurons in a hidden layer are very difficult to define. Theoretical estimation can be performed using the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension [6]. In practice this relation should be chosen experimentally. Figure 5 presents the ANN training time for a 6-cavity filter, in function of the number of input layer neurons. The number of neurons in the hidden layer is a parameter. In this experiment the ANN was trained until the generalization error reached the value of 0.035 \( [u] \). Having analysed the curves, we can conclude that the number of neurons in the hidden layer \( (WH) \) has significant influence on ANN training time. Moreover, we can observe that, for \( WH = 21 \) neurons in the hidden layer and for the number of neurons in the input layer smaller than \( \sim 50 \), the neural network cannot reach the error value of 0.035 \( [u] \). This means that neural network topology is not well chosen, as the number of network weights is too small to be trained for such set of training vectors.

4. CONCLUSIONS

While solving problems with the use of artificial neural networks it is always difficult to select optimal ANN topology. Very often the only one way to optimize the ANN topology is optimization by trial and error. In this paper we show how the number of input layer neurons can be specified and thus limited and how it influences ANN generalization ability and ANN learning time for the algorithm presented in [3]. The experiment performed on two filters of different topology proved correctness of our assumptions resulting from the Cauchy interpolation and regarding consideration on the dependence between the number of samples of reflection characteristic and the possibility of unambiguous mapping of these samples to errors of tuning elements.
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Abstract — Two iterative techniques are applied to compute the limits of the area in which the ferrite-loaded coaxial waveguide with azimuthal magnetization gives rise to differential phase shift (works as a digital phase shifter) for the normal $TE_{01}$ mode. The first of them uses the peculiar phase behaviour of configuration at cut-off and the second one — the existence of a physical state for higher frequencies at which the propagation in case of negative (clockwise) magnetization stops. A graphical image of the functional dependence of this state on the structure parameters is a special envelope curve in the phase diagram, marking off the end of the characteristics for the magnetization referred to. Its equation, written through certain positive real numbers ($L(c, \rho, n)$ numbers) is employed to perform the relevant calculations. The influence of the relative thickness of central switching conductor with regard to that of the geometry on the size and shape of the area in question is studied.

1. INTRODUCTION

The circular waveguides, containing azimuthally magnetized ferrite, under normal $TE_{01}$ mode excitation possess potentialities of nonreciprocal digital phase shifters with possible application in the electronically scanned antenna arrays [1–4]. Sophisticated iterative procedures have been elaborated to investigate their phase shifting properties, necessary for the development of these devices [1–3, 5–7]. It has been established that the simplest of the configurations brought up — the one, entirely filled with the anisotropic medium mentioned, exhibits the characteristics of interest in a restricted frequency domain [6]. It might be expected that the more complex geometries of the family treated would behave in a similar manner.

In this study the boundaries of the area in which the coaxial waveguide, completely filled with azimuthally magnetized ferrite produces differential phase shift for the aforesaid wave are examined as a function of the relative dimension $\rho$ ($0 < \rho < 1$) of its central switching conductor with respect to the one of the structure. For the purpose, the iterative schemes, suggested lately to trace the borderlines of the region of phase shifter operation of the circular ferrite geometry [6], are extended. Unlike before, the positive purely imaginary roots of the characteristics equation of the coaxial transmission line [2] and the positive real numbers $L(c, \rho, n)$, advanced recently [8, 9], are used. The main result of the analysis is that the width of area inspected expands when the parameter $\rho$ grows. Simultaneously, the maximum value the phase shift might attain, decreases.

2. NORMAL $TE_{0n}$ MODES IN THE COAXIAL FERRITE-LOADED WAVEGUIDE WITH AZIMUTHAL MAGNETIZATION

The propagation of normal $TE_{0n}$ modes in the infinitely long, perfectly conducting coaxial waveguide, uniformly filled with lossless latching ferrite, magnetized in azimuthal direction to remanence, is nonreciprocal and is described by the equation [2, 11]:

$$\Phi(a, c; x_0) / \Psi(a, c; x_0) = \Phi(a, c; \rho x_0) / \Psi(a, c; \rho x_0)$$

in which $\Phi(a, c; x)$ and $\Psi(a, c; x)$ stand for the Kummer and Tricomi confluent hypergeometric functions [10] with $a = c/2 - j k$ — complex, $c = 3$, $x_0 = j z_0$, $k = \alpha \beta / (2 \beta_2)$, $z_0 = 2 \beta_2 r_0$, $\rho = r_1 / r_0$, $k$, $z_0$, $\rho$ — real, $-\infty < k < + \infty$, $z_0 > 0$, $0 < \rho < 1$, $\text{sgn}k = \text{sgn} (a)$ ($\alpha, \gamma M_r / \omega$ — off-diagonal ferrite permeability tensor element, $-1 < \alpha < 1$, $\gamma$ — gyromagnetic ratio, $M_r$ — ferrite remanent magnetization, $\omega$ — angular frequency of the wave, $\beta = \beta / (\beta_0 \sqrt{\varepsilon_r})$, $\beta_2 = \beta_2 / (\beta_0 \sqrt{\varepsilon_r})$, $r_0 = \beta_0 \sqrt{\varepsilon_r}$, $r_1 = \beta_0 r_1 \sqrt{\varepsilon_r}$, $\beta$ — phase constant, $\beta_2 = [\omega^2 \varepsilon_0 \mu_0 \varepsilon_r (1 - \alpha^2) - \beta^2]^{1/2}$ — radial wavenumber, $r_0$ and $r_1$ — outer and inner conductor radii, $\rho$ — central conductor to waveguide radius ratio, $\beta_0 = \omega \sqrt{\varepsilon_0 \mu_0}$ — free space phase constant, $\varepsilon_r$ — ferrite relative permittivity). Eq. (1) holds, if its positive purely imaginary roots $\chi_{k,n}(\rho)$ in $x_0$ (in $z_0$) satisfy the relation $\beta_2 = \chi_{k,n}(\rho) / (2 r_0)$ ($n = 1, 2, 3, \ldots$) which determines the eigenvalue spectrum of the structure for the fields studied.
3. PHASE SHIFTER OPERATION OF THE WAVEGUIDE

For each set of parameters \( \{\rho, |\alpha|, \tilde{r}_0\} \), subject to the condition [11]:

\[
\chi_{0,n}^{(c)}(\rho) / 2 < \tilde{r}_0 \sqrt{1 - \alpha^2} < L(c, \rho, n) / |\alpha|
\]

the transmission line considered generates differential phase shift \( \Delta \beta = \tilde{\beta}_+ - \tilde{\beta}_- \) for the relevant \( TE_{0n} \) mode. Here \( L(c, \rho, n) \) is a general notation of certain positive real numbers — the finite limits of the sequences of numbers \( \{K_-(c, n, \rho, k_-)\} \) and \( \{M_-(c, n, \rho, k_-)\} \) where \( K_-(c, n, \rho, k_-) = |k_-|\chi_{k_-}^{(c)}(\rho) \), \( M_-(c, n, \rho, k_-) = |a_-|\chi_{k_-}^{(c)}(\rho) \), provided \( k_- \to -\infty \) [8, 9]. In particular, if \( c = 3 \), \( n = 1 \), in case \( \rho = 0 \) (0.1) 0.9, it holds: \( L(c, \rho, n) = 6.59365, 7.65009, 9.96386, 13.67913, 19.69958, 30.06288, 49.76036, 93.58730, 222.36897, 936.90302 \). The inequalities (2) constitute a mathematical representation of the physical criterion for phase shifter operation of the geometry [11]:

\[
\tilde{r}_{0cr} < \tilde{r}_0 < \tilde{r}_{0en-}.
\]

It means that for a specific \( |\alpha| \) the quantity \( \Delta \beta \) is called into being then and only then when the pertinent working normalized radius \( \tilde{r}_0 \) is larger than the critical one \( \tilde{r}_{0cr} \) (connected with the cut-off frequency) [2, 11]:

\[
\tilde{r}_{0cr} = \chi_{0,n}^{(c)}(\rho) / \left[2 \sqrt{1 - \alpha^2}\right]
\]

and less than the abscissa \( \tilde{r}_{0en-} \) of the point at a characteristic envelope \( En_{1-} \) — line in the phase portrait [8] for the same \( |\alpha| \). The line mentioned appears at negative magnetization. It restricts the propagation of the modes thrashed out from the side of higher frequencies. Its equation \( \tilde{\beta}_{en-} = \beta_{en-}(\tilde{r}_{0en-}) \) is written in parametric form as [2, 8, 11]:

\[
\tilde{r}_{0en-} = L(c, \rho, n) \left[|\alpha_{en-} - (1 - \alpha_{en-}^2)\right]^{1/2}, \quad \tilde{\beta}_{en-} = (1 - \alpha_{en-}^2)^{1/2},
\]

(|\( \alpha_{en-} \) is the parameter). (For \( \alpha_+ > 0 \) such boundary does not exist.) Assuming \( c = 3, n = 1 \), for \( \rho = 0 \) (0.1) 0.9, it holds: \( \chi_{0,n}^{(c)}(\rho) = 7.66341 19404, 7.88188 32204, 8.47149 60889, 9.41155 10774, 10.78236 23991, 12.78631 35232, 15.86018 08438, 21.04406 45874, 31.47510 37789, 62.85832 85992 \). Obviously, if \( |\alpha| \) varies from 0 to 1, \( \tilde{r}_{0cr} \) changes from \( \chi_{0,n}^{(c)}(\rho) / 2 \) to infinity. For a given \( \rho, \tilde{r}_{0en-} \) has a minimum \( \tilde{r}_{en-} = 2L(c, \rho, n) \) at \( \alpha_{en-} = -1/\sqrt{2} \) and \( \tilde{\beta}_{en-} = 1/\sqrt{2} \). In case \( \alpha_{en-} \to 0 \) and \( \tilde{r}_{en-} = -1 \), then \( \tilde{r}_{0en-} \to +\infty \).

The analysis shows [11] that as when \( \rho = 0 \) (circular waveguide with an infinitely thin switching wire [6]), at cut-off, if \( \alpha_+ > 0 \), then \( \tilde{\beta}_{cr+} = 0 \) (no propagation takes place and the corresponding number \( k_{cr+} = 0 \)). The case \( \alpha_- < 0 \), however, is more complicated. The function \( \beta(\tilde{r}_0) \) for \( \tilde{r}_0 \leq \tilde{r}_{0cr} \) is double-valued. Provided \( \tilde{r}_0 = \tilde{r}_{0cr} \): i) there is no transmission, resp. \( \beta_{cr-} = 0 \) (and the answering to it \( k_{cr-} = 0 \)); ii) \( TE_{0n} \) mode with phase constant \( \beta_{cr-} \neq 0 \) is supported (and the pertinent to it \( k_{cr-} \neq 0, k_{cr-} < k_{cr-} \)). At a fixed \( \rho \), if \( |\alpha| \) and \( \tilde{r}_0 \) change, acquiring consecutively all their allowable values, determined by the relation (2), the entire set of numerical equivalents of \( \Delta \beta \) which the structure might produce, is obtained. In a co-ordinate system \( \tilde{r}_0 - \Delta \beta \) this set forms the area of phase shifter operation of the waveguide. Since the intervals of variation of both \( \tilde{r}_0 \) and \( |\alpha| \) are continuous, the area referred to, is single-connected. In the co-ordinate system regarded the ascissas of the cut-off points \( \tilde{r}_{0cr} \), conforming to any \( 0 < \rho < 1 \) fix those of the lower limit of the domain in which the differential phase shift is afforded for given \( |\alpha| \equiv |\alpha_{cr}| \). It is established that at the points considered \( \Delta \beta \) attains its maximum. Therefore, the ordinates of the border are specified by the equality \( \Delta \beta_{cr} = \beta_{cr-} \). The ascissas \( \tilde{r}_{0en-} \) of points from the envelope are the ones of the upper boundary of the domain in question. For their ordinates it is true: \( \Delta \beta_{en-} = \beta_{en-} - \beta_{e+} \).

Finding the area of interest is equivalent to the tracing of its bounds. (The subscripts “+” (“−”) distinguish the quantities, relating to the positive (negative) magnetization; and the ones “cr” (“c−”) — those, coming up to the cut-off (to the transmission state for \( \alpha_- < 0 \), linked with the cut-off.) The subscripts “en−” (“e+”) is attached to the quantities, characterizing the envelope (the point from the \( \beta_{e+}(\tilde{r}_0) \) — curve for certain \( |\alpha| \) of ascissa equal to that of the end point of the \( \beta_{-}(\tilde{r}_0) \) — one for the same \( |\alpha| \) at the envelope) [11]. Below the discussion is confined to the normal \( TE_{01} \) mode (\( n = 1 \)) only.
4. LIMIT OF THE AREA OF PHASE SHIFTER OPERATION, CONNECTED WITH CUT-OFF

4.1. Method for Computation of the Limit

First the root \( \chi_{0,n}^{(c)}(\rho^{ch}) \) of Eq. (1) is calculated for a fixed \( \rho^{ch} \). Next, the critical radius \( \tilde{r}_{0cr} \) is counted from formula (4) for a chosen value of the off-diagonal tensor element \( |\alpha_\ast^{ch}| \). Afterwards, Eq. (1) is solved consecutively for an arbitrary number of equidistant negative values of the parameter \( k \), the first one of which is also arbitrarily picked out. At each cycle the numerical equivalent of \( k^{ch} \), of the relevant root \( \chi_{k^{ch},n}^{(c)}(\rho^{ch}) \) and of \( |\alpha_\ast^{ch}| \) are put in the expression [2,11]:

\[
\tilde{r}_0 = \left( k \chi_{k,n}^{(c)}(\rho)/\alpha \right) \left[ \left( 1 + (\alpha/(2k))^2 \right) / (1 - \alpha^2) \right]^{1/2}.
\]  

(6)

The outcomes are compared with that for \( \tilde{r}_{0cr} \). When an interval is located, containing it, the one for \( k \) which corresponds to it, is divided in parts. The procedure goes on, until the length of the interval of computed values of the normalized radius becomes less than the prescribed accuracy \( \varepsilon^{ch} \) \( (\varepsilon^{ch} \text{ -- infinitesimal positive real number}) \). Any numerical equivalent, belonging to the last interval for \( k \), is taken as one of \( k_{c-} \). Putting \( \alpha^{ch} \) and \( k_{c-} \) in [3,11]:

\[
\beta = \left\{ (1 - \alpha^2) / \left[ 1 + (\alpha/(2k))^2 \right] \right\}^{1/2}
\]

yields \( \tilde{\beta}_{c-} \). Then \( \alpha^{ch} \) is changed and everything begins over again. Finally \( \rho \) is altered. (The superscripts “ch” and “comp” are attached to the symbols, standing for the parameters chosen, resp. the quantities computed.)

4.2. Numerical Example

In case \( \rho^{ch} = 0.2, n = 1, |\alpha^{ch}| = 0.1 \) and \( \varepsilon^{ch} = 10^{-10} \), it is obtained: \( \chi_{0,n}^{(c)}(\rho) = 8.47149 60889 \) and \( \tilde{r}_{0cr} = 4.25708 69606 \). Adopting \( k^{ch} = -0.0019, -0.0020, -0.0021 \) and \(-0.0022 \) permits to size up for \( \rho^{ch} = 0.2: \chi_{k^{ch}}^{(c)}(\rho^{ch}) = 8.46484 07155, 8.46449 05621, 8.46414 04217, 8.46379 02942 \) and \( \tilde{r}_0 = 4.25681 26038, 4.25696 80441, 4.25714 04363, 4.25732 97741 \), resp. Obviously, the value of \( \tilde{r}_{0cr} \) lies between the second and third figured out ones of \( \tilde{r}_0 \). Hence, \( k_{c-} \) looked for belongs to the interval \( k_{c-} = (-0.0020, -0.0021) \). Dividing it to 100 parts and taking at each step that of them which results in an interval for \( \tilde{r}_0 \), involving \( \tilde{r}_{0cr} \), gives consecutively:

\( k_{c-} = -0.00207 0, -0.002071, \chi_{k^{ch}}^{(c)}(\rho^{ch}) = 8.46424 19611, 8.46446 25504 \) and \( \tilde{r}_0 = 4.25708 69391, 4.25708 86977, \) resp.; \( k_{c-} = -0.00207 001, -0.00207 002, \chi_{k^{ch}}^{(c)}(\rho^{ch}) = 8.46424 54274, 8.46424 53924, \) \( \tilde{r}_0 = 4.25708 69566, 4.25708 69742, \) resp.; \( k_{c-} = -0.00207 00122, -0.00207 00123, \chi_{k^{ch}}^{(c)}(\rho^{ch}) = 8.46424 54197, 8.46424 54194, \) \( \tilde{r}_0 = 4.25708 69605, 4.25708 69607, \) resp. Any of the last numerical equivalents of \( k_{c-} \) could be accepted as one of \( k_{c-} \). Formula (7) enables to cast up:

\( \tilde{\beta}_{c-} = 0.04115 74662, 0.04115 \) \( 74682 \). The upshot is \( 0.04115 74669 \).

5. LIMIT OF THE AREA OF PHASE SHIFTER OPERATION, CONNECTED WITH THE ENVELOPE OF PHASE CHARACTERISTICS FOR NEGATIVE MAGNETIZATION

5.1. Method for Computation of the Limit

Assuming the same \( \rho^{ch} \), as the one, taken in Section 4.1, the \( L(c, \rho^{ch}, n) \) number is worked out. Next, a value of the element \( |\alpha^{ch}_{en-}| \) is selected and those of the normalized guide radius \( \tilde{r}_{0en-}^{comp} \) and of the phase constant \( \tilde{\beta}_{en-}^{comp} \) are reckoned for it from formulae (5). After that the scheme, described above, is effectuated for positive numerical equivalents of the parameter \( k^{ch}_+ \) to get \( \chi_{k^{ch}_+,n}^{(c)}(\rho^{ch}) \), resp. \( \tilde{r}_{0en-}^{comp} \) and \( \tilde{\beta}_{en-}^{comp} \) sought. The computations continue, until it is fulfilled \( |\tilde{r}_{0en-}^{comp} - \tilde{r}_{0en-}^{comp}| < \varepsilon^{ch} \). The quantity \( \Delta\tilde{\beta}_{en-}^{comp} \) is counted as a difference between \( \tilde{\beta}_{en-}^{comp} \) and \( \tilde{\beta}_{en-}^{comp} \).

5.2. Numerical Example

For the values of parameters from Section 4.2 with \( L(c, \rho^{ch}, n) = 9.96386 \) [9], it pans out: \( \tilde{r}_{0en-} = 100.14056, \tilde{\beta}_{en-}^{comp} = 0.99498 74371, k^{ch}_+ = 0.84129, \chi_{k^{ch}_+,n}^{(c)}(\rho^{ch}) = 11.82262, \tilde{r}_{0en-}^{comp} = 100.14056, \tilde{\beta}_{en-}^{comp} = 0.99323, \Delta\tilde{\beta}_{en-}^{comp} = 0.00175 \).
6. AREA OF PHASE SHIFTER OPERATION

Figures 1–4 show the influence of the switching conductor to waveguide radius ratio on the area studied. The $LE_{n_1}$ — dashed and $RE_{n_1}$ — dotted curves represent the limits, connected with the cut-off and with the envelope, resp. For specific $\bar{r}_0 \in [\chi_{0,n}^{(c)}(\rho)/2, 2L(c, \rho, n)]$ differential phase shift is provided for all $|\alpha| \in [0, |\alpha_{cr}|]$, $|\alpha_{cr}| = \sqrt{1 - |\chi_{0,n}^{(c)}(\rho)/(2\bar{r}_0)|^2}$. Its magnitude ranges from the horizontal axis to the $LE_{n_1}$ — line. If $\bar{r}_0 \in (2L(c, \rho, n), +\infty)$, there are three zones: lower, middle and upper. In the first (third) one $\Delta \beta$ is obtained for $|\alpha| \in [0, |\alpha_2|]$, $|\alpha_1, \alpha_2| = 0.5\sqrt{1 - 4[L(c, \rho, n)/\bar{r}_0]^2}$. The relevant numerical equivalent of this quantity increases from the horizontal axis to the lower branch of the $RE_{n_1}$ — limit (from the upper branch of the $RE_{n_1}$ —
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Figure 1: Area of phase shifter operation of the azimuthally magnetized coaxial ferrite waveguide for normal $TE_{01}$ mode in case $\rho = 0$.
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Figure 2: Area of phase shifter operation of the azimuthally magnetized coaxial ferrite waveguide for normal $TE_{01}$ mode in case $\rho = 0.1$.
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Figure 3: Area of phase shifter operation of the azimuthally magnetized coaxial ferrite waveguide for normal $TE_{01}$ mode in case $\rho = 0.2$.
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Figure 4: Area of phase shifter operation of the azimuthally magnetized coaxial ferrite waveguide for normal $TE_{01}$ mode in case $\rho = 0.5$. 
limit to the \( LEn_1 \) — line). On condition that \(|\alpha| \in [|\alpha_2|, |\alpha_1|]\) (in the region, encircled by the \( REn_1 \) — curve) no phase shift is raised. There are two characteristic points in the Figures: the maximum of \( LEn_1 \) — limits (labeled by a rhomb and by the number 1) and that — denoted by a square and by the number 2. The parameters of the first point are determined through an iterative technique, changing the element \(|\alpha|\), until the greatest value of \( \Delta \beta \) is found with the prescribed accuracy. The point 2 represents the minimum of the \( REn_1 \) — line. Here \(|\alpha_{en-\min}| = 1/\sqrt{2}\), irrespective of \( \rho \). The enlargement of the latter broadens the area examined. At the same time it diminishes the maximum, the phase shift might acquire.

7. CONCLUSION

The borders of the area of phase shifter operation of the coaxial waveguide, entirely filled with azimuthally magnetized ferrite and propagating normal \( TE_{01} \) mode are counted. For the purpose two iterative approaches are employed. They are based on the special features of the phase characteristics of transmission line: double-valuedness at cut-off and availability of a distinctive envelope curve, representing the state in which the wave is no more supported. The basic idea in them is to solve numerically many a time the characteristic equation of configuration, written by the Kummer and Tricomi confluent hypergeometric functions, varying the imaginary part of their complex first parameter. The newly introduced positive real \( L(c, \rho, n) \) numbers are used, too in the computations. The outcomes are presented graphically in normalized form and are discussed.
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Abstract—A dual linear polarization feed antenna system for satellite communication will be described. It consists of a turnstile-based orthomode transducer (OMT) and two identical duplexers formed by a plane T-junction and of two iris filters. This 4-ports subsystem transmits and receives radio frequency signals in double track in which the transmission Tx is made through two ports having as access the standard rectangular waveguide WR229 while the reception Rx is made through two ports having as access the standard rectangular waveguide WR159. The proposed subsystem overcomes the current practical bandwidth limitations by using a very compact octave bandwidth OMT along with two robust duplexers. The subsystem is working in the extended C-band, the 5.8–7.1 GHz range is used for the uplink, whereas the 3.6–4.8 GHz range is set to the downlink. The presented architecture exhibits a return loss better than 20 dB in all ports, an isolation between the different rectangular ports better than 70 dB and a transmission loss less than 0.15 dB in both frequency bands (3.6–4.8 GHz and 5.8–7.1 GHz) which represents state-of-the-art achievement in terms of bandwidth.

1. INTRODUCTION

With the increased communication capacity and versatility of the antenna systems, an orthogonal dual polarization operation is often required. One of the key components for orthomode operation is the orthomode transducer (OMT) \([1–4]\). The OMT is a RF device often used to combine or separate orthogonally polarized signals, thus providing polarization discrimination. The double polarization systems are normally used for satellite communication systems, where an orthomode polarization operation is used to increase the traffic capability of a given link. Another interesting application can be found in the recipients of radio astronomy \([1–4]\). Unfortunately, most OMTs today are not fully satisfactory. For example, they may not be effective in preventing the generation of undesired higher order modes or providing sufficiently high isolation between ports or their often excessive bulk and thickness may impede many important applications. In \([2–5]\) several configurations of OMTs have been published focusing on the physical symmetries of the structure and making clear the distinction between OMTs of narrow- and broad-band. The criteria used to compare the performance of the different OMTs are the return losses, the insertion losses and the isolation between polarizations which is associated to the specifications of the cross-polarization for the system including the antenna and the feeders. In addition, the symmetry is a key question in the design of OMTs since it determines the high order mode generated in the structure and, therefore, the bandwidth of work.

Our main aim in this work is to increase in the quantity of information to be transmitted or received for solving the saturation problems of the available spectral bands. We solved this problem in two different ways: either by the widening of the frequency bands available of the subsystems, or by the use of the double ways for Tx and Rx by using the orthomode polarization operation to increase the traffic capability of the link, or by both of them at the same time. For this reason, we have used a waveguide OMT based in a turnstile junction \([5, 6]\) which provides a good return loss (30 dB) along with an isolation of 60 dB across a very broadband frequency (2 : 1). The very wide bandwidth is achieved mainly due to the use of a double symmetry turnstile junction reduced height waveguide arms along with the use of a reduced height \(E\)-plane power combiners/dividers and simple mitered 90° bends. This facilitates the design and the construction of these OMTs. Moreover, two wideband diplexers have been designed and constructed to demonstrate the feasibility of using stepped waveguide junctions for duplexer designs. It consists of two channel filters and a Tee \(E\)-plane junction. The relative bandwidth of the whole diplexer is about 64%. The inputs and outputs return losses were better than 25 dB, the isolation is better than 80 dB and the transmission loss was less than 0.1 dB. Furthermore, experimental measurements of the whole 4-port subsystem (see Fig. 1 for the proposed 4-ports subsystem) exhibit very good agreement with the simulation results.
2. THEORY AND DESIGN

2.1. A-Turnstile Junction Orthomode Transducer (OMT)

The turnstile junction OMT is working according to the following manner: signals split by the turnstile junction exit in opposite waveguides 180° out-of-phase. These signals are recombined using a power combiner that is also 180° out-of-phase; implemented using a single step E-plane divider assures 3 dB/180° power division in more than one octave bandwidth operation along with −50 dB return loss at the input port. In the first design we have used one input step divider which allows to increase the waveguide height in order to obtain reduced height waveguide ports in the outputs divider [5]. We have used the easiest form divider which provides an extremely good result in contrast to other [2–4] full height combiner in which multi-step transition is necessary to obtain a full height at the output ports combiner. For each polarization, a pair of identical 90° E-plane single mitred waveguide bends in reduced height configuration link, from the turnstile junction outputs to the E-plane junction inputs, can be easily designed for return loss better than 48dB in more the 68% bandwidth. A matching element may be provided at the base of the cavity formed by the rectangular waveguide ports and the main waveguide to enhance a very wide band operation of the turnstile junction with a low reflection coefficient.

Figure 2 shows an internal view of a four-section reduced-height turnstile junction. The internal diameters and heights of the scattering element are optimized for a specific frequency band as a function of the rectangular input waveguide dimension “a”. The number of cylindrical sections can be reduced if the application needs a restricted band. The optimisation procedure aims for good return losses for the two orthogonal modes TE_{11} at the common circular waveguide. Two fundamental modes (designated as A and B) can propagate in this circular guide as independent orthogonal linear polarization states when the frequency is above the cutoff frequency value (frequencies above 3.5 GHz). The turnstile junction splits A equally between the reduced-height rectangular waveguide outputs 2 and 4, but does not couple it to ports 1 and 3. Similarly, B is split equally between ports 1 and 3, but does not couple it to ports 2 and 4. The operating mode is explained according to Fig. 3. Taking as example the vertical polarization with the polarized electric field according to...
In the PMW rectangular ports propagate the $TE_{10}$ fundamental mode over a bandwidth of almost 76% before the excitation of the first higher order $TM_{11}$ mode. The first higher order mode excited in PEW rectangular ports is the $TE_{20}$ mode (which appears in 66.66% of bandwidth from the fundamental mode $TE_{10}$).

If we can match the incident $TE_{11}$ mode, from which the electric field is polarized according to the $x$-axis Fig. 2, all the power will be divided between ports 2 and 4 with no power coupled to ports 1 and 3. This operation is valid between the cutoff frequency of the fundamental $TE_{10}$ mode of the rectangular waveguide and the first higher order mode $TE_{20}$ excited in the rectangular ports 1 and 3 (PEW). Therefore, the maximum bandwidth that a turnstile junction can achieve is an octave bandwidth ($\frac{f_{c,TE_{20}}}{f_{c,TE_{10}}}=2$). Due to the symmetry of the turnstile structure, the behaviour is the same for the other incident $TE_{11}$ mode, in which the electric field is polarized according to the $z$-axis. Apart from the fundamental $TE_{11}$ mode propagated in the circular common port, the first higher order mode propagated in the common circular port is the $TM_{11}$ mode, which existed in 72.6% bandwidth from the fundamental $TE_{11}$ modes.

### 2.2. B-Diplexers

Basically the structure of the diplexer consists of a T junction $E$-plane, and two band-passes filters one for the Tx and the other for the Rx. Fig. 4 shows an internal view of the total diplexer. The rectangular common port dimensions of the diplexer are $42.8 \times 21.4$ mm ($f_c = 3.5$ GHz) which allows the propagation of $TE_{10}$ mode in the whole frequency band 3.6–7 GHz, where the Tx port is in standard waveguide WR159 ($f_c = 3.7$ GHz) and the Rx one is in standard waveguide WR229.

![Image](image-url)
Figure 5: Measured and simulated reflection coefficients of the designed 4-ports subsystem in both Rx band (3.6–4.8 GHz) and Tx band (5.8–7 GHz).

Figure 6: Measured and simulated isolation Tx/Rx in both bands.

(f_c = 2.57 GHz). The relative bandwidth of the whole diplexer is about 64%. The channel of filter 1 (Tx) has a relative bandwidth of 19% and the channel of filter 2 (Rx) has a relative bandwidth of 29%. The filter of the high frequency band (Tx) is based in rectangular waveguide with inductive cylindrical posts and the other of the low frequency band is made in rectangular waveguide with inductive irises. Both filters are well matched; provide a return loss better than 25 dB in case of the low band and 35 dB in the high band along with an insertion loss less than 0.05 dB in both bands. In order to have a TX and RX access in the same plane, we have used a 90° E-plane bends with small curves that exhibit a return loss better than 42 dB.

3. SIMULATED AND MEASURED RESULTS

In Figs. 5 and 6, we illustrate the comparison between the measured and simulated results of the whole 4-ports subsystem depicted in Fig. 1. In these graphs, we can observe that the return loss in the various ports of the system is better than 20 dB and the isolation is better than 70 dB. The measured insertion loss does not exceed 0.15 dB in the two frequency bands of interest.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The electrical and mechanical design along with the measurements of very broadband 4-ports feed antenna is presented. Experimental data shows a return losses better than 20 dB in both Tx and Rx bands included in the 3.6–7 GHz (64% bandwidth) and an isolation between Tx and Rx ports better than 70 dB along with an insertion losses lower than 0.04 dB in the two separated bands of interest. To date, the designed OMT has the best measurement performance reported in literature along with a reduced size (very challenging for this type of structures), being a more robust design than devices existing previously. These OMTs are well-suited to very wide bandwidth and very separated dual band applications with good performances and good manufacturability mechanical tolerances.
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Abstract — This paper presents the design and analysis of a Y-junction coplanar circulator operating in the frequency range of 40–60 GHz. The magnetic material used in this circulator’s numerical study is a Barium Hexaferrite with a magnetization lower than the usual ferrite. Its purpose is to assume the performance of such circulator when its conventional ferrite is replaced by a magnetic nanocomposite. Magnetization depends on the volume of the magnetic material; therefore, the volume fraction of the barium hexaferrite nanoparticles in the final nanocomposite is introduced. A three dimensional finite element method was used to evaluate numerically the circulator’s performance. Preliminary experiments on the nanocomposite magnetic material showing its orientation and non-reciprocity are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION
Circulators belong to a large family of nonreciprocal devices widely used in microwave components relying on magnetic materials. The operation of a stripline Y-junction circulator was first explained by Bosma [1, 2], Fay and Comstock [3], and other authors [4, 5]. Their work became a general basic study for all other circulator designs such as stripline, microstrip and coplanar.

For commercial applications, besides a wide frequency band, low reflection levels at all ports, low insertion loss (< 1 dB) in the forward direction (from port 1 to port 2, from port 2 to port 3, and from port 3 to port 1), high isolation (> 20 dB) in the reverse direction are required. In addition to its performance, a circulator should be easily implemented in new technology components.

Circulators play important roles in different telecommunication systems, especially when one antenna is used for transmission and reception. Mobile phone systems, satellite links, radar duplexer, and phased-array antennas [6] could be good examples.

This paper deals with the operation of a coplanar circulator based on a Barium Hexaferrite thin film. It describes the design and the simulations results. First trials and microwave characterizations are exposed concerning the nanocomposite material.

2. FUNDAMENTALS AND FORMULATIONS

The magnetic material integrated in such devices guarantees its non reciprocity. The signal is maximal from the transmitter to the receiver, but the signal cannot propagate in the reverse direction. The Barium Hexaferrite (BaFe₁₂O₁₉) in its bulk state has a saturation magnetization $M_s$ of 382 kA/m. Having a high anisotropy (1.7 T), the microwave excitation and the magnetization of such material are related by a permeability tensor $\bar{\mu}$:

$$B = \bar{\mu} H$$

Polder [7] was the first to theoretically approach the problem of the tensorial analysis of the permeability in a uniformly magnetized single-domain anisotropic magnetic particle. The permeability is described by:

$$\bar{\mu} = \begin{bmatrix}
\mu & j\kappa & 0 \\
-j\kappa & \mu & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}$$

$\mu = \mu' - j\mu''$ is the diagonal term and $\kappa = \kappa' - j\kappa''$ is the off-diagonal term. This latter term determines the non reciprocity. In case of an isotropic material, it is equal to zero. $\mu$ and $\kappa$ are given by:

$$\mu = 1 + \frac{(\omega_0 + j\alpha \omega)\omega_m}{(\omega_0 + j\alpha \omega)^2 - \omega^2}$$

$$\kappa = \frac{\omega \omega_m}{(\omega_0 + j\alpha \omega)^2 - \omega^2}$$
Here

\[ \omega_m = \gamma M_s \]
\[ \omega_0 = \gamma H_i \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

\( \gamma \) is the gyromagnetic ratio, \( \alpha \) is the damping factor and \( H_i \) is the internal field of the particle considered uniform and given by:

\[ H_i = H_0 - N_Z M_s \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where \( N_z \) is the demagnetizing factor which depends on the geometric shape and dimensions of the ferrite. Polder’s approach supposes the material to be saturated and the external excitation perpendicularly applied. Anisotropic magnetic materials have a high remanent magnetization when no field is applied. This means they don’t need to be externally biased by permanent magnets, they are self-biased. The applied field \( H_0 \) is replaced by \( H_a \) which is the anisotropy field of the ferrite.

![Hysteresis loop of hard magnetic materials.](image)

![Coplanar circulator’s structure and geometric dimensions.](image)

3. DESIGN AND NUMERICAL STUDY

3.1. Circulator Structure

The configuration of the proposed circulator is shown in Figure 2. The ground plane and the access lines are in the same plane, thus the use of the term “coplanar”. The metallization is made of 1 \( \mu \)m gold film. Another ground plane in a circular shape is placed on the Alumina dielectric substrate (\( \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 \)). This inferior ground plane ensures the transition of the signal from the access lines to the central circular conductor part. The ferrite disc separates the dielectric substrate and the signal plane.

3.2. Geometric Dimensions

The thicknesses and dimensions of the structure’s different parts are resumed in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Thickness/Dimension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The signal lines</td>
<td>( W = 72 \mu \text{m} ) and ( S = 40 \mu \text{m} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The signal lines are CPW lines with a width \( W = 72 \mu \text{m} \) and longitudinal spacing \( S = 40 \mu \text{m} \), resulting a characteristic impedance around 50 \( \Omega \).
Table 1: Coplanar circulator’s geometric dimensions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure Part</th>
<th>Proposed Circulator</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Thickness</th>
<th>Radius</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Substrate</td>
<td>Alumina (Al₂O₃)</td>
<td>635 µm</td>
<td>Hexagonal form</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferrite Disc</td>
<td>Barium Hexaferrite (BaFe₁₂O₁₉)</td>
<td>100 µm</td>
<td>Disc of radius = 465 µm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metallization</td>
<td>Gold (Au)</td>
<td>1 µm</td>
<td>Circular Inferior Ground Rg = 505 µm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Circular conductor R = 465 µm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Magnetic and Dielectric Characteristics
The magnetic material is defined by the following characteristics using a simulator based on a three dimensional finite element method.

- \( \varepsilon_f = 14.2 \), the relative permittivity of the ferrite
- \( \alpha = 0.0175 \), the damping factor, or \( \Delta H = 500 \text{ Oe} \) at a frequency of 40 GHz
- \( \tan \delta_e = 10^{-2} \), the dielectric loss tangent.

The dielectric substrate’s characteristics are:

- \( \varepsilon_d = 10 \), the relative permittivity of Alumina
- \( \tan \delta_e = 10^{-2} \), the dielectric loss tangent.

The gold metallization has a relative permittivity of 1, relative permeability of 0.99996 and a conductivity of 41.10^6 S/m.

3.4. Numerical Results
The saturation magnetization is directly related to the volume fraction of the magnetic material. Our starting value of the saturation magnetization was 0.48 T, considering the case of bulk material (100%). By decreasing this concentration, we find that the circulator remains operational but with higher insertion losses, lower isolation and higher reflections. Figure 4 shows the operation of our designed circulator with different concentrations of 100%, 50% and 10%. We note that the S parameters shown here are those between the ports 1 and 2, and evidently we have the same results for the other couples of ports (1 and 3, 2 and 3).

4. MAGNETIC MATERIAL
Practically, our purpose is to replace the conventional barium hexaferrite thin film with a nanocomposite magnetic material. The magnetic thin film, of a thickness less than 100 µm, does not provide optimal results; this is mainly caused by the difficulty of orienting this solid film after deposition.
4.1. Barium Hexaferrite Nanoparticles
Our nanoparticles of barium hexaferrite have flattened hexagonal form with an average size of 200 nm. The synthesis was done in autoclave at 200°C. They are single domain particles. Magnetic measurements show that these particles have a saturation magnetization around 0.47 T and a coercivity of 25 kA/m. These values match those of the bulk Barium hexaferrite.

4.2. Mixture and Nanocomposite
Many experiments of mixtures were done: the resin SU-8 is the dielectric matrix. A volume fraction of 0.1 was reached.

This mixture was spread out on a coplanar line CPW used for characterization. A magnetic field of 0.7 T was applied during this process in the direction of the layer plane, in order to align the nanoparticles inside the nanocomposite. Then, the whole sample was left to dry.

4.3. Microwave Characterization
When an oriented magnetic material is deposited on a line, without any external applied field, the propagation becomes non reciprocal and provides first indications on the material efficiency. The transmission scattering parameters obtained from the microwave characterization, show that non-reciprocity is of 0.562 dB (Figure 5). It is still a low value due to the small quantity of the magnetic material and/or to the insufficient orientation of the particles within the nanocomposite. However, this phenomenon indicates the global composite’s orientation which is not observed in the case of non-oriented nanocomposite.

Further rigorous characterization measurements will be made to complete this first analysis and to introduce a permeability tensor model in the design 3D software.

5. CONCLUSION
This paper discusses a numerical study of a circulator, a microwave non-reciprocal device, based on a magnetic material. Structure, geometric dimensions and different characteristics were presented.
In addition, the magnetic ferrite was also described. Measurements were shown to highlight the non-reciprocal effect of the magnetic nanoparticles used to create a nanocomposite magnetic material. Our future aim is to reach higher volume fractions of magnetic material in the composite, consequently, higher non-reciprocal effects.
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Abstract— A linear ultrasonic motor using a quadrate plate transducer has been developed for precision positioning. This motor consists of two pair of Pb(Zr,Ti)O$_3$ piezoelectric ceramics elements, which are piezoelectrically excited into the second-bending mode of the motor stator’s neutral surface in two orthogonal directions, on which the tops of four projections move along an elliptical trajectory, which in turn drive a contacted slider into linear motion via frictional forces. The stator is obtained easily coincident frequency for its coincident characteristic dimension in two orthogonal directions. The performance characteristics achieved by the motor are: (i) a maximum linear speed of $>60$ mm/s; (ii) a stroke of $>150$ mm; (iii) a driving force of $>5.0$ N; (iv) a response time of $\sim 2$ ms.

1. INTRODUCTION

An ultrasonic motor is different from a coil motor and has many features such as high driving torque at low speed, quick response, zero backlash, self-braking without power. These merits are available for the precise positioners [1–3]. The USM featuring high holding torque and high response characteristics are promised to be used as a precise and accurate positioning actuator [4]. Several linear ultrasonic motors found in literature base on the use of two different vibration modes. Most often flexural and longitudinal modes are combined to achieve an elliptic micro-motion of surface points. This micro-motion is converted to direct linear (or translatory) motion of a slider. To gain high amplitudes of the micro-motion and thus having a powerful motor, the ultrasonic vibrator should be driven near the eigen-frequency of its modes. Additionally, low mechanical and electric losses lead to increased efficiency and large amplitude magnification in resonance. This demands a geometrical design that fits the eigen-frequency of the two different modes. A frequency deviation of only a few percent leads to non-acceptable disturbance of the elliptic motion. Thus, the mechanical design of the vibrator has to be done very carefully. The stator presented in this paper employed a quadrate configuration easy to obtain technologically coincident eigen-frequencies of two same shape modes in two orthogonal directions.

Bolted Langevin- or “sandwich”-transducers are commonly used in many different technical field. For the set-up of a low-cost motor, it seems helpful to use this technology, because its structure is rather simple and production processes are well known [5]. Unfortunately, resonance frequency of this kind of transducers strongly depends on production accuracy and pre-stress. The transducers bonded piezoelectric ceramics with epoxy are more Consistent in output performance. Piezoelectric ceramic plates used by Nanomotion and Physikinstrumente can be produced with high accuracy at low price for large numbers. Therefore, the piezoelectric ceramic plates of stator presented in this paper are bonded by epoxy glue to the quadrate substrate.

The stators of ultrasonic motors operating in intermittent contact scheme drive the rotors (or sliders) when the stators contact the rotors, and the rotors (or sliders) will move in itself inertia after the stators left the rotors. The duty cycle of the contact and the “flight” manage the output force and the velocity of motor. The pattern using alternative work of multi-stator or multi-driving-end of single-stator is promising a large thrust and output velocity [6]. We prepared vibrator that consist of four piezoelectric plates that are bonded by epoxy glue to a quadrate substrate with four projections is a multi-driving-end of single-stator.

2. VIBRATOR DESIGN

The configuration of the vibrator is illustrated in Fig. 1. Two piezoelectric ceramic plates on the cross were poled in reverse directions with respect to each other. Upon application of drive voltage to the two piezoelectric ceramic plates, a bending vibration is generated in one-direction, one expands, whereas the other contracts.

Two pair such piezoelectric ceramic plates were assembled orthogonally in the stator. This results in two orthogonal bending vibration modes, as shown in Fig. 2. The four projections were located at the crest and trough of $B_{03}$ in the $y$-direction, and at the middle point between the crest
(or trough) and nodal line of $B_{30}$ in the $x$-direction, respectively. Upon application of two sine drives to the two pair of the piezoelectric ceramic plates (phase shifted by $90^\circ$), a vibration can be excited at each projection. The tops of the projections move in ellipses, but with different phase. Analysis using ANSYS finite element method software illustrates the ellipse movement of the tops, as shown in Fig. 3. This square stator operated in its $B_{30}$ and $B_{03}$ bending modes is obtained easily coincident frequency, and could potentially be used for a new slider drive mechanism.

3. MOTION OF DRIVING ENDS

To simplify problem, the deformations of the vibrator during a wavelength $\lambda$ in two directions are described as sinusoids, as shown as Fig. 4. we have made the following assumptions,

a. The vibrations of $B_{30}$ and $B_{03}$ have coincident amplitude $\xi$ when the vibrator is driven by the same driving signal.

b. The distance between the ends of the projections of the stator and the neutral plane of the vibrator is denoted with $h$.

c. The rotary angles $\alpha$ of the projections are very small when the stator vibrates. Then, $\sin \alpha \approx \tan \alpha$.

Now, the vibration displacements of the tops of the projections can be described.
Figure 4: Projections of stator.

(1) In B_{30} mode, as shown as Fig. 4(b), the motions of the tops of the 4 projections can be written as, respectively,

\[
\begin{align*}
  x_{1,(30)}(t) &= -\sqrt{2}\pi \frac{h}{X} \xi \sin \omega t \\
  z_{1,(30)}(t) &= \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} \xi \sin \omega t \\
  x_{2,(30)}(t) &= \sqrt{2}\pi \frac{h}{X} \xi \sin \omega t \\
  z_{2,(30)}(t) &= \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} \xi \sin \omega t \\
  x_{3,(30)}(t) &= \sqrt{2}\pi \frac{h}{X} \xi \sin \omega t \\
  z_{3,(30)}(t) &= -\frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} \xi \sin \omega t \\
  x_{4,(30)}(t) &= -\sqrt{2}\pi \frac{h}{X} \xi \sin \omega t \\
  z_{4,(30)}(t) &= -\frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} \xi \sin \omega t
\end{align*}
\]  

Let \( \varphi = \tan^{-1}\sqrt{2} \), when the B_{30} and B_{03} modes are excited with phase shifted by \( \pi/2 \), the motions of the tops of the 4 projections can be written as, respectively,

\[
\begin{align*}
  z_{1,(03)}(t) &= z_{4,(03)}(t) = \xi \cos \omega t \\
  z_{2,(03)}(t) &= z_{3,(03)}(t) = -\xi \cos \omega t
\end{align*}
\]

(2) In B_{03} mode, as shown as Fig. 4(c), the motions of the tops of the 4 projections can be written as, respectively,

\[
\begin{align*}
  z_{1,(03)}(t) &= z_{4,(03)}(t) = \xi \cos \omega t \\
  z_{2,(03)}(t) &= z_{3,(03)}(t) = -\xi \cos \omega t
\end{align*}
\]

The tops of the projections move in ellipses, but with different phase in \( \varphi \). The tops move to their max positions in \( z \)-direction at different moment, and the pattern of alternative work of multi-drive-end of single-stator is available when the driving ends are used to drive a slider.

4. PROTOTYPE AND PERFORMANCES

Figure 5 illustrates the construction and working principle of the quadrate linear ultrasonic motor. The stator’s projections were elastically pressed together in order to ensure frictional contact with the slider. The slider was then excited into linear motion, by contact to the projections of the stator. The operating pattern, four projections drive the slider by turn in one vibration cycle of the stator, is promising a large thrust and a quick velocity.
The stator was a square plate with a thickness of 2 mm and a length of 20 mm, and its each projection has a dimension of $2 \times 2 \times 2 \text{ mm}^3$. Each piezoelectric ceramic plate coated silver electrode has a dimension of $10 \times 6 \times 0.5 \text{ mm}^3$. A grating with a resolution of 40 nm was fixed on the slider in order to investigate experimentally the velocity and displacement of the motor, as shown in the Fig. 6. The resonant modes of the assembled stator were measured using a Doppler Laser Vibrometer OFV056 (Polytec). A distinct $B_{30}$ bending mode with resonant frequency of 57.31 kHz was found and the resonant frequency of $B_{30}$ bending mode was 57.36 kHz. The main performance characteristics of the prototype were experimentally determined. Using a pair of drive voltages of 150–200 Vpp (phase shifted by 90°) that were applied to the stator, the traveling speed of the slider was found to be 120–180 mm/s. By applying weight to the rotor, the maximum load (driving force) of the motor was determined to be $\sim 5.3 \text{ N}$.

5. CONCLUSION

A square plate, quadrate projections, linear-type ultrasonic motor has been developed with characteristics of (i) a maximum linear speed of $> 60 \text{ mm/s}$; (ii) a stroke of $> 150 \text{ mm}$, which in principle is not limited from being higher; (iii) a driving force of $> 5.0 \text{ N}$; (iv) a response time of $\sim 2 \text{ ms}$. The coincident frequency of two operating modes is obtained easily because its stator has coincident characteristic dimension in two orthogonal directions. The tops of four projections move along an elliptical trajectory, which in turn drive a contacted slider into linear motion via frictional forces. The work pattern is promising a large thrust and output velocity.
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A Novel LLCC Resonant Network for Ultrasonic Motor
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Abstract — High driven voltage is required for ultrasonic motor, so the driving circuit needs transformer to boost voltage. Since the USM is a nonlinear capacitive load, a matching circuit is needed to keep the output voltage and the phase shift constant. For the switching circuit with push-pull topology, the switching loss is less under inductive load rather than capacitive load, which will increase its efficiency and reliability. A novel LLCC resonant network was proposed and its parameters were given. Theoretical analysis and simulation were presented, which demonstrated that the output voltage and phase shift of the resonant network was independent of driving conditions, such as driving frequency and load, and the load characteristics can be changed from capacitive to inductive. This novel driver is applied to the TRUM-60 type ultrasonic motor, and the experimental results are presented to verify the effectiveness of the proposed circuit.

1. FOREWORD

The Ultrasonic Motor (USM) is a new concept of new motor. It utilizes the reverse piezoelectric effect of piezoelectric materials and ultrasonic vibration to convert the micro-deformation of elastic materials (stator) to the macro movement of rotor or slider by the resonance amplification and friction coupling [1–4]. Compared with the traditional electromagnetic motors, ultrasonic motors have characteristics which are small inertia, fast responses, no electromagnetic interference, no producing magnetic fields and so on. Ultrasonic motors have been used in aerospace engineering and military fields such as spacecraft, missiles and nuclear warheads. They also have been used in civilian areas such as auto-focus lens and quartz watches [5–8].

Although the USM has the above advantages, its control circuit becomes very complicated because of the nonlinear and time varying of the internal parameters. The driving circuit which is designed based on these characteristics requires that the amplitude and the phase of the output voltage do not change with the frequency and load change [9, 10]. When the driving voltage is sine wave, the mechanical vibration characteristics of USM are the best. So it is very common to use the resonant circuit to produce sine wave. Each kind of resonant circuits has its advantages and disadvantages. When they are applied to USM, the amplitude and phase of output voltage are easily changed with the load changes. The common method to keep the amplitude of output voltage constant is using the output voltage feedback to adjust the input voltage. But this method will increase the complexity of the driver.

The supply voltage of driving circuit of USM is generally low, but the voltage amplitude for USM is high. So the driving circuit of USM needs transformer to achieve isolation and boost. We can choose push-pull, half-bridge and full-bridge circuits for this purpose. Literature [11] proposed a LLCC resonant network based on half-bridge topology. In the push-pull circuit, the MOSTFETs have the common ground so that they do not need isolation. The push-pull circuit has simple structure which is especially suitable for the USM driver at low supply voltage. It is the most common topology circuit at present. This paper uses the push-pull circuit as the driving circuit of USM, designs and analyzes the LLCC resonant circuit to make the voltage amplitude and the phase not change with the load and the driving frequency. The output voltage of motor does not need feedback loop control so that the circuit structure is simple.

2. PUSH-PULL DRIVING CIRCUIT OF USM

Near the resonance frequency, the USM can be represented by an equivalent circuit in Fig. 1(a) [12], where $C_d$ is the static capacitance of PZT, $L_m$ is equivalent inductance, $C_m$ and $R_m$ are capacitance, resistance related to the stator’s mass, elasticity and mechanical loss, respectively, which construct a dynamic branch. They determine the electromechanical coupling characteristics of the motor. The values of these parameters are determined not only by the stator itself, but also by the pre-pressure rotor acting on the stator. With the condition that not change the external characteristic of the circuit, the equivalent circuit of the motor can be transformed to a $RC$ parallel circuit, shown
The transformation relation of the parameters are derived as:

\[
L'_{m0} = L_{m0} - \frac{1}{\omega^2 C_{m0}}
\]

\[
C = C_d - \frac{L'_{m0}}{R_{m0}^2 + (\omega L'_{m0})^2}
\]

\[
R = R_{m0} + \frac{(\omega L'_{m0})^2}{R_{m0}}
\]

The Push-pull driving circuit for USM (single phase) is shown in Fig. 2, where \(D_1\) \((D_2)\), \(C_1\) \((C_2)\) are the body diode and the junction capacitance of MOSTFET \(Q_1\) \((Q_2)\), respectively. The equivalent circuit of USM is shown in the dashed box of the figure. Both the equivalent capacitance \(C'\) and the equivalent resistance \(R\) change with load and frequency. \(L_s\) is a series matching inductor.

As shown in the Fig. 2, the amplitude and phase of the output voltage change with different \(C\) because it is obtained by the resonance of the series matching inductance \(L_s\) and the equivalent capacitance \(C'\) of USM [13]. Fig. 3 is the waveforms of the two-phase voltages of TRUM-60 (its electrical parameters are shown in Table 1) which is drove by the series inductance of 1.5 mH. It is clearly seen from the figure that the amplitude of the single-phase voltage varies widely and both the amplitude and phase shift of the two-phase voltages are different. This is the inherent weaknesses of using single series inductance resonant circuit. So it is necessary to study other forms of resonant circuits.

3. LLCC RESONANT NETWORK

The functions of the resonant network which is between the driving circuit and the USM are as follows: voltage amplitude and phase of the USM does not change with the load and driving frequency change; The load of the driving circuit is resistive. Therefore, this article proposes a LLCC resonant network shown in Fig. 4 where the equivalent capacitance and resistance of \(Z_1\) which represents USM are variable; \(L_m\), \(L_s\) and \(C_s\) are the external components, which constitute the LLCC resonant network with the capacitance \(C\). The input and output of the network are the high-voltage square wave \(U_s\) and the voltage of USM, respectively.
Thus the voltage gain and phase of resonant network can be obtained.

\[
G_V = \frac{Z_1}{Z_2} = \frac{1}{(1 + \frac{C}{C_s} - \omega^2 L_s C) + j(\frac{\omega L_s}{R} - \frac{1}{\omega R C_s})}
\]

\[
\angle G_V = \arctg \frac{\omega L_s - \frac{1}{\omega R C_s}}{1 + \frac{C}{C_s} - \omega^2 L_s C}
\]

It can be seen from Eq. (2) that when the imaginary part of the denominator is 0 and the real part is 1, the voltage gain is 1 and the phase of the resonant network is 0 in Eq. (3). Thus we can get

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{1}{R} (\omega L_s - \frac{1}{\omega R C_s}) = 0 \\
1 + C (\frac{1}{C_s} - \omega^2 L_s) = 1
\end{align*}
\]

Because generally \( R \) is high (several kΩ) and \( C \) is small (several nF), when the \( L_s \) and \( C_s \) are in series resonant, the voltage amplitude and phase of USM do not change with the frequency and load.

The total impedance of resonant network and USM is

\[
Z = \frac{j\omega L_m Z_2}{j\omega L_m + Z_2} = \frac{Z_{up}}{Z_{down}}
\]

when \( \angle Z_{up} = \angle Z_{down} \), the imaginary part of the total impedance is zero and the driving load is resistive, then we have

\[
C + C_s - \omega^2 CC_s (L_m + L_s) = 0
\]

It can be obtained from (4) and (6) that the parameters of the network which meet the functions of the above resonant network are

\[
\begin{align*}
\omega^2 L_s C_s = 1 \\
C + C_s - \omega^2 CC_s (L_m + L_s) = 0
\end{align*}
\]

In order to verify the correctness of the proposed network, we use the parameters in Table 1 to make a simulation analysis of the resonant network. Fig. 7 is the relationships between the voltage gain as well as phase and the driving frequency.
Figure 5 shows that the voltage gain and the phase shift of the resonant network are very small and it meets the design requirements.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To verify the rationality of the above analysis, we do some experiments by using the USM of TRUM-60 made by the institute. The parameters of USM and resonant network are shown in Table 1. The input voltage of the driving circuit is 12 V and the transformer ratio of the push-pull circuit is 1 : 15.

Figure 6 are the waveforms of the two-phase voltages at different frequencies. Table 2 is the single-phase voltage at different frequencies. It can be seen from the results that the amplitudes and phase shift of USM do no change with the driving frequency and the two phase voltages can maintain the same, so that the LLCC resonant network meets the design requirements.

Figure 7 is the relationship between the output voltage of USM and the DC input voltage at a fixed frequency. The figure shows that they have a very good linear relationship.
5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, to overcome the inherent shortcomings of traditional resonant network, a new LLCC resonant network is proposed and the calculating method is given. The LLCC resonant network achieves the decoupling of motor voltage and phase shift and driving conditions. The experimental verification by using the USM of TRUM-60 is given. The experimental results show that the proposed method is correct and the LLCC resonant network lays a good foundation for the development of high-performance driver of USM.
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Theory and Experiment of the Valveless Piezoelectric Pump with Rotatable Unsymmetrical Slopes
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Abstract — With no relative motion at joint, no internal contamination, low manufacturing cost, and easy to microminiaturization, the valveless piezoelectric pump has unrivaled application in one-time use and miniaturization. However, the microminiaturization of the pump itself cannot microminiaturize the whole system including the pump. Thus, this paper focuses on how to integrate mixing and transport of piezoelectric liquid. Furthermore, the difficult and challenging issues of the ratio of mixing fluid and composition control are also discussed. The valveless piezoelectric pump with rotatable unsymmetrical slopes is put forward under this background. Its major features are setting drive and transfer in one, also setting transfer and mixing in one. Firstly, the design of the valveless piezoelectric pump with rotatable unsymmetrical slopes is proposed and the one-way flow principle is analyzed. Then, the fluid mechanics model of the valveless piezoelectric pump with rotatable unsymmetrical slopes is established. Meanwhile, the flow numerical analysis and calculation of the pump cavity are done. Finally, the experiments on relationship between the rotation angles of the slope and the flow rate and slope angles of rotation and the two inlets flow ratio are conducted. The experimental results show that: the maximum flow reaches 32.32 ml/min. The maximum relative error between the theoretical results and the experimental ones is 14.59%. According to the curve indicating the rotating different angles of rotatable unsymmetrical slopes to the flow ratio of the two inlets, the experimental and theoretical maximum relative error is 3.75%. Thus, the principle feasibility of the valveless piezoelectric pump with rotatable unsymmetrical slopes and the theory reliability are verified and proven.

1. INTRODUCTION

By integrating the driving into the transmission, the valveless piezoelectric pump eliminates the traditional mechanical transmission chain. What is more, this type of pump shares the features of no relative motion at joint of drive part, no internal contamination caused by abrasive wear and lubrication. So, it has the advantages: low processing costs, be easy to microminiaturize. This valveless piezoelectric pump owns unrivaled application in one-time use and miniaturization [1–7]. However, only miniature pump also does not necessarily in system miniaturization including pump. Therefore, the research valveless piezoelectric pump is continually expanding functional integration, particularly in the integration of piezoelectric liquid mixing and transportation functions and applications [8].

J. C. Rife, etc. proposed the piezoelectric devices designed for liquid mixture in 2000 [8]. The essence is that piezoelectric vibrator drives obstacles in the mixing tank to produce vortex, to achieve uniform mixing effect. However, it only can do liquid mixture and cannot transport.

However, no variability and non-regulatory of unsymmetrical slopes, cone block, and staggered convex determine non-regulatory of ratio of mixture. Thus, these previous results only involves simple mixing and transport integration, and does not take into account the liquid mixing ratio and composition control needed transport.

Utilize underlying mechanisms of unsymmetrical slopes valveless piezoelectric pump working principle, this paper provides a valveless piezoelectric pump with rotatable unsymmetrical slopes (VPPRUS) which is easy to mixing and adjustable mixing ratio control.

Firstly, the design of the VPPRUS is proposed and the one-way flow principle is analyzed. Then, the fluid mechanics model of the VPPRUS is established. Meanwhile, the flow numerical analysis and calculation of the pump cavity are done. Finally, the experiments of pumping capacity are conducted. Thus, the principle feasibility and the theory reliability are verified and proven.

2. VALVELESS PIEZOELECTRIC PUMP WITH UNSYMMETRICAL SLOPES

Unsymmetrical slopes are the key component of the valveless piezoelectric pump with unsymmetrical slopes. They are arranged of several groups of slopes whose slope angles in the same direction are equal, while unequal in the different direction ($\alpha_1 \neq \alpha_2$). As shown in Figure 1.
3. THE STRUCTURE OF THE VPPRUS

Figure 2 shows the structure of the VPPRUS. To facilitate the flowing of different mixing fluid, two inlets and one outlet are designed; In order to achieve mixing ratio can be controlled, the unsymmetrical slopes is rotatable.

When pump working, the two inlets are filled with two different fluids. Rotating unsymmetrical slopes can change the flow resistance of each inflow and outflow, thereby achieving control of the flow proportion of two inlets. Direct-flow is caused by one-way mechanism of fluid through the unsymmetrical slopes. Meanwhile, the liquids mixed by the complex turbulence and vortex through unsymmetrical slopes are transported to the outlet, and then the functions of simultaneous mixing and delivery are completed.

Flow field and vortex in cavity will be change after the changing of geometrical position of the rotatable unsymmetrical slopes. When the piezoelectric vibrator working, because the slopes are rotated, the fluid can flow into pump chamber through two inlets with needed proportion, and can mix with each other under the effect of rapid turbulent in cavity. The vortex is the driving force of liquid mixing. The higher swirl intensity, the more complex form, the greater ability of mixing and stir are.

4. THE PRINCIPLE OF THE VPPRUS

When pump working, driven by the alternating voltage, the center of the piezoelectric vibrator warps upward and downward periodically caused by the peripheral fixing, so that the volume of the pump chamber periodically changes. This change cycle $T$ is the reciprocal of the driving frequency $f$ ($T = 1/f$). The flow principles of suction and discharging cycle are indicated in Figure 3 and Figure 4 respectively. To illustrate conveniently and simply, the piezoelectric vibrator model of peripheral fixing and center warping is reduced to a type of piston in average change.

5. EXPERIMENTS

To verify the effectiveness of the theoretical analysis and simulation, this research develops the pump for experimental verification. The design parameters of the pump chamber, the flow channel and the rotatable unsymmetrical slopes are the same with that of the theoretical analysis. Table 1 shows the geometrical parameters and the drive parameters of the pump. Figure 5 is the photograph of the VPPRUS for the experiments.

Figure 6 shows when the slope angle $\alpha_1 = 30^\circ$, the theoretical and experimental relationship curves between rotating different angles of the rotatable unsymmetrical slopes and the flow rates.
The data of the theoretical curve are from the simulation and calculation of last chapter. The results show that: the data of experimental results and that of theoretical analysis are the same trend, but the error also increases with the flow rate increases. The maximum experimental flow rate $Q_S = 32.32 \text{ ml/min}$, and the maximum theoretical flow rate $Q_L = 37.31 \text{ ml/min}$. The maximum relative error of the pump rate between experiment and theory is 14.59% when $\beta = 9^\circ$.

Figure 7 shows when the slope angle $\alpha_1 = 30^\circ$, the relationship curve of the ratio $n_L$ between the theoretical flow rate of inlet 1 $Q_{1L}$ and the one of inlet 2 $Q_{2L}$, the ratio $n_S$ between experimental flow rate of inlet 1 $Q_{1S}$ and the one of inlet 2 $Q_{2S}$, and rotating different angle $\beta$ of rotatable unsymmetrical slopes. The specific ratio is given from formula (1).

$$n_i = Q_{i1}/Q_{i2} \quad i = L, S \quad (1)$$

The results show that: the experimental ratio between the slopes rotation angle and the flow rate of two inlets is only slightly lower than the theoretical value. From the curve between the rotating different angles of the rotatable unsymmetrical slopes and the ratio between the inlet 1 and inlet 2, the experimental and the theoretical maximum relative error is 3.75%, when $\beta = 14^\circ$.

A systematic error exists in the theoretical and experimental values. The roughness error of the flow passage in pump chamber during theoretical calculation, and the multiple turbulence error, etc, have not been considered in the numerical modeling. The fluid loss on the wall during experimental measurement, the impurities in fluids, and other factors will all affect the accuracy of the experiment.

See references [9–12], the non-regulatory changes of the unsymmetrical slopes, the tapered block and the staggered convex determine non-regulatory issues of the mixing ratio. However, it is the VPPRUS that overcomes the above-mentioned characteristics. To achieve the integration of
piezoelectric liquid mixing and delivery, and make the overall system miniaturized possible. To achieve setting drive and transfer in one, also setting transfer and mixing in one.

6. CONCLUSIONS

(1) This paper presents the VPPRUS. This pump achieves the integration of piezoelectric liquid mixing and delivery, and makes the overall system miniaturized possible. To achieve setting drive and transfer in one, also setting transfer and mixing in one.

(2) The working principle of the VPPRUS is analyzed, the formula for pump flow rate relationship is established, and simulation and numerical methods are used to verify the above theories.

(3) The flow field and the flow rate of the VPPRUS are simulated, and the flow fields after the inlet 1, inlet 2 and outlet are separated alone are simulated. In the role of the rotatable unsymmetrical slopes, pressure in pump chamber is uneven, and the multiple turbulences are resulted. The turbulences generated in inlet 1 and 2 are different, then the flow rates are also different, and the proportional control of flow rate can achieve fluid mixing.

(4) The experimental pump is designed. The relationships between the slope rotation angles and the flow rates, and the relationship between the slope rotation angles and the flow rate ratios of two inlets are all experimented. The results of slope rotation angle and flow rate show that: the data of experimental results and that of theoretical analysis are the same trend, but the error also increases with the flow rate increases. The maximum experimental flow rate \( Q_S = 32.32 \text{ ml/min} \), and the maximum theoretical flow rate \( Q_L = 37.31 \text{ ml/min} \). The maximum relative error of the pump rate between experiment and theory is 14.59% when \( \beta = 9^\circ \).

The results of the slopes rotation angles and the flow rate ratios of two inlets show that: From the curve between the rotating different angles of the rotatable unsymmetrical slopes and the ratio between the inlet 1 and inlet 2, the experimental and the theoretical maximum relative error is 3.75%, when \( \beta = 14^\circ \). The experimental value is only slightly lower than the theoretical value.
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Abstract — We study a composite-antenna-structure (CAS) having high electrical and mechanical performances that we have designed and fabricated. The CAS, consisting of a glass/epoxy face sheet and a honeycomb core, acts as a basic mechanical structure, in which a spiral antenna type is embedded. To increase the intensity, a carbon fiber plate is used as a bottom sheet. This structure of the 0.5 ∼ 2 GHz band has a gain of 5 ∼ 9 dBi with circular polarization characteristics and reflection loss below −10 dB within the desired frequency band.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the last 15 years there has been much research into the embedding of antennas in load-bearing structural surfaces of aircraft, so as to improve both structural efficiency and antenna performance [1–3]. Structural, material and antenna designers have collaborated to develop a novel high-payoff technology known as a Conformal Load-bearing Antenna Structure (CLAS) [3]. This technology shows great promise for enhancing the performance and capability of aircraft, by reducing weight, improving the structural efficiency of airframes that contain antennas, and improving the electromagnetic performance of antennas. To develop the load-bearing antenna structure, we proposed the use of antenna-integrated composite structures of sandwich construction, specifically the surface-antenna-structure (SAS) [4–6] and the composite-smart-structure (CSS) [7–9]. In those studies, we designed and fabricated a microstrip antenna structure which implemented satellite communication in the X band (8.2 ∼ 12.4 GHz) and the Ku band (12.4 ∼ 18 GHz). At such high frequencies the microstrip antenna has only a small bandwidth. In the present paper we report a new CAS based on a spiral antenna type giving good performance in a low frequency band with higher bandwidth [10, 11]. A sandwich composite consisting of a glass/epoxy face sheet and honeycomb core is used as a basic mechanical structure, in which a spiral antenna type is embedded. To increase the intensity, a carbon fiber plate is used as the bottom sheet.

2. STRUCTURE AND MATERIALS

The basic design concept of the CAS panel is an organic composite multi-layer sandwich panel into which spiral antenna elements are inserted. This concept originates mechanically from a composite sandwich structure, and electrically from a spiral antenna, as shown in Figure 1. The sandwich structure consists of two thin load-bearing facesheets, bonded to either side of a moderately thick and lightweight core that prevents the face sheets from buckling. The sandwich structure gains its bending rigidity mainly by separating the facesheets, and has very high structural efficiency (ratio of strength or stiffness to weight). The SAS panel consists of several basic layers. Each layer must meet its own combination of structural and electrical design requirements, as well as the manufacturing and assembly requirements. The basic panel layers are: an outer facesheet, antenna element, honeycomb core, and supporter elements. These are shown in Figure 2 in an exploded view, which also specifies the materials chosen in each layer. The layers are bonded by adhesive to form the final assembly. The outer facesheet must carry a significant portion of the in-plane loads, since it contributes to the overall panel buckling resistance, and it also provides low velocity impact and environmental resistance. This outer facesheet must also permit the transmitting and receiving of RF signals. The facesheet material must be low loss and only weakly dielectric in order to minimize signal attenuation and reflection loss. The honeycomb cores transmit shear loads between layers induced by bending loads in the panel, and support the facesheet against compression wrinkling. They also provide impact resistance and increase the overall panel buckling resistance. The thickness of the honeycomb cores contributes significantly to the overall rigidity, and is involved in the balance between panel thinness and structural rigidity. The supporter also carries a significant portion of the in-plane loads together with the outer facesheet, as well as supporting the whole structure. It can be selected without need to consider electrical performances, and therefore has the best mechanical properties of any layer in the CAS construction. Spiral antennas [10, 11]
can be used in high-performance aircraft, spacecraft, and in satellite and missile applications, where constraints include size, weight, cost, performance, ease of installation, and aerodynamic profile. These antennas are low-profile, conformable to planar and nonplanar surfaces, simple and inexpensive to manufacture using modern printed-circuit technology, and compatible with MMIC designs. Our CAS design is based on a spiral antenna type with a bottom layer of carbon fiber plate. The antenna does not work well if the spiral antenna current is interrupted. To overcome these problems, we used an electromagnetic wave absorber on a hole in honeycomb core. The spiral antenna is placed on the absorber, which absorbs electromagnetic waves. Unwanted radiation cannot pass through the absorber, reducing the effect of the reflector.

3. DESIGN AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The antenna is to be designed for low frequency and broadband communication. The antenna requirements are: frequency range 0.5 to 2 GHz (bandwidth 1.5 GHz), and gain at least 10 dBi with circular polarization. In designing the antenna elements, a computer-aided design tool (CST Microwave Studio) is used to select a large number of strongly interacting parameters by means of integrated full-wave electromagnetic simulation. The resulting antenna elements and their dimensions are shown in Figure 3. The facesheet is used to a FR-4 glass/epoxy radiating patch comprising a spiral antenna, 1 mm thick. This spiral antenna, set in a circle of diameter 30 cm, is 2 mm thick and has 10.5-turns. FR-4 glass epoxy is a popular and versatile high pressure thermoset plastic laminate grade with good strength to weight ratio. FR-4 undergoes negligible water absorption and is commonly used as an electrical insulator possessing considerable mechanical strength. The main objective is to obtain a good impedance match as seen by the feedline, in the range of frequencies from 0.5 to 2 GHz. The feedline connected to the input port has characteristic impedance 50 Ω, chosen for impedance matching at the port. Coaxial cable is used to feed the antenna in the center. Manufacture of the CAS is a sequential process. The facesheet, including antenna elements, are first prepared by a photolithographic process. The honeycomb cores and each layer must be aligned prior to permanent bonding, in order to give precise electromagnetic coupling. For alignment, four guide holes are made near the edge of all layers. These are confirmed to have no effect on antenna performance. The CAS is assembled by aligning these holes using a plastic nut and bolt. Each layer is bonded to the top and bottom of its neighbors in the designed sequence, using epoxy film adhesive. The assembly, covered by a vacuum bag, is then cured in an autoclave according to the recommended curing cycle for this adhesive (125°C for 90 minutes at a pressure of 3 kg/cm²). Figure 4 shows the appearance of each layer and the top view of the final assembly after fabrication. The size of the CAS is 300 × 300 × 27 mm. Antenna performance of the fabricated CAS is determined by electrical measurements. The return loss characteristic, which measures the mismatch or the ratio of the reflected power to the incident power at the input port, is measured using a Network Analyzer 8510 under laboratory conditions. The radiation patterns are measured in an anechoic chamber at four frequencies, 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2 GHz, in order to show the bandwidth patterns. Gains and axial ratios are calculated by comparing the magnitude of the electric field against a standard-gain horn antenna.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We have studied an antenna embedded in a structural surface, which provides good structural and good electrical efficiencies at the same time. The design is a composite sandwich structure.
Figure 3: Design of the spiral antenna element.

Figure 4: Structure and fabrication of the composite antenna structure.

Figure 5: Electrical performance of composite antenna structure.

(a) Reflection coefficient
(b) Gain
(c) Axial ratio

Figure 6: Radiation patterns in bandwidth.

in which a spiral antenna element has been inserted. This design provides antenna performances that meet our requirements. Figure 5 shows the electrical performance of the composite antenna structure. Figure 5(a) shows the return loss characteristic; a bandwidth of approximately 1.5 GHz is seen, corresponding to the frequency range of interest (0.5–2 GHz). Figure 5(b) shows the antenna gain and the gain reduction occurs at low frequencies and is caused energy loss due to absorption. Figure 5(c) shows the axial ratio, and measuring less than 3 dB within the band and get the value of circular polarization is well formed. Figure 6 shows the radiation patterns at 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2 GHz. The radiation pattern indicates that emissions from the front of the spiral antenna is LHCP (Left Hand Circularly Polarized), RHCP (Right Hand Circularly Polarized) include coming out the back. The back radiation is low because of the carbon fiber plate, and front radiation is large with a LHCP characteristic.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have designed and fabricated a spiral antenna of honeycomb sandwich construction. The final demonstration article is a $300 \times 300 \times 27$ mm flat antenna panel with an antenna
element. Electrical measurements of the fabricated structure show that it satisfies the design requirements, with a bandwidth above 1.5 GHz and a high gain with circular polarization. The design concept can be extended to give a useful guide for manufacturers of structural body panels as well as antenna designers, and promises to be an innovative future communication technology.
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Impact Behavior of Composite-Surface-Antenna Having Dual Band

J. Kim¹, D. Kim¹, D. Shin², W.-S. Park², and W. Hwang¹

¹Department of Mechanical Engineering, POSTECH, Republic of Korea
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Abstract—Embedding of an antenna within a structural surface is an excellent way to improve structural efficiency and antenna performance. We study the impact characteristics of a Composite-Surface-Antenna (CSA) and the degradation in the performance of the antenna after impact testing. We used an annular ring patch antenna designed to operate in two bands: GPS (1.575 GHz) and DMB (2.62 GHz). The CSA also included composite materials and adhesive film. When 20 J of impact energy was applied to the CSA surface, the maximum contact force was 4 kN, and the CAS proved resistant to impact. The antenna performance, measured by the return loss and radiation pattern, remained excellent after the impact tests.

1. INTRODUCTION

A number of wireless communication systems and broadcasting services have been integrated into modern vehicles for transport. Conventional antennas have protruded aerials, which are structurally weak and liable to increase drag in aerodynamic applications [1]. Researchers have therefore sought to embed antennas in structural surfaces of aircraft in order to improve both structural efficiency and antenna performance [2–4]. The performances of those antennas have verified that suitably chosen composite materials, honeycomb core, and adhesive film simultaneously satisfy the electrical and structural requirements without degradation in performance [5]. A dual band antenna can reduce the installation space, and provides advantages in cost and size. The system nevertheless has problems reconciling structural and electrical performance. The choices of structural material for the face sheets and core are limited to low dielectric systems that transmit RF signals with minimum loss [2]. Also, the adhesive that bonds the different layers and provides mechanical strength reduces antenna performance. The effect of the adhesive film should be considered at the design stage, using an experimental correction [6]. Furthermore, since it acts as the primary load-carrying component in vehicles, composite construction experiences impacts such as tool drops, hail, bird strikes, and runway debris. Prediction of the effect of low-velocity impact damage is difficult [7]. In the present paper we study the impact behavior characteristics and the electrical performance of the CSA, focusing on the effect of composite materials and adhesive film. After determining the electrical performance and verifying the corrections, we measured and analyzed the impact behavior characteristics and the electrical performance of the CSA.

2. STRUCTURE DESIGN

The CSA is a sandwich panel with inserted antenna elements having GPS and DMB bands. It is composed of composite laminates, honeycomb core, dielectric substrates and adhesive films as shown in Fig. 1. In the top facesheet, glass/epoxy laminate is used for the antenna functions of radiating or receiving radio waves. The bottom facesheet is also glass/epoxy laminate. Mechanically, the facesheets carry a significant portion of the in-plane load, and provide low velocity impact resistance and environmental resistance. The core is Nomex honeycomb, to support various loads; it provides an air-gap to improve the performance of antenna. The first dielectric substrate between the top
facesheet and honeycomb is FR4 plate, from which a dual-mode annular ring antenna of GPS and DMB is designed. The second dielectric substrate, between the honeycomb and bottom facesheet, is FR4 plate acting as the antenna ground. Adhesive films are inserted between the layers to bond them together and provide mechanical strength. Table 1 sets out the physical properties of the materials used in the CSA structure.

The CSA design is based on two different resonant frequencies of 1.575 GHz (GPS) and 2.6 GHz (DMB). An antenna design tool (CST MWS 2006b) was used for simulation, and the effects of various parameters were investigated. The proposed antenna comprises a coupling feed line which has impedance 50Ω and four slots on the annular ring patch. To excite the two resonant frequencies, a gap is used between the feed line and the annular ring patch for input impedance matching. The GPS resonant frequency is attained by adjusting the inner and outer diameters of the annular ring. Four slots were made in the patch, to allow matching to the DMB resonant frequency [8]. A frequency shift is observed after deploying the glass/epoxy and adhesive films in the antenna. Compensation for this shift is therefore designed in. The resulting design of the antenna elements is shown in Fig. 2.

3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Impact testing was carried out using a drop weight impact test machine (Dynatup drop weight impact test machine). A high speed camera was used to capture the antenna behavior immediately after impact, as shown in Fig. 3. The impactor has a hemispherical tip of 12.7 mm diameter and the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>Properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Composite Laminates</td>
<td>Elastic Modulus (GPa) 25.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Glass/Epoxy[0/90]2s)</td>
<td>Tensile Strength (MPa) 573.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dielectric Constant 4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Loss Tangent 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honeycomb Core</td>
<td>Compressive Modulus (MPa) 414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Nomex Honeycomb)</td>
<td>Compressive Strength (MPa) 7.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shear Strength (MPa) 88.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dielectric Constant 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Loss Tangent ≈ 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dielectric Substrate</td>
<td>Dielectric Constant 4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(FR4 plate)</td>
<td>Loss Tangent 0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adhesive Film</td>
<td>Dielectric Constant 2.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Epoxy Polymer)</td>
<td>Loss Tangent 0.028</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Properties of materials used in the composite surface antenna structure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Dimensions (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antenna width (W)</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna Length (L)</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna substrate (h1)</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honeycomb core (h2)</td>
<td>2.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass/Epoxy (h3)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gap between annular ring and feed line (g)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer diameter of annular ring (D0)</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner diameter of annular ring (D1)</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot width (Sw)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot length (Sl)</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feed line width (FL)</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Dimensions of dual band antenna.
impact energy is 20 J. Impacts took place at various critical points on the antenna surface as shown in Fig. 4. The test specimens were of two types: SNF (Specimen of No composite Facesheets) which does not have glass/epoxy laminate facesheets, and SCF (Specimen of Composite Facesheets) which has facesheets on the outer side.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Upon impact, some of the energy was transformed into elastic energy and the rest was absorbed by the specimen, causing structural damage [1]. Fig. 5 shows the relation between time, load, and energy history for our drop-weight test apparatus with impact energy 20 J. The elastic energy is 8 J, and the energy absorbed is 12 J. The maximum contact force in the case of SCF is three times greater than for SNF. The impacter bounced elastically off the SCF surface, but penetrated the SNF surface. The SCF surface shows damage in the shape of a cross.

The return loss was measured using a Hewlett Packard HP8510 network analyzer. Fig. 6 shows the input return loss of the composite surface antenna. The feed network is a critical point in the antenna, because the input impedance is mismatched. For SCF the impedance was mismatched, but it operates in both the GPS and DMB bands because of its 6 dBi value. The compact range

Figure 3: Set-up for impact test.

Figure 4: Impact points on the antenna surface.

Figure 5: Impact energy and impact load history. (a) Test results for SNF. (b) Test results for SCF.

Figure 6: Return loss of composite surface antenna. (a) Return loss of SNF. (b) Return loss of SCF.
progresses an efficient means of obtaining the antenna patterns (which normally involve the far field) at a relatively short distance. Fig. 7 shows the radiation patterns for DMB and GPS frequencies, measured after the impact tests. A different current distribution is excited in the CSA upon comparing the distribution for dual band before and after impact. The radiation patterns for SNF clearly show the effect of the dent; the gain is decreased below 3 dBi after the impact. For SCF there is little change and the maximum gain is constant. The figures show that, despite the local damage to the SCF surface, the antenna performs well.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The CSA is a composite sandwich structure, integrated with an annular ring patch antenna designed for dual band performance. Glass/epoxy and adhesive film having structural function can be used as the antenna materials without reducing the antenna efficiency. The CSA design is based on two different resonant frequencies, 1.575 GHz (GPS) and 2.6 GHz (DMB). After impact tests, the antenna continued to perform well both mechanically and electrically. The CSA concept facilitates the design of antennas with structurally effective materials for body panel communication to and from mobile vehicles.
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From Piezoelectric Actuator to Piezomotor

Y. Bernard, J.-L. Christen, C. Hernandez, and A. Razek
Laboratoire de Génie Électrique de Paris (LGEP)
Supelec, Université Paris VI, Université Paris XI, CNRS UMR 8507, France

Abstract—This paper discusses the ways to achieve a macroscopic motion from the very small strain generated in basic piezoelectric actuators. The first part reviews the operating principle and force-displacement characteristics of some types of piezoelectric actuators, bulk-type, multilayer, benders, flexensional and Langevin transducers. The second part focuses on the different ways to convert this small displacement into macroscopic sliding motion, usually through friction forces. Regardless of the actual use of the active piezoelectric elements, it is shown that the characteristics of each motor can be derived from the trajectory of the contact point between the active stator and the slider, either with a reversible or hysteretic motion. Finally, the third part shows two recent prototypes of piezomotors that have been built and tested in our lab: an Inchworm and a linear-traveling-wave motor.

1. INTRODUCTION

Piezoelectricity is a well known phenomenon that allows a direct generation of motion when an electrical field is applied with a rather high power density. However, the resulting strain has an order of magnitude of some micrometers for centimeter-sized piezoelectric elements. This particularity creates the need for complementary mechanical systems that allow obtaining suitable strokes for general applications.

Piezoactuators are devices that amplify the motion of active piezoelectric elements to the range of millimeters. They are the brick elements of piezomotors which are devices that transmit motion with potentially unlimited stroke.

A review of the main types of commercially available piezoelectric motors is presented in [1]. Several surveys over specific types of piezomotors are available in [2, 3].

Piezoelectric motors show characteristics such as high actuation forces, low speeds, which often render the use of gear unnecessary and high efficiency at a small scale. These features make of them an interesting solution to many applications in which the available space is limited. Additionally, the presence of friction forces in the transmission of motion often ensures a blocked position at rest. As for the small displacement amplitudes of some kinds of motors, it may lead to a very accurate motion capability. Application fields include watches, camera zoom actuators, valves for precise injection systems, and micropositioning devices.

2. PIEZOELECTRIC ACTUATORS

Piezoelectricity can be described as a linear phenomenon linking mechanical properties such as stress ($T$) and strain ($S$) to electric properties such as electric field ($E$) and electrical displacement ($D$) in some particular classes of materials, the most widely used being lead-zirconate-titanate (PZT) ceramics. When first poled, PZT ceramics are subject to longitudinal, transverse and shear efforts depending on the direction of the applied electrical field. Considering strain and electrical displacement as independent variables, the equations of piezoelectricity read:

\[
\begin{align*}
S &= s^E T + d^E E \\
D &= d^T + \varepsilon^T E
\end{align*}
\]

where $d$ is a $3 \times 6$-matrix with only 5 non-zero coefficients when computed in the frame where the third direction is that of poling. The coefficient $d_{33}$ then accounts for longitudinal displacement, $d_{31} = d_{32}$ for transverse displacement and $d_{15} = d_{24}$ for shear strain. It is to be noted that longitudinal and transverse displacements always occur simultaneously when the electrical field is applied along the poling direction, whereas shear strain appears alone when the field is applied orthogonally. The order of magnitude of these coefficients is $10^{-10} \text{ m \cdot V}^{-1}$.

The reverse piezoelectric effect is used in actuators that provide a limited displacement with potentially high forces. Piezoelectric ceramics can be used directly when they are sandwiched between two electrodes, as bulk-type piezoactuators. In order to achieve displacements of some tens of nanometers, the voltage applied to the piezoelement must be high (hundreds to thousands
of Volts). This voltage has an upper limit imposed by the disruptive field of the material and a lower negative limit at which the natural polarization of the ceramic is reversed. Due to these constraints, several techniques are often employed to amplify the movement and reduce the applied voltage.

Most piezoelectric actuators can be characterized by their free stroke and blocking force at a given voltage. In this case, a linear behavior between the maximum values of these parameters is observed.

2.1. Multilayers
The multilayer actuators are composed of stacked layers of piezoelectric ceramic of some tens of micrometers sandwiched between very thin electrodes, mounted electrically in parallel and mechanically in series. Compared to the bulk-type actuator, this configuration allows an increment in the electric field applied to a single layer resulting in higher strains for lower applied voltages. Typical strokes of these actuators are in the range of the tens of micrometers. Blocking forces can reach the 10 kN range. Due to layers bonding characteristics, these devices are much weaker when they are subject to tensional forces than bulk piezoelectric ceramics. Therefore, they cannot be used at resonance. In addition, the capacitance of a multilayer actuator is rather high (up to tens of µF) leading to important currents in dynamic operation.

2.2. Benders
The benders use piezoelectric transverse \((d_{31})\) mode. The extension or contraction of the ceramic occurs along one of the surfaces of a beam, causing a bending motion. Benders can be manufactured in different ways: unimorphs (a single piezoelement glued to a passive beam), parallel bimorphs (two piezoelements poled in the same direction, glued on each side of a passive grounded electrode, and powered with opposite voltages) and serial bimorphs (two piezoelements poled in opposite directions, glued to each other). The latter bimorphs present a smaller stiffness due to the absence of a passive beam. Consequently, they can provide higher strokes. The piezoelements can also be made of multilayer piezoelectric ceramics in order to limit the input voltage. Depending on the stiffness and the length of the beam, the achieved free stroke of this kind of actuators can reach several millimeters, but with very low actuation forces (less than 2 N).

2.3. Flextensional
The flextensional actuators work with the piezoelectric multilayer stacks clamped in a passive elastic structure, whose deformation amplifies that of the ceramic in longitudinal mode. There are several designs of flextensional structures, most of which are elliptic or rhomboidal. The amplification factor in terms of displacement ranges between 2 and 6 according to their axis ratio. This allows higher strains in the direction of motion in detriment of mass and size in the orthogonal directions. Depending on the dimension of the flexible structure and the stack, the developed force can reach the kN range.

2.4. Langevin Transducers
The Langevin transducers [4] are made of one piece of massive piezoelectric ceramic sandwiched between two masses whose shape and acoustic impedance are chosen to amplify the motion at the resonance. Due to the piezoelectric ceramic’s weak resistance to tensional forces a prestress is applied by bolting all three parts together. This kind of actuator is optimized for amplification purposes at a specific resonant frequency and can only be used in longitudinal \((d_{33})\) mode. As they work at resonance, the blocked force and free displacement cannot be defined for the Langevin transducers, which are instead characterized by their operating frequency (in the 10–100 kHz range) and output power, that can reach the 100 W range for use in acoustic devices.

All the actuators presented in this part show interesting characteristics in terms of actuation force, but suffer from very limited strokes when it comes to macroscopic applications. They are either used alone (e.g., in adaptive optics), but more often assembled in more complex structures intended to provide high displacements.

3. DIFFERENT STRATEGIES TO ACHIEVE A SLIDING MOTION
Converting microscopic displacements into macroscopic ones can be done by transmitting periodically the movement generated in a stator to a slider through friction forces. The different types of piezomotors can be classified according to the movement of the contact point between the slider and the stator, which can be hysteretic or reversible. The latter category can be subdivided in permanent or discrete motion. The “contact point” is defined here as one particle in the stator
that has had contact with the slider and has transmitted its movement to it, at a given instant in the past.

For non-hysteretic movements of the contact points, there must be a dissymmetry between backward and forward phases of the movement, in order not to cancel the transmitted motion.

Motors with permanent contact points rely on the stick-slip effect, which is based on the difference between static ($\mu_s$) and dynamic ($\mu_d$) friction coefficients. The principle is shown on Figure 1. The piezoelement is driven slowly during the forward phase and rapidly during the backward phase. The forward force applied to the slider is given by:

$$ F_F = \mu_s N $$

where $N$ is the normal preload. The backward force is given by:

$$ F_B = \mu_d N. $$

Due to the difference between $\mu_d$ and $\mu_s$ the movement can be achieved either in the backwards or in the forward direction.

Non-permanent-contact-point motors such as the impact-drive motor or the ultrasonic standing-wave motor use a geometric dissymmetry to achieve motion. The operating principle of this motor is shown on Figure 2. On the forward phase, the slider is driven by the stator with an angle $\alpha$ that is inside the friction cone of the slider-stator interface, so the stator sticks to the slider while imparting motion. On the backward phase, the stator tip drives the slider with an angle of $\frac{\pi}{2} - \alpha$, which is outside the friction cone, so that the stator slips and similarly transmits a lower force in the backward direction. The main inconvenient of that kind of motors is the fact that it can only be driven one way.

Finally, motors with hysteretic contact-point trajectory use this phenomenon to avoid exerting a force during the backward phase. One example of such a structure is the Inchworm-type motors,
which use two piezoelements to clamp alternatively the slider and one between them to extend and contract. This results in a rectangular cycle during which one step is done. The process is explained on Figure 3. This motor works in a quasi-static regime, but many other motors use resonance to achieve an elliptic motion of the contact point, for example in the famous traveling-wave ultrasonic motor.

4. EXAMPLES OF REALISATIONS AT LGEP

The LGEP has designed two piezomotors for different applications.

4.1. Inchworm

This work concerns the study of tissue regeneration that takes place between the existing gap of a cut bone while it is progressively separated. The actuation principle used to move one part of the bone with respect to the other the displacement has to be discontinuous performing small steps at a time in order to maintain a daily fixed gap between the two bone parts. The forces required are very weak because they only stretch the tendons that are elongated in a short distance. An inchworm (Figure 4) has been designed and tested using multilayer actuators [6].

4.2. Travelling Wave Motor

This work was aimed to perform a micropump. Here, Langevin transducers have been used to create a travelling wave on a beam, as shown in Figure 5. The wave’s energy has the ability to move a slider. Different strategies to create the travelling wave have been tested [7].

5. CONCLUSION

In this article, the evolution of the basic piezoelectric ceramic and its extraordinary ability to generate microscopic displacements into a more elaborated structure capable of producing large or even unlimited strokes is presented.

As first stage element in the evolution there is the piezoelectric actuator. Here, different geometries have been reviewed (multilayer, benders, flextensional and Langevin). According to their
principle, they favour certain aspects of the piezoelectric actuation like the force or displacement. For example, when high forces are required, it is recommended to use piezostacks whereas for important strokes benders can be the solution.

The linking between piezoelectric actuators and piezoelectric motors which compose the last element of the evolutionary chain has been effectuated by studying the motion of the contact point between the motion-generating element and the moved one. In this manner, it has been possible to classify piezomotors. The classification unveiled in this paper presents the advantage of embracing all sorts of piezoelectric motors. In addition, with the proposed categorization it is possible to establish easily differences and relationships between motors presenting very different operating principles.
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A Comparison on the Radioelectric Propagation along Grasslands and Scrublands at Wireless Frequency Bands

J. A. Gay-Fernández, I. Cuñás, and P. Gómez
University of Vigo, Spain

Abstract—There is a deficit of propagation studies at wireless frequency bands in a peer to peer configuration at rural environments, which could be really interesting when designing wireless sensor networks. This paper tries to improve the knowledge of the propagation in these ambiances, in order to optimize the distances between devices in an actual network deployment.

A large amount of received power samples were gathered in scrublands and grasslands, in order to obtain the general propagation equations for these scenarios.

1. INTRODUCTION

The use of wireless sensor networks is nowadays in an exponential growing. Although the initial applications were home automation and industrial control [1], or medical applications [2], the use of these wireless sensor/actuator networks in open rural areas is a new innovative application that was not considered at the beginnings. Technical agriculture and ecological farming are now new scenarios where sensor networks could constitute useful tools.

The research results provided by this study try to exploit the use of these wireless networks in these outdoor environments. Two different environments have been considered in this study: grasslands and scrublands. Within these scenarios, various propagation experiments have been deployed in order to analyse the radio channel characteristics at 2.4, 3.5 and 5.8 GHz, which are the most used frequency bands within wireless networks world.

There are some different studies analysing the propagation across vegetation [3, 4], and even the ITU-R published a Recommendation, 833 [5], which is related to this outdoor environments. However, the new rural applications mentioned above need also new radio propagation models. This is necessary because the peer to peer configuration usually employed in these wireless networks is not considered in this recommendation. ITU-R 833.6 text provides attenuation predictions for master-slave scenarios, as the typical base station to mobile terminal communication, and it is focused on propagation across the canopies of the trees. The environments considered in this research are only composed by grass, with a mean height of 12 cm and by weeds and scrubs with a mean height of 1.8 meters. Due to these differences the ITU-R recommendation does not work as well as expected in such situations. So, new data is needed to develop new propagation models.

The paper has been organised as follows. The second section is intended of the measurement system employed during the campaigns. The third section contains the description of the environments where the measurements were performed. The fourth section is devoted of the results, which are analysed in section fifth. Finally, the conclusions occupy the sixth section.

2. MEASUREMENT CAMPAIGNS

2.1. Measurement Setup

A separate transmitter and receiver configuration has been used during both measurement campaigns. Thus, large distances between transmitter and receiver could be accomplished in order to check how the signal strength attenuation with distance is.

The transmitter equipment consists of a signal generator Rohde-Schwarz SMR and an omnidirectional wide band antenna, Electrometrics EM-6865. This system is capable to generate pure tones at the frequencies under test: 2.4 (+18 dBm), 3.5 (+19 dBm) and 5.8 GHz (+15 dBm).

A portable spectrum analyzer Rohde-Schwarz FSH-6 is used at the receiver system with an omnidirectional antenna, similar to the transmitter end. When the tone under study was captured, the spectrum analyser was changed to time domain configuration, in order to gather time series of the received power.

2.2. Measurement Procedure

The data was collected around two different radials at each environment. Each radius consists of 25 points and 150 meters at the grassland environment, and 16 points and 32 meters at the scrubland one. The number of power samples gathered at grass and scrub lands is 301 and 3010 respectively.
Table 1: Distance (m) from transmitter to receiver at each measurement point.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environment</th>
<th>Measurement point</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grassland</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 6 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scrubland</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Figure 2, the receiver was moved along the defined radial. The distance between consecutive points of measurement is higher as the separation between transmitter and receiver is. Table 1 displays the distances in meters of the measurement points in both environments. The maximum distance is limited by the noise level.

3. MEASUREMENT ENVIRONMENTS

Two different environments have been taken into account in this study. The first one is a low height grassland, located near the campus of the University of Vigo. It was composed basically of grass and weeds with a mean height of 12 cm. Figure 2 shows the grassland environment, the transmitter location (triangle) and the two 150 meter long radii (white dashed lines). The second environment under study is a scrubland, located at 10 km far from the University of Vigo. It was composed basically of undergrowth with a mean height of around 180 cm. Thus, both the transmitter and the receiver were always completely shadowed by vegetation.

4. RESULTS

903 power samples per frequency were collected at each one of the 50 points under measure at the grassland environment. The power samples per frequency at each point were 9030 at the scrubland environment, because there was observed a large time-variance of the received power. Thus, the complete campaign represents a total of more than 1 million power samples. The processing of such amount of data, as well as the results, are the contents of this section.

4.1. Data Processing

The objective of the data processing is the analysis of the results by means of a regression to know how the power decays with distance. Depending on the selected frequency, the antennas height and the environment, the attenuation of the received power seems to be quite different. Some vectors seem to fit a linear equation of the form $P = P_0 - n \cdot 10 \cdot \log_{10}(d)$, where $d$ is the distance between transmitter and receiver in meters, $P_0$ is the received power, in dBm, at 1 meter from the transmitter, $P$ is received power, in dBm too, at a distance $d$ from the transmitter and $n$ is a factor that shows the rhythm of the power decay with distance.

However, the behavior at other environments suggests that the best choice is a double linear regression, where each one of the regression sections fits an equation similar to that mentioned above.
4.2. Regression Fitting

When the previously explained regression fitting is applied to the collected samples, data from Table 2 is obtained for grassland and scrubland. These tables show the attenuation factors “n₁” and “n₂”, obtained for the first and second regression section respectively; the mean error produced with this estimation; and the cut-off point of the two regressions. Rows with a dash in “n₂” and “Cut-off point” columns indicate that in these cases a single regression seems to fit the data better.

All the power values that are shown in the following figures have been normalized to a transmission power of 0 dBm, in order to easily use with another transmitting power value.

Figures 3 and 4 depict an example of the regressions obtained at 2.4 GHz in grasslands and at 5.8 GHz in scrublands respectively. These images show the double regression fitting that exists in both environments and how the cut-off point increases with increasing antenna height in grasslands, but not in scrublands. In this last scenario, this especial point is quite similar for all heights and frequencies.

5. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS

Data from Figure 3 and Table 2 show that attenuation increases with decreasing antenna heights in the grassland scenario. For instance, comparing the ranges where −90 dBm are achieved at 2.4 GHz depending on the antenna height, we obtain 55 m, 70 m and 100 m for 0.9 m, 1.2 m and 1.6 m antenna height respectively. This effect could be caused by the obstruction of the first Fresnel zone, which has a greater radio with increasing the antenna height.

Regarding the scrubland environment, the effect of the double regression seems not to be caused by the obstruction of the first Fresnel Zone, since the path obstruction is always complete due to the high vegetation located in the vicinity of the antennas. With minor differences, all the points where the attenuation slope change, are quite similar regardless the antenna heights and frequency. Even so, the ranges achieving −90 dBm in Figure 4 are between 15 and 25 meters for 0.9 and 1.6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency [GHz]</th>
<th>Height [m]</th>
<th>Grasslands</th>
<th>Scrublands</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n₁</td>
<td>n₂</td>
<td>Error [dB]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>4.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>3.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>3.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>3.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>2.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>2.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>2.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Regression fitting at 2.4 GHz in grasslands.  
Figure 4: Regression fitting at 5.8 GHz in scrublands.
meters high respectively.

6. CONCLUSION
The results of a large measurement campaign at 2.4, 3.5 and 5.8 GHz performed in grasslands and scrublands have been presented. Although the propagation across vegetation appears to be widely studied, the peer to peer applications need new radio propagation models.

This paper shows how the power decays depending on the type of environment, the frequency and the height of the transmitter and receiver antennas. The final results seem to indicate that the attenuation in scrublands is much greater than in grasslands at both frequencies.
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Design and Development of an Electronic Cowbell Based on ZigBee Technology
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Abstract— Nowadays, the ecologic food products consumption is in an exponential growing. People are realizing that meat of a cow living in an extensive farm is much better and healthier than the meat of a cow fattened up in a static industrial place. So, farmers are concerned to develop better techniques to extensive farming cattle, but maintaining the veterinary control of the animals. The aim of this contribution is the hardware and software design and test of an electronic cowbell to allow farmers to track the cows that live freely in extensive farms. Some veterinary data, like body temperature, or environmental data, like ambient humidity and temperature, could be gathered with the aid of different sensors plugged into the cowbell.

1. INTRODUCTION

Ecologic products are more and more important every new day in our modern life. The beef meat that can be found at the supermarkets came usually from intensive farms, where cows were fattened up in almost static places. Nowadays, things are changing, and many farmers are realizing that allowing their cows to move freely along large areas provides them better final products, with less fatty and better flavor. Due to these benefits, the creation of extensive farms is increasing every day.

One of the main problems in these extensive farms could be the cows tracking control, and how to gather some veterinary parameters, like, for example, the body temperature. This paper tries to propose a solution to this farmer’s headache, allowing the cattle to move freely but keeping the cows’ health controlled at any moment. The idea is the use of ZigBee [1] networks to provide both features: tracking and data sensing.

Some ZigBee motes of the wireless network could be installed in trees or bushes, at static positions, and other motes would be placed at the cow collars (cowbell). The static motes, usually called reference nodes, provide the location of the dynamic motes (blind nodes), by means of triangulation algorithms, and finally, the position is optimized with the aid of a Kalman filter.

Furthermore, the electronic cowbell would be equipped by body temperature sensors to obtain veterinary data, and some other environmental sensors, to gather, for instance, ambient humidity and temperature.

The static motes would be involved in the connectivity between the cattle and ambient data and the farmers. Thus, these data could be available at the farm, in a laptop or even in a PDA device.

2. ELECTRONIC COWBELL

The electronic cowbell is based on the chip CC2430 from Texas Instruments. This chip allows establishing an IEEE 802.15.4/ZigBee network, at 2.4 GHz ISM band, with very low power consumption. This last feature is very important for a system that is supposed to work for long time without changing batteries. Plugged to this central device, there are two data sensors providing body temperature, humidity and ambient temperature. This data could help veterinarians to keep animals under control while they are living in freedom.

2.1. CC2430 Chip

The ZigBee CC2430 is an IEEE 802.15.4 and ZigBee System-on-Chip solution developed by Chipcon from Texas Instruments. Its 8051 microcontroller core provides two USARTS where several sensors like contact temperature and ambient humidity and temperature can be plugged. Furthermore it has 21 general I/O pins, which can allow us the connection of any other sensor/actuator.

In addition, these wireless devices are capable of measuring digital RSSI, so with an exponential power decay estimation is quite easy to estimate the distances between nodes. Thus, with the aid of some fixed nodes, with a known position, the free animals with this tailor made electronic cowbell on them could be tracked along the grasslands or forests where they usually expend their time. Please refer to [2] for more details.
2.2. Body Temperature Sensor
The body temperature sensor selected for this device is the DS18B20 from Dallas Semiconductor. This device may measure temperatures from $-55^\circ\text{C}$ to $+125^\circ\text{C}$, which seems to be enough for body temperature measuring. Furthermore, it is able to transmit data only by one wire. From the point of view of hardware, this means that this device is quite simple to plug. However, its software configuration appears to be more difficult than in other devices with multiple transmission wires. For more details please see Figure 2 and [3].

2.3. Environmental Sensors
Two environmental sensors have been plugged into the CC2430 chip: one for humidity measurement and the other for ambient temperature. In fact, both parameters can be obtained with only one integrated sensor, the SHT10 ambient humidity and temperature sensor, from Sensirion. This sensor is able to measure temperatures from $-40^\circ\text{C}$ to $123.8^\circ\text{C}$ and the whole range of relative humidity with only 90 $\mu\text{W}$ of power consumption. Please refer to [4] for more details. Figure 3 depicts this sensor device.

3. TRACKING SYSTEM
3.1. Introduction
The sensor data is only an extra application for the whole system. The main aim of this wireless network is to track the position of the animals, when they wear our tailor made cowbell. Cowbells are usually called Blind Nodes (BN) in these location systems, because they do not know their position.

In order to locate a BN along a rural outdoor environment, we need a grid of Reference Nodes (RN) at known positions. The way to estimate the position of the BN is based on triangulation.
We have to estimate the distance between our BN and at least three RN’s in order to get a right position. As much RN’s we have, as more precision we will get in the final location measure.

The method to estimate these distances based on the measured RSSI is shown in Section 3.2. Once these distances have been estimated, the location algorithm, based on a standard triangulation algorithm, is run. Finally, these location estimations have been improved with the aid of a Kalman filter, as shown in [5].

3.2. Distance Estimation
As we have said before, the distance estimation is based on the RSSI measured in the Reference Nodes. The BN that wants to be located sends a broadcast message to all RN’s in its coverage area. Then, each RN can evaluate the RSSI of the received message and send it back to the BN. Once the BN has all these RSSI values, it can estimate the distance to each RN based on the Equation (1).

\[ d = 10^{\frac{R S S I - A_0}{10N}} \]  

where \( d \) is the distance to estimate in meters, \( RSSI \) is the measured received signal strength indicator, in dBm, \( A_0 \) is the power received one meter from the transmitter, in dBm, and \( N \) is the power decay rate (without units). Values for \( A_0 \) and \( N \) are very different for each environment so they need to be estimated in each case. In our test environment, a classroom of the School of Telecommunication Engineering of Vigo, it has been estimated a value of \(-32\) dBm for \( A_0 \) and \( 2.875 \) for \( N \). These parameter values have been obtained after developing a small measurement campaign at 2.4 GHz in this classroom.

3.3. Location Algorithm
Once distances between BN and RN’s have been estimated, the location algorithm needs to be run. The way to estimate the position is shown below:

The estimated distances between the BN and at least three RN are known. The position of each RN is known, so an equation system with only 2 unknowns and number of RN’s equations can be created. The best way to solve this kind of systems appears to be the minimum mean square solution, and it can be easily solved by an algorithm like that described in [6].

When the position of the cowbell (BN) is known, this information, together with sensor humidity and temperatures data, are sent to a ZigBee gateway, in order to be incorporated to a database or to rendering software.

4. RESULTS
Results presented in this section have been recorded in a classroom. A lot of possible paths were analyzed, but only the more representative ones have been included in this chapter. A six RN’s network has been deployed in the classroom, and one cowbell has been moving along the corridors between desks.
The first test performed was a linear motion at the coordinate $x = 5.5$ meters, while coordinate $Y$ was changing between 0 and 19 meters. Figure 4 shows the path estimated with the aid of a Kalman Filter. The double black dash-dotted arrow depicts the actual motion of the cowbell. Black circles are the Reference Nodes. Blue lines interconnecting stars provide the predicted motion of the cowbell. The mean estimated error is around 2 meters, which seems to be enough for locating a cow in grasslands or forests.

The second test involves a change in the motion direction. The test consisted on moving the cowbell at fixed $X = 5.5$ m and varying $Y$ between 0 and 19 meters. Approximately after 2 min, we began a new motion direction, varying $X$ between 0 and 11 meters, with $Y$ fixed at 9.5 meters.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A design of a ZigBee cowbell to help farmers in extensive cow exploitations has been presented. This electronic cowbell provides, with the aid of static motes, tracking. In addition, some veterinary constants as body temperature, and some environmental data, as ambient temperature and humidity could be gathered with the aid of this device.

Finally, some test results show that the mean error when locating the animal appears to be acceptable, and the trajectory is tracked with a quite good performance.
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Abstract—The project “RFID from Farm to Fork” looks for the extension of RFID technologies along the complete food chain: from the farms where cows, fishes, sheep, grapes, etc. grow; to the final consumer at the supermarkets, including all intermediate stages: transports, factory processes, storage. The paper is intended to show the project objectives and concerns, as well as it highlights the main radio propagation problems detected within a RFID system installed in a food factory. The paper also shows a proposal of using RFID traceability in different study cases.

1. INTRODUCTION

People need to eat! For this reason, the production and distribution of food is the largest and the most important activity in each country all over the world. Because of this extension of food economy, different new proposals appear to improve the quality of the products and the information received by the consumers.

This paper has the aim to present the works developed along the project “RFID from Farm to Fork”, a CIP-Pilot action involved within the 7th Frame Work of the European Union. Our proposal looks for the extension of RFID technologies [1] along the complete food chain: from the farms where cows, fishes, sheep, grapes, etc. grow; to the final consumer at the supermarkets, including all intermediate stages: transports, factory processes, storage. The main objective is the use of only one system to perform the complete traceability, recording data at each stage. These data could be useful to determine the perfect condition of the final product, but also to control the process during the elaboration. Thus, both final consumers and producers would take advantage of such systems.

The final consumers could obtain different data above the whole process suffered by the product they are buying, just by moving the object (labeled with a RFID tag) in the surroundings of a RFID reader, which can be installed in the supermarket or even as an application at each personal smart phone. The individual identification of the product allows the software to obtain a complete traceability report from a central database, and to bring the consumer this information. Each of the producers along the chain could use the identification by radio frequency to control his production and storage, and to know some previous information of his ingredient matters. The project involved both the design of the complete system and its tests at different stages of the chain: fishing companies, wine producers, food transporters, and final users, in order to define the actual interest of the system, its performance, and its advantages and disadvantages.

The following sections show the proposal of the project, the radio propagation difficulties in factory ambient, as well as an introduction to some of the pilot tests.

2. THE RFID F2F PROPOSAL

The project will showcase the ability of RFID technologies to make a return on investment for SMEs in the food industry, as well to provide large information to the consumers [2]. The opportunities for such a return on investment arise from the following:

- Opportunities to create markets for premium products (organic, etc.) if technology can address authentication, condition monitoring and quality control.
- New opportunities are created to increase quality, reduce wastage, reduce energy used for refrigeration, reduce chemical usage for preservatives, optimize carbon use, etc.
- Impact on competitiveness and productivity gains.
- Potential for new markets for food producers in the regions.
- Increased productivity through reduced wastage.
• Authentication of origin, process and transport of products.

These advantages have been realized in large concerns, which have control over most or all of the value chain and are in a position to make an end-to-end investment. However, they are not available to independent SMEs, which only participate in one stage of the value chain. By linking RFID and sensor network technologies with a Europe wide database, which can store the exact history of any food product, SMEs will be given the opportunity to optimize their own business process to maximize return. In addition, a pan-union resource will be created which will allow producers to demonstrate unequivocally the quality and freshness of their product, which will have the effect both of increasing consumer confidence, and increasing producer margins.

The emphasis of the current project is somehow advanced from previous projects, in that it proposes:

• Integration of RFID and sensor networks to provide end to end monitoring.
• Demonstration of end-to-end traceability for the whole value chain in a number of different product areas.
• Integration with an international database of food ingredients.

3. RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION IN FOOD FACTORY AMBIENTS

The use of RFID and/or sensor networks in the food chain has been previously tested, and it could obviously provide a competitive advantage to the involved companies. However, the radio propagation within a factory presents important differences compared to other more friendly environments: there are lots of metallic elements: machinery, store installations, transports, and even walls and ceiling, which limits the performance of the radio systems. When the factory belongs to the food sector, the situation becomes more and more complicated, as most of the food products present a large content in water, which is not the best friend of the radio waves. Even more, some of the packages are metallic (cans or metallic sheets), which are also limitative for the good performance of a radio system.

3.1. Fish Factories

The fish factories, both for freezing or for canning processing, resulted to be problematic for radio electric propagation due to the presence of large amounts of water and ice within the tags and the readers. The fresh fish is commonly transported inside plastic boxes containing the fish and a lot of ice around. This ice content makes really difficult to establish a radio link if the RFID tag is glued directly to the plastic: a solution consists of separating the tag away from the box (i.e., from the ice) to improve the propagation conditions.

Some tests have been performed using plastic boxes with frozen fish, or just fish with water, or even a simple wet box. When the box is dry, the tag can be read from several meters, but in wet conditions the coverage distance is reduced to several centimeters. Once the fish is frozen and packed, the installation of the tag is again a problem: if it is too close to the ice, the performance of the radio link could be reduced. And it is not easy to install a tag far from the ice inside a freezer!

When the final product is the canned fish, the metallic surfaces of the cans act as isolators for the radio links. The installation of the individual tags in a separate section of the carton package could be enough to solve the situation in a supermarket. But it is almost impossible to manage a store of cans, by means of individual RFID tags. Thus, a separate tagging (individual can vs. lots of cans in larger batches) would be needed to control the storage. This solution could also present some problems depending on the side of the box the tag is glued: if the tags fall in the middle of a package island, perhaps the RFID reader is unable to detect the tag information.

3.2. Wineries

When dealing with wine factories, there are different limitations to the propagation along the process from the vineyards to the bottled wine. The grapes are commonly carried from the vineyards to the winery in plastic boxes of around 20 kg. Again, the water contents could be a difficulty, although less important than in fishery.

Part of the process of manufacturing the wine is performed in steel barrels. The building where these recipients are placed does not present good propagation conditions, as a lot of reflectors and scatters are present in such indoor environment. In this situation, the performance of the physical layer of a RFID system could be affected, as various fading events could appear due to the multipath phenomena.
Once the wine is bottled, the location of the tags on the bottle surface is also problematic: the liquid content becomes a good conductor, and so the transmission capabilities of the tag are reduced. A good selection of the type of tags, as well as its location in the body of the bottle, is a key factor to achieve valid performances.

4. CASE I: WINE PRODUCTION

The quality and the taste of a wine depend on many factors: type of grape, soil, percentage of precipitation and temperature during grapes growing, eventual use of pesticides, types of harvest (day or night), storage conditions of grape before of wine making, and so on.

Experts wine consumers, therefore, are becoming more discerning and pretend to know as much data as possible in order to enlarge their knowledge, be sure of the authenticity of a wine and spend consciously.

One of the several pilots related to the wine supply chain is a small winery named “Vigne Mastrodomenico” located in Basilicata, a Region of Southern Italy, and producing no more than 10000 bottles per year of “Aglianico del Vulture”. The vines grow on a hilly volcanic soil as large as eight eectars with different degrees of sun exposure depending on the vineyard zone. In some cases, hence, it could be necessary a selective forced irrigation. Once the harvest is done, the grapes are processed in a small winery carved into the rock, creating a natural habitat (for instance, a constant temperature of almost 15°C is naturally achieved) for this kind of wine. The presence of the wine and of steel drums, though, complicates the scenario from an EM point of view.

Two aspects have been considered so far. The first one regards the wireless sensor network (WSN) at the vineyard site, useful to collect both meteorological and soil status data to be associated with the single wine bottle and to automatically activate the forced irrigation. The second one, more critical, regards the RFID-related hardware investigation to be used in the winery. As previously stated, in fact, the presence of electromagnetically hostile materials, such as liquids and metals, makes challenging the single bottle traceability in the different steps of the wine supply chain.

For such a purpose, a very complex RFID-based test bed environment has been assembled. The test bed is capable to evaluate the tag performance in realistic situations and in each step of the wine supply chain. Results in terms of successful read rate as well as of RSSI (Received Strength Signal Indication) have been obtained. These results demonstrate that, among the possible RFID frequency bands, UHF has to be preferred to HF for several reasons. For instance, HF tags do not work properly in Far Field conditions, thus implying the impossibility to be used in some critical steps of the supply chain requiring a far field interrogation. Moreover, they are not EPCGlobal compliant, with relevant consequences in terms of multiple readings, generality of the implemented solution and many others. Consequently, two different UHF readers, three different reader antennas, two different Near Field UHF tags and six different Far Field UHF tags have been tested. With each tag attached to a wine bottle, the reading range has been firstly measured both with and without wine inside, so to characterize each tag on the bases of its tolerance to the liquid presence. Then, the problem of the tag performance degradation when the traceability system is implemented at items level in case of presence of liquid has been investigated. Results in terms of successful read rate have been obtained by varying the mutual orientation between tag antenna and reader antenna (i.e., 0° and ±90°). In Figure 1, for instance, the successful read rate of two near field tags (Cube 2 and Paper Clip) and of a far field one (Jumping Jack) are reported. It is quite evident that in critical conditions far field tags perform better than near field ones. Nevertheless, when different supply chain steps based on longer interrogation distances are considered, the effect of the performance degradation is more marked. The individuation of the best tag positioning on the wine bottle is the next step.

5. CASE II: FISH MANUFACTURING

A fish pilot in Slovenia deals with traceability of seabass grown in northern part of Adriatic sea. At farm, a young fish brought from hatchery is breeding for four years in cages under similar conditions as other fish. On the day of catch, fish is transferred to the processing factory, sorted by weight category and packed into styrofoam boxes depending on orders. In some cases fish is also cleaned or filleted. After that, boxes are covered with ice and transported to cold store. The next day, fish is delivered to retailers, restaurants, fish market and even private consumers.

In the supply chain is very important to secure required temperatures of fish between 0°C and 4°C. This can be easily done by using active RFID data logging device with temperature sensor.
To perform tests in real environment we used two RFID development kits [3], one with IDS-SL900A chip working in UHF frequency bands and the other one with IDS-SL13A in HF frequency bands. Temperatures are automatically measured and recorded, and can be used in a system to automatically notify users about an event.

For the pilot implementation, RFID data loggers will be used to measure the temperature of fish which means that they are placed in the middle of box under the ice before they leave a processing room. By this kind of a solution we start measuring temperatures when fish is packed and read temperatures only at the delivery place. To show a temperature graph during complete supply chain a mobile RFID reader will be used when RFID data loggers are removed from the box.

An example of measured temperatures can give the consumer a clear picture what happened with fish he ordered. Figure 2 shows a temperature graph of three different packages of fish: a) White box — temperatures inside a box where fish was covered by ice; b) Blue box (Fillet) — the process of filleting took place after the sorting process and fish was stored to the blue box and covered by ice packing sheets; c) Blue box — fish was stored to blue box and covered by ice packing sheets. At the end, by the delivery only temperatures of fish covered with ice was more or less the same while in blue boxes temperature starts to increase due to the transport environmental conditions.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents the objectives and initial work of the project “RFID from Farm to Fork”, highlighting the radio propagation concerns of a RFID system within an industrial environment. Some advances on the application to winery and fish manufacturing processes have been also commented.

Taking into account the electromagnetically complex propagation scenario of a winery and of a wine supply chain, an exhaustive tag characterization has been carried out and the performance degradation due to the presence of liquid has been confirmed. Once proved that, in the wine production case, UHF tags must be preferred to HF ones. The performance comparison of both near field and far field UHF tags in a practical scenario has been performed and the better suitability of far field tags has been pointed out.

Vice versa, as for the fish manufacturing case, RFID data loggers were used to measure and store
temperatures inside a box of fish covered with ice. This data can be used to control the conditions of perishable food in the supply chain. The proposed implementation is based on radiofrequency identification and does not require the use of any additional sensor networks communication technology. The results were very similar for both systems (HF and UHF) used in the described scenario.
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Abstract—Three methods are commonly used to predict multipath fading on terrestrial line-of-sight (LOS) links namely Barnett-Vigants and Morita methods used respectively in North America and Japan, and the worldwide ITU method. This latter gains in importance even in North America and in Japan, due to the regular updates proposed by Study Group 3 of the ITU Radiocommunications sector. The ITU recommendation, ITU-R P.530 provides guidelines based on fading measurements of 251 links in various geoclimatic regions. Since 1978, thirteen revisions were proposed. The paper reviews the evolution of ITU-R P.530 from 1997 to 2009 with focus on the difference between the last two revisions (Rev. 12 versus Rev. 13). These differences concern mainly the geoclimatic factor, which depends on the refractivity gradient and the terrain roughness, and the multipath fade occurrence factor that affects worst month outage probability. The paper also presents parametric studies carried out using our prediction tool, Microwave link simulator, to determine the critical parameters affecting link performance. In our studies, 20 links located in Quebec, Canada, are designed based on real-world parameters. The detailed link profiles are known and refractivity gradients are extracted from ITU database according to ITU-R P.453-9. Climatic conditions are also taken into account using local rain database. The results of this work show that three climatic parameters, namely rain intensity, refractivity gradient and annual mean temperature are critical. Likewise for equipments, radio signature and antenna cross-polarization discrimination highly reduce the overall performance in terms of link availability. Finally, two year measurements data of five links are analysed. The results show a good agreement with ITU-R P.530-13.

1. INTRODUCTION

Microwave prediction methods used in links design are intensively investigated since many years. Nevertheless, the unpredictable variation of waves propagation remained a challenging issue, that Scientists try to handle by proposing prediction methods (such as Barnett-Vigants [1] in North America, Morita in Japan [2], . . . ) that take into account several climatic and environmental parameters. The Study Group 3 of ITU has proposed and maintained actively a microwave prediction method defined in the ITU-R P.530 recommendation. This method gains in importance even in North America and in Japan, due to its regular updates. ITU-R P.530 provides guidelines based on fading measurements of 251 links in various geoclimatic regions. Since 1978, thirteen revisions were proposed. This paper addresses the recent evolution of this method and presents some experimental validation examples.

Section 2 of this paper reviews the evolution of ITU-R P.530 from 1997 to 2009 with focus on the difference between the last two revisions (Rev. 12 [3] versus Rev. 13 [4]). Section 3 presents parametric studies carried out using our prediction tool, Microwave link simulator, to determine the critical parameters affecting link performance. This section also provides comparison between some experimental measurements and the predicted values.

2. EVOLUTION OF ITU-R P.530

It is interesting to look at the significant changes in the evolution of different versions since the 1978 original one. For practical reasons, we will limit ourselves to versions from version 7 (1997) to version 13 (2009, currently in use). Note that there are only minor differences between versions 7 and 8 and also between versions 11 and 12.

- From versions 7/8 to 9, the major changes concern the geoclimatic $K$ factor and consequently the worst month unavailability calculation. The attenuation by hydrometeors is specified by long-term statistics of rain attenuation and includes the duration and the number of events.
- From 9 to 10, techniques for alleviating the effects of multipath propagation (with and without diversity use) are introduced and included in the calculation of the probability of unavailability.
• From 10 to 11/12, the main improvement concerns the development of a method that takes into account the combined effect of rain and wet snow.
• From 12 to 13, there is a radical change in the expression of the geoclimatic $K$ factor and the worst month probability of unavailability.

The regular review of ITU-R P.530-13 allows the adaptation of the theoretical model to the real world experimental measurements on a regular basis. It also represents a challenging task in terms of updating the simulation and design tools to reflect these changes. The examination of version 13 shows that there are two major modifications, namely in the expressions of the geoclimatic $K$ factor and the “worst month” outage probability, $P_w$. To better understand the impact of these modifications, the corresponding formula proposed in versions 12 and 13 are presented and a comparative study of $K$ and $P_w$ is performed. The main changes are highlighted in the equations below:

**ITU-R P.530-12 [3]**

$$\begin{align*}
K &= 10^{-3.9-0.003dN_1}S_a^{-0.42}, \\
P_w &= Kd^{3.2}(1 + |\varepsilon_p|)^{-0.97} \times 10^{0.032f-0.00085h_L-A/10}.
\end{align*}$$

**ITU-R P.530-13 [4]**

$$\begin{align*}
K &= 10^{-4.4-0.0027dN_1}(10 + S_a)^{-0.46}, \\
P_w &= Kd^{3.4}(1 + |\varepsilon_p|)^{-1.03} \times f^{0.8} \times 10^{-0.00076h_L-A/10}.
\end{align*}$$

where, $dN_1$ is the point refractivity gradient in the lowest 65 m of the atmosphere not exceeded for 1% of an average year, $S_a$ is the area terrain roughness defined as the standard deviation of terrain heights (m) within a 110 km $\times$ 110 km area, $f$ is the frequency (GHz), $d$ is the path length (km), $|\varepsilon_p|$ is the magnitude of the path inclination (mrad), $h_L$ is the altitude of the lower antenna and $A$ is the fade depth (dB). $P_w$ is expressed in % and can be converted in seconds.

The modifications in Equations (1) to (4) are broadly reflected by a significant decrease of the $K$ factor. Although the $K$-factor decreases significantly (Figure 1), the “worst month” unavailability increases as shown on Figure 2. To confirm this observation, we applied the two versions on 20 real world links located throughout Quebec, Canada. The location and the main parameters are summarized in Table 1 and the comparison results are presented on Figure 3 in terms of “worst month” unavailability. All the links operate at 7.425 GHz with length of 70 km and frequency and space diversity (2 receivers) is applied. The increasing of the “worst month” outage probability is equivalent to an additional loss of about 2 dB in system gain.

![Figure 1: K factor as function of $dN_1$ (P.530-12 vs. P.530-13).](image1)

![Figure 2: Unavailability as function of $dN_1$ (P.530-12 vs. P.530-13).](image2)
Table 1: Locations and main parameters of links.

| No. | h_L (m) | |ε| (mrad) | Lat. ξ (°) | dN_1 (N-units /km) | S_a (m) |
|-----|---------|---|---------|-------------|---------------------|----------|
| BV1 | 477     | 100 | 53.14   | −258.72     | 68.50               |
| BV2 | 639     | 0.00| 51.91   | −249.23     | 68.67               |
| BV3 | 57      | 0.03| 50.30   | −295.99     | 161.91              |
| BV4 | 151     | 1.17| 50.26   | −273.64     | 210.62              |
| BV5 | 108     | 2.59| 49.18   | −286.79     | 282.64              |
| BV6 | 122     | 2.59| 48.11   | −273.64     | 168.29              |
| BV7 | 74      | 2.57| 49.19   | −285.00     | 161.04              |
| BV8 | 109     | 0.81| 48.56   | −243.42     | 56.77               |
| BV9 | 152     | 0.99| 46.84   | −269.80     | 235.67              |
| BV10| 403     | 1.70| 46.11   | −259.81     | 152.84              |
| BV11| 254     | 0.74| 45.28   | −275.44     | 141.03              |
| BV12| 59      | 0.44| 45.60   | −274.74     | 58.48               |
| BV13| 89      | 0.44| 45.55   | −291.78     | 86.42               |
| BV14| 395     | 1.94| 47.46   | −299.12     | 66.89               |
| BV15| 401     | 0.33| 48.48   | −297.92     | 142.79              |
| BV16| 334     | 0.21| 48.57   | −326.57     | 46.10               |
| BV17| 399     | 0.59| 49.79   | −323.88     | 34.15               |
| BV18| 299     | 0.61| 51.71   | −335.89     | 35.47               |
| BV19| 332     | 0.07| 53.61   | −292.98     | 37.71               |
| BV20| 182     | 0.01| 53.72   | −273.00     | 53.31               |

Figure 3: Unavailability with diversity over 20 links in Québec (P.530-12 vs. P.530-13).

3. PARAMETRICAL STUDIES USING ITU-R P.530-13 AND VALIDATION BY MEASUREMENTS

3.1. Impact of Geoclimatic Parameters

The parametrical studies are useful to give a better understanding of the impact of a single parameter or a group of parameters. For example, the combined effect of dN_1, S_a, |ε_p| and h_L is included in the multipath fade occurrence factor, P_0 which indicates the global behavior of the considered link. None of the parameters mentioned above can neither explain alone the variation of the outage probability, nor be considered as the most dominant. Indeed, the effects of each one can be annihilated by the others. For example a high roughness can reduce the K factor and consequently the outage probability. But this potential reduction will be canceled or completely reversed if the link is located at low altitudes and has a low path inclination.

3.2. Influence of Radio Signature

Until recently, frequency selective fading are only taking into account by applying an additional mitigating factor on the flat fade margin (FFM), to obtain the effective fade margin (EFM). This
mitigating factor is calculated using the radio equipment dispersive fade margin. ITU introduced in ITU-R P.530-7 an alternative method based on radio signature.

As it might be expected, taking into account the radio signature greatly degrades the total outage probability if no diversity technique is applied. However, applying the diversity techniques (in particular space diversity) effectively mitigates selective fading. The radio signature is useful to quantify the impact of selective fading in broadband systems.

### 3.3. Influence of Cross-polarization Discrimination, XPD

The cross polarization acts directly on the outage probability because the XP outage probability is added to the “worst month” outage. Three main parameters are used, namely the guaranteed maximum cross-polarization, XPDg, the cross-polarization improvement factor, XPIF and the carrier-to-noise ratio, C/I. If XPDg exceeds 35, then it has no impact on the XP outage. This value is usually specified by antennas’ manufacturers. We then present only the outages as a function of XPIF and C/I. The XP outage probability for clear air increases with the increase of C/I and decreases with XPIF. These observations indicate that both parameters have an opposite influence. A tradeoff for equipment selection is necessary to minimize the XP effects.

### 3.4. Comparison between Prediction and Measurements

Two years’ measurements data (April 2009–August 2010) of five links are analysed. The comparison results with ITU-R P.530-13 show a good agreement as confirmed on Figure 6. The parameters used are $dN_1 = 297.96$ N-units/km, $S_a = 140.63$ m, $|\varepsilon_p| = 0.285$ mrad and $h_L = 399$ m. For space

![Figure 4: Worst month unavailability as function of multipath fade occurrence factor.](image)

![Figure 5: Selective outage probability as function of radio signature parameters.](image)

![Figure 6: Prediction vs. measurements (“Worst month” and annual outage probabilities).](image)
Table 2: Mean error between prediction and measurements (measured on the receiver site).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>site 1</th>
<th>site 2</th>
<th>site 3</th>
<th>site 4</th>
<th>site 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2009 &lt; $A_m$&gt; (dB)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010 &lt; $A_m$&gt; (dB)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{th}$ (dB)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E =</td>
<td>$A_{th}$ − $A_m$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4−6 dB</td>
<td>1−5 dB</td>
<td>3−6 dB</td>
<td>11−14 dB</td>
<td>7−9 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: Statistics of fading events (mean fade duration and number of fading events) Fade margin, $A = 30$ dB.

reasons, results over one link is presented with some statistics such as number of fading events and mean fade duration.

The analysis of all measurements over the six links during two years (2009–2010) leads to the following observations and conclusions.

- Measurement and prediction curves have similar tendency. Theoretical Prediction curve is an upper bound which is validated during the link measurement duration (2 years).
- There is a huge dispersion of the distribution of fading from month to month. The month to month cap varies from 1 dB to 20 dB.
- The error on the prediction of the “worst month” outage, (for an outage of $10^{-4}$) is about 14 dB for 2009 and 11 dB for 2010. This result is consistent with the results published by [5] which are based on 239 link statistics used in the definition of the ITU-R P.530-8 recommendation.
- Finally, the analysis of diversity improvement factors show a good agreement between measurements and prediction for frequency and space diversity using 2 receivers but the improvement factor when 4 receivers are applied is low compared to ITU prediction.

4. CONCLUSION

The evolution of ITU-R P.530 and its validation by experimental measurements carried out in Quebec, Canada are the two main elements addressed in this paper. The results can be summarized as follows. The evolution of ITU-R P.530 is very dynamic and a new version is proposed approximately every two years. The validation of each new revision is confronted to measurements data collected over the world and available in SG3 database. A parametric study made on the latest revision (P.530-13) shows that the multipath fade occurrence factor mainly affects the “worst month” outage. Likewise for equipments, radio signature and antenna cross-polarization discrimination highly
reduce the overall performance in terms of link availability. Finally, our own measurements confirm the accuracy of the prediction based on ITU-R P.530-13 with acceptable error margin.
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Ultra-wideband Spatio-temporal Channel Sounding with Use of an OFDM Signal in an Indoor Environment
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Abstract—Microwave vector network analyzers (VNAs) have been widely used as ultra-wideband (UWB) channel sounders. However, channel sounders using VNAs have some limitations: there is only one snapshot and incoming waves tend to be strongly correlated due to sounding signals of sine waves. To overcome the above issues, a UWB spatio-temporal channel sounder, employing an orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) signal and virtual array antenna, was developed along with a proposed technique for estimating time-of-arrival (TOA) and angle-of-arrival (AOA) of UWB OFDM signals. In the prototype sounder, the bandwidth of the OFDM signal was 500 MHz (3.25–3.75 GHz). The received collinear virtual array antenna consisted of 8 elements with spacing of 40 mm. The TOAs were calculated by correlating the received waveforms with a transmitting template waveform. The AOAs were derived by extending a multiple signal classification (MUSIC) algorithm and an angular histogram method. Comparisons were carried out between the VNA- and the OFDM-based channel sounders in terms of experimental estimation of TOAs and AOAs in an indoor three-path environment. Delay profiles and AOA estimation results agreed reasonably well with ray tracing calculations and the proposed design of the OFDM-based channel sounder was validated.

1. INTRODUCTION
Representative results of channel sounding have been presented in [1–4] for wideband and [5–9] for ultra-wideband (UWB). A microwave vector network analyzer (VNA) and a single-element antenna with a spatial scanner, which conforms to a synthetic aperture, are widely used structures to measure the spatial distribution of transfer functions [9]. However, channel sounders using VNAs have some limitations: there is only one snapshot, incoming waves tend to be strongly correlated due to sounding signals of sine waves, and the sounding signals are do not correspond to actual signals of wireless communications. To overcome the above issues, a UWB spatio-temporal channel sounder, employing an orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) signal and a virtual array antenna, was developed along with a proposed technique for estimating time-of-arrival (TOA) and angle-of-arrival (AOA) estimation technique of UWB OFDM signals. Experiments were carried out [10] in a radio anechoic chamber to compare this OFDM-based channel sounder with a conventional VNA-based and a pseudo-noise-based channel sounders to verify the effectiveness of the proposal. This paper presents another comparison in an indoor three-path environment between VNA- and OFDM-based channel sounders in terms of experimental estimation of TOAs and AOAs.

Our underlying motivation is to apply it to a detect-and-avoid cognitive radio system [11]. The proposed sounder is capable of estimating the spectrum and AOA of an in-band (narrowband) signal as well as sounding the desired UWB signal itself [12]. To avoid interference, a spectral hole can be created within an OFDM signal by nulling subcarriers corresponding the estimated spectrum; the antenna beam can be steered to direct the null(s) to the AOA.

2. VNA- AND OFDM-BASED UWB CHANNEL SOUNDERS
The block diagrams of the VNA- and OFDM-based sounder are depicted in Fig. 1. In the VNA-based sounder, the VNA acts as a transceiver, as shown in Fig. 1(a). Omnidirectional antennas yielding a low voltage standing wave ratio (< 1.3) and very short group delay (< 0.1 ns) [13] were employed for transmission and reception in both systems. The receiving antenna was a virtual array using the omnidirectional antenna as an element that was scanned with a precise mechanical scanner.

In the prototype sounder, the transmitter of the sounder consisted of an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG), an orthogonal modulator, a microwave local oscillator, and a power amplifier, as shown in Fig. 1(b). A 500-MHz baseband OFDM signal was generated with a 2.5-Gsamples/s, 8-bit AWG. Next, a 3.5-GHz carrier frequency was modulated with the OFDM signal by using the orthogonal modulator, and the resulting radiofrequency UWB OFDM signal was amplified.
to feed a transmitting antenna. The received signal was amplified with a low noise amplifier, demodulated with an orthogonal demodulator, and analog-to-digital converted and recorded with a 2.5-Gsamples/s, 8-bit digital storage oscilloscope (DSO). The typical signal-to-noise ratio of this system was 30 dB at a distance of 3 meters between the transmitting and the receiving antennas. The whole system was controlled by a personal computer (PC). The data recorded in the DSO was sent to and analyzed off-line by the PC.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The sounding signals of the VNA-based sounder are discrete sine waves in a frequency domain. The signals occupied a bandwidth of 500 MHz and its center frequency was 3.5 GHz. The number of points and IF bandwidth were set to 501 pts and 100 Hz, as listed in Table 1.

The sounding signals of the OFDM-based sounder complied with one of the subbands specified in Multiband OFDM (MB-OFDM) [14] — one of the UWB communication standards. Signal processing software, SPW® [15], numerically generated the OFDM signal data, from which the AWG generated the actual signal. The bandwidth of the OFDM signal was 500 MHz and its center frequency was 3.5 GHz. The number of subcarriers was 128; the lengths of a guard interval, the OFDM symbol, and the total symbol were 32 chips, 32 OFDM symbols, and 160 chips, respectively. The length of one OFDM burst was 5120 chips, which corresponded to 10.24 µs (\(= 2 \text{ ns/chip} \times 5120 \text{ chips}\)). The OFDM signal parameters are listed in Table 2.

Propagation measurement was carried out in an indoor three-path environment. Two planar reflectors were placed in the room to create reflected waves, as shown in Fig. 2. The antennas used for transmission and reception were vertically polarized. The received collinear virtual array

![Figure 1: The block diagrams of the (a) VNA- and (b) OFDM-based UWB spatio-temporal channel sounder.](image1)

![Figure 2: The measurement environment.](image2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Center Frequency</th>
<th>3.5 GHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>500 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of points</td>
<td>501 pts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF bandwidth</td>
<td>100 Hz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modulation scheme</th>
<th>QPSK-OFDM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PN code length</td>
<td>32 OFDM symbols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of subcarriers</td>
<td>128 chips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guard interval length</td>
<td>32 chips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burst length</td>
<td>5120 chips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling rate</td>
<td>2.5 Gsps (5-times oversampling)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: VNA signal parameters.

Table 2: OFDM signal parameters.
antenna consisted of 8 elements, and the element spacing was 40 mm.

4. RESULTS

The TOAs were calculated by correlating the received waveforms with a transmitting template waveform. The AOAs were derived by extending a multiple signal classification (MUSIC) algorithm and an angular histogram method [5]. Comparison was made between the VNA- and the OFDM-based channel sounders in terms of experimental estimation of TOAs and AOAs in an indoor three-path environment. The excess delay times and AOAs of the second and third wave were calculated with a ray tracing method at 2.3 ns and 4.9 ns, and $-40^\circ$ and $53^\circ$, respectively. In the VNA-based and OFDM-based channel sounder, the delay time of the second and the third waves were respectively estimated at 2.5 ns and 5.0 ns, and 2.8 ns and 6.0 ns, as shown in Fig. 3. Considering the time resolution of these systems = 0.4 ns, both delay profiles agreed reasonably well with the ray tracing calculation. Estimation results of the AOA (assuming three waves) also agreed reasonably well with ray tracing, as shown in Fig. 4. The design of the proposed OFDM-based channel sounder was validated.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Comparison was carried out between VNA- and OFDM-based channel sounders in terms of experimental estimation of TOAs and AOAs in an indoor three-path environment. The results of TOA and AOA estimation agreed reasonably well with ray tracing calculations. The proposed OFDM-based channel sounder was demonstrated to nearly equal the VNA-based channel sounder. Future works include replacement of the virtual array by a multiple antenna systems and experimental validation of its DAA function.
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Abstract—The world is undergoing electromagnetic revolution with many frequencies used for a variety of wireless devices. Recently, the emergence of Wi-Fi technologies deployed in schools, offices and other public places raised a lot of concern by the general public on the magnitude and safety of this exposure. To this effect, in situ measurements were conducted at various Wi-Fi access points at both academic and students’ residential areas in Universiti Putra Malaysia, Serdang, Selangor, Malaysia. An RF survey meter with tri-axis probe and a spectrum analyzer were used to carry out measurements at far field distance for 6 minutes average time. Various locations were investigated and it is found that the highest and the lowest readings obtained during the downloading and uploading activities were 5.63 V/m and 0.37 V/m, respectively. These readings are far below the ICNIRP reference guidelines for exposure to general public, i.e., 61 V/m for 2.46 GHz Wi-Fi operating frequency.

1. INTRODUCTION

Wireless Fidelity or popularly known as Wi-Fi is one of the new technologies that are widely used by both the young and the aged. This new technology enable users to communicate to internet from any place such as offices, homes, in space and any place without the hassles of plugging wires. Locations where users can connect to wireless networks are called Wi-Fi hotspots. The most popular Wi-Fi technology such as 803.11b operates at frequency range of 2.40 GHz to 2.4835 GHz. The network devices providing the Wi-Fi air interface between the broadband network and the user terminal is called Wi-Fi access point (Wi-Fi AP), which is a radio transceiver itself. The use of Wi-Fi services for private purposes is covered by an exemption order, but the provision of it to public in some countries is permissible under a class of license provided that the services do not cross the public streets or unleashed government lands. For these public purposes a fixed carrier license is required.

Regulations were given by international bodies and scientific communities in terms of maximum exposure allowed [1–4]. However, even with much lower exposure, the energy emitted from radio frequency (RF) and microwave frequencies has unwanted side effects [5–9]. To date, there are no studies adequately done on effect of exposure to Wi-Fi. However, there are similar studies on the frequencies around the frequencies of operation of Wi-Fi resulting on complicating conclusions. Yet attempts were made by some countries to turn their cities to e-cities with Wi-Fi technologies thereby exposing the greater populace to radio frequency radiation (RFR). Few studies were performed on the RFR emitted by Wi-Fi hotspots as in [10–12], with none is done in Malaysia being one of the leading nation in South East Asia that employ the use of this technology in almost all facet of life, has motivated this research. Another factor is the public concern and the exposure of the members of staff of university community and students spending extensive amounts of time in buildings in which Wi-Fi networks has been established made us to investigate the RFR levels at both the Faculty of Engineering and the 10th college student hostel putting into consideration the activity levels, RFR emission from both the routers and the Wi-Fi APs during the time of measurements. A controlled environment was also used to carry out the experiment during the downloading and uploading activities to validate the practical measurements results. Note that both Faculty of Engineering and the 10th college student hostel are located at Universiti Putra Malaysia, Serdang, Selangor, Malaysia.

2. MATERIALS AND METHOD

Measurements were performed at 10 different points within the Faculty of Engineering and 10th college student hostel, following the experimental protocol as in [13]. The instruments used were the
PMM8053A Broadband RF survey meter with a frequency range of 100 kHz to 3 GHz and electric field measurement range from 10 mV/m to 100 V/m. The RF survey meter has a tri-axis probe. A laptop is used to retrieve the field strength information from the meter. A spectrum analyzer SA 9270A of frequency range 9 kHz to 2.9 GHz was used to determine the dominant operating Wi-Fi frequency. This meant for the dominant exposure level to be found. Having determined that, the RF survey meter operating in broadband is used to measure the field strength. Figure 1 shows the set-up of the measurement procedure at Wi-Fi APs 1 to 9, while Figure 2 illustrated the set up for a controlled experiment carried out in the 8th floor Laboratory at Wi-Fi AP 10. The far field approximate points were determined numerically using the far field equation as in (1), where $r$ is the distance from observation point, $r_n$ is the distance in m, $D$ is the maximum dimension of the antenna and $\lambda$ is the operating wavelength.

$$r > r_n = \frac{D^2}{2\lambda}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Note that the Wi-Fi APs used in Universiti Putra Malaysia campuses were Omnidirectional of two types, i.e., ceiling and wall mounted. The antenna were made from Cisco with operating frequency of 2.46 GHz, a gain of 5.2 dBi and approximate length of 15 cm. Hence, the far field was found to begin at 0.1 m. Therefore, electric field measurements were performed at 0.2 m, 0.4 m, and 1 m distances. Equation (2) was also used to validate the field measurements at various distances, were $E$ is the magnitude of the electric field strength in V/m, $P$ is the power of the source in W, and $r$ is the radial distance.

$$E = \frac{1}{2\pi} \left( \frac{377 \times P}{\pi} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The measurements from the controlled experiment were validated by estimating the polarization of the signals from the Wi-Fi router. This was achieved by repeatedly engaging the network with downloading and uploading activities while the antenna of the router was set at different angles of rotation. The orientation of the antenna with maximum readings was noted to indicate that the antenna was aligned with the polarization of the emission. The measurements were taken by keeping the Wi-Fi router and the computer at a fixed point of a reasonable distance apart. Note that the computer was used for downloading and uploading activities while measurements were taken with the RF survey meter at 0.2 m, 0.4 m, and 1 m distances each for 2 minutes. Then, the router and the RF survey meter were kept fixed and the laptop was moved at a distances of 0.2 m, 0.4 m and 1 m, respectively. In both cases the readings were taken during downloading and uploading activities.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Based on the far field determination using (1) and (2), measurements were conducted at 0.2, 0.4 and 1 m distances at all the 10 Wi-Fi APs, where the results are as in Tables 1 to 11. At each location, the maximum, minimum and average values of the electric field magnitude are determined.
against time. Also, their percentage differences with ICNIRP standard for general public exposure are calculated, i.e., 61 V/m for 2.46 GHz Wi-Fi operating frequency.

At the Faculty of Engineering, it is found that the highest field strength of 5.16 V/m was obtained at Wi-Fi AP 3, situated between the two Lecture Halls 6 and 7. This corresponds to 8.5% of ICNIRP reference level for exposure to general public. The lowest readings of 0.37 V/m corresponding to 0.6% ICNIRP guidelines were obtained at Wi-Fi AP 1.

At the student’s hostel, it is demonstrated that the highest reading is obtained at 4.51 V/m, i.e., at Wi-Fi AP 8, Wing C in 10th college which represents 7.4% of the ICNIRP reference level for exposure to general public. While, the lowest reading of 1.3 V/m at a distance of 1 m away from Wi-Fi AP 7, Wing B in 10th college was recorded where this is only 2.1% ICNIRP reference level.

The controlled environment results obtained at Wi-Fi AP 10, 8th Floor Laboratory, Faculty of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance from APs to the RF Survey Meter, $r$ (m)</th>
<th>Measured Electric Field Strength (V/m)</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Results obtained for Wi-Fi AP 1 at Cafeteria, Faculty of Engineering.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance from APs to the RF Survey Meter, $r$ (m)</th>
<th>Measured Electric Field Strength (V/m)</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Results obtained for Wi-Fi AP 2 in front of Lecture Hall 4, Faculty of Engineering.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance from APs to the RF Survey Meter, $r$ (m)</th>
<th>Measured Electric Field Strength (V/m)</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>5.16</td>
<td>1.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Results obtained for Wi-Fi AP 3 between Lecture Halls 6 and 7, Faculty of Engineering.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance from APs to the RF Survey Meter, $r$ (m)</th>
<th>Measured Electric Field Strength (V/m)</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0*</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note that, the downloading and uploading activities were simulated at this distance at the time of measurement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance from APs to the RF Survey Meter, $r$ (m)</th>
<th>Measured Electric Field Strength (V/m)</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Results obtained for Wi-Fi AP 5 between Lecture Hall 8 and Research Division, Faculty of Engineering.
Table 6: Results obtained for Wi-Fi AP 6 at Wing A of 10th college student hostel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance from APs to the RF Survey Meter, $r$ (m)</th>
<th>Measured Electric Field Strength (V/m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>Maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0#</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0$^b$</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that, the measurement is done at empty room 310.

Note that, the measurement is done at room 309 during two students are inside the room, and downloading and uploading activities are available at that time.

Table 7: Results obtained for Wi-Fi AP 7 at Wing B of 10th college student hostel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance from APs to the RF Survey Meter, $r$ (m)</th>
<th>Measured Electric Field Strength (V/m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>Maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Results obtained for Wi-Fi AP 8 at Wing C 10th of 10th college student hostel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance from APs to the RF Survey Meter, $r$ (m)</th>
<th>Measured Electric Field Strength (V/m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>Maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: Results obtained for Wi-Fi AP 9 at Wing D of 10th college student hostel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance from APs to the RF Survey Meter, $r$ (m)</th>
<th>Measured Electric Field Strength (V/m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>Maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: Results obtained for Wi-Fi AP 10 at 8th Floor Laboratory when in NON-ACTIVE mode at Faculty of Engineering.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance from APs to the RF Survey Meter, $r$ (m)</th>
<th>Measured Electric Field Strength (V/m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>Maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11: Results obtained for Wi-Fi AP 10 at 8th Floor Laboratory when in ACTIVE mode at Faculty of Engineering.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance from APs to the RF Survey Meter, $r$ (m)</th>
<th>Measured Electric Field Strength (V/m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>Maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Engineering while keeping the computer and the Wi-Fi router at constant position and moving the RF survey meter away from the router are as listed in Tables Xa and Xb for non-active and active modes, respectively. Note that there is no downloading and uploading activity during the non-active mode and vice versa during the active mode. The highest electric field strength is obtained at 0.2 m, i.e., 5.63 V/m, and this field strength decreases as one move away from the AP with low readings of 1.13 V/m found at 1 m, corresponding to 5.9%, and 1.3% respectively, of the ICNIRP guidelines for public exposure. While keeping the Wi-Fi router and RF survey meter at 1 m apart ($r = 1$) and moving the computer, it is found that the highest electric field strength is obtained at 0.2 m, i.e., 4.09 V/m, and again the field strength decreases to 0.54 V/m at 1 m away where these are 6.7% and 0.1% respectively, of the ICNIRP guidelines for exposure to general public at 2.46 GHz operating frequency of Wi-Fi technology.

The electric field magnitudes measured in this work are found to be much lower than the ICNIRP standard general public exposure where the calculations are done in a fraction of the standard and presented in percentage values. These regardless the maximum, minimum and average values of the measured electric field magnitudes. The proximity of the Wi-Fi APs and the Wi-Fi routers to the point of downloading and uploading activities should be as far as possible as results obtained demonstrated that, the magnitude of the electric field generated at these APs are highly depending on the downloading and uploading activities levels as well as the distance one person is from an AP. It was also found that the electromagnetic field strength was higher adjacent to the Wi-Fi router rather than near to the computer, as been illustrated by a controlled experiment at Wi-Fi AP 10. This is due to the higher duty cycle at the base station as it serves as the hub in communications with many computers. These results are comparable to the findings in [10, 11] and will no doubt help in various campaign carried out about the fears of citing Wi-Fi hotspots in schools and residential areas.

4. CONCLUSION

Wi-Fi RF exposure assessment was done at Faculty of Engineering and 10th college student hostel, where both are located in Universiti Putra Malaysia, Serdang, Selangor, Malaysia. The frequency of operation of the Wi-Fi is 2.46 GHz which belongs to the IEEE 802.11g unlicensed frequency. The measured results obtained demonstrated that the highest readings to be 5.63 V/m and the lowest was 0.37 V/m. These readings were however much below the 61 V/m ICNIRP reference guidelines for general public. However care should be taken as these APs are very close to the students rooms at about 1.5 m away and the exposure are for 24 hours a day. While, in the case of academic areas people are only exposed to about 8 hours per day where the ICNIRP guidelines adopted by Malaysian government are meant to safeguard against short term thermal effect only. Generally, the electric field intensity is highly depending on the downloading and uploading activity levels, and the distance one person is from the Wi-Fi APs and the Wi-Fi routers. The extent of the exposure at any point was found to be a function of both the field emission and the distance of the transmitters.
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Abstract — The number of wireless systems developed for automotive applications increases for security and comfort considerations. Among these applications, the wireless automotive access systems (Wireless Access Systems: WAS) and the direct intelligent tire information system (Tire Pressure Monitoring System: TPMS) have expanded considerably. The emitted (from the badge or the wheel units) waves change in phase and power according to the Multi-path propagation and produces both destructive and constructive behaviors all along the channel and particularly at the receiver side. These environment and operating considerations increase the radio-link budget complexity, and contribute to degrade the global transmission quality of the systems. It is then necessary to develop non disturbing measurement techniques to avoid interaction between the measurement setup and the measured fields. The purpose of this study is to provide an innovating space characterization technique for TPMS and WAS, to characterize the received power distribution inside and around the vehicle.

1. INTRODUCTION

The high potential of accident prevention by using an intelligent tire system can be clearly seen through the different accident analysis. It has been shown that adverse road conditions, tire defects or their combination play an important role in road accidents. Moreover the decrease in the number of fatalities, provided that the entire car fleet is equipped with intelligent tire systems, could be significantly improved by preventing at least 10\% of accidents. This would mean that over 4 000 life’s could be saved every year in European countries. As shown in Figure 1(a) TPM System corresponds to a wireless communication between a transmitter module \((T_X)\) fixed in each tire of the car, next called “Wheel unit” and a receiver \((R_X)\) [1]. For the detection of the tire inflation problems, the “Wheel Unit” includes different electronic sensors (temperature, pressure, acceleration . . . ). The data are collected by the receiver where the different wheel unit frames from each tire are decoded by the control unit. Then a graphical display informs the driver with the pressure and temperature variations.

The car access systems operate the bilateral link LF/RF, by sending the different commands at 315 MHz or 434 MHz [2]. The signals are related to an electronic code featuring the key to control the vehicle (lock/unlock of doors and the trunk release, start of the engine, . . . ). As shown in Figure 1(b), automotive PAssive Start and Entry system (PASE) module generates a low frequency wake-up message (at 125 kHz) from the car towards the badge, and a RF challenge signal communicates back from the badge to the car at triggering event. The free radio license frequency of 434 MHz is chosen for this study [3].

2. RF SOURCE CHARACTERIZATION FOR TPMS IN NEAR FIELD

The radiofrequency source contains different elements which affect significantly the overall performance of the RF radio-link budget [4, 5]. Therefore, it is compulsorily to take in account the electromagnetic influence of each component influencing the field distribution of a radiofrequency source for TPMS (the antenna pattern, the rim, the tire and the ground). The main elements of the near field probing system are shown in Figure 2.

The full wheel with the ground influence is estimated in near field and reported in Figure 3. The near field measurements are performed for two different positions of the sensor at 90\(\circ\) (middle height of the wheel) and 180\(\circ\) (bottom of the wheel). The field distribution using a metallic plate as a ground put forward a distributed radiating source, whatever the position of the sensor. The presence of metallic walls close to the emitting module alters its radiating pattern. Other studies at higher RF frequencies show a larger number of distributed sources around the wheel unit, according to a distance close to the half-wavelength of the carrier \(\lambda/2\).
The measured power in near field varies between $-67$ dBm and $-46$ dBm (power dynamic range of 21 dB). Furthermore, the lumped source is divided into four main zones due to the reflections generated by the ground.

### 3. RADIO COVERAGE CHARACTERIZATION FOR TIRE PRESSURE MONITORING SYSTEMS

An efficient probing system for TPMS must provide a complete and reliable analysis of the radiofrequency channel. Thus, it is necessary to implement non disturbing measurement techniques to avoid harmful effects and to ensure an efficient field probing.

The principal elements constituting the characterization system for TPMS are:

- **RF Transceiver system**: is activated by LF commands, the wheel unit generates a pure carrier at 433.92 MHz during four minutes to ascertain a stable signal level for one wheel rotation.
- **Reception system**: is moved in eight different positions inside the sounded zone. For each receiver location we collect the angular power variation over three wheel turns. The receiver computes the RSSI values (Received Signal Strength Indicator).
- **Transmission link**: the harnesses have harmful effects on the electromagnetic measurements. Hence, a fiber optic link is used to connect the probed zone to the acquisition system without perturbations.
- Encoder angle: attached on a wheel and allows measuring precisely the angular variation of the probed wheel.
- Winch: pulls the probed vehicle with a constant speed (0.017 m/s) to ensure a complete wheel rotation with a high angular resolution (10 RSSI per degree).
- Acquisition system: developed software acquires the measured field from the receiver versus the rotation.
- Post processing: interpolate various measurement data with MATLAB and establish a spatial mapping of the internal coverage versus the angular sensor position and versus the space variation.

The field variation of the channel is measured versus space and wheel rotation angle for TPMS. The high resolution sounding system allows to track the channel variations and to locate fading effects. Optical components are used to get an accurate non disturbing field measurement technique. The RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator) collected at each reception cell is emitted through an optical fiber system which constituted with an optical transmitter, a receiver and a fiber link. The sounded zones are then presented versus a two dimensions diagram inside the vehicle close to the expected reception zone. The absence of any metallic cable (as usually used in dedicated setups) prevents from any interaction of the probing technique with the EM distribution close to the receiver or in the channel of propagation. Figure 5 shows a three dimensional representation of the collected radiofrequency power for a given TPMS emitter (wheel unit). The power variations

Figure 3: Near ground influence in near field measurement conditions (the sensor location is given by the black circle).

Figure 4: TPMS measurement setup for the inside coverage.
Figure 5: Radiofrequency channel variation in function of the distance and the wheel rotation.

Figure 6: (a) WAS measurement setup for the outside coverage. (b) Measured power around the car for the horizontal polarization. $R_{\text{min}} = 2\,\text{m}$ and $R_{\text{max}} = 6\,\text{m}$.

are measured versus the rotation angle (wheel unit’s emitter) and the antenna position (receiver location). The channel profile is unique for each wheel position and vehicle type.

It can be seen in Figure 5 that the multi-paths phenomena generates a stronger field variation. Further, some signal fading (zone with power is lower than the sensitivity threshold: $-90\,\text{dBm}$) can be observed in the measured channel profile.

4. RADIO COVERAGE CHARACTERIZATION FOR WIRELESS ACCESS SYSTEMS

Various environmental parameters affect considerably the signal reception for WAS (Wireless Access Systems):

- Ground: the overall performance of an antenna system is extensively modified by the presence of the ground beneath it (power fail is observed for the horizontal polarization at $1.7\,\text{m}$ in our systems).
- Path Loss: the measured path loss value is approximately $30\,\text{dB}$ at $16\,\text{m}$ from the transmitter.
- Vehicle structure: affects significantly the radiation patterns for both polarizations.
- Human body: decreases the antenna efficiency and deforms its pattern.

An effective measurement setup for the Wireless Access System is used to characterize the RF coverage around the vehicle and to track all space-angular fading. The measurement setup consists of five aim elements (shown in Figure 6(a)).

- Round table: turns the tested vehicle with a constant angular speed.
- Transceiver system: the badge is moved in 28 different positions from 2 to 6 m (the shift of the badge is about λ/4). For each badge location, we collect the angular power variation (0° to 360°).
- Receiver and post processing: collect the RSSI values and establish a 2D polar mapping of the external coverage.

A no-disturbed RF coverage in a defined zone outside vehicle (2 to 6 m) is shown in Figure 6(b). We notice that the received power varies importantly as function of the badge position around the vehicle.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Full innovating probing techniques were applied to characterize the field distribution in and around the vehicle. The presented procedures are used to model effectively the RF channel behavior inside the vehicle (versus the space location and the angle rotation) for TPMS and outside the vehicle for WAS (versus the badge position). An optical link is used to connect the probed zone to the acquisition system without creating any perturbation, and enabling to get an accurate field value. Based on the high measurement resolution, this technique allows to locate all signal fading effects. The probed zones are then mapped versus two dimensions polar diagram to define the suitable receiver position in order to improve the RF coverage. On the basis of the different experiments versus several car configurations (presence of many passengers, tire manufacturer, rim sizes ...), we have proposed matched strategies for improving the reliability of PASE and TPMS systems [6]: time diversity, space diversity or polarization diversity techniques have provided improvements up to 12 dB.
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Abstract—The performance comparison off the three most feasible multiple access techniques proposed for fourth generation wireless communication systems, i.e., Orthogonal Frequency and Code Division Multiplexing (OFCDM), Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM), and Multi-Carrier Code Division Multiple Access (MC-CDMA) is evaluated. The objective is to find the most suitable technique for implementation in 4G Communication Systems. The modems of OFDM, MC-CDMA and OFCDM have been redesigned and performance is analyzed in terms of probability of error. The results reveal that OFCDM provides the lowest BER for a given SNR.

1. INTRODUCTION
The two main candidates for fourth generation (4G) mobile communication systems are WiMAX 802.16e and Long Term Evolution (LTE) Advanced initially endorsed by ITU-R enabling true broadband services with transmission rates up to 100 Mbps with full mobility and 1 Gbps with limited mobility [1–3]. However, none of these systems support such higher transmission rates. The major hindrance is the weak ‘Resource Accessing’ techniques used at the physical layer of the incumbent systems, which either rely on FDMA, TDMA and DS-CDMA or combination of them, to provide access to multiple users. There have been several proposals including Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM), Multi-Carrier Code Division Multiple-Access (MC-CDMA) and Orthogonal Frequency & Code Division Multiplexing (OFCDM) for the adoption as multiple access techniques [4–6]. MC-CDMA has been thoroughly explained in [4, 6]. The motivation was to combine the advantages of multicarrier transmission with the ability of CDMA to accommodate a greater number of users. Later, a combination of multicarrier transmission with two-dimensional spreading named Orthogonal Frequency & Code Division Multiplexing (OFCDM) is introduced by [5]. The authors in [5] have advocated the use of OFCDM for future 4G mobile communications by providing its basic structure and main functions over OFDM system. However, the authors do not take into account the consideration that the MC-CDMA is also a potential technique for 4G mobile communications. A comparison of OFCDM with MC-CDMA would have been more appropriate. Motivated by their work we compare, in this paper, the performance of OFCDM, OFDM and MC-CDMA systems, keeping the aim to find the suitable technique for implementation in 4G systems. The modems of OFDM, MC-CDMA and OFCDM have been redesigned and the performance is simulated under a practical 6-tap frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channel.

2. SIGNAL STRUCTURE COMPARISON
The structure for an OFDM symbol is shown in Figure 1, where it is assumed that the multicarrier transmission consists of four subcarriers, i.e., \( N_c = 4 \). Multiple access can be provided to users by either allocating each user a particular subcarrier for transmission, i.e., FDMA, illustrated in Figure 1(a), or by allocating all subcarriers to a user for a particular yet a reasonable amount of time, i.e., TDMA, illustrated in Figure 1(b). The signal structure for an MC-CDMA symbol accommodating a single user is illustrated in Figure 2(a). The MC-CDMA symbol is generated as follows: A block of real-valued BPSK modulated symbol, assuming \( \{+1\} \) here from \( \{+1, -1\} \), is repeated onto the subcarriers. The data is then spread by a frequency-domain spreading sequence, \( \{+1, -1, +1, -1\} \) with the spreading factor \( SF_{freq} = 4 \). The number of subcarriers \( N_c \) and \( SF_{freq} \) have been chosen to be equal, however, \( SF_{freq} < N_c \) is also possible. A key observation in the signal structure of MC-CDMA is that spreading in frequency domain does not require additional bandwidth, which is in contrast to DS-CDMA [4]. Figure 2(b) shows the signal structure of an MC-CDMA symbol that accommodates four users over the same number of subcarriers; by multiplexing the data of each user over the frequency-power axis. Since there is a requirement for a synchronous
3. SYSTEM COMPARISON

The transmitter structure for OFDM is shown in Figure 4(a), where user data, as a serial stream of bits, is modulated by a suitable digital modulation technique and then converted from a serial stream into $N_c$ parallel sub-streams. Each stream will be up-converted by carriers that are orthogonal to each other. This is performed by applying the IDFT algorithm onto the parallel sub-

link for MC-CDMA [4,6], orthogonal sequences like Walsh, OVSF and Zadoff-Chu are preferred over non-orthogonal sequences [4].

An illustration of signal structure of an OFCDM symbol is shown in Figure 3(a). OFCDM can be implemented in two basic ways, i.e., by first implementing DS-CDMA followed by MC-CDMA or vice versa. For our implementation we have chosen the former, with the generation of symbol as follows: A block of BPSK modulated symbol, assuming $\{+1\}$ here from $\{+1, -1\}$ is spread in time domain, over the power-time axes, by a spreading code $\{+1, -1\}$, with a spreading factor $SF_{time} = 2$. Next, every chip of the spread sequence is repeated onto the four subcarriers. This data is subsequently spread in the frequency-domain by a spreading sequence $\{+1, -1, -1, -1\}$ with the spreading factor $SF_{time} = 4$ to yield a signal whose power has been spread over two dimensions. OFCDM provides access to users by allocating a block of the 2D symbol. The spreading factor for a user is therefore the product of the factors of both domains, given as $SF = SF_{time} \times SF_{freq}$. In Figure 3(b), the signal structure for an OFCDM symbol is shown, which accommodates 8 users with $SF_{time} = 2$ and $SF_{freq} = 4$ ($SF = 8$). It can be inferred by comparison between the signal structures of the three techniques that OFCDM provides the best utilization of physical layer resources by accommodating a greater number of users. Another significant revelation is that an OFCDM symbol can be downgraded to either an MC-CDMA symbol by using $SF_{time} = 1$ and even to an OFDM symbol by using $SF_{time} = 1$ and $SF_{freq} = 1$. For comparison between OFDM and OFCDMA the reader is advised to [6, Figure 1].
streams. A part of the signal’s tail is copied to its front, therefore prefix, before sending it through the channel. This helps in creating a guard space in the time-domain for delayed multipath signals and prevents successive symbols interfering with each other. The transmitter for MC-CDMA, illustrated in Figure 4(b), is similar to that of OFDM. Data bits are modulated and repeated onto \( N_c \) parallel streams. After that, each sub-stream is multiplied by a chip of a unique spreading sequence. This step would perform the objective of multiplexing in the frequency-domain. The transmitter for OFCDM is illustrated in Figure 4(b). Data bits are modulated and spread in the time domain by a sequence of spreading factor \( SF_{\text{time}} \). This step would perform the objective of multiplexing in the time domain. The second part of 2D spreading is in the frequency domain, which can be implemented by repeating each chip of the spread sequence onto \( N_c \) parallel streams. Similar to MC-CDMA, each stream is multiplied by a chip of a spreading sequence. The final part of the OFCDM transmitter is to implement OFDM transmission described in the previous section.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS
The bit error rate was computed by varying the Energy-of-Bit-to-Noise-ratio \( (E_b/N_0) \) over a 6-tap Rayleigh distributed static channel with taps, \([0.89, 0.71, 0.56, 0.45, 0.35, 0.28]\). Perfect channel estimation was assumed for equalization at the receiver so that the BER performance of the access techniques alone could be observed. The performance comparison for the equalizers has been illustrated in Figure 5, where OFDM, MC-CDMA and OFCDM transceivers have been designed with both types of equalizers. The spreading factor for MC-CDMA and OFCDM was kept constant at 8.
It was observed that MMSE equalizer in general performs better than ZF equalizer. Interestingly, OFCDM with ZF equalizer had a better performance than MC-CDMA MMSE at low values of $E_b/N_0$, but beyond 12 dB, MC-CDMA MMSE’s BER fell drastically with respect to $E_b/N_0$. However, OFCDM MMSE continues to perform better than MC-CDMA MMSE. With the Zero Forcing equalizer, the performance of MC-CDMA is similar to that of the performance of OFDM.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We elaborated in detail the signal structure of OFDM, MC-CDMA and OFCDM and it was established that OFCDM is in fact, a superset for OFDM and MC-CDMA. The techniques were then compared in terms of bit-error-rate performance, which was estimated over a 6-tap frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channel using the Monte Carlo randomization method. The results demonstrated that OFCDM provides the lowest BER for a given $E_b/N_0$ as compared to the other two techniques. Results also show that the selection of a higher spreading factor for frequency-domain spreading led to an increase in the BER when the channel chosen to be highly frequency-selective and a higher spreading factor for time-domain spreading led to an increase in the requirement for the number of subcarriers.
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Abstract—High-amperage welding currents of resistance welding equipment cause intense magnetic fields. As a consequence, the occurring magnetic field exposure of operators has to be assessed. In the paper existing procedures to evaluate the magnetic field exposure of resistance welders and to prove compliance with given limits are illustrated taking exposure-influencing design aspects into account. The evaluation procedures include the consideration of basic restrictions established for current density values occurring inside a human body and reference levels established for magnetic flux density values and other quantities occurring in the workplace area.

1. INTRODUCTION

Considering the evaluation of occurring exposures of the general public or occupational field exposures to electric, magnetic or electromagnetic fields, relevant regulations have to be taken into account and compliance with given limits has to be ensured to avoid any health hazards for humans. The limits are based on scientifically proven effects of field exposure. Effects, which are only assumed or not proven, do not provide a basis for limits. In the low-frequency range the stimulation of excitable body tissues is a proven effect which may occur as a consequence of exposure to extremely intense electric or magnetic fields [1].

Resistance welding is a widespread joining process in automotive industry and other fields of manufacturing. In resistance welding, e.g., in spot welding processes, welding currents in the kA range are applied resulting in intense magnetic fields in the vicinity of the equipment. Besides welding robots also man-operated welding machines and hand-held welding guns are widely used. Despite the intense magnetic fields in the working area of operators of resistance welding equipment, there is no information about occurrence of stimulation effects and incidence of diseases among resistance welders caused by magnetic field exposure due to statements of occupational physicians. Nevertheless, compliance with the existing field exposure limits has to be guaranteed by the employers. Hence, the procedures which are given in the relevant regulations have to be applied to carry out the inevitable exposure assessment.

2. RELEVANT GUIDELINES AND REGULATIONS

In 1998, the International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) published its “Guidelines for limiting exposure to time-varying electric, magnetic, and electromagnetic fields” [1], which have been regarded as the fundamental regulation since then. In the ICNIRP guidelines frequency-dependent exposure limits are given in form of unperturbed RMS values relating to sinusoidal fields. Limit values of the electric current density occurring in the tissues of a human body exposed to an electric or a magnetic field are defined as basic restrictions. Since it is not possible to measure the current density inside the body, a current-density based field exposure assessment requires calculations based on adequate modeling of the effects of field exposure which occur inside a human body. To enable an alternative evaluation, limit values (named reference levels) for measurable quantities like electric and magnetic field strength and magnetic flux density have been derived from the basic restrictions.

From ICNIRP guidelines, a directive of the European Parliament concerning the protection of employees against risks arising from electromagnetic fields [2] was deduced. In this directive the frequency-dependent exposure limits of ICNIRP guidelines were adopted. The concrete exposure assessment, measurement and calculation shall be ruled by European Standards. The directive should come into force in the EU member states by adoption into national law until 2008. Meanwhile the ICNIRP guidelines are subject of revision (so, there is a new draft concerning exposure to time-varying fields in the frequency range 1 Hz to 100 kHz [3]) and the EU directive shall become effective in an amended version in 2012. Nevertheless, the process of establishing related standards is under way.
According to the EU directive, member states may employ other scientifically-based standards or guidelines for the evaluation of field exposure of workers until harmonized standards from CEN-ELEC cover all relevant situations. The German safety regulation on occupational field exposure BGV B11 “Electromagnetic Fields” [4] represents such a scientifically-based guideline. In this regulation additionally to exposure limits for continuous sinusoidal fields also instructions for assessment of exposure to time-varying fields with pulsed waveforms are given.

3. EXPOSURE ASSESSMENT CONSIDERING REFERENCE LEVELS

Since electric field strength and current density inside a human body cannot be measured, the field exposure can also be evaluated based on the quantities electric and magnetic field strength and magnetic flux density outside the body, as mentioned above. Performing the evaluation procedure, the values of the relevant quantity occurring in the area of the considered workplace have to be compared to the respective reference level. These reference levels are derived from the basic restrictions for worst-case exposure conditions. Consequently, compliance with the reference levels will ensure compliance with the basic restrictions. In the case of low-frequency magnetic fields the magnetic flux density $B$ is mostly used as the basis for evaluation of field exposure.

As a special aspect, it has to be considered that, according to BGV B11, in the case of pulsed magnetic fields the concrete limit values depend on the actual waveform of the field parameters and therefore the respective limit values have to be determined following a procedure which is given in this regulation. Due to the proportionality of the magnetic flux density $B$ to the welding current $i_w$, the determination of the permissible flux density values can also be performed using the waveform of the welding current instead of the waveform of the magnetic flux density. The results shall be the same in both cases because, considering the waveform, only time parameters and certain values related to the amplitude of the waveform have to be used in the given calculation procedure. Choosing the welding current is more convenient, since the magnetic flux density generally exists in form of three space-vectors corresponding to the axes of a three-dimensional coordinate system.

Exposure assessment considering reference levels shall be illustrated by the example of a resistance welding inverter (Fig. 1).

Figure 2 shows the welding current of a resistance welding inverter with 1kHz switching frequency of the inverter unit (this frequency is used in widespread designs of resistance welding inverters).

Performing a BGV B11 based exposure evaluation, the single components which exist in the magnetic flux density and in the welding current waveform as well have to be considered separately. In the case of a resistance welding inverter, additionally to the basic shape of the waveform (the d.c. pulse showing exponential slopes) superimposed ripple components occur according to the operation of an inverter power source. So, a 300 Hz component may occur due to imperfect smoothing of the voltage of the d.c. link. In connection with output rectification a ripple component showing the doubled value of the switching frequency appears in the welding-current waveform (a 2kHz component in the case of 1kHz inverters). This superimposed ripple proves to be the most relevant component concerning field exposure because, in comparison with the other waveform components, it gives rise to the highest values of minimum distance to the resistance welding equipment [5]. Therefore, the following explanations of the procedure focus on the 2kHz ripple component.

In BGV B11 different exposure areas are defined. Under controlled conditions and taking into account, that the exposure times are short in most resistance welding applications, the so-called

![Block diagram of the power unit of a resistance welding inverter.](image)
range of increased exposure can be taken as a basis. With reference to the frequency of field alteration \( f_p \), from diverse formulas attached to certain ranges of the \( f_p \)-value the relevant one has to be selected to determine the permissible change rate of magnetic flux density. For \( f_p = 1,000 \) to 48,000 Hz Equation (1) has to be applied.

\[
\frac{dB}{dt}_{\text{mean permit}} = 0.72 \frac{T}{s} \cdot 10^{-3} \cdot f_p \cdot V
\]

(1)

The magnetic field pulses occurring within a certain integration time \( T_I \) (in the case of resistance welding the given maximum of \( T_I = 1 \) s) have to be analyzed. \( V \) is a weighting factor to consider the short-time exposure, calculated according to (2),

\[
V = \sqrt{T_I \text{ exposure time}} \quad V_{max} = 8
\]

(2)

resulting in an increase of permissible values. The permissible peak values of magnetic flux density can be obtained by using Equation (3), in which \( \tau_{p \text{min}} \) is the minimum of rising or falling time of the ripple current.

\[
B_{\text{peak permit}} = \frac{dB}{dt}_{\text{mean permit}} \cdot \tau_{p \text{min}}
\]

(3)

To decide whether the exposure situation is permissible or not, the determined limit values have to be compared with the flux density values occurring in the workplace area. In principle, these values can be determined using appropriate field calculation programs but mostly they might be determined by means of measurements. In the case of a fixed position of the operator, the main measuring points are in the regions of head, breast and pelvis of the operator [4]. To consider the possibility of changing positions of the operator to the welding circuit and a possible field exposure of sojourning persons, the distribution of the magnetic flux density in the vicinity of the resistance welding equipment should be analyzed. As an example, in Fig. 3 (a) results measured in a horizontal plane crossing the center of the welding circuit of an inverter-type resistance welding machine are displayed.

The current-related form of the magnetic flux density \( B' \) (in mT/kA) allows to calculate the respective value of the magnetic flux density \( B \) by multiplication with the concrete welding current \( i_w \) (its RMS value or certain waveform components, e.g., the 2 kHz ripple component).

To capture complete field distributions is very time-consuming. However, often it is adequate to measure only along characteristic axes, e.g., in the direction towards the operator (Fig. 3(b)). If such magnetic flux density-distance-dependence is available, it can be used for comparison with calculated limit values to determine minimum distances. To observe these minimum distances to the resistance welding equipment (particularly to its welding circuit) will ensure compliance with the field exposure limitations.

The concrete shape of the flux density-distance-dependence (advantageously presented in the here proposed form using the current-related magnetic flux density \( B' \)) is mainly influenced by the size of the output current loop of the machine forming its welding circuit. This is illustrated by the example of a second resistance welding machine (Fig. 4(a)) whose welding unit can be varied.
enabling different sizes of the output current loop. The power unit of this machine represents a conventional arrangement with a single-phase a.c. power controller connected to the primary winding of the welding transformer. Due to the a.c. welding current, such machines are named a.c. resistance welding machines. Inductance of the output current loop depends on the size of the welding circuit. Therefore, this size influences the time duration parameters of the single current intervals occurring in the waveform of the welding current due to the applied phase-angle control. In the BGV B11 based procedure to determine the permissible magnetic flux density values of pulsed fields, the intervals in which an alteration of field parameters takes place, are considered. Thus, in the case of a.c. resistance welding machines the field exposure limit values are additionally influenced by the respective size of the welding circuit, besides the obvious impact of the output current adjustment (Fig. 4(b)). In the case of inverter-type resistance welding machines this influence can be neglected, because there is no change of the time parameters of the crucial ripple-current waveform since the current is flowing continuously.

Regarding a.c. resistance welding machines the influence of the size of the welding circuit on the field exposure limit values has to be compared with its impact on the magnetic field distribution in the surrounding of the machine and especially on the magnetic flux density values in the workplace area of the operator. Changing the size of the welding circuit from the smallest to the largest output current loop results in an increase of the permissible magnetic flux density values by less than 10% in the considered example, whereas the occurring magnetic flux density values increase approximately fourfold.

In the examples considered in this paper for both resistance welding machine types a welding current of about 8 kA (RMS) and a welding time of 200 ms gives a permissible minimum distance of

Figure 3: Current-related magnetic flux density $B'$ (a) In the surrounding of a selected resistance welding machine, measured in a horizontal plane crossing the center of welding circuit. (b) Dependence on distance along axis $r$. Size of the welding circuit: throat depth $x$ throat height 345 mm × 445 mm.

Figure 4: Characteristics of an a.c. resistance welding machine (largest output current loop 570 mm × 415 mm, smallest output current loop 370 mm × 240 mm). (a) Dependence of current-related magnetic flux density $B'$ on distance to the electrodes. (b) Dependence of permissible magnetic flux density on welding current adjustment in the case of welding time 200 ms).
the body of the operator to the welding electrodes in an order of magnitude of about 20 cm. Under different conditions (higher welding currents, longer welding times) the required minimum distances might be remarkably larger resulting in an inadmissibility of occurring exposures of operators of resistance welding machines.

In general, the different characteristics of the waveforms (of magnetic flux density or welding current respectively) which have to be used as the basis for the determination of permissible magnetic flux density values lead to slightly lower permissible distances of the operator to the machine in the case of inverter-type resistance welding machines compared to a.c. machines provided that other relevant parameters (welding current, welding time, size of output current loop) coincide.

4. EXPOSURE ASSESSMENT CONSIDERING BASIC RESTRICTIONS

Due to the conservative derivation of the reference levels from the basic restrictions, there might be numerous cases, especially in resistance welding applications, in which the reference levels are violated but the basic restrictions are met. However, in such a case the current density values in relevant tissues of the body have to be determined and compared with the permissible current density values representing the basic restriction (it can be expected that in the future the current density will be replaced by the electric field strength as the quantity to be considered; this is already intended in [3]). The values of current density and electric field strength in the body can be determined by means of contemporary high-performance computers using numerical field calculation. For the complex calculations an appropriate model of the body including human anatomy and relevant characteristics of the different tissues has to be applied.

In the area of resistance welding such investigations have been carried out so far considering the magnetic field exposure caused by spot welding guns in the case of sinusoidal welding current (50 Hz) [6]. It will be an important issue in the future, to clarify in detail the connection between the magnetic fields caused by resistance welding equipment and the resulting values of the electric quantities in the relevant tissues of the human body considering the various influencing factors, e.g., waveform and amperage of the welding current, size of the welding circuit, distance and posture of the operator.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Concerning the assessment of field exposure at workplaces a complex situation exists considering the variety of national and international guidelines and standards. Evaluation of occupational field exposure shall be basically ruled by an upcoming EU directive. The limit values given in existing regulations are based on scientifically proven effects occurring in a human body resulting from field exposure. At present an evaluation of occupational exposure to pulsed fields can be performed based on the guideline BGV B11. Applying the given procedure with special emphasis on magnetic field alteration aspects to resistance welding machines results in certain influences of the electrical and constructional design of the machines on the required minimum distance of the operator.

Generally, it has to be stated that the field exposure limits in existing guidelines (especially in the case of the reference levels) have been derived in a conservative way. Future guidelines should guarantee health and safety of the employees based on the current state of knowledge regarding the connection between the characteristics of field exposure and resulting effects inside the human body considering the typical characteristics of contemporary field-exposure causing industrial equipment, e.g., pulsed fields and non-homogeneous field distributions.
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Matrix Converter Commutation Time Reduction

J. Lettl, L. Linhart, and J. Bauer
Department of Electric Drives and Traction, Faculty of Electrical Engineering
Czech Technical University in Prague, Czech Republic

Abstract — The reduction of matrix converter commutation time can be obtained by means of number of steps decreasing. For this purpose the two-step voltage oriented method was developed. But some limitations of this method occurred, so the solution consisted in combining with four-step method that is naturally two times longer. The new developed two-step current oriented method can overtake the function of four-step one and fix the disadvantage of voltage oriented algorithm. Unfortunately both two-step methods are inapplicable separately.

1. INTRODUCTION

Commutation process means conventionally (in matrix converter terminology) switch-over of one output phase from one input phase to another input phase [1]. Commutation strategy resolves the process of transition between two steady switching states. This transition is performed through the sequence of some steps whose number is determined by the commutation strategy type. One commutation step involves either the switch-off or switch-on of the IGBT and its duration corresponds to the generated deadband period. It is possible to realize the commutation in 1, 2, 3 or 4 steps. The reduction of the number of steps yields decreasing of commutation time and increasing of commutation algorithm complexity [3, 4].

Figure 1: Matrix converter topology.
Figure 2: Parallel currents issue.

Figure 1 shows topology of $3 \times 3$ matrix converter. For simplification bi-directional switch (that is able to conduct currents and blocking voltage of both polarities) is replaced by imaginary contact.
In following passages IGBTs are marked in agreement with established convention. Prefixes “S” and “L” mean IGBT location — source or load side. Suffixes mean which phases are connected through this bi-directional switch. e.g., \( L_{SA_R} \) is IGBT between phases \( A \) and \( R \) on the load side.

Best type of switching minimizes the number of steps to the lowest possible value — which is one \([BRNO]\). For this purpose it is necessary to control both the input phase-to-phase voltage and the output current. The prearranged state for next commutation should be changed when any of these control variables is changed. It is the most difficult method of commutation. It is based on the principle that the output phase is always connected with one, two or three input phases. However, only one transistor is switched-on in the frame of each connected input phase. The polarity of input phase-to-phase voltages determines the number of input phases (and the number of transistor as well) that are connected. This connection is always realized only through transistors on the same side — either source side, or load side. The direction of the current determines this side \([3–6]\). Because this method is the most difficult and requires precise measurement of current (which has not been implemented so far) we instead choose the two-step method \([5]\).

2. TWO-STEP COMMUTATION METHOD

Two-step method was developed to reduce commutation time. Presently, two types of two-step commutation method were developed. The older release was oriented to phase-to-phase voltage as a control variable \([7, 9]\). Second one, two-step current oriented method, is the newest invention. Both commutation algorithms were developed in VHDL language for FPGA.

Two-step method is much complicated, but commutation time is half compared with four-step method. In case of four-step method only IGBTs of connected input phase are switched-on. It means that only IGBTs \( S_{AR} \) and \( L_{AR} \) are switched-on, if the input phase \( R \) is connected to output one. In steady state four-step method does nothing else. Commutation process between two steady states is in case of four-step method based on zigzag principle. IGBTs of connected phase and required phase take turns. IGBT of one phase will be switched-on, after deadband IGBT of another phase will be switched-off, and so on in four steps \([3–5]\).

3. VOLTAGE ORIENTED TWO-STEP METHOD

This method is established on idea that the maximum number of IGBTs has to be switched on. Therefore some IGBTs of unplugged input phases have to be switched on and they create a prearranged state for next commutation. This prearranged state must not cause an interphase short-circuit and output current must not be interrupted \([5]\).

The polarity of input phase-to-phase voltage is chosen as control variable for commutation. It means that the prearranged state is set based on polarity of phase-to-phase voltage between connected phase and other two phases. e.g., if phase \( R \) was connected to output, we would monitor polarity of voltage \( U_{RS} \) and \( U_{TR} \). If phase \( R \) is connected to output and the modulator will require switching to phase \( S \), the following sequence of steps will be performed:

First step: All IGBTs which are placed on the same side (load side or source side) like the switched-on-IGBT on the phase \( S \) will be switched off. This IGBT on phase \( S \) will be let switched on.

Second step: Second IGBT of phase \( S \) will be switched on. The new prearranged state will be set. Now we have to realize that the new prearranged state will be set based on polarity of voltage of another phase than in previous case. Now polarity of voltages \( U_{ST} \) and \( U_{RS} \) is relevant \([5, 11]\).

4. CURRENT ORIENTED TWO-STEP METHOD

This method is unlike the previous one based on idea that the minimum number of IGBTs has to be switched on. That means only one IGBT. A problem appears when the current decreases under the value for which we are uniquely able to determine the current direction. In this case it is necessary to switch on the second IGBT of the plugged phase as well. After the unique determination of the flowing current direction we switch off the IGBT which is not conductive. As clearly visible, we have to provide additional switching also beyond the intrinsic commutation as well as in the case of previous method. Once again, if phase \( R \) is connected to output and the modulator will require switching to phase \( S \), the following sequence of steps will be performed:

First step: IGBT which is placed on the same side (load side or source side) like the switched-on-IGBT on the phase \( R \) will be switched on. This IGBT on phase \( R \) will be let switched on.

Second step: IGBT on the phase \( R \) will be switched off. The phase \( S \) is now current-carrying.
It should be noted, the necessary additional switching is more complicated in case of current waviness. Thus the second IGBT has to be switched on earlier than in case of smoothed current [3].

5. TWO-STEP METHOD LIMITATIONS

Since the beginning of development it was clear that the critical region of both commutation methods (voltage and current controlled) will be an interval of control variable change. At first the voltage controlled method seemed to be more progressive, but enough limitations occurred.

Close to polarity change of relevant phase-to-phase voltage some currents peaks occur. One of these peaks is shown in red zoom in Figure 2. Three top rows show currents (blue colour) that flow through IGBTs. Magenta colour represents on/off state of these IGBTs as shown in the three middle rows. The three bottom rows show polarities of line-to-line voltages.

It is obvious that the current seems to be drained out from the linked phase because one peak is complementary to the second peak. It is actually not a short circuit but rather parallel conducting a current through two phases. This parallel current flow must be caused by preliminary diode of prearranged IGBT.

Before the change the phase $R$ is connected and the current flows only through IGBT $S_{SR}$ and his preliminary diode. After the change the new prearranged state is set — $L_{AS}$ is switched off and $S_{AS}$ is switched on. At this moment the parallel current flows through $S_{AR}$ and his preliminary diode as well. It is evident that this diode is polarized forward. After the polarity change the voltage on this relevant diode is still positive and so the current flow has no limitations. Time to decrease of this voltage to the threshold voltage is about 5 microseconds. For this short time the preliminary diode is ready to conduct and that is hazardous state for us. Thus it is necessary to switch-off all IGBTs of prearrangement in this short interval. At the time of absence current oriented two-step method the commutation request in this critical interval should be bridged by means of the four-step algorithm. Now I can imagine that the two-step current method will be set to compensate this voltage method disadvantage.

Another trouble is the relevant phase-to-phase polarity changing during the second-step dead-band time. In this case input phase $R$ is connected to the output and commutation to phase $S$ is required. Commutation process is performed. At the beginning of second step current is commutated to phase $S$ very fast. But close to polarity change, current is recommutated back to phase $R$ because of voltage situation on IGBTs. Actually two commutations were performed within the second step. So deadband of this step have to be doubled and it causes enlarging of whole two-step commutation.

6. CONTROL VARIABLE COMPARISON

![Figure 3: The behaviour of voltage oriented method.](image1)

![Figure 4: The behaviour of current oriented method.](image2)
The results from Matlab-Modelsim are shown in Figure 3 (voltage oriented method) and Figure 4 (current oriented method). At first sight the both curves embody the same situation. In case of voltage oriented method the prearrangement activity is visible. Each commutation leads to change IGBT prearrangement of unplugged input phases compared with current method where only conductive IGBT is switched on. In case of current method two IGBTs are switched on at the beginning of curve. The process of commutation is with absence of current in circuit leads to both plugged phase IGBTs switching on. After current threshold crossing and unique location of conductive IGBT, non-conductive IGBT can be switched off as shown in Figure 4. If the commutation occurs when both IGBTs are switched on we can not perform switching, because it is not known which IGBTs are able to cause an interphase short circuit. In case of small phase currents two-step current method is inapplicable thus the commutation has to be delayed.

From the Figure 3 and Figure 4, it is also obvious that the first commutation (in the time 30 µs) is in case of voltage method performed immediately — current is recommutated without delay. In case of current method the current is still increasing in phase $S$ (by means of $S_SAS$). As soon as the $S_SAS$ switches off, the current is commutated to the phase $T$. It means that the phase $T$ is plugged in the frame of second step. The last commutation (in the time 62 µs) is interesting as well. It is evident that last current peak in the phase $S$ is smaller in case of voltage oriented method. It is caused not only by second step taking over of current but also by initial value of current before this commutation. In case of the voltage method this value is cca 2 A, but in second case it is almost 4 A. It is evident that switching over in the frame of the first or second step has effect on magnitudes of currents. The results of confrontation of both methods are not absolutely identical.

The two-step current oriented method has in case of 50 Hz frequency two critical regions of zero crossing in the frame of one output phase. In case of voltage method there are 6 zero crossing, but only 4 are critical for us. Always one phase-to-phase voltage is irrelevant for controlling. It makes the current method more attractive. Increasing of the matrix converter output frequency leads to increasing the current zero crossing at the same time interval and it compensate this advantage. Effectiveness of current method increases depending on increasing of matrix converter switching frequency and decreasing of matrix converter output frequency. So the main disadvantage of current method can be its changefulness (phase-to-phase voltage is more predictable).

7. CONCLUSIONS

Apparently, the best solution may be synergy of both two-step methods. There are two several ways depending on method subordination. The current method can be master and critical region can be bridged by means of voltage method, or it can be contrary. In the first case the number of critical regions is variable, but this number can be in certain circumstances reduced to minimum. Second solution (master method is voltage oriented two-step method) seems to be easier if the better prediction and delay compensation of phase-to-phase voltage are considered. Till now the four-step voltage oriented method was used to bridge the two-step voltage oriented method critical regions. So if the commutation was required in this critical region, the commutation time was two times longer. This idea can be easily replaced by switching off of all prearrangement IGBTs and non conductive IGBT as well. Herewith two-step current oriented method can be applicable to solve the commutation requirement. The knowledge about polarity of current is enough — exact measurement of current is not necessary.
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The Use of Prediction to Improve Direct Torque Control

D. Kuzmanovic and J. Lettl
Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Czech Technical University in Prague, Czech Republic

Abstract — In this paper, an improved Direct Torque Control scheme for induction motor drives, employing prediction, is presented. The DTC is an efficient induction machine control method. However, in order to keep a low torque ripple, it requires a high switching frequency (≥ 20 kHz). If the switching frequency is not sufficiently high, the only way to improve the drive’s performance is to increase the switching frequency by modifying the used hardware. In this article, the use of prediction is offered as an alternative, cost effective solution, which doesn’t require expensive hardware changes.

1. INTRODUCTION

The principle of the DTC was first published by Depenbrock in 1985 [1] (as Direct Self Control — DSC), and Takahashi and Noguchi in 1986 [2] (also known as Switching Table Based DTC, ST-DTC for short). Since then, many DTC schemes have been developed by various researches: schemes employing space vector modulation (SVM) or discreet SVM, schemes using PI, deadbeat or artificial intelligence (artificial neural networks, fuzzy logic sets, fuzzy-neural networks, genetic algorithm based systems and generic algorithm assisted systems) based controllers, etc. [3–6]. However, the most widely used is the ST-DTC and its modifications. In fact, if not specified otherwise, the term direct torque control refers to the ST-DTC, and that is the convention which will be used throughout this article.

In comparison with the Field Oriented Control, where the torque and flux values are controlled by precisely controlling the current vector amplitude and angle relatively to the selected flux vector, involving complicated computations, the DTC approach is very simple — The torque and flux values are not precisely driven to their set values, but are kept within their tolerance bands by switching the most suitable voltage vectors (hysteresis control). The DTC is characterized by fast torque response and a simple control scheme without inner current control loops and coordinate transformations.

The block diagram of the DTC scheme is shown in Figure 1. The estimated torque and stator flux are compared with their reference values, and if they are out of their tolerance bands, an adequate voltage vector is applied to the motor stator windings. The flux and torque are controlled by two-level and three-level hysteresis controllers respectively. The outputs of these controllers (cₚ and cₜ), together with the flux vector sector (ₖₛ₋₋), are used to select the appropriate voltage vector from Voltage Vector Selection Table.

2. DTC USING PREDICTION

To keep a low torque ripple, DTC requires high switching frequency (≥ 20 kHz). If the switching frequency is low, the controller will not be able to keep the torque within the configured tolerance band. To demonstrate that, DTC with sampling period Tₛₜₜ = 150 µs (switching frequency
The converter output voltage is estimated from the converter input voltage and switching signals. Experiment results are presented in Figure 2. Although the torque tolerance is ±1 Nm, the torque ripple is much higher, owing to the low switching frequency.

A zoomed detail of the graph from Figure 2 is shown in Figure 3. Each tick mark on the horizontal axis represents one control cycle. By analyzing the control cycle 2, it can be seen that the estimated torque value has exceeded its upper limit. That causes the torque controller to issue a command to decrease the torque, which as the result has switching of a zero voltage vector in the next cycle. That should cause the stator flux vector to stop rotating and the torque to decrease. However, the torque continues to increase for one more cycle and starts to decline in cycle 3. The same observation can be made for cycle 12. Similarly, in cycle 9 the estimated torque was below its lower limit, which causes the torque controller to issue a command to increase it. The result should be the switching of an active vector, which should lead to the torque increase. However, the torque continues to decrease for one more cycle.

This behavior can be explained by analyzing the control cycle structure. In Figure 4, the most important parts of the control cycle are depicted. At the beginning of control cycle $N$, A/D conversion of measured stator currents and converter input voltages takes place. The stator current, along with the estimated converter output voltage is used for the flux and torque estimation, which are then used in the DTC control algorithm for the selection of the reference voltage vector for cycle $N + 1$. However, the stator current value will change during the control cycle $N$ under the influence of the voltage vector set in the previous cycle. Consequently, the torque and flux values will change as well.

Now, let’s apply these observations to cycle 2 in Figure 3. The torque controller issues a command to decrease the torque, and sets a zero reference voltage vector for cycle 3. However, the torque will continue to increase during cycle 2 under the influence of the active vector set in cycle 1 and generated over cycle 2, and will start to decline in cycle 3, i.e., one cycle later than expected.
From here it can be seen that the DTC could be significantly improved if the reference voltage for the next cycle could be selected based on the torque value from the end of the current cycle.

In order to improve the torque control, a prediction of the motor state at the end of the control cycle (or at the beginning of the next one), based on the measured current and motor speed at the beginning of the cycle and the reference voltage, was implemented. The prediction is carried out in the following way. From the induction motor flux equations, the stator and rotor current vectors can be expressed as

\[
\dot{i}_s = \frac{\Psi_s - L_h \cdot \Psi_r}{L_s - L_h^2 L_r / L_r}
\]

\[
\dot{i}_r = \frac{\Psi_r - L_h \cdot \Psi_s}{L_r - L_h^2 L_s / L_s}
\]

(1)

Substituting (1) into the motor voltage equations (2)

\[
u^k_s = R_s \cdot i^k_s + \frac{d\Psi^k_s}{dt} + j\omega \cdot \Psi^k_s \quad 0 = \dot{u}^k_r = R_r \cdot i^k_r + \frac{d\Psi^k_r}{dt} + j(\omega_k - \omega) \cdot \Psi^k_r
\]

yields

\[
\frac{d\Psi_s}{dt} = u_s - \frac{R_s}{L_s - L_h^2 L_r / L_r} \cdot \Psi_s + \frac{R_s \cdot L_h}{L_r} \cdot \Psi_r
\]

\[
\frac{d\Psi_r}{dt} = \frac{R_r \cdot L_h}{L_r - L_h^2 L_s / L_s} \cdot \Psi_s - \left(\frac{R_r}{L_r - L_h^2 L_s / L_s} - j\omega\right) \cdot \Psi_r
\]

(3)

(4)

Equations (3) and (4) are rewritten in the discrete-time form

\[
\frac{\Psi^p_s(N+1) - \Psi^p_s(N)}{T_c} = u^s_s(N) - \frac{R_s}{L_s - L_h^2 L_r / L_r} \cdot \Psi^p_s(N+1) + \frac{R_s \cdot L_h}{L_r} \cdot \Psi^p_r(N+1)
\]

(5)

\[
\frac{\Psi^p_r(N+1) - \Psi^p_r(N)}{T_c} = \frac{R_r \cdot L_h}{L_r - L_h^2 L_s / L_s} \cdot \Psi^p_s(N+1) - \left(\frac{R_r}{L_r - L_h^2 L_s / L_s} - j\omega(N)\right) \cdot \Psi^p_r(N+1)
\]

(6)

where \(\Psi^p_s(N+1)\) and \(\Psi^p_r(N+1)\) are the predicted stator and rotor flux vectors at the beginning of the next cycle and \(T_c\) is the control cycle duration.

At the beginning of the cycle \(N\), the stator currents and the motor speed values are obtained by the A/D conversion. From these values and the voltage generated in the previous cycle, the stator
and rotor flux values at the beginning of the cycle ($\Psi_s(N)$ and $\Psi_r(N)$) are calculated using the selected flux estimator. By substituting these values, the speed and the reference voltage $u_s^*(N)$ into (5) and (6), and solving these equations, the predicted stator and rotor flux values are obtained. The motor speed used in (6) is measured at the beginning of the cycle, but since it changes very slowly comparing to the voltage and current, it is considered constant during the control cycle. The predicted torque is calculated as

$$T_p(N+1) = \frac{2}{3} \cdot \frac{L_h}{\sigma \cdot L_s \cdot L_r} \cdot p \cdot \left( \Psi_{ra}^p(N+1) \cdot \Psi_{s\beta}^p(N+1) - \Psi_{r\beta}^p(N+1) \cdot \Psi_{s\alpha}^p(N+1) \right)$$

(7)

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed algorithm was implemented on the same test bed and under the same conditions as described at the beginning of the previous section. Examples of the torque prediction are presented in Figure 5. Red lines represent the torque values calculated at the beginning of the cycle, and blue lines represent the predicted torque values. From these examples it can be seen that the predicted values precede the estimated ones by one cycle, as expected. In Figure 6, the results of the torque control under the same conditions like in Figure 2 are shown, but now with activated torque prediction. The torque ripple decrease, when the prediction is used, is obvious.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In order to decrease the torque ripple in DTC schemes, when the switching frequency is not sufficiently high, the use of prediction was proposed in this paper. The torque and flux values are first estimated based on the stator current obtained by the A/D conversion at the beginning of the control cycle. By using that state as the basis, the torque and flux values at the end of the control cycle are estimated from the measured motor speed and the reference voltage. The effect of the use of the prediction is similar to the increase of the switching frequency. Drawbacks are more complicated calculations and higher sensitivity to motor electric parameter errors than in the standard DTC, and the fact that it requires a speed encoder. The last drawback disappears in schemes that already include a speed encoder as part of the speed control loop.
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Measurement and Signal Processing for Electric Drive Control System
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Abstract—Paper is focused on presentation of possibilities which come with application of digital signal processing into area of electric drives control. In the paper, description of control system, structures for measurement and signal processing of analogue and digital signals are presented. Hardware and software realization of these devices are shown, and also description of control structure which is used for digital signal processing. In conclusion, experimental results of used control system are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

Expansion and miniaturization of microprocessor control systems allows significant reduction of cost, dimensions and also simplify usage of microprocessor control systems into wide area of application. Digital signal processing allows to great improvement of control parameters and increases quality of technological processes. It allows simple remote control of the process and communication with superior control system. The application of control system with digital signal processing will be demonstrated on control system of electric drive.

2. DESCRIPTION OF CONTROL SYSTEM

Structure of control system may be divided to three levels. This division is realized according to type of signals which are present at particular level of control system. The basic structure of control system is shown at Figure 1. The highest level is the digital signal processing (DSP) unit itself. A software signal processing and A/D conversion is realized at this level.

To connect DSP unit to the drive, second level called interface is necessary. At this level, input signal level conversion is realized to enable connection of sensors to the DSP unit. Next function of interface level is power boosting of output signals which allows connection of DSP unit to the driver of electric drive.

The bottom level of control system is drive level. Acquisition of necessary signals from electric drive is provided by measuring elements.

3. MEASUREMENT

It is necessary to require measured signals in enough quality to provide good functionality of the whole control structure. To provide this, several demands must be adhered [3]: enough accuracy, high noise resistance, dynamic range, galvanic insulation between measured signal and sensor output.

Figure 1: Structure of control system.
3.1. Measurement of Voltages and Currents
To measure voltages and currents, sensors based on Hall Effect were used. These sensors provide
galvanic insulation and enough dynamic range of measurement. The output quantity of sensor is
current which is converted to voltage signal on measurement resistor \( R_m \). The measurement resistor
is situated as close as possible to input of A/D converter. Schematic representation of sensor is
shown at Figure 2.

3.2. Speed Measurement
Usually, the incremental encoder is used to measure speed of electric drive. There are two rectan-
gular signals at the output of incremental sensor, shifted by 90° angle. Number of pulses per one
round depends on mechanical construction of the incremental encoder. Rotor position change is
evaluated by counter, direction of position change is evaluated from mutual shift of signals \( U_A \) a \( U_B \). Output signals of incremental encoder are presented at Figure 3. For very low speed range,
icremental encoder with sinusoidal output signals may be used. These signals cannot be directly
connected with input of DSP, transformation to rectangular signal is necessary. Realization of this
transformation is presented at next chapter.

4. SIGNAL LEVEL CONVERSION
Usually, signals from sensors cannot be directly attached to DSP, because level of voltage output
differs with possibilities of input gate of DSP. Signal level conversion is necessary in many cases to
allow connection between sensor and DSP. Next important function of interface level is over-voltage
protection of DSP input gate.

4.1. Processing of Signals from Voltage and Current Sensors
Principle of signal conversion is shown at Figure 4. The signal level conversion may be realized
by two ways. The first way is application of operational amplifier. This solution requires high
quality low noise devices and many circuits are necessary to process larger quantity of signals. All
these conditions increases cost of the interface level. Better solution of signal level conversion is
application of reference voltage source. Reference voltage merged to measurement resistor provides
the same voltage shift as provides operational amplifier, with less circuitry and cost. Schematics of
both variants of signal level conversion block are shown at Figure 5. Input and output signals of
signal level conversion block are presented at Figure 6.

4.2. Processing of Signals from Incremental Encoder
Application of incremental encoder with TTL signal output requires no signal conversion; interface
level provides only protection of DSP.

The connection of incremental encoder with sinusoidal output to DSP requires signal conversion
of output signals to voltage levels, which can be interpreted by counter of DSP (see Figure 7). Signal processing of signal from incremental encoder with sinusoidal output is shown at Figure 8.

![Figure 2: Schematic representation of sensor.](image1)

![Figure 3: Signals of incremental encoder.](image2)

![Figure 4: Principle of signal conversion.](image3)

![Figure 5: Schematics of signal level conversion blocks.](image4)
5. DSP SIGNAL PROCESSING

5.1. Analogue Signal Conversion to Digital Form

The analog digital converter (ADC) consists of two converters working independently. Each of them include eight analog inputs and the own sample-hold unit (SHU). The basic parameters of ADC are: input analogue voltage from 0 to 3.3 V, the differential inputs are supported, 12 bit resolution (4096 levels), maximum speed is 1.7 M samples per second.

The signal processing of controlled AC machines it’s necessary to convert at least two channels at same time. Two phase currents measuring of delta connected machines is the reason. The worst but possible variant is using two SHU and sequential samples conversion by single ADC. The conversion speed and number of distinguishable levels are the parameters influence the regulation quality. The benefit of the ADC is the minimum and maximum values monitoring, which is allowed to be use like software protection against over current and short-circuit. It is possible to say that used ADC is suitable for this application. The Figure 9 shows how the signal passes through ADC and its processing.

For channels connected with common signal ground there is easy relation between analogue and digital values. Arithmetic-logic unit 56F8037 allows to process two basic data types: integer 8, 16, 32 bits (signed or unsigned) and fraction 16 or 32 bits (only signed).

The both type can be converged for each other. The benefit of fraction type against integer is correct result at multiplying of high numbers. The overflow cannot occur because the product can be less than coefficient only. But on the other side the information loss is expected when the low number are multiplying. The main data type of our digital processing was chosen fraction type, especially owing to the software libraries, because the library’s functions were created for fraction type mostly.
5.2. Digital Signal Processing
The software processing gives very interesting possibilities, how quickly, effectively and casual resolve the problems. We know that there is special software for resolving almost all kind of problems. In our case the facility is digital signal controller (DSC) 56F8037 and the software is development environment called Code Warrior.

5.3. Control Structure and the Main Principle
The signal processing was designed for the vector control of AC machines. The following Figure 10 shows control structure for permanent magnet synchronous motor (SMPM). After signal conversion to digital form expressed as integer type we have to convert it to fraction type. It is necessary to measure actual rotor position for creating the system of coordinates, which always has same direction like rotor. The position sensor is a source of two signals with 90 degrees phase shift. The signals are connected with timer through the differentiating amplifier. There is an actual rotor angle saved in timer register after its correct setting. The Clarke transformation (marked $3/2$ on the figure) transfers measured phase currents into orthogonal coordination system. Using Park transformation (marked $\alpha/\beta/dq$ on the figure) we obtain rotating orthogonal coordinate system oriented like rotor. The controllers were chosen PI type or I type with limitation their outputs. The last part is a modulation [1, 2].

5.4. Output Signals
The last block of signal processing is PWM modulator. It converts three digital values on also three two-level signal with changing their ratio. The obtained signals have voltage from 0 to 3.3 V and they will not damage by TTL logic if the open collector property is set. The driver need higher voltage (MOS levels) so there is a levels converter for readjusting differ voltages.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The control system with the DSC 56F8037 provides digital signal processing. The next Figures 11 and 12 show four stages of digital processing. The SMPM ran up, reversed and stopped on the end.

![Figure 10: Control structure of AC drive with permanent magnet synchronous motor.](image-url)

![Figure 11: Analogue signals of phase currents $i_a$, $i_b$ on the ADC inputs (1 V = 16.67 A).](image-url)

![Figure 12: Measured stator currents in three different system of coordinates.](image-url)
From the top there are measured phases currents at stator system of coordinates, two components and rotor coordinate system. At last one there are supply voltages in other words they are the output from regulators multiplied DC bus voltage.

7. CONCLUSION
The paper deals with digital signal processing for applications in electric drives control. It was shown the techniques with analog and digital signals which are verified on practice application of AC drive control.
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Abstract— Controlled induction motor drives without mechanical speed sensors at the motor shaft have the attractions of low cost and high reliability. To replace the sensor, the information on the rotor speed is extracted from measured stator voltages and currents at the motor terminals. Vector controlled drives require estimation of a magnitude and spatial orientation of the stator or rotor magnetic flux. Open loop estimators or closed loop observers are used for this purpose. They differ with respect to accuracy, robustness, and sensitivity against model parameter variations. Dynamic performance and steady-state speed accuracy in the low speed range can be achieved by signal injection, exploiting the anisotropic properties of the machine.

1. INTRODUCTION
Various concepts for controlled high-performance induction motor drives without speed sensor have been developed in the past few years. Eliminating the speed sensor on the motor shaft represents a cost advantage. This combines favorably with increased reliability due to the absence of this mechanical component and its sensor cable. Speed sensorless induction motor drives are well established in those industrial applications in which persistent operation at lower speed is not considered essential [1]. The injection techniques were to be developed for synchronous motor, but it is possible used to induction motor too. For induction motor, two injection methods are used. One of these is “high frequency” (HF) injection and the other is voltage testing impulses injection.

2. HIGH-FREQUENCY MODEL OF INDUCTION MOTOR
The injected signals may be periodic, creating either a high frequency revolving field, or an alternating field in a specific, predetermined spatial direction. Such signals can be referred to as carrier signals. The carrier signals, mostly created by additional components of the stator voltages, get modulated by the actual orientations in space of the machine anisotropies. The carrier frequency components are subsequently extracted from the machine currents. They are demodulated and processed to retrieve the desired information. Instead of injecting a periodic carrier, the high-frequency content of the switched waveforms in a PWM controlled drive system can be exploited for the same purpose. The switching of the inverter produces a perpetual excitation of the transient leakage fields [2]. Their distribution in space is governed by the anisotropies of the machine. Measuring and processing of adequate voltage or current signals permits identifying their spatial orientations.

The equations which describe a model of an induction machine in the stator reference frame [α, β] are defined as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{u}_S^S &= R_S^S \mathbf{i}_S^S + \frac{d\mathbf{\psi}_S^S}{dt} \\
0 &= R_R^S \mathbf{i}_R^S + \frac{d\mathbf{\psi}_R^S}{dt} - j\omega_m \mathbf{\psi}_R^S \\
\mathbf{\psi}_S^S &= L_S^S \mathbf{i}_S^S + L_h^S \mathbf{i}_R^S \\
\mathbf{\psi}_R^S &= L_h^S \mathbf{i}_S^S + L_R^S \mathbf{i}_R^S
\end{align*}
\]

The quantities \( \mathbf{u}_S^S \) are vectors in stator reference frame:
Stator flux vector \( \mathbf{\psi}_S^S = \mathbf{\psi}_{S\alpha} + j\mathbf{\psi}_{S\beta} \), rotor flux vector \( \mathbf{\psi}_R^S = \mathbf{\psi}_{R\alpha} + j\mathbf{\psi}_{R\beta} \), stator voltage vector \( \mathbf{u}_S^S = u_{S\alpha} + ju_{S\beta} \), stator current vector \( \mathbf{i}_S^S = i_{S\alpha} + ji_{S\beta} \). \( R_S \) and \( R_R \) are resistances of stator and rotor winding, \( L_S \) and \( L_R \) are the stator and rotor inductances, \( L_h \) is the magnetizing inductance.

Total stator and rotor inductances \( L_S, L_R \) (\( L_h \) is magnetizing inductance, \( L_{S\sigma} \) is stator leakage inductance, \( L_{R\sigma} \) is rotor leakage inductance) are defined as follows:

\[
L_S = (L_h + L_{S\sigma}) \quad L_R = (L_h + L_{R\sigma}) \quad L_{S\sigma} = L_S - \frac{L_h^2}{L_S L_R}
\]
At high frequencies, a voltage drop on the stator and rotor resistances $R_S$ and $R_R$ can be neglected [2]:

$$\mathbf{u}_S^i \cong \frac{d\mathbf{\psi}_S^i}{dt} \cong L_S \frac{d\mathbf{i}_S^i}{dt} + L_h \frac{d\mathbf{i}_R^i}{dt}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

$$0 \cong \frac{d\mathbf{\psi}_R^i}{dt} \cong L_h \frac{d\mathbf{i}_S^i}{dt} + L_R \frac{d\mathbf{i}_R^i}{dt} - j\omega_m (L_h \mathbf{i}_S^i + L_R \mathbf{i}_R^i)$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

For fixed-frequency excitation at an injected frequency $\omega_i$, we can write [2]:

$$0 \cong j (\omega_i - \omega_m) (L_h \mathbf{i}_S^i + L_R \mathbf{i}_R^i)$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

$$(\omega_i - \omega_m) \neq 0 \Rightarrow (L_h \mathbf{i}_S^i + L_R \mathbf{i}_R^i) = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

$$\mathbf{i}_S^i \cong \frac{L_h}{L_R} \mathbf{i}_R^i \quad \mathbf{u}_S^i \cong j\omega_i L_{S\sigma} \mathbf{i}_S^i$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

When a rotor-position-dependent saliency is present in the machine, the stator leakage inductance is not constant and instead becomes a function of the rotor position.

In the stator reference system $[\alpha, \beta]$, the stator leakage inductance matrix can be represented as shown in (11).

$$\begin{bmatrix}
  \mathbf{u}_{S\alpha} \\
  \mathbf{u}_{S\beta}
\end{bmatrix} = j\omega_i \begin{bmatrix}
  L_{S\sigma} + \Delta L_{S\sigma} \cos (h\varepsilon) & -\Delta L_{S\sigma} \sin (h\varepsilon) \\
  -\Delta L_{S\sigma} \sin (h\varepsilon) & L_{S\sigma} + \Delta L_{S\sigma} \cos (h\varepsilon)
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
  \mathbf{i}_{S\alpha} \\
  \mathbf{i}_{S\beta}
\end{bmatrix}$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

$L_{S\sigma}$ mean value of stator leakage inductance.

$\Delta L_{S\sigma}$ differential stator leakage inductance caused by the saliency.

$h$ harmonic number of the saliency (equal to twice the ratio between the angular speed that the saliency rotates at and the speed of the rotor, and can be positive, negative, or zero).

$\varepsilon$ rotor position in electrical degrees.

For a saliency which rotates at the same speed as the rotor, $h = 2$ [2].

### 3. VOLTAGE SIGNAL INJECTION

One form of the high-frequency voltage injection signal with constant amplitude $U_i$ and angular frequency $\omega_i$ is described as follows [2–5]:

$$\begin{bmatrix}
  \mathbf{u}_{S\alpha,i} \\
  \mathbf{u}_{S\beta,i}
\end{bmatrix} = U_i \begin{bmatrix}
  \cos (\omega_i t) \\
  -\sin (\omega_i t)
\end{bmatrix} = U_i e^{j\omega_i t}$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

When a salient machine, with a stator transient inductance modeled by Eq. (11), is excited with the carrier-signal voltage excitation (Eq. (12)), carrier signal currents will be induced equal to

$$\begin{bmatrix}
  \mathbf{i}_{S\alpha,i} \\
  \mathbf{i}_{S\beta,i}
\end{bmatrix} = I_{i,p} \begin{bmatrix}
  \sin (\omega_i t) \\
  \cos (\omega_i t)
\end{bmatrix} - I_{i,n} \begin{bmatrix}
  \sin (h\varepsilon - \omega_i t) \\
  \cos (h\varepsilon - \omega_i t)
\end{bmatrix}$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

$$\begin{bmatrix}
  \mathbf{i}_{S\alpha,i} \\
  \mathbf{i}_{S\beta,i}
\end{bmatrix} = -j I_{i,p} e^{j\omega_i t} + j I_{i,n} e^{j(h\varepsilon - \omega_i t)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

$$I_{i,p} = L_{S\sigma} \frac{U_i}{\omega_i (L_{S\sigma}^2 - \Delta L_{S\sigma}^2)} \quad I_{i,n} = \Delta L_{S\sigma} \frac{U_i}{\omega_i (L_{S\sigma}^2 - \Delta L_{S\sigma}^2)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

Current with high frequency, which will originate by injection of the additional voltage signal, includes two basic components [2–4]:

Positive component $I_{i,p}$, which does not contain information of rotor position $\varepsilon$.

Negative component $I_{i,n}$ includes information of position rotor position $\varepsilon$.

The injection is performed in stator reference system $[\alpha, \beta]$ by additional symmetrical three phase sinusoidal voltage signal which is superposed to reference stator voltage (see Fig. 2). Frequency injected signal must be enough high, to was not problem with remove basic frequency in inference current with high frequency, however with regard to the value of switching frequency must be conserved sufficient accuracy.
4. SYNCHRONOUS FILTER

The synchronous filter (see Fig. 1) can be derived from Eq. (14). The band-pass filter removes the fundamental component and leaves HF component. By transforming the HF current to a reference frame synchronous with the injection (positive sequence), the carrier current component becomes DC and the negative sequence then rotating with $2\omega_i$. A high-pass filter completely eliminates the DC component of the current signal and the low cut-off frequency of this high-pass filter ensures that the component at $2\omega_i$ is largely unaltered. Finally, a rotation back attached to the frame synchronous with the negative sequence produced the position signal at baseband. The position angle $\varepsilon$ can be obtained by using the arctangent function:

$$
\varepsilon = \frac{1}{2} \arctan \left( \frac{i_{\alpha \beta}}{i_{\alpha \alpha}} \right)
$$

5. SENSORLESS CONTROL OF INDUCTION MOTOR

The Fig. 2 shows sensorless control structure of induction motor drive ($\omega_{m,ref}$ is reference speed value). Vector controlled induction motor need two constants as input references: The torque component and the flux component. Two motor phase currents $i_{Sa}$ and $i_{Sb}$ are measured by current sensors and are transformed by Clarke transformation (T3/2) module. The outputs of this projection are designated $i_{Sa}$ and $i_{Sb}$. These two components of the current are the inputs of the Park transformation that gives the current in the $[x, y]$ rotating reference frame. The outputs of the current controllers are components $u_{Sx,ref}$ and $u_{Sy,ref}$, they are applied to the inverse Park transformation. The outputs of this projection are reference voltage components $u_{Sx,ref}$, $u_{Sy,ref}$. An amplitude must be elect so, to injection does not affect motor activity, but at the same time current response on voltage injection must be enough high with the view of next processing. Usually amplitude is at interval 5–20 V. Frequency votes within the range 0.5–2 kHz.
Figure 3: Signals processing in the synchronous filter (a) $i_s^\alpha = f(t)$, (b) $i_{i,n}^\alpha = f(t)$, $i_{i,\beta} = f(t)$, (c) $i_{S,L}^\alpha = f(t)$, (d) $\varepsilon = f(t)$.

Figure 4: (a) Reference and real speed, (b) reference and estimated speed.

6. SIMULATION RESULTS

The described HF injection method is simulated by MATLAB-SIMULINK on a vector controlled drive which is explained in Fig. 2. All the simulations carried out at $\pm 50$ rpm and the estimation of quantities sensed in the open loop whereas drive ran in the close loop. The magnitude of the HF injection voltage is set up at 20 V and $f_i = 2$ kHz. The Fig. 3 shows some important quantities of the described demodulator (synchronous filter) and the resulting position signal from Fig. 1. The Fig. 4 shows the real and estimated speed during reversation.

7. CONCLUSION

The paper has basically presented one of the several non-model based (or self-sensing) estimation methods (concretely HF injection voltage — rotating $\alpha$-$\beta$ injection) for the sensorless vector control of the induction motor and main presumption of machine to their application in that methods. Next was described the demodulator which is necessary for this type of control. The signal injection method requires that the induction motor possesses saliency. The frequency converter must produce the additional HF carrier voltage which will be produce additional losses, both in the induction motor and frequency converter. This is naturally perception as a disadvantage. The carrier voltage is added to the fundamental voltage, this reduces the available voltage that can be used for control purposes. If the signal injection method is utilized in the whole speed region, this will reduce the maximum speed that can be reached. Therefore is very suitable use these methods only for the low speed range. For induction motor with small saliency, the voltage distortion due to the dead time
of power switching devices can have a significant influence on the speed and position estimation. A suitable dead-time compensation method should be used. On the other hand these methods are interesting for the future research.
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Abstract—The acquisition of the electrical energy from renewable sources is very trendy in these days. That is also why the applications for renewable energy generation undergo rapid development. As the greatest weakness of renewable sources can be assumed the instability and dependence of energy amount, that they deliver. In order to stabilize the energy output and to give it some defined shape and value, the power converter must be connected to the output of the solar panel. For this purpose of application is the most suitable choice voltage source inverter (VSI). In order to suppress or reduce negative effects the filter is connected between the converter and the network. The filter must be designed precisely, because it must have sufficient attenuation at the inverter’s switching frequency and it must not bring oscillations to the whole system.

This paper deals with design and simulation of such a filter type. Simulation models of the systems inverter-filter were made.

1. INTRODUCTION
The amount of the energy from renewable energy sources, as solar energy or wind turbine energy, that is delivered to supply network, significantly rises. That is why the grid friendly interface between the supply grid and the energy source is needed. The quality of generated energy is crucial, because non-sinusoidal currents delivered to the grid can cause additional non-sinusoidal voltage drop across the line impedances and therefore increase of the voltage distortions delivered to the load.

Next problem is that the energy supplied by these sources does not have constant value, but fluctuates according to the surrounding conditions (intensity of sun rays, water flow, etc.). These sources are supplemented by additional converters as voltage source inverters (VSI). This converter is then controlled by a modern sophisticated control algorithm such as PWM which ensures nearly sinusoidal current generation. This solution is illustrated in Fig. 1. The power from some renewable energy source is delivered to the DC-link and the output of the inverter is filtered in order to obtain low current distortion.

2. FILTER TOPOLOGIES
The output filter reduces the harmonics in generated current caused by semiconductor switching. There are several types of filters. The simplest variant is filter inductor connected to the inverter’s output. But also combinations with capacitors like LC or LCL can be used. These possible topologies are shown in Fig. 2.

![Figure 1: Block diagram of the VSI.](image-url)
2.1. L-filter
The L-filter (Fig. 2(a)) is the first order filter with attenuation 20 dB/decade over the whole frequency range. Therefore the application of this filter type is suitable for converters with high switching frequency, where the attenuation is sufficient. On the other side inductance greatly decreases dynamics of the whole system converter-filter. Transfer function of the L-filter is depicted in Fig. 3 as a black dashed line.

2.2. LC-filter
The LC-filter is depicted in Fig. 2(b). It is second order filter and it has better damping behaviours than L-filter. This simple configuration is easy to design and it works mostly without problems. The second order filter provides 12 dB per octave of attenuation after the cut-off frequency $f_0$, it has no gain before $f_0$, but it presents a peaking at the resonant frequency $f_0$. Transfer function of the LC-filter is

$$F(s) = \frac{1}{1 + s \cdot L_F + s^2 \cdot L_F \cdot C_F}$$

(1)

It is depicted in Fig. 3 by red colour. In order to suppress the negative behaviours near cut-off frequency the damping circuit is added to the filter. The damping can be either series or parallel. The damping circuit selection influences the transfer function of the filter (Eq. (2) resp. Eq. (3)). The influence is depicted in Fig. 3.

$$F(s) = \frac{1 + s \cdot R_{PD} \cdot C_{PD}}{1 + s \cdot R_{PD} \cdot C_{PD} + s^2 \cdot L_F \cdot (C_F + C_{PD}) + s^3 \cdot L_F \cdot C_F \cdot R_{PD} \cdot C_{PD}}$$

(2)

$$F(s) = \frac{R_{SD} + s \cdot (L_F + L_{SD})}{R_{SD} + s \cdot (L_F + L_{SD}) + s^2 \cdot L_F \cdot C_F \cdot R_{SD} + s^3 \cdot L_F \cdot C_F \cdot L_{SD}}$$

(3)

The own design of the filter is a compromise between the value of the capacity and inductance. The high capacity has positive effects on the voltage quality. On the other hand higher inductance value is required to achieve demanded cut-off frequency of the filter. Connecting system with this kind of filter to the supply grid, the resonant frequency of the filter becomes dependent on the grid impedance and therefore this filter is not suitable, too.

2.3. LCL-filter
The attenuation of the LCL-filter is 60 dB/decade for frequencies above resonant frequency, therefore lower switching frequency for the converter can be used. It also provides better decoupling between the filter and the grid impedance and lower current ripple across the grid inductor. Therefore LCL-filter fits to our application. Transfer function of the LCL-filter is depicted in Fig. 3.

The LCL filter has good current ripple attenuation even with small inductance values. However it can bring also resonances and unstable states into the system. Therefore the filter must be designed precisely according to the parameters of the specific converter. In the technical literature we can find many articles on the design of the LCL filters \[4, 5\]. Important parameter of the filter is its cut-off frequency. The cut-off frequency of the filter must be minimally one half of the switching frequency of the converter, because the filter must have enough attenuation in the range of the converter’s switching frequency. The cut-off frequency must have a sufficient distance from the grid frequency, too. The cut-off frequency of the LCL filter can be calculated as

$$f_{res} = \frac{1}{2\pi} \sqrt{\frac{L_i + L_g}{L_i L_g C_f}}$$

(4)

The LCL filter will be vulnerable to oscillations too and it will magnify frequencies around its cut-off frequency. Therefore the filter is added with damping. The simplest way is to add
damping resistor. In general there are four possible places where the resistor can be placed —
series/parallel to the inverter side inductor or series/parallel to filter capacitor. The variant with
resistor connected in series with the filter capacitor has been chosen. The value of the damping
resistor can be calculated as

$$R_{sd} = \frac{1}{3 \omega_{res} C_f} \quad (5)$$

Transfer function of the filter with damping resistor is depicted in Fig. 3 by cyan colour. The
peak near resonant frequency has nearly vanished. This is simple and reliable solution, but it
increases the heat losses in the system and it greatly decreases the efficiency of the filter. This
problem can be solved by active damping. The filter can be modelled as shown in Fig. 4.

The effect of the damping resistor is clear from Fig. 4. The resistor reduces the voltage across
the capacitor by a voltage proportional to the current that flows through it. This can be also done
in the control loop. The current through $C_f$ is measured and differentiated by the term $s C_f R_{sd}$. A
real resistor is not used and the calculated value is subtracted from the demanded current. In
this way the filter is actively damped with a virtual resistor without losses. The disadvantage of
this method is that an additional current sensor is required and the differentiator may bring noise
problems because it amplifies high frequency signals.

3. FILTER DESIGN AND SIMULATION RESULTS

For this filter were taken these limitations into account:

1) the cut-off frequency of the filter must be minimally 10 times greater than grid frequency and
   simultaneously maximally one half of the converter switching frequency
2) The decrease of the power factor caused by the filter capacitance should be lower than 5%
Table 1: Parameters for calculating the filter components.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grid Voltage (V)</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Power of the Inverter (kVA)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC link Voltage (V)</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid Frequency (Hz)</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switching Frequency (Hz)</td>
<td>3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inverter Side Inductance Li (mH)</td>
<td>17.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid Side Inductance Lg (mH)</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter Capacitor Cf (µF)</td>
<td>3.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damping resistor R (Ω)</td>
<td>11.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cut-off Frequency (Hz)</td>
<td>1300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: Output of the inverter with filter.

The parameters of the designed filter as well as parameters required for the filter design are summarized in Table 1.

The simulation results of the inverter with the designed filter with active damping connected to its output are in Fig. 6. Fig. 5 shows the effect of the damping resistor and active damping with the virtual resistor.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The output current filter has been designed and simulated. The obtained results seem to be promising. However, we will be able to evaluate the functionality of the filter after the whole system is realized and the filter will be connected to the output of the inverter.
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Abstract — The paper deals with design and optimization of a converter for ultracapacitors with zero voltage switching (ZVS) utilization. The converter for ultracapacitors consists of two converters — buck converter and bidirectional half-bridge converter; both of them with ZVS. The converters with ZVS require a different design approach in comparison with common hard-switched converters. Therefore, the paper describes influence of parasitic circuit parameters for the converters with ZVS utilization and their design optimization. The paper provides an analysis of the stages during switching cycle of before-mentioned converters with ZVS as well.

1. INTRODUCTION

The ultracapacitor is a capacitor with large capacitance (up to 5000 Farads) and high efficiency (up to 98%). It leads to the idea of using ultracapacitors as an alternative source to batteries, or for extracting higher efficiency from existing power sources, e.g., fuel cells. The ultracapacitor also has other advantages — It is capable of very fast charges and discharges, a millions of cycles without degradation, extremely low internal resistance or ESR, high output power, etc.. Ultracapacitors cannot yet be used as a primary power source in automotive applications. On the other hand, they can be a good choice as a secondary power source that works as an electric power storage system. They are able to deliver peak power for drive demands for acceleration or can be used for storing regenerative braking energy.

Zero voltage switching (ZVS) is soft-switching technique, which is suitable for high-frequency operation. ZVS can be realizable on the semiconductor switch VT complemented by resonant elements $L_r$ and $C_r$. A switch with resonant elements creates a so-called resonant switch (Fig. 1). ZVS eliminates turn-on loss due to zero voltage on the capacitor or bypass diode conducting. Within the turn-off time, the capacitor creates a slowdown semiconductor switch voltage build-up, hence turn-off loss is reduced. The output of converters can be regulated by variable on-time or switching frequency control. MOS-FET transistor is the most suitable semiconductor device for ZVS [2].

The converter for ultracapacitors requires a high dynamics that can be achieved by a high switching frequency. But high switching frequency causes a high switching looses, which reduces the efficiency of whole converter. Therefore, the zero voltage switching keeps the high efficiency of a converter with preservation of high switching frequency. Furthermore, the ultracapacitors has a high efficiency (up to 98%), the converter must have a high efficiency too; otherwise the converter reduces the efficiency of a whole unit. The zero voltage switching is used for other advantages as well such as reduction of magnetic components sizes, increase of a power density of a converter and suppression of EMI of a converter [1]. On the other hand, the zero voltage switching has disadvantages as well. These troublesome disadvantages make more difficult design and construction of ZVS converters. Consequently, the design of ZVS converters needs an optimization, which is described in detail in the following chapter 3.
2. A CONVERTER FOR ULTRACAPACITORS

The soft switched converter for ultracapacitors is designed as a converter for delivering the high peak power in dynamic conditions; whereas the input power source will be operate in steady-state; that means no overloading in the course of delivering the high peak power to the load. Thus, as shown in Fig. 2, the converter for ultracapacitors is connected between the primary power source and the inverter, for example. From the figure can be observed, that the converter for ultracapacitors consists of ZVS buck converter (input converter) and ZVS bidirectional half-bridge converter (output converter). The input converter is designed for ultracapacitors charging, ultracapacitors steady-state voltage value maintaining and for delivering the steady-state power to the load as well. The output converter is designed for voltage step-up from ultracapacitors to the output and for voltage step-down from output to the ultracapacitors. A fuel cell is used as a primary power source for the converter for ultracapacitors; therefore the converter is designed in the middle-power range area with low-voltage level and high-current level input.

2.1. Input Converter — ZVS Buck Converter

In this chapter, the behavior of the buck converter with zero voltage switching will be explained. The principle diagram of ZVS buck convertor is shown in Fig. 3(a). Consequently, the time diagram for specification of ZVS buck convertor behavior is shown in Fig. 3(b). In following analysis, every circuit components will be considered as idealized components.

The switch \( VT \) is turned off at zero-voltage conditions at time \( t_0 \) and the current commutates into the charged capacitor \( C_r \). The \( C_r \) is overcharged over the voltage \( U_1 \) to the maximum voltage \( U_{CrM} \) that can be defined as

\[
U_{CrM} = IO\sqrt{L_r/C_r} + U_1
\]

When the current \( i_{Lr} \) changes polarity \( (t_2) \), the capacitor \( C_r \) is discharged for achieving zero-voltage switching conditions. The off-time for switch \( VT \) is invariable and can be determined as

\[
T_{off} = t_4 - t_0 = \pi \sqrt{L_rC_r}
\]

When the voltage \( u_{Cr} \) reaches zero \( (t_3) \), bypass diode \( VD \) is conducting and the switch \( VT \) can be turned on with no losses. The current \( i_{Lr} \) changes polarity at \( t_5 \) and the switch \( VT \) is conducting. The current rises to current value \( IO \), which is given by load parameters. The current

![Figure 3: (a) Principle diagram of ZVS buck converter. (b) Time diagram of ZVS buck converter.](image-url)

![Figure 4: (a) Principle diagram of ZVS bidirectional half-bridge converter for voltage step-up. (b) Time diagram of ZVS bidirectional half-bridge converter for voltage step-up.](image-url)
$i_{Lr}$ reaches the constant value $I_O$ at $t_6$ and after what the switch $VT$ is tuned off at $t_7$, the switching period is repeated.

2.2. Output Converter — ZVS Bidirectional Half-bridge Converter

The behavior of the ZVS bidirectional half-bridge converter for voltage step-up will be explained in this chapter. The converter for voltage step-down is the same for current waveform, if the switches are reverse switched. The principle diagram of the converter is shown in Fig. 4(a) and the time diagram is shown in Fig. 4(b). Just like in previous chapter, every circuit components will be considered as idealized components in analysis.

The switch $VT_2$ is turned on at time $t_0$, the current $i_{Lr}$ rises to the current value $I_{DC}$ according to

$$I_{DC} = \frac{U - C T_{on}}{L_{r}}$$ (3)

When the current reaches desired current $I_{DC}$ ($t_1$), $VT_2$ is turned off at zero-voltage conditions caused by slowdown voltage build-up on capacitor $C_{r2}$. While $C_{r2}$ is charged by the current $i_{Lr}$, capacitor $C_{r1}$ is discharged for achieving ZVS conditions. When the voltage $u_{C_r1}$ reaches zero ($t_2$), bypass diode $VD_1$ is conducting and $VT_1$ can be turned on with no losses. The passing current through $VD_1$ decreases and changes polarity at $t_3$. The switch $VT_1$ is now conducting for a short time, which is necessary for ZVS conditions maintenance. The switch $VT_1$ is turned off at $t_4$ and capacitor $C_{r1}$ is charged to voltage value $U_{DC}$, whereas capacitor $C_{r2}$ is discharged to zero voltage. The switch $VT_2$ can be turned on with no losses at $t_5$, because the bypass diode $VD_2$ is conducting.

When the current changes polarity at $t_6$, the switch $VT_2$ is conducting and switching period starts repeatedly.

3. DESIGN OPTIMIZATION OF ZVS CONVERTERS

The design optimization of above mentioned converters will be described in this chapter. In general soft-switched converters are more exacting in comparison with hard-switched converters, especially for control and regulating microprocessor system. Furthermore, the resonant inductor as well as capacitor for soft-switched converters must have low losses; otherwise the efficiency of a converter is uselessly reduced and consequently can be even lower than efficiency of a hard-switched converter.

In the case of a high current passing through ZVS buck converter, the maximum current value can be a dangerous for a semiconductor switch. The high maximum current value is causes by the steep current rising, because of demand on high switching frequency achievement, thus short conducting time of the switch. From the current waveform of the ZVS buck converter (Fig. 5(a)) can be observed that the average current value of 22 A is quite different in comparison with the maximum current value of 73.6 A. This maximum current value is a value of a cut-off current of the switch.

During the resonant stage, the switch is stressed by a voltage value on the parallel resonant capacitor, which achieving the maximum value according to Eq. (1). The voltage stress is dangerous
too, because it can easily exceed the maximum drain-source voltage value of a semiconductor switch. The Fig. 5(a) shows that the maximum voltage value reaches to 200 V DC, whereas the input voltage value is 25 V DC.

The influence of parasitic inductances of soft-switched converter circuit can be observed during the resonant cycle, thus during the off-time of the switches. Especially, the parasitic inductance of ultracapacitors causes the change of ultracapacitors voltage value. The Fig. 5(b) shows the voltage waveform across the ultracapacitors. The used ultracapacitors are BOOSTCAP™ ultracapacitors with a capacitance of 3 000 F and a voltage of 2.7 V DC; in total seventeen ultracapacitors are connected in series. The parasitic inductance of ultracapacitors was derived by the simulation of the measured waveform. It was found out that self-inductance of the one ultracapacitor cell is 16 nH. There is impact of the parasitic inductance of wires as well. The self-inductance of wires causes similar problem as a parasitic inductance of ultracapacitors. Thus, the change of voltage value across the wire can be observed during the resonant cycle.

The solution to influence of parasitic inductances consists in filter network utilization. Especially, the influence of parasitic inductance of ultracapacitors can be suppressed by appropriately designed LC smoothing filter network. It was found out that the LC filter can suppress the influence of parasitic inductances, but no eliminate. That means the influence of parasitic inductances can be neglected with filter network utilization.

The ZVS bidirectional half-bridge converter needs an optimization of control system for switching algorithm and of output DC bus design as well in comparison with hard-switched converter. The switching algorithm must be optimized, because both of the switches must be switched during one switching period (Fig. 4(b)). Furthermore, the converter needs a power source on the output, which can be realized by a capacitor with appropriately capacitance value. The power source on the converter output is important for achieving a zero voltage switching conditions. As was mentioned before (Fig. 4(b)), the auxiliary switch is switched within the time $t_3$ and $t_4$, thus the current direction is from output DC bus to ultracapacitors. Duration of conducting time of auxiliary switch is depending on the capacitance value of resonant capacitors.

4. CONCLUSION

The design and optimization of a converter for ultracapacitors with zero voltage switching was presented. Soft-switched converters have some advantages and also disadvantages, which make more difficult design and construction of these converters. Nowadays, increased demands on controlling microprocessor are insignificant, because of increased computing power of microprocessor [3]. Other demands need some design optimization. Consequently, the ZVS converter for ultracapacitors can works with high switching frequency with no restriction, which commonly make trouble hard-switched converters due to higher switching power losses.
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Abstract — This paper covers the circuit modification of the power part of the inverter with auxiliary resonant poles utilising configuration of switches realised with routinely produced IGBT modules. Covered is also the control optimisation which goal is the minimisation of switching of the auxiliary resonant pole. Presented results were gained on a prototype of an inverter laboratory sample.

1. INTRODUCTION

High frequency operations of PWM converters allow reduction of the size and weight of their magnetic components. However, at high switching frequency, switching losses and EMI emissions become significant and must be reduced. Traditional high frequency switch-mode supplies, which rely on generating an AC waveform have used power transistors to “hard-switch” the unregulated input voltage at this rate. This means that a transistor turning on will have the whole raw input voltage, across it as it changes state. During the actual switching interval (less than 50 microseconds) there is a finite period as the transistor begins to conduct where the voltage begins to fall at the same time as current begins to flow. This simultaneous presence of voltage across the transistor and current through it means that, during this period, power is being dissipated within the device. A similar event occurs as the transistor turns off, with the full current flowing through it. More recently, new power conversion topologies have been developed which dramatically reduce the power dissipated by the main power transistors during the switching interval. The most common technique employed has been a constant frequency resonant switching scheme, which ensures that the actual energy being dissipated by the active device is reduced to nearly zero. This method, commonly called is “Zero Voltage Switching” (ZVS), “Zero Current Switching” or “Soft Switching”. These converters use the LC resonance circuit. When using resonant circuits to reduce switching losses, by resonant inductance connected or disconnected from the resonant circuit at zero current passing through this inductance, or that connects or disconnects the resonance capacity at zero voltage. Leader in this area are quasiresonant converters, which use the properties of resonant LC circuit, only in moments of commutation switches. Reduction in the steepness of the starting and trailing edge of the output voltage when using resonant inverter also has a favorable influence on the electromagnetic interference.

2. POWER PART OF AN INVERTER WITH RESONANT POLE

In Fig. 1, there is shown a block scheme of the power part of used three-phase converter with soft switching. The converter with resonant poles consists of a conventional voltage source inverter with zero (reverse) diodes and resonant poles. Each branch of the inverter bridge contains switches VT11 and VT12 (VT21, VT22 and VT31, VT32). The switches activate circuits Lr1, Cr1, respective Lr2, Cr2 and Lr3, Cr3 (see Fig. 1). These circuits are initialized in the instants, when the current of load is too low for fast overcharging, or wrong polarity for overcharging of resonant capacitors. If the current of load is high enough and right polarity it is possible to overcharge without resonant circuit utilization. The main switches of the converter use zero voltage switching and the auxiliary switches use zero current switching.

3. DESIGN OF METHODS FOR OPTIMIZATION OF RESONANT CIRCUIT CONTROL WITH RESPECT TO LOAD CURRENT

For design of optimalization of resonant circuit control it is used the scheme for one phase of resonant circuit (Fig. 2). It is clear that switching of IGBT transistors has to be realised in such way to no IGBTs use hard switching. It is possible to perform optimization of switching algorithm with respect to the value of load current in the following way — to minimal number of resonant circuit activation occurs and to short-term currents of resonant circuit have a necessary value only. The optimization can be divided into two basic problems.
• Optimization of switching algorithm of the switches in the bridge with respect to the value of $I_L$.

• Optimization of current impulse size in the resonant circuit with respect to the value of $I_L$.

If the load current achieves sufficient value and right direction it is possible to overcharge the resonant capacitors by the current without resonant circuit activation. In the second case the situation is following, load current has right direction, but it is not high enough for fast overcharging the resonant capacitors. In this case the load current overcharges the resonant capacitors with the help of the resonant circuit without its activation. For right understanding it is presented detailed explanation. Each situation follows from waveforms of the load current. The first assumption — we take into account an ideal load current, we substitute it by a sinusoidal waveform. The waveform is divided into a few sectors according to size and direction of load current (see Fig. 3). Current directions, positive and negative, correspond to labelling in Fig. 2. The load current is also divided into sectors I, II, III with respect to its absolute value. Switching algorithm for control of one phase of quasi-resonant converter depends on the direction and sector, where load current $I_L$ lies. From the fact follows that it exists five switching sequences of each IGBT in the quasi-resonant bridge.

4. BLOCK SCHEME OF THE CONTROL PART FOR ONE PHASE OF THE CONVERTER USING SOFT-SWITCHING

In Fig. 4, it is shown a block scheme of the control part for one phase of the converter using soft-switching. The input is a PWM signal connected to the analog part, where it is compared the load current and resonant current, it is evaluated position of load current with respect to the position in the given sector (see Fig. 4) and it is chosen a switching sequence for logical part of the control circuits.
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In Figs. 5 to 9 there are depicted the time responses of output voltage and current together with the current of resonant coil during small and large values of the output current. On the pictures are also included the details of switching in various regimes.

Figure 3: Waveform of load current and its division into particular sectors.

Figure 4: Block scheme of the control part for one phase of the converter using soft-switching.

Figure 5: Inverter with resonant circuit.

Figure 6: Voltage $U_{VT_2}$ (blue) and resonant current $i_{LR}$ (red) for small $I_L$.

Figure 7: Voltage $U_{VT_2}$ (blue) and resonant current $i_{LR}$ (red) for one switching cycle VT2 and small $I_L$. 
Figure 8: Output voltage, current and resonant current for $f = 50$ Hz and small output current.

Figure 9: Output voltage, current and resonant current for $f = 50$ Hz and large output current.
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Abstract—There are summarized results of research of the quasi-resonant voltage type converter in this paper. Results show that the given type of the quasi-resonant converter is a good adept for vector pulse width modulation. The control part is based on the digital signal processor TMS320Cxx line by Texas Instruments, as for direct control of the voltage DC link as for vector pulse width modulation control algorithm too.

1. INTRODUCTION

High switching frequency of modern power converters leads to increased share of switching losses in total losses of converters. Reduction of the switching losses can be achieved by zero voltage switching or zero current switching. These techniques utilize resonant features of LC circuit, which is included in the power part of a converter. Converters, which allow soft switching, are called resonant converters. There exists a special group of converters, so-called quasi-resonant. Resonant circuit of a voltage source inverter with quasi-resonant DC-link is active in the instant of power switches commutation only. For realization of vector modulation it is needful to use a high performance microcontroller, which provides sufficient computing power. The vector modulation is implemented into digital signal processor TMS320LF2407 powered by Texas Instruments.

2. THE POWER PART OF INVERTER WITH QUASI-RESONANT DC-LINK WITH HIGH FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER

The power part consists of conventional three phase voltage source inverter with quasi-resonant DC-link, which contains the main switch SW1, auxiliary switches SA1, SA2, high frequency transformer and resonant capacitors Cr1 and Cr2 [1]. DC link is initialized only at the moment when the output space voltage vector changes. The power switches in the inverter are turned on/off under a principle of ZVS condition.

3. VECTOR MODULATION OF OUTPUT VOLTAGE OF QUASI-RESONANT INVERTER

For a voltage source inverter it is possible to realize output voltage modulation with the help of space vectors. The principle is shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

In each phase of three-phase load are generated voltages by means of switching combination. The size of the voltages is shown in table ($U_d$ = DC link voltage, see Table 1.). From the table it is clear, that the voltage source inverter enables to realize eight switching combinations. Eight voltage vectors $u_0$ to $u_7$ correspond to the mentioned switching combinations.

Figure 1: Basic scheme of the power part.
Figure 2: Scheme of a voltage source inverter.

Figure 3: Voltage vectors.

Table 1: Phase voltages $U_1$, $U_2$, $U_3$ for the given switching combination.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voltage vector - $u_i$</th>
<th>$u_0$</th>
<th>$u_1$</th>
<th>$u_2$</th>
<th>$u_3$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Switches $S_4$, $S_6$, $S_2$ [000]</td>
<td>$S_1$, $S_6$, $S_2$ [100]</td>
<td>$S_1$, $S_5$, $S_2$ [110]</td>
<td>$S_4$, $S_3$, $S_2$ [010]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_1$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$2/3U_d$</td>
<td>$1/3U_d$</td>
<td>$-1/3U_d$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_2$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$-1/3U_d$</td>
<td>$1/3U_d$</td>
<td>$2/3U_d$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_3$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$-1/3U_d$</td>
<td>$-2/3U_d$</td>
<td>$-1/3U_d$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage vector - $u_i$</td>
<td>$u_4$</td>
<td>$u_5$</td>
<td>$u_6$</td>
<td>$u_7$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switches $S_4$, $S_3$, $S_5$ [011]</td>
<td>$S_4$, $S_6$, $S_5$ [011]</td>
<td>$S_1$, $S_6$, $S_5$ [101]</td>
<td>$S_1$, $S_3$, $S_5$ [111]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_1$</td>
<td>$-2/3U_d$</td>
<td>$-1/3U_d$</td>
<td>$1/3U_d$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_2$</td>
<td>$1/3U_d$</td>
<td>$-1/3U_d$</td>
<td>$-2/3U_d$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_3$</td>
<td>$1/3U_d$</td>
<td>$2/3U_d$</td>
<td>$1/3U_d$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the table it is possible to obtain the result that for constant DC-link voltage $U_d$ size of a switched voltage vector can reach two values only:

$$|u_0| \text{ or } |u_7| = 0 \cdot U_d$$  \hspace{2cm} (1)

$$|u_1| \text{ to } |u_6| = \frac{2}{3} \cdot U_d$$  \hspace{2cm} (2)

Output voltage in the given instant, which is computed in higher level regulation system, is set to a control system in vector form, it means with the help of components $u_\alpha$, $u_\beta$ or in the form of voltage modulus $U$ and angle $\rho$ (polar coordinate — Fig. 3). Such defined vector of output voltage lies in some of six segments restricted by vectors $u_1$ to $u_6$ and it is determined by projection of
adjacent vectors. For evaluation of pulse times $T_P$ and $T_L$, the vector modulator utilizes the second method.

In the sampling interval of the converter, such defined interval can be realized as a mean value of vector sum of vector components, which lies on the right $u_P$ and on the left $u_L$ of reference vector, in this case vectors $u_1$ and $u_2$ and zero voltage vector. These vectors are active for the time corresponding to projection of reference vector $u^*$ to the directions of mentioned adjacent vectors. The pulse times $T_1$ and $T_2$ can be evaluated by means of the cosine theorem and substitution for vectors $u_1$ and $u_2$, or with the help of voltages obtained from higher level regulation system $u_P$ and $u_L$:

$$u^* = \frac{u_1}{T} T_1 + \frac{u_2}{T} T_2 + \frac{u_0}{T} T_0 = u_P + u_L + u_0$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$T = T_1 + T_2 + T_0$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

$$\sin 120^\circ = \frac{\sin (60^\circ - \rho)}{|u_1| \frac{T}{T}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

$$T_1 = \sqrt{3} \cdot \frac{|u^*|}{U_d} \cdot T \cdot \sin (60^\circ - \rho)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $T_1$ is time for switching combination for the vector on the right from reference vector $u^*$, $u_P$ is projection into direction of vector $u_1$.

$$T_2 = \sqrt{3} \cdot \frac{|u^*|}{U_d} \cdot T \cdot \sin \rho$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where $T_2$ is time for switching combination for the vector on the left from reference vector $u^*$, $u_L$ is projection into direction of vector $u_2$.

$T$ is switching period and $T_0$ is time of switching combination for zero vectors $u_0$, $u_7$.

The relations inferred for the first sector are valid similarly in the next sectors. There is only shift of vectors by $60^\circ$.

In the case of quasi-resonant converters, zero switching vectors can be realized by activation of all switches in the converter bridge. This situation means short-circuit of power supply, but for quasi-resonant converters, the inverter is disconnected from DC-link by means of SW1.

For the reference vector realization it is not important the sequence of vector switching. To avoid hard switching it is necessary to insert an interval $T_0$ between intervals $T_1$ and $T_2$. Possible realization ways are shown in Fig. 4.

The program was realized in development software DMC Developer Pro. Developers board with digital signal processor TMS 320LF2407 contains 6 connectors, on which there are particular processor signals. The developers kit controls switching of transistors in DC-link SW1, Sa1, Sa2 and also switching of transistors in the converter bridge VT1-VT6. The inputs are signals from sensors of zero voltage on capacitors Cr1 and Cr2 and a signal from current sensor, which is important to indicate the end of resonant current.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To verify correctness of used algorithm it was realized simple measuring workplace, its each component are a quasi-resonant converter, asynchronous motor and control kit with digital signal

$$
\begin{align*}
\text{(a)} & \quad \text{Division of zero vector into thirds.} \\
\text{(b)} & \quad \text{Division of zero vector into half.}
\end{align*}
$$

Figure 4: Possible division of a vector during the sampling period. (a) Division of zero vector into thirds. (b) Division of zero vector into half.
It the paper it is presented two experimental results only, which show correct operation of the converter and vector modulator. In Fig. 5(a) it is shown the detail of phase voltage of the motor and resonant current of DC-link.

That is clear, that initialization of DC-link is performed in each change of switching combination. In Fig. 5(b), there is shown voltage and current of one phase of the motor at switching frequency 6 kHz and output frequency 50 Hz. High performance DSP allows obtaining the switching frequency up to 10 kHz.

5. CONCLUSION

The work was focused to be the base for realization of vector control of voltage source inverter with quasi-resonant DC-link and the results to bring some improvement in the field of electrical drives and power electronics. In the future we will deal with measurement on the converter and its optimization.
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Abstract — This paper deals with the control of the full bridge dc-dc voltage converter by the Random Pulse Width Modulation (RPWM) technique. We propose a RPWM scheme based on a triangular carrier having two randomized parameters: the period $T$ and the peak position $\beta T$ (half period). First, we propose the modulating principle, then the voltage analysis based on Power Spectral Density (PSD) shows the advantage from the point of view of Electro-Magnetic Compatibility (EMC) of this scheme compared to conventional RPWM schemes having only one randomized parameter. Moreover, this analysis reveals the existence of an optimal value of the variation interval of parameter $\beta$ for a maximum spread of the PSD. Once the optimization problem modeled, the resolution is performed using two powerful nonlinear methods: the trust region method and the simplex algorithm.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, much of the electrical energy is consumed through static converters, which allow adjusting this energy to the desired form. The use of PWM technique for the control of power converters allows adjusting the useful component of the voltage and eliminating some unwanted harmonics [1]. Thus, it is required for power converters to provide the desired electrical functionality and to meet international standards of Electro-Magnetic Compatibility (EMC) by reducing conducted and radiated emissions [2].

In order to better meet the EMC standards for conducted disturbances, we can use the filtering technique (passive and/or active power filters). Furthermore, RPWM technique is one of the most effective and least-cost solutions: it allows spreading the power spectrum over a wide frequency range while significantly reducing its amplitude and this constitutes a significant EMC advantage without any additional hardware.

Several works regarding this new control technique have been published recently, two conventional RPWM schemes are proposed: the scheme in which the switching period is randomized (Randomized Carrier Frequency Modulation: RCFM) and the scheme in which the period is kept constant and the pulse position is randomized (Randomized Pulse Position Modulation: RPPM) in both DC-DC and DC-AC [3–5]. It has been shown that RCFM scheme allows a better spreading of the spectrum then RPPM scheme [6]. However, to obtain a maximum spread, the combination of these two schemes has been proposed (RCFM-RPPM) that we call dual RPWM scheme [5, 6]. We propose in this paper an optimized scheme with two randomized parameters “optimized RCFM-RPPM”. The switching functions are generated by comparing a carrier having two random parameters with two deterministic reference signals: one switching function for each arm of the converter.

First, we propose the modulating principle of this technique. Then an analytical model of the Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the output voltage is developed and validated. This model is expressed directly in terms of the two random parameters of the carrier. Note that the simple schemes (RCFM and RPPM) are deduced directly from the proposed general model. The PSD analysis shows that the proposed dual RPWM scheme allows a better spread shape of PSD compared to the simple randomization schemes that is the desired EMC advantage. In addition, a parametric study shows that there is an optimum shape of the PSD based on statistical parameters, The treatment of this problem with two powerful nonlinear methods (Trust Region method and Simplex algorithm), gives the same results.

2. MODULATING PRINCIPLE

The structure of the converter is given in Fig. 1; it requires two switching functions $q_a$ et $q_b$.

The modulating principle is illustrated in Fig. 2. The two switching functions $q_a$ and $q_b$ are obtained by comparing two deterministic reference signals $r_a$ and $r_b$ of magnitudes $d_a$ and $d_b$.
respectively, to a single randomized carrier $c$ (Fig. 2). Generally, the magnitudes $d_a$ and $d_b$ are taken as follows:

$$
0 < d_a < 1 \\
0 < d_b < 1 \\
d_a + d_b = 1
$$

Thus, the average value $U_0$ of the output voltage $u$ is:

$$U_0 = (2d_a - 1)E$$

Note that a variation of $d_a$ between 0 and 1 allows adjustment of the voltage $U_0$ between $-E$ and $+E$.

Each switching function is completely characterized by:

- The switching period $T$.
- The duty cycle $d$.
- The delay report $\delta$.

Theoretically, the three parameters ($T$, $\delta$ and $d$) should be randomized in a separated or a combined way. However, in industrial applications, the duty cycle $d$ is generally deduced from a reference signal and allows the control of output voltage. Therefore, only $T$ and $\delta$ are really randomized, resulting in the four (4) following configurations (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PWM scheme</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>$T$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DPWM</td>
<td>Fixed: $\beta = 0.5$</td>
<td>fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPPM</td>
<td>randomized</td>
<td>fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCFM</td>
<td>Fixed: $\beta = 0.5$</td>
<td>randomized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCFM-RPPM</td>
<td>randomized</td>
<td>randomized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The output voltage $u$ can be expressed using the switching functions $q_a$ and $q_b$ as follows:

$$u = (q_a - q_b)E$$

(3)

From Fig. 2, a random variation of parameter $\delta_a$ between 0 and $(1-d_a)$, "respectively $\delta_b$ between 0 and $(1-d_b)$" is obtained by using a carrier with random parameter $\beta$ between 0 and 1, which gives:

$$\begin{cases} 
\delta_a = \beta (1 - d_a) \\
\delta_b = \beta (1 - d_b) 
\end{cases}$$

(4)

The use of parameter $\beta$ instead of parameters $\delta_a$ and $\delta_b$ allows defining the switching functions $q_a$ and $q_b$ and the output voltage $u$ directly in term of the random parameters $T$ and $\beta$ of the carrier, therefore the voltage analysis can be performed directly from these two parameters. In addition, it provides only a single random variable "$\beta$" instead of the two parameters "$\delta_a$" and "$\delta_b$".

3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF PSD

A rigorous study of the spectral content of the output voltage is based on the Power Spectral Density (PSD) of random signals, defined as the Fourier transform of the auto-correlation of the considered signal:

$$W(f) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} R(\tau)e^{-j2\pi f \tau} d\tau$$

(5)

and:

$$R(\tau) = \lim_{T_0 \to \infty} \frac{1}{2T_0} \int_{-T_0}^{T_0} u(t)u(t-\tau) dt$$

(6)

$R(\tau)$ and $W(f)$ are respectively the auto-correlation function and the power spectral density of the signal $u(t)$.

For a Wide Sense Stationary (WSS) pulse signal $u(t)$, the PSD can be expressed as follows [4–6]:

$$W(f) = \lim_{N \to \infty} \frac{1}{T} E \left[ \sum_{k=-N}^{N} U_m(f) \ U^*_{m+k}(f) \right]$$

(7)

$U_m(f)$ and $U^*_{m+k}(f)$ are respectively the Fourier transform of the signal $u(t)$ during the switching period $T_m$ and its conjugate during the switching period $T_{m+k}$.

In relative magnitudes (per unit system), the expression (3) of the output voltage becomes:

$$u = q_a - q_b$$

(8)

and its Fourier transform over a switching period $T_m$ is then:

$$U_m(f) = q_{am}(f) - q_{bm}(f)$$

(9)

$q_{am}(f)$ and $q_{bm}(f)$ are respectively the Fourier transforms of $q_a$ and $q_b$ during the switching period $T_m$.

After some mathematical transformations, the PSD of the output voltage for the scheme RCFM-RPPM can be written as follows [5]:

$$W(f) = \frac{1}{T (\pi f)^2} \left\{ E_T \left[ |U(f)|^2 \right] + 2 \text{Real} \left[ E_{T,\beta} \left[ U(f) e^{j2\pi f T} \right] E_{T,\beta} \left[ U^*(f) \right] \right] \right\}$$

(10)

where:

$$U(f) = \left( e^{-j2\pi f \beta(1-d_a)T} e^{-j\pi f d_a T} \sin (\pi f d_a T) - e^{-j2\pi f \beta(1-d_b)T} e^{-j\pi f d_b T} \sin (\pi f d_b T) \right)$$

(11)

$E_T[\cdot]$: Expected value related to the random variable $T$.

$E_{T,\beta}[\cdot]$: Expected value related to the random variables $T$ and $\beta$.

From expressions (10) and (11), the simple schemes RCFM and RPPM can be obtained as particular cases: for RCFM scheme, the parameter $\beta$ is constant ($\beta = 0.5$) and for RPPM, the period $T$ is constant.
4. VALIDATION OF THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF PSD

The validation of the mathematical model of the PSD for the three RPWM schemes is performed by comparing the PSD calculated analytically with that estimated by the Welch method which can be obtained after simulation of the converter [7]. Moreover, for simple schemes (RCFM and RPPM), measurement results published in the literature are also used [1] for the comparison which is achieved with the following conditions:

- Input voltage: \( E = 200 \) volts.
- Switching period \( T \): randomized according to the uniform probability law between two values:
  \[
  T_{\text{min}} = 167 \mu s \quad \text{and} \quad T_{\text{max}} = 250 \mu s.
  \]
- \( \beta \) is randomized according to the uniform distribution in the interval:
  \[
  \beta \in \left[ \overline{\beta} \left(1 - R_\beta/2 \right), \, \overline{\beta} \left(1 + R_\beta/2 \right) \right]
  \]
  \( \overline{\beta} = 0.5 \): Statistical average.
  \( R_\beta \): Randomness level, it allows defining the variation interval of parameter \( \beta \), theoretically the maximum value is \( (R_\beta)_{\text{max}} = 2 \).

Figures 3 and 4 show very good agreements between the estimate, the analytical calculation and the measurement for RPPM and RCFM schemes respectively while Fig. 5 shows a very good agreement between the estimation and the calculation for RCFM-RPPM scheme thereby validating our proposed model.

![Figure 3: Validation for RPPM scheme. (a) Computed PSD. (b) Estimated PSD (Welch method). (c) Measured PSD [1].](image)

![Figure 4: Validation for RCFM scheme. (a) Computed PSD. (b) Estimated PSD (Welch method). (c) Measured PSD [1].](image)
5. EMC ADVANTAGE OF THE RCFM-RPPM SCHEME

Figure 6 shows the PSDs of the output voltage obtained while varying $R_T$ for three values of $R_T$ ($R_T = 0.2$, $R_T = 0.3$ and $R_T = 0.4$) at one functioning point corresponding to the following duty ratio $d = d_a - d_b = 0.75 - 0.25 = 0.5$.

The effect of $R_T$ appears clearly: important values of $R_T$ give better spread PSD. In addition, the dual randomized scheme (RCFM-RPPM) adds a significant spread to the PSD compared to the simple scheme (RCFM). This spreading is also accompanied by a decrease in peaks. Nevertheless, a significant increase in $R_\beta$ (Fig. 6) causes an increase in the peak of the PSD around $F_s$ ($F_s$: Average frequency modulation) and a decrease in the peak of the PSD around $2F_s$. Knowing that our purpose is to spread best the PSD and to reduce its peaks (in order to meet EMC standards), a compromise between the two peaks of the PSD (at $F_s$ and $2F_s$) can be achieved with an optimal value of $R_\beta$. The optimization problem is posed and solved in the following paragraph.

Figure 5: Validation for RCFM-RPPM scheme. (a) Computed PSD. (b) Estimated PSD (Welch method).

Figure 6: Effects of $R_T$ and $R_\beta$ on PSD shape. (a) PSD for $R_T = 0.2$ and ($R_\beta = 0$, 1 and 2). (b) PSD for $R_T = 0.3$ and ($R_\beta = 0$, 1 and 2). (c) PSD for $R_T = 0.4$ and ($R_\beta = 0$, 1 and 2).
6. OPTIMISATION OF PARAMETER $R_\beta$

Our purpose is to find an optimal value of the randomness level $R_\beta$ (optimization parameter) in order to achieve the best spread of the PSD. $R_\beta$ is subject to the following constraints of domain boundaries: $0 \leq R_\beta \leq 2$.

Generally, an optimization problem subject to the constraints of domain boundaries can be written as follows:

$$\min_{x \in \mathbb{R}^n} F(x) \in \mathbb{R}^n \quad l \leq x_k \leq u \quad k = 1, \ldots, n$$ (12)

where:

- $x$: $n$-dimensional vector $(x_k, k = 1, \ldots, n)$ representing the parameters of the problem to optimize.
- $l$ and $u$: Lower and upper limits of the search area (domain boundaries).
- $\mathbb{R}^n$: Search domain bounded by the limits $l$ and $u$.
- $F(x)$: Objective function or optimization criterion.

In our case, the criterion $F$ is chosen with the least square (quadratic). It is defined by the sum of $m$ non-linear functions squares. Thus, the resolution of a least square optimization problem consists of searching the vector $x_* \in \mathbb{R}^n$ which minimizes the objective function as follows [8]:

$$\min_{x \in \mathbb{R}^n} F(x), \quad F(x) = \|f(x)\|^2_2 = \sum_{i=1}^{m} f_i^2(x) \quad m \geq n$$ (13)

where:

- $f(x) = [f_1(x) f_2(x) \ldots f_m(x)]^T$: Vector containing $m$ non-linear functions.
- $\|f(x)\|^2_2$: Second order norm of vector $f(x)$.
- $x \in \mathbb{R}^n$: Vector of optimization parameters.

6.1. Mathematical Formulation

The parameter $\beta$ varies randomly in the interval $[\beta_{\min}, \beta_{\max}]$, with $\beta_{\min} \geq 0$ and $\beta_{\max} \leq 1$. By introducing the statistical mean $\overline{\beta}$ and the randomness level $R_\beta$, we obtain:

$$\beta \in \overline{\beta} \left[1 - \frac{R_\beta}{2}, \quad 1 + \frac{R_\beta}{2}\right]$$

where: $\overline{\beta} = 0.5$ et $0 \leq R_\beta \leq 2$.

In expression (13), $f(x)$ is a vector of dimension $m = 2$, it represents the PSD at frequencies $F_s$ and $2F_s$, and $x$ represents the searched value of $R_\beta$. We can then consider the problem as an optimization problem in the sense of nonlinear least squares with constraints of the search area limits as follows:

- Unweighted problem:

$$\min_{0 \leq R_\beta \leq 2} F(x) = W^2 (R_\beta, F_s) + W^2 (R_\beta, 2F_s)$$ (14)

- Weighted problem: Usually the low frequencies are more harmful for inductive loads, then we can introduce weighting coefficients in the objective function so as to give more important to the frequency $F_s$ compared to $2F_s$ as follows:

$$\min_{0 \leq R_\beta \leq 2} F(x) = (a * W (R_\beta, F_s))^2 + (b * W (R_\beta, 2F_s))^2$$ (15)

where:

- $R_\beta$: Optimization parameter of the objective function.
- $a$ and $b$: weighting coefficients, in practice the impedance of an inductive load is proportional to the frequency, thus its judicious to choose the ratio $a/b$ inverse of the ratio between the frequencies $F_s$ and $2F_s$, which gives $a = 2$ and $b = 1$. 

- $W$: PSD of the voltage evaluated at frequencies $F_s$ and $2F_s$ using the general expression:

$$W(R_β, f) = \frac{1}{T(\pi f)^2} \left\{ E_T[U(R_β, f)^2] + 2\text{Real}\left(\frac{E_{T,λ}[U(R_β, f)e^{j2πfT}]}{1-E_T[e^{j2πfT}]}ight)\right\}$$

(16)

Note: In the expression (16) of PSD, the frequency $f$ takes only two values ($F_s$ and $2F_s$) and the variable $R_β$ is introduced while replacing the expectations related to the random variable $β$, $(E_{T,λ}[\ldots])$ by their expressions.

6.2. Optimization Methods

To solve this optimization problem, we propose two algorithms: the trust region method, available in MATLAB as the utility named \texttt{lsqnonlin} and to consolidate the results, we use the simplex algorithm (Nelder and Mead) available in MATLAB as the utility named \texttt{fminsearch}. These two algorithms are well suited to our problem, which is nonlinear with the constraints of the domain limits.

6.2.1. Trust Region Method

This method involves replacing the resolution of the problem posed by Equation (12) by solving a succession of simpler sub-problems where the optimization criterion $F$ is replaced by a simpler function $m$ called model function, which reflects the behavior of $F$ in a neighborhood $N$ around the point $x$, this neighborhood is called trust region and is generally spherical or ellipsoidal [9]. Originally, this algorithm is used in nonlinear optimization problems for both cases: without constraints and with constraints of the domain limits [10].

6.2.2. Simplex Algorithm

This algorithm is based on the concept of direct search: it attempts to solve the problem by using directly the objective function value without using its derivatives. It is suitable for strongly nonlinear optimization problems without constraints [11]. However, it may take into account the domain limits. A simplex is a geometric figure of $n$-dimension, created from $(n+1)$ points, each dimension corresponds to a parameter of the optimization problem. The minimum is sought by changing the simplex through standard operations: reflection, expansion and contraction [12].

6.2.3. Numerical Results of Optimization

For fixed $R_T$, we search the optimal value of $R_β$ in the interval $[0, 2]$ with an arbitrary initial value ($R_{β_0} \in [0, 2]$). The obtained results are given in Tables 2, 3, 4 and 5. Note that these results remain unchanged for any value of $R_{β_0}$, demonstrating the robustness of these algorithms.

The two algorithms give almost the same results (difference less than 0.1%), which reinforce the obtained results.

- Without frequency weighting ($a = b = 1$)

  Table 2: Obtained results (trust region).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$R_T$</th>
<th>Optimal $R_β$</th>
<th>$W(R_β, F_s)$</th>
<th>$W(R_β, 2F_s)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.1755</td>
<td>0.1649</td>
<td>0.2205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.1791</td>
<td>0.0815</td>
<td>0.1150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$R_T$</th>
<th>Optimal $R_β$</th>
<th>$W(R_β, F_s)$</th>
<th>$W(R_β, 2F_s)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.1748</td>
<td>0.1645</td>
<td>0.2207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.1782</td>
<td>0.0813</td>
<td>0.1151</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- With frequency weighting ($a = 2b = 2$)

  Table 4: Obtained results (trust region).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$R_T$</th>
<th>Optimal $R_β$</th>
<th>$W(R_β, F_s)$</th>
<th>$W(R_β, 2F_s)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.0238</td>
<td>0.1036</td>
<td>0.2847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.0167</td>
<td>0.0509</td>
<td>0.1457</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5: Obtained results (simplex).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$R_T$</th>
<th>Optimal $R_β$</th>
<th>$W(R_β, F_s)$</th>
<th>$W(R_β, 2F_s)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.0241</td>
<td>0.1037</td>
<td>0.2845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.0177</td>
<td>0.0511</td>
<td>0.1455</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: Comparison of PSDs. (a) PSD in volt$^2$/Hz. (b) PSD in dB/Hz.

To further support our results, we compare in Fig. 7, the variation of the PSD around the optimum value of $R_β$ for $R_T$ fixed. We see clearly (Fig. 7) the compromise reached between the two peaks at $F_s$ and at $2F_s$.

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed an optimized RPWM technique for the full bridge DC-DC converter. This technique is based on a carrier with two randomized parameters. To make a rigorous analysis of the output tension, we have developed and validated a mathematical model of the power spectral density of this voltage. A parametric study reveals the existence of optimal statistical parameters. This problem has been treated with two powerful nonlinear methods.
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Abstract—This paper deals with squirrel cage induction machines and their modeling concerning the occurrence of current displacement in rotor bars caused by skin effect. Considering non-steady-state operation such as direct on-line start and especially in the case of sustained ramp-up, e.g., by using Y-D starter or soft starters (thyristor controlled AC voltage regulator), an accurate calculation of current and torque is required. An appropriate numerical calculation model is pointed out and an application example by simulating a double-cage induction machine start-up demonstrates the benefit of this extended machine model.

1. INTRODUCTION

In order to start-up three-phase induction machines very often three-phase AC voltage controllers based upon SCRs are being used to achieve a smooth transition to nominal speed and avoid high torque and current values. Especially widely used squirrel-cage motors are intentionally designed to develop a higher starting torque by utilizing the skin effect in the rotor bars. This, in turn, affects the stator currents as well.

To analyze the characteristics of these machines in non-steady-state operations with higher rotor slip, e.g., start with SCR based AC voltage controller or simple Y-D starter, the skin effect in rotor bars (also known as deep bar effect or current displacement) has to be taken into consideration in order to obtain valid results for torque and stator currents during ramp-up.

2. PRINCIPLE OF SKIN EFFECT IN ROTOR BARS

The rotor of current-displacement influenced induction machines is a squirrel cage consisting of a number of bars ($N_2$) arranged all-over the rotor perimeter and grouted with short circuit rings. The energized three-phase stator windings generate a rotary field to which the squirrel cage is exposed. This magnetic flux of the stator rotary field induces voltages which excite mesh currents in the adjacent rotor bars. Their values and phase angles are determined by the resistance and the leakage inductance of rotor bars and ring segments and also by the rotor slip $s$. The $N_2$ “windings” constitute an $N_2$-phase system which generates a rotor field acting like the field of a three-phase wound rotor [1]. So it is possible to model the rotor as a three-phase equivalent winding and to model the whole motor using the well-known T-equivalent circuit.

Under nominal operating conditions the current in the rotor bar cross-section is homogeneously distributed and the leakage flux lines are shaped like illustrated in Fig. 1(left). In non-steady-state operation, e.g., starting, the rotational speed does not correspond to the number of revolutions of the stator rotary field. Therefore, high slip values occur. In the case of a low rotational speed, which is connected with increased values of rotor current frequency, the current in rotor bars is cumulatively displaced in radial direction to the air gap. This effect is caused by the slot leakage field in the environment of the bars.

It is assumed that the rotor bar is divided into several elements (Fig. 1). Combined with the adjacent rotor bars they form partial coils connected by the corresponding short-circuit ring segments. Thus, the in radial direction internally located coil is exposed to a stronger leakage field and shows the highest leakage inductance value compared to the leakage inductance values of the upper coils close to the air gap [1]. At increased frequency $f_2$ of the rotor current $i_2$ (decreased rotational speed $n$) the leakage reactance predominates compared to the resistance and the current concentrates in the upper coils (Fig. 1(right)). Therefore, the effective conducting cross-section decreases and with it the resistance increases. As a consequence, leakage reactance and resistance values of the rotor depend on slip [2, 3].
3. MODELING OF SKIN EFFECT

One method to model this slip-dependent effect is the determination of correction factors for sinusoidal supply and fundamental slot geometry characteristics [1, 4, 5]. This approach is sufficient in case of sinusoidal supply and for simple rotor bar geometries.

Apart from that, another option is modeling of the above defined partial coils by using lumped resistance and inductance elements in an RL-ladder network consisting of \( n \) stages, each with a resistance \( R_{2(k)} \) and a leakage inductance \( L_{2\sigma(k)} \) (see Fig. 1(right)) and replacing the right side of the T-equivalent circuit by this network [4, 6, 7], as illustrated in Fig. 2. This approach allows the numerical calculation of slip-dependent rotor parameters for more complex rotor bar geometries (e.g., double-cage induction machines) and non-sinusoidal feeding of the machine.

The concrete rotor bar geometry affects the resulting current displacement. Therefore the calculation of the bar-element’s electrical parameters \( R_{2(k)} \) and \( L_{2\sigma(k)} \) is necessary. In the case of unknown rotor-bar geometry this can be done by an approximation assuming a homogenous rectangular rotor-bar divided into \( n \) elements. The resistance values \( R_{2(k)} \) can be calculated as parallel connection and the inductance values can be calculated on closer examination of the current fragmentation in the RL-ladder network (see Fig. 2). In the first element flows the total current \( i_2(0) \) and in every subsequent element (every \( k \)-th element) a current representing a portion of \( (n-k)/n \) of the total current. Based on the law of energy conservation and the known equation for the partial sum \( \sum_{k=1}^{n} k^2 = \frac{n(n+1)(2n+1)}{6} \) the following calculation formula can be deduced:

\[
L_{2\sigma(k)} = L_2 \cdot \frac{6n}{(n+1)(2n+1)}
\]  

(1)
In the case of known rotor bar geometry (esp. shape of the cross sectional area of the bars) approximating the real geometry is possible and more accurate. An example concerning modeling a double-bar geometry is given in Fig. 3. The parameters of the approximated rectangular elements can be calculated from geometry [8]:

\[
\frac{R_{2(k)}}{l} = \frac{1}{\kappa \cdot \Delta x \cdot b_k} \quad \frac{L_{2\sigma(k)}}{l} = \frac{\mu_0 \cdot \Delta x}{b_k}
\]

(2)

with \(\kappa\) — electrical conductance, \(\mu_0\) — magnetic permeability, \(\Delta x\) — height of each element, \(b_k\) — width of one element, \(l\) — length of the rotor bars.

By extending the T-equivalent circuit as described, an implementation algorithm for computing the current \(i_{2(0)}\) is convenient. This can be done using a system of state-space equations (Equation (3)) to express the mesh equations of the RL-ladder network:

\[
\frac{di_{2(k)}}{dt} = A \cdot i_{2(k)} + B \cdot i_{2(0)} \\
i_{2(1)} = C \cdot i_{2(k)} + D \cdot i_{2(0)}
\]

(3)

with the state vector representing the partial currents of the ladder elements calculated by means of coefficient matrices \((A, B)\) consisting of \(R/L\) terms.

With this state-space model the relevant partial current and with it the entire rotor current can be calculated for known rotor bar parameters. Using this state-space model the effect of current displacement is considered in a calculation algorithm realized in MATLAB- Simulink® by implementation of a specific motor model.

4. APPLICATION EXAMPLE: SIMULATION OF A DOUBLE-CAGE INDUCTION MACHINE

An industrial induction machine (Table 1) with double-cage rotor profile (Fig. 3) is the basis to parameterize the proposed model enabling the simulation of the non-steady-state behavior. The intention of using a double-cage rotor profile in induction motors is utilization of the skin effect by a special deep bar geometry (Fig. 3), to obtain a powerful starting torque.

To show the impact of modeling of current displacement, comparable simulations with consideration of skin effect (established motor model) and without consideration of skin effect (common motor model in Simulink) were performed. The simulation results of a direct start-up are illustrated in Fig. 4 by comparison of mechanical speed, electric torque and stator current.

As expected the ramp-up-time \((t = 0 \text{s} . . . t = 0.1 \text{s})\) is shorter if the skin-effect is considered because of a higher starting torque. The oscillation of the torque is more damped in this case,
Table 1: Parameters of the used industrial induction motor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rotor bar geometry:</th>
<th>Machine model 1LA5-207-4AA (data for Y-connection)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$h_t = 30.85 \text{ mm}$</td>
<td>$P_N = 30 \text{ kW}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_g = 29.60 \text{ mm}$</td>
<td>$n_N = 1465 \text{ U/min}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_r = 16.45 \text{ mm}$</td>
<td>$m_N = 196 \text{ Nm}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_k = 3.05 \text{ mm}$</td>
<td>$p = 2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_z = 1.50 \text{ mm}$</td>
<td>$I_N = 55 \text{ A}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_o = 2.75 \text{ mm}$</td>
<td>$J = 0.24 \text{ Nm} \cdot \text{s}^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_u = 1.30 \text{ mm}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of ladder elements:</td>
<td>T-equivalent circuit parameters:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n = 10$</td>
<td>$R_1 = 98 \text{ m}\Omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$R'_2 = 62 \text{ m}\Omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$R_{Fe} = 50 \text{ k}\Omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$L_{1\sigma} = 1.235 \text{ mH}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$L'_{2\sigma} = 1.146 \text{ mH}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$L_{h3} = 35.3 \text{ mH}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Comparison of machine models with (calculation of current displacement) and without consideration of skin effect (no current displacement calculation) by means of the example of a direct ramp-up, simulation of mechanical speed, electric torque and the stator current of one phase.

The simulation results of the skin effect model are in accordance with calculation results from a reference calculation tool and with data sheet specifications of inrush current ($i_{\text{RMS}} = 385 \text{ A}$ corresponding to the RMS-value of the current $i_1$ between $t = 0 \text{ s}$ and $t = 0.1 \text{ s}$ in Fig. 4) and average starting torque ($M = 510 \text{ Nm}$ corresponding to the average value between $t = 0 \text{ s}$ and $t = 0.1 \text{ s}$ in Fig. 4).

5. CONCLUSIONS

The paper presents a method to calculate the slip-dependent rotor current based on an extended T-equivalent circuit for non-sinusoidal power supply and arbitrary rotor-bar geometry. For complex
rotor-bar geometries such as double-cage rotor profile these parameters can be obtained by approximation of the rotor bar cross-section using rectangle elements and deriving the $R_2(k)$ and $L_2\sigma(k)$ values for each element. The calculation algorithm has been realized in MATLAB-Simulink® by implementation of a specific motor model. The simulation results demonstrate the advantages of the proposed model in comparison to existing machine models.
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Abstract—This study aims to develop a control strategy for high power induction motor capable of providing, in solicitations binding load torque, electromagnetic torque responses in wide dynamic. Direct torque control will achieve those goals. Indeed, by selecting from a table of switching vectors of the inverter output voltage, it imposes directly the states of power switches based on the electromagnetic state of the motor. Two applications are processed as part of this work. The first concerns the control of an induction motor fed by an inverter 2-voltage levels. The second develops new switching tables for direct torque control of induction motor fed by an inverter 3-voltage levels and structure of NPC. The characteristics of these tables justify the use of such a control strategy for systems implementing high power components such as GTOs. Particular attention is paid to maintaining the balance of the midpoint of the final structure of inverter.

1. INTRODUCTION

With the advancement of power electronics and digital technologies command, several control structures for the AC machines were proposed, in order get performance identical to those of the DC machine [1]. Among these structures, the direct torque control has been in recent years towards the most important research and best suited to industrial requirements [2, 3]. In addition, the development of variable speed control of induction machines has encouraged the use of three-level inverters. The increase in levels of the latter proves to be the best solution in high power drives. This structure of multilevel inverter was introduced by A. Naba and H. Akagi in 1981 [4–8], the aim was to reduce the amplitude of harmonics injected by the inverter. This term describes the connection point “O” through the diodes S₄’, S₁ and S₁’.

The paper is organized as follows. The principle of classical DTC is presented in the second section. Section three and four describes the two level inverters and three level inverters fed DTC drive respectively. Section five presents the simulation results of the proposed DTC drive, compares them to those obtained with a classical DTC.

2. PRINCIPLE OF DIRECT TORQUE CONTROL

The principle of the command DTC is different. The objective is the direct regulation of the couple of the machine, by the application of the various vectors of tension of the inverter, which determines her state. The two controlled variables are: the flow statorique and the electromagnetic couple which who are usually commanded by regulators in hysteresis [1, 2]. It’s about maintaining the greatnesses of statorique flux and the electromagnetic couple inside these bands of hystrsis. The output of this regulator determines the voltage vector of the optimal inverter to be applied to each switching instant. The use of this type of regulators supposes the existence of a frequency of switching in the variable converter requiring a step of very low calculation [2, 3].

Estimation of Stator Flux and Torque: The estimation of the flux and torque can be realized from the measures of the greatnesses stator current and motor voltage, we obtain the components α and β of the vector $\bar{\Psi}_s$ and $\Gamma_e$:

$$
\left\{
\begin{array}{l}
\Psi_{s\alpha} = \int_0^t (V_{s\alpha} - R_s I_{s\alpha}) dt \\
\Psi_{s\beta} = \int_0^t (V_{s\beta} - R_s I_{s\beta}) dt \\
\Gamma_e = p_p (\Psi_{s\alpha} I_{s\beta} - \Psi_{s\beta} I_{s\alpha})
\end{array}
\right.
$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Vector Control of Torque: The general expression of electromagnetic torque:

$$
\Gamma_e = p_p \frac{L_m}{\sigma L_s L_r} \Psi_s \Psi_r \sin(\bar{\Psi_s} \bar{\Psi_r})
$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)
The torque depends on the amplitude of both vectors $\bar{\Psi}_r$ and $\bar{\Psi}_s$ and their relative position. If we succeed in controlling perfectly the flux $\bar{\Psi}_s$ (from $\bar{V}_s$) in module and in position, we can thus control the amplitude and the relative position of $\bar{\Psi}_r$ and thus the torque.

**Vector Control of Flux:** The statorique flux of the asynchronous machine is obtained from the following equation:

$$\bar{\Psi}_s = \int_0^t (\bar{V}_s - R_s \bar{I}_s)dt$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

**3. DIRECT TORQUE CONTROL WITH TOW-LEVEL INVERTER**

The switches of the inverter of voltage (see Figure 1) must be commanded so as to maintain the flux and the torque of the motor [5]. The vector of the voltage stator can be written under the shape:

$$V_s = \sqrt{\frac{2}{3}} E_0 \left( S_a + S_b e^{j\frac{2\pi}{3}} + S_c e^{j\frac{4\pi}{3}} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $(S_a, S_b, S_c)$ represent the logical state of three switches: $S_i = 1$ mean that the high switch is closed and the low switch is opened ($V_i = +E_0$) and $S_i = 0$ mean that the high switch is opened and the low switch is closed ($V_i = -E_0$). We seek to control the flux and the torque via the choice of the vector of tension which will be made by a configuration of switches. As we have three switches, there are thus $2^3 = 8$ possibilities for the vector $V_s$. Two vectors ($V_1$ and $V_8$) correspond to the zero vector: $(S_a, S_b, S_c) = (0,0,0)$ and $(S_a, S_b, S_c) = (1,1,1)$.

**Switching Table:** The control table is built according to the state of variables $d\Psi$ and $d\Gamma$ and to the $S_i$ zone and $\bar{\Psi}_s$ position, and so, it is shaped as presented in the Table 1.

![Figure 1](image)

**Table 1:** Switching table for direct torque control (two levels inverter).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sectors $(S_i; i = 1$ to $6)$</th>
<th>$d\Psi$</th>
<th>$d\Gamma$</th>
<th>$S_1$</th>
<th>$S_2$</th>
<th>$S_3$</th>
<th>$S_4$</th>
<th>$S_5$</th>
<th>$S_6$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$V_2$</td>
<td>$V_3$</td>
<td>$V_4$</td>
<td>$V_5$</td>
<td>$V_6$</td>
<td>$V_1$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>$V_7$</td>
<td>$V_0$</td>
<td>$V_7$</td>
<td>$V_0$</td>
<td>$V_7$</td>
<td>$V_0$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-1$</td>
<td>$V_6$</td>
<td>$V_1$</td>
<td>$V_2$</td>
<td>$V_3$</td>
<td>$V_4$</td>
<td>$V_5$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>$V_3$</td>
<td>$V_4$</td>
<td>$V_6$</td>
<td>$V_1$</td>
<td>$V_2$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-1$</td>
<td>$V_5$</td>
<td>$V_6$</td>
<td>$V_1$</td>
<td>$V_2$</td>
<td>$V_3$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$V_4$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**4. DIRECT TORQUE CONTROL WITH TREE-LEVEL INVERTER**

Figure 2 presents the general scheme of the inverter voltage three levels of structure called the neutral point “clamped” (NPC Neutral-Point-Clamped), it is one of the structures of inverter at three levels of tension [7, 8]. It has many advantages, such as the number of generated voltage is higher, less harmonic distortion and low frequency switching. Each arm of the inverter is comprised of four switches: $S_i, S_i', S_j, S_j'$. Switches $S_i$ and $S_i'$ have a complementary function. The combination of four switches of the same arm $(S_i, S_i', S_j, S_j')$, we can impose on the phase three levels of different tension: $(0,0,1,1) \rightarrow -\frac{E_2}{2}, (0,1,1,0) \rightarrow 0, (1,1,0,0) \rightarrow \frac{E_2}{2}$ the combinations $(1,1,1,0)$ and $(0,1,1,1)$ realize a short circuit of the one both demies sources of continuous tension for it he are prohibited [8].
Vectors of output voltage of the inverter at three levels: The set of vectors voltages supplied by an inverter at three levels as well as sequences corresponding phase levels are shown in Figure 3.

The group of vectors “Zero voltage”: they are obtained by three different combinations from states of three arms: \((1,1,1), (-1,-1,-1)\) and \((0,0,0)\), and that we named respectively \(V_7, V_{14}\) and \(V_6\). They have no influence on the voltage of the middle point of the inverter.

The group of vectors “voltage half”: we can decompose this group into two other subgroups: The first one is constituted by vectors named \(V_1, V_2, V_3, V_4, V_5\) and \(V_6\). Other one is constituted by vectors \(V_8, V_9, V_{10}, V_{11}, V_{12}\) and \(V_{13}\). These vectors constitute the internal hexagon “voltage half”. The application of a vector of the one or the other subgroup has an opposite effect on the evolution of the voltage of the middle point \(E\), indeed, the application of a vector of the first subgroup (respectively of the second) will cause a discharge of input capacitor \(C_1\) (respectively of capacitor \(C_2\)) [5, 7, 8].

The group of vectors “voltage full”: this group contains vectors voltage named \(V_{15}, V_{16}, V_{17}, V_{18}, V_{19}\) and \(V_{20}\). These vectors constitute the outside hexagon “voltage full”. The voltage of the middle point \(E\), is not affected by the application of these vectors, because the current which circulates in \(C_1\) and in \(C_2\) is the same.

The group of vectors “intermediate voltage”: vectors voltage of this group are called \(V_{21}, V_{22}, V_{23}, V_{24}, V_{25}\) and \(V_{26}\). During the application of these vectors, we cannot know if he is going to be to increase him or to decrease the tension of the middle point \(E\), where the we are going to seek both capacitors, but currents which will cross them will not be equal. There will be an imbalance of \(E\) which depends on currents circulating in the phases during this functioning [4, 8].

The construction of switching tables (Tableau 2) is based on choice of the stator voltage vector applied to allow you to increase or decrease the modulus of the stator flux and electromagnetic torque value. A particular attention was dedicated to the synthesis of the table and to the comparators in hysteresis. In our case we use a hystris comparator in five level for the torque and at two levels for the regulation of flux in more we shall suppose that \(U_{c1} = U_{c2} = \frac{E}{2}\).

5. SIMULATION RESULTS

Induction motor parameters: \(P_n = 3\text{Kw}, V_n = 220\text{v}, R_s = 5.27\Omega, R_r = 5.07\Omega, L_s = 0.416\text{H}, L_r = 0.423\text{H}, L_m = 0.458\text{H}, J = 0.2\text{kg} \cdot \text{m}^2, p = 2\).

Figures below represent the answer of the electromagnetic torque, flux statorique, and stator current for DTC 2-levels and DTC 3-levels. The reference torque \(\Gamma_r^*\) is a level of \([7–20–8]\) and a reference flux of \(\Psi_s^* = 1\text{Wb}\). Figures 4(a) and 5(b), show that in the case of the inverter 3-levels, the good dynamics of the torque with fewer oscillations and overtaking of instruction, the torque follows...
Table 2: Switching table for direct torque control (three levels inverter).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sectors ($S_i$: $i = 1$ to $12$)</th>
<th>$dT$</th>
<th>$d\psi$</th>
<th>$S_1$</th>
<th>$S_2$</th>
<th>$S_3$</th>
<th>$S_4$</th>
<th>$S_5$</th>
<th>$S_6$</th>
<th>$S_7$</th>
<th>$S_8$</th>
<th>$S_9$</th>
<th>$S_{10}$</th>
<th>$S_{11}$</th>
<th>$S_{12}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>−2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$V_{20}$</td>
<td>$V_{26}$</td>
<td>$V_{15}$</td>
<td>$V_{21}$</td>
<td>$V_{16}$</td>
<td>$V_{22}$</td>
<td>$V_{17}$</td>
<td>$V_{18}$</td>
<td>$V_{24}$</td>
<td>$V_{19}$</td>
<td>$V_{25}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$V_{25}$</td>
<td>$V_{20}$</td>
<td>$V_{26}$</td>
<td>$V_{15}$</td>
<td>$V_{21}$</td>
<td>$V_{16}$</td>
<td>$V_{22}$</td>
<td>$V_{17}$</td>
<td>$V_{18}$</td>
<td>$V_{24}$</td>
<td>$V_{19}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>−1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$V_{13}$</td>
<td>$V_{8}$</td>
<td>$V_{1}$</td>
<td>$V_{2}$</td>
<td>$V_{9}$</td>
<td>$V_{10}$</td>
<td>$V_{3}$</td>
<td>$V_{4}$</td>
<td>$V_{11}$</td>
<td>$V_{12}$</td>
<td>$V_{5}$</td>
<td>$V_{6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$V_{5}$</td>
<td>$V_{6}$</td>
<td>$V_{13}$</td>
<td>$V_{8}$</td>
<td>$V_{1}$</td>
<td>$V_{2}$</td>
<td>$V_{9}$</td>
<td>$V_{10}$</td>
<td>$V_{3}$</td>
<td>$V_{4}$</td>
<td>$V_{11}$</td>
<td>$V_{12}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$V_{0}$</td>
<td>$V_{7}$</td>
<td>$V_{14}$</td>
<td>$V_{0}$</td>
<td>$V_{7}$</td>
<td>$V_{14}$</td>
<td>$V_{0}$</td>
<td>$V_{7}$</td>
<td>$V_{14}$</td>
<td>$V_{0}$</td>
<td>$V_{7}$</td>
<td>$V_{14}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$V_{0}$</td>
<td>$V_{7}$</td>
<td>$V_{14}$</td>
<td>$V_{0}$</td>
<td>$V_{7}$</td>
<td>$V_{14}$</td>
<td>$V_{0}$</td>
<td>$V_{7}$</td>
<td>$V_{14}$</td>
<td>$V_{0}$</td>
<td>$V_{7}$</td>
<td>$V_{14}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$V_{2}$</td>
<td>$V_{3}$</td>
<td>$V_{10}$</td>
<td>$V_{11}$</td>
<td>$V_{4}$</td>
<td>$V_{5}$</td>
<td>$V_{12}$</td>
<td>$V_{13}$</td>
<td>$V_{6}$</td>
<td>$V_{7}$</td>
<td>$V_{8}$</td>
<td>$V_{9}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$V_{3}$</td>
<td>$V_{4}$</td>
<td>$V_{11}$</td>
<td>$V_{12}$</td>
<td>$V_{5}$</td>
<td>$V_{6}$</td>
<td>$V_{13}$</td>
<td>$V_{14}$</td>
<td>$V_{1}$</td>
<td>$V_{2}$</td>
<td>$V_{3}$</td>
<td>$V_{9}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$V_{22}$</td>
<td>$V_{17}$</td>
<td>$V_{23}$</td>
<td>$V_{18}$</td>
<td>$V_{24}$</td>
<td>$V_{19}$</td>
<td>$V_{25}$</td>
<td>$V_{20}$</td>
<td>$V_{15}$</td>
<td>$V_{21}$</td>
<td>$V_{16}$</td>
<td>$V_{22}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$V_{17}$</td>
<td>$V_{23}$</td>
<td>$V_{18}$</td>
<td>$V_{24}$</td>
<td>$V_{19}$</td>
<td>$V_{25}$</td>
<td>$V_{20}$</td>
<td>$V_{15}$</td>
<td>$V_{21}$</td>
<td>$V_{16}$</td>
<td>$V_{22}$</td>
<td>$V_{25}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Comparison of the evolution electromagnetic torque, module of stator ux, stator current and stator flux circle for DTC 2-level and DTC 3-level.

Figure 5: loupe: Comparison of the evolution electromagnetic torque, module of stator ux, stator current and stator flux circle for DTC 2-level and DTC 3-level.

perfectly its reference in regime establishes. According to Figures 4(c) and 5(d), we note that the establishment of the stator flux is a bit slower than the classical DTC Figures 4(c) and 5(d), but the plan continuous flux module presents a good response which is shown in Figure 4(c) and 5(d), where the evolution of the vector flux stator in the plan ($\alpha, \beta$) is circular (4(g) and 5(h)). The Figures 4(e) and 5(f), show that the use of the inverter 3-levels entails a decrease of the undulations of the stator current, and the scheme of the current becomes purely sinusoidal.

6. CONCLUSION

A direct torque control of induction motor based on three levels and two levels inverter has been described. The system was analyzed, designed and performances were studied extensively by simu-
lation to validate the theoretical concept. The main improvements by using a three levels inverter are:

- imitation of the current amplitude and low distortions for current and torque;
- No flux droppings caused by sector changes circular trajectory;
- Reduction in Flux, current and torque ripples,
- Stability of system.
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Abstract — Dielectric multilayers can usually serve as perfect reflectors, so most researches are performed to broaden the optical band of the total reflexion. In this work, a new examination had been carried out to create a multilayer which acts as an antireflection system. It has been shown that applying an apodization to a one dimensional photonic crystal can significantly enhance the total optical transmission in the structure. The transmission characteristics of the apodized grating are analysed. So, in order to achieve a wideband of total transmission the number of layers, apodization profile and the reference wavelength should be optimized. The enhancement of optical transmission in this structure is very important since the performance of a number of optical devices could be improved.

1. INTRODUCTION

Currently, a wide range of modern integrated optoelectronics are based on photonic crystals (PCs) such as filters, waveguides, etc. Some applications like multiplexers, dispersion compensators, polarization filters, and image processors require a negligibly small reflection loss at the PC interface [1]. Therefore, applying antireflection interface structures, or antireflection coatings to the input and output interfaces of the PCs is important. This will also prevent unwanted reflections that can cause interference and cross talk between devices within PC-based compact integrated optical circuits [2]. Most of the studied structures are based on adding an antireflection coating to the photonic crystal, so the transmittance of the whole structure is increased [1–4]. Recent result shows that metallic-dielectric PCs themselves exhibit transparency in the visible and infrared spectra regions [5, 6]. So, it is interesting to realize structure presenting total transmission without adding antireflection coating and the structure itself operates similar to an antireflection coating. In this work, we propose a dielectric multilayer which is transparent in the visible light and near infrared region through a specific design based on the apodization. Apodization theory is frequently used for astronomy and for optics, for example in quantitative spectroscopy [7] or in fiber bragg gratings in which the profile of gratings varies with the propagation distance [8–12]. In photonics, apodization is generally required to suppress the side lobes of the total reflection band and to widen it [8, 10–12]. Through the present work, apodization is used to create a band of total transmission and to enlarge it. A specific function applied to the refraction index of layers and having the form of a Gaussian apodization is exploited to enhance the transmission. So, each layer has a refractive index obeying to the Gaussian apodization according to its order through the grating. The transmission characteristics of the apodized grating are analysed. So, in order to achieve a wideband of total transmission, the number of layers and the apodization profile should be optimized. We define this band as the wavelength range when \( R < 0.05\% \). The numerical method employed to obtain the reflection (or transmission) response of the structure is the transfer matrix method [13].

2. MODEL

The structure considered in this paper is formed by \( p \) layers and the refraction index of each layer is chosen to have the following form

\[
n(j) = 1 + \exp\left[-(j - a)^2/b\right]
\]

where \( j \) is the order of the layer in the grating, \( a \) and \( b \) are the apodization parameters. The optical thicknesses of the layers were taken quarter wavelengths. Therefore, geometrical thicknesses of the layers have the following form

\[
d(j) = \frac{\lambda_0}{4 \times n(j)}
\]

In mathematics, Gaussian function takes the form:
The graph of a Gaussian is a characteristic symmetric “bell curve” shape that quickly falls off towards plus/minus infinity. The parameter $\alpha$ is the height of the curve’s peak, $\beta$ is the position of the centre of the peak, and $\gamma$ controls the width of the “bell”. The form used in this work is

$$f(x) = 1 + \exp \left[ -\frac{(x-a)^2}{b} \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

If we compare this form to the general one of the Gaussian function, we can say that the function is composed of two parts, one is constant and equal to one, the second have a Gaussian profile with $\alpha = 1$, $\beta = a$, $\gamma = \sqrt{\frac{b}{2}}$. So, it is a profile which tends to 1 at the edges of studied interval. Thus, refraction index are taken in the range 1-2. Dielectric materials with refractive indices involving in this range are for example SiO$_2$ (1.45), MgF$_2$ (1.38), MgO (1.78), Si$_3$N$_4$ (1.9) etc.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We purpose to minimize the number of layers with realising a broad high transmission band. So, we study the optical reflection by varying the layers number. We optimize the apodization parameters a and b for each number of layers. Table 1 presents the optimized couples (a, b) according to $p$ where $p$ varies between 6 and 21. These values were chosen to correspond to a reasonable optical reflection.

We note some regularity in a and b for the higher values of $p$. For $p \geq 11$, a generally takes the value $p - 2$ while b takes the values 17, 18 and 19. For $p \geq 14$, b keeps the value 18. Figure 1(a) shows some profiles of refractive indices for some $p$ values. Table 1 was illustrated after numerical simulations of the optical reflection versus wavelength for some $p$, a and b values.

Figure 1(b) gives some optical reflection spectra obtained by apodization technique with $\lambda_0$ chosen to correspond to the middle of the visible spectrum (0.5 $\mu$m). It is worth noting that apodization enhanced the transmission through the grating. For $p = 6$, some narrow bandwidths appeared through the visible range and it is clearly that one band covers the reference wavelength 0.5 $\mu$m. For $p \geq 9$, by increasing the number of layers the curve flattens and the zero reflexion band becomes wider. Table 2 illustrates the band properties for different design (characterized by the triplet $(p, a, b)$), $\lambda_{\text{short}}$ and $\lambda_{\text{long}}$ are the wavelengths of respectively the lower and the upper band edges.

For $p \geq 10$, it has been found that $p$ has no regular effect on the bandwidth but the curve becomes flatter by increasing $p$. From $p = 12$, we achieve a total transmission band covering almost

| p  | 6  | 7  | 8  | 9  | 10 | 11 | 12 | 13 | 14 | 15 | 16 | 17 | 18 | 19 | 20 | 21 |
|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
| a  | 4  | 6  | 7  | 8  | 9  | 9  | 10 | 11 | 12 | 13 | 14 | 15 | 16 | 17 | 18 | 19 |
| b  | 6  | 7  | 9  | 9  | 9  | 17 | 18 | 19 | 18 | 18 | 18 | 18 | 18 | 18 | 18 | 18 |

Figure 1: (a) Optimized refractive index profiles for different numbers of layers. (b) Reflection spectrum of the structure with reference wavelength 0.5 $\mu$m for different numbers of layers and refractive index profiles.
all the visible spectral range. The efficiency of apodization becomes maximum when we use 13 layers and the bandwidth attains 0.4314 µm. On the other hand for \( p \geq 16 \), no effect on the bandwidth was observed with regular 0.4148 µm value. So, by comparing these results with the classical Bragg dielectric mirror, the bandwidth increases by increasing the number of the layers. However, the bandwidth of the bragg mirror becomes stable for a critical \( p \) value [14]. It is clear, that the same result was found for the design simulated in the present work to have a total transmission band.

To have the maximum of the visible range covered by the total transmission band, we can adjust the reference wavelength. Figure 3 gives the response spectrum of the structure as a function of the central wavelength. We note that the band broaden and shifts towards the higher wavelengths when increasing the central wavelength (changing the central wavelength induces changing geometric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( p )</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta \lambda ) (µm)</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.2462</td>
<td>0.3113</td>
<td>0.2723</td>
<td>0.0941</td>
<td>0.4252</td>
<td>0.4314</td>
<td>0.4252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \lambda_{\text{short}} ) (µm)</td>
<td>0.4825</td>
<td>0.4064</td>
<td>0.3894</td>
<td>0.3987</td>
<td>0.4575</td>
<td>0.366</td>
<td>0.3644</td>
<td>0.366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \lambda_{\text{long}} ) (µm)</td>
<td>0.5185</td>
<td>0.6527</td>
<td>0.7007</td>
<td>0.6707</td>
<td>0.5516</td>
<td>0.7912</td>
<td>0.7958</td>
<td>0.7912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta \lambda ) (µm)</td>
<td>0.4094</td>
<td>0.4148</td>
<td>0.4148</td>
<td>0.4148</td>
<td>0.4148</td>
<td>0.4148</td>
<td>0.4148</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \lambda_{\text{short}} ) (µm)</td>
<td>0.3684</td>
<td>0.3676</td>
<td>0.3676</td>
<td>0.3676</td>
<td>0.3676</td>
<td>0.3676</td>
<td>0.3676</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \lambda_{\text{long}} ) (µm)</td>
<td>0.7778</td>
<td>0.7824</td>
<td>0.7824</td>
<td>0.7824</td>
<td>0.7824</td>
<td>0.7824</td>
<td>0.7824</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: (a) Reflection spectrum of apodized structure with 13 layers as function of the reference wavelength. (b) The shift of the zero reflection band edges as function of the reference wavelength.

Figure 3: Reflection spectrum of apodized structure with 13 layers and reference wavelength 1.55 µm.
layers thicknesses since we keep the optical length of layers as quarter wavelength). So, we choose the central wavelength which permits to have the largest bandwidth in visible range. We can fix the reference wavelength at 0.55 µm.

We perform the same optimization process to realise a broad total transmission band in the near infrared range. For this, we take as reference wavelength the well known telecommunication wavelength 1.55 µm, the region in which almost all the world’s optically transmitted information is passed. The optimum number of layers is also 13 for this case. With 13 layers, we can have a total transmission bandwidth of 1.3363 µm covering the range [1.1311, 2.4675] µm (Figure 3). This achievement is of military and commercial interest because the technique can be used to enhance or better transmit infrared images.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, the reflectance properties of the proposed structure are different with the conventional multi-layered structure, because in this case dielectric multilayer gives a band structure with zero reflection under a specific apodized design. The reflectance properties of the grating with apodized structure are investigated in detail by numerical simulations. Apodization not only enhance transmission but also it permits the broadening of a total transmission band by optimization of the apodization parameters as well as the others parameters of the structure. The structure can be used as an antireflection coating which transmits a large range of wavelengths.
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High Frequency Back Scattering from a Real-scale Aircraft Using SBR and PTD-EEC Method
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Abstract — Monostatic Radar Cross Section (RCS) of a three dimensional target is calculated using Shooting and Bouncing Ray (SBR) method and Physical Theory of Diffraction-Equivalent Edge Current (PTD-EEC) method. The aim of the presented algorithm is modeling of a real-scale aircraft, so the SBR ray tracing method is combined with PTD-EEC method, thus providing fast intersection routines as well as an accurate calculation of the resulting scattered field strengths. The size and complexity of the object is virtually unlimited. Calculated results with SBR and PTD-EEC methods are compared to Physical Optics Method.

1. INTRODUCTION

The electromagnetic scattering problem is an important subject in defense and aerospace applications. Realistic 3-D targets are modeled in computer aided design (CAD)-based computation environment, i.e., Unigraphics and/or Rhinoceros program. Models obtained from these programs have triangular mesh. First-order scattering, the shadowing and multiple bounce effects from 3-D real scale targets are investigated with SBR method which is one of the most powerful high frequency methods.

Recently several RCS calculation codes have been reported. RCS predicting algorithms are investigated and are developed software codes for large targets using method based on Physical Optics (PO) \([15]\).

In the Shooting and Bouncing Ray (SBR) method \([1–3]\), a set of parallel rays is launched from the incident direction toward the target. Each ray is traced as it bounces from one part of the target to another, until it exits the target. The field on the ray is calculated by the theory of geometrical optics, including the effects of ray tube divergence, polarization and material reflection coefficient. At the last reflection point on the target, a physical optics type integration of the induced surface currents that is performed to calculate the far field contribution from this ray tube. Contributions from all rays are summed up at a far field observation point to give rise to the final scattered field.

The far field contribution from a small ray tube is given formulation of the Huygens’ Principle. The expression based on Huygens’ Principle is useful in shooting and bouncing rays for solving complex scattering problems \([2]\).

Effects of edge diffractions do not take into account in the SBR method. So, by including a routine that handles diffraction effects (i.e., a code based on Physical Theory of Diffraction (PTD)), the code can be used in stealth design applications. In the literature, quite a lot of work has been done and is the most widely used has done in 1984 by Michaeli’ \([1]\).

Complex targets as a F16, which requires a full three dimensional analysis, has not been studied in the literature. In this study, RCS of complex targets as a F16 is calculated SBR-PTD-EEC method for vertical and horizontal polarizations and the calculated results by this method have compared with physical optics results and only shooting and bouncing ray method. RCS of F16 has been investigated versus frequency, elevation and azimuth angle.

2. THEORY

2.1. Shooting and Bouncing Ray (SBR) Method Formulation

The SBR method is explained in detail in earlier publications \([1–4]\). In the present application, this method is applied over scattering surface and it is assumed that all of scattering surface is covered with Huygens’ surface. The ray scattering formulation for validation is based on Huygens’ Principle as in the two-dimensional case. A dense grid of geometrical optics (GO) rays representing the incident plane wave is shot toward the target. Whenever the rays cross the Huygens’ surface \(S\), the contributions of the rays to the scattered field are calculated by a ray-tube integration scheme.
Rays are traced according to the laws of geometrical optics as they bounce around the target. At the exit point of each ray, ray-tube integration is performed to sum up its contribution to the total scattered field [5]. While the basic idea behind the SBR methodology is simple, when combined with CAD tools for geometrical modeling and fast ray-tracing algorithms developed in computer graphics, this technique becomes a very general tool for characterizing the scattering from large, complex targets.

In this work in the RCS analysis with SBR method, ray window illuminated to target or scattering surface is located fixed \( xyz \) plane and the scattering surface is rotated.

At an observation point \((r, \theta, \phi)\) in the far field, the contribution from this ray tube is expressed by

\[
\vec{E}_s = \frac{e^{-jkr}}{r} [\hat{\theta}A_\theta + \hat{\phi}A_\phi]
\]

When the SBR method is used, the contribution of the existing rays to the scattered field is given by:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
A_\theta \\
A_\phi
\end{bmatrix} = \frac{jk}{4\pi} \int_{\text{raytube projection on } S} e^{jk\vec{r} \cdot \vec{s}} \left( \left[ \begin{bmatrix}
-\hat{\phi} \\
\hat{\theta}
\end{bmatrix} \times \vec{E}(r) + \eta \begin{bmatrix}
\hat{\theta} \\
\hat{\phi}
\end{bmatrix} \times \vec{H}(r)
\end{bmatrix} \cdot \hat{n} ds'
\right)
\]

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
A_\theta \\
A_\phi
\end{bmatrix} = \frac{jk}{4\pi} \begin{bmatrix}
A_\theta \\
A_\phi
\end{bmatrix} = \sum_{\text{rays}} \begin{bmatrix}
B_\theta \\
B_\phi
\end{bmatrix} \left( \frac{jk}{2\pi} \right) (\Delta A)_{exit}(\theta, \phi)e^{jk\cdot r_A}
\]

In the above expression, \( r_A \) is the position vector of point \( A \) where the ray-tube integration is carried out. Point \( A \) is usually chosen to be the last hit point on the target for the ray (see Fig. 2). \((\Delta A)_{exit}\) is the cross section of the exit ray tube at \( A \) and \( S(\theta, \phi) \) is the shape function corresponding to the radiation pattern from the ray tube. \( S(\theta, \phi) \) can usually be assumed to be unity if the ray tube area is sufficiently small, since the radiation from the ray tube will be nearly isotropic. \( B_\theta, B_\phi \) are explicitly related to the aperture fields at \( A \) as:

\[
B_\theta = 0.5[-s_1 \cos \phi E_3 - s_2 \sin \phi E_3 + s_3(\cos \phi E_1 + \sin \phi E_2)] + 0.5Z_0[1 - s_2(\cos \theta \cos \phi H_3 + \sin \theta H_3) + s_2(- \sin \theta H_1 - \cos \theta \cos \phi H_3)]
\]

\[
B_\phi = 0.5[s_1(\cos \theta \sin \phi E_3 + \sin \theta E_2) + s_2(- \sin \theta E_1 - \cos \theta \cos \phi E_3)] + 0.5Z_0[s_2(\cos \phi H_3) + s_2(- \cos \phi H_1 - \sin \phi H_2)]
\]

where \( E(A) = E_1\hat{x} + E_2\hat{y} + E_3\hat{z} \) and \( H(A) = H_1\hat{x} + H_2\hat{y} + H_3\hat{z} \) are respectively the electric and magnetic field associated with each ray at \( A \), and \( \hat{s} = s_1\hat{x} + s_2\hat{y} + s_3\hat{z} \) is the exit ray direction.

In summary, the far field contribution from a ray tube is given in Eq. (1) and Eq. (3). This result is obtained by applying the PO theory to the scattered field over the scatterer surface.

2.2. Physical Theory of Diffraction-Equivalent Edge Current (PTD-EEC) Method Formulation

3-D CAD model of complex target has edge and wedge. For scatterers with edge, it is important edge diffraction contribution is needed to add SBR method. In CAD based computation environment, the best method to implement edge diffraction is to use Michaeli’s diffraction coefficient [1].

For a given scatterer geometry built by a CAD model, it is possible to identify edges automatically by checking the interior wedge angle between any two adjacent geometrical entries. In the CAD model, smooth surfaces are approximated by flat plates (i.e., half plane). If the angle between edges is different from zero, interior wedge angle is defined and it is considered as a “true wedge” and it will be used in subsequent edge calculation.

Once an edge is defined, the space curve that describes the edge is divided into linear segments, say, at a density of 10 segments per wavelength. For each segment, the following geometrical parameters are needed: \((r_s, r_e)\) starting and ending position vectors of the segment, \((\hat{n}_1, \hat{n}_2)\) two unit outward normal of the wedge faces.
3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Monostatic RCS of complex target as an F16 is examined with SBR-PTD-EEC method and SBR method. Dimensions of F16 located in the $xyz$ plane are $x = 7 \text{ m}$, $y = 4 \text{ m}$, $z = 10 \text{ m}$, operating frequency is 10 GHz and diffraction angle is $90^\circ$. In Fig. 5, it shows 3-D F16 Unigraphics Model. The F16 is represented by 4092 triangle patches as shown in Fig. 4. In the SBR method, rays are shot towards the F16 with $\lambda/10$ density, where $\lambda$ is wave length. The F16 was illuminated with 640,000 rays. For vertical and horizontal polarization, RCS according to $\theta$ elevation angle ($0^\circ$–$180^\circ$) is investigated and results obtained with SBR-PTD-EEC method have been compared to results obtained by Physical Optics (PO) and SBR method. Vertical polarization and horizontal polarization results are showed respectively in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. In Fig. 7, both elevation ($\theta$) and azimuth ($\phi$) angles are $0^\circ$, RCS of F-16 is investigated versus frequency range (2–8 GHz) and results are compared to PO method.
Figure 3: RCS of F16 is calculated by PO, SBR and SBR-PTD-EEC for vertical polarization while the azimuth angle is 90°.

Figure 4: 3D result of RCS of F16. (a) For vertical polarization and (b) for horizontal polarization.

The results in Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) show the PO results, the SBR results without the diffraction contribution and the SBR results with the diffraction contribution for vertical and horizontal polarization, respectively. Ray tracing capability of the SBR code handles the multiple scattering and shadowing problems but SBR code is unable to model diffraction. Diffraction effects are calculated with PTD-EEC method.

In Fig. 5(a), PO, SBR and SBR-PTD-EEC results are perfectly matching between $\theta = 60°$ to $110°$. For vertical polarization, in the elevation angles which diffraction is effective, the results are not matching well with the PO results. In Fig. 5(b), PO and SBR results are perfectly matching between $\theta = 60°$ to $110°$. For horizontal polarization, results are not agreeing at angles where diffraction effects are dominant. Only PO, SBR and SBR-PTD-EEC results are perfectly matching between $\theta = 80°$ to $90°$ and diffraction effects are not important at these angles.

The F16 was illuminated from $\phi = 0°$ and $\theta = 0°$ and its monostatic RCS was computed with respect to frequency from 2 GHz to 18 GHz for vertical polarization. The results of the SBR and SBR-PTD-EEC are compared with the PO result and given in Fig. 7. When SBR result without diffraction is compared to SBR result with diffraction and diffraction is effective between 2–8 GHz as shown in Fig. 7.

Frequency is 10 GHz, elevation angle is (0°–180°), azimuth angle is (0°–360°), in Fig. 8 and in Fig. 9 show 3D RCS results for vertical and horizontal polarization respectively.

When 3D results are examined, it is shown that RCS value of F16 has large values at 0°, 90° and 180°.

4. CONCLUSION

As the conclusion of this work, we can say that equivalent edge current method which is suggested by Michaeli has given better result than other techniques used in the literature.

In conclusion, high frequency techniques are probably the optimum approach for analyzing very large and 3-D real targets. First-order scattering and multiple bounce effect from 3-D real scale targets are investigated with SBR method which is one of the most powerful high frequency methods. SBR method does not contain diffraction effects. Diffraction effects are examined PTD-EEC method and these effects are added to SBR results. Monostatic RCS of F16 with respect to frequency, angle and polarization are examined in our work. In addition to, three dimensional RCS
of F16 are investigated for vertical and horizontal polarization.
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Thin Wires Structure for Decoupling of Multiple-antenna Terminals
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Abstract—In this paper, a thin wires (TW) structure has been used in order to reduce the coupling between two very close antennas on a common ground plane. Two dual-band planar inverted F antennas (PIFA) have been considered as the edge to edge distance at low band between both elements is 0.016λ. After optimization of the location and the size of the TW structure, at low band, for the proposed two elements antenna we have achieved an isolation of 8.1 dB compared to the 3.1 dB for the initial antenna structure.

1. INTRODUCTION

When implementing Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO), the integration of several antennas operating in a diversity scheme at the base station side of the link is today a well-known and well-used solution. However, gathering together several antennas in a small device is much more complicated task due to the small allocated space for them and the highly complex fields within the antenna volume. Moreover, with the deployment of the Long Term Evolution (LTE) technology, the need to find efficient solution for isolating the antennas especially at low frequencies becomes extremely important. Consequently the academic research on multiple antennas operating at the same frequency, in a small communicating device is still of a great interest.

Identical planar inverted F antennas (PIFA) or monopoles-like antennas have been moved along the mobile phone printed circuit board (PCB) and different orientations have been investigated as well in [1, 2]. As could be expected, the best isolation values between the antennas were found for having the antennas spaced by the largest available distance, i.e., one at the top of the PCB and the other at the bottom. Several techniques to reduce the coupling between the antennas have been proposed [3–17]. Today future challenges concentrate on multi-antenna structures for the GSM 850/900 MHz [18, 19] and the long term evolution (LTE) 700 MHz bands [20]. At those low frequencies, indeed there is a huge challenge to isolate the ports of the antennas as the PCB is the unique radiator and the antennas only coupling elements. In this paper, we have proposed a thin wire (TW) structure to be placed in between two radiating elements of a PIFA type in order to reduce coupling between the antennas. An optimization of the best location of the TW structure and number of the elements within the TW structure has been performed using the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method [21]. The latter has been proved to be an efficient technique for solving complex electromagnetic problems [22].

2. ANTENNA CONFIGURATION

The investigated model with two PIFA antennas and the TW structure within the volume corresponding to a typical mobile phone handset are shown in Fig. 1.

The TW structure consists of periodically arranged wires with 1 mm distance between. In our study, the lateral number of the wires (M) has been fixed to 3, while the longitudinal number of wires (N) has been varied. The wires are 9 mm long and are connected to the ground plane at their bottom. An optical unit with size 40 × 40 × 10 mm modeled by perfect electric conductor is attached to the ground plane. The aim of the optical unit is to avoid using conducting cables and, consequently, spoiling the antenna characteristics in measurement campaigns. An optical unit with that size has been designed and used during several measurement campaigns in Aalborg, Denmark as some more information and results can be found in [23]. In a real mobile phone, the place of the optical unit would be usually occupied by a battery of similar size, and the model would also be similar. The antennas resonate at 786 MHz and at 2.02 GHz which are very close to the LTE low and high bands. The edge to edge distance between both elements is 0.016λ, where λ is the wavelength in free space.
Figure 1: The handset model with two PIFA antennas and the decoupling TW structure.

Figure 2: Minimum isolation of the proposed antenna at the low LTE band.

Figure 3: Simulated $|s_{11}|$ and $|s_{12}|$ of the initial and the proposed antenna (with the TW structure, $y$ and $N$ optimized).

Table 1: Minimum isolation of the initial antenna.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Low band</th>
<th>High band</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>3.1 dB</td>
<td>10.4 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

In order to explain better the behavior of the $|s_{12}|$ we have defined a parameter called minimum isolation which is the maximum of the $|s_{12}|$ curve in the given frequency range. The minimum isolation of the initial antenna for both bands is shown in Table 1.

The results from the simulations for different distances $y$ and sizes $N$ of the TW structure are shown in Fig. 2.

The number of the wire elements $N$ occurs to be an important parameter. The slope of the curves increases with increasing of $y$. Comparison of the simulated $|s_{11}|$ and $|s_{12}|$ between the initial antenna and the optimized one with the reduced coupling is shown in Fig. 3.
4. CONCLUSIONS

A thin wire structure for decoupling two PIFA antennas with edge to edge distance of 0.016λ₀ at low LTE band has been proposed. The isolation has been improved from 3.1 dB to 8.1 dB. The future work includes investigation of this technique in the presence of a user’s head and hand. Further, a planar version of the TW structure, supposed to be more easily manufactured, is under investigation. More optimizations of the TW structure dimensions will also be performed.
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Localized EBG Structure with DeCaps for Ultra-wide Suppression of Power Plane Noise
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Abstract — The uni-planar electromagnetic bandgap (UC-EBG) structure is well known as a promising solution for suppressing power noise up to the GHz frequency range in high-speed digital systems. However, if a typical UC-EBG were adopted for the power and ground planes, the discontinuous reference plane would most likely degrade the high-speed signals passing over the EBG patterns because of the discontinuities of the etched reference plane. Also, EBG structures have a limitation in terms of the expansion of the lower bandgap frequency due to their physical size. In this paper, a localized EBG-patterned board with decoupling capacitors is proposed as a means of both suppressing noise propagation from extremely low frequencies and minimizing the effects of the discontinuous reference plane.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the multi-layer PCBs and packages of a high-speed digital system, a stable power distribution network (PDN) is needed to supply clean power to the core logic and I/O circuits. One of the major obstacles to building a stable PDN is known to be the simultaneous switching noise (SSN) generated in the power/ground (P/G) planes [1]. SSN can excite resonance modes between the parallel-plate waveguide-type P/G planes. As a result, the generated cavity resonance modes can lead to significant signal/power integrity (SI/PI) problems and electromagnetic interference (EMI) issues [2, 3]. Recently, a uni-planar compact electromagnetic bandgap (UC-EBG) structure was proposed as a promising means of effectively eliminating SSN [4–6]. However, if the UC-EBG is adopted for the P/G plane, problems of signal integrity may result from the high-speed signals crossing over the EBG patterns, because the perforated reference plane perturbs the return current flows. Also, a typical UC-EBG structure causes the resonance frequencies of the planes to move to a lower frequency range, which is outside the EBG’s bandgap. So, adopting an EBG structure may make it worse at a lower frequency range below several hundred MHz [7–9].

This letter proposes a localized EBG board with decoupling capacitors (‘DeCaps’ hereafter) located only near the sources of noise as a means of both suppressing the power noise from extremely low frequencies and of minimizing the effects of the discontinuous reference plane. The SSN suppression performance of the proposed structure was validated and investigated by both simulation and measurement.

2. TEST BOARD DESCRIPTION
The main objective of this study is to investigate the effect of the localized EBG unit cell with DeCaps located near the noise source, on the assumption that the noise sources exist only in a specific area. Thus, a well-known UC-EBG structure was used as the unit cell [4–6]. Figures 1(a) and (b) show the unit cell structure and the side view of the proposed PCB board, which had the localized EBG unit cells and DeCaps on the power plane. The unit cells were etched onto the power plane with their corresponding geometrical parameters, $d = 30 \text{ mm}$, $a = 28.5 \text{ mm}$, $g = 1 \text{ mm}$, $l_1 = 6.5 \text{ mm}$, $l_2 = 7.5 \text{ mm}$, $w_1 = 1.5 \text{ mm}$, and $w_2 = 1.5 \text{ mm}$, respectively. The dimensions of the two-layer PCB were 180 mm $\times$ 180 mm, with a 1.0 mm FR4 ($\varepsilon_r = 4.5$) substrate. The real decoupling capacitor behaves as a series RLC resonant circuit [10]. To suppress SSN at an extremely low frequency, 8 SMT-type DeCaps were positioned around the noise source, Port 1. The parameters’ values of the used DeCap are $C = 100 \text{ nF}$, $L_{ESL} = 0.55 \text{ nH}$, and $R_{ESR} = 0.02 \Omega$.

As shown in Figure 2, the three types of test PCBs used to verify the proposed structure’s performance were designed and fabricated as follows: (a) reference plane, (b) localized EBG plane, and (c) localized EBG plane with 8 decoupling capacitors around port 1. The four ports were located as follows: P1 (45, 135, 0 mm); P2 (135, 45, 0 mm); P3 (45, 45, 0 mm); and P4 (135, 135, 0 mm). The point of origin was situated in the lower left-hand corner of the PCB, as shown in Figure 2. These ports were used to evaluate the insertion loss between the ports by both simulation and measurement.
Figure 1: (a) EBG unit cell structure and parameters. (b) Side view of PCB with localized EBG unit cells with DeCaps.

Figure 2: Test boards. (a) Reference board. (b) Localized EBG board. (c) Localized EBG with DeCaps on the power plane.

3. SIMULATED AND MEASURED RESULTS

The SSN suppression property can be confirmed with the insertion loss between the ports in the frequency domain. A 3D EM simulation tool (HFSS from Ansoft, USA) [11] and a vector network analyzer (Agilent 8236B) were used to obtain the simulated and measured insertion losses between the ports, respectively. Figures 3 and 4 show the simulated and measured insertion loss, i.e., $S_{21}$ for the proposed localized EBG-patterned power planes with DeCaps located near the noise source, Port 1. The insertion losses of the reference board and the localized EBG board without DeCaps are also presented in the figures for comparison. As shown in the figures, reasonable agreement is obtained from DC to 5 GHz between the measurements and simulations.

The stop bandwidth was defined by ‘$S_{21}$ lower than $-30\,\text{dB}$’ for the purposes of this study. As shown in Figures 3 and 4, the suppression property of the proposed structure superposes the properties of the EBG planes and DeCaps. That is, the stop bandwidth of the proposed structure is the sum of the stop bands due to both the DeCaps at the lower frequency range and the EBG cells at the higher frequency range; and the average level of suppression within the forbidden bandgap is higher than that of the power plane with only the localized EBG unit cells.

In the case of the localized EBG board without DeCaps, the SSN is sufficiently reduced at the stop band ($0.95 \sim 4.4\,\text{GHz}$) of the UC-EBG structure. But the resonances below the stop band in the EBG-patterned board become more severe than those of the reference board because a typical UC-EBG structure causes the resonance frequencies of the planes to move to a lower frequency range. To reduce the SSN at the lower frequency range, DeCaps are used in this study. It is clearly seen in the figures that the localized EBG board with DeCaps mitigates sufficiently the propagation of power noise across the entire frequency range from DC to 5 GHz. The stop bandwidth was defined by ‘$S_{21}$ lower than $-30\,\text{dB}$’ for the purposes of this study. As shown in
Figure 3: Simulated $S_{21}$ between the fabricated EBG boards and the reference board.

Figure 4: Measured $S_{21}$ between the fabricated EBG boards and the reference board.

Figure 5: Measured SSN suppression behavior for the different receiving ports located on the test PCB with localized EBG unit cells with DeCaps.

Figures 3 and 4, the suppression property of the proposed structure superposes the properties of the EBG planes and DeCaps. That is, the stop bandwidth of the proposed structure is the sum of the stop bands due to both the DeCaps at the lower frequency range and the EBG cells at the
higher frequency range; and the average level of suppression within the forbidden bandgap is higher than that of the power plane with only the localized EBG unit cells.

Figure 5 shows the measured SSN suppression behavior of the proposed localized EBG board with DeCaps for the receiving ports located in other different locations, namely ports 3 and 4. The noise excitation was at port 1. The insertion loss at port 2 is also presented in this figure for comparison. Although there are no EBG unit cells in the positions of ports 3 and 4, it was found that the SSN is still suppressed sufficiently in the ultra-wide frequency band from DC to 5 GHz. This behavior indicates that the proposed design is capable of suppressing the SSN on the PDN in an omni-directional manner.

In this study, only a portion (25%) of the power plane is used to adopt the EBG unit cells. So, if the solid part of the proposed power plane were used as the return current path for a high-speed signal, the SSN could be sufficiently suppressed and the signal quality improved to a greater extent than the conventional EBG-patterned PDN with fully located unit cells.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the localized EBG patterned power plane with decoupling capacitors (DeCaps) located only near the noise source is proposed as a means of both suppressing the noise propagation from DC to several GHz and of minimizing the effect of the discontinuous reference plane. From the results obtained from simulation and measurement, it is seen clearly that the proposed localized EBG board with DeCaps suppresses sufficiently the propagation of power noise across the entire frequency range from DC to 5 GHz. Furthermore, the remaining solid part of the localized EBG PDN can be used as a stable return current path for high speed signals to minimize the effect of discontinuous EBG-patterned PDN.
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